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CHAPTER 1

Rlationships between Two Variables

The economics literature contains innumerable discussions of relationships be-
tween variables in pairs: quantity and price; consumption and income; demand for
money and the interest rate; trade balance and the exchange rate; education and
income; unemployment and the inqation rate; and many more. This is not to say that
economists believe that the world can be analyzed adequately in terms of a collection
of bivariate relations. When they leave the two-dimensional diagrams of the text-
books behind and take on the analysis of real problems, multivariate relationships
abound. Nonetheless, some bivariate relationships are signiscant in themselves;
more importantly for our purposes, the mathematical and statistical tools developed
for two-variable relationships are fundnmental btlilding blocks for the analysis of
more compli-ated situations.

1.1
EXAMPLES OF BIVARIATE RELATIONSHIPS

Figure 1
.1

displays two aspects of the relationship between real personal saving
(SAV) and real personal disposable income (lNC) in the United States. ln Fig. 1.

1J

the value of each selies is shown quarterly for the period from 1959.1 to 1992.1 .

These two series and many of the others in the examples throughout the book come
from the DRl Basic Economics Database (formerlyCitibase); where relevant, we
indicate the correspondence between our labels and the Citibase labels for the vari-
ables.l Figure 1.1J is a typical example of a tlme series plot, in which time is dis-
played on the horizontal axis and the values of the series are displayed on the vertical
axis. lncome shows an upward trend throughout the period, and in the early years.
saving does likewise. This pattern, however, is not replicated in the middle and later

lA definition of all series is given in the data diskv which nrnompanse thiR volumt. lnstructions for
accessing the disk are given in Appendix C.
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years. One might be tempted to conclude from Fig. 1.1J that saving is much more
volatile than income, but that does not necessarily follow, since the series have sep-
arate scalesaz

An alternative display of the same information is in terms of a scatter plot.
shown in Fig. l

.1:.

Here one series is plotted against the other. The time dimension
is no longer shown explicitly, but most software programs allow the option of joining
successive points on the scatter so that the evolution of the series over time may still
be traced. Both parts of Fig. 1

.1

indicate gpositive association between the variables:
increases in one tend to be associated with increases in the other. It is clear that
although the association is approimately linear in the early part of the period, it is
not so in the second half.

Figures 1.2 and l
.3

illustrate various associations between the natural log of real
personal expenditure on gasoline (GAS), the natural log of the real price of gasoline
(PRICE), and the natural log of real disposable personal income (INCOME). The
derivations of the series are described in the data disk. The rationale for the logarith-
mic transformations is discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 1

.2

gives various time plets of
gasoline expenditure, price, and income. The real price series, with 1987 as the base
year, shows the two dramatic price hikes of the early and late 1970s, which were
subsequently eroded by reductions in the nominal price of oil and by U.S. inflation,
so the real price at the end of the period was less than that obtaining at the start.
The income and expenditure series are both shown in per capita form, because U.S.
population increased by about 44 percent over the period, from 176 million to 254
million. The population series used to dellate the expenditure and income series is
the civilian noninstitutional population aged l 6 and over, which has increased even
faster than the general population. Per capita real expenditure on gasoline increased
steadily in the 1960: and early 1970s, as real income grew and real price declined.
This steady rise endedzwith the price shocks of the 1970s, and per capita gas con-
sumption has never regained the peak levels of the early seventies.

The scatter plots in Fig. 1.3 further illustrate the upheaval in this market. The
plot for the whole period in Fig. 1.3/ shows very different associations between ex-
penditure and price in the earlier and later periods. The scatter for 1959.1 to 1973.3 in
Fig. 1

.?b

looks like a conventional negative association between price and quantity.
This is shattered in the middle period (1973.4to 1981

.4)

and reestablished, though
with a very different slope, in the last period (1982.1to 1992.1). This data set will
be analyzed econometrically in this and later chapters.

These illustrative scatter diagrams have three main characteristics. One is the
sign of the association or covariation-that is, do the valiables move together in
a positive or negative fashion? Another is the strength of the association. A third
characteristic is the linearity (orotherwise) of the association-is the general shape
of the scatter linear or curvilinear? In Section 1

.2

we discuss the extent to which the
correlation coefhcient measures the hrst two characteristics for a linear association,
and in later chapters we will show how to deal with the linearity question, but tirst
we give an example of a bivariate frequency distribution.

2seeProblem 1
.1.
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The data underlying Figs. l
.1

to 1.3 come in the form of n pairs of observations
of the form (.Y,.,Yi), i = 1,2, . . . , n. When the sample size n is very large, the
data are usually printed as a bivariate frequency distribution; the ranges of X and i'
are split into subintervals and each cell of the table shows the number of observatiops

r
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TABLE 1.1
Distribution of heights and chest circumferences of 5732 Scottish militiamen

*A-%

Chest circumference (inches)
45 and Row

33-35 36-38 39-41 47-4: over toKals

*2 K5 39 331 326 26 0 722
Height r< *7 40 591 1010 170 4 1815
(inches) A* *9 19 312 1144 488 18 1981

78-71 5 100 479 290 23 897
71-73 0 17 l20 153 27 317

Colx:nn toenlq l03 1351 3079 1127 72 5732

souxe: Fdinhvnik u- - *--2 5aqicJlJ/urucl(1817,pp.26X2M).

T A B L E l . ;
Conditional --- f@rthe data in Table 1.1

Mean of lri ' rlNen clxst (inches) 66.31 66.84 67.89 69.16 70.53
Mean of clw psen Yight (inches) 38.41 39.19 40.26 40.76 41.80

in the corresmnding pair of subintervals. Table 1.1 provides an example.S It is not
possible to give a simple. two-dimensional representation of these data. However,
insmction of the cell frequencies suggests a positive association between the two
measurements. nis is conhrmed by calculating the conditional means. First of all,
each of the tivecenlral columns of the table gives a distribution of heights for a given
chest mesurement.

-111e%

are conditional frequency distributions, and traditional
statistics such s mean and variances may be calculated. Similarly, the rows of the
table givedistributions of chet measurements, conditional on height. The two sets of
conditional means are shewn in Table 1

.2.,

each mean series increases monotonically
with increases in > mweitioning variable, indicating a positive association between
the variablp

..
: .

. :- ..' q ..

.

1.2
THE CORRELATION COEFHCIENT

The direction and closeness of the linear ssociation between two variables are mea-
sured by the correlation coefhcient.4 Let the observations be denoted by (m, Fj) with
i = 1,2, . . . , n. Once the sample means have *en calculated, the data may be ex-
pressed in deviation form as

xi = Xi - X yi = Yi - #

3condensed from Stephen M. Stigler, Fc Histor. of Statistics Harvard University Press. 1986, p. 208.
4SeeStigler, op. cit., for a fascinating and dehnitive histol'y of the evolution of the correlation coefscient.
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where k and 9 denote the sample means of X and F. Figure 1.4 shows an illustrative
point on a scatter diagram with the sample means as new axes, giving four quadrants,
which are numbered counterclockwise. The product xiyi is positive for all points in
quadrants I and lll and negative for all points in quadrants 11and IV. Since a msitive
relationship will have points lying for the most part in quadrants 1 and 111,and a
negative relationship will have points lying mostly in the other two quadrants, the
sign of X''j- l xiyi will indicate whether the scatter slopes upward or downward. This
sum, however, will tend to increase in absolute terms as more data are added to the
sample. Thus, it is better to express the sum in average terms, giving the sample
covariance,

Fl

COVIXF) = (X - X)(Ff - Fjln
j.j j jj( .

n

= /Xilb' l
i = 1

The value of te covariance depends on the units in which the variables are mea-
sured. Changing one variable from dollars to cents will give a new covariance 100
times te old. To obtain a measure of association that is invariant with respect to
units of measurement, the deviations are expressed in standard deviation units. The
covariance of the standardized deviations is the correlation coemcient, r nnmely,

y'
Quadrant11 QuadrantI
(xy) negative (xy)positive

(arr,l'j)

I
I
I
I yf = K- F
I
l
l

F

xi = Xi
-.#

' .
.

. .

QuadrantIlI QzzzzzfrtznllV
(.ry)msitive (ay)negative

r

0 X x
FIGURE 1.4
Coordinates for scatter diagram for paired variables.
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Xi A'
r = - - /n = xiyilnsxsy

, J J
,

i = l A' .Y i = l

where sx = x2ln
i

i = l

n
J = ylln

)' i
j a.j

Omitting subscripts and the limits of summation (sincethere is no ambiguity) and
performing some algebraic manipulations give three equivalent expressions for the
correlation coefkient--two in terms of deviations and one in terms of the raw data:

N- vy
r =

Mxs).

X xy
=

'''-'JJIZ>uy2
Y

nJ( A'F - (E .Y)(EF)
=

'n X X2 - (X X)2 nl F2 - (X F)2N

1.2.1 The Correla-e -- Coefficient for a Bivariate Frequency Distribution

In general. a bivariate distribution such as that shown in Table 1.1may be represented
by the paired values X,.

') with frequency n f0r i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , p. Xi
is the midmint of the ith subinterval on the X axis, and j the midpoint of the /th
subintenral on the F axis. If we use a period for a subscript over which summation
has taken place. the marginal frequencies for X are given by ni. = XJ!-

1 nij for
J

i = 1, . . . . /?1. In conjurtion with the Xi values these marginal frequencies will yield
the standard deviation of X. that is. s.%..The marginal frequencies for i' are n.j =

X'Nj.
j nij for j = 1. . . . , p. nus. the standard deviation of F, or Jy, may be obtained.

Finally the covariance is obtained from
m p

covlxp - :7 y'' nijxi - Rlvj - jhln (1.4)
= l j = l

where n is the total number of obsen'ations. Putting the three elements together, one
may express the correlation coefNcint for tul*- bivarin- frequency distribution in
terms of the raw data as

m P m p

n l (2 nxi - ( nxij ( n.jk'jb
f=1)=1

=l j=L
r =

m m p P

nX ni.xil - (X ni.xt'jl n X n.jhl - (X n.jYj)1
f=1

=1 j=3 /=1
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1.2.2 The Limits of r

The correlation coefscient must lie in the range from - 1 to + 1. To see this, let c
be any arbitrary constant. Then X(y - c.x)2 % 0. Now let c = X xy/ X xl

. Substi-
tution in the inequality gives (X xy)2 t? (J x2)(Ey2), that is, r2 ci 1 . This expres-
sion is one form of the Cauchpschwarz inequality. The equality will only hold if
each and every y deviation is a constant multiple of the corresponding .v deviation. In
such a case the observations a1llie on a single straight line, with a positive slope (r =

1) or a negative slope (r = - 1). Figure l
.5

shows two cases in which r is approxi-
mately zero. ln one case the observations are scattered over all four quadrants; in the
other they lie exactly on a quadratic curve, where positive and negative products off-
set one another. Thus, the correlation coefhcient measures the degree of linear associ-
ation. A low value for r does not rule out the possibility of a strong nonlinear associa-
tion, and such an association might give positive or negative values for rif the sample
observations happen to be located in pnrticular segments of the nonlinear relation.

1.2.3 Nonseme Correlations and Other Matters

Correlation coefficients must be interpreted with care. Many coefscients that are
both numerically large and also adjudged statistically sign@cant by tests to be de-
scribed later may contain no real infonnation. That statistical signihcance has been
achieved does not necessarily imply that a meaningful and useful relationship has
been found. The crucial question is, What has caused the observed covariation? f
there is a theory about the jointvariation of X and F, the sign and size of the corre-
lation coefhcient may lend suppol't to that theoly, but if no such theory exists or can
be devised, the correlation may be classed as a nonsense correlation.

(c)

FIGURE 1.5
Paired variables for which r2 =r 0.

(1)
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Our favorite spurious, or nonsense, correlation was given in a beautiful 1926 pa-
per by the statistician G. Udny Yule.5Yule took annual data from 1866 to 1911 for the
death rate in England and Wales and for the proportion of all marriages solemnized

in the Church of England and found the correlation coefscient to be +0.95. How-

ever, no British politician proposed closing down the Church of England to confer

immortality on the electorate. More recently, using annual data from 1897 to 1958,
Plosser and Schwert have found a correlation coefficient of +0.91 between the log of

nominal income in the United States and the log of accumulated sunspots.ti Hendry
has noted a vel'y strong. though somewhat nonlinear, positive relationship between
the iniation rate and the accumulation of annual rainfall in the United Kingdom.7 lt
would be nice if the British could reduce their inflation rate and, as a bonus, enjoy
the inestimable side effect of improved weather, but such happy conjunctions are not

to be.
ln these three examples all of the variables are subject to trend-like movements

over time.8 Presumably some complex set of medical, economic, and social factors
contributed to the reduction in the death rate in England and Wales, even as a differ-
ent set of factors preuced a decline in the proportion of marriages in the Church of

England. Cumulative sunsmts and cumulative rainfall necessarily trend upward, as
do the U.S. nominal income and the British iniation rate. Series responding to essen-
tially unrelated generating mechanisms may thus displaycontemporaneous upward

and/or downward movements and thus yield strong correlation coefficients. Trends

may l>ehtted to such series, as will be shown in the next chapter, and the residuals

from such trends calculated. Correlations between pairs of residuals for such series

will l>enegligible.
An altemative approach to correlating detrended residuals is to correlate the first

dilerences of the series. The first differences are simply the changes in the series
between adjacent observations. ney are usually denoted by the prefix . Thus,

Xt = Xt - Xt- 1 Fr = Ff - Yt- l

Many series Iat show very high correlations between X and F (the Ievels) will

show very low correlations between A.Yand AF (thehrstdterence. This result

usually indicates a spurious relationship. On the other hand, if there is a causal
relationship Ytween the variables, we expect to hnd correlations between levels
and also between tirst differences. This point has recently been emphasized in

an important pamr by Stigler and Sherwin.g The main thesis of the paper is that if

5G. Udny Yule, tWlzy Do We Sometimes Get Nonsense Correlations between Time Series?'' Journal9

of the Royal Statistical Society Series A, General, 89, 1926, 1-69.
6charles 1.Plosser and G. William Schwert, eeMoney,lncome, and Sunspots: Measuring Economic Re-
lationships and the Effects of Differencing,'' Journal ofMonetary Economics, 4. 1978, 637-660.

?David F. Hendry, Econometrics-Alchemy or Science?'', Economica, 47, 1980, 387-406.

s'Frends, like most ecenomic phenemena, are often fragile and transitoly The Imint has been made in
lyrical style by Sir Alec Cairncross, one of Britain's most distinguished economists and a former chief
economic adviser to the British government.

&&h trend is a trend, is a trend, but the question is, will it
bend? Will it alter its course, through some unforeseen force and come to a premature end?''

gGeorgeJ. Stigler and Robert A. Sherwin, rrhe Extent of the Marketv'' Journal of f-aw and Economics,
QR. 19*, 555-585.
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two goods or services are in the same market their prices should l>eclosely related.
However, since most prices, like many economic series, show trend-like movements
over time, Stigler and Sherwin wish to guard against being misled by spurious cor-
relation. Thus, in addition to correlating price levels they correlate price changes.
As one example, the prices of December 1982 silver futures on the New York Com-
modity Exchange and te Chicago Board of Trade over a 30-day trading period gave
r = 0.997, and the price changes gave r = 0.956. In Minneapolis, Minnesota, and
Kansas City, Missouri, two centers of the iour-milling industry, the monthly whole-
sale prices of :our over 1971-198 1 gave correlations of 0.97 for levels and 0.92 for
first differences. ln these two cases the tirstdifference correlations strongly reinforce
the levels correlations and support the thesis of a single market for these goods.

1.2.4 A Case Study

Gasoline is retailed on the West Coast of the United States by the ttmajors'' (Arco,
Shell, Texaco, etc.) and by minors,'' or

tindependents.'' Traditionally the majors
have offered a greater variety of products, differentiated in terms of grade of gasoline,
method of payment, degree of service, and so forth; whereas the minors have sold for
cash and offered a smaller range of products. ln the spring of 1983 Arco abolished
its credit cards and sold for cash only. By the fall of 1983 the other majors had
responded by continuing their credit cards but introducing two prices, a credit price
and a lower cash price. Subsequently one of the independents sued Arco under the
antitrust laws. The essence of the plaintiff 's

case was that there were really two
separate markets for gasoline, one in which the majors competed with each other,
and a second in which the minors competed. They further alleged, though not in this
precise language, that Arco was like a shark that had jumpedout of the big pool
into their little pool with the intention of gobbling them al1 up. No one questioned
that there was competition within the majors and competition within the minors: the
crucial question was whethe.r there was competition between majors and minors.

The problem was a perfect candidate for the Stigler/sherwin type of analysis.
The Lundberg Survey reports detailed information twice a month on the prices of al1
types and grades of gasoline at a very large sample of stations. These data are also
averaged for majors and minors. Twelve differentiated products were defined for the
majors and four for the minors. This step allowed the calculation of 66 correlation
coefhcients for a11pairs of products within the majors and 6 correlation coefcients
within the minors. Each set of coefficients would be expected to consist of very
high numbers, re:ecting the intensity of competition inside each group. However, it
was also possible to calculate 48 correlation coecients for a1lcross-pairs of a major
price and a minor price. If the plaintiff 's

argument were correct, these 48 coefficients
would be of negligible size. On the other hand, if there were just a single large mar-
ket for gasoline, the cross correlations should not be markedly less than correlations
within each group. A nice feature of the problem was that the within-group corre-
lations provided a standard of reference for the assessment of the cross correlations.
In the cases discussed in the Stigler/sherwin paper only subjectivejudgments could
be made about the size of correlation coefficient required to establish that two goods
were in the snme market.
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The preceding approach yielded a matrix of 120 correlation coefhcients. ln or-
der to guard against possible spurious correlation, such a matrix was computed for
levels, for lirst differences, for logs of levels, and for rst differences of logs (which
measure percent changes in price). ln addition, regression analysis was used to adjust
for possible common influences from the price of crude oil or from general inpation,
and matrices were produced for correlations between the residuals from these regres-
sions. ln all cases the matrices showed

''forests''

of tall trees (that is, high correlation
coefficients), and the trees were just as tall in the rectangle of cross correlations as in
the triangles of within correlations. The simple correlation coefscients thus provided
conclusive evidence for the existence of a single market for retail gasoline.

1.3

PROBABILITY MODELS FOR TWO VARIABLES

Classical statistical inference is based on the presumption that there exists some
population distribution of all possible observations on the variables of interest. That
distribution is characterized by certain crucial parameter values. From a sample of n
observations sample statistics are computed and these serve as a basis for inference
about the population parameters. Ever since the work of Haavelmo in the 1940s
the probability approach has been extensively used in econometrics.lo Indeed the
development of econometrics in the past half century has been driven mainly by
the effort to adapt and extend classical inference procedures to deal with the special
problems raised by the nature of the data generation process in economics and the
general 'lnnvnilahility of controlled economic experiments.

13.1 Di.uwmwBivariate Probability Distribution

To introduce some of the main ideas, consider a discrete bivariate probability dis-
tribution as shown in Table 1

.3.

The cell entries indicate the probability of the joint
occurrence of the associated X, F values. Thus, pij = probability that X = Xi and
F = Yj. The column and row totals, where a period indicates the subscript over
which summation has taken place, give the marginal probabilities for X and F, re-
smctively. There are six important population parnmeters for the bivariate distribu-
tion. The means are desned by

l.x = E (X) = Y-Pxi and (1.6)
i

The variances are desned as

2 = vartatl = FgtxY - p.xlzj = X pi.lxi - gyjlGx

i

2 = var(F) = Fg(F - Jty)2j = X yjlyj - gyjlG h' .

loerrygveHaavelmo,The ProbabilityApproachin Econometrics, supplement to Econometrica, 12, July,
1944.

(1.7)
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TABLE 1.3

A bivariate probability distribution

Marginal
.1) - ' ' Xi ' ' . Xm probability

Fz ;1I
' - -

piL
' - '

pmt p.t

1r/ 7)1t J'j 77./

F# PLp J, Pmp P.p
Marginal pl. pi. pm. 1

probability .
dw

The covariance is

cxy
= covtm r) =

'((x
- Jtxltr - p,yll

= Y-lY-,Pijxi - y'xt - #.y)
i j

Finally, the population cprrelation cxcint is definM q

Gxy
corrtx, F) = p =

exey
In these formulae Xj and Xj indicate summation over the relevant subscripts.

Conditional probabilities
Consider the Xi column in Table 1.3. Each cell probability may be divided by

the column total, pi. , to give a conditional probability for F given Xi . Thus,

# bability that z-- vjgiven that x - xi= PrO
Pi.

= probtry Ixi)
(1. 10)

The man of this distribution is the conditional expectation of F, given Xi, that is,

pijMylm = EY l-Y,') = X .

j pi.
(1.11)

Similarly, the variance of this distribution is a conditional variance, or

g pij a j joGylxf = Var(F lXij =

YM,

(F./ - Jtylx) ( .

Pi.

ne conditional means and variances are both functions of X, so there is a set of m
conditional means and variances. ln a similar fashion one may use te row probabil-
ities to study the conditional distributions of X given F.

. . . . .
' '

. .
'

.
' .
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TABLE 1.4

Bivariate distribution of income (#) and
vacation expenditure (1r)
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.
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Conditional probabilities from Table 1.4

F
2

, Of . 0 t!
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<--. 29 0.7 0.2 --.Qs. 0 .-...
. 0

.. ..
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e 0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.l

A numerical ex'ample
Table l

.4

presents h) mtheticaldata on income and vacation expenditure for an
imaginary mpulation.nere arejust three levels of income and six possible levels of
vacation exNnditure. Everyone. no matter how humble, gets to spend at least $1,000
on vacation. 'I1e marginal probabilities show that 40 percent of this population have
incomes of S20.(X%.D mrcenthave incomes of $30,000,and 30 percent have in-
comes of S40.(G). ne conditional probabilities derived from these data are shown in
Table 1

.5.

These conditional pmbabilities are used to calculate the conditional means
and variances shown in the lst two rows of Table 1.4. Mean vacation expenditure
rises with income but the increase is not linear, being greater for the increase from
$30,000 to $40,000than for the increase from $20,000 to $30,000.The conditional
variance also increases with income. One could carry out the parallel analysis for X
given F. This might be of interest to a travel agent concerned with the distribution
of income for people with a given vacation expenditure.

1.3.2 The Bivariate Normal Dlstribution

The previous examples have been in tenus of discrete variables. For continuous vari-
ables the most famous distribution is the bivariate normal. When X and F follow a
bivariate normal distribution, the probability density function (pdf)is given by
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1
fx, A') = X

l'nvxa.y 1 - p2

1 (x-

gx jl . g p (x- gy jy -

gy j .y. (y
-

gy 41(j. j ,;eXP - a(j - pa) j a j ,- j a.y jq ay y j a.y

ln this equation we have used .x and y to indicate the values taken by the variables X
and F. The lower-case letters here do not measure deviations from sample means, as
they do in the discussion of the correlation coefhcient in Section 1.2. The range of
variation for both variables is from minus to plus insnity. lntegrating over y in Eq.
(1.13) gives the marginal distribution for X, which is

21 1 x
-

gx/(* = exp
-

;;. (1.14)
2'mx d Gx

Thus, the marginal distribution of X is seen to be normal with mean y,x and stan-
dard deviation o. Likewise, the marginal distribution of F is normal with mean gy
and standard deviation o'y. The remaining parameter in Eq. (1.13)is p, which can
be shown to be the correlation coefficient between X and F. Finally, from the joint
distribution (Eq. (1.13)Jand the marginal distribution (Eq. (1.14)1,the conditional
distribution of F given X may be obtainedll as

/(y Ix) = fx,yqlfx)
2

' exp -
j'('

-

,.zl- )=

/-2 'nvy 1x Gy Ix
(1.15)

The conditional distribution is also seen to be normal. The conditional mean is

Mylx = a + l?x (1.16)
&

where a = gy
- p p.x and p = p A (1.17)

a.x

The conditional mean is thus a linear function of the X variable. The conditional
variance is invarialzt with X and is given by

z z z aGylx = Gyll -

P ) (1.1 )
This condition of constant variance is referred to as homoscedsticity. Finally, the
conditional mean and valiance for X given F may be obtained by interchanging x
and y in the last three formulae.

.
' (..'.

1.4
THE TWO-VARIABLE LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL

In many bivariate situations the variables are treated in a symmetrical fashion. For
te Scottish soldiers of Table 1.1 the conditional distribution of height, given chest

11See Problem l
.4.
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size, is just as meaningful and interesting as the conditional distribution of chest
size, given height. These are two aspects of the jointvaliation. However, in the va-
cation expenditure/income example we have already tended to show more interest
in the conditional distribution of expenditure, given income, than in the distribution
of income, given expenditure. This example is typical of many economic situations.
Economists often have explicit notions, derived from theoretical models, of causal-
ity running from X, say, to F. nus. the theory of consumer behavior leads one to
expect that household income will be a major determinant of household vacation
expenditure, but labor economics does not give equal strength to the proposition
that household vacation exmnditure is a major determinant of household income.
Although it is formally true that a jointdistribution can always be factored in two
different ways into the product of a marginal and a conditional distribution, one fac-
torization will often lx of more interest to an economist than the other. Thus, in
the expenditure/income case the factorization fx, F) = f(X) . .J(F 1X) will be
of greater interest than the factorization fx, F) = .J(F) ' f CX l F). Moreover, in
the hrst factorization the conditional distribution of expenditure, given income, will
usually receive much more attention and analysis than the marginal distribution for
income.

1.4.1 A Conditional Model

To formulate a model for vacation expenditure that is conditional on income, let us
consider how data on such variables might be obtained. One possibility is that a
sample of ?? households from the N households in the jopulationwas taken and the
values of F and X recorded fOr the year in question.lz This is an example of cross-
section data. There will be some-presumably complex and certainly unknown-
bivmiate distlibution for a11N households. This bivariate distribution itself will be
some marginalization of a multivariate distribution covering income and all cate-
gories of expenditure. Concentrating on the conditional distribution, economic the-
Ol'y Would suggest

Ev Ix) = gx)

where gX) is expected to be an increasing function of X. lf the conditional expec-
tation is linear in X, as in the case of a bivariate normal distribution, then

EY IX) = + PX (1.19)
For the ft.hhousehold tis expectation gives

EY lXi) = a + pXi

The actual vacation expenditure of the th household is denoted by Yi, so we define
a discrepancy or disturbance ui as

ui = Yi - F(F IXi4 = Ff -

a
- pxi (1.20)

l7We now return to the earlier convention of using X pnd F to indicate both the label for a variable and
the values that it may assume. '

'
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The disturbance ui must therefore represent the net in:uence of everything other than
the income of the th household. These other factors might include such things as the
number and ages of household members, accumulated savings, and so fonh. Such
factors might be measured and included in Eq. (1.19),but with any finite numYr of
explanatory factors we still cannot expect perfect agreement between individual ob-
servations and expected values. Thus, the need to specify a disturbance termremains.
Taking conditional expectations of both sides of Eq. (1.20)gives Eui Xi) = 0. The
variance of ui is also seen to be the variance of the conditional distribution, tz'z,jxj

.

A
lf we look at the /th household, the disturbance uj will have zero expectation and
variance tojxy

. These conditional variances may well vary with income. ln the hypo-.!k7

tetical data of Table l
.4

they are positively associated with income. For the present,
however, we will make the homoscedasticity assumption that the disturbance vari-

ances are constant and independent of income. Finally, we make the assumption that
the disturbances are distributd independently of one another. This rules out such
things as

tivacation mania,'' where everyone rushes off to Europe and large positive
disturbances become apparent. This assumption implies that the disturbeces are
pairwise uncorrelated.lS Collecting these assumptions together gives

Eui) = 0 for all i
A'(I/?)

= c2 for a11i (1.21)vartlpl =
,

covui, uj) = Eluiuj) = 0 for i # j
These assumptions are embodied in the simple statement

zThe ui are iidto, tw ) (1.22)
which reads the ui are independently and identically distributed with zero mean
and variance G2.''

Now suppose the available data come in time series form and that

Xt = aggregate real disposable personal income in year t
Yt = aggregate real vacation expenditure in year t

where t = 1,2, . . . , n. The series (.'V)is no longer a set of sample values from the
distribution of all N incomes in any year: it is the actual sum of all incomes in each

l3Twovariables are said to be independently distributed, or stochastically independent. if the conditional
distributions are equal to the corresponding marginal distributions. This statement is equivalent to the
joint probabilities being the product pf the marginal probabilities. For the discrete case. the cov-n'-v-
between X and F is then

covtx, 1') = V.Flpijlxi - p,xlls. - p,).)
i j

= Y-.pi.xi - #.xl X.zji
- p',.l using Eq. (1

.6)

i j
=

ne converse is not necessarily true since the covariance measures linear association', but substituting
p = 0 in Eq. (1.13)shows that it is true for the bivariate nonnal distribution, since the bivariate density
then collapses into the productof the two marginal densities.
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year. It might be regarded as a sample of n observations from the 4population'' of
al1possible aggregate income numbers, but this interpretation seems to be putting
some strain on the meaning of both sample andpopulation. Moreover, the usual time
series sample'' consists of data for n adjacent years. We would be rather suspicious
of cross-section samples that always consisted only of n adjacent households. They
could be from Millionaires' Row or from Skid Row. Thus, it is difhcult to give an
unambiguous and useful interpretation of fX), the marginal distribution of X over
time. However, the conditional distribution fY tX) is still important and must be
given a probabilistic formulation. To see this reasoning, return to the cross section
formulation and introduce the time subscript. Thus,

Yit = a + pukjt+ uit (1.23)
whee Yit = real vacation expenditure by the th household in year t

Xit = real disposable income of the th household in year t

Making the (implausible)assumption that the a and p parameters are the same for
all households and aggregating Eq. (1.23)over al1N households in the economy,we

d

n
X Yit - Na + p y-',m,+ 7-,uu

i i i

which may be rewritten as
F, = Na + pXt + Ut (1.24)

where F and X denote aggregate expenditure and aggregate income and & is an ag-
gregate disturbance. The assumptions made about the household I/'s imply that Ut is
a stochastic variable with zero mean and variance Na.l. ln the context Of time series,
one needs to make a further assumption about the independence, or lack thereof, of
the &'s. lf the independence assumption is chosen, then the statement is that the Ut
are iidlo, Na'l).

1.4.2 F*lmotoq and Estimators

Whether the sample data are of cross section or time series form, the simplest version
of the two-variable model is Yi = a + pXi + ui. with the ui being iidto, G2). There
are thus three parameters to be estimated in the model, namely, a, p , and G2. The
parameters a and # are taken as a pair, since numerical values of both are required
to fit a specific line. Once such a line has beep fitted, the residuals from that line may
be used to form an estimate of tr2.

An estimator is a formula, method, or recipe for estimating an unknown popu-
lation parameter', and an estimate is the numerical value obtained when sample data
are substituted in the formula. The first step in fitting a straight line to snmple data
is to plot the scatter diagram and make sure from visual inspection that the scatter
is approximately linear. The treatment of nonlinear scatters is discussed in the next
chapter. Let the straight line fitted to the data be denoted by h = a + bxi, where
Z.indicates the height of the line at .Y,..'I'he actual Yi value will in general deviate
from h. Many estimatoo of the pair a,b may be devised.
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1. Fit a line by eye and read off the implied values for the intercept a and slom b.
Different artists'' may, of course, draw different lines, so it is preferable to have
an estimator that will yield the same result for a given data set, irreslxctive of 'lwt

investigator.
2. Pass a line through the leftmost point and the rightmost point of the scatter. If X.

denotes the smallest value of X in the sample and X.. the largest and F., F.. the
associated F values, this estimator is

b = (F., - Y.4lX.. - .Y+)

a = F, - bX. = F+. - DX..

This estimator can hardly be expected to perlbrm very well since it uses only two
of the sample points and ignores the rest.

3. The last criticism may be met by averaging the X and F coordinates of the m left
most and the m rightmost points, where m is some integer between 1 and nll, and
passing a line through the resultant average points. Such an estimator with m set
at r#3 or n/2 has been proposed in the literature on errors in variables, as will be
discussed later. This type of estimator does not easily lend itself to mathematical
manipulation, and some of its properties in repeated applications are diflkult to
determine.

'''
.......'

( .E'

1.4.3 Leastquares Estimators

The dominant and powerful estimating principle, which emerged in the early years
of the nineteenth century for this and other problems, is that of least square4 Let
the residuals from any litted straight line be denoted by

ei = Yi - f = Yi -

a
- bXi i = 1,2, . . . , n (1.25)

From te desnition of f and from Fig. 1.6 these residuals are seen to be measured in
the vertical (F) direction. Each pair of a, b values defines a different line and hence
a different set of residuals. The residual sum of squares is thus a function of a and
b. The least squares principle is ,

Selct t!, b to minimize the residual sum of squares.
Rss = X e?, = fa, b)

The necessary conditions for a stationary value of RSS are15

l4See again the unfolding story in Stephen M. Stigler, Fe History of akzzz7tlfcl., Harvard University
Press, 1986.
l5In obtaining the derivatives we leave the summation sign in place and differentiate the typical term
with respect to a and b in turn, and simply observe the rule that any constant can be moved in front of
the summation sign but anything that varies from one sample point to another must be kept to the right
of the summation sign. Finally, we have dropped the subscripts and range of summation since there is
no ambiguity. Strictly speaking, 0ne should also distinguish between the a and b values that appear in
the expression to be minimized and the specific values that actually do minimize the residual sum of
squares, but again there is little risk of ambiguity and we have kept the expressions uncluttered.

'
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FIGURE 1.6
Residuals from a htted straight line.

(1.26)

t?(Xel)
and = -2X X(F -

a
- bX) = -2X#e = 0 (1.27)Db

Simplifyzg gives the normal equations for the linear regression of F on X. That is,

N'r = na + bYx- (1.28)
XXX = &VX + FXXI

The reason for the adjective porm.al Fill become clear Fhen we disuss the geometzy
of least squares later.

The first normal equation may be rewritten as

a = lV
- bx (1.29)

Substtutingfor a in te second normal equation gives

?G el)

= -2X(r-

a
- bx) = -2Xe = 0

aa

X xy usb= =r

)( x2 sx
(1.30)
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Thus, the least-squares slope may lirst of a11be estimated by Eq. (1.30)from the
sample deviations, and the intercept then obtained from substituting for b in Eq.
(1

.29).

Notice that these two expressions have exactly the same form as those given
in Eq. (1.17)for the intercept and slope of the conditional mean in the bivariate
normal distribution. The only difference is that Eqs. (1.29)and (1.30)are in terms
of sample statistics, whereas Eq. (1.17)is in tenns of population statistics.

To summarize, the least-squares line has three important properties. It minimizes
the sum of the squared residuals. It passes through the mean point (X,9, as shown
by Eq. (1.29).Finally, the least-squares residuals have zero correlation in the sample
with the values of X.16

The disturbance variance c2 cannot be estimated from a sample of u values,
since these depend on the unknown a and p values and are thus unobservable. An es-
timate can be based on the calculated residuals (theej). Two possibilities are J()elln

or X e2/(?z - zjsTor reaslms to be explained in Chapter 7-+....111.p..#./.9%--11...-
J el

2 = (j g j)J .

n
- 2)

1.4.4 Decomposition of the Sum of Squares

Using Eqs. (1
.25)

and (1.29),one may express the residuals in terms of the x, y
deviations, namely

ei = yj
- bxi (1.32)

Squaring both sides, followed by summing over the sample observations, gives

X el = V ,2 - lbT xy + bl X
.x2

The residual sum of squares is thus seen to be a quadratic function of b. Since
J( xl % 0, and the equality would only hold in the pathological case of zero variation
in the X variable, the single stationary point is necessarily a minimum. Substitution
from Eq. (1.30)gives

X = blXxl + N el

=
hxxy + X,2

= r2Xy2+ X el
(l

.33)

This famvusdecomposition of the sum of squares is usually written as
TSS = ESS + RSS

X-Xe =
X.(A

+ X)e

=
'.'.%',

xe + # y. e

= N.xe using Eq. (1.26)
Hente, covtm e) = 0 using Eq. (1.27)
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wherel? TSS = total sum of squared deviations in the F variable
RSS = residual, or unexplained, sum of squares from the regression of F

Xon
ESS = explained sum of squares from the regression of F on X

The last line of Eq. (1.33)may be rearranged to give
RSS ESSrl = 1 - = (1.34)TSS TSS

Thus, may be interpreted as the proportion of the F valiation attributable to the
linear regression on X. Equation (1

.34)

provides an alternative demonstration that
the limits of r are t 1 and tiut in the limiting case the snmple points a1l lie on a
in le straight line.s g

1.4.5 A Nz.mer'
.*1

Kumple

Table 1.6 gives some simple data to illustrate the application of these formulae. Sub-
stitution in Eq. ( l

.28)

then gives the normal equations

40 = 5a + 20:
230 = lQa + 120:

'. . '
. . . . . . . ' ' .

with solution
. . . '

. p . j
.y

j yyy

ne same data in deviation form are shown in Table 1.7. The regression coefficients
may be obtained from

s zv yob =
=-'

-

-

= = 1.75
J(

.:2 T
and a = 1-/- bk = 8 - 1.75(4) = 1

The explained sum of squares may be calculated as
ESS = b X xy = 1.75(70) = 122.5

and the residual sum of squares is given by subtraction as
RSS = TSS - ESS = 124 - 122.5 = 1.5

Finally, the proportion of the F variation explained by te linear regression is

ESS 122.52 = = = () 98-/9r .

TSS 124

l7unfortunately there is no uniform notation for sums of squares. Some authors use SSR to indicate the
sum of squares due to the regression (ourESS), and SSE to indicate the sum of squares due to error (our
RSS). )
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TABLE 1.<

k.
. : J ; . v

x r avlr xz , e xe
l 4 8 4 4.50 -0.50 - 1
3. 7 21 9 6.25 0.75 2.25
1 3 3 1 2.75 0.25 0.25
5 9 45 25 9.75 -0.75

-3.75

. . .
'.

't '

.
.

..
%

9 17 153 81 16.75 0.25 2.25 '

.7

sums 20 40 230 1.20 40 0 0

TABLE 1.7

x y xy
.r2

y2 J e xe

-2 -4 8 4 16
-3.50 -0.50

1.00

- 1 - l 1 1 1 - 1.75 4.75
-0.75

-3
-5

15 9 25
-5.25

0.25 -0.75
1 1 l 1 1 1.75

-0.75

-0.75
5 9 45 25 81 8.75 0.25 1.25

Sums 0 0 70 40 124 0 0 0

1 sIMFERENCE IN THE TWO-VARIABLE, LEAST-SQUARES MODEL

The least-squares (LS) estimators of a and p have been defined in Eqs. (1.28)to
(1.30). There are now two important questions:

1. What are the properties of these estimators?
2. How may these estimators be used to make inferences about a and p

1.5.1 Pmperties of LS Estimators

The answers to both questions depend on the sampling distribution of the LS es-
timators. A sampling distribution describes the behavior of the estimatorts) in re-
peated applications of the estimating formulae. A given sample yields a smcilic
numerical estimate. Another sample from the same population will yield another
numerical estimate. A sampling distlibution describes the results that will theob-
tained for the estimatorts) over the potentially inhnite set of samples that may l>e
drawn from the population.

The parameters of interest are a, p , and G2 of the conditional distribution,
fY 1X). ln that conditional distribution the only source of variation from one hy-
mthetical sample to another is variation in the stochastic disturbance (lg),which in
conjunction with the given X values will determine the i' values and hence the sam-
pIe values of a, b, and sl. Analyzing J' conditional on X thus treats the .Y1,X2, . . . ,

Xn values as fixed in repeated sampling. This treatment rests on the implicit assump-
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tion that the marginal distribution forX, that is, fX), does not involve the parameters
of interest or, in other words, that fX) contains no infonnation on a, J'1,and tO.This
is called the fixed regressor case, or the case of nonstochastic X. From Eq. (1.30)
the LS slope may be written

b - y'''wfs

where the weights w/ are given by

xi
wf = - (1.35)7 x?

l

These weights are hxed in remated snmpling and have the following properties:
l

wf = 0 Y)w?, =
- . and Y-'wixi =

Y'N

wixi = 1 (1.36)
L

.f

(
''-' -'-

lt then follows that

b = X wjrj (1.37)
so that the LS slom is a linear combination of the F values.

The sampling distribution of b is derived from Eq. (1.37)by substituting Ff =

t + pXi + ui and using the stochastic properties of u to determine the stochasti
properties of b. nus.

b - a (y-.w,.) + p (y''w,.x,.) + y'-'-wjuf

= p + X,wiui

Eb) = pand so (1.39)
that is. the LS slope is an unbiased estimator of p . From Eq. (1.38)the variance of
p is seen to be

2
vartyl = ELb - p)2j = E (Xwjujj

From the properties of the w's it may be shownlB that

zG
varthl =

zx
By similar methods it may be'shownlg that

and

These four formulae give the means and variances of the marginal distributions of

a and b. The two estimators, however, are in general not stochastically independent,

(1.40)

E (8 = a

2g-1 +
X2

jvarttz)= tz' zn x

(1.41)

(1.42)

l'See Appendix 1.1.

l9seeApmndix 1.2.
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fortlle covariance is20

2),G
covtl, b) = -

z (1.43)12A

This covariance only vanishes if X = 0. One can always rearrange an LS regression
to have a zero mean for the right-hand-side variable. By usiny Eq. (1.29),i' = a +
bx + e can be rewriqen as F = IV + bx + e, which gives covtr, b) = covt:, bj = 0.

1.5.2 Gauss-Markov Theorem

The LS estimators are seen to be linear combinations of the i' variable and hence
linear combinations of the stochastic u variable. Because they are also unbiased,
they belong to the class of linear unbiased estimators. Their great importance in the
theory and practice of statistics is that their sampling variances are the smallest that
can be achieved by any linear unbiased estimator. Looking at estimators of p, for
example, 1et

b. = cj Fj

denote any arbitrary linear unbiased estimator of #. The unbiasedness criterion im-
poses two linear constraints on the weights, (cf),leaving n

- 2) weights tfree.'' It
can be shownzl that

* b) + (z.2 (cj - m)2vart: ) = vart

Since Xtcj - m)2 % 0, var(>*) > vart/pl. Equality only holds when cf = wf f0r
a1li, that is, when b. = b. The least-squares estimator thus has minimum variance
in the class of linear unbiased estimators and is said to be a best Iinear unbised

.
t

estimator, or BLUE. $.!

1.5.3 Inference Procedures

The results established so far have required the assumption that the ui are iidto, tO).
The derivation of inference procedures requires a further assumption about the form
of the probability distribution of the u's. The standard assumption is that of nonnal-

f@,which may be justisedby appeal to the Central Limit Theorem, since the u's
represent the net effect of many separate but unmeasured in:uences. Linear combi-
nations of normal variables are themselves normally distributed. Thus. the sampling
distribution of a,b is bivariate normal, as in the formula in Eq. ( l

.13).

ne marginal
distributions are therefore also normal and nr- determined by the means and vari-

ances already obtained. Thus,

b - Np, c2/X.x2) (1.44)

Nsee Appendix 1.3.
21SeeAppendix 1.4.
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to be read, GGb is normally distributed with mean p and variance c'2/ X
.x2.,'

The
square root of this variance, that is, the standard deviation of the sampling distribu-
tion, is often referred to as the standard error of b and denoted by s.e.(#).

The snmpling distribution of the intercept term is

- x j,cz (-)+ xkl
c)jJ

I
(1.45)

If &2
were known, these results could be put to practical use. For exnmple, a 95

percent conhdence interval for p would be provided by

b 1 96J1 Y-l22

lt also follows from F.zj.(1.44)that

b - p
z = - N(0, 1)

o-l J xl
(1.46)

where N, 1) denotes the standard normal distribution (anormally distributed vari-
able with zero mean and unit variance). Thus, a test of the hypothesis Sc: p = /%
is carried out by computing

b - po b - pv=

a.l X
.12 S.e.(:)

and contrsting this statistic with a preselected critical value from the standard nor-
ma1distribution. lf, for example, the absolute value of tis statistic exceeded 1.96, '

Ho would l>erejected at the 5 percent level of significance.
When u. is unknown these procedures are not feasible. T@derive an operational

procedure we need two further results. They will be stated here and proved for the
general case of multiple regression in Chapter 3. The relevant results are

E

J( e2

- /ta - 2) (1.47)2J

to be read X e212 is distributed as F wit.h n
- 2) degrees of freedom,'' and

F' e2 is distributed independently of fla, b) (1.48)
As shown in Appendix B the t distribution is defined as a combination of a standard
normal variable and an indemndent 12 variable. Thus, Eqs. (1.46)through (1

.48)

ive .
' '

#
b - p

- tn - 2) (1.49)
sl J 22

where s2 = J ellln - 2), the estimator of G2 delined in Eq. (1.31).Notice that Eq.
(1.49) has the same structure as Eq. (1.46), the only difference being that the un-
known (z' is replaced by the estimate s. This causes a shift from the nonnal distribu-
tion to the t distribution. For degrees of freedom in excess of about 30, the differences
between the critical values of the t distribution and the standard normal distribution
are negligible. A 95 percent confidence intel'val fQr p is
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rv%

( l
.50)

and H4l p = pj would be rejected if

b - po > /0.()25(n - 2)
sl .E

.x2

where f(to25(?z - 2) indicates the 2.5 percent point of the f distribution with (n - 2)
degrees of freedom.

The conditions in Eqs. (1
.50)

and (1.51)are Opposite sides of the same coin.
If Eq. (1.51)leads to a rejection of Ho, then pl lies outside the conhdence interval
given in Eq. (1

.50).

Likewise, if pj lies inside the 95 percent confidence interval, Eq.
(1.51) will not lead to the rejection of Ht at the 5 percent level. The most commonly
used test of signihcance is that of Sc: # = 0. The test statistic is ten

(1.51)

b b
t = = -

sl X
.*2 S.e.(#) (1.52)

b ::!Eto.ozssl E
.x2

and Ho would be rejected at the 5 percent level of signiscance if the absolute value
of b exceeded 10.025 times its standard error. The abbreviation s.e.(:) is used to de-
note both the true and the estimated standard error of p . The test statistic in Eq. (1.52)
is a routine output of most regression packages and usually has some label such as
T-STAT.Many programs also report a P-value, which is the probability of obtaining
a coefhcient as far or farther from zero as the sample value if, in fact, the true value
of the coefcient is zero. This number may be labeled P-VALUE or Z-TAIL SIG.

By a similar development, tests on the intercept ar basd on the t distribution:

G-a

- tn - 2) (1.53)
s 1/n + T2/J xl

nus, a 100(1 - e) percent consdence interval for a is given by

a :!: telzs 1/n + X2/Y')
.:2

(1.54)
andthe hypothesis S(): a = ao would be rejected at the l00e percent level of sig-
nilicanceif

a - ta
> t /2

2/X xl '
s 1/n + X

Tests on
G2 may be derived fpm te restllt staezl in Eq. (1.47).Using thn --qlll

onemay, for example, write

n
- 2).2 ,

prob
,/0.025

<
c

< ,u975 = 0.95 (1.55)
G

wnw-hstates that 95 percent of the values of a F variable will lie Otween the values
''*' - cm off 2.5 percent in each tail of the distribution. ne critical values are read
* from the xl distribution with (n - 2) degrees of freedom, or accessed through
any appropriate software package. The only unknown in Eq. (1.55)is tr2, and the
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contents of the probability statement may be rearranged to give a 95 percent cons-
dence interval for c2 as

g an
- 2). (n - 2)y
2 270.975 70.025

1.5.4 Numerical Example (Continued from Section 1.4.5)

From the data in Tables 1
.6

and 1.7 we have already calculated

TSS = l24

We now obtain

2 = Rss/tn - 2) = 1.5/3 = 0.5

b) = sllhm x2 = 0.5/40 = 0.0125Var

1 16varttzl = 0.5 + = 0.3/
The estimated standard errors of the regression coefficients are thus

s.e.(J) = 0.3 = 0.5477 s.e.(/7) = 0.0125 = 0.1118

n = 5 a = 1 b = 1.75
ESS = 122.5 RSS = 1.5 = 0.9879

A preselected critical value from the t distribution with 3 degrees of freedom is
/0.025= 3.182. Thus, a 95 percent conEdence interval fQ a is

-

1 : 3.182(0.5477)

thatis, .
-0.74 to 2.74

and a 95 percent contidence interval for p is

1.75 t 3.182(0. 1118)

that is,

1.39 2.11

The intercept is not signihcantly different from zero since

a 1
.

= = 1.826 < 3.182s.e.(J) 0.5477

whereas the slope is strongly signiscant since

b 1.75
= = 15.653 > 3.182

s.e.(>) 0.1118

As indicated earlier, once confidence intervals have been computed, actually com-
puting the signihcance tests is unnecessaly since a conhdence interval that includes
zero is equivalent to accepting the hypothesis that the true value of the parameter is
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zero, and an interval that does not embrace zero is equivalent to rejecting the null
hypothesis.

From the xl distribution with 3 deerees of freedom y2n
aoc

= 0.216 and y2n
n,5

=

z
'-' ' t'' k'r3 - u >j

9.35. We also have X e = 1.5. Thus, a 95 percent confidence interval for tz' is

1. 5
9.35

1.5
0.216

that is,

1.6
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IN TlR TFO.VARIABLE
REGRESSION MODEL

The test for the significance of X, (Sn: p = 0), derived in the previous section may
also be set out in an analysis of variance framework, and this alternative approach
will be especially helpful later when we treat problems of multiple regression.

We have seen in Eq. (1
.46)

that the ratio of b - p4to the true standard error of
b is a standard normal variable. From the dehnition of the xl variable in Appendix
B it follows that

b- p)2
-

'2(1)

o'llX
.x2

lt has also been stated in Eq. (1.47)that

u ez
- fn - 2)c2

and that this statistic is distributed independently of b. Recalling from Appendix B
that the ratio of twO independent xl variables, each divided by the associated degrees
of freedom, follows the F distribution, we then have

y - pp x x2
F =

a o
- F(1, n

- 2) (1.56)x e /(a -

As with the shift from the normal to the f distribution in the preceding section. this
development has the felicitous result that the unknown c2 disapmars from the ex-
pression for F. To test the hypothesis S(): p = 0, we make this substitution in Eq.
(1.56), giving

bl X
.:2

- F(1, n
- 2) (1.57)X e2/(n - 2)

By referring to the decomposition of the sum of squares in Eq. (1
.33),

the F statistic
in Eq. (1.57)is seen to be

ESS/I
F=

RSS/In- 2)
(1.58)
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TABLE 1.:
ANOVA for two-variable regression
1111111!011%q;hilijh1i'q'j;j2*j; hildjjh1(Sljjbb6LbbbLbbkkqljf rEt''E'EE''''Eiii.'i'EiEijii1p!jkilhtrltiljiiijjlltijjilljf!1pj11$jq14htqj.pllp;lklkldd$lkjtjiil k) t$1i piriiiii;gqgj;hkgjjh1jj11jj11djl@1,qsj9)i;iiqyj;hij,1'jj11djli jj 1qf qj11* ldjjpt,*'.

Source of variation Sums of squarqs Degrees of freedom Mean square.s
(1) (2) (3) (4)

X ESS = bl )
.x2

1 ESS/I
Residual RSS = X.e2 (n - 2) RSS/(n - 2)

Total TSS = N,
./

(n - 1)

Following this approach, we can set out the data in an analysis of variance (ANOVA)
table (Table 1

.8).

The entries in columns 2 and 3 of the table are additive. The mean
squares in the final column are obtained by dividing the sum of squares in each row
by the corresponding number of degrees of freedom. An intuitive explanation of the
degrees of freedom concept is that it is equal to the number of values that may be set
arbitrarily. Thus. we may set n - l values of y at will, but the nth is then determined
by the condition that X y = 0. Likewise, we may set n

- 2 values of e at will, but
the least-squares fit imposes two conditions on e, namely, X e = X Xe = 0, and
Enally there is only 1 degree of freedom attached to the explained sum of squares
since that demnds only on a single parameter p .

The F statistic in Eq. (1.58)is seen to be the ratio of the mean square due to X
to the residual mean square. The latter may be regarded as a measure of the noise''
in the system. and thus an X effect is only detected if it is greater than the inherent
noise level. ne significance of X is thus tested by examining whether the sample
F exceeds the appropriate critical value of F taken from the upper tail of the F dis-
tribution. ne test procedure is then as follows: Reject S(): p = 0 at the 5 percent
level of signiscance if

ESS/IF = > Fc.95(1, n
- 2)

RSS/In- 2)

where /-0.95indicates the value of F such that just 5 percent of the distribution lies
to the right of the ordinate at Fo.95.Other levels of signifcance may be handled in a
similar fashion.

For 4hesimple numerical example from Tables 1.6 and 1.7

Sample F = 122.5/0.5 = 245.0

and Fc,95(1,3) = 10. 1. Thus, we reject Htl p = 0, as before. We now have two .

ways of testing the signiscance of X, one based on a statistic that follows a t distri-
bution, and another based on a statistic with an F distributipn. The tests, howeyer,
areidentical since, as shown in Appendix B,

2 = F(1 m) (1.59)t m) ,

A little arithmetic shows that this relation holds for both sample statistics and critical
values in the foregoing example. There is also a third version of this test, which is
sometimes used. By using the decomposition of the sum of squares in Eq. (1.33),the
F statistic in Eq. (1.58)may be written
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2(n- 2)
**N$.:,

rF = (l
.*)

(1 - r2)

Tnking the square root will give a t statistic,

r - n
- 2)

t =
W (1.61)
(1 -

r )
Either statistic may be used and referred to the appropriate F or f distribution to test
the signiEcance of X. Thus, we may base a test on the correlation coefficient, on
the regression slope, or on the decomposition of the sum of squares; but all three
approaches give the same answer to the single question: Does X play a statistically
signilicant role in the explanation of F?

1.7
PREDICTION IN TIIE TWO.VAGBLE REGFESSION MODEL

After having estimated a regression line from the sample of n observations, our in-
terest often centers on some specific value

.b

of the regressor variable and we are
required to predict the value F()likely to be associated with .Y1).For instance, if F
denotes the consumption of gasoline and X the price, we might be interested in pre-
dicting the demand for gasoline at some future higher price. The value of Ab may
lie within the range of sample X values or, more frequently, we may be concerned
with predicting F for a value of X outside the sample observations. In either case the
prediction involves the assumption that the relationship presumed to have generated
the sample data still holds for the new observation, whether it relates to a future time
period Or to a unit that was not included in a sample cross section. Alternatively,
we may have a new observation (A%,Fo), where the actual F value is known, and
the question arises whether this observation may be presumed to have come from
the same population as the sample data. For example, does te introduction of a
speed limit reduce the demand for gasoline, conditional on the price being charged?
Prediction theory enables us to address both questions. We may make two kinds of
predictions, a point prediction or an inten'al prediction, in just the same way as we
can give a point estimate or an interval estimate of a parameter p . But in practice, a
point estimate is of little use without some indication of its precision, so one shotlld
always provide an estimate of the prediction error.

The point prediction is given by the regression value corresponding to Ab, that
j

. . . tS,

1%= a + bxv = f' + bxn (1.62)
where ab = Xo - k. The true value of F for the prediction mriodor observation is

jz, . a + pp + uc

ne average value Of F taken Over the n sample observations is

17= a + pk + ji
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Subtracting gives

The prediction error is dehned as

etl = Fe - S =
-(h

- pjxo+ uo
- ?i (1.64)

Clearly the expected prediction error is zero, so S is a linear unbiased predictor of
Fc. The variance of eo may be shown22to be

z1 Ab
vmeol =

G2 1 + - + (1.65)
n Jr

.12

lb = 17+ px. + 1/: - : (1.63)

It will be shown in Chapter 3 that the error variance in Eq. (1.65)is a minimum in
the class of linear unbiased predictors. Thus, the optimum property of LS estimates
of coefhcients carries over to prediction based on the LS regression.

From Eq. (1
.64)

we see that ctl is a linear combination of normally distributed
variables b, Ife, and l'i). Thus, it is also normally distributed, and so

etl - x((),1)
c' 1 + 1/n + xoll.X)

.x2

Replacing the unknown G2 by its estimate sl then gives

Fll - 1%
- tn - 2)

s 1 + 1/n + (A%- k)l1X
.:2

Everything in Eq. (1.66)is known except F0, and so, in the usual way, we derive a
95 percent confidence interval for Fo as

j qy
.gjg

0 j 6pa + bX)) :!: /4).()25. 1 + - + a ( .

n X .f
'

Even if we know a and p with certainty, there is an inherent element of uncer-
tainty in predicting F0, owing to the random drawing uo that occurs in the prediction
period. Thus, interest often centers more realistically pn the predictipn of the mean
value of F0, tat is,

F(F0) = a + px)

(1.66)

This eliminates the term uo from the prediction error. Following through the same
analysis gives a 95 percent conhdence interval for E (F0) as

aj ))j . )()g 68)

a + bXo) :!n /0.025,: - + z (1.
n x

The width of the conEdence interval in both Eqs. (1.67)and (1
.68)

is seen to increase
symmtrically te further Ab is from the sample mean X.

22seeAppendix 1.5.
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If we continue the previous numerical example, a 95 percent conhdence interval
for F conditional on X = 10 is

1 (10 - 4)2
1 + 1.75(10) E!E3. l82 0.5 1 + +X 40

which is

15.24 to 21.76

The 95 percent interval for E (F IX = 10) is

.j (j() - 4la
18.5 : 3.182 0.5)

j + - 4:

which is

16.14 to 20.86

To test whether a new observation (A%,i%) comes from the structure generating the
sample data, one contrasts the observation with the conhdence interval for ib. For
example, the observation (10,25) gives a i' value lhal Iies outside the interval 15.24
to 21.76; and one would reject at the 5 percent level te h)' sis that it came from
the same structure as the sample data.

1.8
GASOLINE CONSUMPTION: A PRELISIINARS' ANAI-S'SIS

This preliminary look at gasoline consumption cannot Y exlxcted to be economi-
cally realistic, since we are currently restricted to using jus! one explanatory vari-
able. One does not need to be a Nobel laureate in ecolxmlics to susmct that price
and income both iniuence consumption. The main pulwse is to illustrate the vari-

ous descriptive and test statistics in a typical computer printout.
Consider hrst the price and gasoline consumption IGAS ) scatter for the period

1959.1 to 1973.3, shown in Fig. 1.3:. Fitting a linenr regression to e- Kries gives
the results in Table l

.9.23

The dependent variable and the sample time span are indicated at the top of
the table. Then follows the estimated intercept (coefticient on the C variable) and
the estimated coeffcient on the regressor PRICE. or (X2). u ith their standard errors
and the t statistics for testing the hypothesis that the true value of each coefficient
is zero. R-squared is the statistic dehned in Eq. ( l

.34).

Adjusted R-squared will be
explained in Chapter 3. S.E. of regression is the square root of the statistic desned
in Eq. (1

.31),

and Sum squared resid is the residual sum of squares (RSS). The
log likelihood will be discussed in Chapter 2. and the Durbin-Watson J/tzlistic in
Chapter 6. Thezsw/cc and Schwarz n/rmation criteria will be discussed in Chapter
3. Finally the F-statistic, desned in three equivalent forms in Eqs. (1.56),(1.57),and

23This regression Outputs like most of the empirical results in Chapters 1 to 9, comes from Eviews, a
Windows software program from QuantitativeMicro Software, lrvine, California.
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TABLE 1.9
Regression of gnoline consnmption on price, 1959.1 to 1973.3

LS // Dependent Variable is GAS
Sample: 1951 :1 1973:3
Included observations: 59

Variable Coefhcient Std. Error T-statistic Prob.

C 2. 121645 0.548643 3.867078 0.0003
X2

-2.150563

0.l 18430 - 18.15899 0.0000

R-squared 0.852618 . Mean dependent var
-7.840375

Adjusted R-squared 0.850032 S.D. dependent var 0. 136145
S.E. of regression 0.052723 Akaike info criterion -5.852095
Sum squared resid 0.158444 Schwarz criterion -5.781670
Log likelihood 90.91943 F-statistic 329.7489
Durbin-Watson stat 0.290306 Probtlostatistic) 0.000000

(1.58), tests the signiscance of the overall regression, which in the two-variable case
is equivalent to testing the signihcance of the single regressor. The numerical value
of the F statistic is the square of the t statistic on the regressor, as may be checked
from the regression output. The ProblF-statistic) is the ftvalue that tests the null
hypothesis of no relationship between the two variables, and this hypothesis is seen
to be decisively rejected.

A similar regression for the period 1982.1 to 1992.1, for which the scatter is
shown in Fig. l

.3#.

gives the results shown in Table l
.10.

The fit is much less good
than in the earlier period, and the price coeflkient is numerically much smaller.
However, these two-variable regressions have no economic signiscance. A proper
analysis requires a multivariate approach with attention to the dynamics of the de-
mand fuaction, and thiy will be attempted in Chapter 8.

TABLE 1 . l (j
Regression of gasoline consumption on price, 1982.1 to 1992.1

LS // Dependent Variable is GAS
Sample: 1982:1 1992: l y
Included observations: 41

Variable CoefEcient Std. Error T-statistic Prob.

C
-7.055535

0.0919 l 8
-76.75925

0.0000
X2

-0.

137704 0.019344
-7.1

18512 0.0000

R-squared 0.565088 Mean dependent var -7.709410
Adjusted R-squared 0.553936 S.D. dendent var 0.032420
S.E. of regression 0.021653 Akaike info criterion

-7.617707

Sum squared resid 0.01 8285 Schwarz criterion -7.534118
Log likelihood 99.98651 F-statistic 50.67321
Durbin-Watson stat 0.669097 ProbtF-statistic) 0.000000
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX 1.1
To prove varth) = CPIXP

As shown in the text
i

(,)- E gtyrml/f/jVr

where the m and their properties are defined in Eqs. (1.35)alzd (1.36).Expanding
the right-hand side

2('/-) wjuj)
= (w1lzlz-F wzlu + ' . . + wnunjl

2J .a-
.2 a2 .z.

. . . u-
.2 ..2

= Wl ''*/I ' ,+2*2 ' ' G'n'zpn

+ 2:4w./14I// + ' ' '

whereall the remaining terms are cross products of the fonu wiwjuiuj i < j4.
Tnking expectations, we find

E g(yrm,f)21
- .1 y- w/

2
=-

X
.x2

by virtue of Eqs. (1.21)and (1.36).

APPENDIX 1.2
To deive the mean and variance of the snmpling distribution of a

From Eq. (1.29)
u = ..s. yk. z'

k +( - bk= a + p k,

= tz
- b - p4k + I-1

Since E(b) = p and E) = 0, it follows that

lhen

varttzl= Fg(fI - a) 1
= klEL(b - p)2j+ Sgjizj - 2kELb - pll;j

Now

ELb = #)2j = (r2/ V
.x2
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Md

2 = cpjttE ll'i1
since fi is the mean of a random sample of n drwings from the u distribution, which
has zero mean and variance el. Finally,

e'E(: - ptt-ij- E gty-,wl/) )T.ufj
= E g-)(y')wf + cross-product terms in

I/f/olj

l z=
-a. y-,wj
n=0

Thus, 2j
-1

+
X2

jvart = tz' zn E .x

APPENDIX 1.3
To derive covll bb

covlu,b) = e'((t?- alb - p)1
= F((fi - b - plklb - p)J

=
'((!7

- pl,7l- RELb - p)2j
tw2#

, r = -

E
.x2

APPENDIX 1.4
Gauss-Markov tharem

A linear estimator of p is b. = X ciYi. where the ci are to be determined. Un-
biasedness requires E(b*j = p. Now

b. = 5-.cia + pxi + ui4

= a (Y7.tn)
+ p (Y-,cfm) + ciui

Thus, b. will be a linear unbiased estimator if and only if

ci
= 0 and N.cixi = X.cixi = 1

whenthese conditions are satished

y. . p + y-,,ouj
2

and vartl7'l = E (Y)c/l/fl = G2 X,c2j

To compare this variance with that of the least squares #, write

ci = m + ci
- wj)
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Thus, :- c?, = X w?, + Xtcf- wf)2 + 2N wftcf - wf)

The properties of the m and the conditions on the cj ensure that

D--,wftcf - m) - 0

d so vartl?*l = varty) + c2 Fltcj- wj)2an

as given in te text, which proves the theorem.

APPENDIX 1.5
To derive vartec)

From Eq. (1.64)
co =

-(!)

- plxo+ uo
- I'i

Square both sides and take expectations. The expectations of a1lthree cross-product
terms vanish. The independence of the u's means that ul is uncorrelated with I'i and
also with b, which is a function of tfl to un, and we have seen in 1.3 above tat
E E(: - /)i11= 0. Thus

vartcel= Eul) + e.g/512)+ xe'gt: - p)2j

= tx
2 g1 +

-1

+ V jn g
.x2

PROBLEMS

1.1. How might the volatility of the savings and income series in Fig. 1.1J be measured?
A possible measure is the coefficient of variation, which is the standard devia-

tion of a series expressed as a percentage of the mean. From your software package
compute the coeflicient of variation for each series. Also compute the savings ratio
(savings/income)and comment on its movement over time.

1.2. Verify the conditional means in Table 1.2.

1.3. Verify the equivalence of the three expressions for the correlation coefhcient in Eq.
(1.3).

1.4. Verify th.e results for the conditional normal distlibution in Eqs. (1. 15). (1.16.),and
(1.17)by taking the ratio of Eq. (1

.1

3) to Eq. (1
.1*.

'

1.5. Compute the correlation coefhcients for the various scatter plo? in Fig. 1.3 and com-
ment on your results.

'

,

1.6. Carry out regression analyses for the data on gasoline consumption and price tillus-
tratedin Fig. 1.3) using any subperieds you consider appropriate and comment on your
results.
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1.7. A container holds three balls numbered 1, 2, and 3. A ball is (Irawn at random and
the number (#) noted. A second ball is drawn at random and the number (F) noted.
Construct tables showing the bivariate distribution fx, F) when the drawing is
a) with replacement

b) without replacement

In each case compute the conditional means and correlation coefhcient.

1.8. Three discrete variables, X. F, and Z have possible values:

X 1,3 i' 2, 5 Z 4, 8

The trivariate distribution is shown in the accompanying table. Construct the bivariate
distributionfx, F) obtained by ::integrating out'' Z from the trivariate distribution.
ln this case the bivariate distribution is itself a marginal distribution, the result of a
marginalizationwi* resmct to Z.

X I 1 1 1 3 3 3 3
F 2 2 5 5 2 2 5 5
Z 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 8

fx. i Zj
.2

0 . 1
.2 .1

0
.3 .1

1.9. nis problem requires the derivation of a sampling distribution from flrst principles.
ne mstulatedrelation is

Ff = pXi + ui with i = 1,2 and 71 = 1,-Y2= 2

ne sample size is 2, and the bivariate probability distribution for u is given in the
accompanyingtable.

uk

- 1 1

uz -2
.25 .25

2
.25 .25

Verify that the u's have zero mean and zero covariance. Derive the sampling dis-
tributionof the estimator

b = X xivilX x,?
Show that the expected value of the estimator is p , and compute the variance of the
samplingdistribution. (This problem comes f'rom 'A Simple Approach to Teaching
Generalized Least Squares Theoly'' by E. H. Oksanen, The American Statistician, 45,
August 1991, 229-233.)

1.10. The sxedvalues of X in a problem are as follows:

X1 Xz 73 14 % X6
1 2 3 4 5 6
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An econometrician with no calculator and an aversion to arithmetic proposes to estimate
the slope of the linear relation between F and X by

1(i'6 + F5 - J% - i'1)8
Show that this estimator is unbiased. Deduce its sampling variance and compare this
with the sampling variance of the least-squares estimator of the slope.

We know that the least-squares estimator has minimum variance in the class of
linearunbiased estimators. The ratio of the two variances, with that of the LS estima-

tor in the numerator, dehnes the emciency of the alternative estimator. Compute the
efficiencyof the lazy econometrkian's esmator.

1.11. Let us consider the ether'' or
iireverse'' regression. The process of defining residuals

in the X direction and minimizing the new RSS gives the regression of X on F. There
are thus at least two possible regressions. but only one :.2 can be computed for a givep
d ta set What is the interpretation of in the regression of X on l'? Prove thata. .

- b'zbxy

where the b's are the LS slopes in the reslxctive re
'ons.

Hence, show that

hvxY Ilb : .

(providedboth slopes are positive) and that. viewed in the X, F plane with F on the
verticalaxis and X on the horizontal. the regression of F on a will have a smaller slope
than the regression of X on K What can you %-13 if k '

;'. sloNs are negative? Notice
that in any specific example, both slopes must have t u-a,- sigm since the sign ef the
slopeis given by the sign of the sample covariaxe.

From a sample of 200 observations the following q..--cties were calculated:

F' X = 11.34 Y7.F = N.72

x2 = 12.16 5- 1,2 - 84.% N- .vy

= 22. 13

Estimate both regression equations, compute . >'O zv-iirm te foregoing statements.

1.12. Show that if r is the correlation coefficient between n Inirs of variables $Xi.F), then
the squared correlation between the n pairs axi + b. rF, + d). were a. b. c, and d are
constants,is also r2.

1.13. Data on aggregate income F and aggregate consumption C yield the following regres-
sions,expressed in dviation form:

J = 1.2c

= 0.6),

If F is identically equal te C + Z, where Z is aggregate saving. compute the correla-
tion betwen F and Z, the correlation between C and Z. and the ratio of the standard
deviationsof Z and F

1.14. The accompanying table gives the means and standard deviations of two variables X
and F and the correlation between them for each of two samples. Calculate the corre-
lationbetween X and F for the composite sample consisting of the two samples taken
together.Why is this correlation smaller than either of the correlations in the subsam-
ples?
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um

in
sample sample X Y sx sy rxy

1 600 5 12 2 3 0.6
2 400 7 10 3 4 0.7

1.15. An investigator is interested in the accompanying two series for 1935-1946.

Year 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46

X. deaths of children &) 62 61 55 53 60 63 53 52 48 49 43
under l year (000)
F, consumption of 23 23 25 25 30 30 32 33 31
beer (bulkbarrels)

a) Calculate the coefhcient of correlation between X and K
b) A linear time trendmay be fitted to Xtor F) by calculating an LS regression of X (or

F) on time t. nis process requires choosing an origin and a unit of measurement
for the time variable. For example, if the origin is set at mid-1935 and the unit of

measurementis 1 year, then the year 1942 corresponds to t = 7, and so forth for
the other years. lf the origin is set at end-1940 (beginningof 1941) and the unit

of measurement is 6 rqpnths, then 1937 corresponds to t =
-7.

Show that any
computedtrend value Xt = a + bt is unaffecte,d by the choice of origin and unit

of measurement.
(c) Let ert and eyt denote the residuals of X and F from their trend values. Calcu-

late the correlation coefficient between ert and eyt. Compare this value with that
obtainedin part (tz),and comment on the difference.

1.16..A sample of 20 obselwations corresponding to the model

F = a + pX + u

where the If's are normally and independently distributed with zero mean and constant
variance,gave the following data:

5- J' - 21.9 N-(i'- #)2 = 86,9 X(.Y - X)(F - l7) = 106.4

-.>---Y- 186.2 X(# - f)2 = 215.4

Estimate a and p and calculate their standard errors. Estimate the conditional mean
value of F corresponding to X = 10 and tind a 95 percent confidence interval for this .

mean.
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Further Aspects of Two-variable
Relationships

Chapter1prcsented a set of inference procedures associaled with Ieast-squares (LS)
estimators in the context of bivariate relationships. ne derivation of thcse procc-
dures was based on two crucial assumptions. one abou! the tbnn ef the conditional
expectation S(i' I.Y) and the other about the stxluRtic promnies of the disturbance
term Ig. The specific assumptions were

F(F 2Xj = a + px (2.1)
and Eui) = 0 for aII i

F(zI?)
= e2 for a11i (2.2)I

E (Iz,'l) = 0 for i # j
Ikals follows from Eq. (2.2)and the lixcd regressor assumption that

Exiujj = XiEujj = 0 for all i, j
Adding the assumption of normality to Eq. (2.2)gives

d N(0 tz'2)The u, are ii , (2.4)

which reads, trf'he

ui are independently and identically distributed normal variables
with zero mean and variance G2.'' ne validity of the inference procedures obviously
depends on the correctness of the underpinning asstlmptions.

Most of this chapter deals with various possible respecihcations of the condi-
tional expectation assumption in Eq. (2.1).We will first look at some of the issues
raised when the regresstlr (cxplanatory)variable is time. This leads naturally to
the considcration of constant growth curves, where the logarithm of the depen-
dent variable is expressed as a linear function of time. We then considcr cases
wherc transfonnations of the dependent and/or explantol'y variable may be useful.
Many relatinnships that arc nonlinear in the original variables may be linearld by

41
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suitable eansformations.In such cases the smple techniques developed in Chapter
l f0r the linear model may be applied to the transformed variables.

Next we consider the bivariatc model whcre the explanatory variable is sim-
p1y the lagged valne of the dependenl variable. This is the first-order, autoregres-
sive AR(1) scheme. The change seems innocuous enough but it moves us into fun-
damentally new territory. The least-squares estimators are no longer unbiased; and
the exact, hnite sample results of Chapter 1 are no longer strictly valid. The least-
squares procedures of Chapter l can still be applied to the auteregressive equation
but they now havc only a large-sample, or asymptotic validity. An appreciation of
this result requires an introduction tt) some basic and very important ideas rclating
to Iarge-sample theory, namely, asymptotic distributions, asymptotic elxeieneys
and consistency. The simple autoregressive equation also raises the issue of te sta-
tlonarity of a time series. nese issues will be develomd cxtensively in later chap-
ters, especially Chapters 5, 7, and 8. We hope their inttoduction in the context of a
two-variable relation will keep the initial exposition as simple as possible and selwc
as a bridge to the Iater treatment.

2.1.
TIME AS A REGRESSOR

In a lime series plot- as shown in Chapter l , a variable FJ
on the vertical axis is plotted

against time on lhe horizontal axis. This may also be regarded as a scatter plot, the
enly difference from he conventional scattcr plot being that 1he X (time)variable in-
creases monolonically by One unit with each observatin. Many economic variables
incren or Herwu- with time. A Iinear trend relationship would bc modeled as

i' = a + PT + u (2.5)
where F indicates time. ne F variable may be specihed in many fashions, but each
speciscation requires one to dehne thc origin from which time is measured and the

it of measurement that is used. For example, if we had annual observations on
some variable for the (n = 13) years from 1980 t 1992, possible specihcations of
the F variable would be

T = 1980, 1981, 1982, . . . , 1992

F = 1,2, 3, . . . , 13

T =
-6, -5, -4,

. . . , 6
In aII three cases the unit of measurement is a year. The Origins are, respectively, the
stmof the Gregtlriancalendars 1979, and 1986.The third scheme is advanmgcous for
small-scale calctllations sincc in this case F has zero mean, so the nonnal equatitms
for htting Eq. (2.5)simplify to

a = P and b =

NS'''Y

TYl YnF2

Many software packages will generatc a TREND variable for use in regression anal-
ysis. This is the second specilkation for T above.
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2.1.1 Constant Growth Curves

Tnking fimt differenr-s ef Eq. (2,5)gives

i', = p + (lz,- a/-1)

If we ignore the disturbances, the implication of Eq. (2.5)is that the series increases
(decreases) by a constant amount each period. For an increasing series (# > 0), this
implics a decreasing growth rate, and for a decreasing series Lp< 0). the specifica-
tion gives an increasing decline rate. For series with an underlying constant growth
rate, whether positive or negative, Eq. (2.5)is then an inappropriate specihcation.
The apprepriate speciseation expresses the logarithm of the series as a linear func-
tion of time. This result may be seen as follows.

Without disturbances a constant grwth series is given by the equation

Yt = 1'0(1 + g)t (2.6)
where g = (F/ - Yt- 1)/Fr- 1 is the constant propomonate rate of growt per mriod.
Taking logs of both sides of Eq. (2.6)givesi

where

ln Fl = a + pt
a = ln Fc and p = In(1 + g) (2.8)

If one suspccts that a series has a constant growth rate, pltting the log ef the scries
against time provides a quick check. If the scatter is approximately linear, Eq. (2.7)
can be fitted by least squares, regressing the log of F against time. The resultnnt
slope coefhcient then provides an estimate of the growth rate, namely,

b = 1n(1 + J) giving = eb - l

The p coefhcient of Eq. (2.7)represents the continuous rate of change 0 ln YtlDt,
whereas g represents the discrete rate. Formulating a constant growth series in con-
tinuous time gives

F = i- c#' or ln F, = a + p/t 0

Finally, note that taking first differences Of Eq. (2.7)gives

In Fr = p = ln( 1 + gj = g (2.9)
Thus, tnking hrst diferences of logs gives thc continuous growth rate, which in turn
is an approximation to the discrete growth ratc. This appreximation is only reason-
ably accllmte for small values of #.

2.1.2 Numerical Example

Table 2.1 gives data on biturninous coal output in the United States by decades from
l 841 to 1910. Plotting the log of output against time, we find a linear relationship.

'We ux ln to indicate logs to the natmal bax e.
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TABLE C.1
Bituminons eoal output in the United States, 1841-1916

Average annual output
(t,*0 net tons),

mhcade F ln F f 1(1n F)

!841-1 850 I
,837

7.5 l59 -3
-22.5457

1851-1869 4,868 8.4904
-2

- 16.98*
1861-1870 12,41l 9.4263 - 1

-9.4263

1871-1880 32,617 10.3926 0 0
1881-1890 82,770 11.3238 1 l 1.3238
1891-19 148,457 11.9081 2 23.8161
1901-1 9 10 322,958 12.6853 3 38.0558

Sum 71.7424 0 2,4.7-40:

So we will fit a constant growth curve and estimate the annual growth rate. Setting
the origin for time at the center of the 1870s and taking a unit of time to be 10 years,
we obtain the t series shown in the table. From the data in the table

I ln F 71.7424
a = = = 10.2489

n 7

X,t ln F 24.2408
b = = = 0.8657

X t2 28

ne ?.2 for this regression is 0.9945, confrming the lineety ef the scatr.
r1'ile esti-

th te r decade is obtained frommatedgrow ra I)e
b - j = j gg6gj = e .

nus the constant growth rate is almost 140 mrcentper decade. ne annual growl
rate (agr)is then found from

1 + agrlio = 2 3768( .

which gives agr = 0,0904, or justover 9 percent per annum, The equivalent contin-
uous rate is 0.0866.

The time variable may be treated as a xed regressor, and s the infercnce plw
cedures of Chapr 1 are applicable to equations like (2.5)and (2,7).2

2.2
TRANSFORMATIONS OF VARIABLES

ne log transfonnation of the demndent variable in growth studies leads naturally

to thc consideration of other transformations, These transformations may be of the

2For a very uscful discussion of the use of time as a regressor. see Russell Davidson and James G.
MacKinnon, Estimation and lnference in Econometrics, Oxford University Press. 1993, pp. 115-118.
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dependent variable, the regressor variable, or both. Their main purpose is ll achieve
a linearizing transformation so that the simple techniques ()f Chapter I may te
applied to suitably transformed variablcs and thus obviate the need to f nmm com-
plicated relations.

2.2.1 Log-Log Transformations

The growth equation has employed a transformatin of the dependent variable.Many
important econometric applications involve the legs ()f both variables. The relcvant
functional specification is

F = AX# or ln r = a + p ln X (2.10)
where a = l11d. The llnmticity of F with respect to X is dened as

.
.

d y.xElaticity =

dx7
It measures the percent change in F for a 1 percent change in X. Applying the elas-
ticity fonuula to the lirst expression in Eq. (2.10)shows that the elasticity Of this
function is simply p , and the second expression in Eq. (2.10) shows that the slope
of the log-log specification is the elasticity. Thus Eq. (2.10) specises a etmstant
elasticity function. Such speciscations frequently appear in applied work, possibly
because of their simplicity and ease of interpretation, since slopes in log-log rcgres-
sions are direct estimates of (constant)elastieities. Figure 2.l shows some typieal
shapes in the F,X plane for various #s.
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2.2.2 Semilog Transformations

One example hlu Mlready lxen given in the constant growth equation. The general
formulation ig3

ln F = a + px + u (2.11)

This specihcation is widely used in human capital models, where F denotes earnings
and X years of schooling or work cxperience/ It follows from Faq.(2.11) that

1dF
=pFgx

Thus the sloN in the semilog regression estimates the propordonate change in Yper
unit change in X. An illustration for positive p is shown in Fig. 2.2a. Reversing the

ln F = a + PX p >

D

0 X

(d.)
FIGURE 2.2
Semilog model.

F

y = c + p ln# # > 0

c e-a/p x
()

3ne aste mader will have noticed that in discussing various transformations we are playing fast and
loose with thc disturbance term, inserting it in some equalions and not in others in order to simplify the
transformations. The unly justificationsfor such a (common ) practice are ignorance and convenience.
The Iate Sir Julian Huxley (distinguishedbiologist and brother of the novelist Aldous Huxley) once
described God as a

''personitied

symbol for man*s residual ignorance.-' The disturbance term plays a
similar role in econometrics, being a stochastic symbol for the econometrician's residual ignonance.
And,just as 0nc often does with God, one ascribes to the inscrutable and unknowable the properlies
most convenient for the purmse at hand.
4erhisspeciscation is derived fromtheoretical considerations in J. Mincer, School, Far#enbencr,andEarn.
/zl#y,ColumbiaUnivors Press, New Yorkq1974.



axes gives

An illustration for positive p appearsin Fig. l.lb. ln a cross-section study of houso
hold budgcts such a curve might rcpresent the relation between a class of exNndilure
i' and incomc X. h certain threshold level of income (c-*'#) is needed before any-
thing is spent on this commodity, Expenditure then increases monotonically witb
income, but at a diminishing rate. The marginal propensity (#/X) to consumc tls
good declincs with incyesing income, and te elasticity plt'j also derlines as 1n-
come increases.

clIma 2: FI.w%.r As> of 'IK/-Ve'-'-RI- ' '
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F = a + p ln X (2. 12)

2.2.3 Recipral Aansformations

Reciprocal transformations are uscful in modeling situations where tere are asymp-
totesfor one Or both variables. Consider

(F - (t 1)(a - aal = aj (2.13)
This describes a rettangular hyperbola with asymptotes at F = a 1 and X = aaa'
Figure 2.3 shows some typical shapes for positive and negative tzp. Equation (2.13)
may be rewritten as

a 3F = al + (2.14)X -

a2
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The result of adding an en'or term to Eq. (2.14)and attempting to minimize the
residual sum of squares gives equations that are nonlinear in the a's. ln this case
there is no possible linearizing transformation that will take us back to thc simple
routines of Chapler I

.5

However, thcre arc two special cases of Eq. (2.14) where
linearizing transformations are available. Setting az to zerogives

lF = + # y (2.15)

where a = el Md # = a5. Alternatively, setting a l to zero gives

1
= a + px (2.16)'P

where a = -a?/aJ and p = 1la'5 . Illustrations are shown in Figs, 2.4 and 2.5.
Figure 2.4&has been htted frequently in the study of Phillips curves,with Frep-

rcsenting the rate of wage or price change and X the uncmploymenl rate. This spec-
ification canies the unrealistic implication that the asymptote fr the uncmployment
rate is zero. The alternative simplihcation in Eq. (2.l 6) permits a positivc minimum
unemployment rate, but at the cost of imposing a zero minimum for wage change.

,.

.. jj.' .
. ,.1

. . .

F

lF = a + # - # > 0X

0
X

F = a

F

IF = a + p - p < 0X

F = a

0
#

(d?)
FIGURE 2.4

r - a + p())
5As will be seen later, the cquation may be fitted directly by nonlinear lea:t nqrms.
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x = a/p
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The more general specilication illustrated in Fig. 2.35 removes both restrictions and
allows thc pessibility of a positive minimum rate of unemployment and a negative
wage change. Figurc 2.4: might represent a cross-section expenditure function. A
certain threshold level of income is required before there is any cxpenditure 0n, say,
rcstaurant meals. but such expenditure tcnds toward some upper limit, where the
billinsire smnds only innitesimally more (11= the millionnire.

j.3
AN EMPIRICAL EXAMPLE OF A NONLINEAR RELATION: U.S.
INFLATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT

The publicatien of the Sphillips curve'f article in 1958 launched a new growth in-
dustly whose practitioners searchcd for (andfound) Phillips curves in various coun-tries.6 In the original article Phillips plotted the annual percentage wage change in
the United Kingdom against the unemployment rate f0r the peliod 1861 to l 9 I3. ne
scatter revealed a negative nonlinear relatlon, which Phillips summarized in the form
of a curved line. Most remarkably, data fOr two subsequent periods. l9l 3-l 948, and
1948-1957, lay close ttl the curve delived from the 186 l-l 9 I3 data. nis simple
Phillips curve has nt survived the passage of time and has been subject to both sta-
tistical and theoretical attack and reformlzlatiom'l'hus a simple two-variable annlysis

6A. W. Phillips, 'e-fhe Relation between Unemployment and the Rat: of Change of Money Wages in the
UnitedKingdom,1:61-1957.': Economic%NeW Serie.s25, 1958, 283-299.
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of wage (orprice) in:ation and unemployment can no longer be regardcd as a serious
piecc of econometrics. However, in this chapter we are still restricted to two-variable
relations. and the following example should only be taken as an illustration of the
statistical steps in htling nonlinear relations in two variables.

The data used are annual data for the United States from l 957 to 1970. The in-
llation variable (INFIis the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price lndex
(CP1). The uncmployment variable (UNR) is the unemployment rate for civilian
workers 16 years and over. Iniation ranges from a low of 0.69 pereent in 1959 to a
high of 5.72 percent in 1970. with a mean of 2.58 Nrcent. The unemployment rate
was 4.3 percent in 1957. rising to a peak of 6.7 mrcentin 1961 and falling steadily

6
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FIGURE 2.
U.S. inflation and unemployment, 1957-1970.
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TA 1$L E 2 . 2

Various inilation/unemployment regressions, 1957-1978*

Explanator:
variable Constant Slope P S.E.R.

UNR 6-92
-0-8764

0.33 1.40
(3.82) (-2.45)

UNRI- 1) 9, l 3 - 1.3386 0.81 0.74
(9.80) (-7.19)

I/UNRI-1) -4.48 32.9772 0.90 0-54
(-6.5 1) (10,50)

*'rhe t statistics are in parentheses. S.E.R. is the standard en'or of the regression.

through the rest ef the l960s. Figure 1.6a shows the scatter of inflation against the
current unemployment rate. The slope is negative but the scatter is dispersed. ln
Fig. l.6b inflation is plotted against the previous year's unemployment rate. A lagged
response is not unreasonable since timc is required for unemployment to affect wages
and further time tbrwage changes to lilter through to the prices Of final goods. The
scatter is n0w much tighter and there is an indication ef nonl incarity. The same tigure
shows the fit of a linear regression of inflation on lagged unemployment. The linear
specication is clearly an inadequate representatin. Of the 14 residuals from the
regression, 5 are positive and 9 are negative. The 5 positive residuals occur at the
lowest and highest values of the explanatory variable. lnspection of the residuals
can thus indicate possible misspecihcation. Runs of positive or negative residuals
suggest misspecihcation. .

Figure 2.6/ shows the result of htting the recipmcal relation

Ixp - a +
yguxjtt-llj

+ u (2. l7)

The residuals are somewhat smaller than in Fig. 2.6b and the scatter is more nearly
iineaq but not totally s0. Table 2.2 summarizes the main results from the regressions
associated with Fig. 2,6. We netice the substantial jump in rl ()n changing the ex-
planatory variable from ctlrrent to lagged unemployment, and a still further increase
from 0.81 to 0.90 clnusing the reciprocal transformation.

Finally, we note the result of tittingthe nonlinear relation

(2.18)

This is fitted by nonlinear least squares, which is an iterative estimation process.
commencing with some arbitrary values for the unknown parameters. calculating
the residual sum of squares, then searching for changes in thc parameters to re-
ducc the RSS, and eontinuing in this way until successive changes in the estimated
parameters and in the associated RSS are negligibly small. Standard elwrs and
other test statistics can be produccd at the hnal stage, just as in linear least squares;
but, as will be explained shortly, they now have an asymptetic justihcationrather
than cxaet, finite samplc properties. As noted earlier the Iinearizing transfonuations
obtained by setting al or az to zero impose theoretically inappropriate constraints on

a31NF = al + + uUNRI- 1) -

az
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the shape of the relationship. Setting a2 to zero, as in the third regression in Table
2.2, gives alower asymptote of zero f0r the unemployment rate, which is implausibly
small. On 1he other hand, setting (z 1 to zero gives a lewer asymptote of zero for the
innation rate, which implies that the pricc level could not fall no matter how great the
level of unemployment. which again is an implausible restriction. Using nonlinear
least squares to estimate the, relation without these restrictions gives

4.8882IVF=
-0.32

+
UNR(- 1) - 2.6917

with O = 0.95 and S.E.R = 0.40. This expression provides the best lit and low-
est standard error of aIl the regressions. The intercept term, which is the estimated
asymptote for the innation rate. is slightly negative but not signihcantly different
from zero. The estimated asymptote fer the unemploymellt rate is 2.69 perccnt. The
contrast between the unemployment asymptotes in fitting Eqs. (2.17)and (2.18) is
a striking reminder of (he fact that each specification imposes a particular shape
on the estimated relation. Equation (2.18) implies dramatically increasing inqatien
rates for unemployment rates just below 3 percenl, whereas Eq. (2.l 7) requires un-
employment rates Ylow 1 percen! to give similar inflation numbers. The fits to the
snmple data are no( very different, but extrapolations outside the rangc of the sample
data give dmmalirmlly different pictures.

2.4
LAGGED DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS REGRESSOR

When variables display trends as in Section 2.1, successive valucs tend to be fairly
close together. Anolher way of modeling such behavior is by mcans of an autolw
g+.cqlnn- -IY eIY autoregressive scheme is

F, = a + p Ff- l + ut (2.l9)

This is called a firsl-order. autorcgressive scheme and is frequently denoted by the
notation AR( l ). ne order indicates the (maximum)Iag in the equation. If, for ex-
ample, F were measured qumerly. FJ = a + p Fr-4 + u: embodies the assumption
that the current i' is relalcd to the value in lhe same quarter of the previous year, and
this is a special case of an AR(4) scheme.

The LS equations for htling Eq. (2.I9) are

X rr - aa + b X r,-l
(2.20)

5- n- - a >--.r,-! + h5-. r2,-l
The range of summation in Eq. (2.20)has not Yen indicated explicitly. If t ranges
from I to n. the implementation of Eq. (2.20) requires a value for Fc. lf this is not
availablc, thcn 1'1 is the starting value and the effective sample size is n - 1. LS
estimates of the parameters of Eq. (2.19)can thus be computed', but the properties
nf LS estimators and the associated inference procedures derived in Chaptct 1 are
not strictly applicable here, eyea tlmugh we contin t: make the Rame assumptions

'. .
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is how a random variable such as Rn and ts pdf behave as n
-p

. nere are two
main aspects of this behavior, the hrst relating to convergence in probability and thc
second to conveqence in distribution-

2,4.2 Convergence in Pmbability

The x's are iidls, G2) by assumption. It follows directly that
2GElknj = g and vart:al =

nus eL is an unbiased estimator for any sample sizc. and the variance tends to
zero as ?1 increases indetinitely. It is then intuitively clear that the distribution of .#n,

whatever its precise form, becomes morc and more concentrated in the neghborhood
of g as n increases. Formally, if one dehnes a neighborhood around Jt as Jz t f, the
expression

W(Jz -

e < is < g + eJ = Ihjln - p.1 < eJ
indicates the probability that

.k

lies in the smcified interval. The interval may be
made arbitrarily small by a suiGble choicc ofe. Snce varl-kn) declines monotonically
with incresing n. there exists a number n. and a & (0 < < 1) such that for a1l
n > zl*

'
.

. !,

Prtlla -

#. I< e) > 1 - (2.23)
ne random variable

.ia

is then said te converge in probability to the constant p.. An
uiv-t---: .* - -

1eq
.

@'

limPrlp - p.1< 6J = 1 (2.24)HX

ln words, the probability of kn lying in an arbitrarily small intcrval about g canbe' made as close to unity as we desire by letting n become sufhcicntly large. A
qiu-hsnd way of writing1. (2.24)is

plim vn = Jt (2.25)
where plim is an abbreviaon of probability Iimit. The sample mean is then said to
be a consistent estimator of g. ne process is called convergenee in probability.

ln this example the estimator is unbimsed for all sample sizes. Suppose that we
have almther estimator mn of Jt such tbxt

cEmnb = lz + -

n
where c is some constant. The estimator is biased in hnite samples, but

lim Elmn) = >n.-> X

Wovidedvartraa) goes to zero with increasing n, mn is also a consistent estimator of
g. This case is an example of convergence ln mean sqlln-y Fkich ccurs when

; ' >= Fi J
. - ..

.
.
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the limit of the expected value of the estimator is the parameter of inlerest. arul

the limit of the variance of the estimator is zero. Convergence in mean square is
a sufficient condition for consistency and often provides a useful way of establishing
a probability limit.

An extremely useful feature of probability limits is the ease wit which the
probability limits of functions of random variables may be obtained. For example. if
we assume that an and bn possess probability limits, then

plim anbn) = plim an
. plim bn

Md a plim anplim - = -

bn plim bn

Such relations do not hold for expectations unless an and bn are stochastically inde-
mndent, but no such condition is required for operating with probability limits.

2.4.3 Convergence in Distribution

ne ncxt crucial question is how thc pdf of kn behaves with increasing n. The form
of the distribution is unknown, since thc mean is a linear combination of x's whose
distribution is assumed to be unknown. Howevcr, since the variance goes to zero in
the limit, the distribution collapses on Jz , The distribution is then said to be degener-
ate. One seeks then an altemative statistic, some function of .%n, whose distribution
will not degenerate. A suitablc alternative statistic is f-nkn- p,)/G, which tlaszero
mean and unit variance. ne basic Central Limit Theorem states

J-nkn- p.4 y 1 -,2a

dzl.,im.Pr
g.

. > y = J..zn
e (2.26)

ne left-hand side of this expressien is the limiting value of the probability that the
s'tatistic V-nkn-. gllo' is less than or equal to some value y. The right-hand side
is the appropriate area under the standard normal distribution, N, 1). This is a
rcmarkable and powerful result. Whatever the form of flx), the limiting distribution
of the relevant statistic is standard nonnal. The process is labeled eonvergence in
distribution, and an alternative way of expressing Eq. (2,26)is

d zCnkn-. N/np., (,. ) (2.2p

to be read, $$ nkn tends in distribution to a normal variable with mean x %gand
ari c2 *' In practice the objective is to use

.ka

to makc inferences aYut /z. 'IxisV ance .

is done by taking the limiting normal fonn s an approximation fr the unknnwn
distribution of kn. ne relevant stament is ' '

,r e N j ,

G-n2

) (2.28)

%*, for example. S. S. Wilks, Mathemotial Statisticsk Wiley, 1962, p. 256.
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to be read, **.kn is asymptotically normally distbuted with mean g and variance
G2/a.'' The unknown G2

can be replaced by the sample variunce, which will be a
consistent estimate, and Eq. (2.28)used for inferences about y,. ne closeness of
the approximation to the unknown pdf obviously depends on the extent of the de-
parture from normality of the original distribution and on the sample size. However,
a striking illustration of the tendency of iincar combinations of nonnormal variables
to move toward normality is shown in Fig. 2.7. lt comes from Sampiing Techniques
by William G. Cchran (Wilcy, 1953. pp. 22-23). The initial distribution shows the
population of l 96 Iarge U.S. cities in 1920. The distribution is highly nonnormal,
having in fact a reverse J shape, with very many smallcr citics and fcw very large
ones. Two hundred simple random samples were drawn, each of 49 cities. and the
total populalion ealculated in each of the 200 cases. The distribution of thc sample
total population (and. likewise. the sample mean population) was unimodal and very
much closer in apmarance to a normal curve than the original distribution.

2.4.4 The Autoregressive Equation

ne auttlregressive Eq. (2.19) may bc estimated by the LS formulae in Eq. (2.20).
If we denote Ge estimated coefhcients by :t and b, the results of Mann and Wald
establish that x

-a(J - a) and xf-nlb -pj

havea bivan'ate a/raal limiting distribution
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with zero mcans and hnite variances and covariance.g Thus thc Ieast-squares esti-
mates are consistent for a and p . Moretver the limiting varianccs and covariance
may be consistently estimated by the LS formulae of Chapter l . Consequently we
may apply the LS techniques of Chapter 1 to the autoregressive model', and they now
have an asymptolic, or large-sample,justification rather than cxact, hnite-sample va-
lidity.

ne Mann-Wald result depends on two crucial assumptions. ne rst assump-
tion is that the disturbances in the relation are indepcndently and identically dis-
tributed with zero mcan and finite variance. as in Eq. (2.2).Note, however, that
there is no assumption of normality for the disturbances. ne second assumption is
that the (F2) series is statitmary.-fhis raises new considerations, which at'e explored
in the next section.

2.5
STATIONARY AND NONSTATIONARY SERIES

We replrn to te relationship specised in Eq. (2.19).
F, = a + pYt- 1 + ut

and make the assumptions about the u variable stated in Eq. (2.2).These assumptions
define a white noise series, The crucial question is, how does thc F series behave
over time? Equation (2.21)shows l', as a function of a, p, F(), and the current and
previous disturbances. Assuming that the process started a very long time ago, we
rewrite Eq. (2.21)as

2+ - .
.)

+ ut + puf-j + plut-z + . .
.)

(2.29)l'r = (z( 1 + p + p
The stochastic propenies of the F series are determined by the stochastic propertics
of the u series. THking expectations of both sides of Eq. (2.29)gives

Ek = a(1 + p + p2 + . .
')

This cxpectation only cxists if the insnite geomctric serics on the right-hand side
has a limit. 'I'e nessary and sllfcient condition is

j# j < j (zx)
WC CXWCSYiOR is 21CZ

'
'

'

fe
Et = Jt =

l-p
(2.31)

and so the F series has a constant unconditional nwn > at all mints-T; M-rnvin-

the variance we can now write '

9H, B. Mann and A. Wald,
'rn

the Statistical Treatment of Linear Stochastic Difference Equationsq''
Econometrica,ll, 1943. pp. 173-220. ne micle is Iong and very technical. but the results are of great

tical immAne-e.
'
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2 + . . .(F. - Jt) = ul + pu'- l + p /,-2 (2.32)

Squaring both sides and taking expectations, we flnd

r ) = e'((r, - p,)2)vart ,

2 2 2 + #4.2 + . . . + 2/.9xyjjg..j + gplutut-g + . .

.j

=
'gl/;

+ p ut- l ;-c

The assumption in Eq. (2.2) then yields

var(rl = = (2.33)y j - pz
Thus the F series has a constant unconditional variance. indemndent of time.

A new concept is that of autovariance, which is the covariance of F with a
lagged value of itself. ne hrst-lag autocovariance is defined as

71 = E 1(l'l -

M)(FJ-
I

- Jl)1

2 ing Eq. ja.az)= py us

ln a similar fz:dvl'on#lv! sectmd-lag autocovariance is
.

C

:2
= F((F - p,)(Ff-2 - Jz)1

2 2
= J8 Jy

and, in general,

5. 2 = () j g (g.g4)
.

= Ji Gy &' ' , , . . .

ne autocovariances thus depend only on the 1ag length and are independent of 1.

Clearly y()(= (r) is another symbol for the variance. Dividing the cevarianccs by
the variancc givi s the set of autocorrelation coemcientsy also known as serial cor-

lation coeoeient's, which we will designate by

ps = yslyz s = 0. 1.2, . - - (2.35)
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FIGURE 2.8
Correlogram of an AR(1) series
(pnrameter = 0.75).
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Plotting the autocorrelation coefhcients against 1he 1ag Iengths gives the co
gram of the serics. F0r the hrst-order AR( 1) scheme the autocorrelations declix
exponentially from one toward zero, as illustrated in Fig. 2,8,

To summarize. when #1< 1 the mean, variance. and covariances of the h' se-
ries are constants, independent of time. The F series is then said to be weakly or
covariance stationary. In particular. it satisfies the stationarity condition required
for te symptotic results of MAnn nna Wald to hold true.

3.5.1 Unit Root

When # = l the AR( 1) process is said to have a unit root. ne equation becnmes
FJ = cr + F/- , + ut (2.36)

which is called a random walk with driltlo From Eq. (2.21)the conditional ex-
pectation is

Z'IFJ IFt)) = at + F0

whichincreases or decreascs without Iimit as / increases. The conditional variance

is
varti'l lF()) = A'((F; - E't lr()))21

2)= E't(lo + w-1+ . . . + Nl)

2= tr

which increases without Iimit. Referring to Eq. (2.29)wc clcarly see that, in the unit
root case. the uncondititlnal mean and variance of F do not cxist. The F series is then
said to be nonstationaryy and the asymptotic results previously described no longer
hold. The treatmcnt of nonstationary series will be taken up in Chapters 7 and 8.
When p l> l the F series will exhibit explosive behavioq as will be illustratedin
the following example.

:*5.2 Numerkal Illustration

Three series have becn generated as follows:

A: A; = 0.05 + 0.952,- l + ut

R: Rt = 0.05 + AI-I + ut

E: E = 0.05 + 1.05F/- I + ut
AIl series are started at zero and 500 terms generated by random drawings from a
standard normal distribution ut. Figute 2.9 contrsts the automgressive and mndom

Autoregressive (stationary)xwria

Random walk wilh an'fe
Explosive series

lowhena = 0j Eq. (2.36)reduces to a simple random walk, Fj = FI-l + u(.
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30

Observation number

FIGURE 2.9
A stationary AR( l ) series and a random walk.

walk series. ne theoretical mcan of the A series is l . and its theoretical standard
deviation is 3.2. The series displays a fairly steady mean level, and a1l observatins
are contained in (he range of u!u10. The random walk series does not look much dif-
feren: from the stablc A series through most of the early observations, but does drift
markedly away in the laler observations. Figure 2.10 shows the A and R series again,

.
but this lime the explosive E series is plottcd on the same graph. Notice the dramatic
difference in the venical scale compared with Fig. 2.9. On the scale required to
accemmodate the E series. the other two appear as a single straight line. The # pa-
ramcter for E only exceeds unity by 0.05, thc same amount as the p parameter for A
falls short of unily. Thu.%.the l/a# mt?;case is a watershed. The A and R series have
more the typical Ieok of an econornic time series than does the E series. As Fig. 2.9
suggests it may in practice be very ditxcult to distinguish between stationary series.
such as A, and nonstationary series Iike R.

It might appear simple lo test for a unit root by htting Eq. (2.19),computing
the test statistic (b - l )/s.e.(>).and referring this to the conventional critical values
from the t distribution. Unfortunately this procedure is not valid since, undcr the
null hypothcsis. the F series does not satisfy. even asymptotkally. the conditions
assumed in deriving the test. The distribution of the tst statistic is nonstandard.
and critical values can enly be obtained by Mente Cm'lo simulations. Unit root tests
will be dealt with in Chapter 7. A more infonnal tesl for stationarity is based on
inspection of the autocorrelation coefscients. As shown earlicr. the correlogram of a
stationary AR scries should decline exponentially.

'rhis

will n0t be truc for a nonsta-
tionary series. Table 2.3 shows selected autocorrelation coefficients for the A and R
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FIGURE 2.10
An explosive series.

TABLE '.3
Autoralations for the A and R series

Lag A series R series

l 0.936 0.992
5 0.678 0.958
9 0.395 0,929

13 0.202 0.91 l
18 0.108 0.882

series. There is a clear difference in the patterns of the two sets of autocorrelationss
conhrming the sttionarity of the srstseries and the nonstationarity of the second.
However, these coeftkients have been calculated from observations 101 to 500. The
differenccs would n0t be so clear in smaller samples. We will return to the issue
of stationarity and the validity of standard infercnce pl'o s in more entic

multivariate situations in later chapters. ,

2.6
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTImTION
OF THE AUTOREGRESSIVE EQUATION

2.6.1 Maxlmum Likelihood Estimators

Thc derivation of thc Mann-Wald rcsults in Sectien 2.4 did not require any assump-
tionaboute specilic form of ie lf forte disttlrbanceterm. lf such an assumption
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can be made, it is then possible to derive maximum likelihood estimators of the pa-
rameters of the autoregressive model. Maximum likelihood estimators. or MLES, are
consistent and asymptotically normal, as are the Mann-Wald estimators', but the
MLES have the additional property of asymptoti eociencyr as will be explained
next. A more complete treatment of ML estimatin will be given in Chapter 5, to
which the prescnt treatment of the simple autoregressive case will serve as an intro-
duction.

The common approach is to assume, as in Eq. (2.4),that the disturbances arc
identically and indemndently distributed normal variables with zero mean and con-
stant variance. The probability dcnsity functien for u is then

1 .-uitzpz

fui) = - . e i = 1,2, . . . , n
tr 2v

We will funher mslulatesome arbitrary initial value Fo. the precise value being
irrelevant in an asymptotic analysis. Any observed set of sample values F!, F2, . . . ,

Fu is then generated by some set of u values. Given Eq. (2.4),the probabilityof a
set of u values is

Pr(l/1, a2, - - ., un) = fujfuz.j - ' ' ' ' funj
N

- l7.f(u,)
f=l

l -x'-,tl4raezl= e(27Ttz':)''/2

From Eq. (2.19)the jointdensity of the 1' values, conditional on yc. is thcnl l

1 l x=''

Prrlp Ytv. . . , Ynj =

z ,,/2 exp
-

z 7.(Yt - e - p Yt- l)2 (2.37)(2';rtz' ) 2G
I=1

This density may lx interpretcd in two ways. For given a, p , and (7-2 it indicates
the probability of a set of sample outcomes. Alternatively it may be interpreted as
a ftlnction of a. p. and (z'z, conditional on a set of sample outcomes. ln the latter
interpretation it is referred to as a likelihoodfunctlon and written

Likelihond function = L, p, g'2; F) (2.38)
with the order of the symbols in the parenthcses reflecting the emphasis on the pa-
rameters being conditienal on the observations. Maxipizing the likelihood with re-
spect to the thrce parameters gives specihc values d, p , and (W,which maximize the
probability of obtaining the sample values that have actually been observed. These
are the maximum Iikelihz estlmators (MLEs) of tlzeparnmeters of Eq. (2.19).
They are obtained by solving

OL dfa DL
= j-

=

a
= 0JJ p dc

lisee Appendix 2,1 on the transformation of varables in pdf's.
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In most applications it is simpler tp maximizx the logarithm of tlv 11*-*'*--
-

function. We will denote the log-likelihood by

l = ln L

Since l is a monotonic transformation of L the Mt& may cqually well * obtaie
by solving

01 01 d/
= =

=0

Ja Dp 4G2

For Eq. (2.19)the log-likelihood (conditionalon F())is

a a '. 1 V-L
l = - ln (2*) - ln rz - J.'t -

tz
- p 5-1)2i' ' 2G2

J=1

The formal derivations are given in Appendix 2.2, but it is intuitively clear that the
a n 2 ja&. p values thal maximize f are those that minimize EJ.j(l&

- a
- p Yt- 1) . T us,

in this case the LS and ML estimates of a and p are identical. The normal equations
f0r the LS cstimatcs appear in Eq. (2.20).The ML estimate of (7-2 is

(2.39)

1 n
w2 jz - a - gy

.j)2

' = - ( t ta
.

t = l
(2.40)

2.6.2 Propertles of Maximum Likelihood Estlmators

The major properties of ML estimators are Iarge-sample. or asymptotic, ones. They
hold under fairly general conditions.

Consistency. MLES are consistent. Thus, Eqs. (2.20)and (2.40)yield consistent
.

'

estimates of a, #, and o'z,.
.

'k

22. Asymptotic normality- The estimators &, p , and & have asymptotically nonnal
distributions centered at the true parameter values. The asymptotic variances are
derived from the information matrix, which will be explained in Chapter 5.
ln thc present application it may % Ahown that the asymptotic variance of p is
estmated by

.
(5.2

Est. avartp ) = -

u a
.(

n y j) '...- I F,- 1
-

n (.)Z,-. I ,- 1

where t?rz is delined in Eq. (2.40)and the abbreviation avar denos asmyotic
variance. If we let F- = (1/n)(l%+ Fl + ' ' . + l%-j) and yz-l = Fr-l - P-I ,

theestimntezl asymptoticvariance becomes
12

Est. avart#l =
s a>Z,-l yt- l

which is scen, by comparison with Eq. (1
.40),

to bc thc variance that would be
calculated by the usual LS procedure, except for the trivial difference that 12 has

t.h h - 2)
' ' '

a divisor of n ra er t an (n .
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Asymptotic eleiency. No other consistent and asymptotically normal estimator

can have a smaller asymptotic variance. This property mirrors the Enite sample
minimum variance property of LS estimators.

To summarize, the lagged dependent variable model of Eq. (2.19)may be esti-

matedby LS and standard errors calculated in the usual way. However, signilicance

levclsand eonsdence coefhcients are no longer known precisdy. The calculated

valuesare only approximately corrcct and there is no way of assessing the degree
of error in any particular application. Even this somewhat cautious conclusion still

restson two immrtant assumptions. The first is the zero covariance assumption for
a1lpairs of disturbances. which was used in the derivation of Eq. (2.37).The second

is that J( y2f
-

jIn has a tiniteIimit as n tends to infinity, which is pal't of the require-
mentsfor the stationarity of the F series.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX 2.1
Change of >'aHa*-'--in density functions

The basic idea may tx simply illustrated for the univariate case. Suppose u is a
random variable with density function p(lf). Let a new variable y be defined by the
relation )' =

.f

(u ). The y variable must then also have a density function, which will
obviously demnd on both #(u) and

.41/).

Suppose that the relation between y and a
is monotonically increasing, as in Fig. A-2.1. Whenever u lies in thc interval Lu, y
will e in *> rsmnding interval y. Thus

Prty lies in y) = Prtl4 lies in Lu)

or py'jy = pu'lLu

whereu' and v' denote appropriate values of u and y in the intervals u and y, and

p(y) indirmle-qeIw nty ftmction for y. Tuking limits as u goes to zero
j '

' !
g VeS '

du#A') = Pus

If y were a decreasing function of u. the derivative in this last cxpression would be
negative, thus implying an impossible negative value for the density function. There-
fore, the absolute value of thc dervativc must be taken and the result reformulated
to read

du#(y) = pub

If y = fluj were not a monotonic functionthis last result would require amendment,
butwe are only concerned with monotonic transformtions. 'I'he relevant relationship
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in the text is

F, = a + pYt- l + ul

dut
= 1 for aIl td Ft

which gives

(2. 19)

which gives the jointdensity shown in Eq. (2.37).

APPENDIX 2.2
Maximum Iikelihood atimators for the AR(1) model

The log-likelihod is given in Eq. (2.39)as

n n 7 l xmn
I = -

j ln (2=) -

j. In -

-

a
.z> .(Yt - a

- #F,-1)2
2& :

l=1

ne partial derivatives with respect to the three parametcrs are

l 1 n

- pz
N.(Fr -

a
- pr,-l)da t = 1



f =NnumlcMquoos

al 1 n

= z yr-jtr, -

a
- p y,-:)

:# G I1=

pl n l n

2=
--

z
+ (r -

a
- pyr-j)

p(r2 1r 247-4I=1

Equating the hrst two derivatives to zero gives the ML (LS) estimators in Eq. (2.20),
andequating the third to zcro gives thc cstimatot of the variance in Eq. (2.40).

PROBLEMS

2.1. Fit a constant growth curve to the accompanying data, using two diffcrent specifications

of tlze ti rre variable.

o-

Marijuana cmp
Year (10,000tons)

1985 38.1
1986 80.0
1987 170.4
1988 354,5
1989 744.4

Estimate the snnual growth rate, and forecast marijuana production in 1995 from each
smcihcation.

2.2. Show tba! log F = a + J3log . + u gives the same estimate of p whether logs are
taken to base 10 or lo base e. ls this true of the esmate of a? Do your conclpions n--a
modificationif IogX is replaced by 1:/

2.3. Discuss brieoy the advantages and disadvantages of the relation

p = a + p log p()

as a representation nf an Engel curve. where 'i is expenditure per person on cmmodity
i, and vn is income Iyer week. Fit such a curve to the following data, and from ynur
resultsestimate the income elasticiy at an income of $500per wcek. Does it make any
differcnceto your estimate of the income elasticity if the Iogaritms of po are taken to
base 10 Or to base e

$'* mr wek

vf 0.8 1.2 l.5 l-8 2.2 2.3 2.6 3-1
ya 1.7 2.7 3.6 4-6 5.7 6.7 8.1 l 2.0

2.4. Prove that

dY X #(!n F) #liog F)
= =

dxF J(lnx) gtlogx)

Note that this relationship holds generally and notjust for constant elasticity functions.
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M. A mspmse
,'*- Yo g O'mulus X is modeled by the fnnction

1* p=a+
lO0 - F :

where F is measured in perccntage terms. Outlinc the promrties of 'IGR G* -
---'--

' *

sketch its graph. Fit the function to the accompanying data.

# 3 7 12 17 25 35 45 55 70 120
F 86 79 76 69 65 62 52 51 51 48

2.6. Discuss the properties of the following functions and sketch their graphs:
A

.J?=

ax
- p
t + # xe

.)? =

1 + &a+#.V

Find the transformationsthat will lineadze each function.

2.7. ne hrmness of cheese demnds on the time allowed for a certain process in its manu-
facturc.In an experiment 18 chceses were taken, and at cach of several times, lirmness
ws determined on samples from three of the cheeses. The results were a,sfollows.

Tlme (hours) Firmness

0.5 102 I05 115
1 110 l20 l 15
1.5 l26 128 l 19
2 l3 l43 I39
3 l60 l49 l47
4 164 166 172

Estimate the parameters of a linear regression of hrmness on time. Compute 2 and the
standarderrors of the estimates. Calculatethe conditional means at each valuc of time
and regrcss these conditional means on time. Compare the coefcients. standard elwrs,
and :.2 with the previous regression. Can y0u think of conditions where thc results you
have obtained in this example would not hold?

2.8. A thegrist postulates that the following functional form will providca good fit to a set
of data on .l' :114 X:

l1' = a + b
1 -- X

Sketch thc graph of this function when a and b are 1)1 msitive.Three umple obser-
vationsgive these values:

F 0 5 6
X l.2 1.5 2.0
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Fit the foregoing function to these data. If F denotes the per capita consumption of

peanuts and X denotes income, givc a point estimate of the peanut consumption of a
millionaire.

2.9. An economist hypothesizes that the average production cost of an article declines with
increasingbatch Size, tending toward an asymptotic minimum value. Some sample data
fmm the are as follows.

Batch size 1 5 10 20
Average cost ($) 31 14 l 2 11

Fit a curve of the form

IF=a+#

to these data. where )' denotes average cost and X indicates batch size. What is the
estimated minimum ccst level? Estimate the batch size that would be required to get
the average cost to within 10 percent of this minimum level.

I1K A van'nble x.
haR the followingpdf:

A;. l n
#(.Au) 1 - 1Jn 1Jn

termine
'(ay)

and vartxn), and investigate tileir limitx wqn *-s infnitely large.
IAxs plim xs exist? If so, what is its valuc?

2.11. Let .vI. .2,

. . . . .u be a random sample from cach of thc following pdf 's;

(a) w.e-ulli disibution

.Jtx;8)= #.r(l -

p)'-'E

0 < 0 !G 1 x = 0, 1

(b) Poisson distribution

exe-e
.f(x;#) = A' = 0, 1. 2, . . . 0 < 0 <

x!

(c) Exponential distribution

flx; p) = ee-e' 0 < .x < a) 0 < 6 <

Derive the maximum likelihood estimator of 0 in each case. Vefy that the second
derivativeof the log-likclihood is negative in each case, ensuring a maximum ef the
likelihoodfunction.

2.12. Use your PC to generate 1,000 observations on two irtdependent stationary AR(l) series.
Drop the lirst 50 observations and compute the correlation coeflicients for sucessive set:
of 50 observations. Repeat this exercix for two independent random walks and for two
indcpendentexplosive series.
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The k-variable Linear Equation

Chapters1and 2 have developed the basic statistical tools andprocedures for analyz-
ing bivariate relationships. Clearly, however, the bivariate frnmework is too restric-
tive for realistic analyses of economic phenomena. Common sense and economic
theory alike indicate the need to specify and analyze multivariate relations. Eco-
nomic models generally postulate the jeint and simultaneous existence of several
relations, each of which typically contains more than two variables 'I'he ultimate
objectiye Qf eco om/-rics threfty is the apalysij qf simultaneous equation sys-

...-.$ms. For the present, however, we shall restrict the analysis to a single ekation; --'

but Weshall extend it to include k variables, where k is, in general, a number larger
than two.

The specification of such a relationship is then

(3.1)Fr = pj + pzxzt+ p5XLu + '

r 7.# pkxu
'#

qt t = 1, . . . , n

This equation identises k - 1explanatory variables (regressors),namely, Xz,X, . . . ,

Xk, that are thought to influence the dependent variable (regressand).To keep the
notation simple, we shall denote all explanatory variables by Xjt, where the first
subscript indicates the variable in question and the second subscript indicates the
particular observation on that variable. The .Y's may be various transformations of
other variables, as in the examples of Chapter 2, but the relationship is linear in the p
coefscients. We will assume that the disturbances are white noise, as in Eq. (1.21).
Thus there are k + 1 parameters in te model, namely, the p

's and the disturbance
variance tz'2. The multivariate relation gives rise to a richer array of inference ques-
tions than the two-variable equation. The simplest way of tackling them is to switch
to matrix notation, which eliminates a great mass of summation signs, subscripts,
and the rest. The relevant matrix algebra is developed in Appendix A; mzd sections
of that Appendix are keyed into the development in this and succeeding chapters, so
that the various matrix operations are treated, as far as possible, in the sequence in
which they appear in the main text.

69
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3.1
MATRIX FORMULATION OF THE k-VARIABLE MODEL

Matrices and vectors will be indicated by bold letters, with uppercase bold letters
for matrices and lowercase bold letters for vectors. In general, vectop Fill be taken
to be column vectors unless otherwise stated. Thus, focexnm e,

rj .Y2l
r2 Xn

.# =
. X2 =

.

Fa X1n

are n X 1 vectors, also referred to as n-vectors, containing the sample observations

on F and Xz. By using this vector notation, the n sample observations on Eq. (3.1)
can be wlitten as

= /1 xl + pz xz + ' ' ' + pk xk + u-# (3.2)

The y vector is thus expressed as a linear combination of the x vectors plus the dis-
turbance vector u. The .r1 vector is a column of ones to allow for the intercept term.
Collecting a11the x vectors into a matrix X and the p coefficients into a vector #
permits an even simpler representation, namely, E

y = Xp + u (3.3)
wherel

X1b
X22

X1n

.L1 #1
Xkz /2

and p =
.

Xkn pk

3.1.1 Tl Algebra of '-mt Squares

lf the unknown vector # in Eq. (3.3)is replaced by some guess or estipwy b, t1,1$4
defines a vector of residuals e,

e = y
- Xb

The least-squares principle is to choose b to minimke the rdual sum of squares,
e e namely

'

>'

'

1ne ordering of the subscripts in the X matrix does not conform with conventional usage. because we
prefer to use the first subscript to denote the variable and the second to indicate the observation on that
variable. Thus, #cs, which denotes the fifth observation on #2s occurs at the intersection of the fifth row
and the second column in Xnrather than the other way around.
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RSS = e'e ,t

= (-#- Xbl' - Xb4

= y'y - b'X'y - y'Xb + b'X'Xb

= y'y - 2b'X'y + b'X'Xb

where this development uses the fact that the transpose of a scalar is the scalar, so
tat y'Xb = (y'Xb)' = b'X%. As shown in Appendix A, the srst-orderconditions
are

PIRSS) , ,

= -2.Y y + 2.YXb = 0Db

giving the normal equations

X'X)b = X'y (3.4)
These equations show how the least-squares b vector is related to the data.

EXAMPLE 3.1. NORMA L EQUATIONS FOR THE TWO- VARIABLE CASE. TO illus-
trate the matrix equation, we will specialize Eq. (3.4)to the two-variable case and con-
51%1the normal equations derived in Chapter 1. This process corresponds to k = 2 in
the present notation, and the equation is written F = /1 + pzX + u. The X matrix is

-Yl
X1

Xa

Thus,

xd

X'X = g1
-Y1

F1

x'.- g--1 ..1) /2
. jsxxl'sj- LzX'l .Xa.1 i

Yn

rz-xzl-j 1-'1- gxx''yl

l 11

1j 1 xz g n x x
:

..

-

gxx x xz1Xn
' j X

giving

Or nb,+ bz7-.x = y-.y
bkN.x+ b2:7,:2 = N-xr

as in Eq. (1.28).
EXAMPLE 3.z. THREE-VARIABLE EQUATION. In a similar fashion it may be shown
that the normal equations for fitting a three-variable equation by least squares are

nb3+ b, y-xc+ bsy-xa - y- 1,
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bjEx2+ b, ExJ + saExz-vs= Ex2z'
bjEva+ 1,2J().Y2.4 + b?X-tj = X.Y3'

If y in Eq. (3.4)is replaced by Xb + e the result is

X'X)b = X'xb + e) = X'X4b + X'e
L

yt a jjThus, e

which is another fundnmental least-squares result. The srstelement in Eq. (3.5)
gives Jl et = 0, tlzat is,

=
IV - bk - bzkg -

' . ' - bkkk = 0

The residuals have zero mean, and the regression plane passes through the point of

pe-qnq in dimanqionnl space. The remaining elements in Eq. (3.5)are of the form

Xitet = 0 i = 2, . . . , k
t

As seen in footnote 16 of Chapter 1 this condition means that each regressor has zero
sample correlation with the residuals. This in turn implies that-ft = Xb), the vector
of regression values for F, is uncorrelated with e, for

.'e = xbj'e = b'X'e = 0

3.12 Momposition of the Sum of Squares

The zero covariances between regressors and the residual underlie the decomposi-
tion of the sum of squares. Decomposing they vector into the part explained by the
regression and the unexplained part,

y = # + e = Xb + e
it follows that

yb = tf + el'(# + e) = :': + e'e = b'X'Xb + e'e

H ' Ea :2 is the sum of squares of the actual F values. Interest nor-OWeVer, J J =

t = j :

mally centers on analyzing the b'ariation in i'. measured by the sum of the squared
deviations from the sample mean, namely,

YMIF, - #)2 = X Yt2- n?l
t l

Thus, subtracting nl from each side of the previous decomposition gives a revised
decomposition,

! - :2 = b'krlxb - nFl) + e'e(.yy n ) (3.6)
TSS = ESS + RSSi

where TSS indicates the total sum of squares in F, and ESS and RSS the explained
and residual (unexplained)sum of squares.
)
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3.13 Equation in Deviation Form

An alternative approach is to begin by expressing all the data in the form of devia-
tions from the sample means. The least-squares equation is

Yt = bk + bzxzt + bqnt + ' . . + bkxkt + et t = 1, . . . , n

Averaging over the sample observations gives

j> = bk + bzkz + bsks + ' ' ' + bkkk

whichcontains no term in e, since is zero. Subtracting the second equation from
thefirst gives

yt = bznt + bsxst + ' ' ' + bkxkt + et t =

where, as in Chapter 1, lowercase letters denote deviations from sample means. The
intercept bk disappears from the deviation form of the equation, but it may be recov-
ered from

bj = 1-/- bzkz - . . . - bkkk

The least-squares slope coefhcients bz, . . . , bk are identical in both forms of the re-
gression equation, as are the residuals.

Collecting a1l n observations, the deviation form of 11- eqlmlion may be written
compactly using a transfonnation matrix,

jA = In -
- ii' (3.7)

where i is a column vector of n ones. As shown in ApNndix A. this is a symmetric,
idempotent matrix, which, on premultiplication of a vector of n obsen'ations, trans-
forms that vector into deviation form. Thus it follows that Ae = e and Af = 0. Write
the least-squares equations as

bj
y = Xb + e = g A'21 + eb2

where X2 is the n X k - 1) matrix of observations on the regressors and bz is the
k - 1 element vector containing the coefficients, %,h3, . . . , bk. Premultiplying by 4
gives

xy- (tp xxcljq+ Ae - xxzlbz+ e

y. = Xsbz + eor (3.8)
where y. = Ay and X. = AaY2give the data in deviation form. Since X'e = 0, it
follows that X.'e = 0. Thus premultiplying Eq. (3.8)by #v' gives

X. = X.'X.)bz

which are the familiar nonnal equations, as in Eq. (3.4),except that now the data
have all been expressed in deviation form and the bz vector contains the k - 1 slope
coefhcients and excludes the intercept term. By using Eq. (3.8),the decomposition
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of the sum of squares may be expressed as

y. = bqX.'X.bz + e'e

TSS = ESS + RSS

The coefhcient ofmultiple correlation R is defined as the positive square root of

ESS RSS/2 = = 1 - (3.10)TSS TSS

Thus #2 measures the proportion of the total variation in F explained by the linear
combination of the regressors. Most computer programs also routinely produce an
adjusted R1. denoted by #2. This statistic takes explicit account of the number of

regressors used in the equation. It is useful for comparing the fit of specifications
that differ in the addition or deletion of explanatory variables. The unadjusted Rl

will never decrease with the addition of any variable to the set of regressors. If the
added variable is totally irrelevant the ESS simply remains constant. The adjusted
coecient. however, may decrease with the addition of variables of 1owexplanatory

power. It is delined as

2
RSS/I?T - k)k = 1 -

TSS/In- 1)
(3.11)

As will be seen later, the numerator and denominator on the right-hand side of Eq.
(3. l 1) are unbiased estimates of the disturbance variance and the variance of F. The
relation between the adjusted and unadjusted coefhcients is

(3.9)

1 - k n
- 1 z= + R

n
- k n

- k
(3. 12)

Two other frequently used criteria for comparing the fit of various speciscations
involving different numers of regressors are the Schwarz criterionrz

e'e k
SC = ln + - ll n

a yj

and the Akaike information criterion,3

e'e lk
AIC = ln + -

n n

One looks for specifications that will reduce the residual sum of squares, but each
criterion adds on a penalty, which increases with the number of regressors.

zschwarz, G., GEstimating the Dimension of a Model,'' Annals ofstatistics, 6, 1978, 461-464.
3Akaike, H.,

''lnformation

Theory and an Extension of the Maximum Likelihood Principle,'' in B. Petrov
and F. Csake, eds., 2nd International Symposium on lnformation Fe/ry, Budapest, Akademiai Kiado,
1973.
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ExA MPLE 3.3. To illustrate these formulae, here is a brief numerical example. ne
numbershave been kept vel'y simple so as not tll obscure the nature of the oNrations
withcumbersome arithmetic. More realistic computer applications will follow later. 'lY

l data aresamp e
3 1 3 5
1 1 1 4

y = 8 and X = 1 5 6
3 1 2 4
5 1 4 6

where we have already inserted a column of ones in the lirst column of X. From these
data we readily compute

5 15 25 20
X'# = 15 55 81 and X'y = 76

25 81 129 109

The normal equations, Eq. (3.4),are then

5 15 25 bj 20
15 55 81 bz = 76
25 81 129 b5 109

To solve by Gaussian elimination we hrst subtract three times the hrst row from the
second row Nd five times the first row from the third. These steps give the revised
system,

5 15 25 bj 20
0 10 6 bz = 16
0 6 4 b 9

Next, subtract six-tenths of the second row from the third to get

5 15 25 bj 20
0 10 6 bz = 16
0 0 0.4 b

-0.6

The third equation gives 0.4:3 =
-0.6,

that is

Substituting for bs in the second equation, we find that
. '

. .
' .. . 2

'.

whichgives

Finally, the first equation

ives4g
The regression equation is thus

9 = 4 + l.5Xz - 1.5#3

10:2 + 6b5 = 16

bz = 2.5

5:1 + 15:2 + 15% = 20

bk = 4

4The sample data have yielded a unique solution for the b vector. The condition required for a unique
solution will be examined later in this chapter.
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Alternatively, transforming the dntn into deviation form gives
-1 0 0
-3

-2 -1

y. = Ay = 4 and X. = AA% = 2 1
- j - j - j.

1 1 1

The relevant normal equations are then

(10 6jj/7y2j. (1,6j6 4 3

These are the second and third equations obtained in the first step of the Gaussian elim-
ination above.s nus the solutions for bz and b coincide with those already obtained.
Likewise bk will be the same as before, since the final equation in the foregoing back
substitutionis readily seen to be

bt = F - bzkb - b?%

From they. vector, TSS is seen to be i8.ESS may be computed from

10 6 2.5
XX.'X.D. = (2.5 - 1.5) -

= 26.5
U 4 - 1.5

Ore Simply, fromor, m

16b.'X. = (2.5 - 1.51 = 26.5
9

'rhen RSS is l
.5,

#2 = 0.95 and :2 = 0.89.

3.2
PARTIAL COQRELATION COEFFICIENTS

With two or more regressors, partial correlations become relevant. Consider again
the Plosser/schwert example in Chapter 1 of a high positive correlation between
the logs of nominal income in the United States and accumulated sunspots. lt was
suggested there that each variable displayed independent time trends and that the
iniuence of this common variable (time)was basically responsible for the observed
correlation between income and sunspots. This supposition can be checked by htting
time trends to each variable separately, computing the unexplained residuals from
these time trends, and examining the correlation betweerythe msiduals.To simplify

thenotation let

' F = log of nominal income

Xz = log of accumulated sunspots

X5 = time (measuredin years)

5See Problem 3.1.
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We will alx use the index 1 to refer to F, 2 for Xz, and 3 for X3. Then
rI2 = correlation between F and .Y2

r23 = correlation between Xz and X3, etc.
/712= slope of the regression of F on X;
h32 = slope of the regression of .X3on X2, etc.

el.a = residual from the regression of F on X2

c3.2 = residual from the regression of X3 on Xz, etc.
Working with the data in deviation form, the unexplained residual from the regres-
sion of 1oginome on time is

zyx3d1.3 = )?
- :1373 Where #l3 =

zyuxa

To keep the equations uncluttered, we omit the observation subscripts. Likewise
the unexplained residual from the regression of the log of accumulated sunspots on
time is

X .:2*3

e2.3= xc
- :23.x3 where bzs =

E xj

The partial correlation coescient between income and sunsmts. with the iniuence
of time removed or held constant, is dehned as the correlation cfficient between
these two sets of residuals. lt is denoted by r12.3. Thus, .

X c1.3t,2.3
a ja)r12.3 = ( .

J e2 )( e2
l.3 2.3

Since the c's are least-squares residuals, they have zero means. so there is no need
for a correction for means in Eq. (3.13).One could implement Eq. (3. l 3) directly by
computing the two sets of residuals and then calculating the correlation coefscient
between them. In practice, however, it is simpler to express rlza in rmR of te three
simple correlation coeflkients, r12, rl3, and r23.6 That is,

rl2
-

r13r23
r12.3 = (3.14)

1 - r2 1 - r2
13 23

The simple correlation coeficients are often called zero-order coefscients and
coefficients like rlz,a/ryl-/rJdrcoef:cients, since the common iniuence of one other
variable has been taken into account. ln a typical spurious correlation case the zero-
order correlations tend to be large, whereas r12.3 will be negligible. In general, how-
ever, srst-ordercorrelations may be larger or jmaller t11m1the corresponding zero-

6seeAppendix 3.1.
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order coeftkients, and they may not even have the same sign. ln the three-variable
case there are two other Erst-order coefhcients, namely, r13.2and r23,I . The first mea-
sures the net association between F and X5 when any common inlluence from Xz has
been allowed for, and the second measures the net association between Xz and

.:%

when any common effect from 1' has been removed. ln a single-equation specihca-
tion, r12.3 and r13.a are usually the first-order coefficients of interest. The formula
for r13.a may be derived from first principles or from Eq. (3.14)by interchanging
subsclipts 2 and 3. Thus,

r13 - 1-12/-23

r13,2 =

1 - O 1 - r2
12 23

(3. l5)

3.2.1 Sequential Buildup of the Explained Sum of Squares

The main objective of the single-equation analysis is to explain the variation X y2

in the dependent variable. Running a regression of F on Xz gives an explained sum
ofsquares of ja J( y2, leaving a residual sum of squares of (1 - rzjz)E ,2 = E e2j

a.
The proponion of this residual variation explained by using the adjustedxs variabie,

thatis. e.z =
.n -:a2.x2, is rzjaoa.Thus the increment in the ESS at the second stage is

2 ( l - )X :,2. Adding the ESS at each stage gives a total ESS of (r2 + ,-2 (1 -

rl32 la . 12 13.2
r2 ))(/ v2. Alternatively, the multiple regression of F on Xz and .X3 gives a total12 .

ESS. which may be written as #2j
aaJ y2, where A1.23is the coefficient of multiple

correlation. using the index notation to show explicitly which variables are involved.
In this approach the increment in ESS due to the addition of .X3is (#2jaa

- rzjz)J y2.
'

'-'

7'l*e two expressions for the incremental ESS are identical, for it may be shown that
2 2 2 j -

,.2 ) tg j6)#123
= r12 + rl3,2( 12 .

ne sequence may alternatively be started with -3, and the increment due to Xz
computed. Both sequences are shown in Table 3.1.

TA B L E 3 . 1

Buildup of the explained sum of squares
Eliucyy

. .
- ' 'v ''..4'.tp;4EC/k:N:5NTy&F($!i(N14N4O>>*%:Yqylpj)FpN4($4t$:>OYkN$h$XN>V1$>%

Variable Sum of squares Variable Sum of squares

X1 O12X yl X5 O13JJ,
.y2

Increment a Increment a c 2013.2(l -
?-212)X y due to xz

:12.311 -
'13)

Y .'.Pdueto
.t3

Xz and X RIz3X)
.y2

Xz and A'a R; 2a .Y
,y2

Residual (1- R; 2a) .Y
,y2

Residual (1 - #(.23)X
,y2

7seeProblem 3.3.
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EXAMPLE 3.4. The data of Example 3.3 may be used to illustrate Table 3.1. We %ve
/1 K42 ' '

42 =
%--''

= 0.9143 rj2 = 0.9562
(28)(10)

. (9,243 = = 0.7232 r13 = 0.8504
(28)(4)
(6)24a = = 0.9000 r2a = 0.9487

(10)(4)
Remember that the signs of the correlation coefficients must be determined from the
covariances.lf one calculates the squared correlations, one must not simply take the
positivesquare roots in calculating the coefhcients. The partial correlations are then

0.9562 - (0.8504)(0.9487)
r12.3= = 0.8982

1 - 0.7232 1 - 0.9000

0.8504 - (0.9562)(0.9487)
r13.2= =

-0.6130

1 - 0.9143 1 - 0.9000

Thus l'la.a = 0.8067 and ,1.2 = 0.3758. The various sumq of squares for Tabl 3.1,may
then be computed as

42'V
,/

= 25.6 ?i2(1 - d2)'V,yl = 0.9

rlaY-,yl - 20.25 4zatl- r.la)'X.y2= 6.25

Table 3.2 collects the results.
The total ESS was shown in Example 3.3 to be 26.5, and the same result is reached here
by use of the simple and pmial correlation coefficients.

Wit two (ormore) explanatory variables there is no unambiguous way Of de-
terminingthe relative importance of each variable in explaining the movement in F,

exceptin the extreme and unlikely case of zero correlation between the explanatory

yariables.When r23 is zero, the variables are said to be orthogonal, and it may
be shown? that R;

aa
= r2ja + r2jg.Thus in this special case ESS may be split into

tw0 components, each of which is unambiguously attributed to an explanatory vari-

able. When the X's are correlated, no such split is possible. Kruskal considers various

TABLE 3.2

Sum of squares from Example 3.3
OO E C

% ' ''''

Variable Sum of sqxlx- Variable Sum of squa-

.Y2 25.6 4 20.25

Increment Increment0.9 6.25
due to X due to Xz

Xz and X3 26.5 #2 and X 26.5

Residual 1.5 Residual l.5

8seeProblem 3.3.
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methods of assessing the relative importance of different explanatory variablesag He
pays most attention to averaging the squared simple and partial correlation coe-
cients over the various possible orders in which the -Y'smight be introduced. The
rationale is that at each stage the relevant squared coefficient indicates the propor-
tion of the remaining valiance that is explained by a specilk X variable. For this
example his method gives

Average proportion for Xz = (j2 + 1za)/2

= (0.9143+ 0.8067)/2 = 0.86

Average proportion for X5 = (13 + ja.2)/2

= (0.7232+ 0.3758)/2 = 0.55
Kruskal has some reservations about applying this technique in a regression frame-
work, but his article does contain an interesting application of the method to data
from Friedman and Meiselman on the perennial topic of te relative importance of
money and autonomous expenditure in the determination of income.

A different way of illustrating the relative contributions of the explanatory
variables is a Tinbergen diagram. These diagrnms were used extensively in Tin-
bergen's pioneering study of business cycles.lo The appropriate diagram for this
numerical example is shown in Fig. 3.1. Worldng with deyiations, Fig. 3.1: jhows

6 .-

y = ,z,.:2+ /?aa.y.e
-

- ) = bzzg+ saxa4
h

2 / N
/ N

*;>: ; x
= q0 .N

xNs N /
-2 Observation

-4

-6

(a)

4
a

C () v.C
-2 Observation
-4

6
4

2

0

-2

4 Obsenation

-6

(b)

4

2

0
Obsewation-2

-4

(d)

FIGURE 3.1
Tinbergen Diagram for Example 3.3

gwilliamKruskal, 4tRelative Importance by Averaging over Orderings,'g TheAmerican Statistician,
1987,41, 6-10.
IOJ.Tinbergen, Business Cycles in the United States ofAmerica, 191W1932, Leaaue of Nations, 1939.
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the actual and calculatedy values; parts b) and (c)show bzxz and bsx5, respectively;
and part dj shows the residuals from the regression. All parts should have the same
vertical scale to facilitate visual comparisons. This diagram and the Kruskal average
coefficients both suggest a larger role for Xz than for .Y3in the determination of i' in
this example. E

3.2.2 Partial Correlation Coeffkients
and Mtlltiple Regression Coefficients

There are two regression slope coefhcients in the three-variable equation

y = bzn + %x5+ e
Alternatively, one could obtain a slope coefhcient from the regression of e1.a on c2.3,
and another slope coefficient from the regression of ,1.2 on ,3.2. Let us denote these
two coefhcients by :12.3and :13.2,respectively, since they come from the series used
to calculate the corresponding partial correlation coefficients. What is the relation of
these latter regression coeflkients to bz and bs from the multiple regression? The
answer is, they are identical: :12.3 = bz and :13 2 = b5. The multiple regression

!
. ' .coefhcients come from the normal equations

Lz--zla l--tla31L,t-l- Ll',-t 1
Solvingfor bz shows

72# : z.n
- J( .v2.:3 J( yx3bz =

z z zl xz lE23 - (lf 2213)

From the first pair of residuals, we find

.Y,1.3c2.3
. ty- /713x3)(.n - :23.:3):12.3=

z zX ez 3
X(A'2 - /72323)

Algebraic simpliscation of this last expression gives :12.3 = %.The equality Of the
other two coefhcients may be shown in a similar fashion.

ln the early days of econometrics there was some confusion over the use of time
in regression analysis. The preceding result shows that it does not matter whether
time is included among the explanatory variables or whether the variables are

lde-

trended'' before being put intp the regressipn. Suppose, for xnmple, that a demxnd
function is specified as

AP*eP?TQ =

where Q measures the quantity demanded, P indicates price, and F denotes time.
The price elasticity is pz,and the rate of shift in the quantity demanded per unit of
time is #3.Taking logs gives

ln Q = pj + pzln # + p5T
The price elasticity may be estimated directly by tting this multiple regression, or
by removing a linear time trend from both ln Q and ln P and estimating the slope
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of the regression of the first residual on the second. Notice, however, that neither of
the coefhcients of time in the separate trend analyses is an estimate of the p5shift

11paranzeter.

3.2.3 General Treatment of Partial Correlation and
Multiple Regression Coeffkients

Under the conditions shown in the next section, the normal equations solve for b =

X'X)- 1.Y'y.The residuals from the LS regression may then be expressed as

e = y
- Xb = y

- XX'X)- l#' = My (3.17)-#
here M = I - XX'X)-1X'W

lt is readily seen that M is a symmetric, idempotent matrix. It also has the properties
that MX = 0 and Me = e. Now write the general regression in partitioned form as

bl
.# = (22 A71 + ebl)

ln this partitioning n is the n X 1 vector of observations on A, with coeflkient bz,
and X. is the n X k - 1) matrix of all the other variables (includingthe column of
ones) with coefficient vector :(2).12The normal equations for thiR Ktup ar

? - . t v g v xX 2 A .q.+ -2 ywu

! x?x ?,o
-

xtyXsxz . . (
We wish to solve for bz and interpret the rsult in terms of a simple regression slope.
The solution is13 '

bz = xqMazl- 1 xqsj (3.18)

where M. = I - X.X.'X.)- l#'
*

M. is a syrnmetric, idempotent matrix with the properties M.X. = 0 and M.e = e.
Now by analogy with Eq. (3.17)it follows that

M.y is the vector of residuals when y is regressed on X.
and M.x1 is the vector of residuals when n is regressed on X.

Regressing the first vector on the second gives a slope coefscient, which, using te
symmetry and idempotency of M.. gives the bz coefscient already defined in Eq.
(3.18). This general result has already been illustrated for the three-variable case.

A simpler and elegant way of proving the snme result is as follows. Write the
artitioned regression asP

y = nbz + Xsbzj + e

ll See Problem 3.4.
lzNote that this is a different use of the star subscript than in an earlier section where it was used to
indicate data in deviation form. '
l3See Appendix 3.2. i
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Premultiply by M. to obtain

M.y = Msxzlbz + e
Finally, premultiply by

.(,

which gives

xqMsy = xqslixzlbz

which replicates Eq. (3.18).
The partial correlation coefhcient between F and Xz, conditional on Xq, . . . , Xk

is delined as

r1z.3.,.: = correlation coefhcient between M.y) and M.n)

x' M y2 *

x' M .12 y'M.y2 *

(3.19)

Comparison of Eq. (3.19)with Eq. (3.18)gives

'M y-# ,

bz = r12.34,,.:
x'M xz2 +

J1.34...*
= r12 34 k

:2.34...:
(3.20)

where cj.34...k is the standard deviation of the residuals from the regression of F on a
constant and X5, . . . , Ak;and y2.34...: is the standard deviation of the residuals from the
regression of Xz on the same variables. Equation (3.20)is the multivariate version of
Eq. (1

.30)

for the two-variable model. The Other partial correlation coefticients and
multiple regression coeflicients may be derived by replacing xz by xt. i = 3, . . . , k4
in Eqs. (3.19)and (3.20)and mnking the corresponding changes in M..

3.3

, THE GEOMETRY OF LEAST SQUARES

The simplest case is shown in Fig. 3.2, with ay vector and an x vector for a single

explanatoryvariable. The two vectors lie in E'', that is, n-dimensional Euclidean
spac.l4 They vector may be expressed asy = J + e, where.f = bx is spm: multiple

J

e : e

J J ) , x

FIGURE 3.2

l4Todistinguish between the use of the same letter for Euclidean space and for the expectation operator

wewill use bold E&for the former and italic, nonbold E for the latter.
.
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of thex vector. Three possibilities are shown in the figure. The least-squares principle
is to choose b to make

.9

as close as possible to y. This is achieved by making the
length of e a minimum, that is, by dropping a perpendicular from y to x. As shown
in Appendix A, the condition for x and e to be orthogonal is x'e = 0. This gives
x'Ly- bx) = 0 , or b = x'ylx. Then

!

a x
-#

y = xb = x x'x
!'

XX , -j t
= t

= (x(xx) .x yx x

= Py

P ' - 1 '

= x(x x) xwhere

Notice that xx' is an n X n matrix, whereas x'x is a scalar. The matrix P is seen te
be symmetric. idempotent. lt is called a projection matrix, since postmultiplication
by y gives the projection of the y vector onto the x vector.

Figure 3.3 shows the case where there are two explanatory variables, with vec-
torsxl and xc. AlI linear combinations of these two vectors deEne a two-dimensional
subspace of E''. nis is the column space of X. The residual vector must be perpen-
dicular to this column space, which requires e to be orthogonal to both xl and n,wllich may lx stated compactly as

X'e = 0
This condition was derived algebraically in Eq. (3.5),which in turn gives the normal
equations $X'Xbb = X'y. From the parallelogram law for the addition of vectors it
is clear from Fig. 3.3 that

.?

may be expressed as a unique linear combination of xl
and n. The equivalent algebraic condition is that the normal equations solve for a
unique b vector. ne x vectors in Fig. 3.3 are linearly independent; thus the column
space of X hs dimension two, which is the rank of X. As shown in Appendix A,

Rnnk of X = rank of X'X) = rank of (##')
Thus (X'XIis nonsingular, and the normal equations solve for b = X'Xj-X%. Fig-
ure 3,4 shows a case where the two x vectors are linearly dependent. The

.9

point is
still uniquely determined by the perpendicular fromy to the line through the x vec-
tors, but there is no unique representation of J in terms of xl and x2.

FIGURE 3.3
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FIGURE 3.4

In the general case the X matrix is a set of k column vectors

22 Xk

Any linear combination of these vectors lies in the column space of X. lfy, the vector
of observations on the dependent variable, were also in the column space, then there
would be at least one k )( 1 vector b satisfying y = Xb. The linear combination of
the explanatory variables would account for all of the variation in F, leaving zero
unexplained variatin. Such an outcome is totally unlikely in practice; the typical
situation is shown in Fig. 3.5, where they vector lies outside the column space of X.
By denoting any arbitrary linear combination of the columns of X by

.?

= Xb, they
vector can be expressed as y = J + e. The least-squares principle is to choose

.9

to
minimize the length of the e vector. This is achieved when the and e vectors are
orthogonal. Since

.f

is a linear combination of the columns of X. this requires that e
be orthogonal to each xi vector, giving

r = 0 i = 1 2 k
'

w'fte , ., . . . ,

or, written more compactly,
'

X'e = 0
which is the same equation as that derived earlier for the case of just two explana-
tory variables. lf the columns of X are linearly independent (i.e..

'

has full column
rank) then

.f

call be expressed as a unique linear combination of the xi vectors (the

FIGURE 3.5
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normal equations solve for a unique b). lf, however, the column vectors are linearly
dependent,.f is still given uniquely by the perpendicularfromy to the column space,
but one an fmd one or more c vectors satisfying Xc = 0. Then

.? = Xb = Xb + Xe = X(b + c)

which says tat.f cannot be expressed as a unique linear combination of te xi's, and
so the normal equations do not solve for a unique b.

To sum up, least squares requires that X has rrmk k, so that (#'& is nonsingular
and te normal equations solve for a unique b.

3.4
INFERENCE IN THE k-VARIABLE EQUATION

Next we need to establish the statistical properties of the least-squares estimator and
to derive appropriate inference procedures. These demnd op wh#t msumptionsare
made in the speciscation Of the relationship.

3.4.1 Assumptions

1. X is nonstochastic and has full column rank k.
Inferences will be conditional on the sample values of the X variables, so the
elements of the X matrix are treated as fixed in repeated sampling. As shown
in Section 3.3, linear independence of the columns of X is required for a unique
determination of the b vector.

2. The disturbances have the properties

Eu) = 0

E ' 2zvartvl = uu ) = c'

(3.21)

(3.22)Dd

When the exmctation omrator E is applied to a vector or matrix, it is applied to
very element in that vctor or matrix. Thus, Eq. (3.21)gives

1:1 Eut) 0
ul E(e) 0

Eu) = E .

=
.

=
.

= 0

un (..) 0

and Eq. (3.22)gives

uk
1/2Euu') = E .

(I1 uz

un

vartl/ll covtll, uz)

covtlfz,I1) vartl/cl
=

covtua, I1) covtla, u

F(u2j) Eujuz) ... Eukun)
F(u2uI) F(u2z) ... Euzun)

I/n1 =
. . .

unuk)Eunuz) Euzn)

covtlfl,un) . c.2 0 0
covtaz,un) 0 l 0

= . . . .
= Tll

2Vaf(l4a) 0 0 . * ' G
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This matrix is the variance-covariance matrix of the disturbance term. The variances
are displayed on the main diagonal and the covariances in the off-diagonal positions.
We will denote it by the shorthand notation vartlll. It is sometimes indicated by F(II)

or by covtll).
This variance matrix embodies two strong assumptions. The first is that the

disturbance variance is constant at each sample point. This condition is termed ho-
moscedasticity, and the obverse condition, where the disturbance variances are not
the same at all points, is termed heteroscedasticity. The second assumption is that
the disturbances are pairwise uncorrelated. ln a cross-section study of, say, the
expenditure patterns of households, this implies zero covariances betwen the dis-
turbances of different households. With time series data, the implication is zero
covariances between disturbances at different time periods. When this condition
fails, the disturbances are said to be autocorrelated or serially correlated.

3.4.2 Mean and Variance of b

For theoretical derivations it is simpler to rewrite the normal equations as
b = X'Xj- 1#/

.F
Substituting fory gives

b = (.YX) X (Xp + u) = p + (X & X u
fromwhich b - # = X'X)-X'u (3.23)
In taking expectations the expectation operator may be moved to the right past non-
stochastic terms such as X, but must be applied to any stochastic variable. Thus,

E(b - p) = X'X)-1X'Eu) = 0

giving Eb) = p
Thus, under the assumptions of this model, the LS coefhcients are unbiased esti-
mates of the p parameters. The variance-covariance matrix of the LS estimates is
establishd as follows. From hrst principles, as in the development of Eq. (3.22),

varth)= e'(( - plb - p),1
If we substitute from Eq. (3.23), r) ,

l l .-. 1 ,

p'

p .- l ('
'

FR - pjb - pj 1 = A'EI.Y-3 A' uu AX##) 1
'Xl-tx'Efuu'lxx'X)-b= (Ar

2xrm-l= tr (
Th vartl = tz2(A''m-l (325)tlS, .

This expression is a k X k matrix with the sampling variances of the bi displayed on
the main diagonal and the covariances in the off-diagonal positions.

EXAMPLE 3.5. STANDA RD ERRORS IN THE TWO-VARIA BLE EQ UATION. As a1-
ready shown in Example 3. 1, X'X in this case is
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X'X = gn X X jX X X Xl

,x)-l =
1 jZ2Xl - JTXj

(,Y , -E# n

2

n - nExz- (Ex) - nyi.xz

Thus,

whereD is the determinant of (7'm,

Then, denoting the LS intercept and slope by a and b, respectively, we have
2G

varthl =

zX x

whichconfinm FA. (1.40).Sinzilarly,

&2E X2
varttzl= an gx

(r2(X
.:2

+ n.V)
=

nE xl

1 422 += fr -.

n E
.x2

whichcontinns F-q.(1
.42).

The square roots of these variances are frequently referred to
as standard errors. They are the standard deviations of the marginal distributions of l

'

na 15 11 it may be seen that
'

x b. yina y
#COVIJ, b) = -tV g

.x2

whichconhrms Equation (1.43).
Ex A 51PL E 3.6. A THREE-VARIABLE EQUATION. ln most economic applications in-
terest centers on the regression slope coefhcients rather than on the intercept term. One
can then work with. the data in deviation form. Expressions like Eq. (3.25)still hold, and
the pmblem Aomes two-dimensional rather than three-dimensional. Thus,

vartha)vart) = jovtu,ts)
covbz,halj ..a j 2xl (2xa-xaj-l

varthal x xaxa zxj

Some algebra ten shows that
2G

vartlzl =
.-. - - and

..
A1 (1 - rza3)

2G
vart&l =

:
.(l

- rla)

where rn is the correlation between
.12

and %. lf the explanatory variables are uncor-
related. these sampling variances reduce to those for the simple regressions of F on Xz
and F on #3 . However, increasing correlation between the explanatory variables in:ates
the standard errors beyond those that would pertain in the orthogonal case. The more the

lsThese formulae are nonoperational since G2 is unknown. When it is replaced by the estimator, s1,

derived in Section 3.4.3, we have estimated standard elwrs. The term standard error is thus used in-
terchangeably to rfer to true or estimated standard errors, the choice usually being obvious from the

tcontex .
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X's look alike, the more imprecise is the attempt to estimate their relative effects. This
situationis referred to as multicollinearity or collinearity. With perfect or exact collinear-
ity the standard errors go to inhnity. Exact collinearity means that the columns of X are
linearlydependent, and so the LS vector cannot be estimated.

3.4.3Estimation of G2

The variance-covariance matrix in Eq. (3.25)involves the disturbance variance (r2,

which is unknown. It is reasonable to base an estimate on the residual sum of squares
from the htted regression. Following Eq. (3.17),we write e = My = Mxp + uj =

Mu, since MX = 0.

Thus, Ee'e) = Eu'M'Mu) = E(u 'Mu)

Utilizing the fact that the trace of a scalar is the scalar, we write

Eu'Mu) = Fltrtlz/l#ll

= l'gtrtlfll/Mll

hT us,

2tr(>)=G

2trz- t7.2tr(A'(.Y'.Y)-1aY'j=G

lLd - tVtrgtflfl-lt.Y/.Ylj=J

1n - k)=G

/'

..2 ee
S=

n-k
(3.26)

desnes an unbiased estimator of tO. The square root . is the standard deviation of
the F values about the regression plane. lt is often referred to as the standard error
of estilpate or the standard error of the regression (SER).

3.4.4 Gauss-Markov Theorem

This is the fundamental least-squares theorem. It states that, conditional on the as-
sumptions made, no other linear, unbiased estimator of the p coeflicients can have
smaller sampling variances than those of the least-squares estimator, given in Eq.
(3.25). We prove a more general result relating to any linear combination of the #
coefhcients. Let c denote an arbitrary k-element vector of known constants, and de-
line a scalar quantity p, as

lf we choose c' = g0 1 0 ' . .

single element in # . If we choose

c
'

= g1
then

= c
'p

JL

01, then Jt = pz. Thus, we can pick out any

X5,n+1 Ak,,+11

p,
= f(l%+l)
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which is the expected value of the dependent variable F in peliod n + 1, conditional

on the X values in that period. ln general, y, represents any linear combination of
the elements of #. We wish to consider the class of linear unbiased estimators of g.
Thus, we define a scalar m that will serve as a linear estimator of Jt, that is, E

m = a'y = a'Xp + a'u

where a is some n-element column vector. The delinition ensures linearity. To ensure
unbiasedness we have '

Emj = a'Xp + a'E u)

= 'XF t

= r'#

only if a'X = c' (3.27)
The problem is to find an n-vector a that will minimize the variance of m, subject to
the k side conditions given by Eq. (3.27).The variance of m is seen to be

E ! ! 2 lvartvll = a uu a) = t?- a a

where the derivation uses the fact that, since/'l is a scalar, its square may be written

as the product of its transpose and itself. The problem is then to find a to minimize
l r 16 '

a a subject to X a = c. The solution is

X 1,#)-1ca = (
which yields m = a'y

, x'x)- lx,
= c ( .#

= c'b

This result specihcally means the following:

1. Each LS coefficient bi is a best linear unbiased estimator of the corresponding
population parmeter pi .

2. The best linear unbiased estimate (BLUE) of any linear combination of p
's is

that same linear combination of the b's.
3. The BLUE of

'(l&)

is
h = bk + bz-khs+ bsks + ' ' ' + bkxks

which is the value found by inserting a relevant vector of X values into the re-
. .

'
.gression eqtlation.

3.4.5 Testing Linear Hypotheses about #
We have establlshed the properties of the LS estimator of p . It remains to show
how to use this estimator to test various hypotheses about # . Consider the following
exapples of typical hypoteses.

l6See Appendix 3.3.
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i) S(): pi = 0. This sets up the hypothesis that the regressor Xi has no in:uence
on F. This type of test is very comrnon and is often referred to simply as a
signihcance test.

ii) S(): pi = pit. Here pi is some specihed value. lf, for instance, pi denotes
a price elasticity one might wish to test that the elasticity is - 1.

iii) S0: pz + /-13= 1. If the #
's indicate labor and capital elasticities in a pro-

duction function, this formulation hypothesizes constant returns to scale.
(fv) H /'13= J%,or p - p4 = 0. This hymthesizes that .Y3and X4 have the

same coefEcient.
(v) S():

:2 0
/3 0

=

pk 0

This sets up the hypothesis that the complete set of regressors has no effect on
F. lt tests the signihcance of the overall relation. ne intercept term does not
enter into the hypothesis, since interest centers on the vmiation of F around
its mean and the level of the series is usually of no scific relevance.

(W) Ho: /12= 0. Here the # vector is partitioned into two subvectors, /11and
pz, containing, respectively, kl and kz = k - )1 ) elements. This sets up the
hypothesis that a specified subset of regressors plays zmmle in te determi-
nation of F.

All six examples fit into the general linear fmmework
Rp = r (3.28)

where R is a q X k matrix of known constants, with q < k. and r is a
-vector

of
known constants. Each null hypothesis detenmines the relevant elements in R and r.
For the foregoing examples we have

i) R = (0 ' ' ' 0 1 0 0) r = 0 q = l
with 1 in th: th position.

() R = g0 ' ' . 0 1 0 . ' ' 01 r = pio q = l
with 1 in the fth position.

iii) R = (0 1 1 0 ' . ' 01 r = 1 q = l
(v) R = E0 0 1 - 1 0 ' ' ' 01 r = 0 q = l '

'' E

(v) R = (0 fk-l1 r = tp q = k - 1 ' '

.

' '

where 0 is a vector of k - l zeros.
(1?) R = E0/c2x:l1k1 r = 0 q = :2

The efhcient way to proceed is to derive a testing procedure for the general linear
hypothesis

u : Rp -

r = ()O

The general test may then be specialized to deal with any specisc application. Given
the LS estimator, an obvious step is to compute the vector Rb - r). This vector
measures the discrepancy between expectation and observation. lf this vector is, in
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some sense,
tlarge,'' it casts doubt on the null hypothesis, and conversely, if it is

t'small'' it tends not to contradict the null. As in a1lconventional testing procedures,
the distinction between large and small is determined from the relevant sampling
distribution under the null, in this case, the distribution of Rb when Rp = r.

From Eq. (3.24)it follows directly that

ERb) = Rp (3.29)
nerefore, from Eq. (3.25)

var(#:) = EfRb - plb - p)'R'

= R var(:)#'

lRX'X)-tR' (3 30)=J .

We tus know the mean and variance of the Rb vector. One further assumption is re-
quired to determine the form of the sampling distribution. Since b is a function of the
u vector, the sampling distribution of Rb will be determined by the distribution of u.
The assumptions made so far about u are given in Eqs. (3.21)and (3.22).By making
the additional assumption that the ui are normally distributed, a1lthree assumptions
may be combined in the single statement

zu - N(0, tz' 1) (3.31)
Since linear combinations of normal variables are also nonnally distributed, it fol-
lows directly that q

b - Np, t7'2(Ar'.Y)-1J (3.32)

n Rb - NLRPfr2#(#'.Y)-l#'j (333)en , .

d o Rb - #) - #g0 alR(XX)-1R'j (334)an S , .

If the null hymtesis Rp = r is true, then

Rb - r) - #(0 o'lRCX'XI-R', (335)( , .

This equation gives us the sampling distribution of Rb; and, as seen in Appendix B,
we may then derive a 12 variable, namely,

Rb - r)'lRX'X4-Rlj-Rb - r) ,.w F(g) (3.36)(
The only problem hindering practical application of Eq. (3.36)is the presence of tle
unknown G2. However, it is shown in Appendix B that

ee

- fn - k) (3.37)2G

and that this statistic is distributed independently of b. Thus, Eqs. (3.36)and (3.37)
may be combined to form a computable statistic, which has an F distribution under
te null hypothesis, namely,

Rb - r)'LRX'X)- 1#!j - l Rb - ryq

,
,x, Fq, n

- k) (3.3g)
e eln - k4

.

('

. .. .. .

y'

. ,
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The test procedure is then to reject the hypothesis Rp = r if the computed F value
exceeds a preselected critical value. Now we must see what this test procedure
amounts to in the specihc applications indicated previously.

For some cases it is helpful to rewrite Eq. (3.38)as
Rb - r)'LslRX'X)-3R'j-3(Rb - ryq ,.w y'lq, n

- k) (3.39)(
where sl was dehned in Eq. (3.26).Thus, sl(X'X)-3 is the estimated variance-
covariance matrix of b. lf we let cij denote the i,

.jth

element in X'X)- 1 then
2 = vart:j) and slcij = covt#j, bj) i, j = 1,2, . . . , ks cii

ln each application the specilk forms of R and r are substituted in Eq. (3.38)or
(3.39).

i) fA:pi = 0. Rb picks out bi and RX'X)- 1#? picks out cjj, the fth diagonal
elelent in (7'23-1 . Thus Eq. (3.39)becomes

bb :?
F =

,
= d - F(1, n

- k)slcii varthjl

or, taking the square root,

bi bi
t = = - tn - k)

s c,.,. s.e.bi)

Thus the null hypothesis that Xi has no association with i' is tested by dividing
the fth estimated coefscient by its estimated standard error and referring the
ratio to the t distribution.

i S0: pi = pio.ln a similar fashion this hypothesis is tested by

bi - piot = - tn - k)
s.e.()

Instead of testing specific hypotheses about pi one may compute, say, a 95
percent confidence interval for pi. It is given by

bi : /O.025S.e.(:f)

iiij fA:pl + p5 = 1.Rb gives the sum of the two estimated coefticients, bl + b.
Premultiplying (#'23-1 by R gives a row vector whose elements are the sum
of the corresponding elements in the second and third rows of X'X)- 1

. Fonn-
ing the inner product with #' gives the sum of the second and third elements
of th row vector, that is, c22 + 2c23 + o3, noting that c23 = c32. nus,

R 2 X'X)-R' = sllczz + 2caa + c3:$)J (

= vartu) + zcovt!72,bq) + vartlul

= vartu + h3)

bz + b5 - 1)
t = - tn - k)

vartlu + %)

The test statistic is then
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Alternatively one may compute, say, a 95 percent conhdence interval for the
Stlm (#2 + #3)aS

b2+ b) :2: 10.:25 vart:z + b)

(fv) Ho.. /3 = p4.In a similar fashion to the derivation in iiij. the test statistic
here is

bs - b4
t = - t(n - k)

vartha - %)
(v) So: pz = p5 = ' ' ' = pk = 0. rl'he first four examples have each involved

just a single hypothesis, which is why we had a choice of equivalent F and t
tests. This example involves a composite hypothesis about a11k - 1 regressor
coefhcients. Now RX'X)- 1#' picks out the square submatrix of order k- 1 in
the bottom right-hand corner of (.Y'23-1 . To evaluate this submatrix, partition
the X matrix as (f .LI where X1 is the matrix of observations on all k - 1
regressors. nen

i '
n i'X2X'X =

, (f Arzj =
, ,xXz Araf Xz 2

From the formula in Appendix A for the inverse of a partitioned matrix, we
can then express the required submatrix as

IAFJ.YZ - Xqin- lj'A-zj - 1 = (A-JAA-JI-1 = (A*'A%)- 1
*

whereA is the matrix, already dehned in Eq. (3.7),which transforms observa-
tions into deviation form, and X. = AXI. Rb = 52, which is the vector of LS
estimates of the coefscients of the k - 1 regressors. Apart from the divisor q,
the numerator in Eq. (3.38)is then bqX.'X.bz, which has already been shown
in Eq. (3.9)to be the ESS from the regression. Thus the F statistic for testing
the jointsigpilkance of the complete set of regressors is

ESS/I: - 1)F = ,-- F(k - 1, n
- kj

RSS/I/ - k) (3.40)

By using Eq. (3.10),this statistic may also be expressed as
Rllk - 1)F =

z
- F(k - 1, n

- k)
(1 - R lln - kj

The test essentially asks whether the mean square due to the regression is
signiEcantly larger than the residual mean square.

(v8 S(): #2 = 0. This hypothesis postulates that a subset of regressor coefli-
cients is a zero vector, in contrast with the previous example, where all regres-
sor coefhcients were hypothesized to be zero. Partition the regression equation
as follows;

bg
y = (wV A%1 + e = xYll + Xzbz + ebz
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where A-1has kl columns, including a column of ones, X1 has kz ( = k - k1)
columns, and bj and bz are the corresponding subvectors of regression coef-
ficients. The partitioning of the X matrix gives

xpx x,xX'X = ) 1 ) 2
.Ya#I Xzkh

RX'X)- 1#' picks out the square matrix of order kz in the bottom right-hand
corner of (.Y'43-1. ln a similar fashion to Example (v),this may be shown to be
(xVMlA%)-1where Jfl = I - ,1'14,V,1'1)- 1.V. This is a symmetric, idempo-
tent matrix of the type already dehned in Eq. (3.17).lt also has the properties
tatMlxl = 0 and M3e = e. Further, MLy gives the vector of residugls when
y is regressed on .Y1. The numerator in Eq. (3.38)is then

bqxqMkkhlbzlkz

To appreciate what is measured by this numerator, premultiply the partitioned
regression equation by M3 to obtain

MJ = M112:2 + e
Squaring both sides gives

B'M' = bqx-qshxhtbl -1-C!C

The term on the left of this equation is the RSS when y is regressed just on
#1 . The last term, e'e, is the RSS when y is regressed on IA'I #21. Thus the
middle term measures the increment in ESS (orequivalently, the reduction in
RSS) when X1 is added to the set of regressors. The hypothesis may thus be
tested by nmning two separate regressions. First regress y on .Y1and denote
the RSS by e+'e.. Then run the regression on all the Xs, obtaining the RSS,
denoted as usual by e'e. From Eq. (3.38)the test statistic is

(e' es
- e'ejlkz

F. =
+

- Fkz, n
- k)e'eln - k) (7.42)

3.4.6 Restricted and Unrestricted Rearessions
. '. . . . .

'''''''''

.

Clearly,(v)is a special case of (vj),and so (v)may also be interpreted as the outcome
of two separate regressions. Recall from Eq. (3.9)that ESS may be expressed as
ESS = y.

- e'e, wherey, = Ay with 4 desned in Eq. (3.7).lt may be shown that
y. is the RSS wheny, is regressed ()n xj ( = f).17With this substitution for ESS in
Eq. (3.40),that test statistic has the same form as Eq. (3.42).

ln both cases (v)and (v0the first regression may be regarded as a restricted re-
gression and the second as an unrestrictedregression. Likewise e) e. is the restricted
RSS and e'e is the unrestricted RSS. ln the restricted regression the restrictions in So

l7seeProblem 3.5.
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are actually imposed on the estimated equation. Thus, the restricted regression in
(v) omits X1, X, . . . , Xk from the regression, or equivalently, bz, b5, . . . , bk are set to
zero. ln (v) the restricted regression uses only the variables in 2-1. The unrestricted
regression in each case uses a11the variables in the X matrix. By the same argument,
Example i) is also a special case of (W). ln the restricted regression all variables
except Xi are used. Thus the significance test for piasks whether there is a signicant
reduction in RSS (increasein ESS) upon adding Xi to the set of regressors.

Students sometimes have difficulty in detennining the correct value for q in
these tests. It may be calculated in several equivalent ways:

1. The number of rows in the R matrix
2. The number of elements in te null hypothesis
3. The difference between the number of p coefhcients estimated in the unrestricted

and restricted equations
4. The difference in the degrees of freedom attaching to ele. and e'e

ln a1l six examples, test statistics have been derived involving the bi coefscients
from the unrestricted regression. However, we have seen that in Exnmples (8, (v),
and (v) the test statistics may also be expressed in terms of the difference between
the restricted and unrestricted RSS. In a11three cases the restricted regression was
easily obtained by excluding the relevant variables from the regression. The question
naturally arises as to whether the tests in Examples iij, ii, and (v) have a similar
interpretation in terms of the difference between two residual sums of squares. This
requires an exnminatiop of how to ti#the restricted regression in these cases.

3.4.7 Fitting the Restricted Regression

This may be done in two ways. One is to work out each specific case from srst
principles', the other is to derive a general formula into which specific cases can
then be fitted. As an example of the first approach consider Example iii) wit.h the
regression in devition form,

y = bzxz + /73.:73+ e

We wish to impose the restriction that b2 + % = 1 . Substituting the restriction in
the regression gives a reformulated equation as

(A' - 23) = blxl - A3) + es
Thus two new valiables, (y - a73)and (.x2-

.:73),

are formed; and the simple regression
of the tirston the second (withoutan intercept term) gives the restrited estimateof
bz. The RSS from this regression is the restricted RSS, e,'e..

The general approach requires a b. vector that minimizes the RSS subject to the
restrictions Rb. = r. To do this we set up the function

4 = (y - Xb.)' - Xb.) - lA'Rb. - r)

where A is a
-vector

of Lagrange multipliers. The Erst-order conditions are
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:4 , , ,

= -2Ary + 2(# X)b. - 2# A = 00b.

!/ - -zRb. - r) - ()
ox

The solution for b. is18
l .- 1

!'

l .-. 1 l .-. 1b. = b + CXX) R (#(A' #) R J (r - Rb) (3.43)
where b is the usual, unrestricted LS estimator X'X)-X'y. The residuals from the
restricted regression are

e. = y
- Xb.

= y - xb - xb. - b)

= e - xb. - b)

Transposing and multiplying, we obtain

ele. = e'e + b. - b4'X'Xb. - b)

'rhe process of substituting for b. - b) from Eq. (3.43)and simplifying gives
/

!'

! ! -- 1 , - l
ese.

-

e e = r - Rb) (#(.Y X) R 1 (r - Rb)

where, apart from q, the expression on the right-hand side is the same as the numer-
ator in the F statistic in Eq. (3.38).Thus an alternative expression of the test statistic
for fA:Rb = r is

(e'e. - e'ellq
F =

*
- Flq, n

- k)
e'eln - kj

(3.Z;1)

Consequently al1 six examples fit into the snme framework.
In summary, tests of ## = r may be implemented by fitting the unrestricted

regression and substituting the resultant b vector in Eq. (3.38).Alternatively, a re-
stricted regression may be sttedas well, and tests based on te difference (e)e, - e'e)
between the restricted and unrestricted RSS, as in Eq. (3.44).The following numer-
ical exnmples illustrate these procedures.

EXAMPLE 3.7. We will continue with the data of Example 3.3.

i) S(): /.)3= 0. The appropriate test statistic is t = bls c33, where c33 is the bottom
right-handelement in X'X)- 1

. From the results already obtained, bs = - 1.5, and

s = RSS/(n - k) = 1.5/2 = 0.75. The term c33 may be obtained by calcu-
lating the determinant of the 3 x 3 matrix (#'A3 directly and dividing the relevant
cofactorby this determinant. Evaluating the determinant directly is tedious. Since
adding multiples of rows (columns)to a row (column)of a matrix does not alter
the determinant, it is simpler to find the determinant of the echelon matrix already
obtainedin the Gaussian elimination in Example 3.3, namely,

l8seeAppendix 3.4.
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5 15 25
1711 = 0 10 6 = 20

0 0 0.4

wherethe determinant is simply the product of the elements on the principal diagonal.
The relevant cofactor is

= 50
55

Thus c33 = 50/20 = 2.5 and

- 1.5
t = = - 1.2 = - 1.095

0.75 2.5

which falls well short of any conventional critical value.
When a hypothesis does not involve the intercept term, it is often simpler to

work with the data in deviation form, since doing so reduces the dimensionality of

the problem. ln this case c33 will be the bottom light-hand element in the inverse of

(.L'aL).Referring to Example 3.3 gives
-1

10 6 1 - l.5(.215'.:-+1-1= =

* 6 4 - 1.5 2.5

which is the same result as before.
Alternatively, one may examine the problem in terms of the reduction in RSS

when
.%

is added to the set of regressors. From Table 3.2, ele. - e'e = 0.9. Thus,

' - e'e 0 9
'

evev .

F = = = 1.2
e'e/tn - k) 1.5/2

and t = F = 1.2 as before.
ii) So: p5 = - 1. The relevant test statistic is now

- 1.5 - (- 1)
-0.5

t = = =
-0.365

J c33 0.75 2.5

which is insignifcant. Alternatively one might compute, say, a 95 Nrcent conh-

dence interval for #3.From the t distribution, /0,:25(2) = 4.303. The interval is then

bz :!: la025S.e.(:3)

which is - 1.5 t 4.303 0.75 2.5

that is
-7.39

to 4.39

The wide interval confirms the nonrejection of hypotheses () and i. The example

is, of course, extremely simplistic, and the small sample size does not permit any
sharp inferences.

iii) fA:pz + p5 = 0. From (.Y.,#.)-1 in case ()

1giving t = = 1.63
0.375

A

which is insignihcant.
(fv) H)'. pz = p5 = 0. Notice carefully the distinction between this and the previous

hypothesis.Substitution in Eq. (3.40)gives
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26.5/2F = = 17.67
1.5/2

However, Fe.:542, 2) = 19.00, so the hypotesis would not be rejected at the 5 per-
cent level, despite the impressive #2.

3.5
PREDICTION

Suppose that we have fitted a regression equation, and we now consider some soecific
vector of regressor values,

A

c' = g1 Xzf Xkyj

The A's may be hypothetical if an investigator is exploring possible effects of dif-
ferent scenarios, or they may be newly observed values. In either case we wish to
predict the value of F conditional on c. Any such prediction is based on the assump-
tion that the fitted model still holds in the prediction period. When a new value Yy
is also observed it is possible to test this stability assumption. An appealing point
prediction is obtained by inserting the given X values into tle regression equation,

ivingg
f' = bj + bz-h.f + ' ' ' + bkxk.f = c'b (3.45)f

In the discussion of the Gauss-Markov theorem it was shown that c'b is a best lin-
ear unbiased estimator of c'p . In the present context c'# = F(Fy). nus l?y is an
optimal predictor of F(Fy). Moreover, it was shown in Eq. (3.30)that vRb) =

R%'ablR'. Replacing # by c' gives

vartcW) = c' vart:lc

If we assume normality for the disturbance term, it follows that
lb - r/#

..w Npg 1)
VaCtf 'bj

When the unknown a'l in var(#) is replaced by sl, tlw ujual shiftto th t distribution
occurs, giving

f f - t(n - k) (3.46)
s c'X'X)-3c

fromwhich a 95 percent conhdence interval for E (Fy) is

9 t to()25. x'c'X'X)-3cf . (3.47)

EXAMPLE 3.8. Let us continue with the data of Example 3.3. We wish to predict F(F)
if Xz = 10 and .Y3 = 10. The point prediction is

Py = 4 + 2.5(10) - 1.5(10) = 14

26.7 4.5
-8.0

Inverting X'X) gives (1'A')-1 = 4.5 1.0 - 1.5
-8.0 - 1.5 2.5
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26.7 4.5
-8.0

1
Thus, c'(#'#)-1r = (1 10 101 4.5 1.0 - 1.5 10 = 6.7

-8.0 - 1.5 2.5 10

and
.2

= 0.75 as before. Thus the 95 percent conhdence interval for F(Fy) is
. . ' ' '

14 t 4.303 0.75 6.7

or 4.35 to 23.65

When separated from a PC one prefers not to have to invert 3 X 3 matrices.
Example 3.8 may be reworked in terms of deviations, which lowers the dimension-
ality by one.19 Sometimes one wishes to obtain a conhdence interval for Fy rather
than F(Fy). The two differ only by the disturbance u.f that happens to appear in the
prediction period. nis is unpredictable, so the point prediction remains as in Eq.
(3.45). It is still a best linear unbiased predictor, but the uncertainty of the prediction
is increased. We have I'/y = c'b as before, and now Fy = c'p + ug. The prediction
error is thus

j, .p . u
.r,(, .p)

ef = .f

f f

The process of squaring both sides and taking expectations gives the variance of the
pred ct on error as

2 ' ,)cvartey) = c' + c vart

2 1 + c'X'X)-3c)= fr (

Py - Yy
- tn - k)

s 1 + c'X'X)-3c

from which we derive a t statistic

(3.48)

Comparison with Eq. (3.46)shows that the only difference is an increase of one in
the square root term. Thus the revised consdence interval for the data in Example
3.8 is

14 t 4.303 0.75 7.7

3 66 to 24 34
' '

'' ' ' '

. ). '
.. (.' , ..

E

APPENDIX

APPENDIX 3.1
To prove r1z3 = (nc - rgujl 1 - rla 1 - ra2a

Recall from Chapter 1 that for a two-variable regression, y = bx + e, in devia-
tionform, b = rsylsx and ge2 = J y2(1 - t-l) = nx2(1 - r2), where s denotes the

z

l9seeProblem 3.6.
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snmple standard deviation of the subscripted variable. Thus,

2 = n.2(1 -
,.2 ) and

'>-')

cz2 = na2(1 - ra2)e l 3 l l 3
.3

2 3

S.LAlso and e2.3 = .:2 -

n3
,:73

.3

After some simpliscation, we obtain

d1.362.3= &Xl'2(r12 - rl3r23)

and so
.Xe1,3e2.3 r12 -

rl3r23
r12.3 = =

yg eg yj eg j
.p

j
.yg

1.3 2.3 13 23

APPENDIX 3.2
Solving for a single regression coeffkient in a multiple regression.

. ....

.'

.
.

'

(
.
:I. . .

The normal equations are

jxxpx)xajxx:jg)()j- gxx''a1* *

where n is the n-vector of observations on Xz and X. is the n X k - 1) matrix of
observations on all the other right-hand side variables, including a column of ones.
The scalar bz is the LS coefhcient of .Y2,and bz) denotes te coefhcients of the
remaining k - 1 variables. lnverting the matrix in the normal equations gives bz as

. .
;

bl = c11(x)y) + r12(7rty)

where c11 is the first element in the top row of the inverse matrix and r12 contains
qtheremaining k - 1 elements of the srstrow. From the formtllgefor the inverse Qf

a Partitioned matrix

where

Also

Thus,

= xM.x2)- lxgll'sy

Notice that this coefscient has two possible interpretations. The vectorAA-ndenotes
the residuals in xz when the linear in:uence of a11the variables in X. has been re-
moved. Similarly M.y denotes the vector of residuals iny when X. has been allowed
for. The formula then shows that bz is the slope in the regression of the latter residu-
als on the former. However, the idempotency of M. ensures that the same coefscient
would also be obtained by regressing y on Msxz.

l l l - 1 , - 1 , - 1
c11 = xzn

- XgX.CX.X.) X.n) = xzM.nj

'x
-lx,

M. = I - X.CX. .)
.

r12 = - xqM.xz)- 2xqX.(X.'X.)- 1

X = (.TA1'+.n)-1xy - (xJf+x2)-1x.Y.(A1#.)-laYty
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This is an example of a general result, the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell Theorem.zo
Suppose the regressors are partitioned into two submatrices, X = laYl #21. The
regression may then be written

b j
y = (.Y1 A%1 + e = 2-1:1 + Xgbz + e (A3.1)bz

Premultiply this equation by Mj = I - .Y1(.Y:2-1)-1#k, where M3 is the type of
symmetric, idempotent matrix developed in Eq. (3.17).This multiplication gives

MLy = Mkuhbz + e (A3.2)

since Jfl.Yl = 0 and M3e = e. Premultiplying this equation by .Y1yields

XLM' =
-rqslbuhjbl

or, equivalently, MjXz4'MLy) = MLXz)'MLXz)bz (A3.3)

This last equation shows that the subvector bz from the regression in Eq. (A3.1) may
also be obtained fpm the regression of (M1y) on (JfIA%).From the properties of Ml
it follows that

MLy = vector of residuals when y is regressed on .Y1
MLXZ = matlix of residuals when each variable in X2 is regressed on .Y1

A comparison of Eqs. (A3. 1) and (A3.2) shows that the residual vector is the same
in each regression. Thus, the RSS may be obtained from either regression.

In a similar fashion one may desne Mz = I - XzXqXz)- 1xVand obtain the
regression equation Mg = M2A'1:I + e. ln this case y and .Y1have been adjusted
for the linear in:uence of the variables in Xz, and the coefscient vector from the
regression of the residuals coincides with the bj subvector in Eq. (A3.1).

Earlier results, which have been separately derived from first principles, folr
low simply from the general theorem. lf -Y1 = i, a column of ones, and Xz is the
n )( k - 1) matrix of regressors, then

1 ,M = z - ii'il-3i' = I -

-(ff

) = 4l
n

whereA is the deviation-producing matrix defined in Eq. (3.7).Thus the slope coeffi-
cients may be obtained from the regression using the variables in deviation form, and
this regression also yields the same RSS as the regression with an intercept and the
regressors in raw form. lf 2-1represents time, the coefhcients on the other regressors
may be obtained by first removing a linear trend from a1l variables and regressing
the trend-corrected variables, or by using the regressors in raw form and including

20R.Frisch and F. V. Waugh,
tEpartial

Time Regressions as Compared with lndividual Trends,'' Econo-
metrica, 1933, 1, 387-401 ; and M. C. Lovell, txseasonal Adjustment of Economic Time Seriesy'' Jour-
nal ofthe American Statistical Association, 1963, S8, 993-1010. The theorem is discussed and applied
extensively in Russell Davidson and James Maclinnon, Estimation Jrltf Inference in Econometrics,
Oxford University Press, 1993.
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time explicitly as one of the regressors. Finally, the general theorem may be used to
illustrate the sequential buildup of ESS or, equivalently, the sequential reduction in
RSS as more variables are added to the regression. Squaring Eq. (A3.2) gives

'

-#'Ml.Y = bLXqM3Xz)b1 + e'e

Now y'MLy = Mky)'M3y) = RSS from the regression of y on m,and e'e is the
RSS from the regression ofy on (uYl XZI.Thus bqzjMjxhlbz meastlres the reduc-
tion in RSS due to the addition of Xz to the set of regressors.

APPENDIX 3.3
To show that minimizing a'a subject to X'a = c gives a = XX'Xj-3c.

In this problem a is an unknown n-vector, c is a known k-vector, and X is a known
n X k matrix. Let

4 = a'a - lA'X'a - r)

The partial derivatives are

:4 :4 ,

= 2/ - 2aYA and =
-27

a
- r)X JI

Auatingthese derivatives to zero and premultiplying the first equation by X' gives
? - 1 / l - 1 ' 'A = (A'X) X a = CXX4 c

Th a = A'A = XX'X)-cUS

lf a scalar m is dehned as m = a'y, then m = c'b, which is a best linear unbiased
estimator of c'p .

APPENDIX 3.4
' ' '''

Derivatioll of the restricted estl'mator b..

Dehne

4 = (.#- Xb.)'(y - Xb.) - lA'(Rb. - r)

where is a q-vector of Lagrange multipliers. Equating tlle mrtialderivatives of 4
to zero gives the equations

X'X)b. = X% + R'x

Rb. = r

The first equation yields

b b + X'xl-R'x+=

where b is the ulzrestricted LS estimator. Premultiplying by R gives
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whence

and K

Rb. = Rb + L#(A-'aY)-1A'jA
l - 1 , - 1

A = q#(-YAr) R 1 r
- Rb)

) -1 , , -1s,g-1
. pg)b. = b + CXX) R /(A' m (r

PROBLEMS

3.1. Show algebraically that in general the two equations in terms of deviations in Example
3.3 must be identical with the second and third equations obtained in the frst step of
Gaussian elimination applied to the nermal equations in terms of raw data.

3.2. Derive Eq. (3.15)for r13.2from tirstprinciples.

3.3.Prove Eq. (3.16) that #2j
aa - r2ja = r2ja.a(1-

jrzz). Also prove that RIza
-

ja
= jzatl -

2 Corollary: Show tat if r23 = 0, then #2jaa
=

jz + 8Ia.
'

rla). .

3.4. Consider the hypothetical demand function ln Q = /31+ pzln # + psT. Denote three
of the simple regression coefficients by

X qt 7: pt l pt:13=

2 bz5 =

z bn =

aX t 2t l p

whereq, p, and t denote ln Q,ln #, and F in deviation form. Prove that the LS estimate
of the shift parameter pa in the multiple regression may be wlitten

:13 - bbzbz?
b = :13.2 =

1 - bzsb?z

which, in general, is not equal to either of the coefficients ef time, d?13and bzs, in the
two-variabletrend analyses. What happens when bzs = 0:?

3.5. Prove that ys, where y. = 4y with A defined in Eq. (3.7),is the RSS when J is
regressedon

.'r1

= i. Show also that the estimated coefficient of the regression is F.

3.6. Consider an alternative setup for the regression equation where the right-hand side
regressorsare expressed in deviation form, that is, X = gfAr+J,where X. is the n 2x:

(k - 1) matrix of deviations. Show that wheny is regressed on X the LS vector is
)@ '

b =

bz

wherebz is the (k - 1) element vector,

bz = (xL'X. )- 1X = (#JX.) - ' X.

A point prediction may then be obtained from
9). = 9 + bzn; + . . . + bkxk.f

Show that
1 , , - 1P ) = s2 - + xsX.x.l x.vart y
n

wherex.' = l-ny ' ' ' xkyj, and hence rework the prediction problem in Example 3.8.
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3.7. Yourresearch assistant reports the following results in several different regression prob-
lems. In which cases could you be certain that an error had been committed? Explain.
a) Rl = 0.89 and #2 = 0.861.23 1.234

b) 1-21, = 0.227, r2ja = 0. 126, and #2jza
= 0.701

(c) ((
.x2)(

y2) - (E xy)2 =
-1732.86

(University of Michigan, 1980)

3.8. Sometimes variables are standardized before the computation of regression coefh-
cients. Standardization is achieved by dividing each observation on a valiable by its
standarddeviation, so that the standard deviation of the transformed variable is unity.
If the original relation is, say,

'

F = #1+ /272+ /3X3 + lf

and the corresponding relation between the transformed variables is

F* = p
*

+ p*aY1+ ps*X*+ u.
l 2 3

where F* = YIsyX) = Xilsi

what is the relationship between #J,p) and pz,p?? Show that the partial correlation
coefhcientsare unaffected by the transformation. The p*coefhcients are often referred

to in the statistical literature as beta coefficients. They measure the effect of a one-
standard-deviationchange in a regressor on the dependent variable (alsomeasured in
standarddeviation units).

3.9. Test each of the hypotheses /.31= 1, pz = 1, p5 =
-2,

in the regression model

y = po+ pjjt + pzxzt+ pst + utl

given the following sums of squares and products of devi+ons from nuunq for 24
observations:

X y2 = 60 X. = 10 X = 30 X = 20

'N-yxI = 7 Y-yx2 =
-7

5- yx3 =
-26

X .xlx2

= 10 X xl-xa = 5 N,.:2*.3

= 15

Test the hypothesis that pj + pz+ p = 0. How does this differ from the hypothesis
that (#1 pz #al = (1 1

-21?

Test the latter hymthesis.

3.10. The following sums were obtained from 10 sets of observations on F, aY1,and Xg:

X,F = 20 X.21 = 30 X.Xz = 40

Y F2 = 88.2 N''XI = 92 V #22 = 163

N.rm = 59 N.Fxa - 88 Xmxz= 1l9

Estimate the regression of i' on .X1and Xz, including an intercept term, and test the
hypothesisthat the coeffcient of X2 is zero.
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3.11. The following regression equation is estimated as a production functionfor Q
ln Q = 1.37 + 0.632 ln K + 0.452 ln L

(0.257) (0.219)
#2 = 0.98 coMbk, bl) = 0.055

where the standard errors are given in parentheses. Test the following hypotheses:
( The capital and labor elasticities of output are identical.
b) There are constant returns to scale.

(University of Washington. 1980)
Note: The problem does not give the number of sample obselwations. Does this omis-

sion affect your conclusions?

3.12. Consider a multiple regression modd for which all classical assumptions hold, but in
whichthere is no constant term. Suppose you wish to test the null hypothesis that there
is no relationship between y and X, that is,

yg : pg =
. . .

= pg = ()0

against the alternative that at least one of the p
's is nonzero. Present the appropriate

test statistic and state its distributions (includingthe numbergsl of degrees of freedom).
(University of Michigan, 1978)

3.13. One aspect of the rational expectations hypothesis involves the claim that expectations

are unbiased, that is, that the average prediction is equal to the observed realization of

the variable under investigation. This claim can be tested by reference to announced

predictionsand to actual values of the rate of interest on three-month U.S. Treasury
Bills published in The Goldsmith-Nagan Bond and Money Market Lettez The results

of least-squares estimation (basedon 30 quarterly obselwations) of the regression of the
actualon the predicted interest rates were as follows:

rt = 0.24 + 0.94r,* + et

(0.86) (0.14) RSS = 28.56

where rt is the observed interest rate, and rt*is the average expectation of rt held at the
end of the preceding qumer. Figlzres in parentheses are estipayed standnrd errors. The
sampledata on r' give

7'7.r*/30 = 10 X(r,*- :*)2 = 52t ,

( t '

CarI-)? out the test, assuming that all basic assumptions of the classical regression model

are satisfied.
(University of Michigan, 1981)

3.14. Consider the following regression model in deviation form:

yt = ptA'Ir + pzxzt+ ut

with sample data

493 2 2
n = 100 'X/ = '.F)a'l = 30 'X,ak = 3

- 3

Y-,.xly - 30 X..ny - 20 X,x1x2 - 0
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(f7)Compute the LS estimates of /.31and pz, and also calculate R2.
b) Test the hypothesis S0: /32= 7 against Sj : #a # 7.

(c) Test the hypothesis S(): pj = pz = 0 against /.fl : /-11# 0 or pz# 0.
(#) Test the hypothesis So: /32= 7#l against Hj : pz # 7#1 .

(University of London, 1981)

3.15. Given the following least-squares estimates,

Ct = constant + 0.92F/ + eLt

Ct = constant + 0.84(7-1 + ezt

G-j = constant + 0.785 + e5t
Yt = constant + 0.55t7-1 + c4,

calculatethe least-squares estimates of pzand p5 in

Ct = #1+ p2Yt + p5Ct-k + ut
(University of Michigan, 1989)

3.16. Prove that #2 is the square of the simple correlation Ytween y and
.f,

where
.?

=

XX'X)-1X'y. ,

3.17. Prove that if a regression is fitted without a constant term, the residuals will not neces-
sarily sum to zero, and #2, if calculated as 1 - e'el'y - nl72), may be negative.

3.18. Prove that k2 increases with the addition of an extra explanatory variable only if the
F ( = l2) statistic for testing the signicance of that variable exceeds unity. If ri dnites
the partial correlation coefhcient associated with Xi, prove that

/7 tl
r? = =

l F + df t2 + df

whereF and t are the values of the test statistics for Xi and df is the number of degrees
of freedom in the regression.

3.19. An economist is studying the variation in fatalities from road trafhc in different states.
She hypothesizes that the fatality rate depends on the average speed and the standard
deviationof speed in each state. No data are available on the standard deviation, but
in a normal distribution the standard deviation can be approximated by the difference
betweenthe 85+ percentile and the 50th percentile. Thus, the specified model is

F = pI + p2Xz + psxs - Xz) + u

hCVC F = fatality ratew
Xz = average speed
Xs = 85+ percentile speed

Instead of regressing F on Xz and (X3 - Xz) as in the specihed model, the research
assistantfits

F = tzI + azxz + a5X5 + u

with the following results:

F = constant - 0.24A%+ 0.20X3 + e
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with #2 = 0.62. The t statistics for the two slope coefficients are 1.8 and 2.3, respec-
tively,and the covariance of the regression slopes is 0.003. Use these regression results

to calculate a point estimate of pzand test the hypothesis that average speed has no ef-
fect on fatalities.

3.20. Data on a three-variable problem yield the following results:

33 0 0 132
X'X = 0 40 20 X% = 24 VIF - F)2 = 150

aj W'hat is the sample size?

b) Compute the regression equation.
(c) Estimate the standard error of bz and test the hypothesis that pz is zero.
(J) Test the same hypothesis by running the appropriate restricted regression and ex-

aminingthe difference in the residual sums of squares.
(e) Compute a conditional prediction for Fy, given .ny

=
-4

and xu = 2. Obtain
alsoa 95 percent interval for this prediction. lf the actual value of Fy turned out to
lx l2. would you think it came from the relationship underlying the sample data?



CHAPTER 4

Some Tests of the k-variable Linear
Equation for Specihcation Error

,
' .

The least-squares technique of Chapter 3 is the workhorse of cconomctrics and ap-
plied statistics, routinely used in the analysis of myriad data sets. lt is often referred to
as Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) because it is derived from the simplest set of as-
sumptions about the equation. Given the assumptions of Chapter 3, the least-squares
estimators have tlle desirable properties enumerated and can also be employed in an
attractive array of exact inference procedures, However, there is a crtlcial qtlestion.
How do we kn/w

-the

assumptions underlying OLS are validfor a given data set?
How do we know the properties of the unobservable disturbancc term? How do we
know which variables should be included in the X matrix and in what functional
form? lf any of the underpinning assumptions are invalid, what happens lo the OLS
estimators? Are they still useful in any sense, or are they seriously flawed and mis-
leading? Are there alternative estimators and inference procedures that may be more
appropriate under alternative assumptions? These questions will be pursued in this
and subsequent chapters.

lf any of the underlying assumptions are wrong, there is a speeication er-
mr. Although some speciscation errors may have minor implications, others may
be much more serious; and it is extremely important to be alert to the mssibilityof specihcation elwrs and to test for their prescnce. It will be seen in later chap-
ters that more complex speciscations than those underlying the OLS technique are
oftcn required and lead to the corresmnding developmentof appropriate inference
procedures.

4.1
SPECIFICATION ERROR

The specificatton of the linear model centers on the disturbance vector u and the X
matrix. The assumptions made in Chapter 3 were as follows:

l
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Or

y = Xp + u

uiare iid (0,g-2) 1- = 1, . . ., n
2 j . j n;/,.are iid N, tr ) , . . . ,

E (.Xpus) = 0 for al1 = 1, . . . , k and t, s = 1, . , . , a
X is nonstochastic with full column rank k

(4. 1)
(4.2J)

(4.2/8

(4.3)

(4.4)

Assumption (4.2/) postulates that the disturbances are white noise and (4.2/8that
they are Gaussian white noise, Given the Iixed regressor assumption, Eq. (4.3)fol-
lows trivially from the assumed zcro mean for the disturbance term.

What might go wrong? We will indicate some of the major possibilities for de-
parture from these ssumptions. This outline, however, is only prelirninary, and sev-
eral importanl topics will be dealt with in later chapters.

4.1.1 P-qible Pelems with u

1. Assumplion (4.2/) holds but (4.2:)does not. As already indicated in Chapter 2,
this (kxs no! destroy the BLUE propeny of OLS, but the inference procedures
are now only symptotically valid.

2. Euu ')
= diaglcz . . . tr2j. The variance-covariance matrix for u is diagonal! a

w1:1different vanances on the main diagonal and zeros everywhere else, so the
assumption .)1' homoscedasticity is violated, This is the simplest form of het-
eroscesticity. frequently found in cross-section applications, although this and
more compl icaled forms may also be found in time series applications. The de-
tection of heteroscedasticity and the development of appropriate inference proce-
durcs will lx taken up in Chapter 6.

3. Eutut-s) :.# 0- (. # 0). Here the disturbances are assumed to be paimise cor-
related. ln time series applications there may be streng correlations between
adjacent disturbances and. mrhaps,smaller correlations between disturbances
further apart. Similarly in cross-scction data ccnain units may share common
disturbances. Tests for autorrelated disturbances and relevant inference
procedures will also lx diuuliz'l in Chapter 6.

.

''

4.1.2 Possible Problems with X

1. Exclusion of relevant variables. Economic theory teaches that income and prices
jointly affect demand, so we would no1 exact to obtain a good estimate of a
price elasticity if we leR income out of a demand equation. However, in more
complicated situations, which variables should be incorporaled into a relation is
often not clear, and this becomes an important specihcation problem,

2. Inclusion of irrelevant variables. This is the converse of Problem 1. Now the
maintained hypothesis contains some valiables that have no business there. There
are some cnsequences f0r inference procedures, but they are generally less se-
rious than those pertaining to the exclusion of relevant variables.
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3. lncorrect functional form. We may have an appropriate list of variables but have
embedded them in an incorrect functional form.Sometimes this can still be dealt
with in the context of the iinear model. F()r instance, a relation i' = fXk,XL)

might be specified as

F = /1 + /12X2+ #3X3 + u
or perhaps

F = J3 + p2Xz + psxz+ 'DZX12+ :3A72+ xzxs)+ ul

ne second equation allows for both a quadratic response to the regressors and
an interaction efect. The interaction effect is based on a new variable, which is
thc product of the two regressors. Thus, the exmcted effect of a unit change in #2
is (k + lyzX2 + X5, so it depends on #2and the current levels of both X2 and
.X3.The expected effect of a unit change in -L, likewise, will depend on the level
of X1 as well as X5. lf the specihcation error consists of using the hrst equation
rather than the second, it can easily be corrected by adding terms in #J,#a2,and
X1X?). Other times an intrinsically nonlinear slxxcihcation may be required, as

in some of the examples in Chapter 2.
4. TheXmatrix has less than full column rank. nis precludes estimation Of a unique

b vector. Often thc regressors may be close to lineardemndence, in which casethe
OLS vector can be computed. but the elements are likely to have large standard
errors. This is known as the collinearity problem.

5. Nonzero correlations between the regressors and the disturbance, nis is a break-
down of Assumption (4.3).It may occur in a variety of wa) s. As shown in Chapter
2 it can happen when a lagged value of i' apNars as a regressor. Such a value will
be uncorrelated with the current and future disturbances. bul will & correlated
with past disturbances. OLS estimates will now * biased in tinitesamples, but
will be consistent and msymptotically normally distributed. since the Mann-Wald
theorem, described in Chapter 2, is applicable. A more serious breakdown occurs
if a regressor is correlated with the current disturbance. ne OLS esimates are
then biased and inconsistent. Such a condition occurs when there are measure-
ment elwrs in the regressorls) or when thc equation under consideration is one
of a system of simultaneous equations. These situations will tlediscusqe.din later
chapters.

6. Nonstationary variables. As mentioned briefly in Chapter 2 most traditional in-
ference procedures implicitly assume stationary variables. When this is not the
case inference procedures are nonstandard, and we enter the realm of integrated
variables, cointegration, error correction models, and the rest, all to be discussed
at a later stage.

4.1.3 Possible Problems with p
The assumption implicit in Eq. (4.l ) is that the p vector is constant over al1 actual
or possible sample observations, There may, however, be sudden structural breaks
in coefscients, or slow evolution in response to changing social and cnvironmental
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factors. It would not be reasonable to expect the elasticity of the demand for apples

to be the same in the Garden of Eden as in Los Angelcs toward the close of the
twentieth century. That circumstance, however, would not preclude the development
of a demand function that would have useful practical applications in the current
situation.

4.2
MODEL EVALUATION Ae DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

Standard econometlic practice for a long time was to (i formulate a model on the
basis of theory or previous econometric sndings,i estimate the parameters of the
model using what relevant sample data one could obtain, and ii inspect the resul-
tant estimates and associated statistics to judgethe adequacy of the specihed model.
That inspection typically focused on the overall fit, the agreement of the signs of the
coefhcients with a priori expectation, the statistical signihcance of the coefficients,
and a test of autxorrelation in the disturbances. If the model were deemed ''satis-

factory'' on these criteria. a new equatilm would be added to the literature and might
well be used to make prcdictions for data points outside the time scale Or empirical
range of the sample. If the estimated model were deemed 'unsatisfactoryr'' the inves-
tigator would engage in a specihcation search, trying out different refonuulations in
an attempt to reach a

''salisfactory''

equation. That search process went largely unre-
ported, for it smacked of data mininp which was held to be reprehensible, and also
because it w'as practically impossible to detennine correct P-values and confidence
coefhcients for the tinal statistics.l

In recent years there has been a substantial shift in opinion about good economet-
ric practice. largely initiated by Denis Sargan of the London School Of Economics,
who wrote in 1975.

Despite the problems ssociated with
'data

mining'' I consider that a suggested specili-

cationshould lx sted in alI possible ways, and only those specitications which survive
and corresmnd to a reaxnable economic model should be used.z

This approach has been acliN'ely developed. especially by David Hendry and asso-
ciates.S The result is a battefl of available diagnostic tests. Their use is not routine or
automatic but requires judgment and economic intuition or good sense. Some tests
may point to a particular specification error or errors. Others may indicate that a
speci:cation does not perform very well without locating a precise problem, and a

iscation may survive some tests and not others.
'

spec

lsee, for example, Michael C. Lovell, 'llata Mining,'' The Review ofEconomics and Statistics LXV,
1983. 1-12.
2J. D, Sargan, Discussion ()n Misspecification in Modelling he Economy, ed. G. A. Renton, Heinemann,
1975, quoted in Adrian R. Pagan, ''Model Evaluation by Variable Additions'' Chapter 5, Econometrics
antf QuantitativeEconomics, eds. David F. Hendry and Kenneth Wallis, Blackwell, 1984, p. 13l .

3For details see any recent PC-GIVE manual (David F. Hendry et al, Institute of Ecenomicsand Statis-
tics, University of Oxford, UK).
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4.3
TESTS OF PAMMETER CONSTANCY

One of the most important criteria for an estimated equation is that it should have
relevance for data outside the sample data used in the estimatln. This critefion is
embodied in the notion of parameter constancy, that is, tllat the # vector should ap-
ply both outside and within the sample data. Parameter constancy may be examined
in various ways. One pf the most useful is a test of predictive accuracy.

t , k kj
.i

d.#. 1j J
: : j :

4.3.1Tl Chow Forecast Test4

lf the parameter vector is constant, out-of-sample predictions will have specihed
probabilities of lying within bounds calculated from the sample data. ttl-arge''

pre-
diction errors therefore cast doubt on the constancy hypothesis, and the converse for
K:small'g prediction errors. lnstead of using a1l the sample observations for estima-
tions the suggested procedure is to divide the data set of n sample observations into
nj observations to be used for estimation and nz = n

-

al observations to be used
for testing. With time series data one usually takcs the first nj observations for es-
timation and the last n2 for testing. In cross-section applicationsthe data could be
partitioned by the values of a size vaxiable, such as household income or fil'm rev-
enue, prohts, employment, etc. There are no hard and fast rules for determining the
relative sizes of rl! and az. It is not uncommen to reserve 5, 10, or l 5 pcrcent of the
observatiens for testing.

The test of predictive accuracyp widely referred to as the Chow test in lopor of
Chow's iniuential 1960 article, is as follows:

1, Estimate the OLS vector from the nl observations, obtaining

b = (x'#I)-lx' (45)1 1 l.YI -

where Xi,yi (l' = 1, 2) indicate the partitioning of the data into n1, a2 observa-
tions.

2. Use bj to obtain a prediction of theyz vector, nnmely,

l
= A-2:! (4.6)

3. Obtain the vector of prediction errors and analyze its sampling distribution under
the null hypothesis of parameter constancy.

.
. ;

'

; i .

';.
'

'ne vector of prediction errors is

d = .Y2-

.92

=
.#2

- Xzbt

If the equationy = Xp + u , with Eluu') = jr'l
. holds for Yth data setsvthe vector

of prediction errors may be written

d = n
- Xzbk = 112 - Xzbk - #)

4G. C. Chow, i4-fksts of Equality between Sctsof Coefficients in Two LinearRegressionsj'' Econometrica.
51 19*, 211-22.
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Thus Edj = 0, and it may be showns that the variance-covariance matrix for d is

valdl - F(>')

- all, +
.12

. vartl ) . A-

=
t7.2 gzs2+

xntxkxjl-lxj

(4.8)

If we assume Gaussian disturbances,

and so

Further,

whered/jel is the residual sum of squares from the estimated regression. The two
xl statistics are disuibuted independently. nus, under the hypothesis of parameter
constancy.

(4.9)

Large values of lhis F statistic would reject the hypothesis that the same p vector
applies within and outside the estimation data. The derivation of varld) has assumed
that c2 is the same in each subset of data, The F test in Eq. (4.9)is therefore condi-
tional On thal assumption. If the disturbances are heteroscedastic, the F statistic may
overstate the tn significance level.

There is an illuminating alternative way of deriving this test of predictive ac-
curacy. due lo Pagan and Nicholls, following on an earlier article by Salkeven6 It
also provides a simpler calculation. Suppose we allow for the possibility of a differ-
ent coefcient vector in the forecast period. The complete model could then be writ-

ten as

,. -jx -1:ys
d Lln, + aY2(.Yk-Yl) l 2

F = - Ftnz, nl
- k)

ekel/lnl - kj

d - xp,vartgll
d' g)1-ld - 7(aa)Evart
:kel/(F -

,y2(rll

- k)

.yl= Xkp + lzl 4 j(j)( .

y2 = X?a + u? = Xzp + #2(a - #) + uz = Mp + y + uz

whcrey = X?a - p ) . lf y = 0. then a = p, and the coefEcient vector is constant
overthe estimation and forecast mriods.Thc modcl is written compactly as

yl 4-1 0 p lzl 4 jj)= - - + ( .

2 Az Inz y ul

If# denotesthe augmented matrix in F,q. (4.l I). then
q vjy o.vjx yXX = 1 '

72 I

sseeAppemdix 4.1,

6Adrian Pagan and D. Nicholls. 'Tstimating Prediction Errors and Their Standard Deviations Using
Constructed Variablcs,'' Journal ofEconometrics. 24, l984, 293-3 I0r and D. Salkever, *s-f'he Use of
Dummy Variables to Compute Predicons, Prediction Errors, and ConfidenceIntervalsv''Journal of

Econometrics, 4, 1976. 393-397. .
.

... -. i k .
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where the n2 subscript on I has been omitted f0r simplicity. The inverse is

X'Xj - l = gxX1X I )
- '

( x x )- I

- c( k j

-(A')#1)- 'X'

.-,xjI + ArztxVm)
Estimating Eq. (4.11)by OLS gives

j1 - r (.Y:-Y1)- '
.

-(-1-',..1-1

)- 'A'.e.9)gA-).?I + A-izzj
cl L-.Y2(Ik#1)-' I + aYafA-'l-ll 'A'l L yz

.
(x)xI)- lxkyy

j. g,yj2
- A-2(A-)-Y1)-l-ky1 d (4.12)

Thus the hrst k OLS coefhcients replicate the j esimate ()f p, obtained from the
al data points; and the nz remaining coefhcients. which estimate the y vector, are
simply the prediction errors defmed in Eq, (4.7). -1N OLS estimation of Eq. (4.11)
may be written

,

JI 7rl 0 :1 el= +
2 X1 1 d e2

However, tbe second equation in Eq. (4.l3) is

yl = #2l + d + ez
Substituting for # gives z = 0. Thus the RSS from htting Eq. f4.l 1) is simply
ekel . It is clear from Eq. (4.10)that the hypothesis of constant # is equivalent to
S(): y = 0. This hypothesis is tested by examining tlx jointsignihcance of the last
n, variables in the augmented regression (4,13). This is a direct application of the
general procedure for testing a set of linear restriclions deq'eloprd in Eq. (3.38). Mak-
ing tlzeappropriate substitutions in Eq. (3.38)gives *u

st uziu'o a

(4.14)

The degrees of freedom in the denominator of lhis expression are obtained from
(a1 + nz) observations less (k + nz) estimated parameters. ne variance matrix
var (#)is given by e2 times the submatrix in the bottom right-hand cornerof (#?A3-1
and is the same as the exprcssion already obtained in Eq. (4.8). Substitution in Eq.
(4.14) replicates the Chow statistic in Eq. (4.9).

Finally, an even simpler calculation is available in terms of a restricted and an
unrestricted rcgression. As seen in Chapter 3, tests of linear restrictions can always
be reformulated in this way. In the present case the unrestricted regression is, Eq.
(4.13), with RSS = e'jel . 'I'he restricted regression is obtained by setting y to zero,
that is, by estimating

J'(var(#)j- ld/aa
F = -, F(nc, nj

- :)ejeLlnL - k)

(4. 13)

j ;j. gj;js, + e .

withRSS = :.'m. The resultant test statistic for y = 0 is
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(e !

e.
- e)el jlnzF =

*
- Flnz, rlj

- k)
e?ejlnj - k)l

The Chow test may thus be implemented as follows:

1. Using the designated n ) observations, regress y I on #1 and Obtain the RSS, e'jel.
2. Fit the same regression to a1l(n1+ n2) observations and obtain the restdcted RSS.

!'

e. C+ -

3. Substitute in Eq. (4.15) and reject the hypothesis of parameter constancy if F
exceedsa pre-lv,'zl ritical value.

(4.15)

4.3.2 The Han*n Test;

A difficulty with the Chow test is tlle arbitrary nature of the partitioning of the data
set. One such partitioning might reject the null hypothesis and another fail to reject.
This difticult) does n0t apply to the Hansen test, which ts the linear equation to a11n
observations. It allows a somewhat more general specihcation of the model than that
used in Chapter 3. although it does rule out nonstationaty regressors. The technical
derivation of the test is beyond the level of this book, but it is possible to give an
utline of the predure. Write the equation as

>-?= #1.rIt + pzxu+ - . ' + pkxk,+ ut t = 1, . . . , n (4.16)
The lowercase letters now denote the actual levels of the valiables, not deviations
from sample means'. and the Erst variable, xj, , is typically equal to one. Denote the
01 N re-qirllmlmz as

llmml, by

e, = .p
- :1 .x'lJ - b2 .;t'2,

- - - - - bkxkt t = 1, . . . , n

ne OLS fit givo e+. naitions

@

xitet = 0 i = 1, , - . , k (4.17)
I=l

and N (e2,- tF) = 0 (4.18)
l = l

This latter condition deiines an estimate of the disturbance variance as 12 =

n lIn which differs slightly from the unbiased estimatori =
XN elln- k).lzf- 1 et , ,- 1 t

Dehne

' = l kXitel l . . . - ,

h t
=

2
- oxz 1. = k + jet

CombiningEqs. (4.17)and (4.18)gives

'Bruce E, Hansen, 'Testing for Prameter lnstability in Linemr Models,'' Journal ofpolicy Modeling,
14. 1992, 5 17-533, .

*
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n h t = 0 1- = 1 . . . k + 1
z

> $

l=1
(4.19)

ne Hansen test statistics are based on cumulative sums of the .l, nnmely,

(4.20)

He develops tests for the stability of each parameter individually and for the joint
stabiiity of all parameters. The individual test statistics are

l

Su = h).
.j = l

1 n
2 j . j k + jLi = S:t , . . . ,nFj .

t = 1
(4.21)

where

For the jointstability test 1et

2Fj = ht
l=l

(4.22)

ft = (./-1,

st = ,l,nnd

ne jointstability test statistic is then

.k+1-,1'
l

Sk-vk-t

1 N

t - lZc = - st F st
n t = 1

(4.23)

where 7 = :-',hh' (4.24)
t = 1

Under the null hypothesis thc cumulative sums will tend to be distributed around
zero. Thus ''large'' values of the test statisticssuggest rejection of the null. The dis-
tribution theory is nonstandard, and only asymptotic critical values are available.
These are tabulated in Tablc 7 in Appendix D. nere is a line for each number of
parameters from 1to 20. The first line of the table thus gives critical values for the in-
dividual coeffcient test. The 5 percent critical valuc is 0.470. leading to a rough rule
of thumb that a test value in excess of one-half suggests atzunstable parameter. For
:ve parameters, includingthe variance, the 5 percent critical value is approximately
1.5. The Hansen test is already incorporated in some ecnometric packages.

4.3.3 Tests Based on Recursive Estimation

The model in Eq. (4.1)may be wlitten

yt = xt'p + ut t = 1, . . . , n (4.25)
whereyt is the Jth observation nn the dependcnt variable, and &' = (1xzl

' ' . a'll
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is the row vector of regressors at the lth sample point, again using lowercase letters
to denote the levels of variables. The complete sample matrix of regressors is

The idea behind recursive estimation is vel'y simple. Fit the model to the tirst k
observations. 'I'he fil w'ill be perfect since there are only k regression coefficients
to be estimated. Next use the first k + 1 data points and compute the coefficient
vector again. Proceed in this way, adding one sample point at a time, until the snal
coefscient vector is obtained, based on all n sample points. This process generates a
sequence of vectors. bk. bk+1, . . . , bn, where the subscript indicates the number of
sample points used in the estimation. ln general,

b = x'x )-1-:-' (426)l t t

?'.'F

t .

where Xt is the r x l matrix of regressors for the lirst t sample points, and yt is the
l-vector of the hrst l observations on the dependent variable. The standard errors
f the various cfhcients may be computed at each stage of the recursion, except

at the first step. since the RSS is zero when l = k. Some software packages in
tialize the recutsive calculations at some m > k, generating the sequence bm,bm+I ,

.
. . , bn. Graphs ma) tleprepared showing the evolution of each coefficient, plus and

minus two slandard errors. Visual inspection of the graphs may suggest parameter
constancy. or its revcrsc. As data are added, graphs sometimes display substantial
venical movement. to a Ievel outside previously estimated conhdence limits. This
phenomenon is usually the result of thc model trying to digest a structural change
and leads one to susmcl parameter inconstancy. Recursive estimation is an appealing
procedure with time serie: data. since time gives a unique ordering of the data. H0w-
ever, the procedure is readily applicable to cross-section data, wtlich can be ordered
by a suitable :tsize'' variable. if required. '

4.3.4 One-step Ahead Preiction Errors

By using all data up to and including mriodt - 1, the one-step ahead prediction of

yt is xt'bt-b. The one-step ahead prediction error is thus

17/= yt
- 1/1-1 (4.27)

From Eq. (4.8)the variance Of the one-step ahead prediction error is

vartvr) =
(7-2 gl + x;X;- 14-. j )-lx,j (4.28)

The unknown c2 in Eq. (4.28)can be replaced by the residual variance estimated
from the lirst (l- 1) observations, provided /- 1 > k. Taking the square root gives the
estimated standard error of regression (S.E.R.). Plus orminus twice these recursively
estimated standard errors can be plotted around the zero line and the actual prediction
errors (alsoreferred to as tecursive residuals) shown on the snme graph. Residuais
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lying outside the standard error bands are suggestive of parameter inconstancy. At
each point thc probability of the observed error under the null hypothesis can be
calculated from the appropriate f distribution, as in Eq. (3.48).

4.3.5 CUSUM and CUSUMSQTests

Sealed recursive residuals are deiined as
V

w; = t = k + 1, . . . , n
g1 + x'X' X -I)-lx,j

l t - 1 t

(4.29)

Under the assumptions in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2b)
2wf - N (z )

lt can also be shown that tbe scale recursiveresiduals are paimise uncorrelated.B

Thus,

N* trV ) (4.30)#? =
, n

-

Brown et al. suggest a pair of tests of parameter constancy, based on these scaled
recursive residuals. The first test statistic is the CUSUM quantity,

(4.31)

where 12 = RSSn/(n - #) , with RSS,I being the rcsidual sum of squares calculated
from the full-sample regression, F; is a cumulative sum, and it is plotted against t.
With constant parameters, '(W!/) = 0, but with nonconstant parameters F/ will tend
to diverge from the zero mean value line. The signiscance of the departure from the
4ero line may be assessed by reference to a pair of straight lines tlzatpass through
the ointsP

(k, a n
- k) and (n, ?a n

- k)

where a is a parameter depending on the signiNcance level a chosen for the test. The
correspondence for some conventional signihcance levels is

a = 0.01 a = 1.143

a = 0,05 a = 0.948

c = 0. 10 a = 0.850

The lines are shown in Fig. 4. 1.
The second test statistic is based on cumulative sums of squared residuals,

namely, '

t'

Fl = wjlk t = k + 1, . . . , n
j = k + I

8R.L. Brown, J. Durbin, and J. M. Evans. ''Techniques f0r Testing the Constancy of Regression Rela-
tionships over Time,'' Journal of the Royal Statistical SocierySeries B, 35, 1975, 149- 192.
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FIGURE 4.1
CUSUM pl

l
2W

. j
k+ lJl = t = k + 1, . . . , nn

1
t. -.. 1

(4.32)

Under the null hypothesis the squared w's are independent
'2(1)

variables. The na-
merator thus has an expected value of t - k. and the denominator an expected value
of n - k. The mean value line. giving the approximate exNcted value of the test
statistic under the null hypothesis. is

t - k
E('%) =

n
- k

which goes from zero at t = k to unity at t = n. The significance of departures from
the expected value line is assessed by refcrence to a pair of lines drawn parallel to
the Estj line at a distance co above and below. Values of ctj from the Brown, Durbin,
and Evans article for various sample sizes and signihcance levels are tabulated in
Appendix D. Hansen (op.cit.4 suggests that the CUSUM test i9 akin to his L3 test
(of the stability of the intercept), and that the CUSUMSQtest is kin to hig Zk4.jtest
(of the stability of the variance).
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4.3.6 A More General Test of Specilkation Error:
The Ramsey QESET Test

Ramsey has argued that various specihcation errors listed in Section 4. 1 (omitted
vadables, incorrect functional form, correlation between X and u) give rise to a
nonMro u vtpr.9 Thus the null and alternative hypothexs xm-e

c
'

Ho..u - ,(0, g' 1)
Jfl: u - N(!z, a.1I) s + ()

ne test of Hn is based on an augmented regression

y = Xp + Za + u

The test for specilication error is then = 0. Ramsey's suggestion is that Z should
contain powers of thepredicted values of the dependent variable. Using the second,
lhird, and fourdz powes gives

2 3 4Z = Lf J J J
where.f = Xb, and-fz = (.92.92. . . #2jpetc. ne rst power,l. is not'included sincel 2 n
it is an exact linear combination of the columns of X. lts inclusion would make the
regresKr rpntrix (# Zq have less than f'UIIrank.

4.4
A NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION

This numerical example is not econometrically realistic. lt is meant mcrely to il-
lustrate the tests outlined in the previous section. The variables are those already
introduced in Chapter 1, that is,

F = 1ogof per capita real expenditure on gasoline and oil

#2 = log of the real price index for gasoline and oil

13 = log of per capita real disposable personal income

The hrst oil shock hit in 1973.4, so for this exercise we chose a sample period from
1959.1 to 1973.3, a period for which it might seem reasonable to postulate parame-
ter constancy. As shown in Fig. 4.2, consumption and income trended fairly steadily
upward during this period, and price trended downward with a greater rate of de-
crease in the second half of the sample period. ne pairwise correlations are obvi-
ously fairly high, so it may be difhcult to disentangle the relative contributions of
the two explanatory variables. The tirst51 obscrvations were used for estimation and
the remaining 8 reserved for the Chow forecast test. The simple specihcation

9J. B. Ramsey, St-fests for Specification En'or in Classical Linear Least Squares Analysis,'' Journal of
the Royal Statistical s'lcetxSeriesB, 31, 1969, 35*37 1. See also J. B. Ramsey and R Schmidt, tsome

Further Results on the Use of OLS and BLUS Residuals.in Sfcilication Error Tests,'' Journal of the
American Statistial Association, 71, 1976, 389-390.
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FIGURE 4.2
Gasoline consumption (Y). price (X2), and income (X3).

F = pl + J32(-Y2)+ p3(,Y3) + u

was employed. ne results are shown in Table 4.l . They are a mixture of good
rlew. and bad lewz. Looking at the good rlcw. first, we see the specification appears
economically sensible. ne price elasticity is negative (-0.66), and the income elas-
ticity is positive (0.85).Both coefhcients are well determined by conventional stan-
dards, and the overall F statistic overwhelmingly rejects the null hypothesis that
price and income have nothing to do with consumption. Furthermore, the specih-
cation passes the Chow test with qying colors, the F statistic being only 0.18. The
one-step forecasts in Table 4. I should not be confused with the one-step ahead pre-
diction errors discussed in Section 4.2. The latter come from recursive estimation.
The forecasts in Table 4.1 take the form .t = xtlb, where b is the coefscient vector
estimated from the 51 observations and xt is the vector of ex lanatory variables in
the forecast period. The forecast SE is givcn by '

v l + xt'x'x-3xt, where s is the
estimated standard error of the regression and X is the matrix of regressors for the
first 51 sample points. This section of the table tests each forecast point individually,
and we see that the two standard error range about the forecast includes each actual
value of the dcpendent variable.

Now for the bad ncwu. Two items of bad news are already contained in Table
4.1. The column headed Instab contains the Hansen statistics for testing the sta-
bility Of individual coefficients. The hypethesis of stability is rejected for aIl three
coefficients, and, not sumrisingly, the joint stability test decisivelyrejects the null
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TABL E 4. 1

OLS Regression of Y on X2 and X3

Present sample: 1959.1 to 1973.3 Iess 8 forccasl
ForecMt period: 1971.4 to 1973-3

Variable Cxmcient Std Error r-value Instab

Constant - 1.1041 0.47043 - 2.347 0.92**
X2

-0.66234

0.14546
-4.553

0.92**
X3 0.84791 0.060387 14.041 0.91**
(#*: signicant at 1% level)
R2 = 0.962856 F(2, 48) = 622. 13 (0.00(J0J tr = 0.02321 l 8 DF = 0.316

Varianee insebility test: 0.12107)joint instability test: 4.1195**
Analysis of one-step forecasts

Date Atual Forecast F - i' Forecast SE '-value

1971.4
-7.659

16 -7.6753 l 0.0161520 0.0249789 0.646624
1972.1

-7.65555 -7.66462

0.00907682 0.0264099 0.343690
1972.2

-7.65785

-7,64868
-0.00917203

0.027641 2 -0.331825
1972.3 -7.65144

-7.64589 -0.*555639
.0263309 -0.21

1021
1972.4 -7.63462

-7,63089

-0.*373734 0.0251797 ' -0. 148427
1973.1

-7.60615

-7.62421 0.018061 1 0.0251543 0.71801 1
1973,2

-7.62518 -7.631

50 0.00631639 0.0247320 0.255394
1973,3

-7.62061 -7.6258

I 0.0jl 9761 0.0247990 0.250
Tesls of parameter constancy over: 1971.4 to 1973.3
ChowF(8, 48) = 0.18421 (0.9920)

of parameter constancy.lo A second disturbing piece of information is the very 1ow
value of the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic. As will be explained in Chapter 6. this
indicates substantial autocorrelation in the disturbance term, so a lot of action is n0t
being explained by the included regressors. This also vitiates the estimated t and F

'values.
The presence of major specilication error in this too simple equation is more

Ermlydemenstrated by the recursive tests. Figure 4.3 shows the recursive residuals
along with two standard error bands. The calculations underlying this figure are de-
fned in Eqs. (4.27)and (4.28).A point on the graph lying outside the standard error
bands is equivalent to a l statistic (v,/s.e(p)1being numerically greater than two and
thus suggestive of parameter inconstancy. There is one such point in 1966, and a
number of similar points from 1968 through 1970.

Figure 4.4, generated by PC-GIVE, is an alternative way of showing the same
information as thatgiven by Fig. 4.3, which is generated by Eviews. ne testimplicit
in Fig. 4.3 is a t test, whereas that implicit in Fig. 4.4 is an Ftest. The F statistic is the
square of the corresponding t statistic. However, by following Eq. (4.15), the one-step
Chew test for parameter constnncy through the first/ observations is based on

I0The Hansen test may be inappropriate herc.. since Fig. 4.2 seems lo suggest nonstationary variables.
Hpwever,a more extended dala sample will show phce and consumption 1)t11reversing course, thougk
incometcnds to movc slowly upward.
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RSSJ. - RSSj-I
F =

RSSj- Llj - k - 1)
' = m + 1 n (4.33)

where m is the number of observations used in the initial recursion. Under the nell
this statistic follows F( 1, j - k - 1) . Dividing the F statistic in Eq. (4,33)by the 5
percent critical value from F( 1, j - k - 1) gives the series plotted in Fig. 4.4. Any
point lying above the horizontal line at l implies rejection of parameter constancy,
whereas points below do not lead to rejection. As in Fig. 4.3, there is one rejection
in 1966 and a group of rejecfions in 1968 through 1970.

The three panels in Fig. 4.5 shew the recursively estimated coefficients, with
two standard error bands. As might be anticipated from Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, there are
dramatic changes in the late l 960s, especially in the constant, C( 1), and the price
elasticity, C(2). ln the first half of the sample. the price elasticity is not signihcantly
different from zero, and the point estimate of price elasticity is positive. Only when
data for the 1970s are included does the price elasticity turn negative, and signis-
cantly so. The income elasticityp C(3), is positive and reasonably stable.
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The CUSUM tests reported in Fig. 4.6 conrm the message cf the previous tig-
ures. Finally. tlle Ramsey RESET test, using just J2, gives F = 47.2, which is a
very strong indicalor of specihcation error.

The prxess is somewhat akin to the medical examination of a patient by a doctor
who is (one hoNs ) skillful . Some vital signs may be in the acceptable range, even as
others giq'e dislurbing readings. The doctor must assess the paticnt's overall state of
health and what. if anything. she is fit for. More importantly, can the doctor suggest
appropriale remedial measures for the serious problems? In this case it scems clear
that we have a very sick patient indeed. It remains to be seen in future chapters what
remedies may lx avai lahle.

4.5
'TESTS OF STRUGURAL CHANGE

The Chow forecast lest leads naturally to more general tests Of stnzcturalchange.A
structural change or stnlclural break occurs if the parameters underlying a relation-
ship diffcr from one subset of the data lo another. There may, of course, be several
relevant subsets of the data. with the mssibilityof several structural breaks. For the
moment we will consider just two subsets of l?l and nz observations making up the
total sample of n = nl + nl obsen'ations. Suppose, for example, that one wishes to
investigate whether the aggregate consumption in a country differs between peace-
time and wartime and that we have obsen'ations on the rclevant variables for nl
peacetime years and nl wartime years. A Chow test could be performcd by using
the estimated peacetime function to forecasl consumption in the wartime years. How-
ever. provided nz > k, one might alternatively use the estimated wartime function to
forecast consumption in the peacetime years. It is not clear which choice should be
made, and the two procedures might well yield different answers. If the subsets are
large eneugh it is btter tp ejtimnte bothfunctionsand test f0r common parnmeters.
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4.5.1 Test of One Structtlral Change

The test of structural change may be canied out in three differcnt, but equivalent.
ways. Let yi, Xi (I' = 1,2) indicate the appropriate partitipning ef the data. The un-
restricted model may be written

jalj= gtlx0ajjj;j+ u u - x ((),ylp (4.34)

where p l and #2 are the k-vectors of peacetime and wartime coefscients respec-
tively. The null hymtlzesis of ne structural break is

So: /11= :2 (4.35)
The jirst approach is a straightforward application of the test for linear restrictions.
defined in Eqs. (3.28)and (3.38).The null hypothesis desnes R =

.&

- 51 and
r = 0. Substituting in Eq. (3.38)gives Rb -

r = l
- b2, where bj and z are the

OLS estimates of the coeffcient vcctors in Eq. (4.34).Fitting Eq. (4.34)also provides
the unrestricted RSS, e'e. The OLS coefficients may be written

- j .j vjyjjzlj= jztLjl xyo.sj jajyykyzlq=
gt.Y.(A'xzl)j

.y yyg j
Thus the unrestricted model may be estimated by setting up the data as in Eq. (4.34)
and running OLS estimation tmce, or by titting the equatien separately to the peace-
time data and to the wartime data. In the latter case the two RSSS must be summed
to give the unrestricted RSS, that is, e'e = ekel + eqez. Substitution in Eq. (3.38)
tests the linear restrictions.

We have seen in Chapter 3 that a test of linear restrictions may also be formulated
in terms of an unrestricted RSS and a restricted RSS. ln this case the null hypothesis
gives the restzicte.dmodel s

j )j- gj)jp + u (4.36)

Denoting the RSS from litting Eq. (4.36)as e.'e+, the test of the null is given by

e'e. - e'el/
F =

+
- Fk, n - 2k)e'eln - 2)

For a third Dssibility, consider an alternative setup of tlw unrestricted model,

j ,1j- gj)y) jjg ,
p.1

vjj+ .

N0w the test of Hu is simply atest of thejoint signiticance of the last kregressors. The
choice of the Inost conveltient procedure largely depends On the softwarepackage
one is using. :
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4.5.2 Ta1 of Slope Ccienl

Frequently in economic research intcrest centers on the slope coecients and one
does not wish to immse restrictions on tlze ltercept term. To expbin such tests,
partition the X matrices as

Jrl =r gfl Jr*11 Jra =c gz J!j

where11, k'zare a I and nz vectors of ones, and the X: are matrices pf the k - 1

regressorvariables. ne confonnable partitioning of the p vectors is

# 1 = Lal #1
'1 #2'= La2#2*'1

'riwnull bymhy-qimis Yw

#* = #*l 2

The u-estricle.d m*l is
a

(. 1

:, y l fj () x. () az. . t + u
z (j ig () x; p ,

t:2
The restricee.dn1(+1 is

y,j. jf, tj A-tj
f'a

) + .la () iz x, /.)-
(4.39)

The test of the null can lx based on the RSS from these two regressions. Some re-
gression packages automatically supply an intercept term (byinserting a column of

ones in the regressors. This step must be suppressed in htting Eqs. (4.38)and (4.39)
to avoid generating linearly demndent regressors.

An alternative formulation of the unrestricted model is

a 1

.:1 il 0 X* tp a2
- (21

= t + u (4.40)
a iz a xz A1 # ;

#2*- #:

(4.38)

The test f thejoint signihcance of the Iast k- l regressors in this setup is a test of the
null hypothesis. The snme cavzu' nhaut ti- hrcept 21-111apphes to the estimation
of Eq. (4.40).

4.5.3 Tests of Intercepts

lt might appear that a test of S0: a I = ag is given by testing the signiEcance
of the second regressor in Eq. (4.40).However, such a test would nnnally makc
little sense. Since the estimation of Eq. (4.40) places no restlictions on the slope
coefhcients, the hypothesis of equal intercepts is then asking whether two dlyerent
regrcssion surfaces intersect the y axis at the same point. A test of differential in-
tercepts makes more sense if it is made conditional on lhe assumption of common
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regression slopes. It now amounts to asking whether one regression plane is higher
or lower than thc other in the direction of the dependent variable. The unrestricted
model for this test is that already specified in Eq. (4.39), where it appeared as the
restricted modl in the test of slope coefhcients. The restrictp.d modelis

.#I iI #1 a 4 4 1)= . + u ( .

2 iz ,1

#
Contrasting RSS between Eqs. (4.39) aad (4.41)thert provides a test of equality of
intercepts,given equal regression slopes.

The alternative setup of thc unrestricted model is

a 1.:1 l 0 A'1
4 ku)= az

-

a j + u ( .

1 i2 iz aY1 .#
Now a test of the signiscance of the second regressor tests the conditional hypothesis
thnt e interceptsare equal.

4.5.4 Summary

There is a hierarchy of three models, namely,

.#l il X* a1: = ) + + u
a iz Jrz /1 Common parameters

D#erential intercepts
common slope vectors11:

-'

)j- gfgx+q a I

lj c2. + u.1% p
t l

yl l 0 a'y 1) (22 Dlffrential intercepts,111: =
. + u2 0 ia () X2 p ; dterential slope vectors

:1
Application of OLS to each model will yield a residual sum of squares, RSS, with
associated degrees of freedom, respectively, of tl - k, n - k - 1, and n s lk. The
test statisticsfor various hypothcses are then as follows:

S0: ty = aj Test of differential intercepts

RSS! - RSSZ
F = - - - F(1, n

- k - 1)RSS2/(n - k - 1)

S(): pl = #1 Test of differential slope vectors

(RSS: - RSS3)/(l' - 1)F = - - F(k - 1, n - 2k)RSS3/(rl - 2k)
Tcst Of differential parameters (interceptsand slopes)

(RSS) - RSS3)/kF = - -.- F(k, n
- 2k)RSS3/(n - 2k)

Hv: p 1 = pz
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The degrees of freedom in the numerator of these expressions are the number of
restrictions imposed in going from the relevant unrestricted model to the restricted

model. This number is also equal to the difference in the degrees of freedom of the
residual sumR of squares in tb- Iplmorator.

4.5.5 A Numerical Example

Suppose we have the following data:

nl = 5 nl = 10 k = 2

1
3
3

l 2 52 4 6
,1 = 2 x1 = 6 Jz =

6
4 10 y6 i 3

. 9
9
11

2
4
6
8
l0

X2 =

12
14
16
18
20

From these data we form the following n-vectors:

dl - g'(;1 dz - lzj i - gtlq
z, - g'tj za - gxt',lx - gxx)1 , - j)(1

a The hierarchy of three models is then as follows:

1: Regression of y on i and x
II: Regression ef y on db . d?. and .r

111: Regression of y on dl . d1.zl , and zz
Table 4.2 shows these three mgressions. From the third pal't of tlzetable the separate
regressions are

.91 =
-0.0625

+ 0.437521

.92 = 0.4( + 0.509 la'z

ln each regression the RSS is given by the entry Iabeled Sum of squarcd resid. The

test of equality of the p vectors is thus

(6.5561 - 3.1602)/2
F = - = 5.91

3.1602/(15 - 4)

Frpm the tables Of the F distribution,

F().95(2,11) = 3.98 and F().*(2, 11) = 7.21
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TAIILE 4.:

LS // Dependent Variable is Y

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR T-STAT. Z-TAIL SIG.

C
-0.0697842

0.3678736 -0. 1896961 0.8525
X 0.5244604 0.0329917 15.896733 0.000

R-squared 0.951074 Mean of dependent var 5.0000
Adjusted R-squared 0.94731 0 S.D. ()f dependent var 3.093773
S.E. of regression 0.710152 Sum of squared resid 6.556115
Log likelihood - 15.07669 F-statistic 252, 7061
Durbin-Watson stat 1.343686 Problloslatistic) 0.000(K

LS # Dependent Variable is Y

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR T-STAT. 2-TAlL SIG.

D1 -0.4658537 0.3048463 - 1
.528

l f 89 0. 1524
172 0.5536585 0.3390025 I . 633 1992 0. 1284
X 0.4951220 0.0266345 l 8.589463 0.@XO

R-squared 0.973953 Mean of dependent var 5.4X10000
Adjusted R-squared 0.96961 2 S.D. of depehdent var 3.093773
S .E. of rcgressitm 0.539309 Sum of sqtlared resid 3.490244
Log likelihood - 10.34849 F-statistic 224.3564
Durbin-Watson stat 2.462522 Probtlostatistic) 0.

LS // Dependent Vmiable is Y

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR T-STAT. 2-TAlL SIG.

D1 -0.0625000 0.483 l41 7 -0. 1293616 0.8994
()2 0.4000000 0.3661560 l

.09243%

0.2980
ZI 0.4375000 0.0599263 7.3006283 0.(K
Z,2 0.5090909 0.0295057 17.253988 O.tGO

R-squared 0.9764 16 Mean of dcpendentvar 5.000000
Adjusted R-squaed 0.969984 S.D. of dependent var 3.093773
S.E. ()f regression 0.535998 Stlmof squared resid 3.l 60227
Lg likelihood

-9.603531

F-statistic 151.8074
Durbin-Watson stat 2.820099 ProblF-statistic) 0.(XX)000

Thus the hypothesis of no structural change would be rejected at the 5 percent level
of significance, but net at the 1 mrcentlevel. 'T'l. lut of cbange in the regression
SlOPeis based on

3.4902 - 3. 1602
F = = 1. l5

3.1602/11
with F().95(l, 1l) = 4.84 . Thus the null of a common regression slope is not rejected.
Given the assumption of a common rcgression slope, it is possible to test for common
intercepts. The appropriate test statistic is

6.5561 - 3.4902
F = = 10.54

3.4902/12
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TA B L E 4 . 3

LS // Deptndent Vahable is Y

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR T-STAT. Z-TAIL SIG.

C
-0.*25(*

0.483 1417 -0. I 2936 16 0.8994
172 0.46251X* 0.6062146 0.76293 12 0.4616
X 0.4375(* 0.0599263 7.3006283 0.0000
72 0.071 5909 0.06679M 1.07 17786 0.3068

R-squared 0.976416 Mean of dependent var 5.0(G*
Adjusted R-squared 0,969984 S.D. of dependent var 3.093773
S.E. of regression 0.535998 Sum of squared resid 3. 160227
Log Iikeliho -9.603531 F-statistic 151.8074
Durbin-Watson stat 2.820099 ProbtF-statistic) 0.0(XX)00

LS // l.r-*n! Variable is Y

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR T-STAT. Z-TAIL SIG.

C
-0.4658537

0.3048463 - 1.5281589 0. l 524
D2 l.0 1951 22 0.3140167 3.24668 15 0.0070
X 0.4951220 0.0266345 18.589463 0.0(K

R-squared 0.973953 Mean of dependent var 5.0000
Adjtlsled R-squared 0.969612 S.D. of dependent var 3.093773
S.E. ef rrgression 0.539309 Sum of squared resid 3.490244
Log likelihtxd - 10. 34849 F-statistic 224.3564
Durbin-h-atson stat 2.462522 ProbtFlstatistic) 0.(XKXX1

with Fo,*( 1.l 2) = 9.33. so the difference in intcrccpts is signiscant at the 1 percent
level.

Table 4.3 illustrates the alternative approach to the same three tests. The Nrstpart
of the table gives the fit of the model in Eq. (4.40).Testing thtjoint sign/cance of
the second and fourth : ariables tcsts whether the # vectors (interceptand slope) are
the same in the t%o subsets. MicroTsp (a pre-Windows program from Quantitative
Micro Software) returns an F statistic for this test of 5.91 , the same as that Obtained

in the preceding paragraph. The same table also provides a test of the equality Of the
regression slopes. This merely insolves testing the significance of the fourth variable.
The l statistic is 1.0718, which is clearly insignificanl. Squaring the f statistic gives
an F value of 1. 15 as before.

The second part of Table 4.3 remrts the results of fitting Eq. (4.42). 'I'he hy-
pothesis of equal intercepts is tested by examining the signihcance of the second
variable. The t statistic is 3.2467, and its squa is 10.54, as Yfore, so the null is
rejected.

4.5.6 Extensions

There are two major ways in which these tests of structural change may be extended.
The srstis to split the total sample data into more than tw0 subsets. One might
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examine the stability of a relation across several subperiods, (World War lI. Cold
War, Post-cold Warls or across countries. industries, social groups. Or whatever. ne
classihcation of the subsets need not necessarily be time related, nor need the data
within each subset be time series data. The same hierarchy Of models applies. but
now there are p > 2 subvectors in each column. The second extension is concerned
with testing for common subsets of parameters. Testing for common intercepts and
for common slope vectors are special cases, and we already know hOw to deal with
them. More generally, we may wish to test any subset of the k parameters. The test
procedure follows the general principles already established. Fit the restricted model
with the subset of coefscients whose stability is under test taking the same value in
each data subset. Leave all other coeffcients free to vary across data subsets. Then
lit the completely unrestricted model. The test is based on tb 99p@wstbetwen the
*0 residual sums of squares.

4.6
DUMMY VARIABLES

4.6.1 Introduction

We have already encountered dummy variables but have not so labeled them. The
last n2 vmiables in the augmented matrix in Eq. (4,11) take the fonn

1),t2-1
The 0 matrix is of order rll K az , and In is the identity matlix of order na. Each
n-vector column is a dummy variable, where a single element is one and the other
n - 1 elements are all zero. As shown in Eq. (4.12)te effect of the dummies is to
exclude the last nz observations from the estimation of the p vector. Thc coefhcients
f the dummy variables are the forecast errors for the last ng observations, and the

regrcssion residuals are zero at these points.
Sometimes a single dummy variable of this type is dehned for an observation

that is thought to be unusual. For example, 1973.4 was the quarter in which the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 0il embargo hit. ln estimat-
ing an energy demand function. one might deEne a dummy variable with the value
of one for this quarter and zero for alI other quarters. The effect is shown in the tirst
panel of Fig. 4.7, where a two-variable relation has been assumed for simplicity. ne
regression line is determined from the obsen ations other than 1973.4. and for that
point the regression line shifts to give the actual value of the deNndent s'ariable (Fig.
4.7a). Fig. 4.-1bshows the case of three such dummy variables. ne basic regression
line is estimated from the n - 3 observations. and it makes three one-period shifts to
pass through the three chosen values.

A second type of dummy variable takes the form

,,
- gft'-)j
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FIGURE 4.7
Regressions with rllvmmy variables.

as in the models of stnlcellml change. The effect of Etting a model such as Eq. (4.42)
. is shown in Fig. 4.7c. 'IYre are two parallel regression lines, with all n obxrvations

being used to estimate te cormnon slope.

4.6.2 Qxonnel TY*--1-

ln working with, say, qumerly data one may wish to allow for seasonal shifts in a
relation. Vacation expenditure will demnd on incomc but may have a positive or
negative shift in certain quarters. nis requires the smcihcation of quarterly dummy
variables, such as,

Qit= 1 if observation is in quneer i

= 0 otherwise
for i = 1, . . . , 4. For the four quarters of each year these dummies are

Ql Qz :3 :4
l 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 l 0
0 0 0 1
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The relationship might then be written

1'; = (zl QIr + ' ' ' + (:4:4: + xt'p + ut (4-43)

where .M'Jcontains observations on relevant regressors but must not contain an eI-
ement Of one, since a column of ones would be perfectly collinear with the four
seasonal dummies, yielding a singular data matrix. The function has four intercepts,
denotd by the a's. An alternative specilication is

Fr = a l + y1Q2t+ -F3:3, + :404/ + xt'p + ut (4.44)
Cemparing coefhcients ef the dummy variables in the two equations gives

:2 = az
-

al :3 = a3 - &1 :4 = *4 -

t1

The y's thus measure d#erential intercepts, by reference tQ.,al . The hypotesis of
interest is usually

Hv1 al = az = tza = a4

This could be tested by estimating F.q. (4.43) and testing the appropriate linear re-
strictions. Altematively, the null hymthesis may lx expressed as

S0: 72 = :3 = 44 = 0

This is easily tested by Iitting Eq. (4.z!!)and testing thejoint signihcance of the three
quarterly dummies. The test statistic is invariant to the cimice of wch quamerly
dummy to omit in moving from Eq. (4.43)to Eq. (4.1?).

4.6.3 QualitativeVariables

Suppose a labor economist postulates an earnings function as

lncome= fex, race, educatienal level, age)

The first two explanatory variables are qualitative rather than quantitative. nat is.
they are not subject to cardinal measuremcnt. They may, however. lx represented
by dummy variables. Sex is mpresented by two variables, nnmely,

i1
= 1 if male

= 0 Otherwise

Od

Sz = 1 if female

= 0 otherwise

The two categories are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. FOr each individual the
sum of .I and Sz is one. Suppose that race is dctined by, say, three mutually exclu-
sive and exhaustive categories (forexample, Caucasian, Black, and other). Typical
entries for the S and R dummy variables would look like
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.1
0
l

#1 A2 #3
l 0 0
0 1 0

The first entry is f0r a female Caucasian, and the second is a male Black. ne R
columns sum to one. as do the S columns.

Educational Ievel is a different type of variable. It could be represented in a car-
dinal fashion by years of education. Altematively, it could be expressed in tenns of
dummy variables. One way is to classify educational level by the highest level of
diploma awarded. say. high school diploma, bachelor diploma, or graduate diploma.
lndividuals with diplomas would have an entry of one for the relevant dummy vari-
able and zero for tl:e other two. Although the three categories are mutually exclusive
by definition. they are not exhaustive, since thcre is no category for people without a
diploma. Let -I lx the dummy variable for dropouts, and F2, Es, E4 be the dummy
variables for the highesl diploma awarded. If 0ne modeled inccme justas a function
of educational level. we would have

F' = c! FI + a:E? + aE5 + a4E4 + u (4.45)
The exmcled level of income, conditional on educational level, is

F(1' !Ei) = ai i = 1, . . .

,4

If we suppress -I
. an alternative specihcation is

F = tz 1 + y2E1 + ysL' + :4F4 + u (4.46)
ne

'y's

measure the marginal increment in expected income for a diploma Over

the no-diploma level. ne marginal increment for a bachelor diploma over a high
school diploma is yl - y2 and the marginal increment for a graduate diploma over
a bachelor diploma is .4 - z3.The signihcance of each marginal increment may be
tested by tesling the relevant Iinear restriction, Alternatively, a reformulation of the
dummy variables can prcnridedirect estimates of the stepwise marginal increments.
Let the dummy variable have a value of one if a person has the relevant diploma,.#

irrespecti'e of whether he or she has one or more higher diplomas. Also define F1
as a pre-high school diplomadummy so that every individual has an entry of one for
this dummy. The educalional dummies for a mrsonwith only a high school diploma
would then be (l l 0 01,and a mrsonwith a graduate degreewould show as (1 l l 11.
The equation to be sttedis

F = al + %E2 + &5E3+ %E4 + u (4.47)
The expected values are

EY lpre-l'ls diploma) = (zl

EY IHS diploma) = aI + sz
EY !bachelor diploma) = a l + (52 + :3

F(F 1graduate diploma) = a l + h + (53 + :4

Now the :'s prvide direct estimates of the marginal increment from 0ne level to
the next higher level. and the corresponding standard errors provide a direct test of
signiscance.
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4.6.4 rfwo

or More Sets of Dummy Variables

As we have seen, a mutually exclusive and exhaustive set of dummy variables sums
to give the unit vector, in. Estimating a constant in a relationship is done by inserting
a unit vector into the set of regressors. To avoid a singular data matrix the constant
must be suppressed if a complete set of dummy variables is used; or, if the con-
stant is retained, one of the dummy variables must be dropped. If there are /w5 sets
of dummy variables in a relationship and the constant is suppressed the estimation
procedure still breaks down, because the included dummy variables are linearly de-
pendent (the sum of the tirst set minus the sum of the second set gives the zero
vector). lf a constant is retained, one dummy variable must be dropp.edfrom each
set; and this rule obviously extends to three or more sets.

4.6.5 A Numerical Example

Table 4.4 shows some hypothetical data tm income (Y), conditional on sex (S), and
education (E). For cxample, three persons in the tirstcategory for bot.hsex and edu-
cation have incomes of 8, 10, and 12. lnserting a constant and suppressing the Erst
dllmmy variable in each set specifies the equation to be estimated as

i' = p, + azk + asLj
.t

pzz + q (4.48)

TABLE 4.4

FI Fz E5

51 8, 10, l 2 l2, 14 20, 22
Sz 5, 6 l0, 12 20, 24

TXe reievant yariabiesappear in column form as

The estimated relationship is

9 = 9 + 4Eg + 13.5F3 - 1Sz
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TABLE 4.5

'l k 123

% 9 13 22.5
Sz 7 11 20,5

TABLE 4.

EL fz E5

51 10 13 21
S 5.5 l 1 22

The resultant estimated mean incomes for various combinations of sex and education
are shown in Table 4.5. Every speciscation fbrces the data ttl cnform to the strait-
jacket implicit in the speciscation. In this case a possibly undesirable feature of the
specifkation is that the marginal increments for education are the same for each sex,
and conversely. the sex difference is the same at all educational levels. It is prefer-
able to test for this possibility rather than to impose it. The appropriate test is a test
for interation ellets. It is carried out by adding two new dummy variables to the
smcilication. These are the products EzSz) and E5%j. The revised specilication is

F = y. + azk + aa'a + pzh + yzLEz%) + ysEjSz) + u (4.49)
EXIXC'M ve-e are now

F(y ls1,sI) =

v,
EY I5'1,E1) = p. + a2

EY Ist,F3) = p, + a3
EY Is1,Fl) - p. + /%
EY I%,S2) = p. + a2 + p2+ :2
f(F lS2,&) = p, + a3 + :2 + :3

Fitting Eq. (4.49) gives
9 = 10 + 3Fa + I lf3 - 4.5.% + 2.5EzS1) + 5.54f351)

Table 4.6 shoq s the resultant estimated pean incomes. The entries in the cells are
seen to be the arimmetic means of the raw data in Table 4.4. This special result is
due to two factors. First. the only regressors are dummy variables; and allowing for
interaction effects gives as many parameters to be estimated as there are cells in the
original table. ln practice, of course. most specihcations contain cardinal regressors
in addition to any dummy variables, so this effect would n0t be observed in general.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX 4.1
To show vart#) = l glkz+ zL(.YkA-j)-l&j

As shown in the text

d = uz
- XzbL - p)
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From Eq. (3.23)
nus

nen

and

bb- p = txk.Yjl-lxkII!

d = uz
- fctA-kArll-lxkuj

Edj = e
vartdl = E(dd')

= E gzlc- A%(Ar;#))- l.Yku; jgjgz- xatxiaYj )- lxkuj j'
' = Euzuq) + AatTk#j )- l.Y . A'tvjvk ) . Arj(#;#I)-l#J

The cross-product terms vanish since Eu lac? ) = 0 by assumption. Substituting
Euiutlj = o'llni then gives the desired result. The variance of a single prediction
error in Chapter 3, shown justbefore Eq. (3.48),is a special case of this result with
n2 = 1.

PROBLEMS

4.1. A bivariate regression is fitted to 20 sample observations on F and X, where the data
m'eexpressed as

20 10 30 ,X'X = X% =

zy = 7510 30 40
A new observation is obtained, showing X = 2 ang ir = 4 Calculatea Chow test for'

r

Parameter Constant:y with these data.

4.2. A four-variable regression using qumerly data from 1958 to 1976 inclusive gave an
estimatedequation

9 = 2.20 + 0. 104X2 - 3.48X3 + 0.34X4

The explained sum of squares was 109,6, and the residual sum of squares, 18.48. When
the equation was re-estimated with three seasonal dummies added to the specihcation,
the explained sum of squares rose to l 14.8. Test for tlw presence ef seasonality.

Two further regressions based on the original specihcation were run for the sub-
periods 1958,1 to 1968.4 and 1969. l to 1976.4, yielding residual sums of squares of
9.32 and 7.46, respectively. Test for the constancy of tlaerelationship over the two sub-
periods.

4.3. Gaseline sales in a reginnal market were modeled by he following regression equation,
esvimnve.a with quarterly data:

Q = 70 - 0.0lP + 0.2F - 1.551 + 3.6.% + 4.7.%

wbere : is sales, P is price, 1' is disposable income. and the Si are qumerly dummy
variables.The expected paths of # and F for the next year are as follows:

J :2 t$L

Quarter 1 2 3 4

# 110 1l6 122 1l4
F 100 l02 104 103

Calculate the sales of gasoline to be expected in each quarter t)f the year.
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Suppose another researcher prnposes to use the same data to estimate an equation
of the same form, except that she wishes to employ dummy variables %, &, and %.
Write down the equation that will come from her calculations.

Yet another investigator proposes to suppress the intercept and use a11four seasonal
dummies.Write down the results of his estimation.

4.4. The model

F = al + ygk + :3123 + u

is estimated by OLS, where E1 and E5 are dummy variables indicatinl memership of
the second and third cducational classes, Show that the OLS estimates are

fl1 1%

cz = Fz - Pt
c3 /3 - 193

where f', denotes the mean value of F in the ith educational class.
. ..

. !. .',

. ) ...
. i L .

.
x.... I'

.

4.5. Using * #e* ia Table 4.4 estimate the specification

F = al'i + azk + a353 + pzvz+ u

and estimate thc resultant mean values for Table 4.5. Compare your results whh the
valuesgiven in the text and comment.

eiwexercise for the specifcation

' y = p, + al Ej + azk + pzsz + u

<6. Using tlc data of Table 4.4 estimate a specifcation of your own choosing without a
constant tenn but with appropriate dummy variables to allow f0r interaction effects.
Calculale t- ntqllltant version of Table 4.6 and compare with the results in the text.

4.7. Surve) records for a sample of 12 families show the following weekly consumption

exmnditus (r) and weekly incomes (X):

y 70 76 91 100 l05 1l3 l22 120 146 l35 l47 155
# 80 95 I05 ll5 125 135 l45 155 l65 175 185 200

* * * * * * *

Families with an sterisk (*) remlel lhat their income is higher than in the previous

year, Using a linear consumption function. test whether the consumption behavior of

familiescxperiencing an increV in ilwolm is diffexnt fmm hn pf fnmilies who did

not experience an increase.

<& Annnal data for 1929-1967 (39observations) are obtained for

Q = an index of U.S. GDP in constant dollars

L = an index of labor input

K = an index of capital input

A production function is estimated for the whole Nriod as
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+

logQ =
-3.8766

+ l.4106logZ + 0.4162 logf

with 52 = 0.9937 and s = 0.03755.

Regressions for tw0 subperiods yield

1929-1948

1ogQ =
-4.0576

+ 1.6167 log L + 0.2197 1ogK

with #2 = 0.9759and J = 0.04573.

1949-1967

1ogQ = - 1.9564 + 0.8336 1ogL + 0.6631 1ogK

with #2 = 0.9904and J = 0.02185.
Test for the stability of the production function over the two subperiods.

4.9. The usual two-variable linear model is postulated, and a sample nf 20 observations is
drawnfrom an urban area and another sample of 10 observations from a rural area.The
sampleinfonnation in raw form is summarized as follows:
Urban

20 20 ' 10 ,X'X = Xy = y y = 3020 25 20

Rural

x'x- gjlotjzlot)j x - g)j y - 24

Test the hypothesis that the same relationship holds in both urban and rural areas.

4.10. A study of vacation expenditures in relation to income was based on data for 256 house-
holds, which were grouped into three separate income classes. Log linear regressions
(with an intercept term) were computed for each income group and for all households
with the following results: .

:j1:4j1$!*v)1Kgg4vkr% :ti L
*'

ic :z zt: zrs4rz k ?) -- ----' --''-'''' kc1 : k 6: j! !?jyti zsytt$t:t jzgyrs Tt #Myr?46AFYqbzAghjj

Household Regression Residual Number of
ineome slope variance households

Low income .2

0.26 102
Middle income 0.09 0.42 l02
High income 0, 14 0.30 52
All houscholds 0.07 0.38 256

Test whether the expenditure function is the same for all income groups.
What additional information weuld you need to test whether the exmnditure elas-

ticity is the same across income groups?
Given that the variance nf the log of income in the complete sample is 24, test the

hypothesisthat the expenditure elasticity for all households is 0.10.

('

:.'
.:'

..'
...,

.'
7*

..'

.
: ; ..'
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Maximum Likelihood (ML),
Generalized Least Squares (GLS), and
lnstrumental Variable (lV) Estimators

The maximum Iikelihood principle was intxduced in Chapter 2. Now is the time to
give a more comprehensive treatment.

5.1
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS

In recent years there has been a rapid development of new econometric tests, vari-
ously based on the Wald and Lagrange multiplier approaches. This has also led to a
resurgence of interest in the maximum likelihood approach.

Let y' = (.v! .n
' ' ' yal be an n-vector of sample values, dcpendent on

>me k-vector of unknown parameters. 0 '
= 1:I eg . . . #:J. Let the jointden-

sity be written f.. #). which indicates the dependence on e . This density may be
interpreted in tw0 dikrent ways. For a given # it indicates the probability of a set of
sample outcomes. Altenmtively, it may be interpreted as a function of #, conditional

on a set of sample outcomes. In the Iatter interpretation it is refen-ed to as a likelihood
function. The formal desnition is

Likelihood function = f.(#;y) = fly; #) (5.1)
It is customary to reverse the order of the symbols in writing the likelihood function
to emphasize the new focus of interest. Maximizipg the Iikelihood function with
respect to # amounts to hnding a specihc value. say 0, that maximizes the grobability
of obtaining the sample values that have actually been observed. Then e is said to
be the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of the unknown parameter vector e.

In most applications it is simpler to maximize the log of the likelihood function.
We will denote the log-likelilmod by

i = lnL

142
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JJ 1 JL
-i

= 'Iten

and the that maximizes J will also maximize L. The derivative of l with respect
to # is known as the score,

.(#',y).

The MLE, , is obtained by setting the score to
zero, that is, by linding the value f e lhat solves

01.(#;y) = = 0 (5.2)00

ne widespread use of maximum likelihood estimators is largely due to a range of
desirable properties, which are summarized in the next secon.

5.1.1 Properties of Maximum Likelihood Estimators

The major properties of MLES are iaqe-sample, or asymptotic, ones. They hold
under fairly generl conditions.

1. Consistency

limt) = eP
2. Asymptotic normality

# se, z-l(#))
This states that the asymptotic distribution of is nonnal with mean 0 and vari-

ance given by the inverse of Ie). Ie) is tle I*nfprmltitm mntn*x and is defined
in two cquivalenl ways by

-

z(.)-
sg(.!(,,)(-'?-,)'j

-
-s

g,,J,2',,j
(5.3)

ln practice it is usually much easier to evaluate the second expressien. When 0
is a k-vector, oll0edenotes a column vector of k partial derivativcs, that is,

JI/t?#j
Jf Jl/J#2

=

e !
ollobk

Each element in this score (orgradient) vector is itself a function of #, and s
may bc differentiated partially with respect to each clcment in e. For cxample,

0f0ll0ej d2/ d2/ p2/
=

Jp1 pp2j ppjppa ppjppk

where the second-order derivatives have been written as a row vector. Procceding
inMs way yields a square, symmeek mntrix Qf Krund-orrler Arivatives, known
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as the Hessian matrix,

J2/ J2J
pp( JpIJp2
J2I J2/

d2/
= aejaet pp4

J8J:,
i E

J2I J2/

ppkd#l aok0oz

p2/
00j00k

p2/
oegnok

i
p2/

pp
Notice that this is not the same matrix as (J//J#)(J//J#)'. The latter is also a
square. symetric k X k matrix, but its 1*,./1 element is the product (Jl/J#i)
ollllojj.

3. Asymptotic eciency. If is the maximum likelihood estimator of a single

pcrtlzzleler #. 'be previous property means that

d 2J-nt - p) --> N (,. )
for some sniteconstant t7'2. If # denotes any other consistent, asymptotically nor-
mal estimator of 0%then #has a normal limiting distribution whose variance is
greater than orequal to tO.The MLE has minimum variance in the class of consis-
tent. as3 mptotically normal estimators. The term asymptotic variance rfers te
the vriance of a limiting distribution. Thus the asymptotic variance ()f f-neis G2.

However. the term is also used to describe thc variance of the asymptotic approx-
imation to the unknown linite sanple distribution. Thus an equivalent statement
i,j that the asymptotic variance of is ohn. When 0 is a vector of parameters and
0 is the MLE 9

J
T-nt- .) -+ Nu, p

for some Nsitive detinite matrix F. If # denotes the variance matrix of any other
consistent, asymptotically nonnal estimator, then #- F is a positive semideEnite
matrix.

4. Inyariance. If is the MLE of 0 and g04 is a continuous function of 0. then
gg) is the MLE of g0 ).

5. The score has zero mean and variance 1(0j. To demonstrate the zero mean
we note that integrating the jointdensity over all possible values ofy gives a value
of one, that is,

-
- - fyt, y2, . . . , yn; 0j dyl - - - dyn = - - - Ldy = 1

Differentiating both sides with respect to 0 yields

DL
.

. . Jy = ()
0
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But Es ) - J. . . js?l z,dy

- j . . . jOL
Kfy

=0

It *en follow. tb:'' te variance of s is

vartdl- Ess') = E jj-j.t9')(JJ)'j= Ie)

S.2
ML ESTIMATION OF THE LINEAR MODEL

'rhis section covers the maximum likelihood estimation of the linear model, which
comprises many of the econometric applications. The equation is '

X + u with u - N(0 a'11).y = p ,

ne multivatiate normal density for u is

1 .-( j/z.z)(.,.)
f (lf) = -

a gz e(2'a'tz')
'Fhe multivariate density fory conditional (m X is then

z(, Ip -
.f

u ) st''zI
Fhere I(Ju/Jy)Iis the absolute value of the detenninant formed from the n >: n matrix
Of partial derivatives of the elements of u wit.h respect to the elements of y.1 Here
this matrix is simply the identity matrix.Thus the log-likelihood function is

n n c 1 ,l = ln fy Im = ln fu) = -

j. ln2= - jyIntr - u u2c

n n 2 1 ,

- y ln 2= -

y
lnG -

2 (y - Xp) (y - Xp)2G

ne vector of unknown parameters, #, has k + 1 elements, namely,

e' = j#, (j

#'

Tnking partial derivatives gives

lsee Appendix 5.1 (m the chmzge of variables in densityfunctiens.
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01 1 , ,

=
-y-xy

wxxpj

Jl n 1 ,

2
= -

2 + atw4t.Y- f#) (.V- A'#)Jcr 2&
Setting these mllialderivatives to zero gives the MLES as

es p
..j

)

y gj0 = CXA') X.y ( .

2 n
,

A

and k = (y - Xp) (Y - Xplln (5.6)
'' zne MLE. p . is seen to bc the OLS estimator, and k is e e/n where e = y - Xb is

the vector of OLS residuals.z We know from least-squares theory that
Eleln - 1)) =

(rz. Thus Ekzl = an - klln, so that 12 is biased for G2

though # is unbiased for # . The second-order derivatives are
J2! X'X

=
-

z
with

d#p#' tr

cll X'u
=

- withp#dG2 (r4

d2/ n u'u
=

-
-- withd(&2)2 2&4 6

p2! X'X
.-. E =

jopnp' &

d7/
-E =0

J#J(x2

p2f n
- E =

J(c2)2 2(r4

sinceEu'ub = n2.

ne infonuation matrix is

l ,

# -f CA-X' 0
J(#) = I ((s2j=

tj tt

2*
c2(#'#)-l 0

g- I jq).

(j a(x4
n

and its inverse is

- 2 ributed independently ofThe zero off-diagonal lerms indicate that # and '

are dist
oneanother.

Substituting the MLE values from Fms.(5.5)and (5,6)in the log-likelihood func-
tion,Eq. (5.4),and exponentiating gives the mnximum of the likelihood function as

W

YJ = (2'>e)-''/2(W)-<Lp,

-,p22=e ,
-pga

y)= (e e) (5.
n

f
-nll

= constant ' (e e)

where the constant does not depend on any of the parnmeters of the model.

2Do no! contkse e or its elements with the mnthematical constant e = 2.71828.
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5.3
LIKELIHOOD RATIO, WALD, AND LAGRANGE
MULTIPLIER TESTS

We will illustrate these tests in the context of linear hypotheses about #. A general
linear hypothesis takes tlle form

HjL Rp = r (5.8)
where # is a q X k q < kj matrix of known constnntsand r a q X 1 known vector.
'Fhe main tests are LR, W, and LM tests.

5.3.1 Likelihood Ratio (LR) Tesf.s

The MLES in Eqs. (5.5)and (5.6)maximize the likelihood function without impgs-
'K

2ing any restrictions. The resultant value of Lp, t'k ) in Eq. (5.7)is the unrestricted
maximum likelihood and is expressible as a function of the unrestricted residual sum
ofsquares, e'e. The model may also be estimated in restricted form by maximizing
the likelihood subject to the restrictions, Rp = r. Let the resultant estimators be

* 2denoted by p and t: . The relevant maximum of the likelihood is then Obtained by
* 2substituting these values ift tlle likelihood function to get Lp, @ ). The restricted

maximum cannot exceed the unrcstricted maximum, but if the restrictions are valid
one would expect the restricted maximum to be close'' to the lznrestricte.d m>ximllm.
ne likelihood ratio is delined as

* 2Lp, t? )
= a

f,(#, t'k2)

and intuitively we expect to reject the null hypothesis if is :'small.''

In some cases
exact snite-sampletests of the llsmallness'' of can be derived for some special
transformations of .. However, a laqe-sample test of gcneral applicability is availz
able in that

- a2)- ln Lp a2)j
,.f-

F() (5.9)LR =
-2

ln l = 2(ln Lp, ,

ne restricted MLES are derived by maximizing

/* = I - g'Rp - rj (5. l0)

where #. is a q X 1 vector of Lagrange multipliers. and l is the log-likelihood spec-
ilied in Eq. (5.4).lt can be shown that p-is simply 1he restricted b. vector already
derived in the standard least squares analysis (seeEq. (3.43)1.This vector satislies
the constraints Rb. = r. lf we denote the corresponding residuals by

e. = y
- Xb.

the restricted MLE of (72 is /2 = e' e.ln, and so# #

- 2, t
.sa

.j

j j ;Llp, @ ) = constant - (e.es) ( .
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Substitution of Eqs. (5.7)and (5.11)into Eq. (5.9)gives the LR test statistic as LR =

rltln c)e. - ln e'e). For future reference we note some alternative forms of the LR
statistic, namely, .

LR = rltln e.'e.
- ln e'e)

' ----.j!j,
pjtj,

i Ji.t ''
h'..:

L'
.' '

':
'

. : ..' .

epe.
= n ln 1 +

e'e (5.l2)

1
= n ln

1 - (ele. - e'el/e' e.* *

ne calculation of the LR statistic thus requires the Etting of both the restricted and
the unrestricted model.

5.3.2 The Wald (W) Test

y
*. A

ln the Wald procedure only the unrestricted # is calculated. The vector (## - r)
then indicates the extent to which the unrestricted ML estimates fit the null hy-
mthesis. nis vector being klose'' to zero would tend to sypport the null hy-
mthesis: ''Iarge'' values would tend to contradict it. Since # is asymptotically
normally distributed with meqn vector p and variance-covariance matrix 1- 1 p )
it follows that. under S(), (## - r) is asymptotically distributed as multivariate
normal with zero mean vector and variance-covariance matrix RI - 1(p)R' whereA

1- 1(# ) = glqX'X4 - l As shown earlier, the information matrix for the linear re-
gression mtxkl is block diagonal, so we can concentrate on the submatrix relating
to # . lt '%n follows that3

w j - j , - I p
a

s y 5 ja;(## - rb (#f (#)2 1 ( # - r4 (* ( .

where q is the numGr of restrictions in R. The asymptotic distribution still holds
hen the unknown ? in 1- l (# ) is rtplaed by a consistent tstimntor 12 = e'eln.W

The result is the Wald statistic.

qRF- r)'RX'X)- l#'J- l (#l - r) .s

W =

z
,2(#)

& (5.14)

It was shown earlier (seeEq. (3.44)1 that the numerator in Eq. (5.14)can also be
expressed as (e.'e.

- e'e), so an alternative form of thc Wald statistic f0r testing
(5.8) is

., f
j jtppe. ..e ,)

w = - --

.,e

pfq) (5.15)e'e

3As seen in Chapter 3, this statistic also has an exact, nite sample fq) distribution when the distur-
bances are normally distributed.
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5.3.3 Lagrange Multiplier (LM) Test

'l'h: LM test, also known as the scorv test, is based on the score (orgradient) vector,
0 ln L J/

se) = =

a0 J#
The unrestricted estimator, , is found by solving

.:(1)

= 0. where the notation :()

indicates the score vector evaluated at 0. When the score vector is evaluated at #,
the restricted cstimator. it will in general not be zero. However, if the restrictions are
valid, the restricted maximum, /(1), should be close to the unrestricted maximum,
/(#), and sc the gradient at the former should bc close to zero. As shown earlier, the
score vector has zero mean and valiance-covariance matrix given by the information
matrix, Ie). The quadratic form, s'ejl -

lejso), will then have a
,/

distribution.
Evaluating this quadratic fonn at # = # provides a test of the null hy otlesis. Tbe
basic rcsult is that, under the null hypothesis,

'''u,

,

LM - s'(#).I-:(#).N(#) ,1.

xq) (5. l6)
Notice that each element in Eq. (5.16) is evaluated at #. ln contrast to the Wald test,
we now need calculate only the restricted estimattm The popularity of LM tests is
due to the fact that in many cases it is much easier to calculate the restricted estimator
1a:1 the unrestricted estimator.

From the dcvelopment leading up to Eqs. (5.5)and (5.6)the score vector is

p! 1 ,

xuJ# = Wsle) =
,al n u u,

-- +Jc'2 2&2 2c4

To evaluate the scorc vector at the restricted estimator #, we replace u by e. =

- 2 2 '
-

-

y
- Xp and tr by t'k = ese.ln. The # vector satisEes Rp = r. Thus,

1. ,X e.J(l) = 12
0

ne inverse of the information matrix was given before. Evaluating this at # gives
kl(X'X)- ()

1- 1(#) = 2a4
0

N.

Substitutionin F.q. (5.16)then gives

'2X'X)-3 4) 11 x'eLM =

e
' Ar 0 2ty4

'-'a

*

'''-'a*

() 0
e'XzY'xl-'x'e.*

=

/2

ne'xx'xl-tx'e.#
=

!
e.e.

(5. l7)
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By recalling the expressions for the explained and total sum of squares from a mul-

tiple regression in Chapter 3, the LM statistic in Eq. (5.17) is

' LM = nR2

whereR2 is the squared multiple correlation coefficient from the regression of e. on
X lf e. does nothave zero mean. #2 is the uncentered #2. However, if the restrictions
involve Only the slope coefEcients, pg,#:J, . . . , pk, as is usually the case, then e.
will have zero mean and the Rl in this expression is the centered statistic from the
conventional regression packages.; The LM test can therefore bc implemented in
two steps. First compute the restricted estimator p and obtain the resultant residual
vector e.. Then regress e. on X and refer nRl from this regression to ,V(q).This
two-step procedure occurs frequently in cases where maximization of the likelihood
is equivalent to minimization of a sum of squares. lt may be slaowns that Eq. (5.17)
may be rewriee.n s

ne' e. - e'ej
LM =

* (5.l8)
!

epe.

We can now illustrate the famous inequality for these three test statistics in the linear
model.namely. W 22 LR > LM. Applying the rst two terms of the logarithmic

expansionin(1 + z) = z
- 1zz2+ . - . to tlw second expression for LR in Eq. (5.12)

gives
ne'e. - e'e) n <e. - e'e

LR =
+

-

e'e e'e

which yields LR :L W. Similarlya using the third expression in Eq. (5.12) gives
p ... repe. e eLR = -n ln 1 -

1
e+d+

, , ? f 2
atewe. -

e e) n ese. - e e=
x v

+ -

e'e 2 e'e.. # *:

so that LR 2: LM and hnally W % LR 2: LM. The tests are asymptotically equiva-
lent but in general will give different numerical results in linite samples.

EXAMPLE 5. l . We return to the data of Example 3.3 and test S(): p? = 0 by these

asymptotictests. From Table 3.2 we see that the unrestricted regressien of F on Xz and

X gives e'e = 1.5,. and the restricted regression, when X3is excluded, gives e.'e. = 2.4.
Substitutionin Eqs. (5.15),(5.12),and (5. I8) in that order gives

.
.

'

g
W = 5(2.4 - 1.5)/1.5 = 3.

.. .. ,. . . t.r v

LR = 5 ln(2.4/l.5) = 2.35

LM = 5(2.4 - 1,5)/2.4 = 1.875

4SecAppendix 5.2 for an explanation of cenred nul llnnentered Rl.

5seeAppendix 5.3.
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The 5 percent point of
'241)

is 3.841, so the null hypothesis is not rejected by any (#

tle tests, although not much can be expected from the use of asymptotic tests on sXh a
small sample. When the residual series from the restricted regression of F on ,L is uuvl
as the dependent variable in a regression on Xz and X3, the resultant R is 0.375. giving
nRl = 5(0.375) = 1.875. in agreement with the value of the preceding LM statislic.

5.4
ML ESTIMATION OF THE LINEAR MODEL
WITH NONSPHERICAL DISTURBANCES

The postulated model is now

y = Xp + u with u - N(0, trzf1l (5. 19)

where f is a positive dehnite matrix of order n. This model is referred to as the
case of nonspherical disturbances, compared with vartlf) = (r11, which is the case
of spherical disturbances.For the present the elements of f will be assumed to be
known. For exnmple, if the disturbance variance at each sample point is proportional
to the square f one of the regressors, say, Xz, we have

? = &2x2 i = j 2 . . . nvarta/l = c', 2/ , , ,

where c2 is a scaling factor. The variance-covariance matrix of the disturbance is
then '

2 0X1l
20 Xn2vartvl = tr

0 0

0
0

= trzdiagt.Yz x2. 21 22

z.Y2rl

A'l

Frm Eq. (5.19), the multivariate nonnal density for u is

fu) = (2c)-N/2I(r2fI-l/2exp g-1a'((z.2f1)-lIIj

z
Noting that Iczl = trznlnl, we may rewrite the density as

2*)-2/2(G2)-V2Il-1/2expt- 1/2()If'f-1a)fut = (
The log-likelihood is then

-. n n . a 1 . , ... . l - ... , - .- ,l = -

.j ln(2=) -

j. ln t7'= -

j In 1H1 - z/ - xp) i
'

* - Xp) (5.20)2G

Diferentiating with respect to p and el givcs

01 1 ,
-1

,
- l

= yX y - # t Xp4
##

al n l , -jand z
= -

zy
+ zfpy

- Xp) (y - Xp)
dtr

Seing the partial derivatives to zero gives the ML estimators
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m pj - lyj - 1av/j - 1# = (A' y

1 m ,
-1 -

12 =
-(y

- xpl f (y - Xp)

(5-21)

(5.22)and

These estimators are, of course, only operational if the f matrix is known.

5.4.1 Generalized Least Squares

Since f is positive deEnite, its inverse is positive dehnite. Thus it is possible to find

a nonsingular matrix P such that

n- l = P'P (5.23)
Substitution in Eq. (5.2 1) gives

'''* , l -- 1 ? l p -- l l

# = (aY# PX) X P Py = k(#.Y)(#.Y)1 (PX) (#y)
This is exactly the vector of estimated coefficients that would be obtained from the
OLS regression of the vector on the matrix PX. These arc transformations of

the original 3'.
'

data. This provides an alternative way of looking at the maximum
likelihood estimator of the nonspherical model.

Premultipl) the Iinear model,y = Xp +zI, by a nonsingular matrix, #, satisfying

Eq. (5.23).to obtain

y. = X.p + u. (5.24)
where y. = %. X. = PX. and u. = Pu. lt follows from Eq. (5.23)that fl =

P- l (#')- l nen
vartu.l = Epuu'p'j

. . ypjgp,
IPP- I (,)-1#/=J

2:=J

Thus the translbrmed variables in Etl. (5,24) satisfy the conditions under which OLS
is BLUE. The coefhcient vector from the OLS regression of y. on X. is the gener-
alized least squares (GLS) estimalor.

- ot.s
= (A-.'z.) - ' X. (5.25)

x,n - lx)- Ix'j,j- l
= ( y

This is seen to be the ML estimator already defined in Eq. (5.21).From OLS theory
it follows directly that

b X' X )
- lV2XGLs) = J ( + .

(5.26)
2 - 1

- I
= r (x J') x)

This is also the asymptotic variance matrix that would be yielded by the ML ap-
proach. An unbiased estimate of the unknown G2 in Eq. (5.26)is readily obtained
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from the application of OLS to the transformed model. It is
p

s = (.y.- Xsb;u) (-y.- Xsboullln - k)

- (#(y - A-cmsll' E#(y- A-cl-sll ln - ) (5.27)

= (y -
aol-sl' - l (.y- Xbwsjln - k)

This differs from the biased ML estimator in Eq. (5.22)by the factornln - ).
Finally, since Eq. (5.24)satisfies the conditions f0r the application of OLS, an

exact, finite snmple testf the linear restrictions

S(): ## = r

can be based on

(5.28)

having the Flqb n
- k4 distribution under the null, and sl is defined in Eq. (5.27).

nere are many important practical applications of GLS, particularly in the areas
of heteroscedasticityand autocorrelation. which are the subjects of the next chap-
ter, Hewever, we note that the procedures outlined so fal' imply knowledge of f. In
practice this condition is rarely satished. and it is immrtant to develop feasible gen-
eralized least squares (FGLS) estimators. where unknown parameters are replaced
by eonsistent estimates. Examples of this imNrtanl technique will be given in the
ncxt chapter.

Rather than writing u - A(0, (Ff) s in Eq. (5. 19). it is sometimes more
convenient to use the specihcation u - N(0. :'1. wbere V is a msitivedefmite,
variance-covariance mattix. This no longer semratet om 1% scale factorto. Withthe
alternative specitication, it follews directly that

!
- 1 - l ,

- lhon,s= (A' F #) A' F J (5.29)
4 - I

- lvarpous) = (aYF X)

, ,j.j-I
- la,j-I(r - s#ossl/g(r - Aoul (#(Ar XjF=

:2

5.5
INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLE (IV) ESTIMATORS

Under the classical assumptions OLS estimators are best linear unbiased. One of the
major underpinning assumptions is the independence of regressors from the distur-
bance term. If this condition does not hold. OLS estimators are biased and inconsis-
tent. This statement may be illustrated by a simple errors in variables example.

Consider the relation

y = p x + u (5.30)
where, for simplicity, the constant tenn has been dropped. So far we have implic-
itly assumed that variables are measured without error. Suppose, however, that the
observed value .t

can be represented as the sum of the true value
.i

and a random
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measurement error v, that is,

.x =
.t

+ v

In this casc the appropriate relation may be

(5.31)

In practice one has to think carefully about whether Eq. (5.30)or Eq. (5.31) is the
relevant specification. If, for example, traders in the bond market respond to last
quarter's reported GDP, then the analysis and forecasting of traders' behavior re-
quires the use of Eq. (5.30),and the problems to be discussed in this section do not
arise. For many economic variables the true value is an clusivc and unattainable
concept. Most values only become deEnitive when the statisticians cease to revise
them.

Measuremenl error in y need not be modeled separately since, if present, it can
be merged with the disturbance (equationerror) u. If we assume that Eq. (5.31) is
the maintained speciscation but that Observations are only available on x and not on
.:, what ns if we use OLS to estimate #? The OLS slope is

yxb=
>(2

.:2

X xpk + uj
=

x2
E x. xu

= # 2 + a (5.32)J( .v E x

lt is assumed that u.
.i.

and v are mutually independent, and that appropriate second-
order moments and their probability limits exist. lt then follows that

1 2 ? zplim - X .r

=

n + nn
l

lim - X xk - dP

l
plim- X xu = 0

n
Substitution in (5.32)gives

(z.?
plimb = p '

(z'?+ &2
,1' '

(5.33)

nus OLS is biased and inconsistent, with a probability limit numerically less than
#. Therefore, whether p is positive or negative, the probability limit of the OLS
slope is closer to zero than the tnle slope, which is called attenuation bias. This is
an example of a speciscation error. By assumption the relevant model is Eq. (5.31)
but for data reasons we have had to use Eq. (5.30).The result is a llawed estimation

roccdllrc. l ! :P
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lt is enlightening to derive this result in an alternative fashion. Equation (5.31)
may be rewritten as

y = px + (If - #v)
which shows that if we model y as a function of .v, the transformed disturbance con-
tlinq le measuremeat error in x. We may then write

: xlIz - pvjb = p +
c (5.34)J( x

1 1 1 znen plim- X x(a - #v) = plim- X xu
- p plim- X xv =

--pn

n /1 n

The regressor and the transformed disturbance are correlated. Substitution in Eq.
(5.34) gives

prl g.?

plimb = p - -
7

= p x
t7'?+ c2 (z? + v2

.f ? .T P

asbefore.
Returning to the general linear model, y = Xp + u, the OLS estimator is

b = # + X'X)- tx'u

giving

If we assume that pliml#lA7al = Ixx, a positive definite matrix of full rank, and
plimtAeW/nl = 5% # 0, then

plim: = # + :x-xl. Ixz, (5.35)

- l1 , 1 ,plim = p + plim -X X . plim -X u

'' so that correlation of the disturbance term with one or more of the regressors renders
the OLS estimates inconsistent. s we have scen, such corrclations can be caused

rj'by measurement e r in one or more regressors. ln Chapter 6 it will be shown that
the combination of an autocorrclated disturbance and one or more lagged values of
the dependent variable among the regressors will also produce such correlations. In
Chapter 9 it will be seen that structural simultaneous models give rise to the same
condition. It is therefore important to seek consistent estimators.

A consistent estimator may be obtained by the use of instrumental variables,
which are also commonly referred to as instruments. We still postulate the model
y = Xp + u, with vartlz) = a'4, but we now assume plim(#'a/a) # 0. Suppose
that it is possible to find a data matrix Z of order n X l l u l), which possessestwo
vital properties'.

1. The vaables in Z are correlated with thosc in X, and in the limit plim(Z'A?n) =

sz-v, a hnite matrix of full rank.
2. The vmiables in Z are in thc limit uncrrelated with the disturbance tcrm u, that

is, plim(Z'Il/a) = 0.
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Premultiplying the general relation by Z' gives

Z% = Z'Xp + Z'u with

This suggests the use of GLS. The resultant estimator is

b = b = (.Y'z(z'z)- 1z'#)- lA-lzlzpzl-lz'Gus Iv
.#

l -- l l '

= (X Pzz a PZ,.y

wherc Pz = Z(Z'z)- lz'. The variance-covariance matrix is

b l X'P 43-1vart Iv) = (z' ( z

, 2 zpz)var CZu) = tz ( (5.36)

(5.37)

(5.38)

andthe disturbance variance may be estimatcd consistently from

12 = (y- Xbjwl'ty - Xbtvlln (5.39)
The use of n or a

- k or n
- l in the divisor here does not matter asymptotically. The

consistencyof the IV estimator may be seen as follows. From Eq. (5.37)
- I1 / 1 ,

lv
= p + -X PzX '-X Pzu

n N

Now

If we aqql'nw the Iniddle term to have probability limit Xz-zlit follows that

l , - j xplim -X PzX = Nxzxzz zx
n

jx'pzx- ()x'z)()z'z)-'(-tz'x)n
(5.40)

which will l)e a hnite. nonsingular matrix. Similarly,

l - .1plim
-xpzu

= Ixz:zzzz. = 0
n

since the instruments are assumed to be uncorrelatM in tlm limit with the distur-
bance. The IV estimator is thus consistent.

5.5.1 Special Case

When I = k, that is, when Z contains the same number of columns as #, we have a
special case t)f the foregoing results. Now #'z is kx kand nonsingular. The estimator
in Eq. (5.37)simplifies to

b = Z'X)- 1Z'y (5.41)Iv

z'aY)- 1(z'z)(.Y'z)- l (542)with varthlv) = (z' ( .

Note, however, that we mtlst ha it Ieast s many instrtlments as there are columns
in X. lf that conditien werc n0t satlsfied, the matrix in Eq. (5.40)would have rank
l < k and so would be singular.
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5.5.2 Two-stage Least Squares (2SLS)

The IV estimstor lpay also be seen as the result of a double application of 1**:

Sqtlares.

Stage (): Regress rachof the variables in the X matlix on Z to obtain a matrix
of fitted values X.

# = z(z'z)-lzpA- = PzX (5.43)
Stage ('): Regressy on

.'

to btain the estimated # vector

zst,s = X'kl- '(1)

= X'PzX)- l X'Pzy$ (5.M)

= Iv

Thus the IV estimator can be obtained by a tw-stage Ieast-squares procedure. The
variance nutn'x and tiz estimd disturbanc vmiane are given in Eqs. (5.38)alld
(5.39).

5.5.3 Choice of Instruments

The crucial question is, where do we find these useful instruments? Some of them
are often vmiables from the X matrix itself. Any variables thal are thought to be ex-
ogenous and independent of the disturbance are retained to serve in the Z matrix. In
dynamic analyses, as will be seen in Chapter 8, Iagged variables can be used as in-
struments for current values. When some of the X variables are uged as instruments,
we may partition X and Z as

A- = (.Yl #a! z = gatl zj1
whercA'pis of order n x r r < k), A is n x (k - r), and zl is n x l - r). It can 1)e
shwn6 that k. the matrix of regressors in the second-stage regression, is then

zt = (xl 4-zl where k? - z(z'z)- lz/xa (5.45)
The variables in 2-1serve as instruments for themselves, and the remaining second-
stage regressors are the htted values of #2, obtained from the regression of Xz on
the//l sd of instruments. There still remains the question of how many instruments
to use. The minimum number is k. including any vmiables that sel've as their own
instnlmcnts. The asymptotic efficiency increases with the numer of instnlments.
However, the tinitesample bias also increases with the numYr of instruments. If. is
fact, we select n instruments, it is simple to show that Pz = 1. in which case the IV
estimator is simply OLS. which is biased and inconsistent. If, on the other hand. we
use the minimuma or close to the minimum. number of instruments. the results may
also be mor.It has been shown? that the -th moment of the ZSLS estimator exists
if and only if m < I - k-b 1.Thus, if there arejust as many instruments as explanatory

6See Problem 5.9,
7T. W. Kinal, t'l'he Existence of Momentsof k-class Estimators,'' Econometrica, 48. 1980, 241-249.
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valiables, the 2SLS estimator will nOt have a mean. With one more instrument there
will be a mean but no variance, and so forth.'

5.5.4 Tests of Linear Restrictions

We frequently need to test the usual kinds of linear restrictions on an equation that
has been estimated by the IV (2SLS) method. This can be done by familiar-looking
methods, but there are two important qualifcations. First, the test procedures only
have asymptotic validity; and, second, one has to be very careful about the dehnition
and calculation of the residual sums of squares, which appear in the test statistics. We
consider the usual linear medel, y = Xp + u with Hjl Rp = r. We will assume
that the lirst-jtage regression of X on Z has been completed, giving the mntrix of
titted values Ar = PzX. The test procedure is as follows:

1. Regressy on k. imposing the restrictions. Denote the resultant coeffcient vector
by rcs. and the vector of residuals by

er = y
- kbrzs (5.46)

2. Regress y on k, without restrictions. Denote the resultant coefcient vector by

unres
and the vector of residuals by .

eur= y
- Yunres (5.47)

3. Using unx.s compute the vector

e = .Y - Xunres (5.48)
where the actual at values have now been used, rather tlal the tted values.

ne relevant st statistic for Hj is then
(er - e'ureurl/ ..!.

st yt - k) (5.4q)F = q,e'elln - /)

'' A detailed derivauon of these results is available in Davidson and MacMnnon-g

APPENDIX

APPENDIX 5.1
Change of variables in density fundions

The univariate case has already been dealt with in Appendix 2.1 . ln the multi-
variate case u and y now indicate vectors of, say, n variables each. The multivariate

FFor a horror story of poor IV pedbrmance when l = l = 1 and there is low ctlnrlation bctween the
instrument and the single explanatory variable, see the lwo articles by C. R. Nelson and R. Starlz, s''rhe

Distribution of the lnstrtlmental Variable Estimator and Its f-Ratio When the Instrument ls a Ptlor One,''
Journal of Business 63, 1990, S125-S140; and tsome Further Results on the Exact Small Sample
Propertie.s of the lnstrumental Variable Estimators'' Economeica, 58, 1990, 967-976.
gRussell Davidson aad James G. MacKinnons op. cit.. 215-232.
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extension of the previous result is

.f(z) - J (a)1Js''

where Ipll/lylindicates the absolute value of the detcrminant formed from the matrix
of pnrtinl derivatives,

dul Jlzl dul
Jy1 (3)72 0yn
dlfa uz Jua
Jyl 0y2 0yn

: : :

0un Jlzn Jun
t7)'l 0n 0yn

The absolute value of this determinant is known as the Jacobian of the tmnsforma-
tion from u to y.

APPENDIX 5.2
centeredand uncentered R1

From Chapter 3 the OLS regression may be written as

y = Xb + e =
.9

+ e

Squaringgives

.9%= J'J + e'e

since-f'e = b'X'e = 0. Substituting for b gives

.Y.Y =
.# X% X) Xy + e e

The uncentered #2 is deNned as

( 5.2)

This is called uncentercd because the denominator is y'y = Y7.j Yt, which is the
total variation in the dependent variable, measured about the origin. ne uncentered
Rl thus indicates the proponion of this total variation ttexplained'' by the regression.

In many economic and other applications. interest is focused on the variation
of the dependent variable about s mean level, rather than its variation about zero.
nen the quantity to be explained is n (F, - Y)2 =

JSN F2 - (IJ,& Ylhn =

r=l !=I t l=i

' - i' )2In Subtmcting the correction for the mean, i'yllln from both sides of.9.Y
.#

. ,

(A 5.1) gives
l 2 !' l - l

r'

l 2 /.y1.y- (i-#)In = L#XX m Xy - iyj lnj + e e

(A 5.1)

XCXXI-laY/2 .Y .Yuncentered R =

y '.#

nis exprcssion gives the decomposititm of the total sum of squares (TSS)about the
mean, into tlle sllm of e explnined sum of squares (ESS), tlze rm in brackets, and
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the residual, or unexplained, sum of squares (RSS). The centered R2 is then
tyqytyj-jyf

.qjypjy

2 $ YCCIItCFCd X =

t j gju (X 5.3)
J.# - i

.?)

This R2 statistic is already delincd in Eqs. (3.9)and (3.10), although the cor-
respondence is not immediately obvious. To show the correspondence we need to
show that the TSS and ESS dehned in Eq. (3.9)are given by the denonnator and
numerator of Eq. (A 5.3). The denominator in Eq. (3.10)is

1 ' , , 2
y. = y'Ay = y'y - y'

-ii

= y y
- i y) ln

which is the denominator in Eq. (A 5.3). The ESS in Eq. (3.9)is l#.'A%e. To see
the connection with Eq. (A 5.3) return to the OLS regression in the raw data,

y = Xb + e
Premultiply by the deviation-producing matrix A. defined in Eq. (3.7).ne result is

Ay = AAW+ Ae = AAW+ e
Squaring each side gives

'Ay = b'X'AXb + e'e

Thus the ESS may now be expressed as

ESS = b'X'AXb

'XCXXI-ZXAXCX'XI-3X'= # y

1 l ' - l ,p ? .- 1 l / l .- 1

p'

= J XfX
.)

Xy -

y XX X) X -fi XX A') Xy

= 'XSX'XI-XLy- i'yllln
,. y
which is the numerator in Eq. (A 5.3). The last step in this proof is based on thc fact
that XX'X)- laY'f = i. Since i is the first column in X, the product (#'#)- x'i gives
the first column in Ik. Premultiplying by X gives the tirstcolumn of the X matrix,
which is i.

APPENDIX 5.3
To show that e'X(X'X-3X'e = e'e - ete* *: *

Considerc) e. -e.'X(X'X)-X'e. = e.'Me.. Thus we need to show thatelMey = e'e,
which will be tnle if e = Me.. We have

e. = y
- Xb.

where b. is the restrice estimator satisfying Rb. = r. Tbus

Me. = My = e
siaceMX = :, wililz compls the proof.
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PROBLEMS

5.1. Consider te binomial variable y, which takes on the values zero or one according to the
probabilitydensity function (pdf)

/'(y) = #F(l - p)(l-% 0 < 0 < 1 y = 0, 1

Thus the probability of a
Gisuccess'' (y = 1) is given by f l ) = #&and the probability

of a failure'' (y = 0) is given by f (0) = l - 9. Verify that F(y) = *, and varly) =

t?(1- #). If a random sample of n observations is drawn from this distribution, hnd the
MLE of 0 and the variance of its sampling distribution. Find the asymptotic variance of

the MLE estimator, using each of the two expressions for the information matrix in Eq.
(5.3).

5.2. The lxlf of the uniform distribution is given by

1fx Iat = -

Find the MLE of a.

5.3. When .:

successes nccur in n independent trials, where the probability of a success is ?,

the sample proportion, p = J/n, has been shown in Problem 5.l to te the MLE pf #.
Considcr an alternative estimator, ,

s + l*=
# 2n+

Find the mean and variance of p* in terms of the mean and variance of p. ls p. a consis-

tent estimator of #?

5.4. A sample of three values .x

= 1, 2, 3 is drawn from the exponential distribution with the

followingpllf:
1 - x;.fxj = e

Derive the ML estimator of #, and compute the ML estimate for these sample values.

5.5. Prove that maximizing the log-likelihood in Eq. (5.l0) yields the restricted LS estimator
definedin Eq. (3.43).

5.6. Show that when the restricted least-squares equation is Etted, the residuals e. do not
necessarilyhave zere sample mean. but that this result will hold if the restrictions involve
only the slope ceefEcients and do n0t involve the intercept tenn.

If the general proof al hrst eludes you, try the two-variable equation F = a + PX +

u, imposing a restriction on the slope coefhcient but none on the inlercept, and, altema-

tively,imposing a restriction on the intercept but none on the sloN.

5.7. Using the data of Example 3.3, compute the LR, W, and LM test statistics for Htk J'13=

- 1. Verify the LM statistic by computing the residual from the resthcted regression and

regressingit on X1 and aa.

5.8. Remat Problem 5.7 for S(): pz + pj = 0.

5.9. Prove the assertion in Eq. (5.45).



CHAPTER 6

Heteroscedasticity and Autocorrelation

Two of the major applications of the maximum likelihood and generalized least-
squares procedures outlined in Chapter 5 occur in the estimation and testing of rela-
tions w'ith heteroscedastic and/or autocorrelated disturbances. We will deal with the
problems in that order.

When heteroscedasticity alone occurs, the variance matrix for the digturbance
vector is

2 0r 1
0 &2

t 2v'lII) = Euu ) =
. .

0 0

0
0

=F

2J

(6.1)

There are now ?? + k unknown parameters', n unknown variances; and k elements in
the p vector. Without some additional assumptions, estimation from n sample points
is clearly impossible. Additional assumptions are usually made aboutthe disturbance
process. Heteroscedasticity is most commonly expected in cross-section data. For
example, in a cross-sectien study of the relation between household vacation expen-
diture and household income, one would expect the average expenditure for a given
income level to increase with income, but one might also expect the variation about

average expenditure to increase as income increases. Suppose, f0r instance, that we
adopt the formal hypothesis

'

? = rlxzi i = 1,2, . . ., nt7',
where (72 is a scale factor and ak denotes the income variablc. lncome is thus as-
stlmed to be both an explanatory variable in the expenditure equation and the causal
faetor in the heterscedasticity process. The variance matrix fOr the disturbance vec-
t0r is now
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.n1 0
0 x22

vartxl = Euu') = .2

0

0
0

2n=G

.Y2/

(6.2)

Specitication(6.2)has only one unknown parameter, comparcd with n unknown pa-
rnmeters in Eq. (6.1).However, Eq. (6.2)is a very strong assumption and the het-
eroscedasticity process may not be that simple. It is therefore important to test for
the possible prescnce of heteroscedasticity and, if found, to explore its structure in
order to derive feasible GLS estimators Of the equation of interest. These topics will
be dealt with in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, but first we will examine the propcrties of OLS
estimators, if they are applied to an equation with nonspherical disturbances.

6.1
PROPERTIES OF OLS ESTIMATORS

The specilied equation is

= Xp + u with Eu) = 0 and Euu'j = (129-#
For nonstochastic X the following results hold.

1. OLS estimator is unbiased and consistent.
From Eq. (3.23)

! -1y (rj.

,
- jx,s j= r?k(4'A)

b = # + (Arm
It follows directly that Eb) = #, so the unbiased property holds. Mean square
consistency follows provided the variance matrix, vartl, has a zero probability
limit, as will be seen in Point 3.

2. OLS estimator is ineflicient.
- Equation (5.25)showed that the GLS estimattm which ccmsistsof the regres-

sion of a transformedy vector on a transformed X matrix, gives a best linear un-
biased estimator. Thus, OLS, which regresses untransformed variables, produces
linear unbiased but not minimum variance estimators.

3. Conventional OLS coefhcient standard errors are ingrrect, and the conventional
test statistics based on them are invalid.

'Ihe correct variance matrix for the OLS coefhcient vector is

vart,l =
'((,

- #)(, - #)'1
jf -- 1 r p p -- l

= '((A' ) X uu aY(A'A') )
2X'X)- l-tpfzkrtxt'A-l-l , 1 (63)= tz' ( .& ,#j

xy .

The conventional formula calculatcs rX'X)- l which is only part of the con-ect
expression in Eq. (6.3).Thus the conventional test statistics are invalidated. The
variance matrix may also be expressed as

l l ,

-1

1 1 ,
- I

yart,)-

v g-a(xmj g-s(x'axlj gu(x x)j (6.4)
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The probability limit of the tirst term in Eq. (6.4)is zero. With stationary regres-
sors the probability limit of the second term is a linite matrix. Consistency thus
requires that the probability limit of X'xln also be a snitematrix, which in
general will be true if the elements of f are hnite. lf the X matrix contains one
or more lags of 1he dependent variable. the OLS estimator will have a finite sam-
ple bias; but it will still be consistent as long as Fis diagonal, as in Eq. (6.1).That
autocorrelated disturbances cause off-diagonal terms in F to be nonzero will be
discussed in Section 6.5. When autocorrelation is cembined with the fact of one
or more regtessors being lags of the dependent variable, consistency no longer
holds.

Even if one suspects heteroscedasticity, one may wish to proceed with OLS in
spite of the inefficiency. Valid inferencesihowever, would then require implementa-

29 = diaglczj, gj,
. . . ,

(r2a), ne problem of estimating (721*1tion of Eq. (6.3). with cr
seems impossible because it contains n parameters and we only have n observations.
However. White has shown in a very insuential aricle that this way of looking at the
problem is misleading. What matters is obtaining a satisfactory estimate of X'a'IX,
which is a square matlix of order k.,and k (thenumber of regressors) is a constant,
independent of the sample size rl.1 The nature of the White estimator is most easily
seen by rewriting #'(z'21'1aYin an altemative form. Let yt denote the 2t11observa-
tion on the dependent variable, and XJ= gl .n1

' . ' xkrq denote the rth row Of the X
matrix. Then

,
...%

X tm f# = xl xz

2e 0
. 1

' 0 e 2
Xn

' 0 0
n

2
= g. xg. r l

J=l

(6.5)

The White estimator replaces the unknown tr2,(/ = 1,2, . . . , n) by elt
, where the

et denote the OLS residuals. h - xt'b (1 = 1,2, . . ., n). This provides a consistent
estimator of the variance matrix for the OLS coefficicnt vcctor and is particularly
useful because it does not require any specic assumptions about the form of the
heteroscedasticity. The empirical implementation of Eq. (6.3)is then

b A-'A-)-1A'' 2X.k-'u')-3est.varl ) = ( g.
(6.6)21 = diagtcz e2 e2)

(;r'

j , g , . . . , tt

The square roots of the elements on the principal diagonal of est. varth) are the
estimated standard errors of the OLS coefhcients. They are often referred to as
heteroscedascity-consistent standard errors (HCSES). The usual t and F tests are

'Halbert White, ''A Heteroscedasticity-consistent Covariance Matrix Estimater and a Direu Test for
Heteroscedasticity,'' Econometrica, 48, l980, 817-838. '

.
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now only valid asymptotically. Genral linemrhypotheses rnny eM by tl- W-l,l
statistic,

, , - 1 ..f.

JV' = Rb - r) t#lest.var(:)1# ) Rb - r) F() (6.7)
There are two crucial questions:

1. Wbat is the difference between the colwentional and the correct estimates of the
standxrd errors of the OLS coefhcients?

2. What is the difference between the correct OLS stanztqrd errors and the GLS
standard errors?

Davidson and MacKinnm provide some Monte Carloevidence n these questions.
Their model is

yt = 1 + xt + ut ut
-- Nt .T)

with n = 100, xt uniformly distributed betweel 0 and 1, and a a parameter that
takes on various values. For each specifed value of a they drew 20,000 samples
of 100 observations and calctllated the OLS and GLS estimates of the intercept and
slope. ne standard deviations Of these estimates give the (correct)OLS and GLS
standard errors. The incorrect OLS standard errors are calculated from the conven-
tional formula. A selection of their results is shown ilt Table 6. l

.2

For the intercepq
te incorrect OLS standard errors are greater than the correct values. There is lit-
tle difference betweenthe correct and incorrect slope standard errors, except for the
largest value of a. The inefliciency of OLS is shown by the contrast between the
correct OLS standard errors and the GLS standard errors. The inefficiency increases
substantially with a. These results, of course, are only illustrative and depend on the
specihcation of the experiment.

The White procedure has large-sample validity. It may not work very well in
Enite samples. There is some evidence that corrections to c2,can improve finite sam-
ple performance.3 One correction is to replace et1by netzlln - Q.A better colTection

'TA BL E $ . 1

Corred and incorred slnndard ermrs

OLS OLS .

intercept slope
GLS GLS

a Inorrect Corred inlercept Incor-t Correct slom

0.5 0.1G 0. l 34 0. l 10 0.285 0.277 0.243
l.0 0.142 0.101 0.*8 0.246 0.247 0. I73
2.0 0. l 16 0.074 0,*73 0.2* 0.220 0. 1(X
3.0 0.1* 0.064 0.*13 0.173 0.2% 0.056

zReprinted by permission from Russell Davidson and James G. MacKinnon,Estimation and Inference
in Econometrics. Oxford UniversityPress, 1993, 550.
3Davidsm and MacKinnon, ibid., 554.
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is to use c;2/(l - htj, where ht = xt'X'X)-xt. The rationale of this correction may
be shown as follows. From the development leading up to Eq. (3.17)it is seen that

e = M '

where M = I - XX'Xj- 1X', which is a symmetric, idempotent matrix with the
properties MX = () and Me = e. By assuming homoscedasticity. the variance ma-
trix of tlzeOLS residual vector is

l ? zEee ) = EMuu M) = (7' M (6.8)
The rthelement on the principal diagonal of the matrices in Eq. (6.8)gives

2 = 2( j - z?(x!x)- lx )f et ) tr f t

ne mean squared residual thus underestimates G2, which suggests the second
correction given in this paragraph. The term ht is the lth diagonal element in
X(X'X)- IX'. nis matrix is refen'ed to as the hat matrix, because it is the ma-

tlix that premultipliesy to give the predicted values J = Xb = XX'X-X%.

6.2
TESTS FOR IIETEROSCEDASTICITY

If the inefhciency of OLS is thought to be a serious drawback, testing f0r the pres-
ence of heleroscedasticity is then desirable. This section reviews four major tests,
namely. the White test. the Breusch-pagan/Godfreytest, the Goldfeld-ouandt test,
and a likelihmM ralio test fOr grouped data.

6.2.1 ne White THt4

This asymptotic test does not require one to specify the variables thought to de-
tennine 1he heteroscedasticity. One simply computes an auxiliary regression f the
squared OLS residuals on a constant and al1nonredundant variables in the set con-
sisting of the regressors. their squares, and their cross products. Suppose, for exnm-
ple, tat

&' = r1 xzt
.x3!1

In principle there are nine possible vmiablesp but the square of 1 is l and the cross
product of 1 with each .x merely replicates the .z7 variable. Thus thc set of nonredun-
dant variables comprising regressors, squares, and cross products is then

2 21)1xz:
.;r3,

xu xp
.:2,23/1

This set already contains a constant, so the auxiliary regression is e2 on these six re-!

gessors.onuwIvpouwsis of homoscedasticity, nR2 is asymptoticaliy clistributed as
, .

'

4I4alart White, op. cit.
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F(5).The degrees of freedom are the number of variables in the auxiliary regreson
(excluding the constant). In general, under the null of homoscedasticity,

Rl .Q.fq)n
where q is the number of variables in the auxiliary regression less one. lf ho-
moscedasticity is rejected, there is no indication of the form of the heteroscedasticity
and, thus, no guide to an appropriate GLS estimator. Computing the White standard
errors wotlld, however, be wise if one is proceeding with OLS. A linal problem
with the White test is that the degrees of freedom in the xl test may become rather
large, which tends to reduce the power of the test. For instance, if there are k regres-
sors, including a constant, in the original relation, the value of q will in general be
(k( k + 1)/21- l . With k = l0, q = 54. If the regressors include dummy variables,
the degrees of freedom will be somewhat smaller, Sometimes ad hoc reductions in q
ax'emade by including tlzesquares of the regressors but excludingthe cross products.

6.2.2 The Breusch-pagan/Godfrey Tests

This test is an example of an LM test, and the technical details are given in Appendix
6.1. The usual linear relation.

yt = xt'p + ut t = 1, 2, . . . , n (6.9)
is postulated, where # = (1 xz, x3: ' ' - xpj. It is assumed that heteroscedasticity
takes the form

Eut = 0 for all t
2 = Eu2 = hz'a) (6.10)et t l

where ZJ= gl zzt
' ' ' zyj is a vector of known variables, a = gaj az

' . . apl is a
vector of unknown coefhcients, and (') is some unspecified function that must take

'' on only positive values. The null hypothesis of homoscedasticity is then -

S0: al = a3 = ' ' ' = ap = 0
for this gives lt = (a1) = constant. The restricted model under the null is then
simply cstimated by applying OLS to Eq. (6.9),on the assumption of nonnally dis-
tributed disturbances. Simplicity is what makes the LM test very attractive. ne test
proccdure is as follows:

1. Estimate the original relation. Eq. (6.9),by OLS', obtain the OLS residlmls, el =

- x'b and an estimated disturbance variance. 12 = E eI2/n.
yt t ,

2. Regrcss efz/@zon zt by OLS and compute the explained sum of uares (ESS).
3. UnderHc,

lEss xzp - 1) (6.11)2 .

5T. S. Breusch and A. R. Pilgan. A Simple Tesl for Heterescedasticity and Random Cnefticicnt Varia-
tionq'' Econometrica, 47. 1979, 1287-1 294; and L. Godfrey, Testing for Multiplicative Heteroscedas-
ticity,'' Journal ofEconometrics. 8, 1978, 227-236.
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Thus, homoscedasticity is rejected if ESS72exceeds the preselected critical value
from the xl distribution.

4. As shown in Appendix 6.1, a simpler but asymptotically equivalent procedure is
to regress el: on zr.Then nRl from tlis regression is asymptotically distributed as
xlp - 1) under the null.

This test requires one to know the z variables causing the heteroscedasticity, though
not the functional form of the heteroscedasticity. Such knowledge may not be readily
available. ln practice he candidate variables may be one or more of the regressors
already appearing in the x? vector. ln this case the test is essentially the same as an
ad hoc version of the Wlte test.

6.2.3 The Goldfeld-ouandt Tes/

This very simple- hnite-snmple tcst is applicabl if there is a single variable (typi-
cally one of the regressors) that is thought to be an indicator ()f the heteroscedasticity.
Suppose.for instance, that one suspects that G12 is potively related ttl the th regres-
soc Xi. The test procedure is as follows:

1. Reorder the bservations by the valuc of Xi.
2. Omit c central obscrvations.
3. Fit separate regressions by OLS to the hrst and last (n - c)/2 observations, pro-

vided. of course. that (n - c)/2 exceeds the number of parameters in the reiatitm.
4. Let RSS l and RSSZ denote thc rcsidual sums of squares from the two regressions,

with subscript l indicating that from the smaller Xi values and 2 that from the
larger Xi values. Then

RSSZ
R= RSSI

will. on the assumption of hemoscedasticity, have the F distribution with ((rl-

c - 2k)/2. tn
-

c
- 2k)/2) degrees of freedom. Under the alternative hypothesis

F will tend to lx large. Thus, if R > F 95, one would reject the assumption of
homoscedasticity at the 5 percent level.

The power of the lesl u ill demnd, among ether things, on the number of central
ebservations excluded. The Nwer will be low if c is too large, so that RSS! and
RSSZ have very few degrees of freedom. However, if c is too small, the power will
also be lows since any contrast between RSSI and RSSZ is reduced. A rough guide
is to set c at approximately nl.

6.2.4 Extensions of the Goldfeld-ouandt Test

If the sample size is sufsciently larges it is possible to group the data into four, tive,
or more groups on the basis of an indicator variable such as Xi as before, and then

6S. M. Goldfeld and R. E. Quandt,lsome Tests for Homoscedasticitys'' Journal of the American Sta-

tisticalAssociation, 60, 1965, 539-547.,or S. M. Goldfeld and R. E. Quandt,Nonlinear Mahods in
Econometricsy North-l-lolland, Amsterdam, 1972, Chapter 3, for a more generalHielluion.
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to derive a likelihood ratio test of thc constancy of the disturbance vafiance Kross

groups. Suppose there are g groups, with ni observatims in the I'th group, and n =

X! j ni is the total snmple size. The model isl =

.#1
-:-1

Ill

.:2 Xz 112

.
=

+ # + .

yg & ug

(6.l 2)

or. more compactly,

y = Xp + u (6.13)

'I'he assumption of a eommon p for al1 groups is maintained. The only question is
tlzenature of tlzedisturbance vector. The nuil hypothesis of homoscedasticity is

.
.2 =

(,.2
= . .

.i

= .2 = (p2Hz. I a g

! 2Eua ) = F = cr In0r,

The alkrnnive hypothesis of heteroscedasticity is

r21 1)1 n l

() 21
l 2 /2

Euu ) = F =

0 0

0
0

2:G n8 #

ne restricted likelihood is based on the maximum likelihood estimates of the pa-
rameters in Eqs. (6.13)and (6.14), namely, # and rl. The unrestricted likelihood
is based on the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters in Eqs. (6.13) and
(6.1j), nmely, # and (r21, (r1,

. . . ,
t7'2#. The detailed derivation is given in Appendix

'' 6.2. Here we will give a brief outline of the procedurc.
ne log likelihood is

n 1 1 , - 1l = -

y 1n(2*) -

j ln IFI- ju F u (6.l6)

Maximizing Eq. (6.l6), with F as specified in Eq. (6.l4)eis the standard linear model
already analyzed in Chapter 5.

-r* ltstriceeil MI -Eqare given in Fms.(5.5) %M (5.6).
namely,

t .j , p
-yy

j.w . xgjjab = (# -Y) X y and = @

(6. l4)

(6. 15)

Substitution of these MLES in Eq. (6.l6) would give the restricled log Iikelihood.
To obtain the unrestricted log likelihood we maximize Eq. (6. I6) ss ith F speci-

hed in Eq. (6.15).As shown in Eq. (5.29)the ML (also GLS) estimate of p under Eq.
(6.15) is X'V- 12-)- lzY'F- Iy. The problem now is that F contains the # qnknown
variances. Maximum likelihood estimjtes of these variances would yield a F matrix;
and a maximum likelihood estimator # could then be obtained from

a j .j ..j j g.j# = x f' x) A- y (6.17)
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To obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of the disturbance variances we no
that, under Eq. (6.15), the log likelihood is

n n a n 2 1 # lI = - ln(2x) - --1ln tz'j - ' . . - --Xln a
-

j 'F=,?(yi.- A'jgldtyj - Xip)'j 2 2 (r
= 1 l

(6.18)
The disturbance MLES obtained from this are

? a ,
'&'

(%= i
- Xip) Wi- Xkpllni (6.19)

(6.20)giving

- # hich in turn depends on p'*The MLESWe see that # in Eq. (6.17)depends on , w .

for the restricted likelihood may thus be obtained by iteration between Eqs. (6.17)
and (6.20).The iteration could be started by estimating the # vector separately f0r
each group. obtaining pi = (Xt1Xi)-2X%ifor i = 1,2, . , . , g. Substitution in Eq.I

' f'' in Eq. (6.20)that on substitution in Eq. (6.17)gives a single p'(6. 19) giN es a
vector. which may be substituted in Eqs. (6.19)and (6.20)to produce a new P.
The process is continued until a satisfactory degree of convergence is reached. If
compntational resources are limitcd. the process could be terminated at the hrst step
outlined above. which is what is done in the simple application of the Goldfeld-
Quandttest. Substituting the ML estimates in Eq. (6,18) gives the unrestricted log
likelihood. When the restricted and unrestricted l0g likelihoods are substituted in te
likelihood ratio. the relevant test statistic is

(6.21)

Large values of !he test statistic lead to rejection of te hypothesis of homoscedas-
ticity.

#
LR = n lna2.- ni 1n12 z7tg - 1)i

i = l

11(-/1a,

F =

0

0

'll
. ng

6.3
ESTIMATION UNDER HETEROSCEDASTICITY

lf one or more of the tests in the previous section reject homoscedasticity, there are
two possible ways to proceed in the estimation of the p vector. The Erst is to estimate
p by OLS but compute the White covariance matrix in Eq. (6.6).This choice pro-
vides consistent estimates of the OLS standard errors and also permits Wald tests of
linear restrictions as in Eq. (6.7).This procedure is attractive because of its simplic-
ity; but the estimator, although unbiased and consistent, is ineftkient. The second
proccdure is to compute sclmcfeasible GLS cstimator in an attempt to capture the
efhciency of GLS. Howcver, this rcquires knowledge of the structural form t)f thc
heteroscedasticity, which may not always be available. Even when it is available,
one cannot be sure how much of the potcntial gain in efficiency is captured because
of e inhereat inaccuracy of the estimation process.
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6.3.1 Estimation with Grouped Data

Thc simplest case of feasible GLS estimation occurs with the kind of groulxd data
considered in the discussion of the likelihood ratio test. ne test procedure has a1-
ready yielded consistent estimatcs of the disturbances in Eq. (6.19) and of the #
vector in Eq. (6.17).The relevant variance matrix for inference purposes is then

A

) = (X'9- 1A)- l (622)vartp .

6.3.2 Estimation of the Heteroscedastkity Relation

Apart from the case of grouped data, the test procedures of the previous section shed
no light on the functional fot'm of te heteroscedmAticity. Supmse, however, that we
hypothesize

2 az j g a (62g)a't = tzo + a 1zt t =
. , . . . , .

where c is a single variable, possibly one of the regressors, thought to determine the
heteroscedasticity. lf a l = 0 this speciscation gives homoscedasticity, with elt =

ae(> 0). If txtl = 0 and a2 = 1, the disturbance variance is simply proportional to
zs as in Eq. (6.2).lf tztl = 0 and aa = 2, the disturbance variance is proportional to
the square of the determining variable. One or the other of these two special cases is
often assumed in practice, and GLS then reduces to a simple application f weighted
least squares. For exnmple, suppose the assumptionis made that etl = tzjo. lt then
follows that

2G1

F = :

0

0 zl
. = a

*

. l e

2 0G n

0

' = a fl* 1

zn

Looking at the constituents of the GLS estimator, we see
l

- (j
: : z l .'.Pl

pi lX ' - l = x j x : : : = -

yt.# n .
. t

- o: : j y t = l
. . n0 -

zn

ln like fashion, it may be seen 'lu.

n 1x'f - lx = y-'l-
,x;

Qz=l

- l

ous
= X.x?x?'/z, xly,/o

l=1 t=I

and so

lf yt and each clemcnt in xt are al1multiplied by the square root of the reciprocal of
os the application of 01

-%

to tlxK tmnqformed vatbles will give the Aot,sestimator.
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If thc assumption alt = a j z; were made. the appropriate weighting factor would be
thereciprocal of z?.

Rather than assume special cases of Eq. (6.23),one might estimate it directly.
Because the OLS residuals et = yt - xt'p are consistent estimntes of ut, one might

estimateEq. (6.23)by the nonlinear rcgression

2 tl + a c:z + 4et = 0 1 t t

Estimatcs of lhe disturbance variances are then

2 = ti + alztlz t = l 2 . . . , n (6.24)-tt t) / , ,

assuming al1 three parameters to be significant. These estinmtes give the F matrix
and a feasible GLS procedure. Specifications with more variables than Eq. (6.23)
might be lreated in a similar fashion.

Ex.A :1 'L E
.1

. Tls'rs l?oR IIETEROSCEDASTZCITY. The CPS88 data lilc on the

diskeue contains a random sample of 1000 nbservations from the Current Population
Sun'ey. 1988. ne hrst l00 observations from thc hle were taken, and a conventienal

earnings equation was estimated. The results are Shown in Table 6.2. The dependent
variable is the log of wage (LNWAGE). Years of education are indicated by GRADE.
Years of exNrience and its square are given by POTEXP and EXPZ, and UNION is a
zero/onedummy variable for membership in a union. The results conform with expecta-
tions.Educalion has a significant positive effect, experience has a quadratic effect, and

the union dummy variable has a positive but not very signihcant coecient.
To apply the White test for heteroscedasticity to this relation, we need first of all to

squarethe regressinn residuals. The resultant series is denoted by RESSQ.Next we neezl
to regress RESSQcin the original regressors and their squares and cross products. Taking

accountof the nature of the specihc regressors, there are eight new regressors, noting

that the square of the union dummy replicates the oliginal dummy. The new variables

T A B I - F- 6 . 2

A conven-' ' '' -1 arnings equation

I.,s // nden Veable is LNWAGE
Sample: l l
lncluded observatiens! l

Variable Coefficient Std. Error T-statistic Prob.

C 0.595 l 06 0.283485 2.099248 0.0384
GRADE 0.083543 0.02tK03 4. 157841 0.0001
POTEXP 0.050274 0.014 137 3.556214 0.0006
EXPZ -0.000562 0.(*288 - 1.95 14l2 0.0540
UNION 0. 165929 0.124454 1.333248 0. l 856

R-squared 0.37 1796 Mean dependcnt var 2.3592 13
Adjusted R-squared 0.34534 S.D. dependent var 0.580941
S.E. of regression 0.470043 Akaike info criterion - 1.461153
Sum squared resi 20.9893 Schwartzcriterion - 1.330895
Log likelihoud

-63.83618

F-statistic 14.05620
Durbin-Watson stat 2. 161735 ProblF-statistic) 0.(K/0000



GRADEZ = GRADE-Z

EXP3 = POTEXP + EXm

GX2 = GRADE + EXPZ

XU = POTEXP + UNION

The White regreggion is shown in Table 6.3. The test statistic is nR1 = 10.79 and
2$5412) = 21.03. So the hypothesis of homoscedasticity is not rejected.

To apply the Breuschagan/Godfrey test 0ne must specify the variable or vari-
ables that one thinks infuence the heteroscedasticity. Selecting GRADE, POTEXP,
and UNION as possible candidates gives the regression shown in Table 6.4. From the
table, and correcting for the scale factor, 12 = 0.2099. from Table 6.2
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EXP4 =
EXP2A2

GX = GRADE * POTEXP

GU = GRADE * UNION

XU2 = EXP2 * UNION

1 l R2 (0.+28)4 10.5480)
EsS =

z RS5 =

a
= 5.351* 171 - R 2(0.9572)(0.2*9)

ne relevant critical value is F(js(3)= 7.8 l5. so homoscedasticity is not rejected. The
z

.

alternativetest statistic is nR = 4.28, which is Iikeh ise insignilkant.
Finally we illustrate the Goldfeld-ouandt tesl (m these data. We sol4 the data by

POTEXP and take the hrst and last 35 obsen'ations. The ralio of the second RSS to
the tirstRSS is R = 7.5069/7.25 17 = 1.. which is inqignihcant, since F.()r(30,30) =

1.84.

TABLE K.3
White anxiliary regression

LS // mndenfVariable is RESSQ
Samgle: 1 l
Included observations: l 00

Variable CoefEcient Std. Error T.StatiSG hob.
C

-0.077672

0.985804
-0.0787*

0.9374
GRADE

-0.01

2200 0. l 2502 l
-0.*75%

0.9225
POTEXP 0.07783% 0.07 1880 1

.082%2

0.2819
EXP2

-0.003990

0.004095
-0.974433

0.3325
UNION 0.648787 0.861596 0.75%* 0,4535
GRADEZ 0.0021 96 0.004247 0.5 16939 0.6%5
EXP4 -3.34E-07 1

.5l

E-(M -0.22@N5 0.8256
EXP3 6.17E-05 0.(*142 0.4M7% 0,6+48.
GX

-0.*3752

0.*4942 -0.7592M 0.4498
GX2 0.01 17 0.(e1 l l l

.052392

0,2955
GU

-0.051

374 0.0443% - l
.1

595% 0.2494
XU 0.(X)1933 0.060614 0.031 885 0.9746
XU2

-0.000222

0.1259
-0.

l 76223 0.8*5

R-squared 0. 10788 1 Mean deNndent var 0.209894
Adjusted R-squared

-0.01

5170 S.D. dejxndent var 0.333630
S.E. of regression 0.3361 51 Akaikc info criterion

-2.059652

Sum squared rcsid 9.830776 Schwartz crilerion '.'- 1.720980
Log likelihood

-25.91

l23 F-statslic 0.876722
Durbin-Watson s1t 1.807%0 ProbtFlstatistic) 0.573082
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TA B L E 6
.4

The Breusch-pagan/Godfrey test
j:jpi81119CMlkh' e: r ' / %> Ae' ' ' ..y14 kd!l lTfp::phl4l3l'#;sl T:z 1'N*%'''q W-D*iGk

LS // Dependent Variable is RESSQ
Sample: l I(X)
Included observations! 100

Vafiable Coefficient Std. Error T-statistic Prob.

C -0.068446 0.199232
-0.34355

l 0.73 l 9
GRADE 0.020768 0.013507 l

.537566

0. 1274
POTEXP 0.002089 0.002770 0.7542 11 0.4526
UNION

-0.122248

0.08318* - l
.469547

0.1450

R-muared 0.042797 Mean dependent var 0.209894
Adjusted R-squared 0.01 2884 S.D. dependent var 0.333630
S.E. of regression 0.331474 Akaike info crittritm - 2. 169236

Sum squared resid 10.54798 Schwartz criterion
-2.065029

Log likelihood
-29.43206

F-statistic 1.430730
Durbin-Watson stat 1.791593 Probllstatistic) 0.238598

6.4
AUTOCORRELATED DISTURBANCES

Heteroscedasticity affects the elements on the principal diagonal of vartlll, but the
dislurbances are still assumed to have zero pairwise covariances, that is, E (?z!a!+:)=
0 for all J and s # 0. When the disturbances are autcorrelated (correlated with
themselves). this ssumption no longer holds. The pairwise autocovariances are
dened by '

ys = f (N?l?,+) (6.25)

When J = 0a Eq. (6.25)gives

. :) z-F0 = E(l.fr) = Ju (6-26)

Thus the assumption is made that the disturbances are homoscedastic. For u # 0,
Eq. (6.25)shows that the autocoqwariances are symmetric in the lag length .N and
independent of time t. It is a simple step from autocovariances to au/Yprrelations.

The autbcorrelation coefscient at Iag J is

c0v(1ztlt,+,)
p, =

vartlgflvarlafa-al

Given homoscedasticity, this expression reduces to

'Ys .+.

j z2= ......... J = Q -
, y . . .ps

Y0
(6.27)

With n sample points therc are n - l autocovariances and autocorrelations. Thus,



T YI

Yl Y0v%(a) =

Yn-l
Without further information the estimation problem is intractable because there are
n + k unknown parameters and only n observation points. As with heteroscedasticity.
progress requires the assumption of some strtlcture for the autocorrelation of the
diptuybance term.
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'?n- 1 l pn- I

:r:-2 z PI pn-2
= a.u . (6.2:)

To pn-j pn-z 1

6.4.1 Forms of Autocorrelation: Autoregressive
and Moving Average Sclmes

By far the most common specihcation in the literature is that of a first-order, autore-
gressive AR(1) process, or

ut = ut- I + et (6.29)
where (6,)is a white noise process. The AR( 1) process has already been studied
in Section 2.5. The necessary and sufficient conditioh for a stationary disturbance

s i ' '

proces s

1wI< l (6.30)
ne constant expectation for (a!)is

Eut) = 0 for all t
and, givcn Eq. (6.30),tlzecns/nnt variance is

(6.31)

22 revartslll = ru =
21 -

@
(6.32)

and the autocorrelation coeflicients are

p, = @' J = 0, 1,2, . . . (6.33)
ne autocorrelation coefscients start at pe = l and then decline exponentially, but
they never quite disappear. The current disturbance ur is a weighted sum of the cur-
rent shock and all previous shocks, Or innovalions, t, 6/-1, 61-2. . . , , but the more
distant shocks receive ever-declining weights, as is seen by rewriting 1. (6.29) in
tll equivaleat form nf

2 + . . . (6 34)ut = et + et- ! + er-a .

Given Eq. (6.29),the variance matrix of the disturbance vector is

l +
12vartvl = Ju . .

n-1 n-2
@ @

n-l

a-2
W

1

(6.35)
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Now there are only k + 2 parameters to be estimated, and feasible GLSprocedulm
exist, as will be seen in Section 6.7.

A Erst-order, moving average MA(1)process is dehned as

ut = *: + eet-l (4.36)
Fhere YlJis white noise. The crucial parameters of this process are

2 =
(x2(j + #2)Jw e

zpl = olj + 0 )
pi = 0 i = 2, 3, . . . (6.37)

Unlike the autoregressive process, the MA process has a short, tinitememory, being
affected only by the current and prior values f *.

Higher-order autoregressive and moving average processes are easily detined,
and combinations of AR and MA processes of quite low orders can describe compli-

cated time series behavior. These issues will bc examined at length in Chapter 7. ln
the presenl context we are concerned with the behavior of the unknown disturbance
term. Precise a priori knowledge of such behavior is n0t readily available, and the
conventional practice is to specify simple fonns of autocorrelated disturbances.

6-4.2 Resons for Autocorrelated Disturbances

In the smcihcation y = Xp + u, one hopes to include al1 relevant variables in the
X matrix. In such a case the disturbances would be expected to be serially uncor-
related. Signihcantlyautocorrelated disturbances would thus be an indication of an
inadequate smcihcation. Suppose, for example. that the relationship really is

yt = j?j + fhxt + /%X- 1 + ut

and ut is wEiee Yi-
'rl

rsearcher specifies

. yt = /.31+ ixt + VJ

The pseudodisturbance is then p = psyt-1 + ut, which is autocorrelated because
the korrecf' smcification makes y autocorrelated. To avoid such a situation it is
better to err on the side of generosity rather than parsimony in the speciscation of

the original relation. However. we can never know for sure all the variables that may
play a role in determining y. so some variables are necessarily excluded. lf these
variables are autocorrelated, as most economic time series are, then the disturbance
in the specihed relation is likely to be autocorrelated. It is therefore important to test
for autocorrelation and seek fcasible estimation procedures, but first we will look at
what is Iikely to be the result of using 01

-%.

6.5
OLSAND AUTOCORRELATED DISTURBANCES

The consequences of applying OLS to a relationship with nonstochastic X and

autocorrelated disturbances are the same as those derived in Section 6.1 for the
heteroscedasticity case, namely unbiased consistcnt, but inefticient cstimation and
lvalid inference procedures. If, however, any lags of the dependent variable appear



u
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in X the results are radically different, as may be illustrated by a simple
supposethe postulated relationship is .

yt = pyt-t + ut 1p1< l
fj.38)

ut = :u,-I + tt IwI< 1

t and Eee ')
= o-lelwhere Ee) = e

Estimating p by OLS gives

X y,y,-l = p + X y/-llz,b=
E yl X y2

t - 1 l - l

1
plim - N,yt- j ut

nThus, plim b = p +
1 2 .

! plim -

'yr,

s-jn

The consistency of b lhen depends on plimtx p-l utlnj. From Eq. (6.38)
2 + , . .

yt-t = lz/-1 + i?ur-2 + # *-3

The process of multiplying bolh sides by uls assuming that the autocovariances are
consistently estimated by the sample moments, and using Eq. (6.33)gives

1
plim- N,y,- I ut =

n
2a 2 2 2 3 2 @eu

WGu + 1343tru + # 7 tz'u + ' ' ' =

1 - pw
Thus, the combination of a lagged dependent variablc and an autocorrelated dis-
turbance renders OLS inconsistent. OLS should not be used in such a cases and
alternative estimators will be examined in Section 6.7.

If OLS is used with nonstochastic regressors, the same two questions arise as
in the heteroscedasticity case. What is the bias in the conventional (incorrect)OLS
stpndard errors, and how inefficient is OLS compared with feasible GLS estimators?
These issues have been examined for a very simple model, namely,

yt = pxt + ut
(6.39)

ut = wa/-1+ kt

with (e?)being a white noise series. The crucial difference between Eqs. (6.38)and
(6.39) is that the stochastic yt- 1 in the former is replaced by the nonstochastic x3.

-f1.

0LS estimate of p in Eq. (6.39) is b = Xn
j ytxtl X7.1xl: . The correct samplingl =

vn'ance of this coeficient is obtained from
2 A''A')-lAe'f1A)A''#j-lvarthl = cu

ln this case X' = (.'l .n . ' . xal and f1. fr an AR(1) press, is given in F.q. (6.35).
S b titution givesu s

2Ju
vmpl =

n aIJ,r-1 h
X'' xtxt-b 2 X'',-3xtxt-z s-I xlxn

x 1 + 2+
J-2

+ 2. + . . . + 2+ n z (6.40)I;D x2 JLN ,4.2

E xt = 1 t t = 1 : t = 1 t
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The tirst tenu on the right side of Eq. (6.40)is the conventicnal, but here incor-
rect, expression for varth). The term in brackets involves powers of and sample

autocorrelations of the regressor. lf the regressor variable is not autocorrelated, the

term in brackets will be negligible and the conventional variance not seriously bi-
ased. However, if the regressor and disturbance are both positively autocorrqlated,
the conventional standard en-or is likely to be a serious underestimate of the true
standard error. Let r denote the sample, first-order autocorrelation coefscient of the

regressor. The stlm of just the srsttwo terms inside the brackets is then 1 + 2r.
If r = 0.5. the conventional variance will be approximately one-half the correct
value. ln general. positively autocorrelated regressors combined with a positively
autocorrelated disturbance term are likely to lead to serious biases in the standard

errors calculated on the assumption of a white noise disturbance term.
OLS may also lead to substantial inefsciencies. Making the appropriate substi-

tutions in
2(Ar'-1.p-1vartlut-sl= cu

gives
2Gu

varthcusl =

n zZ,-l xt
1 - +2

x - n u a r z .j. ayjyu u yz- (6.4l )
l + +2 - 2w X,=axtxt-jl Xt. I xt

- (xI ,.j t

Dropping negligible terms in Eqs. (6.40)and (6.41)gives an approximate expression
for the efticiency of OLS as

b ) 1 -
+2vart cus Dr -

vartpl (1 + /2 - 2r)(1 + lrj

1f,for example, = 0.5 = pr. this ratio is one-half. That is, the least-squares coef-

scient has a sampling variance twice that of GLS. However, not all of this efEciency

may be captured in a fesible GLS estimation, since the ''true'' disturbance structure
is unknown and has to lx eslimated. Although these specihc results merely illustrate

a very simple model, we susmct that autocorrelated disturbances pose a potentially
serious problem, so testing for autxorrelation and devising feasible GLS procedures

are important topics.

6.6
TESTING FOR AUTOCORRELATED DISTURBANCES

Suppose that in the model y = Xp + u one suspects that the disturbance followsan
AR(1) scheme, nnmely,

ut = @/zJ- j +
't

The null hypothesis of zero autocorrelation is tlzen

&: @ = 0
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and te alternative hymthesis is

St : ) # 0
The hypothesis is about the a's, which are unobservable. One therefore looks for
a test using the vector of OLS residuals, e = y

- Xb. This raises several diffiqul-
ties. We saw in Chapter 3 that e = Mu, where M = 1 - XX'X)-X' is symmetric,
idempotent of rank n

- k. Thus the variance-covariance matrix of the c's is

, . puvarte) = Eqee ) u

So even if the null hypothesis is true, in that Euu') = (rll, the OLS residuals will&

display some autocorrelation, because 1he off-diagonal terms in M do not vanish.
More importantly, M is a function of the sample values of the explanatory variables,
wkich will vary unpredictably from one study to another. This variation makes it
impossible to derive an exact finite-sample test on the c's that will be valid for any
X nmtix that might ever turn up.

6.6.1 Durbin-Watson Test

These problems were treated in a pair ()f classic and path-breaking articles.? The
Durbin-Watson test statistic is computed from the vector (f OLS residuals e =

y - Xb. lt is denoted in the literature variously as d or DW and is dehned as
XS

et
-

t5-l)2

# = f
=2

. (642,)
E n 7 '

l ett=

Figure 6.1 indicates why d might be expected to measure the extent of lirst-order
autocorrelation. The mean residual is zero, so the residuals will be scattered around
the horizontal axis. If the e's are positively autocorrelated, successive values will
tend to be close to each other, runs above and below the horizontal axis will occur. and

''the first differences will tend to be numerically smaller than the residuals themselves.
Altenmtively, if the :'5 have a tirst-orderncgative autocorrelation, there is a tendency
for successive observations to be on opposite sides of the horizontal axis so that Erst
differenees tend to be numerically larger t.11-1the residuals. Thus d will tend to be
'small'' for positively autocorrelated ''s

and ttlarge'' for negatively autocorrelated
e's. If the c's are random, we have an in-between situation with no tendency for nlns
above and below the axis or for alternate swings across iq and d will 'ze on an
intermediate value.

The Durbin-Watson statistic is closel) related to the sample NrstYrder autor-
relation coefticient of the e's. Expanding F.q. (6.42).we have

XN e2 + X'' e2 - 2 X5 eteg-Lr = 2 t J = 2 l - 1 l = 2dc
.j n .2

. . . ! : . . E

?J. Durbin and G. S. Watson, ''Testing f0r Serial Correlation in Least Squares Regression,'' Biometrika'
37, 1950, 409-428; 3#, 1951, 159-178.
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FIGURE 6.1
Autocorrelation patterns: (J) Positive autocorrelation', (?)negative autocorrelation.

FOr largcn the different ranges of summation in numerator and denominator have a
diminishing effect and

d = 2( l - 4) (6.43)
where # = X etet-,l X c,2-) is the cefhcient in the 0LS regression of et on c,-1.
Ignoring end-point discrepancies, # is seen to be the simple correlation coefticient

between et and et-, . Thus, Eq. (6.43)shows heuristicaliy that the range of d is from
0 to 4 as well as the following:

d < 2 for positive autocorrelation of the c's

d > 2 f0r negative autocorrelation of tlzec's

d = 2 f0r zero autocorrclation of the e's
. .. y .

. t. i j . .
. . i
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The hypothesis under test is, of course, about the properties cf the unobservable
l/'s, which will not bc reproduced exactly by the OLS residuals', but the foregoing
indicators are nonetheless valid in that d will tend to be less (greater)than 2 for
positive (negative)autocorrelation of the a's. For a random u series the expected
value of d is .

2(1 - 1)Edj = 2 +
n

- k

where k is the number of coefticients in the regression.
Because any computed # value depends on the associatedf matrix, exact critical

values pf d that will cover a11empirical applications cannot be tabulated. Durbin and
Watson established upper (#u)and lower (#u) bounds for the critical values. These
bounds depend only on the sample size and tlle rtumber of regressors. They are used
to test the hypothesis of zero autocerrelation against the alternative of positive srst-order autocorrelation. The testing procedure is as follows:

1. If d < ti, reject the hypothesis of nonautocorrelated u in favor of the hypothesis
of positive tirst-orderaulocorrelation.

2. If d > du, do not reject the null hypothesis.
3. lf dt < d < #g, the test is inconclusivc.

If the value of # exceeds 2, one may wish to test the null hypothesis against the
alternative of negative tirst-orderautocorrelation. This test is done by calculating
4 - d and comparing this statistic with the tabulated critical values as if one were
testing for positive autocorrelation. The original DW tables covered sample sizes
from 15 to l 00, with 5 as the maximum number of regressors. Savin and White have
published extended tables for 6 SL n lt 200 and up to 10 regressors.' The 5 percent
and l percent Savin-White bounds are reproduced in Appendix D.

There are two importantqualihcations to the use of the Durbin-Watson test. First,
it,is necessary to include a constant term in the regression. Second, it is strictly valid
only for a nonstochastic X matrix. Thus it is not applicable when lagged values of
the dependent variable appear among the regressors. lndeed, it can be shown that the
combinaticm of a lagged F variable and a positivelyautocorrelated disturbance term
will bias the Durbin-Watson statistic upward and thus give misleading indications.g
Even when the conditions for the validity of the Durbin-Watson test are satishedv
the inconclusive range is an awkwrd problem, especially as it becomes fairly Ial'ge
at low degrees of freedom. A conservative practical procedure is to use dv as if it
were a conventional ctitical value and simply reject the null hythesis if d < dv.
The consequcnces of accepting S4) wben aulxorrelation is present are almosl cer-
tainly more serious than the consequences of incorrectly presuming its presence. It
has also been shown that when the regrcsxrs are slowly ciuqnging *-ries,

s mxny

BN.E. Savin and K. J. White.
lK'l''he

Durbin-Watson Tcst for Serial Correlation wilh Extreme Sample
Sizes or Many Regressorssg' Econometrica, 45, l977. 1989-1 996.
9M. Nerlove and K. E Wallis, ''Use of the Durbin-Watson Slatisc in lnapproprinle Sittlnlions,''Econo-
metrica, 34. l966 235-238.
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economic series are, the true critical value will be close to tlzeDurbin-Watson upmr
bound.lo

When the regression does not contain an intercept term, the upper bound of the
conventional Durbin-Watson tables is still valid. However, the lower bound needs
to be replaced by dv. An article by Farebrother provides extensive tables of the 5

ment and 1 percent values of dM.l l
W

6.6.2 The Wallis Test for Fourth-order Autoeorrelation

Wallis has pointed out that many applied studies employ quarterly data, and in such

i ht expect to ndfourth-order autocorrelation in the disturbance term.l2cases one m g
The appropriate smcitication is then

u = 4ut-4 + et

To test the null hypothesis, S0: /4 = 0, Wallis proposes a modified Durbin-Watson
statistic !

Z& e:
- dl-4)2

d . t = 5 j6 44)4 a 2
.

E/-t et

where the e's are the usual OLS residuals. Wallis derives upper and lower bounds
for d4 under the assumpticm of a nonstochastic X matrix. The 5 percent points are
tabulated in Appendix D. The first table is for use with regressions with an intercept,

but without qllnrterly dummy variables, The second table is for use with regressions
incomorating quarterly dummies. Giles and King provide furher signiticoct IYZKS

at 2.5, 1.0, and 0.5 percent 1evels.13

6.6.3 Durbin Tuts for a Regression Containing Lagged Values
of the Dependent Variable

As has been pointed out. the Durbin-Watson test procedure was dcrived under

the assumption of a nonstochastic X matrix, which is violated by the presence of
lagged values of the demndent variable among the regressors. Durbin has derived

a large-sample (asymptotic)test for the more general case.14 It is still a test against

IOH.Theil and A. L. Nagar, ttrfesting the indemndence of Regression Disturbances,'' Journal of the
American StatisticalAssociation, 56, 1961. 793-8*: and E. J. Hannan and R. D. Tefrell. eTesting for
Serial Correlation after Least Squares Regression.'' Econometrica' 36, 1968, !33-150.

:I R. W. Farebrother, trrhe Durbin-Watson Test for Serial Correlation When nere is No Intercept in the
Regressicn,'' Econometrica, 48, 1980, 1553-1563.
l2K. F. Wallis, erl-esting for Fourth Order Autocorrelation in QumerlyRcgression Equations,'' Econo-
metrica' 40. 1972,617-636.
I3D. F. A. Giles and M. L. King, StFourth-order Autocorrelation; Further Signihcance Poins for le

Wallis Tesq'' Journal ofEconometrics 8. 1978, 255-259.

l4J. Durbin, 4rlksting f0r Serial Correlation in Least Squares Regression When Some of the Regressers
Are LaaggellDependent Variablesy'gEconometrica. 38, 1970. 410 t21.
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first-order autocorrelation, and one must specify the complete set of re a C&
sider the relation ,

'

.

yt = pll-l + ' ' ' + pry,-r+ prmlxl,+ ' ' - + pr-vsx.+ u (6.45)
with ut = @IIT-I + et I:I< 1 and e - A(0, a.21)

6

Durbin's basic result is that under the null hypothesis, Hz'.@ = 0, the statistic

h = #
-'!.

N(O, 1) (6.46)1 -

n . vart#jj

where n = sample size
vartsj ) = estimated sampling variance of the coefhcient of yt- I in the OLS

fit of Eq. (6.45)
n n 2# = 1/-2 etet-j l Xr- 2 e:- 1 , the estimate of e from the regression

of et on ef- I , the c's in turn being the residuals from the OLS
regressionof Eq. (6.45)

The test procedure is as follows:

1. Fit the OLS regression of Eq. (6.45)and note varlhl ).
2, From the residuals cempute # or, if the Durbin-Watson statistic has been com-

puted, use the approximation # = 1 - J/2.
3. Compute h, and if h > 1.645, reject the null hypothesis at the 5 percent level in

favor of the hypothesis of positive, first-order autocorrelation.
4. For negative h a similar one-sided test for negative autocorrelation can be cnrried

out.

The test breaks down if rl' varthll M 1.Durbin showcd tlmt an asymptotically equiv-
alent procedure is the following:

'

1. Estimate the OLS regression (Eq. (6.45)1and obtain trheresidual c's.
z.-Estimate the OLS regression of

3. lf the coefficient of et- 1 in this regression is signiscantly differcnt from zero by
the usual t test, reject the null hypothesis Sa: w = 0.

Durbin indicates that this Iast procedure can be extcnded 0 est for an AR(p) dis-
turbance rather than an AR( l ) process by simply adding additional lagged e's to (l1e

second regression and tcsting twjoint
'atflczzzzre

of 1% rz-ffutienli of *<

residuals. The AR(#) scheme is

ut = 1ut- l + zIdf-z + ' ' ' + put-p + et (6.47)
Thc null hypothesis would now be

VO: @ = W2 = ' ' ' = @p = 0

The rcsultant test statistic may be expressed more simply in matrix notation, and
this will have the additional advantage of making clear its relation to the Breusch-
Godfrey test, which will be explained next.
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Let Z denote the n X (r + s) matrix Of the sample data on all the regressors
in Eq. (6.45),and e = y

- Z(Z'Z)- 1Z!y the n X 1 vector of residuals from htting
Eq. (6.45)by OLS. Dehne

E = Eel e2

0 0 0
el 0 0
ez cl 0
/3 n el

d#) = : :
*.

ep d#-1 ep-z

da-l ds-2 dn-y

0
0
0
0
: (6.48)

dl

en --

p

The =ond-sge regression is then

ae = (F Z1 + # (6.49)
c

where a is the vector of estimated coefficicnts on the laggcd residuals and c is the
vector of estimated coefhcients on the lagged y's and A's. Durbin's suggestion is to
test the join! signihcance of the variables in E. As seen in Chapter 3, this test may
easily be done by computing an F statistic based on the dif-ference in the residual

sum of squares from a restdcted and an unrestricted regression. The relevant re-
stricted regression is e on Z, with ESS = 0 and RSS = e'e, because Z'e = 0 from
Eq. (6.45).ne unrestricted regression is e on (f Z1. The ESS from this regression
is

.' p -- l ?

Ess - e,w z, jlz,jrz,zzl('k,1-

l ?
- l

- (e's t,ggzizz,e'z,zzlg'kel
(6.50)

r t ? r -- l r .-. I p

= e F(F E - F ZZ Z) Z #1 E e

Notice that no correetin for the mean is required in this expression because e has
mean ZeFO.

From Eq. (3.42),the F statistic to test the jointsignihcance of the coefEcients
on the lagged residuals is then

'ELE'E - E'ZZ'Z4- lZ'Z1- 3E'elP
F = (6.51)wlr/ln - (p + r + J)1

Howevcr, this test statistic does not have exact. hnite sample validity since the re-

gressormatrix in Eq. (6.49)is stochastic. As n
-+

x, p ' F tends in distribution to
7(p).15Thus an asymptotic test of zero autocorrelation in the disturbances against

the alternative of a pth-order autoregression is obtained by computing F as in Eq.
(6.51)and referring p

' F to F(p).

I5sec Apmndix B.
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6.6.4 Breusch-Godfrey Testl6

These two authors independently built on the work of Durbin to develop LM tes?
against general autoregrcssive or moving average disturbance processes. We il-
lustrate the development with a very simple example. Suppose the specised
equation is h

yt = /31+ #2Af + ut (6,52)
with ut = p3lh-1+ Et (6.53)
whereit is assumed that IJ-;3t< l and that the e

's

are independently and identically
distributednonual variables with zero mean and variance G2e

. Substituting Eq. (6.53)
in Eq. (6.52)gives

yt = #1(1- #3)+ pzxt+ J'13y1-1- pzpqxt-j+ t (6.54)
We wish to test the hypothesis that #3 = 0. Equation (6.54)is nonlinear in the p's.
However. if the restriction on p is imposed, it reduces to Eq. (6.52),which is linear
in the p

's, making the LM test attractive.
The sum of square,s term in the leg-likelihood function f0r Eq. (6.54)is

'. ' . a .1 2,
- e2&2 f

e t = 1

As seen in Chapter 5, the information matrix for this type of regression model is
blockdiagonal, so the p = gpl /32J-lal'parameters can be treated separately from

2theo parameter. The score vector is then

pl 1 xmn J e t 1 x-mn
#(#) = = -

y--j-
.,7

. el op
=

p-j-z>
.e/wt

0p e ,- j e : - j

where wr = -JeJ/pp
. The information matrix is

-
,'g.'t.

(y-,
e,w?)('y-e?.,,)'j

l a , ,

= E ty.y V.et wiw; + X erexwjw,
x ?#J

1 ,

- cs (y-.w,.,)Ce

where the lasl line follows from the assumptions aOut Ihe e-s. Asymptotically it
makcs no difference if E (X w;w;) is replaced by X w'?+;.

'aus

the LM stalistic in

l6T.S. Breusch, t-l-esting for Autocorrelation in Dynamic Linear Modcls,': Aus?ralian f'ctl/itl/n/c Papers.
17r 1978, 334-355., and L. G. Godfrey,

-lsting

against General Auloregressive and Maving Average
Error Models When the Regressors Include Laggcd Dependent Variables,'' Econometrica, 46, 1978,
1293-1302.
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Eq. (5.16)Aomes
1. p - l

I-M -

;;z-(y-,i-,9f) (y-*,p;)(>-:,g,,)
''* f (6.55)
1 , ,p -1 @,;= : @(@ )12e

, l
... pj

2where 3-6'= : and z =
.

31

w'

n s

andthe tildes indicate that a1lelements in Eq. (6,55)are evaluated at the restricted

- &1 =
':/r?) Equation (6.55)shows that LM = nR2 where 42 is theestimates.p ,

e( . ,

squaredmultiple correlation coefscient from the regression of t on *t. lt is clear

from Eq. (6.54) that immsing the restriction pq = 0 gives t
= yr - /31- pzxt,

which is the residual from the applicatien of OLS to Eq. (6.52).Further.

0et
JpI

j
-p

pe;
s,g= - = xt

- pzxt-j::2 - pk- pza-.jyt-kJe,
Dp

Settingp5to zzx.m and replacing pl and pzby their estimates under the null gives

1
91 = A:t

t-.k

The test of p5 = 0 is therefore obtaincd in two steps. First apply OLS to Bq. (6.52)
toobtain the residuals t'i:. which we have bezn accustomed to label et. Then regress

e on (1 xt ef-l! to 5nd #2. Under Ho. n#2 is asymptotically 7(1). The second,
!

or auxiliary, regression is exactly the regression of the Durbin procedure. The only

difference is in the test procedure. Durbin suggests looking at the signiscance of the
coefhcient on et- 1 . The Breusch-GodHy derivation of the LM test gives nRl as a
test statistic with an asymptotic

,%2

distribution.
This procedure clearly extends to testing for higher orders of autocorrelation.

One simply adds further-lagged OLS residuals to the second regression, exactly as
shown in the Durbin regression (Eq. (6.49)1,A remarkable feature of the Breusch-
Godfrey test is that it also tests against the alternative hypothesis of an MA(#) pro-
cess for the disturbance.

Finally, note that the Durbin and Breusch-Godfrey procedures are asymptoti-
cally equivalent. In general it may be seen that the I'Umatrix in Eq. (6.55)is (he

(F Z1 matrix in Eq. (6.49),and is e. Thus the LM statistic in Eq. (6.55)is, using
Eq. (6.50),
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/ , f , - Iz/sj - 1E'e E LF E - E ZZ Z) eI.M = (ixjewnF$.

The only difference between the Durbin statistic in Eq. (6.51) and the Breusch-
Godfrey statistic in Eq. (6.56)is in the variance terms in the denominator. Breusch
shows that these terms have the same probability limit, and so the procedures are

totically equivalent-l?Mymp

6.6.5 Box-plerce-tlung Statistic

ne Box-pierce Q statistic is based on the squares of the hrst p autocorrelation co-
effkientq of the OLS residuals.lB The statistic is detined as

#
Q = n N-r?, (6.57)

j=L

etet-j
t = j+ l

where rj =

. . n
, 2

: . ':<.. h ;
i e. : . .. t

t = 1

The limiting distribution of Qwas derived under the assumption that the residuals

come from an autoregressive AR scheme, or, more generally. frem an autoregressive,
moving average ARMA scheme htted to some variable y. Under the hypothesis of
zero autocorrelations for the residuals, Q will have an asymptotic

,/

distribution,
with degrees of freedom equal to p minus the number of parameters estimated in
htting the ARMA model. An improved small-sample performance is expected from
the revised Ljung-Box statistic,lg

'v p

Q' = nn + 2) V qln- j) (6.58)
/=l

These statistics are sometimes used to tcst for autocorrelated disturbances in the
type of regression equation that we have been considering, but this applicalion is
inappropriate because equations such as Eq. (6.54)are not pure AR schemes but
have exogenous

.x variables as well. The effect on the distribution of Q or Q' is
nknown-zou

I7T.Breusch, ibid-, 354.
t8G. E. R Box and David A. Pierce, KDistribution of Residuai Autxorrelations in Auloregressive-
Integrated Moving Average Time Series Models,'- Journal ofthe Aplercfzn Statisical Associalion. 65,
l970, I509-1526.
l9G. M. Ljung and G. E. R Box, orla Measure of Lack of Fit in Time Series Models,*' Biometrika, 65,
I978, 297-303,
Hilashem Dezhbakshs tt-f'he lnappropriate Use of Serial Correlation Tests in Dynnmic Linear Models,''
The Review tl/orltprrlc. and pafalck, LXXII, l 990, l 26-1 32.
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6.7
ESTIMATION OF RELATIONSHIPS WITH
AUTOCOQRELATED DISTURBANCES

If one or more of the tests described in the previous section stlggest autocorrelated
disturbances, what should be done? One possibility is to proceed to ajoint speci -

/'-,cationof the relationship, y = Xp + u, and an associated autocrrelation structu

P ith F(ee') = a'll (659)&=e W e
.

where P is some nonsingular n X n matrix that depends, one hopes, on a small num-
ber p of unknown parameters. The next step is the jointestimation of a11 k + p + 1)
parameters. A second, and better. procedure is to start by checking whether the au-
tocorrelation may not be a sign of misspecitkation in the original relationship. We
can of course. never know the ktrue''

or
ticorrect'' relationship. Presumably, most5

data are generated by extremely complieated precesses that defy precise speciEca-
tion and accurate estimation. The target is to obtain as good an approximation as
possible to the unknowable complexity. Words like true'' or

Scorrect''

may then be
used loosely to refer to such an approximation. lf a relationship has autocorrelated
errors. there is some systematic behavior that is not being modeled but instead is be-
ing consigned to the disturbance term. It is desirablc to get a comprehensive model
of systematic effects and to reduce the errors to wllite noise. Suppose, for illustration,
that the i*correct'' relationship is

yt = 71 + ylxt + 'Y3A-1 + Y4X-1 + f t (6.60)
where the fel)are white noise. A researchergs economic theory, however, delivers
the promsition thal y: is insuenced only by xt. When this model is litted to the data,
it is not surprising that signihcant autocorrelation is found in the errors. To take this
autocorrelation into account in the estimationof the relationship, the researcher now
smces

andyl = :1 + p2x'+ th lz, = elz,-l+ e, (6.61)
and proceeds to estimate it by. say, GLS. The correct model in Eq. (6.60)involvcs
live parameters. namely. four cficients and a variance, whereas our researcher's
specification has just four paramelers. ne researchcr is thus imposing a possibly
invalid restriction on thc parametets of the true model. The nature of this restriction

maybe seen by rewriting E,q.(6.61) in tlie fonn

yt = :1(1 - s+ %x' - pzxt-t + yt-t + er (6.62)
comparisonof tlle parameters in Eqs. (6.60) and (6.62)shows tbn: the restriction
involvedin moving frcm the former to the latter is

73+ :2:4 - 0 (6.63)
This is known as a common faetor restriction-zl ne origin of the term may be seen
byrewritingsqs. (6.60)and (6.62)using the lagomrator.zz Equation ($62) lxcomes

2lFor an extensive discussion, see the Manual for PcGive, Version 7, by Jurgen A. Doornik and David
F. Hendry, Institute of Economics and Statistics,Univeaity of Oxford,UK, 1992.
22The lag operator is described in Chapter 7.
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(1- q:Lj5': = p1(1- ) + :241- lxt + er

showingyt and xt to have a common factor in the lag operator. Equation (6.60)gives

(1 -- yzlyt = Yl + ('yz+ ysixt + fs

If this equation is to have a common factor. the y's must obey the restriction stated in
Eq. (6.63).Thus, 0ne should search for smcihcations such as Eq. (6.60)with white
noise residuals. Tests for cmmon factors can then shew whether to reduce such
specications to the more parsimonious smcitications like Eq. (6.61).

GLS Fzsrluftm. We now assume that the speciEcation y = Xp + u is as good
as we can make it but thaq nonetheless. we musl allow for an autocorrelation struc-
ture, as in Eq. (6.59).Some specific form of autocorrelation must be assumed. By
far the most cemmon assumption is an AR( 1) p--. Ia tlut case, as wesaw in Eq.
(6.35), the variance-covariance matrix for u is

@
tp l

2var(l) = o'u .

n-l
@

a-l

a-2

l

a-l

@-l
@

l

1 *
2 w lJe

1 -
2 - *

1lI(i!!:15l''

j,,'i''''''''''

n-1 a-2
@ W

(6.M)

=
tr2f

where

l @
1 w 1

n=
1 .- 2 - -

111141::111'

jjj''''''''''''

a-1 a-2
@ W

awl

a-2
*

l

(6.65)

ne inverse matrix, as may readily be verihed by multiplying out, is

1 0 0 0 0

- 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

n - I = (6.66)
: : : :

() - l + @2 -+

0 0 -w 1
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It can then be seen that the matrix

l - +2 0 0

- 1
P = 0 -+

:
0

0 0
0 0
0 0

:

- 1

(6.67)

satis*es the condition in Eq. (5.23).namely, f-' = P'P. If be known, there are
two equivalent ways of deriving GLS estimates of the # vector.23 One is to substjtute

in Eq. (6.*) and compute ot.s
= (1'1 - 1aY)-1zY'f1-1ydirectly. The alternative

is to transform the data by premultiplication by the P matrix and then estimate the
OLS regression of y. = Pyj on #.( = PX). This transformation treats the tirst data
point differently from the rest. lf, for simplicity, the X matrix cntained just a unit
vKtor Ana

a single explanatory variable, the eansformeddata would be

( l - 2) ' yl 1 - /2 ( 1 - e2) . xj

.:2
-

l'l 1 - @ 12 - 1A'1

z. = X. = (6.68)

yn
-

yn-t 1 - e A -

exn-k
and the GLS estimates would be obtained by regressingy. on X., taking care to sup-

press the constant in the regression package. If, however, the first row in# is dropped,
the regression betwecn transformed variables would simply be that of yt

-

yt- l)on
a constant and (.x/ -

xt- I ) for the sample points t = 2, 3, . . . , n. The latter regres-
sion is obviously n0t full GLS, and in small samples dropping the first observation

can have a marked effect on the coefficient estimate, although asymptotically it is of
little immrtance.

In praclice is an unknown parameter, which must be estimated along with the
other paramelers of the model. To give as simple an explanation as possible of the

varius estimation prxedures. we will use the model in Eq. (6.61).As just shown,
this model can therewritten in Eq. (6.62)as

yt = #1( l - ) + plx: - pzxt-j + eyf-l + tt

By the assumption expressed in Eq. (6.59) the disturbance vector e in this rela-

tion is well behaved,'' and minimization of e
'e will deliver GLS estimates, subject

to the same caveat as before about the treatment of the Iirst observatien. However,
Eq. (6.62)is nonlthear in the three parameters. Thus, nonlinear least squares (NLS)
is required. Wit.hthc dramatic advances in mrsonalcomputing, NLS is readily avail-

able and should be used.
In former days, when issues )f computability loomed large. much attention was

devoted to simple ways of estimating a relation such as Eq. (6.62).The crucial step
was to notice that Eq. (6.62)can be rearranged in two equivalent forms as

23117necessary. revisit the discussion of GLS in Section 5.4.
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yt
- A-1) = #1(1- W) + i?zlxt- @xt- ! ) + t (6.69/)

Of ()'?- /31- fhxt = W(A- 1
- JiI - #2X-

l ) -F' t (6.695)
If + were known in Eq. (6.69/),the #'s could be estimated by straightforward OLS.
Similarly, if the J's were known in Eq. (6.69:), could be estimated by an OLS
regression with the intercept suppressed. The seminal paper by Cochrane and Orcutt
suggested an iterative estimation procedure based on this pair of relations.z4 Start,
say, with an estimate or guess # 1) of the autocorrelation parameter, and use it to
compute the quasi differences (y, - #(l )y,-1 ) and (.x - ; :) .vg-t).

These transformed
variables are then used in the OLS regression (Eq. (6.69J)1, yielding estimated coef-

(1) d b l ' These in turn are used to compute the variables in Eq. (6.6918;ficients bj an a
.

and an OLS regression yields a new estimate #lb f the autocorrelation parameter.
The iterations continue until a satisfactory degree of convergence is reachd. The
Cochrane-orcutt (C-O) procedure is applied to t = 2, 3, . . . , n, which is equivalent
to dropping the hrst row of the P matrix in Eq. (6.67). Prais and Winsten pointed
out that the full # matrix should be used, so that the first observation receives ex-
plicit treatment.zs The concern with itcrative procedurcs is that they may converge
to a local minimum and not necessarily to the global minimum. A precaution is to st
equations like Eq. (6.69J) for a grid of values in steps of 0.l from, say,

-0.9

to 0.9
and thcn iterate from the rcgression with the smallest RSS. The same problem exists
with NLS, which also uses iteration. It is advisable to stm the NLS process with
scveral different coefficient vectors to see if convergence takes place at the same
vector.

GLS procedures minimize e
'

. However, they do not yield ML estimates, even
with special treatment of the lirst observation. The reason may be seen by referring
to the log-likelihood in Eq. (6.16),namely,

n l 1 , -1
l = -

j.
ln(2Jr) - jln rFI-

u #' u

'' From te relations already defined in Eqs. (6.59),(6.64),and (6.67)it follows that26

IFI= trMlfl = cln 1 - w2)-l (6.70)f e

- l 1 ,and II'F u = e e (6.7I)(J'J
Thus,

Maximizing the log-likelihood takes account of the term in In(1 - +2 ). which is
ignored in the GLS procedure. Beach and MacKinnon drew attention to this Dint

n n a 1 2 1 ,

l = -

j. 1n(2x) - j 1n(gk) + j ln(1 - ) -

- e e2oj
(6.72)

2413.Cochrane and G. H. Orcutt, 4Applicalion of Least Squares Regressions te Relalionships Containing
Autocorrelated Error Terms,'' Journal of the American Statistical Association, 44. l949, 32-61 .

25S,J, Prais and C. B. Winsten, ;-frend Estimators and Serial Correlatien,'' Cowles Commission Discus-
sion Pape% No. 383, Chicago, 1954.
25SeeProblem 6.6. ' '
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and devised an iterative procedure for maximizing Eq. (6.72).27neir procedure
is available in some software packages. lts advantage is that the estimatt of @ is
necessarily contined to the unit interval, since 1n(l - @2) approaches minus inhnity

as e approaches EtE1. If GLS gives an autocorrelation parameter outside the unit

interval, the partietllar specitication should lyediscarded and the model respecilied.

More complicated structures may lx smcitied for u, such as higher-order AR
processes, MA processes, or a combination of both in ARMA schemes. In practice,
however, there is normally little sound infonnation on the relevant specification, and

the best advice is t develop a rich smcihcation of the original relation so that there
is little need for complicated smcihcations of the disturbance term.

6.8
FORECASTING WITH AUTOCORRELATED DISTURBANCES

Section 3.5 showed how to make mintand interval forecasts for the basic linear
model with well-Yhaved disturbances. We now need to see how to update those
methods for a linear meel with autocorrelaled disturbances. As an illustration we
will consider the AR( l ) caqe. ne specification is

yt = xt'p + ut t = 1,2, . - . , n (6.73)

where ut = wa,-I + e, with lel< 1 and Ee ')
= o'11 (6.74)

Combining the two relations gives

y.,,
=

.n' ,# + e/ (6.75)
where j's,t = yt

-

yt- 1 and n,t = xt - xt- I . This relation satises the standard

conditions f0r OLS. Applying OLS to the transformed data, with appropliate treat-
ment of the tirstobservation, then delivers AGLS. From the results in Section3.5 the
optimal point forecast of y.,a+1 is then

5k,n+l= A-e',,,+ lcus (6.76)
wch may be rewritten in terms of the otiginal variables as

Ja+l = X+ lct,s + @yn
- X GLs) (6.77)

The second term in this forecast is essentially an estimate of the conditional exmc-
tationof Iu+ I because, from Eqs. (6.73)and (6.74),

f'(ua+1Iun = un = wtyn- =n' p)
and this term is estimated by +yn - x; 5Gt.s). Again from Secticm3.5, the fnrecast

ariance isV

z z , ,
..j

gyj5./ = %(1+ xsvn-vj (X.X.) A'*.rl+1) (6.
h 2 = (y - X b )'(y. - Xsbwsjlln - ) (6.79)w ere se , . Gus

as in Eq. (5.27).

27C.M. Beach and J. G. MacKinnon, L&AMaximum Likelihood. fer Regressien with Autor-
,

' -1 '
' '

rclate,d Errors, ' Econometnca, 46. 1978, 51-58. :
'
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The fly in the ointment is that the preceding has assumed the value of e to be
known, which is not usually the ease. ln practice b and have to be jointlyestimated.
The feasible forecastis thea

Jn+l - xu'+,GLs + #yn - xa'ous ) (6.80)
The properties of this forecast are n longer known exactly, nor is there any closed-
form expression for the forecast variance. The vadance in Eq. (6.78)is conditional
on and does not take account of the uncertainty in estimating that parameter. Some
software packages simply repert

./2

for the forecast variance, which may not be too
serious an error if the disturbance variance is much greater than coeffkient vari-
ance. One might use Eq. (6.78),which is simple enough to compute and attempts
to cover most t)f the coefhcicnl variance. A hnal possibility is to use bootstrapping
techniques to establish sampling distributions. These techniques are discussed in
Chapter 11.

EXAMPLE 6.2 AN AUTOCOR RELATION EX E R C ISE. This exefcise ig based On Hrll'x-

cial data for the years 195l to 1990. The X variablc is generated by the fonnula

X = 10 + 5 * NRND

with a starting value of 5 in 1950. NRND denotes a randomly distributed, standard nor-
mal variable. The i' variable is generated by the formula

F = 2 + 2 * X - 0.5 * X- 1) + 0.7 ,e F(- l ) + 5 + NRND

The OLS estimation of this specification is shown in Table 6.5, The DW statistic does
notreject the hypothesis of zero autocorrelation of the residuals, but the test is unreliable
becauseof the presence of the Iagged dependent variable among the regressors. Table
6.6 shows two test statisties for hrst-ortler autocorretation along with the regression
on which they are based. The F statistic reported at the top of Table 6.6 is that of thc
Durbin test in Bq. (6.51).Because we are only testing for first-order autocorrelation, the F

TABLE 6.5
A correctly specified equation
*Wknye6v%qAbs*iTnTldHu?- ''

LS // Dependent Variable is Y
Sample: 1951-1 990
Included observations: 40

Variable Coefhcient Std, Error T-statistic Prob.

C - I
.646026

3.299935
-0.498805

0.6210
X 2.024356 0. 168530 I 2.0 1187 0.(XK*
X(- 1) -0.355027 0.216876 - I

.637(04

0.1 103
Y(- l ) 0.731 749 0.066595 10.98803 0,(8)00

R-squared 0.893465 Mean dependent var 52.58359
Adjusted R-squared 0.884j87 S,D. dependeat var 15.91960
S.l. of regression 5.408291 Akaike info crilerion 3.470506
Sum squared resid 1052.986 Schwarz criterion 3.639394
Log likelihood - l22. 1677 F-statistic 100.6387
Durbin-Watson stat l l 8l 299 ProbtF-statistic) 0.

2
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TABLE E.u

Test of first-order autocorrelation
yg!:p tk;%r'itt z;ft F. . l )''. ..E ...< . . ? Li'.'.'.zb i ''rk-r &1rls f tfp:.g:4q/Bl 11: ;c ;:J 'f li)kj $'

' '
' -- -

Breush-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:
'

:

'

F-statistic 0.599158 Probability 0.444097
Obs*R-squared 0.673227 Probability 0,4 l 1929

Test muation:LS // mrulnntVariable is RESID

Variable CoefEcient Std. Error T-statistic Prob.

C
-0.836639

3.494*48
-0.23972

l 0.8 l 19
X 0.0 16228 0.170768 0.095032 0,9248
X(- 1)

-0.049645

0.227329 -0.2 18386 0.8284
Y( - I ) 0.022589 0.073051 0.309217 0.7590
RESIDI - 1)

-0.141

8-/8 0.183292 -0.774053 0.4!4 1

R-squared 0.016831 Mean dependent var 4.87E- I5
Adjusted R-squared -0.095532 S.D. dependent var 5.1961 18
S.E. of regression 5.438654 Akaike info criterion 3.503532
Sum squared resid 1035.263 Schwarz criterion 3.7 14642
Log Iikelihood - 121.8282 F-statistic 0.149790
Durbin-Watson stat 1.9(Mt 15 Probtlstatistic) 0.961856

TABLE .7

A mi%-*ed relation

I..,S11I%mndenl Variable is Y
Sample: 1951-1990
Included obsenvations: 40

Variable Cfcient Std. Error Ttatistit Prob.

C 33.791 41 4,2441 13 7.961 948 0.(XXX)
X 1.86 1224 0.37 l 823 5.*5674 0.(K4*

R-squared 0.397368 Mean dcpendent var 52.58359
Adjusted R-squared 0.38 1510 S.D. dependent var 15.91960
S.E. of regression 12.51984 Akaikc nfo criterion 5.103335
Sum squared rcsid 5956.360 Sehwarz criterion 5.187779
Log likelihood - l 56.8242 F-statistic 25.05677
Durbin-Watson stat 0.446263 ProblF-statistic) 0.(421X)13

statisticis the square of the / statistic attached to RESIDI-1) in tlle regression; and the
Prob values of the F and l statistics are. of course. identical. ne other test statistic, n#2,

is the Breusch-Godfrey LM statistic defined in Eq. (6.56). Neither statistic rejects the

bypothesisof zero hrst-order autocorrclation of te disturbance lerm.

If an investigator mistakenly specifed F as a functionof the current X only, he or
she would obtain the results shown ifl Table 6.7. The DW statistic indicates highly sig-

niEcant autocorrelation, which might lead the investigator te proceed with a Cochrane-
Orcutt estimation, obtaining the results given in Table 6.8. Our fearless investigator
has now achieved a much better #2 and apparently strong evidence of autocorrelated
disturbances.However, as explained in the development leading up to Eq. (6.63),the
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TABLE 6.8

A Cochrane-orcutt estimation
**b*W=*V*-*aR'*'

LS // Dependent Variable is Y
Sample: 1951-1 990
lncluded observations: 40
Convergence achieved after 7 iterations

Variable Coefhcient Std. Error T-statistic Prob.

C 40.09970 5.276770 7.599289 0.0000
X l

.566337

0.2 12262 7.379250 0.0000
AR(1) 0.74,1!* 0.*3639 7.94967* 0.(G10

R-squared 0.783307 Mean dependent var 52.58359
Adjusted R-squared 0.77 I594 S.D. dependent var 15.9 l960
S.E. of regression 7.*8265 Akaike info criterion 4. 130509
Sum squared resid 2141

.77

l Schwarz criterion 4.257 175
Log Iikelihood - 136.3677 F-statistic 66.87442
Durbin-Watson stat 1.6*594 Probtll-statistic) .

Inverted AR Roots
.74

TA B LE 6
.9

A test of the Cochrane-orcutl slxxciEcation

Wald Test;

Null Hypothesis: C(3) + C(2)-C(4 j = 0

P-statistic 36.601 86 Probability 0- l
Chi-square 36.60 l86 Probabilily 0.

. Cochrane-orcut specihcation implies a nonlinear restriclion on lhe paramelers of the

general relatkon with X, X( - l ), and F( - l ) as regressers. The restriction may be tested

on the regression in Table 6.5. The result is shown in Table 6.9. As ws to lx expected
fmm otlr prior knowledge, the reslction is derisively rejected. .

.

6.9
AUTOREGRESSIVE CONDITIONAL
HETEROSCEDASTICITY (ARCH)

Traditionally, econometricians havc been alert to the possibility of heteroscedastic
disturbances in cross-section analyscs and to autocorrelated disturbances in time
series studies. ln the fonner case a1l pairwise autocorrelations are assumed to be
zero, and in the latter case homoscedasticity is assumed. In a seminal paper Engle
suggested tllnt heteroscedasticity might also occlzr in time series contexts-zs Students

28Robert F. Engle, ''Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity with Fltimaks of the Variance of
Unitcd Kingdom Inllation,'' Econometrica, 50, 1982, 987- 100*.
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of forecasting, especially in speculative markets such as exchange rates and stock

market returns. had noticed that Iarge and small errors tended to occur in clusters.

Engle formulated the notion that the recent past might give information aeut Ze
tonditional disturbance variance. He postulated the relation

2 = a + a l ul + . . . + a u2 (6.81)Gf 0 /-! p -/?

The conditional disturbance variance is the variance of ut, conditional on information
available at time t - 1.,and it may be expressed here as

c2 = vartf/f lut- j, . . . , ut-p)
/

= Eu2 1Ifr-1, . . . , ut-pj (6.82)
t

2= Et-ut )
where Et- j indicates taking an expectation conditional on all information up to the
end of period l - l . Recent disturbances thus iniuence the variance of the current
disturbance. just as yesterday's earthquake brings a tlurryof aftershocks today- A
variance such s Eq. (6.81)can arise from a disturbance dchned s

2 + . . . + a u2 jl/2 (68g)ut = e/latl + a j u/-j p t-p
.

where (e'Il is a white noise series with unit variance.zg This is an ARCHIP) process.
The simplest case is an ARCHI1) process, ut = eTlall + a l ult.

j )1/2.Its properties

are derived in Apandix 6.3. They are as follows;

1.The uk have zero mean.
2. Thc conditional variance is given by o'; = (yo + a

1a2,-
j , which checks with Eq.

(6.81 ).
3. The unconditional variance is (r2 = aq/(1 - a1), which only exists if ac > 0 alld

la I1< l .
,

4 ne aulxovariances %re ar0.30

Testingfor ARCH. ne obvious test is implied by Eq. (6.81):
1. Fit y to X by OLS and obtain the residuals (e,J.
2 Compute the OLS regressione et2 = itl + tiI ej2-j + . . . + (lpe2- + error.* t p
3. Test the jointsignihcance of 4 j , . . . , &p.

If these coefhcients are signiticantly different from zero, the assumption of condi-

tionally homoscedastic disturbances is rejected in favor of ARCH disturbances, and
the testing procedure can prcvide a tentave indication of the value of #. One should
remember, however, that various specilication errors in the original relation can give
false indications of ARCH disturbances. .

.
.

29The assumption of a unit variance is for simplicity. Any other variance could t)erescaled to unity by
suitable adjustment of the other parameters,
3o-rhis result seemsplausible enough for the ARCHII) process, but implansible for higher-order pro-
cesses. However,see Appendix 6.3.
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Estimation underARcH. One possible estimation method is a form of feasible
GLS. The regression just given in stage 2 is used to provide estimates of the distur-
bance variances at each sampie point, and the original relation is then reestimated
by the weighted least-squares procedure that corrects for the heteroscedasticity. This
prccess can come to grief if the estimation procedure at stage 2 yields zero or nega-
tive varances. Suitable restrictions on the a parameters, however, can minimize the
risk of breakdown. Some investigators impose a set of linearly declining weights on
thc lagged squared disturbances. lf, forexample, the value of# were 4. the regression
in the foregoing step 2 would take the form

2 (1 + (1(0 4e2 + 0 3c2et = 0 .

: - j . t - 2 2 0 1e2 ) + ej-ror+ 0.2er-a + . t.4

A less restrictive speciEcation of the disturbance equation is available in tly GARCH
formulation.3l Bollerslev's suggestion is to replace Eq. (6.81) by

2 2 . . . 2 2 + . . . +. (,.2 (6 84)et = atj + I /f- j + + aput-p + y j h- j yq t-q
.

This is known as the GARCHI/J, q) model. lt expresses the conditional valiance as a
linear function of p lagged squared disturbances and q lagged conditional variances.
Estimation is difhcult f0r anything other than low values of p and q. ln practice the
most frequent application is the GARCHII, 1) model.

2 = a + a j ut1
j + y j

g.2.j
rt () - f

Substituting successively for the lagged disturbance on the right side gives

ne current variance now depends on all previous squared disturbances; and. pro-vided 'y is a psitive fraction, the weights decline exponentially.
The asymptotically efficient estimator is maximum likelihood, which gives rise

to nonlinear equatins requiring iterative treatment; but we will not go into the de-
tails here.32 There has been an explosion f ARCH models in the litcrature. One
of the more important is the ARCH in MEAN, or ARCH-M Model.33 The crucial
feature of the model is the inclusion of the conditional variance as a regressor in a
financial equation, thus allowing expected risk on an asset to be rellected in the asset
price. A comprehensive set of estimation and testng procedures for ARCH models
is availablein the 1996 version of Eviews.

3lTim Bollerslev, 'Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticitym'' Journal of Economet-
ricx, 31, 1986, 307-327.
32See,for example, Russell Davidson and James G. MacKinnen, Extimation and Injrence a Econo-
metrics, Oxford University Press, 1993, 556-560', or William H. Greene.Ecozometric Antz/yufb,2nd
ed., Macmillan, 1993, 438-442 and 568-577.
33R()bertF. Engle, David M. Lilien, and Russell P. Robins, t4Estimating Time Varying Risk Premia in
the Tcrm Structure: Thc.ARCH-M Model,'' Econometrica, 55, 1987, 39 1-407.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX 6.1
LM test for multiplicative heteroscedasticitp

Consider the model

yt = xt'p + ut

where x; = (1 xu
-'r:u . - ' xk,). lnstead of the usual assumption of homoscedasticity,

we now assume
Eut = 0 for all t

2 a
'e

frz = E lz; = 8'

whcre zt' = (1zzt
' ' ' zpt)is a vector of known variables. possibly including some of

the x variables or functions of the .v variables. and a = (a l a2
. ' . ap) is a vector of

unknown parameters. ne null hyjxglw-qimof homou--zlnqicity then tnkes the form

S(j: a : = - ' . = a p
= 0

in wllich cn* t2 = el , aonstant. By assuming normally distribute.fldisturbances,

1 -./rw

fut = e2,,g.2

ne log-likelihood for this model is then

. cn l 2 1 .g.u

! = -

.j ln 2,p. -

j y-.In tr, -

j y''qzG't

ne information matrix f(#, a4 is block diagonal. Thus we need only concentrate

pn Dll0a and the submatrix I = -F(p2!/JaJa'). To obtain ollo we need some
intermediate results, namely,

20et 2
= a.t oJa

plnc2l
= QJa

2 - log't ) zt=-=
Ja o'i

:1 .
l y-

u;
-

jy,

aa i . pi',Then

Mnis section is based on L. Godfrey, &-lksting for Multiplicative Heteroscedasticity,'' Journal ofkkono-

metrics, 8, 1978, 227-236. T. S. Brcusch and A. R. Pagan, &$ASimple Test for Heteroscedasticity and
Random Coefhcientvariatipn,'' Econometrica, 47, 1979, 1287-1294, shows that the same test precedure
holds for more general specicalions of heterosccdasticity than the one considered in lhis seclion.
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J2/ 1 ul
- = -

- y
.-f-oz;

Daoa' 2 ' &2
Dd

Taking expectations, we write

a2l lIe = -.E = - X zg;
aaa' 2

because E t
= rlt for a11t. Rewrite Mlo as

' 01 )
- X hz'Ja

2uWhere = gt
- 1 = -L - l2Gt

t - 1l 1 , . l
'rlwn.

sll-t .(a)

- jltttq $zt , :-'-')oz, j N,hzt

j ! -1

--c (X?:z,)(!57z,z;) (yJzr)

nis statistic measures one-half the explained sum of squares (ESS) from the re-
gression of on z/. To obtain the LM test statistic one must eyaiuate the previous
expression at the restricted estimates. In this case

where et is the residual from the OLS regression of yt on xt and /2 letljn. Since
f and j merely differ by a constant, the ESS from the regression of # on z will be
equal to the ESS from the regression of f on z. This latter regression is the Godfrey
test for multiplicative heteroscedasticity. The squared OLS residuals, divided by the
estimated residual variance, are regressed on the z variablcs; under Ho, one-half of
the resultant ESS will be asymptotically distributed as xlp - 1).

To derive an asymptotically equivalent test statistic, return to thc regression of
- h f- riable has zero mean. nus ESS = R1X .6Q andf on z2.T e va ,

2 2

-2
.g.e 1 4 2 zX J, - X a ,

- I =
vy X e,

-

waX e , + n

Dividing by n, we see that t, t;,..;, .

.,
.,.. :.,

1 -2 m4
- N-'h =

a
- 2 + 1

n
- '

m1
where mz and m4 denote the second and fourth sample moments about the mean
of the OLS residuals. For a normally distributed variable the corresponding popula-
tion moments obey the relation :4 = 3/12,.Replacing the sample moments by the
population equivalents gives X

./)2

= 2a. Thus
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LM = IESS = nR1
2

Finally, we note that the process of multiplying the depending variable by a constant,
adding a constant to the dependent variable, or both, does not change te regression
Rl Thus the R3 for the LM statistic may be obtained by just regressing elt on the
z variables. Breusch and Pagan show that if the heteroscedasticity is replaced by
the more general fonnulation a'lt = J!(ja), where h ) denotes some unspecihed
functional form. the snme LM test statistc still applies. so tlis is a vely general test
for heteroscedasticity.

APPENDIX 6.2
LR test for mupwisehomoscedsticity

We start with the log-likelihood given in Eq. (6.16)snamely,

n 1 1 , - Il = -

rj ln(2x) -

j ln IFI-

ju F u

When F = GV,this becomes

n n z 1 ,/ = - 1n(2=) - ln (z' -

u u*2
As shown in Section 5.2, maximization gives

't 2 -nI2. 12 .-n!lLrest = Lp, t: ) = (2A) ( )
a

Jh 'G

where k =
.y

- Xp) t: - X#)/n. This is the rcstricted likelihood, since the vari-

ances have lwn assumed equal. Taking logs gives

n n 2lrest = -

g(ln(2*)+ IJ -

j. lnt )

When groupwise heteroscedasticity is allowed, as in Eq. (6.15),the log-likelihood is

n 8 n a 1 # 1
l = -

- 1n(2=) -
- ln aj

-
-

a yi - Xipl'i - Xip)
2 2 2 a.ii = 1 i = 1

The MLES of the variances are
?

'$

l
''k

kt = @i- Xps (-'f - Xip4lnt' i = 1,2, . . . , g
n 4

where p is the MLE of # . Substitution in the log-likeldmod gives the unrestricted
log-likelihood as

n 1 #
Junrest= -

'j (ln(2A) + l 1 -

j X,nj ln 1?,
j=1

Qest j )LR =
-2

ln = Alumwt-

restQnrest .

The LR test statistic is
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The relevant substitution then gives

gLR = n ln 12 - /---)ni In pj
j=1

which will be asymptotically as
,7(:

- l ) under the null hypothesis.

APPENDIX 6.3
Properties of the ARCHII) process

Te process is smcihed as
ut 2 la

= crlalj + al ut- l I
with the ferl iidlo, 1). The development requires the use of both conditional and
unconditlnal expectations. Et- I (af)denotes the exmctalion of ut, conditional on
the informaticm available at time l - l . For the tirst-der process this is equivalent
to Eut plz1- l ). The unconditional expectation may * found by repeatedly taking
conditional expectations period by period. Looking at the conditional means of the
process, w. write

2 Laf/-l(lft) = Ea()+ t71 lzr-li &-l(er) = 0
lt then follows that f'r-2(&-l(!/f)) = &-a(0) = 0 2.%1 K * f- V zurlier periAq.
Thus the unconditional mean is Elut) = 0.

Turning to the variance, we have

2 2 2w = <t Eao+ GIu,-l1

E ulj = (x2 ga()+ aj..j j = atj + aj-j'rhus. /-I t e

2 F ja + a j u,2 )Similarly, Et-zEt-klut ) = T-2 () -j

2= ao + ajF,-c(u,-j)

2= ae + altatl + aluf-zl

12= ac + acaj + aj f-a

Proceeding in this way, we see

2 1 + (z + a2 + . - . + a'-1) + at ul'o- ' - Et-zEt- 1(u,) = a()( l l I j ()

ProvidedhlI< 1, we can take limits as t
-.+

cos and tlw urzmdiuoni variance is

a tstfl
vartl = tr =

1 -

a l

which will be positive provided clj > 0. The process is thus homoscedastic.
The conditional lirst-order autocovariance is

-1(ufI4,-1) = Ih-lfl- l(u/) = 0
lt follows trivially that all higher-order autocovariances are also zero.
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' In the case of the pth-order process, it is clear that the zero mean condition still

holds. The unconditional variance will be a more complicated function of the a pa-
rameters. The condition Et- 1

(Ipur-1) = 0 holds whatever the order of the process,
and so the autocovmiances are zero fcr ARCH processes.

PROBLEMS

6.1. Five sample observations are

X 4 l 5 8 2
Y 6 3 12 15 4

Assume a Iinear model with heteroscedasticity taking the form # = (r2x,2. Calculate

theGus estimates of ty and p and the correspcnding standard errors.

6.2. An investigator estimates a linear relation and the associated stananrd eqop by apply-

X 2 3 l 5 9
Y 4 7 3 9 l7

She is subsequently infonned that the variance matrix for the disturbances underlying

x axlx

vartlll = &2 . diagto. l0, 0.05, 0.20, 0.30, 0. 15l

Use this information lo calculate the correct standard errors f0r the OLS estimates and

comparewith t1)% obtained from the conventional formula.

6.3. Sketch the feasible GLS procedure fnr estimating

= x'p + utK t

wherethe variance of vf is

2 = eztl

for some known scalar variable zt.

6.4. Take another sample of l00 observenni fmmCPS88 and carry out the test procedures
illustratedin Example 6. l .

6.5. Using Potexp as a sorting variable, partition the l(XX)observatiens in CPS88 into four

groups and carry out the test of groupwise bomoscedasticity deEned in Eq. (6.21).
Lliint:lt will suffice to estimate the # vector separately for each group, as explained

in the paragraph leading up to Eq. (6.21),and not proceed to full iteratieml

6.6. Derive the log-likelihood in Eq. (6.72).
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6.7. Take the model in Appendix 6.1 and assume that heteroscedasticity has the form

2 = a + aj cj, + . . . + apzpttJ'r o

Derive the LM test for Ho'.al = ' ' ' = ap = 0 and compare with the test statistic in
Appendix 6.1.

6.8. Provc the assertion in Appendix 6.1 that the precess of multiplying the dependent vari-
ableby a constant, adding a constant to the dependent variable, orboth, does not change
the regression #2. Hint: Define z = cly + czi where the c's are arbitrary constants and
i is a column of ones. Then work in terms of deviations to show #y2.x= #z2,x.)

.9. Derive the results in Eqs. (6.31)and (6.33)for the AR(1) process by the method of
iteratedexpectations illustrated in Appendix 6.3.

6.10. Generate data of your own choosing and exmliment with the autocorrdation pre-
dures outlined in Example 6.2.
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.
'

Univariate Time Series Modeling

This chaplcr is solely concernedwith time series modeling. ln the univmiate case
a series is modeled only in terms Of its own past values and some disturbance. The
general expression is

xt
= J'xt--1, xt-?., . . . , uj

TO make Eq. (7.1) operational one must specify three things: the functional form
f ( ), the number of lags, and a structure for the disturbance term. If. for example,

onc specised a linear function with one lag and a white noise disturbance, the re-
sult would be the hrst-order, autoregressive AR( l), process, where for simplicity the
intercept is suppressed,

xt = axt- I + ut

This process has already been introduced in Sections 2.5 and 6.6. The geperal Ftl-
dCV AR(#) PVOCCSS isOr ,

When the disturbance is white noise Eq. (7.3)is apure AR(p) process. This process
can be enriched by assuming some more complicated structure for the disturbance
term, When u is not assumed to be white noise, the usual alternative specification is

a moving average, MA(:), process,

ut = 6/ - p,et- l -
- ' -

- pqEt-q (7-4)

where e is a white noise process. Equation (7.4)specifes a purc MA() process.
Combining Eqs. (7.3)and (7.4) gives a med autoregressive, moving average,

ARMAI#,q) process,

If = a I Xt- l + ' * * + pxt-p + f t
- J1i f t - l -

' ' ' - pqtt-q

204
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7.1
A MTIONALE FOR UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS

At first sight it would not seem very sensible for economists to pay much attention to
univariate analysis. After all, economic theory is rich in suggestions for relationships
benveen variables. Thus, attempting to explain and forecast a series using only infor-
mation about the history of that series would appear to be an inefficient procedure,
because it ignores the potential information in related series. Thcre are twe possi-
ble rationales. The hrst is that a priori information about the possible relationships
between series may not be well founded. In such a case a purely statistical model re-
lating current to previous values may be a useful summal'y device and may be used to
generate reliable short-term forecasts. Altematively, if theoretical speculations about
the economic structure are well founded. it can be shown that one manifestation of
that structure yields equations similar to E,q.(7.5) for each of the endogenous vari-
ables in the structure. To illustrate this last point consider the simplest macro model
of the elementaty textbooks:

Ct = (:/0 + a 1Yt + zCg- l + ut
(7.6)

Fj M Ct + It

where C, 1band F denote consumption, investment. and national income. Consump-
tion is linearly related to current income and to consumption in the previous period
with some disturbance. The second relation is the national income identity. Mathe-
matically this system of two equations in three variables

''explains-'

any two vari-
ables in terms of the third variable. ln economics we traditionally regnrd C and F
as the vadables whose course is detennined by the movements in 1 and the distur-
bances. C and F are then termed endogenous variables, nrul 1 zrmedexeenous.
Substituting the second equation in the first gives

a2 ae (zl lCt - Ct-t = + It + ut1 -

a1 1 -

al 1 -

a ) l -

l

Some algebra then givesl

az atl 1 lF, - Fl-1 = + j -

a j
1t - azh-.b ) + ut (7.7h)1 - a j 1 -

a 1 l -

a l

Thus, Cand Fboth have an AR(1) component with the same coefEcient on the lagged
term. The right side of each equation is an omnibus disturbance term whose prop-
erties depend on the behavior of 1. If l were a white noise series about some mean,
then consumption would follow a pure AR( 1) process and income, an ARMAII, 1)
PrOCeSS.

The classihcation into endogenous and exogenous variables is not set in stone
butdependson the objectives of the modeler. Suppose we extend the macro model

(7.7J)

ll-ag the income identity 0ne mriod,multiply by (:2/(1 - tzl ),and subtract the prodtlct from the original
identity.
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to include an equation for 1. The new speciEcation is

Ct = az + a 1F, + a2G-1 + ut

It = /%+ #1(Fl- l
- 5-2) + 1)l

l'l - Ct + lt + Gt

The consumption function remains the same, but investment is now specifed to de-
pend cn a lagged change in income levels. Government expenditures G appear as a

new exogenous variable. Recasting this model by algebraic substitution is tedious,
so we change to a matlix formulation and also introduce the lag operator.

(7.8)

7.1.1 The Lag Operator

The lag operatorf,, when placed in front of any variable with a time subscript, gives
the previous value of the series.z Thus,

Lxt) = xt- j

2 = fagzzlaklj= f.(x,-j) = xl-cL (.x)
& = x

- (7.9)L xt t-s

(1 - Llxt = xt
-

xt- l = Aak

f-(1 - Llxt = xt-j
- .p-2 = Aa-l

wherc Z is the hrst difference operator. ln many algebraic manipulations the 1ag
operator may be treated as a scalar. One of the most important operations is taking
the inverse of an expression in L. For example, 1etA(L) = 1 - alv denote a tirst-order
polynomial in L. Consider the multiplication

1L2 + a31) + . . . + apLpl = 1 - aP+1J.#+l(1 - aL)( l + aL + a

As p
-.-.

x- ap'v l LP+ l --+ 0 provided jcj< 1. We may then write the reciprocal, or
iaye-, ef A(1,) as

1 z z 3 :.r . . . fy.jtp-1 L4 = = l + aL + a L + a L +A ( (1 - aL)

Using the lag operator, we may rewrite the model in Eq. (7.8)as

(1 - azL) 0 -(zI C: (:41 0 utDt
0 1

-:1f1

- L) It = pl 0 n
+ vr (7.11)

- 1 - 1 1 Fr 0 l
- ' 0

where D? is a dummy variable that takes the value of one to accommodate the inter-
cept term. We now write this system in matrix form as

AL#t = Bzt + wr (7.12)

2intime series literature it is common to find this operator denoted by B (backwardshift omrator). L is

morecommon in the econometrics titcraturc,and we will adhere to that convention.
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where the correspondences should be obvious. AL) is the 3 X 3 matrix whose ele-
ments are polynomials (someof degree zero) in the lag operator. Its inverse may lye
written

l 1
A- L) =

- . CL4
IA(f)I

(7. l3)

where /(f)I is the determinant and CL) is the matrix of cofactors. Combining Eqs.
(7.12) and (7.13)gives

/(f,)#l = ClBzt + CLwt (7.l4)

ne crucial property of Eq. (7.14) is that each endogenous variable in-p is multiplied
by the determinant, which is a scalar polynomial in the 1ag perator. For this model

/(Z)I = (1 - tyl ) - (&2+ pt)L + :1(1 + azjivl - azptL? (7.15)
Thus each endogenous variable has the same third-order autol-egressive component.
The nature of the disturbance term in thc AR equation will depend on the exogenous
variables on the right-hand side of Eq. (7.14), lf a white noise assumption is net
appropriate, ene should lit a general ARMA model of the type shown in Eq. (7.5).

7.1.2 ARMA Modeling

There m'e three steps in ARMA modeling:

1. Check the series for stationarity, and, if necessazy transform the series to induce
stationarity.

2. From the autocorrelationpromrties of the transfonned series chse a few ARMA
specifications for estimation and testing in order to anive al a preferre smciN-
cation with white noise residuals.

3. Calculate forecasts over a relevant time hrizon from the preferred sjxcitication.

We will concentrate On stage 2 lirst before looking at stage 1. ne bsic idea is to
derive the autocorrelation patterns associated with various low-order AR. MA. and
ARMA schemes. Comparing these with the empilical patterns computed from the
series under analysis then suggests one or more ARMA specihcations for statistical
estimtion and testing.

7.2
PROPERTIES OF AR, MA, AND ARm PROCESSES

7.2.1 AR(1) Process

We will first derive the properties of the AR(l) process. ne main results were ob-
tained in Section 2.5; but wc will rederive them here using a different method, wilicll
will have fruitful applications later. The specification is

yt = m + ayt- I + t (7.16)
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where e is a white noise process. Using the lag operator we rewrite this equation as
a ' . . ' ' '

. (1 - aos = m + ct
2/.2 + . .

.)(p;

+ et)which gives yt = (1 + aL + a

Since a constant. like m, has thc same value at all periods, application of the lag
operator any number of times simply reproduces the constant. Thus we can write

2 . .
.)m

+ (et + aef-l + a2ef-z + - .
.)

)'1 = ( l + tz + a +

Provided 1el< l this gives

E()'?)= = # (7.17)1 -

a

that is. y has a constant unconditional mean, independent of time. As shown in Sec-
tion 2.5. the same condition on a gives y a constant unconditional variance, namcly.

1
2 2 tre

ry = f yt
- #') =

2 1. 18)
1 -

a
This variance can be derived in an altemative fashion that also facilitates the

dcrivation of autocovariances. By using Eq. (7.17),it is possible to rcwrite Eq. (7.16)
aS

x: = (z.x/-: + e? (7.l9)

wherexz = yt
-

g. Squaring both sides of Eq. (7.19)and tnking exmctations, we
find i

2 = a2S(x2 ) + Ee2) + gcvElxt-Let)Ext ) ,-1 t

ne last term on the right-hand side vanishes, since xt- 1 depends only on t- l ,

ef-2,. . . and e; is uncorrelated with alI previous values by the whie neise assump-
tion.When a satishes the stationarity condition, ltx< l ,

. f , ,rzv- Eh ) -
'(..-1)

- ' ' -

and 1he previous equation becomes
2 =

(:2g.2
+

(r2
G , .

e

which recontirms Eq. (7.18).
The process of multiplying both sides of Fm. (7.19)by xt-j and taking expecta-

tions gives
Extxt-j) = aExlt- j) + Elxt- le,)

After denoting autocovariance coeffkients by ys = Extxt-s), this last equation
gives

71 = t''FO

where 'yo is another symbol for tO,.In a similar fashion, multiplying Eq. (7.19)by)
xt-z, followed by taking expectations, gives

:2 = 'Fl
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Correlograms for stationary AR(1) series.
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and, in gencral, yk = a'yk-! = ctk'p k = 1,2, . . . (7.20)
'Ihe autxorrelation cocients for a stationary series are deEnedby

Elxtxt-kj (y...j g zj)Pk = = ( .

varlml varlx/-kl Y0

ne autocovariance and autocorrelation coefficients are symmetrical about 1agzero.
nus we need only look at positive lags. The autocorrelation coefhcients for the
AR(1) prcess are

k k = 1 2 (722)pk = a #-l = a , ,... .

The formula giving the autocorrelation coefhcients is known as the autocorrelation
function of the series, with the abbreviation acf and its graphical representation is
known as the correlogram. Figure 7.1 shows tw0 correlogrnms for stationary AR(1)
series.

7.2.2 AR(2) Process

The AR(2) process is dehned as

(7.23)
By assuming stationarity, the unconditional mean is pz = Y(l -

al
- aa).

- '

xt = yt
-

g as before, we may rewrite Eq. (7.23)as
'''f

x,
- a,,-I + aaa-a + ,, (7.24)

!' J

lf we multiply both sides by xt and take exmctations, ' ?

.)% = trl'yl + azyl + Extt)

Frnm Eq. (7.24)it is clear that Extet) = Ge2 and so
2Y0 = tzlll + tzz-yz + re (7.25)
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Multiplying Eq. (7.24)by m-1 and ak-a and tnking expectations in the usual way,

we fin

'FI = a1Y0 + (:2Y1 (7.26)
:2 = a l

'y

I + (:2:0

Substituting Eq. (7.26)in Eq. (7.25)and simplifying, we see that

(1 - azlel
= e'Fo (1 + a2)(1 -

a I
- a2)(l + c1

- (z2)

Under stationarity this variance must be a constant, positive number. Requiring each
term in parentheses to be posilive gives

az + a 1 < 1

a:
-

al < 1 (7.27)

Ia2 I< l

These are lhe stationarity conditions for the AR(2) process.
The relations between autocovariances in Eq. (7.26)may be restate.d in term: of

aulocorrelalioncoeflicients, namely,

#1 = crl + a2p1 (7.28)
p2 = tl PI + a2

These are the Yule-Walker equations for the AR(2) process. Solving for the tirst
two utxonelation cfcients gives

(7.29)

.ne acf for u AR(2) press is

pk = a 1pk- 1 + a2pk-2 k = 3, 4, . . . (7.30)
This is a second-order difference equation with the first two values given in Eq.
(7.29). Moreover. the coefcients of the difference equation are those of the AR(2)

process. Thus thc stationaritl' conditions ensure that the acf dies out as the 1ag in-
creases. The acf will be a damped exmnential or, if the roots of Eq. (7.30)are com-
plex, a damped sine wave.

Roots of the polynomial in the lag operator
An alternative and enlightening view of thc AR(2) process is obtained by re-

casting it in lag operator notation. Write Eq. (7.24)as

Alxt = e/

h A(1) = 1 - tzlf- -
azi?

w erc

Express this quadratic as thc product of two factors,

zAL) = 1 - a lfz - a1L = (1 -

l t)( l - l2f)
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'I'he connection between the tz and the parnmeters is

j + z = &1 and lz = -a2 (7.31)
The 's

may be seen as the roots of /.2 -

a l
-

az = 0, which is the characteristk
equation of the second-order process. Its roots are

tzl : tz, + 4a2
2

and tlese satisfy Eq. (7.31).The inverse A-1(L) may be written

1 c dA-l (f) = = +
(1 -

j 1,)(1 - hL) 1 - lfa l - kzL

where c = -I/(c -

: ) and d = A2/(a - AI ). Then

c #
x = A- 3(L)et = et + tt 1 -

j g,
---r--

a
From the results qn the AR(1) process, stationarity of the AR(2) process requires

I1!< l and Izg< 1 (7.32)
Restating these conditions in terms of the a parameters gives the stationnn'ty condi-
tions already derived in Eq. (7.27).

The AR(2) case allws the possibility of a pair of complex roots, which will
occur if a2 + 4a2 < 0. The roots may then be written1

1, 2 = h :!: W

here h and v are the real numbcrs h = a 1/2, v = 1 -(a2 + 4az), and i is theW
2 l

imaginary number i = - 1, giving i2 = - 1. The autocorrelation coefcients will
now display sine wave Guctuations, which will dampen toward zero provided the
complex roots have moduli less than onc. The absolute value or modulus of each
cmplex root is

l/l = hl + :2 =
-c2

giving 0 < -a2 < 1 as the condition for the correlogram to be a damped sine wave.
For real ()r complex roots the stationarity condition is that the moduli of the roots

should be less than one, or that the rtmts lie within the unit cfrcfe. An alternative
statement is that the roots of A(z) = l -

a l c
- azz2 should Iie outsidp /* =l

circle. The roots of A(.z)are the values of z that solve the equation

A(z) = l -

a l z
- ajzl = ( l -

l z)(l - 2c) = 0

The roots are obviously zj = l/j j = 1,2) so that. if the
's

Iie within the nnit cir-
cle, the z's lie Outside the unit circle. ne stationarity condition is commonly stated in
the literature as the roots of the relevant mlynomialin the lag omrator lying outside
the unit circle. Figure 7.2 shows two correlograms for stationary AR(2) series.

Partial autoeorrelation function (pacg
It is sometimcs dicult to distinguishbetween AR precesses of different orders

solely on the basis f e corelogramR. A shalwr discn'minstioa is possibl og the
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basis of pmial correlation coefscients. ln an AR(2) process the a2 parameter is the
partial correlation between xt and xi-z with xt- j held constant. To see this, wc recall
the dehnition of a partial correlation coeflkient in a'three-variable case, given in Eq.
(3.15), nmely.

rl3 - r12r23F13.2 =

l - r2 1 - r2
12 2.3

These correlation coefficients take a special fotm for a statioaary sedes. Let 1, 2, and
3 denote .r and its srstand second lags, respectively. nen

rj2 = ColTtAb Xt- j ) = cOlT(&- j y 4-2) = r23 = pj

n3 = cona,-p-cl = p2
Substitution in the previous fonuula gives

2P2
-

pjr13.2 =

1 - p2
1

If we return to the Yule-Walker muationsin (7.28)and snlve f0r z the result is
2/P2 -

Pl
G2 = = rj 3 a1 - /)2 '

l

The Yule-Walker equations for at AR(3) press, xt = alxj-l + azxl-z + aaxl-: +

t$ are . .

pl = a I + a2pl + a?pz

= a I pl + a2 + t3pl (7.33)P2

#3 = t I p2 + tz2pl + &3

The ars parameter in this setup is thc partial correlation between xt and xt- with
the interveningx's held constant. 1f,hewever, the process were only AR(2), the acf in
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FA. (7.30)shows that

p3 = &1 /72 + a2P1
Substitution in the third Yule-Walker equation then gives a3 = 0. It can l)e shown
that similar results hold if ever higher-order schemes are incorrectly assumed. Thus
the pacf of an AR(2) process will cut off after the second lag. Likewise, the pacf of

an AR(3) series will cut off after the third lag. It must be emphasized, howevers that
these results are for the population parameters. which will be imperfectly estimated
by sample correlations. Nonetheless, we expcct the empirical acf ef a stationary AR
series to dnmp toward zero, and the pacf to be appreximately zero beyondthe order
of the process.

7.2.3 MA Processes

The AR(1) process in Eq. (7.19)may be inverted to giv
oxt =

: + at- j + (;-e,-2 + ' ' -

nis is an MA process of innite order, MA(). In a pure MA process a variable
is expressed solely in terms of the current and previous white noise disturbances. In
practical applications it is only the properties of low-order MA processes that matter.
ne MA41) process is

xt = et
- /116t-1

It is simple * show tllat tlleautocovariances are $? ic tk,., ;;
. i ,

2 2
y0 = (1 + /1 jn

=
- /31d (7.34)Tl

which gives the autocorrelation coefficients as

(7.35)

P2 P3

The MA(l) process may be inverted to give et as an inhnite series in xt,
.p-1,

. . ..

namely,
2 + . . .et = xt + #1xf-l + #1ak-a

z -
. . . + e (7.g6)that is, xt = - p,xr- I

- #1.x?-2

:

Because this is an AR() series the pmial autocorrelations do not cut off but damp
toward zero; but, as we have just seen, the autocorrelations are zero after the Erst.
The properties of a pure MA process are thus the converse of those Of a pure AR
process. The acf ()f an MA process cuts off after the order of tbe press, and the
acfdamps toward zero. .P

- /31
pl =

-
..o

l + # Aj
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Equation (7.36)only makes sense if 1p1I< 1. If that were not so the implication
would be that the most distant A''s had the greatest effect on the current x. The condi-
tion 1#1l< l is known as the invertibility condition. 11is similar to the stationarity
condition for an AR( 1) series, but stationarity Of the MA(1) series itself does not im-
pose any condition on /.31. Similar results can be derived for the MA(2) process.3 In
general for a stationary MA(:) process the tirstq autocorrelation coefhcients will be
nonzero and the rest zero; the partial autocorrelation coefscients will damp toward
Zero.

7.2.4 ARMA Pnxesses

The general ARMA(#,) process is

Alujxt = Bllajt (7.37)
here A(Z) = 1 - aIZ - a1Ll - . . . -

a L#w p (7.38)
BL) = 1 - pLL - pzLl - . -

.'

- p Lq

Stationarity requires the roots of AL) to lie outside the unit circle, and invert-
ibility places the same condition on the roots of B(L). Given these conditions, the
ARMAI#.t?I process may alternatively be expressed as a pure AR process of infinite
order or as a pure MA process of infnite rder, namely,

- ' LjALjxt = Et Or xt = A- ' L)B(L#t (7.39)B (
The lowest-on>r mixed process is the ARMAII, l)s

xt = axf-l + et
- pc,-I (7.40)

lfwe stplnre m.(7.K) and take expectations, we :nd after some manipulation that

1 - 2ap + p2 zGl = Yo =

2 Ge (7.41)
1 -

cf

Multiplying through 1. (7.40) by xt- l . then taking expectations, yields

(cr - p)(1 - ap) c= yn
- # te =

z tz'e (7.42)y l 1 -

Higher-order covariances are given by

yk = ayk- 1 k = 2, 3, . . . (7.43)
ne autocorrelation function of the ARMAIl , l ) process is thus

(a - p)(1 - apl
P1 =

21 - 2ap + p
9k = a #k-I

(7.44)

3seeProblem 7.2.
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TABLE 7.1 '

kz' ! '! -'' li .
..

. .

Correlstion patterns
p-g#tbW

Process aef pacf

AR(p) lnfinite: damps out Finite: cuts off after lag'
MA() Finite: cuts 0ff after lag q lntinite: damps out
ARMA ihfinite: damps out Inqnite: damps out

The first coefhcient depends on the parameters of both the AR pal't and the MA
part. Subsequent coeflicients decline exponentially, with the rate of decline given
by the AR parameter. However, by contrast with a pure AR process, thc partial au-
tocorrelation coefhcients will not cut off but will damp out. This result may be seen
intuitively from Eq. (7.39),which shows that all ARMA processes are equivalent to
AR processes of inhnite order.

The correlation patterns of higher-order ARMA processes may be derived in a
similar fashion.4 The expected theoretical patterns for various precesses are summa-
rized in Table 7.1. In ptinciple it should be fairly easy to distinguish between pure
AR and pure MA processes on the basis of the cutoff in the pacf or acf. Neither cuts
off for an ARMA process, so the determination of the order of an ARMA process is
often a very difficult and uncertain process. lt should also be remembered that these
are expected population patterns, which may or may not be approximated well by
sample estimates.

7.3
TESTING FOR STATIONARITY

Section 7.2 dehned the mean, variance, autocovariances, and autocorrelations of a
stationary series and derived specisc formulae for various low-order ARMA pro-
esses. Before calculating sample estimates of these coefficients for any series, one

must check whether the series appears to be stationalys Referring to Fig. 2.9, where
a stationary AR process and a random walk with drift are shown, we see clearly that
computing the mean of the random walk series for various subsets of the data would
not be sensible.The results would vary with the particular subset used. This deh-
ciency would be true aforori for the cxplosive series shown in Fig. 2. 10. If a time
series is not stationary it is necessaty to Iook for mssibletransformations ha might
induce stationarity. An ARMA model can then be litted to the transfonned series.

There are two principal methodsof detecting nnnstationarily:

1. Subjective judgmentapplied to the time e'es graph of elw
--'--

q*M its <w-

relogram
2. Formal statistical tests for unit roots

4seeProblem 7.3.
ssutionaritywae li'wvl in Smen 2.5,
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7.3.1 Graphical Inspection

Looking again at the three series in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10, we can see that the explosive
AR( 1) series with a parameter of 1

.05

would readily be detected with only a few
observations. ne otherlwo series with parameters of 0.95 and 1.00 look very similar

over some time intervals and somewhat different over others. lt is obviously not easy
to judge one series to be stationary and the other nonstationary on the basis of visual
inspection of the series alone. A more powerful discriminator is the correlogram.
T0 illustrate both the uses of the correlogram and the application of unit root tests,
we have constructed 5ve artihcial series. nese are delined as follows:

Parameter v'alues

Label Serit's dehnition a m 8: % Ppe
Y l (1 - alyt = m + et 0.95 l Stationary
Y2 '' l

.00

1 Nonstationary
Y3 '' l

.05

l Explosive

Y4 ( l - aLllyi - dtl - 451J) = Et 0,9
-

10 0.5 Nocslational'y
Y5 '? 1

.0

10 0.5 Nonstationary

The series were generated with the indicated parameter values and, for all but Y5, a
common set of 2* normally distributed random numbers. Yl is a stationary AR(1)
series. Y2 a random walk with drift, and Y3 an explosive AR( 1) series. Y4 is the
sum of a Iinear time trend and a stationary AR(l) serics. Y5 is another example of
a random walk wilh drift. with a different set of random numbers used in its gener-
ation. In each series the first l00 observations were discardcd and the last l00 used

for calculating acf and pacf coefticients. The samplc autocorrelations are calculated
from the formula .

)(7-k+I(A? - ')(x/-l - ')
J'-y/ iz;C;

,1 ;y ' ''--lr- 1(a-/ -

.:)

where
.:

= X&.I x'In. For a white noise series, these coefscients have an approxi-
:

mate variance of 1/?,.The stple partial autocorrelations are the Iast coefEcients in
the sequence of evcr higher-order AR schemes fitted to the series.

The correlogram for Y I in Table 7.2 displays the classical pattern for a sta-
tionary AR(l) series. with the auocorrclations dying out and only the hrst partial
correlation coeflkient being signiticant. There is. however, one noticeable differ-

ence from the theoretical correlogram for an AR( l ) series with positive parameter,
as shown in Fig. 7.1, and the sample correlogram for Y l in Table 7.2. All the co-
efficients in the former are positive, whereas the latter shows some negative, albeit

' i l ined by Kendall and Ord.6insignificant, autocorrelations. The phenomenon s exp a
They cite an article by Anderson that shows that for any series the sum of all possible

6sirMaurice Kendall and J. Keith Ord, Time Series, 3rd edition, Edward Arnold, 1990, 82-83.
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TABLE 7.z

Co-logrnm of Y1

Sample: 101-200 :
.

.

Included observations: 1*

Autocorrelatim Partial correlation AC PAC Q-stat Ptx.
I ! ' l 1 0.882 0.882 80.153 0.(Xf
I : u$C 1 1 2 0.78 l 0.0 15 143.67 0.(KK)
I ' i' I 1 3 0.706 0.062 196.04 0.(XX
I ' ' I 4 0.593

-0.

l96 233.45 0.(KK)
1 ' a I I 5 0.535 0. l77 264.21 0.(K*
I -3 i'' l l 6 0.474

-0.070

288.58 0.(XX)
I : 2t I l 7 0.415 0.047 307.49 0.(Km
I I I 8 0.361

-0.1

321.93 0.(KX)
I I I 9 0.296

-0.019

331
.73

0.(O
I I I 10 0.256 0.043 339. I8 0.000
I I I l l 0. l85

-0.

l66 343.10 0.0
I 1 I I 12 0.092

-0.

I45 344.08 0.0(X1
I l I I 13 0.021

-0.048

344.13 0.000
l p I I 14

-0.055 -0.022

344.49 0.000
I l 1 15 -0. t46 -. l86 347.05 0.000

l I I 16 -O. l 85 0. 130 35l
.21

0.000
1 I I 17 -0. l94 0.089 355.81 0.()0
I I I 18

-0.204

0.043 360.97 0.(XX)

The vertical dashed lines represent tw0 standard errors around zero.
AC = Autocorrelation coefhcient; PAC = Partial correlalion cxfficient Q-stat= Box-pierce-tjung statistic
IEq. (6.58));Prob. = P-value for hypothesis that alI autocorrelation coefficients to this point are zero. .

autocorrelations is equal to
-0.5.7

The average r is thus slightly negative, even for
an AR(l ) process with positive parameter.

The sample autocorrelations and partial correlation coefhcients may be com-
ppted for a nonstationary serics even though their population counterparts do not
exist. The autocorrelations for the random walk in Table 7,3 decline btlt do not die
out quickly. The pattern, however, is not very dissimilar from that fr Yl because
the stationary series has a prameter very close to unity. The autocorrelations for the
explosive series in Tablc 7.4 are almost identical with those of the random walk: the
partial correiations, however, are different in that al1 but the first are esRntially zem
in the explosive case.

First differences of Y are denoted by DY. The DY2 series is while noise. as
shown by Table 7.5. ne first difference of the explosive series has a correlogram in
Table 7.6 similarto that of the explosive series itself. Taking the tirsldifference of tlx
hrst difference would still not yield a correlogram that dies oul. nere is thus a dis-
tinction between a series like Y2 that is laYled nonstationary and one Iike Y3 that is
labeled explosive. ne distinction is that the nonstationary series can lx tmnsformed

7O.D. Anderson, eserial Demndence Promrties of Linear Procesxs.'' Journal ofthe Operational Re-
hecrr/l Society 1980,31, 05-917.
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Correlogram of Y2

Sample: 101-200
lncluded observations: l00

Autocorrelation Partial correlation AC PAC Q-stat Pmb.
l n'' L' l 1

.958

0.958 94,492 0.000
I lti' i I I 2 0.918 0.01 1 182.22 0.000
I !i :' 1 I 3 0.886 0.068 264.71 0.000
I Eqii I 4 ().g4l -O. l63 239.84 0.0)
I I I 5 0.806 0.094 409,52 0.(KO
I ! . I 1 6 0.770 -0.042 473.90 0.(XO
I i'i' I 1 7 0.729

-0.058

532. 14 0.(XO
l :, ' l 1 8 0.685

-0.084

5:4.19 0.000
I ; I I 9 0.637

-0.078

629.70 0.000
I I I 10 0.596 0.057 669.90 0.000
l I I 1l 0.554 -0.035 705.07 0.000
I I l 12 0.511

-0.024

735.33 0.(X)0
I I ! I 3 0.474 0.01 l 761.61 0.(Km
I ' 1 I 14 0.428

-0.

104 783.34 0.(XX)
l l 1 l 5 0.379

-0.056

800.61 0.0(X)
I I I l 6 0.338 0.0 14 8 14.45 0.000
I I I 17 0.299 0.034 825.41 0.000
p l t l 8 0.264 0.G18 834.06 0.(KJ0

ne vertical dashed lines re rescnt two standard errors around zero.
AC = Autxorrelalion coefhcient; PAC = Partial conrlation coefhcient; Q-slat= Box-pierce-ljung statistic
(Eq. (6.58)1kPre. = '-v.*lu- forhyNtlwsis tlm it autlmortlatio tmKie,uts tg tbis point ga y.ertv.

TA B L E 7.4

Correlogram or 73

Sample: I0 I-2
lncluded obsera alions: l
AutororrelatiM Mal ctlrrelation AC PAC Q-stat Prob.

1 r 1 0.946 0.946 92.224 0.000
l ' l l 2 0.894

-0.006

175.50 0.000
1 ''

I I 3 0.845
-0,006

250.58 0.000
I E 1 I 4 0.798

-0.006 .3

l 8.18 0.000
1 :,:,, ij ! 1 j 0.752

-0.6

378.92 0.(XX)
I krjiE Et I 1 6 0.7()9

-0.7

433.41 0.(Kx)
1 ulitjlyktltl I I 7 0.667 - 0.a)7 482. 17 0.4#20
1 Elybn%.i5; 1 I 11 ().(9:!

-/

- ().()()-/ 15;!5
.,r:1

().()4)4)
I Ei'ttr/tg ( 1 6) () j5tjr - ().()()

-/

,5($:1.15I ().()4)4)
I d?qtot! I 1 10 () 551 - 0 ()07 598 96 () (K)()
I :1' I I l 1 0. jl 6

-0.(f7

629.46 0.(XX)
I i' I I 12 0,482

-0.*8

656.38 0.(G1
! E 1 l 13 0,.$49 -0.Y8 680.03 0.0(J0
I i I 14 0.4 l 8

-0.*8

700.73 0.000
I C-?i I I 15 (). 388 - 0.(x)8 7 18 , 75

.p()0

l '' l l 16 0.358
-0.(18

734,36 (1.a1
I El1 I 1 17 0.331

-0.*8

747.79 0.(XX)
l I I 18 0.304

-0.*8

759.26 0.(XX)

Tlw vertical dashed linesrepresent two sundard errers around zero.
AC = Aatocorrelatien coefficient', PAC = Pmial correlation coefscient; Q-stat= Box-pierce-ljnng Ftatistic

EEq.(6.58)1;Prob, = P-value for lzypntilesis that 21 autorrelation clefticitnts lo this mintare zzro.
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T A B t, E 7 . 5

Correlogrnm of DY2

Sample: 101-2
Included observations: l

Autocoralation Partial correlation AC PAC Q-stat Pr

I I : I I 1
-0.060 -0.060

0.3662 0.545
I I I I 2

-0,094

-0.098 1
.2928

0.524
I I I I 3 0-157 0. l47 3.8765 0.275

I I 4
-0.209 -0.208

8.5106 0.075
l l 1 l 5 0.039 0.057 8.676: . l 23
I I I I 6

-0.0

16
-0.084

8.7+0 0. 191
I I I I 7 0.0 10 0.089 8-7 l40 0,274
I I I I 8 0.043

-0.030

8.9219 0.349
I 1 I I 9

-0.

l25 -0.085 10.687 0,298
I I I I 10 0. 138 0. l 13 12.850 0.232
I I I I l l 0.*2 0.096 13.827 0.243
I I I 1 12

-0.

101 -0.043 15.019 0.240
1 l I I 13 0.002

-0.069

15.019 0.306
I I l I 14 0.055 0.084 15.372 0.353

I 1 15
-0.230

-0.226 21
.725

0.115
I 1 I i 16

-0.132 -0.

146 23.848 0.*3
I 1 I I l 7 0.020 -0.074 23.897 0,l 22
I 1 I I I 8 0.017 0.073 23-931 0.157

The vertical dashed Iines reprcsent two standard errors around zero. -
AC = Autocorrelation coefficient; PAC = Partial correlation coefhcient; Q-stat = Box-pierce-ljung statistic
(Eq. (6.58)1;Prob. = '-val for hyeh-l! eh- 41mxwn-laHnn fcionts to tllis minlare zero.

TABLE 7.6

Correlogram of DY3

Snmple: 101-200
Included observations: 1*

Autocorrelation Partial correlation AC PAC Q-stat Prob.

I '?r %-.., l 0.946 0.946 92.223 0.(XX)
I IE I 2 0.894 -0.(t)6 175.49 0.(XX)
l Ck i?''- 1 3 :.845 -().j 250.58

.(yxj

I rl ' I 4 0.798
-0.8

318.17 0.(XX
1 1@ ' 1 5 0.752 -0.7 378.* 0.(
I ,pT k. ! 6 (,.7

-(,,(x)()

433.3: c.(xm
$. ' I 1 7 0.667

-0.8

482.1 4 0.e
' ::;

8 0.627 -0.(G 525.68 0.(Y
prg

'

: (yjgg
-().(xj7

564.47 ().am
2: k

jo
.j5

1 -0.(X7 598.92 0.(XX
I @ '' l 1 0.516

-0.7

629.42 0.A
l 7) ' I I 12 0.482 -0.7 656.33 0.(u)
l .zt'

; l l 3 :.449
-0.7

679.* :.(u)
I z 14 0.4 l 8

-0.8

7 70 0.(
I C q 15 0.388

-0.8

7 l 8.74 0.(XX)
I r

'

16 0.359
-0.(0

734.36 (j.(xx)
I 4 F 17 0.33 1

-0.(*

747.80 0.(XX
l '

! I8 0.3%
-0.(*

759.29 0.(K

The vertical dashed lines represent two standard errers around zero.
AC = Autocorrelation coefficient; PAC = Panial correlation cocfhcient: Q-stal= Box-pierce-ljung statistic
(FA. (6.58)1;Prob. a= P-value for hymthesis +at al1autorreiation xfjkients lo tbismint. Mrn.
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by first differencing once or a very few times to give a stationary series, which can
then be modeled as an ARMA process, whereas tis is not true of the explosive
series.

7.3.2 Integrated Series

ln the older time series literature the type of series we have labeled nonstationary

was calted homogeneous nonstationary! ln tbe more recent literature the series is
said to be integrated. The order of integration is the minimum number of times
the series needs tt be srstdifferenced to yield a stationary series. Thus Y2 is inte-
grated of order one, denoted 141).A stationary series is then said to be integrated
of order zero, 1(0). Notice that hrst differencing an 140) series still yields an 1(0)
series. For example, a white noise series is the simplest example of an 1(0) series;
its hrst difference is a stationary MA(1) series.

E

7.3.3 'lwnd Stationary (TS) and Differenee Statlonary (DS) Series

Y4 is a simple example of a trend stationary series. lt may be written

yt = % + t5ll + ut Izr = aut- I + et
(7.45)

or y? = (80(1- a) + aj J + (51 (1 - a)l + ayt- I + t

where E :. in our numerical examplt, is a (Gaussian) white noise scries and )aT< 1.
lf y is the log of a variable, Eq. (7.45)asscrts that the variable is subject t a constant
growth trend and that the deviations from the trendfollow a stationary AR(l) process.
The graph of Y4 is shgwn in Fig. 7.3. The underlying linear trend, 10 + 0.5/, is
denoted b)' Y4HAT: and the actual values are seen to iuctuate at-oundthe trend with
no obvious tendency for the amplitude of the iuctuations to increase or decrease.
For this reason the series is said to be trend stationary (TS). The steady increase
in the mean level renders the series nonstationm'y. lts first difference, however, is
stationary. From F.q. (7.45)

Ayr = (51 + ut (7.46)
where hut is stationary since ut is stationary.g By assumption ut is ARMA(l,0), and
so l/ = (1 - aQ- l (1 - L#t is ARMAII, l ); but it is n0t invertible since the MA
polynomial has a unit root.

lf the a parameter in Eq. (7.45)is one, so that the autoregressive part of the
relation has a unit root, we have the Y5 series, also shown in Fig. 7.3. It fluctu-
ates much like Y4 but strays away from the lincar trend. The first difference takes

Esee G. E. P. B0x and G.M.Jenkins. Fa?,eSeriesAnalysis, Forecastinl Jnffcbael, revised ed., Holden
Day. 1976,
gsee Problem 7.4.

I krJL'. ', . .. .
..

.. .. . :! .
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(Yeom

FIGURE 7.3
Trend stationary (TS) and difference stationary (DS) series.

the form

yt = l + et (7.47)
Thus y is stationary, being a constant plus a white noise series. The y variable is
now said to be dilerence stationary (DS).

At Erst sight Eqs. (7.46)and (7.47)seem to be practically identical, and one
might wonder wherein lies the distinction between TS and DS series. There is. in
fact, a crucial distinction. If we label 6/ the innovations or shocks to the system. the
innovations have a transient, diminishing effect on )' in the TS case. and a Nrmanent
effect in the DS situation. In Eq. (7.45) ut measures the deviation of the series from
trend in period 1. We wish to examine the effect of an innovation e: on the current
and subsequent deviations from trend. By deliaition

Ilf+J = l1t-l + Lut + I:r+l + - ' ' + ANl+.v

From the assumption in Eq. (7.45),

ut = et + (a - 1)lf/-1
2 + . .

.)

= 't + (a - 1)(et-1 + aeI-2 + a :1-3 (7.48)
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Let et be some given value and set al1 subsequent innovations to zero. Then, by
ignoring the tenn in lz,- l since it is some given constant for the purposes of this
analysisa Eq. (7.48)gives

a/..l = (a - 1)er
aJ+2 = aa

- 1)e2

a,+x= a'-' (a - 1)fl

Summing these tirstdifferences, we find

Thus. ut-vs = uf-l + a'el

that is. the eftct ofthe et innovation on subsequent deviations from trend diminishes
toward zero the farther ahead gne looks. ln the unit root case, a = 1 and ut =

.t.
With a1lsubsequent innovations set at zero as before,

ut+s = &J-l + 63 (7.50)
that is. the et innovation has a permanent effect on a1l subsequent dcviations from
trend.

An almative and simpler derivation of these results can be obtained by ex-
pressing uk in tenns of the innovations. From Eq. (7.45),

2 + . . .

ut = et + tey-l + c ef-2

out-vs swhich gives = ape?
This result yields Eq. (7.49) or Eq, (7.50),according as lal< 1 or a = 1.

The contrast Ylween TS and DS series has been developed in terms of a very
simple specitication. The same basic contrasts may be developed for more compli-
#tM models.lojn general the meel may be written

vr
- Jtl - d! t = ut ALlut = #(1,)er (7.51)

where A(f-) and B(L) are polynomials of order p and q in the lag operator. When all
roots of A(Z) lie outside the unit circle. !he deviations from trend follow a stationary
ARMAIP, q) scheme. lf, however, A(Z) contains a unit root, the result is a DS model.
In this case

(7.49)

where a11 p
- 1) roots of A*(Z) 1ieoutside the unit circle. Then Eq. (7.51)becomes

A*(1,)(Ay,- l) = Blt . (7.52)

loseePmblem7.5.
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TA B L E 7 . 7

Correlogram of DY4

Sample: 101-2*
Included obsewations: 1*

Autocorrelation Partial correlation AC PAC Q-stat Prob.

I I I I 1
-0.091 -0.09

l 0,St!z! 0.35*
I I I I 2 -0. 122

-0.

l 3 I 2,3834 0.304
I I I l 3 0. l41 0.120 4.4681 0.215

i I 4
-0.233 -0.233

10.215 0.037
I I I I 5 0.027 0.027 10.290 0.067
I I I I 6

-0.030 -0.

l 14 10,386 0. 109
I I I I 7 -0.001 0.063 I0.386 0. l68
I I I I 8 0.034

-:.052

10.516 0.231
l I I l 9

-0.13% -0.110

12.657 0.179
I I ! I l() 0. 137 0.093 14.784 0. I40
1 I 1 I l l 0.093 0,092 l 5.768 0.150
I I I I 12

-0.104 -0.041

17.026 0.149
I I I I 13 ().tx)4

-0,069

l 7.028 0.198
l l l l 14 0.061 0.089 17.470 0.232

I I 15 -0.230 -0.224 23.826 0.068
I I I I 16 -(t 129

-0,

16O 25.831 0.056
I I 1 I 17 0.029

-0,095

25.933 0.076
I I - l I 18 0.*24 (3.:54 26.006 0.l)

nc vcrtical dashed Iines re. resent two standard errors around zero.
AC = Autocorrelation coefhcient; PAC = Partial correlation coefficient; Q-btat= Box-pierce-ljung statistic
IEq. (6.58)1)Prob. = P-value f0r hymthesis that all aulocorrclation coefficients to this point are zero.

so tat the tirstdifference of the series can be modeled as a stationary ARMAI, -

1, q) process.
Tables 7.7 and 7.8 givc the correlograms for DY4 and DY5. Each lends strong

support to the expectation of stationarity. At first sight it may seem surprising that
even the low-order autocorrelations of DY4 are insignificant. However, as note.d be-
fore, this is an ARMAII, 1) series; and it was shown in Eq. (7.44)that

(tz- p)(1 - apl
Pl =

l - 1ap + p2
When a and p are numerically close. as in the generation cf DY4 where a = 0.9
and p = 1, this first autocorrelation will be small and the subsequent autocorrela-
tions still smaller. These correlograms would not enable one to distinguish Ytween
a TS and a DS series, which motivates the search for formal statistical tests for unit
roots. However, the available tests have 1ow Gwer and so the distinction Otween
the two types of series, although of theoretical immnance. may lx of litlle practical
signicance,

7.3.4 Unit Root Tests

Retul'n to Eq. (7.45).namely,

yt =

o + 11 + ut ut = a-l + ef
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TA B L E 7
.8

Correlogram of DY5

Sample: 101-2
Included observations: 1(X)

.
Autocorrelation Partial correlation AC PAC Q-stat Pmb.

l l l 1
-0.085 -0.085

0.7405 0.390
I I I 1 2

-0.01

7 -0.024 0.7702 0.680
I I l I 3 0.043 0.040 0.9638 0.810

I l 4
-0.166 -0.

l6l 3.8991 0.420
l I I I 5 0.003

-0.023

3.8999 0.5*
I I I I 6 0.081 0.074 4.61 65 0.594
I I I I 7 0.071 0.099 5.1740 0.639
l l 1 1 : 0,055 0.048 5.51 10 0.702

I I 9
-0.

l54
-0.

I59 8.1562 0.5 l8
$ I I l 10

-0.052

-0.064 8.4664 0.583
I I I l l 1 -0.034

-0.021

8.5977 0.659
1 I I I l 2

-0.5

0.017 8.6003 0.737
I l 1 I 13 0.021 -0.038 8.6502 0.799
I l I I 14 0.089 0.056 9.5998 0.791

1 1 15 -0. l 66 -0. 159 12.890 0.611
I 1 I I 16 0.068 0.:85 13.456 0.639
I I I I 17 .-.0.(:K1 0.033 13.456 0.705
I 1 I l 18 -.0.017 (1.(j13 13.490 0.762

The vertical dashed Iines represent two standard errors around zero.
AC = Autixorrelalion coefficient; PAC = Partial correlation coefscient; Q-stat= Box-pierce-ljung statistic
lm. (6.5831;Kt. = lhvalue for hypctbesis that a11autoconvlation coefEdents to this Ixm are zero.

We require a tesl of the null hypothesisSo: a = 1. As already seen, combining th
two eqllnions gives

yt = (&(1 - a) + at5l q+ &t(1 - a)l + ayt- l + et (7.53)
Subtracting yt- l from each side gives a more convenient expression

Ayf = (( l - G) + c81 1+ (51 (1 - ajt + yt-j + t (7.54)
where 'y = tz - 1.ne null hymthesis is n0w H(tly = 0. nus y will be zero if there
is a unit root, and ncgative under stationary deviations from the trend. This result
suggests running an OLS regression on Eq. (7.54)and rejecting the null hypothesis
if a signihcant negative value is found for #. Recall, however, that the significance
test requires the distributinn of the test statistic under the null. When the null is true,
Eq. (7.54)reduces to

ly/ = l + er (7.55)
so that y/ is a random walk with drift and thus nenstationary. The ratio 91s.e.(#) does
not then follow the standard t distribution, nor is it asymptotically N(% 1), be-
cause stationarity was required in the derivation of the standard distributions.

The inference problem was solved by Fuller, who obtained limiting distribu-
tions for this ratio in several important cases-il nese distributions were approx-

11Wayne A. Fulier, lntroduction to Slatistical rzneSeries, Wiley. 1976, 366-382.
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TABLE 7.9
Asymptotic critical values for unit root tests
OM 1K '. :

Test statistic 1% 2.5% 5% 10%

'rac -2.56
-2.

23 - 1.94 - 1.62
'rr

- 3.43
-3.

12
-2.86 -2.57

$c:
-3.96

-3,66 - 3.41
-3.

13

Reprinted by permission from Russell Davidson and James G. Maclin-
non,Estimation andlnference r?Econometrics, Oxford University Press,
1993,708. 2

imated empirically by Dickey.lz The tests are thus known as Dickey-Fuller (DF)
tests. More recentlys MacKinnon has derived critical values from a much larger set
of replicationsal3 MacKinnon has also litted response surface regressions to these
replicationsa which mrmitthe calculation of Dickey-Fuller critical values for any
sample size and for various specihcations of regressions like Eq. (7.54).The Mac-
Kinnon procedures are now incomorated in Eviews software from QuantitativeMi-
cro Software. Asymptotic critical values are given in Table 7.9. Dehnitions of the
three test statistics in this lable are gi&en shonly.

The unit root test based on Eq. (7.54 ) attempts lo discriminate between series
like Y4 and Y5 in our numerical example. It is also oflen important to discriminate
betwecn series like Y1 and Y2, where there is no linear trend. The relevant procedure
can be delived by setting t51 to zero in Eq. (7.M). giving

yt = tS()(l - a) + y>'l-l + <t (7.56)
Under the null hypothesis this reduces to

u)'f = e: (7.57)

so that yt is a random walk without drift and nonstationary. The unil rtu test pre-
dure is to fit Eq. (7.56)by OLS and refer Fs.e.(#)10 lhe relevant sfacKinMn critical
'value or, more simply, to the appropriate asymptotic value in Table 7.9.

Finally. f0r processeswith zero mean the relevant test regressi

lyr = yyt- j + et (7.58)
Under the null this also reduces to Eq, (7.57).There are thus thlc mssibletest
regressions. Each has .y

as the regressand. ln Eq. (7.58)the onl regressor is lagged
y, in Eq. (7.56)a constant is included in the regressors. and in A. (7..54) there is a
constant and a time trend in addition to lagged y. Following the notation in Davidson
and MacKinnon we denotc the three possible test statistics. #/s.e.(#). by ra(.. Tc, or
'rc/,according to whether they copy from Eq. (7.58),Eq. (7.56).0r Eq. (7.M).14 The
relevant rows of Table 7.9 are indlcated by these symbols.

l2D. A. Dickey, Hypothesis TestinnforNonstationar.v Ti'me Series. Unpublished manuscripts Iowa State
University. Ames, IA, l 975. '
l;lames G. MacKinnon,

'icritical

Values for Cointegration Tests.'' Chapter 13, Long-Run Economic
Relationshlps, eds. R..Engle and C. W. J. Granger.Oxford University Press. 1991 .

l4ltussell Davidson and James G. MacKinnon, Estimation and Itference in Econometrics Oxford Uni-
Mersity Press, 1993, p. 703.
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The preceding explanation of the Dickey-Fuller tests has incorporated only an
AR( l ) process. If this is inadequate e; will almost certainly be serially correlated,
which invalidates the derivation of the DF tests. To investigate the impact of higher-
order processcs we will look first at a second-order process. Specify

yl = t + ut ut = a l uf-l + a211/-2 + t (7.59)
We have not included a trend term so as to keep the exposition simple. lf appropriate.
a trend term can lx added later. The AR polynomial may be written

1 - a L - azlul = (1 -

j f)(1 - zf.)A(L$ = 1

lf one root. say l , is unity, it follows that

.4(1) = l -

tzl
- (:2 = 0 (7.60)

where A( l ). the result of substituting l for L in AL), gives the sum of the coeflkients
in A41). To carry out a unit root test we would examine whethcr

'?

= 1 - tl 1
-

tla differs signiticantly from zero. The test would be simplified if Eq. (7.59)could
be rearranged to have y as the codfkiept of a single variable. Combiaing the twp
equations in Eq. (7.59)gives

yt = :(1 - (z! - a2) + a 1yf-! + ajyt-z + t

= J(l - &1 - a2) + (a1 + a2)p-l - tzy/-l + .(

which gives J)., = d(l - zj
- a2) -

yytu-k
-

aayf-l + Et (7.61)
where y = 1 -

a l
-

a2 = A( l). ComparingEq. (7.61) with Eq. (7.56),we see
that the effect of moving from an AR( 1) specificatitm to an AR(2) specification is
the addititm of a Iagged Erst difference in y to the test regression. This procedure
extends in a straightforward fashien to higher-order AR processes. For an AR(p)
slxcifutlon 11v. test regression is

j '

' p = ytconstanttrend, yt- t, yf-l, . . . ,

.y,-p+1)

(7.62)
The inclusion of a constanl or a constant plus trend is guided by the same consider-
ations as in the AR( I ) case. nc coefficient of yt- l provides the test Of thc unit root
hypothesis as before. The same critical values can be used as in the AR(1) case. The
coefhcients of the lagged hrst differences in y' are usually of no specihc interest, but
hypotheses about them may l)e tesled by conventional t and F statistics. The objec-
tive is to include sufEcient lagged terms in Eq. (7.62)to yield a white noise residual.
Tests based on Eq. (7.62)are known as aunmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests.

7.3.5 Numerical Example

The preceding Y1 series is a stationary AR( l )scheme with parameter 0.95. Applying
a DF test by sttingregression Eq. (7.56)gives the results shown in Table 7.10.15The

15TheEviews output uses thc designatien ADF f0r alI unit roo test statistics, irresmctive of whether

anylaggedhrst differences m'e included in the test regression-
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TA BLE 7
.10

Unit root test on Y1
tttkk*q/dk%/zl::z:6f:

ADF test statistic
-2.450004

l % Critical value? -3.4965
5% Critical value -2.8903

10% Critical value
-2.58

l 9

*MacKinnon critical values for rejection of hypothesis of a unit root.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test equation
LS // dependent variable is D(Y1)
Sample: 101-200
Included observations: 100

Variable Coecient Std. error T-statistic Prob.

Y1(- l )
-0.

115440 0.0471 l 8 -2.45(K04 0.0161
C 3.963090 l

.869770

2.l 19560 0.0366

unit root hypothesis is not rejected even at the l 0 mrcentlevel. This result is hardly
surprising, given that the true AR parameter is close to l . lf the sample is extended to
include all 200 data points the DF statistic is

-3.42.

with a 1 percent critical value of
-3.46, which now rejects the unit rool hyNthesis at aeul the l percent Ievel. If two
lagged srstdifferences are added to lhe lest regression with l

.
observations. both

coeficients are insignihcant with ; ratios of
-0.20

and
-0.52.

The eorresponding
ADF statistic is

-2.

14, which still fails to reject tl unil rxt hymthesis.
Table 7.11 shows the ADF tesl on Y4. !l< APII stalionao series. The ADF

statistic is
-2.94,

which fails to reject the null hylxlduis al te 10 mrcentIevel.
Again this result is n0t unexpected since the AR cmcient iq 0.9. I...owNwer
in statistical tests is an often unavoidable facl of Iife. u i!h .

- h one must Iive
and not exyect to be ablc to make definitive pronouncements. Itakiure to reject a null
hypothesislustihes at bcst only a cautious and provisipnal acceplaruv. An interesting

TABLE 7. 11
Unlt root test on Y4

ADF test statistic -2.941227 1% Critical value* -4.X21
5% Critical value

-3.45*

10% Critical value
-1

g .

dMaclinnon critical values for rejection of hypothesis of a tlnit ---

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test equalion
LS // dependent variable i! D(Y4)
Sample: 101-2(X)
lncluded observations: l

Varlable Coecient Std. error T-statistic Prob.

Y4(- 1)
-0.

I6221 6 0.0551 52
-2.94

1227 0.(m1
C 0.584690 4.997608 0. 1l 6994 0.9071

Trend 0.098689 0.*5427 l 172477 0.0323
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study by Rudebusch shows that U.S. data on real GNR which fails to reject the unit
root hypothesis. also fails to rejcct a stationarity hypothesis when the latter is set up
as the nuil.16

7.4
IDENTIFICATION ESTIMATION, AND TESTING
OF ARIMA

MODELS

7.4.1 Identication

ne procedures of Section 7.3 enable one to determine whether a series is stationary

or whether it needs to be differenced once, or possibly twice, to yield a stationary se-
ries. The procedures of Section 7.2 then provide a tentative decision on the orders of

the ARMA process to be fitted to the statinary series. The end result is the identifi-
cation of an autoagressive, integrated, moving average, ARIMAT,d, q) model.
The three eters are these:

d = number of differences required for stldtl'onzn'ty

p = order of the AR component
q = order of the MA component

Typically d is zero or One, or very occasionally two; and one seeks a parsimonious
representation with low values Of p and q. The difficult choice of the order ofp and q
may be helmd by a numerical procedure suggested by Hannan and Rissanen.l7 The
procedure has three steps. ln the first step some pure AR processes of fairly high order

are esimated by OLS. which is n0t unreasonable since an unknown ARMA process
is equivalent to an infinite AR process. The regression with the smallest value of the
Akaike information criterion (AIC) is selected in step two, and the residuals le?)from
this regression arr taken as estimates of the unknown e's in an ARMA model. In the
snal step a numYr of ARMA models are Etted using thesc estimated residuals. For
instance, if an ARMA (2v1)is htted, the regression is

yt = m + a lX-l + e2.Yr-2 + et
- /1et- l + error

Such regressions are Etted by OLS tbr various values of p and q. ne residual vari-

ance 12 is obtnined and the specitication chosen that has the lowest valueof
P,q

2 + p + q) ln n!nlnt'klhq

which is the Schwarz criterion. It is important to emphasize that, even though the
Hannan-ltissanen procedure yiclds numerical estimates of an ARMA model, they

IbGleinnD. Rudebusch, i-f'he Uncertain Unit Root in Real GNR''American Economic Review 1993, 83,
264-272.
l7E. J. Hannan and J. Rissanen, 4sltecursive Estimation of Mixcd Autoregressive-Moving Average Or-
derr'' Biometriko, 69, 1982, 8 1-94; correction, 70, 1983, 303.
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are the by-product of an identilication process and are not mealg as finpl 'ken'vna,.e

of the relevant coefhcients.l8

7.4.2 Estimation

Software packages typically offer least-squares, whether linear or nonlinear, or max-
imum likelihood, whether conditional or full, estimation procedures for ARMA mod-
els. We will comment only on a few specific cases. Retllming to the AR(1) speciii-
cation in Eq. (7.16),that is.

yt = m + ayf- 1 + t

where e is white noise, OLS is an obvious estimator. The only qualihcation is that
the value of yl is taken as given and summations run over l = 2, 3, . . . , rl. As scen in
Chapter 2, the usual test statistics now only have an asymptotic justitkation, because
of the lagged regressor. OLS may also be seen to be a conditional ML estimator. If
we take yj as given, he oM'lwinnol lik-lihzw1 for tha mmainingn

- 1 observations
j
S

L* = pyz, y:. . . . . yn lyl)

= p-b Iyl )#(y3 l
.n)

- - - lf5.n Iya-l)

If we assume Gaussian white noise,

l l 2r.(xrtl'rIy'- 1) = - exp
-

2 (y, -

m
- ay,-I)

tr 2*

Thus the conditional log-likelihood is

n
- 1 l n

1* = ln L* = constant - ln (72
- X()',- m

-

ayt- j )22 2G2
l=2

Maximizing with respect to m and a gives the OLS estimates justdescribed.
To obtain/l/ ML estimates one must maximize the unconditional likelihood

L = #(yI)Z#

Under the assumptions of the AR(1) process
2

)?l - N , z1 -

a 1 - tz

1 - a2 m 2
nus, ln #(yl ) = constant + 12ln(1 - a2) - Jln G2 -

ug (yj-

j .a j

tsF'ora detailed account of the Hannan-Rissanen procedure and some illuminating examples of the iden-
tihcation process see C. W. J. Granger and P. Neweldv Fore4mtq **r-'' ' z',- r- Serieh 7M editiow
Academic Press, 1986, Chapter 3.

'
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and so the unconditional log-likelibood is

l = ln #(yj ) + 1*

n 1 - a2 m 2

= constant - j.
ln.2 + lzln(l -

a2) -

gyg (yj-

j .a ) (a.u;
1

..-....a

-
-

y (y, -

m - ay,-l)2
2(,.2( = 2

Taking first derivatives with respect to m and no longer yields linear equations in
these parameters. nus iterative techniques are required to maximize Eq. (7.64).ln
small samples the difference between maximizing Eq. (7.63)or Eq. (7.64)may be
important, but this difference diminishes with sample size.

Highenorder AR schemes are htted in a sirnilarfashion. Least squares and con-
ditional maximum Iikelihood take the hrst p observations as given. Full maximum
likelihood predures are also available.lg

The sttingof MA schemes is more complicated. Even the lowest-ordcr pro-
cesses involve nonlin-mr metods. For exnmple, the MA(1) scheme is

yt = #' + t
- # 61-1

If eo is set at zero, then e l = yl -

g and ea = y2
-

g + #: I . By proceeding in this
fashion. all zl values of 6 can be expressed in terms c)fp, and p . However, E'? 1

6lt
(=

is a complicated nonlinear function of the parameters, and iterative techniques are
required to obain even conditional estimates. Full ML procedures are agin avail-
able and are fully described in Hamilton's Outstanding trcatise. Full ARMA schemes
sbnre all &l- Auiremion probkmg of te pure MA processes.

7.43 Diagntk Tating

Identihcation and estimation have producedan estimated ARIMA model.The next
stage in univariale time series modeling is the testing of the resultant equation.

One set of tests can l>eapplied to the estimatedcoefficients of the model, in the
manner of Chapler3. nus one may test the signilkance of an includcd variable
or a subset of such variables. ()lx mxy also test tbe effect of adding one or more
variables to the specihcation.

2. The residuals of the model also provide immrtant information for testing. lf an ad-
equate model has been htted, the residuals should bc approximately white noise.

As shown by Tablcs 7,2 to 7.8, three crucial asrcts t)f the residuals are their auto-
correlations, their partial autocorrelations, and the values of the Box-pierce-bjung
statistic, which tests the jointsigniscance of subsets of autocorrelation coefhcients.

19Fora comprh-ncive tremanent see Jam'es D. Hamilton Tnte Jere. Analysis Princeton, 1994 Chap-' .
, .y ,

ter 5.
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Tables 7.5, 7.7, and 7.8 illustrate the appearance of white noise series compnred wi+
Tables 7.2. 7.3, 7.4. and 7.6. If the residuals depart significantly from white Ix)im

the model is unsatisfactory and has to be respecified. '
'

'

7.5
FORECASTING

The main purpose of Etting ARMA schemes is to project the series forward beyond
the sample period. Such projections are sometimes used as a benchmark to compare
with forecasts yielded by more complicated multivariate models. In projections or
forecasts there are two inevitable sources of error, nnmely,

* Error due to ignorance of future innovations
* Etror due to differences between tme and estimated parnmeter values

ln this section we will deal only with the srstsource of error, illustratingthe princi-
plesinvolved with a few low-order procei-s.

Cnnsider srstthe AR(l) scheme.
.

yt
-

# = a()-1 - Jt) + t 1t1< 1 et iidto, (r2)

whichfor some purposes is more conveniently written as

(7.65)
ln al1 that follows we will assume that observations on

.y

are available for periods
1 to rs, and tlzat ali foreasl are mlde conditionxl on intbrmation available at
time n. Thus

ynws = (unknown)value of y in future period n + s
h-vs = forecast of ynx.. made on the basis of information available at time n
en-s = .Ya+.

-

.n-s = forecast error

The mean squared ermr (MSE) of a forecast is simply the average, or expected.
squared forecast error. This treats positive and negative forecast errors symmetrically
and is a widely used criterion for the choice of a forecasting rule. We wish to hnd a
forecasting nlle that will minimize MSE. It can be shown that the minimum MSE
forecast of ynss is the conditional expectation of ynws, given information available
at time 4.20 As an illustration, consider forecasting ya+ l for the AR( I ) press. ne
true value is

y l = (1 - a)> + ay. + ea+1 u
-, ;, : .; bai (7.*)&+

. ' . 'i ..'

The minimum MSE forecast is then

= f (n+1 Iyn) = (1 - aj. + ay. (7.67)n+1

zoilamiltowibid., Chapter 4.
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The only unknown on the right side of Eq. (7.66)is the innovation in period n + 1,
and it is replaced by its zero expectatien. The forecast in (7.67)may be rearranged

as

n, l
- p.b = alyn - p,) (7.68)

that is, yn+l is forecast to diffcr from the mean by a fraction tz of the deviation in
eriod n. The forecast error is en+ 1 = yn+ j

- Jn+l = ea-h! and so vartenil) = G2.
P

Turning to period n + 2, we need to express yn4.ain terms Of yn and innovations
sinc #lu! time. Substitution in Eq. (7.65)gives

yns? = (1 - alp, + ayn+l + en+2

= (1 - ly, + a((l - aly, + ayn + eu+j) + ea+c

l - allg + alyy + 'etta.t + esx.a= (
The minimum MSE forecast is

2 + a2Jz,+2= (1 -

a )#, yn

whichmay lx displayed as
24 - ) = a(#u+I - /z)(Jk+2- p.) = a yn p, (7.69)

The forecasls from the AR(1) model approach the unconditional mean Jz,exponen-
tially as the forerast horizon increases. Th forecast erm variNce is yarteu+zl =

2 2(J' (1 + a ).
Proceeding in this way, we 5nd

' = (1 - asjg + a5y + (n-vs+ aen+y-l + . . . + a'-le ).bnws n rl+1

ne forecst is

(Ja+x- #j = asyn - Jt) (7.70)
and the fonenq en'or variance is

j + + .4 + . . . + a2(y- 1)) 2 (77j)ValG+zl = ( C -

Clearly Ja+,-#

Jt as s
-+

x

a
and var(da+,) -+

a
= trzz as z

-> =

l -

a

Thus as the forecast horizon increases. the forecast value tends to the unconditional

mean of the process, and thc forecast error variance increases toward the uncondi-
tional variance of the process.

'

7.5.1 MA(1) Process

ne MA( 1) proctss is

yt = Jt + f t
- #el-1 (7.77)
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Again forecasting from period n, we hnd

n+I = Jt
- #6r (7.73)

because en..l is unknown at period rl. Implementation of Eq. (7.73),however. dxs
require knowledge of ea. From Eq. (7.72)it is clear that this in turn requires knowl-
edge of previous values of 6. Thus, the strict implementation of Eq. (7.73)requires
knowledge of 6o. In practice this is often set at the cxpected value of zero in order
to start the process off. This approximation is obviously of lesser importance as the
sample size increnes. Clearly vartda.y 1) = (F. Looking two periods ahead, we see
that

ynh.z= Jz + 6a+2 - #6n+l
andthe minimum MsE forecast is

#n+2= #.

Thus for the MA(1) scheme

s > 2

d arte ) = (1 + p2)( =
.2 .y > lan v s+y y

From two periods out, the forecast from the MA(1) scheme is simply the uncondi-
tional mean of the series, and the forecast error variance is the vmiance of the series.

(7.741

(7.75)

7.5.2 ARMAII,DProcess

As a third example we will combine the AR(l) and MA(l) processes to give the
(1,1) scheme,

(yt - /.t) = a()7,-1 - Jt) + tt - petzk (7.76)
ne minimum MSE forecast fot period n + 1 is then

J,?+1- # = ayn - p,) - pn
This result differs from the AR(1) forecast only by the term in pkn.'I'e f------
en'orvariance is vartea..l ) = c'2 . Repeated use of Eq. (7.76)gives

2( - Jt) + ea+z + (a - pjkn..i - a#:.()'a+2- #.) = a yn

ne forecast for period n + 2 is then

(Jn+2- Jt) = tzzlya - >) - apen = e(#a-I - #) (7.77)

Thus, as in the AR( l)case, successive forecasts deviale from the mean in a declining
exponential fashion. The forecast error variance is vartea+a) = &(1 + (a - /)2).
By continuing in this way it may be shown that

- = alty - g) - as- l#e
. (7.78)(Jn+: /t) , a s.
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The forecast thus tends to the unconditional mean as tNeforecmsthorizon increases.
Likewise, it may be shown thal 7 .

1 - 2ap + pl
vartea+,l....+ G2 (7.79)

1 - a2

As shown in Eq. (7.41), this limiting variance is the valnce o the y series.

7.5.3 ARIMAIIJ,OIProcess

As a Gnal illustration. consider a series z whose hrst differences followan AR(1)

scheme:
zt - Q- 1 = yt (7.80)
()b- p.) = c()?l-l - M) + fl

From Eq. (7.80) we can write

z.+, = zn+ yn+l + - ' ' + yn-vs

= (zn+ 5Jz) + (.y,,+1- p,) + ' ' ' + (yn+,- p')

Continuous substitution for the (y, - M) terms gives

a (1 - a' )
Q+.v = zn + sli + ()G - #$ + en's1 -

a

w%m
2 ...

ea+, = ea+x + (1 + a)es+x-l + (1 + a + a )es+y-c+

- 2 s- l
+ ( l + a + a + ' . ' + a )e,,+I (7.82)

ne forecasts are given by the hrst three terms on the right side of Eq. (7.81), two
of which increse with the forecast horizon, s. Notice, however, that the term in the
initial value. ca. ds not fade away. From Eq. (7.82)the forecast error variance is

trz l + (1 + a)2 + (1 + + a2)2 + . . . + (1 + a + . . . + a3- l )2varlen+yl =

(7.8 1)

(7.83)

This variance increases monotonically with s. The forecasts of a nonstationary series

become cver more imprecise as the forecast horizon increases.
All the formulae in this section are based on the assumption that the parameters

of the process are known precisely. ln practice they are replaced by sample estimates.
The point forecasts will still be MSE asymptoticallys but the estimated forecast error
variances will understate the true values because the formulae do not allow for coef-
licient error. ne Eviews software. however, calculatcs the error variances cerrectly

by allowingfor coefscient uncertainty as well as ignorance of future innovations.

21seeProblem 7.8.



7.6
SEASONALITY

Many series that are measured at regular intervals within a year may well display
seasonal regularities, Construction activity will be lower in winter months, unem-
ployment tends to peak in the summer, and so on. ln other words a variable may be
more closely related to its value in the same quarter (month,week, etc.) of the previ-
ous year than to its value in the immediately preceding quarter. Thus, for quarterly
data we would be 1edto specify

xt = #xt-4+ ut (7.84)
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lf the u series were white noise, the acf of this process would consist of exponen-
tially declining spikes (underthe usual stationarity assumption) at lags 4, 8, 12, etc.
The intervening autocorrelations would aI1be zero. Most economic series, however.
display some continuity over adjacent periods. Thus a white noise assumption in Eq.
(7.84) is inapproprinlm Supmse therefore that we specify an AR(1) scheme for u,

I/p = aa/-l + et (7.85)
where e is a white noise series. Combining the two relations gives

4)x = e(1 - al-j l - L r t (7.86)

This is a simple example of an auto ive multiplicative sesonal model. ne
shorthand designation is AR(1) X SAR(l).

'u

multiplying out the equation may te
rewritten as

xt = axt-t + 4.:,-4 - a4xp-s + e, (7.87)
This is seen to be a special case of a general AR(5) prxess. with two cmcients qet

to zero and a nonlinear relation between the remaining thrcchq .
. ntx. Becauqe of

the Efth order we expect the pacf to cut off after lag 5. ne deri: alkon of tile theoret-
ical acf is complicated. A typical pattern is shown by the empirical correlogram in

'
. Table 7.12. This has been generated from Eq. (7.87)by selting a = = 0.8. The

autocon-elations decline with increasing lags, but there are relatis e maksal lags 4,
8, 12, and 16. The partial autocorrelations are essentiall) zero aher Iag 5. with a
distinctive positivc spike at lag l and a distinctive negative spike at 1agF.

In a similar fashion one may specify moving average multi
'

tive seasonnl
models. An MA( 1) X SMA(1) model would be

1 - p1)(1 - 0L4#t (7.88)xt = ( .

Here one expects the autocorrelations to cut off nf-r lag 5 A-I tl- panial autocorre-
lations to damp away.

More generally one may specify mixed models combining AR. SAR. MA,
and SMA components. lt is extremely difhcult to make tentative judgmentson the

ders of such models.22 Finally, one should note that the usllal preliminary check foror

22WaIterVandaele, Applied Tle veries and Box--lenkinsModels. Academic Press. 1983. contains many
illustrative correlograms for various schemes and some dctailedcmpirical analyses of real dnla. Study
of such material helps develp the judgmentso necessary in univarialc time series analysis.
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TABLE 7.12

Coralogram of seastmal series

Sample: 6-l
lncluded observations: 95

Autocoralatlon Padial correlation AC PAC Q-stat Pob.

I ., I ' 1 0.765 0.765 57.363 0.(X)0
l 1 I 2 0.579 -0.015 90.590 0.(Xf
1 I r'' 3 0.639 0.484 131.49 0.(X:1
1 5''' '' 1 4 0.782 0.432 193.41 0.(X)0
I )t' I 5 0.577 -0.j62 227.49 0.000
1 . l 1 6 0.365

-0.100

241.27 0.000
i I I 7 0.379 0.01 l 256.31 0.(XK1
l l l 8 0.49: 0.024 282.61 0.tXX
l I I 9 0,341

-0.083

295.04 0.(G)
1. l I 1 10 0.164 0. 122 297.94 0.(XX)
1 I l 1 0.194 0. l14 302.05 0.(Xf
1 I l 12 0.322 0.002 313,58 0.tXX)
I I I 13 0.233 0.07 1 319.68 0.(yX)
1 l l 1 14 0.084

-0.071

320.49 0.0
I I I l 15 0.127 0.064 322.36 0.()(X)
l I 1 16 0.268 0.027 330.72 0.(XX)
I I 1 17 0.223 -0.3 336.60 0.tX)
1 I I I 18 0.078

-0.*3

337.32 0.(XX)

ne venical dshed lines represent two standard errors around zero,
AC = Auttxorrelation coeffkient; PAC = Partial correlation coefficient; Q = Box-pierce-ljung statistic
IEq. (6-5811:INt- = ftvalue for hypothesis thal aIl autocorrelation coefficients to this mintare zero.

stationity is required before Ntting these models. In some cases both first-order
differencing and seasonal differencing may be required to induce stationarity. lf z
denotes a qumerly series, the appropriate differencing may be (1 - f)(1 - L4jzt in
order to yield a stationary series for analygis.

7.7
A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: MONTHLY HOUSING STARTS

Figure 7.4 shows housing starts in the United States. The series is Total New Private
Housing Units Started (thousands.not seasonally adjusted) from the DRl/McGraw
Hill data set. The Citibase label for the series is HS6FR, First of all, we check for
stationarity to see if we should construct a model in the levels of the series. Visual
inspection does n0t give any strong indication of nonstationarity. and this is con-
firmed by formal tests. An augmented Dickey-Fuller test gives the result shown
in Table 7.13. The unit root hypothesis is strongly rejected. Table 7.14 shows the
correlogram, which tells a similar story. This looks very similar to the correlogram
of an autoregressive multiplicative seasonal series in Table 7.12. The autocorrelation
coeffcients decline and thcn lise to a relative peak at 1ag 12 before declining sub-
stantially at highcr lags, and the partial autocorrelations show a positive spike at lag
1and a negative spike at lag 13.nese patterns suggest an AR(1)XSAR(12) as a hrst
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FIGURE 7.4
Total new private housing units started; no seasonal adjustment.

approximation to the series.23We will use observations from 1959:01 to l 984:12 fr
fitting, and the remaining observations from l 985:01 to 1992:04 for out-of-sample
forecast tests. Table 7.15 shows the results of htting (1 - al 1 - $LLIIHSt, with
allowance for a nonzero intercept. A1l coeflicients are highly significant. The re-
gression accounts for 86 percent of the variance Of housing starts. There is, however,
substantial residual variation: The standard error of the regression is more than 11
percent of the mean value of the dependent variablc,

Let us look at the forecasting performance of the equation. Using only data up to
1984:12, we forecast the remaining 88 observations up to 1992:04. The results are
shown in Fig. 7.5. The forecast is reasonably good for the hrst l 2 months. picking
up thc seasonal pattern and only somewhat underestimating the high Ievcl of activ-
ity. Bth features, however, get progressiA'ely worse. ne forecsl seasonal pattern
diminishes as it must, because the autoregressive cfhcients are numerically less
01a11one and forecast innovations are set at zero. The forecsl undemredicts the high
activity of the middle and late 1980: and overpredicts the Iow activity of the early

23Notice that we have previously described this model as AR( 1) x SARI I )- u'here I indicates the order
of each component. SARII 2) is computer-oriented noution, telling thc computer that the Iag in the firsl-
order seasonal component is 12 months. ?
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I'ABL E 7. 13

ADF Test on HS

. ADF test statistic
-4.969008

1% Critical value* -3,4490
5% Critica! value

-2.8691

lo% Criticalvalue -2.5708

*MacKinnon critical values for rejection of ymthesis of a unit root.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test equation
LS // dependent variable is D(HS)
Sample: 1959:(6-1 992:04
Included observations; 395
Excluded observations: 0 after adjusting endmints

Variable Clcient std.error T-statistic Pmb.

H$(- 1)
-0.

148240 0.029833 -4.9698 0,0000
D(HS(- l )) 0.219352 0.049430 4.43766 l 0.0000
DIHSI

-2))

0. l l 1332 0.049647 2.242480 0.0255
D(HS(-3)) -0.065359 0.+9837 - l.3 11461 0.105
D(HS(-4))

-0.

195488 0.049835
-3.922725

0.4G)1
C 18.73706 3,901098 4.803023 0.0(XXi

R-squared 0.198754 Mean depcndent var -0.108354
Adjusted R-square 0.188455 S.D. dependent var 19.9419j
S.E. of regression 17.96486 Akaike info criterion 5.791908
Sum squared resid 125544.3 Schwmz crerion 5.852347
Log likelihe - 1698.383 F-statistic 19.29878
Durbin-Wxeqnn stat 1.956461 Probllstatistic) 0.

1990s. ne mean absolute pereentage error of the forecasts is 25.2 percent. A1l
actual values. however. lie well within the forccast consdence Iimits. A Chow fore-
cast test for lhe 88 forecasts retums an Fvalue of 0.66, with a corresponding # value
of 0.99. so the hymthesis of a stable AR scheme for this specitkation is not rejected.

A snalcheck on this model is to test whether the residuals are whitc noise, or at least
nonautocorrelated. for this is an bjective of univaliate modeling. Table 7. 16 gives
the correlogram of the residuals. These residuals display signihcant autocorrelation

and partial autocorrelation coeftkients at lag 1 and also at lags 11, l2, and 13. Thus
a more complicated model is required.

Let us try a mixed model, incormrating some MA terms as well as the AR terms,

:2 HS = (1 - pf,ltl - p1,12)e (7.89)(1 - a.la)(1 - $L ) , t

Table 7.17 shows the results of fitting this sNcification. Both autoregressive terms
are highly significant, as is the seasonal MA term. The forecasts from this model,
shown in Fig. 7.6, are a substantial improvement over tlmse given by the purely
autoregressive scheme. The seasonal pattern in the forecasts is now well sustained

over the forecast horizon, largely because the SARIl2) coefficicnt in Table 7.17 is
much larger than the corresponding coefscient in Table 7, 15. As a consequence the
forecasts are now very good fr the hrst three or four years, as compared withjust the
tirst year in Fig. 7.5. ne residuals from the mixed scheme are much closer to a white

noise series than those from the autoregressive scheme, as the readcr should verify by
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TA B L E 7
.14

Correlogram of HS

Sample: 1959:01-1992:04
Included observations: 4*

Autocorrelation Partial correlation AC PAC Q-sut Pmb.

I ). u' j uxj :-. , 1 0.859 0.859 297.25 0.(XX)
I 1 2 0.660 -0.295 473.38 0.(XXh
I f 3 0.453 -0. 115 556.67 0.(n)
I I 4 0.299 0.083 593.07 0.0
I I 5 0.237 0.189 615.92 0,000
I 1 6 0. l 97

-0.

l06 63l
.82

0.(G)
l I 1 0. l 83 0.038 645.58 0.0
I l 0. l95 0. 134 66l

.23

0,000
! I 0.3* :.437 698.28 0.0
I '. I 0.455 0.204 783.57 0,0
p :i: .y

j 0.61 1 c.149 938.09 0,(Kx)
I 'EE' I 0.680

-:.096

1129.7 (,,(Km
I I 0.560

-0.485

1259.8 0.000
1 .. l 0.355

-0.276

1312.2 0.0
I I 0. 138

-0.

110 1320.2 0.0
I I ; I

-0.023 -0.066

1320.4 0.(KX)
l I

-0.091

0, l09 1323.9 0.(XX)
I I I -0. 140

-0.059

1332. l 0.0
I ! I -0. l62 0.4X)4 1343.2 0.000
I I I

-(t

154 -0.050 1353,2 0.0
I I I

-0.065

0.015 1355.0 O.0
I r 0.096 ().! ()4 l 35:.9 0.(G)
! I I 0.250 0.024 1385.5 0.(X%
I 1 l 0.318 -0.a)6 1428.9 0.(G)
I I :.210 -0.210 1447.8 (j.ax)
I I I I 0,029 0.003 1448. l ().am

I h I -0.

165 0.021 1459.9 0.txm
I l I -0.302

e.011 1499.4 (,.()
'' l I I -0.361 -0.046

1556.0 0.(X%
. j j j -0.395 0.014 1623.7 0.(XX)
'' I l I () 396 ()e61 1692.j 0.ax)
g j

* '

I l -0.377 -(t061

1754.2 c.(xml l I -(t27a

0.)6 j7g6.g tytxoI I l -0

1e2 (,.e28 j-sl
.3 .ax)

j
'

I I 0.1
-p.()37

1793.0 n.(xx)I 1 I () j jl
-atsj

lxl.,.j (j.(xs

The vertical dasiled lines represent two slandard ermrs aImIM zero.
AC = Autocfarrelation coeftkient: PAC = Panial conrlalion :-:.*11c+41: Q = %x-

'

uatiMk

(Eq. (6.58)1',Prob. = ftvalne for hy&thesis that a1lautxorrlation khfticients * --e --.

computing the relevant correlogram. The specihcauon in Eq. (7.89) is not meant to be
the last word on this series. The reader should exmriment with other smcilications.
ln view of the high SAR(12) coefhcient in Table 7. l 7 it wotlld be interesting to fit an
ARMA model to the seasonal differences, AIZHS? = HSI - HSI-

l2, of the housing
series.
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TA B L E 7. 15

AR multiplicative seasonal model

LS // dependent variable is HS
Sample: l 960:02-1984: 12
Included observations: 299
Excluded observations: 0 after adjusting endpoints
Convergence acbieved after 5 iterations

Variable Ccient Std. erar T-statlstic Prob.

C 130,9373 19.92150 6.572662 0.0(X)0

AR(l ) 0.867224 0.0289% 29.941 24 0.(GO
SAR(12) 0.67:202 0.+3346 15.64631 0.fX*

R-squared 0.860238
Adjusled R-squared 0.859294

. S.E. of regression 14.75365
Sum squared resid K2430.39

L()g Iikelihte - 1227.51I
Durbin-Watson stat 2.259440

lnverted AR Rxts
.97

-
.4di

.48 -i. .Mi
.48

-

.84i

.tX)+
.971 -.00

-

.971

-.4* '. .84i -.48
-

.84i -.84

-

.481

-

.84

+
.48i

-.97

Mean dependent var 128.9087

S.D.dependenlvar 39.33173
Akaike info cliteritm 5.392964
Schwartz criterion 5.430092
F-statistic 9 10.9449
ProbtF-statistic) 0.

.87
.84

+
.48i .84
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FIGURE 7.5
Forecasts of housing starn.
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TABLE 7.16

Correlogram of residuals
WWw*b-3tkM%sevF.

Sample: 1960:02-1984: I2
Included observations: 299
Q-statisticprobabilities adjusted for two ARMA termts)

Autorrelatlon Partial coralation AC PAC Q-stat Prob.

I 1 l
-0.

130
-0.130

5.l 382
I I 2 0.091 0.075 7.6553
l l I I 3 0.020 0.042 7.7787 0.005
I I I I 4 0.o04 0.(b1. 7.7828 0.020
I p I I 5 0.027 0,023 7.9984 0.046
I I I 1 6 0.025 0.030 8.1942 0.085
p r I I 7 0.005 0.8 8.2031 0.145
I I I I 8 -0.052 -0.058 9.0266 0.172

'1 l I I 9 0.049 0.033 9.7615 0.202
I ! I I 10

-0.040 -0.023

10.260 0.247
l I l l 0.2 0, 193 22.815 0.007

I I 12
-0.

I94 -0.156 34.597 0.0
p I 13 0.2 18 0.170 49.585 0.0*
I l I 14 0.023 0.076 49.747 0.tXX
I I I I 15

-0.-2 -0.055

50.3% 0.(xx)
l I 16

-0.

l45
-0.21

1 57.033 0.(XX)
I I I I 17 0.>7 0.0M 57.733 0.(XX
r r I l 18

-0.017

0.016 57.825 0.(X*
l I I I 19 -0.tK5

-0.1

59. l69 0.A
I I I I 20

-0.1 -0.2

59.170 0.(K*
I l 21

-0.

l61
-0.

l l 1 67.5* 0.(O
l I I l 22 0.010

-(.9'!

! 67.N* 0.(K*
l I I 23

-0.7

1.074 67.61 7 9.(KK)
I I I 24 0. 135 0.*7 7,3..54I 0.(x*
I I I I 25

-0.*7

0,aM 15.811 0.e
l I I I 26 0.017 0.3 75.127 0.(X*
l l I I 27

-0.5

0.025 75. l37 0.(O
I I l 28

-0.065

-0. 134 76-* ().(Kx)
I I I 29

-0.088 -0.055

N.1M 0.(x=
I I I 30 -0.074

-0.059

*.6:83 0.(x=
1 I I l 31

-0.a)4 -0.025

*.9% 0.(xx)
1 I 32

-0.

l 50
-0.

12: %-5% 0.(x=
l I I 33

-0.048

-0.08: 89.3% 0.(x*
1 l l 34 -0.069 -0.032 *.989 0.(KO

l I
'

:35 (j 093 0, IN 93.933 0.am
I I I I 36 -0.(N

-0.-

95.331 0.(G)

The vertical dashed lines represent two standard errors around zero.
AC = Autocorrelation coeficient; PAC = Partial corrclaon coefficient: Q = Box-pierce-ljung ualistic

Illq. (6.58)1:Prob. = ftvalue for hymtbesis tllat a11autocorrelation ccients to this mintare
---.
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TABLE 7.17
A mixed multiplicative model
-'t)=K2w=2z#%z-**;wi->'-*%-' '''' 'Q

LS // dependent variablc is HS ' '

Sample: l 960:02- 1984:12
Included observations: 299
Excluded observations: 0 after adjusting endints
Convergenceachieved aer !2 iterations

Variable Coelxeient Std. error
'bstatistk Pmb.

C 395.9867 7 15.1165 0.553737 0.5802
AR(1) 0.945961 0.019845 47.66749 0.(K
SAR(l2) 0.9967 15 0.*6046 1M.8596 0.tX:X)
MA( l )

-0.167314

0.052647
-3.178023

0.*16
SMAII 2)

-0.928458

0.018316
-50.69194

0.(K

R-squared 0,904386 Mean dependent var 128,9087
Adjusted R-squz'wl 0.903085 S.D. dependent var 39.331 73
S.E. of regression 12.24445 Akaike info criterion 5.026727
Sum squarcd xsid 44078.42 Schwartz critcrion 5.088*7
Log Iikelihce - 1170.758 F-statistic 695.212 l
Durbin-WaMn slm 2.073 l 35 ProblF-statistic) 0.
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FIGURE 7.6
Forecasts from mixed model.



PROBLEMS

7 1 A demnnd/supply model is specised as
'

'-' ''** ' '''*

* *
. .

D: #; = tza + a , Qt+ azY: + ut

5':Qt = 10 + /31/$-1 + p1P:- l
- Pt-1) + v,

whereP indicates price, Qquantity, and F income. Derive the AR equations for P and

Q,detennining the order and showing that the AR coefcients are identical.

7.2. Derive the acf and pacf for the MA(2) scheme, ut = et - /'11e;- I
-- pet-z.

7.3. Derive the acf for ARMA(2,1) and ARMA(2,2) processes.

CHAFI'ER 7: Univariate Time Series Mraling 243

'; .

* t : tl h
.4

7.4. Derive the mean. variance, and autocorrelations of Lut in Eq. (7.46).

7.5. () Evaluate Dut.vvloet for Ial< l and a = l in the model ( l - aluk = e - pt- l .

(d?)Shew that the effect of a unil impulse in el on ulv, in the model (l - f,)( 1
-alut

=

E: is (1 - a'* I )/(I - a).

7.6. Carry out appmpriate unit rxt te.m on tlx Y2 ATVI75 series.

7.7. A macroeconomist postulates that the Iog of U.S. real GNP can be represented by

A(f.)()'r - % - lr) = e,

where AL) = 1 - akL - azL1

An OLS fit yields

yt =
-0.321

+ 0.0030f + l
.335y/-j

- (kelyr-z + whd

Determine the values of al , a2, &, and tl .

Cnmpute the roots of the characteristic equation.
What is thc estimated value of A(1)?
An alternative specification fitted to the same data yields

Ay2 = 0.003 + 0.3691.y/-1 + I?t

What are tlle roots of this equation?

7.8. Prove the results for thc ARMA(1,1) process stated in Eqs. (7.78)Jlal (7.79).

7.9. Prove the results fr the ARIMAIl
,1,0)

process stated in Eqs. (7.8l ) anzl (7.83).

(Regressions from Rudeburh. op. cit.)

7.10. Tr.yother ARMA schemes of your choice for the housing data of Scction 7.7 . In partic-
ular, try htting an ARMA model to tle seasonal differences ()f the series, and compare
with the mixed model given in the text. It might also be interesting to fit a model to

yt = (1 - fa)41 - .l2)H8,



C H A PT E R :

Autoregressive Distributed
Lag Relatignships

The multiple regression equation has already been studied in Chapter 3, where it

wa ialzwluced as

yt = pl + pvxz'+ - ' . + pkxkt+ ut t = 1,2, . . . , n

In that chapler no specihc attention was paid to whether the sample data were of time
series or cross-section form. Here we will concentrate specilically on time series data.
In Chapter 7 the only regressors considered were lagged values of the dependent
variable. Now the regressors may include Iagged values of thc dependent variable

and curren and Ianged values of one or more explanatory variables. Such a relation is
called an autoxglYssive distributed lag (ADL) relation. The theoretical properties
of ADL schemes will be outlined in the next section and problems of estimation, ,

testing, and applications in subsequent sections.

8.l
AUTOREGRESSIVE DISTRIBUTED LAG RELATIONS

The simpiest exampleof an ADL scheme is

yt = m + a1F?-1 + J'304+ #1At-l + t (8.1)

This is labeled ADLII ,1) since the dependent variable and the single explanatory
variableare each lagged once. The e series is presumed to be white noise. lnverting

the lag polynomial in y gives

2+ . .

.)m

+ (1 + a l L +
(:2f,2 + . .

.jlpoxt

+ gjxt. j + e,)yt = (1 + a j + a 1 j

Thus the current valuc of y depends on the current and a11previous values of x and

e. Alternatively, this relation shows that the current value o x has an effect on te

currentzndfuture values ()f y. Taking pmial derivatives,we write

244
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0...%= plxt

= #1+ a l
xt

p-l1?. = t;t1p! + a
21i?d.xl

The simple lags in Eq. (8.1) imply a set of dynamic responses in y to any given
change in x. There is an immediate response. followed by short-run, medium-nln,
and Iong-run responses. The long-run effect of a unit change in xt is obtained by
summing the partial derivatives; provided the stability condition Ial I< l is satis-

ed, the sum is lpj + p:)/(1 -

a l ). Supmse that .r is held constant at some level .

indefinitely. Then, given the stability condition and selting the innovations at their
expected value of zero, the foregoing relation shows that y will tend to a constant
value #, given by '

m ) + pb
.

= + 2 (8.2)l -

a 1 1 -

a I

This is a static equilibrium equation. A simpler altemative derivation is Obtained

by replacing all values of y and .v in Eq. (8.1) by lheir resmctive long-run values and
setting the innovation to zero.

8.1.1 A Constant Elasticity Relation

If y and x are the natural logaritbms of F nrul x.A.(82) implies a constant elasticity
equilibrium relation

F = Ar (8.3)
or, in lg form, y = a + yx

where m >) .. pbJ= @=
1 - a l

' l -

e j
(8.4)

8.1.2 Reparameterization

The properties f ADL relations can often be simply revealed by reparameterizing
the equation. As an example, replace yt by yt- l + AA'I and xl by xt-t + A.p in Eq.
(8. 1). The result is

yt = m + fkxt - (1 -

a 1).p-l + (#0 + /1)11-1+ kt (8.5)
By using Eq. (8.4),Eq, (8.5)may be rearranged t give

y: = #tl.? - (1 - a1))k-l -

a
-

'yz-l.l

+ et (8.6)
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This formulation is an example of an error correction model (ECM). The current
change in y is seen to be the sum of two components. The first is proportional to the
current change in .&', and the second is a partial correction for the extent to which

y/-1 deviated from the equilibrium value corresponding to xt- l . This deviation, or
equilibrium erro6 is shown by the term in square brackets. lf it is positive, there

is a downward correclion in the current period, given the stability condition on a I .

Conversely, a negative error produces an upward correction. In a static equilibrium

x and y will each be zero. Making this substitution in Eq. (8.6)is yet another way
of deriving the slatic equilibrium equation. Eq. (8.2).

The parameters in Eq. (8.5)could be estimated by nlnning the OLS regression

of yI on a constant xfs yf- 1 . and .&-l

. From the four estimated coef:cients and
thcir variance-covariance matrix, one could delive estimates of the four parameters
in Eq. (8.l ). namely. ms tl , #(),pj , and tbeir standard errors. Alternatively, one
could estimate these parameters directly by applying OLS to Eq. (8.1).As shown in
Appendix 8. l . the two procedures give identical results. This important property
is due to the fact that the move from Eq. (8.l ) to Eq. (8.5)involves only linear,
nonsingltlar lnanRformntions of te variables and does net impose any restrictions.

8.1.3 Dynamic Equilibrium

Instead of the static assumption, suppose that X grows at a steady rate g so that
Lx( = # for all 1. Given a constant elasticity of 'y, the steady growth rate in F will

be yg. Substituting in Eq. (8.6)gives the dynamic equilibrium as

m
- ('y - #nlg

y = + yx (8.7)
1 -

a I

0f
m - (y - pgF = AXy A = exp 1 -

a j
(8.8)

nus the multiplicative constant differs between the static and dynarnic equilibrium

cases. When there is zero growth. Eq. (8.7)reverts to Eq. (8.2).

8.1.4 Unit Elasticity

Under the constant elasticity smcification in Eq. (8.8)the equilibrium ratio YlX

varics with the Ievel of X. lf the elasticity were a positivefraction, the ratio would

go to zero fr inhnitely large X and, conversely, would increase without bound if the
elasticity were greater than one. If, say, X represented total income and i' were ex-
penditure on a consumption commodity or group of commodities, such implications
would be implausible. A more plausible assumption would be a unit elasticity. Thus

t
in some cases it may be desirable til test fOr unit elasticity and perhaps impose lt on
te estimation process. ne hypolhesis is

/%+ /31Ho y = = 1 that is, S(): a j + po+ pl1 -

a l
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'Ihe test may be carried out by estimating Eq. (8.1) and testing the appropriate Iinear
restriction on the coefficients. Alternatively, one could estimate Eq. (8.5) and then
test whether te sum of the coeffkients on yt- l and xt- I is zero. An even simpler
possibility is a further reparameterization of Eq. (8.5), which focuses attention on
just a single coefscient. Add and subtract (1- a I lxt- I on the right-hand side of Eq.
(8.5). The result is

),l = m + #tl.x, - (1 - al)(y,-1 - xt-t) + p0+ #1+ tzl
- l)m-1 + e?

(8.9)
The unit elasticity hypothesis is then tested by running the OLS regression of y
on a constant, xt. (yr-l - xt- I ), and xt- I . If the coefscient of xt- l is signicantly
diffcrent from zero, the hypothesis of unit elasticitr is rejected. lf the hypothesis is
not rejected, one may wish to impose it on the estlmation process. Equation (8.9)
ten simplifies to

yl = m + Xxt - (1 -

a I)(yl- I
-

xt- 1) + et (8.10)

8.1.5 Generalizations

The ADLI#,q) scheme gives a richer lag structure that still retains tlzespecihcation
of just one explanatory variable:

Alyt = m + Bl-lxt + et (8.11)
ith A(Z) = 1 - tzlf - a1Ll - ' ' . -

a LPw p

2 qBL) = pz + ptL + p21. + ' . ' + pqL

As an illustration we will look at the p = q = 2 case,

yt = m + e1A'l-1 + a2y-2 + J'loAf + /31xt- + nzxt-z+ et (8.12)

lf we assume the variables to be in logarithmic fonn as before, the conslant elsti-
cityis

#41) po + gj + pcy= = .

A(1) 1 - tz 1
-

az
ne reparameterization of Eq. (8.12)may be based on period l - l or mritxll - 2.
For the former we make the substitutions

yt = K-l + yt X-2 = Lt- l
- AX-l

Xt = Xt- I + Z.):; Xt- 2 = &- l
- A %- l

Putting these expressions in Eq. (8.12)gives

yl = ??l - a2Ay;-I + pnxt - pzxt-3 - (1 - (rI - aaxyr-l -

yxt- l ) + et
(8.13)

The en'or correction term relates to period t - 1. and al1 other variables arc ei-
ther current or lagged hrst differences. nis formulation readily yields the dynamic
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equilibtium relation as

m + % - pz - tzay - y)g
y = + YA

l -

al
-

az

Setting ,g to zero givcs the static equilibrium relation and setting y = 1 gives te
unit elasticity relation.

Adding more right-hand-side variables gives the general ADLI#,qL , qz, . . . , qk)
scheme,

.(L)).; = m + B3(L)xI; + Bzlnt + ' ' ' + Bklxkt + t (8.l4)

where the ord-m of tle lag polynomials are p, t?l, q1, . . . , q.

8.2
SPECIFICATION AND TESTING

The crucial practical question is how to implement an equation like (8.14). SpeciE-
cally, what variableg should appear as regressors, and what should be the orders of

the lag polynomials? One looks to economic theory for guidance on the variables to
be included. but theorists do not always speak with one voice, or, if they do, the mes-
sage may be too general to be useful. For example, the theory of consumer behavior
would suggest that 1he demand for a specisc good should depend inter alia on the
prices ot all items in the consumption basket, threatening the impossible situation of
having more variables than observation points. The situation is even more difficult
with resct to lag specilication, where there is basically little chance of theoreti-
ca1guidance. In practice, there is an incvitable interaction between theory and data,
with dfferent smcifications being discarded or modified in the light of empirical
resulls. The question then becomes how best to conduet such specification searches.
There is no procedure that commands general acceptance. Some critics throw up their
hands in horror and decry al1 such activities as

44data mining,'' unlikely t produce
'

results of any value. Other practitioners are devotees of particular approaches, but
the great army ()f empirical researchers oftcn looks in vain for guidance. The power
of the modern PC and the accessibility of data bases both exacerbate and alleviate

the prtlblem. The bewildering array of feasible computational proccdures aggravates
the probiem of choice. On the other hand, provided a person knows what prcedures
he or she wants, it is now very easy and quite enjoyable to implement them with all
the modern belis and whistles.

8.2.1 General to Simple and Vice Versa

For a long time in the developmentof econometrics. cspecially wit limited com-
putational resources, it was fairly common to start out with rcasonably simple spec-
ifications of relations like Eq, (8.14) and then possibly to expand them by adding

variables or lags or both as might seem suitable, This approach may be classified
as simple to general. lf a specification gave autocorrelated residuals, a Cochrane-
Orcutt speciscation, usually with just a single autoregressive parnmeter,might be
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added as a palliative to the equation and the estimation left there. A serious defect
of such an approach is that an excessively simple specihcation will likely give mis-
leading information even about the effects of the variables actually included in the
specification. For example, supmse the specised model is

yt = pxt + ut (8.15)

andthe tttrue'' model is

A'l = pxt + yzt + v, (S.16)

The investigator would estimate p from Eq. (8.15)as

X yx XlpA' + 'y; + %')A'
b =

a
=

zX .v' gx
N- cx N- vxW $ X Y
*

Y
O

N- r2 N- x2-
n =

lf we make the usual assumptions thx x ' '
A

z =- nonstochastk aad that v is white
iSC it follows that

'

no ,

S(h) = # + yb=

where :ca is the slope of the regression of J ,n <. Thus b ksbiased and inconsistent,
unless the sample observations on z

2* x %ve RGI -lation. Omitting a rel-
evant variable from the estimated se*-* inv-M-tes the Gauss-Markov
theorem. One must not blithely assume tha! -

' pulin an OLS regression neces-
smily delivers best linear unbiased estim--! i'.1n-x. varf:l = &2y./ X x2, but
the pseudodisturbance in Eq. (8.l5) is m = yu + vr. nus the sl estimated from
Eq. (8.15)will likely overestimate z', .

Suppose, on thc other hand, that F4. (8.15) is fhw correct saciscation but
Eq. (8.16)is estimated. Now, instead of omitting a relevant variablc. we include an
irrlevant variable. OLS estimation gives

,h l 2p = - y c y-l.: .

x
- v. xcy'-lA,

zD ,

..t k.'..z r l . r k 1 .
'

'

1

- =
*-

y-,A.2y- yz
- 5- xc 5-..%.x

'Y . .D

where D = X.22 z2 - ( xc)2. On the %su
'

Ot FA. (:.15) is the correct
model. EX y.zl = p X xl and f(X yz) = # N- xz. nlzm

E(p) = # and
'(#)

= 0

Thus OLS now provides unbiased estimalcs of the IxhNlationcxfficients. It can also
be shown that, in this case, the OLS residllalq yield eu %1121 unbiaq-.flestimate of
the disturbance variance.l

lSee Problem 8.4.
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These two cases suggest that omitting relevant valiables is more serious than
including irrelevant ones because in the former case the coefficients will be biased,
the disturbance variance overestimated, and conventional inference procedures ren-
dered invalid, whereas in the latter the coeflicients will be unbiased, the disturbance
variance properly estimated, and the inference procedures valid. The resultant strat-

egy is to start with a vel'y catholic specilication both in terms of included variables

and 1ag structure. That specification should then be subjected to the various tests
utlined in Chapters 4 and 6 for autocorrelation, heteroscedasticity, parameter con-

stancy, etc. If the specication survives these tests, the second stage is to investigate
whelher various reductions are valid. With quarterly data a general speciscation
might have included lags up to the fifth order. One might test whether al1lags of a
given order could be regarded as zero, or whether all coefticients on a given vari-

able might be treated as zero, or whether other restlictions might be imposed. This
general to simple approach is basically due to the work of David Hendry and his
associates. A numerical illustration with the gasoline data will be aiven in Sec-
tion 8.4.

-

8.2.2 Estimation and Testing

Having sGcitied the initial ADL equation, the next question is how the equation

should be estimated and tested. The focus of attention is on a single equation, but

can we ignore the generating process of the regressors in that equation? To put it in
other words. do we have to formulatc a multiequation modei in order ttl get a proper
analysis of just a single equation? To give the simplest possible explanation of the
basic issues we will considerjust a bivariate relation between yt and x:. We assume
that the data generation process (DGP) for these variables can be approximated by
some bivariale probability distribution (pdf),denoted by flyt, m) for t = 1, . . . , n.
Such a Blf can always be factorized into the product of a marginal and a conditional.
density as. for example.

fl)'t. AJ = fxtjfyt lx,)

Let us IiAHI-.r =m:*--- 'G Xf to lx bivariate normal; that is,

yt
- ;N(#,. f) l = 1, . . . , n

A'J

where - IN reads :independently and normally distlibuted'' and

(8.18)

. - g.'z)1 a - (t,r:a' J)a21
2For a typical example ()f the approachsee David F. Hendl'y and Neil R. Ericsson, lModeling the Demand
for Narrow Money in the United Kingdom and the United States,'' European Economic Acvfewk35,
1991, 833-886. Comprehensive summaries of the approach are available in Neil R. Ericsson et aI., CPC-
GIVE and David Hendry's Econometdc Methodology,'' Revista de Econometria, 10. 1990, 7-117; and in
Christopher L. Gilbert, uprofessor Hendry's Econometric Methodology,'' Oxford Bulletin ofEconomics
OHWStatistics, 48, 1986, 283-307.
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give the mean vector and the variance-covariance matrix. The variables are thus a1-
lowed to be contemporaneously correlated (cr12#' 0), but the inderndence assump-
tion implies zero autocorrelations. It was shown in Chapter 1 that yt and xt exl. eve
marginal distributions, which are univariate normal, that is,

yt
'-- N# I ,

GIl) xt
''- X(Jt2, G22)

and also that the distribution of y?, conditional on m, is univariate normal, namely.

i x' - Na + pxt' GIl(1 - p2)1 (8.19)yt
where p = tz'l2/ tr1 1G22 is the correlation between yt and a, and

frll crlz
a = p,l

- #/zz /3 = p =

G22 G22
(8.20)

'I'he jointdensity can be factorized as the product of the marginal density for xt and
the conditional density for yt given xt. From Eq. (8.19) we may write

yt = a + pxt + ut (8.21)

The eidisturbance''
u has zero mean, since Eyt I

.vt)

= tz + pxt. From Eq. (8. l 9), it
also has a constant variance. For estimation purposes, however, its most important
property is that it is stochastically independent of x. lt is worth making a detailed
derivation of this last property, as the method is also useful in more complicated
cases. Rewrite Eq. (8.18)as

yt = #,1 + f 1,

xt = p.g + zt

f l r t'j,'- 1N% )
2t

(8.22)

Multiply the second equation by Gjz/taa and subtract the result from the rst. This
gives

fr I2 G l2 G1 2
yt

-

xt = p,j
-

92 + 6 lf
- t1t

G22 G22 G22
(8.23)

'rhis expression is clearly Eq. (8.21)with e paramers defir- in A. (8.20).1h-

ut in Eq. (8.21) is dehned by

Gl 2
ut = e If

-

ex (8.24)
Cn

lt follows that vartl = trl I -
(z'?I2/tr2a = G1l( l - #2) as given in FA.(8.19).Further,

tz'l2Extutt =
'(.;lell)

- Ft.z'zearl
G22

Using Eq. (8.22),we 5nd Elxtekt) = cr12 and Extegt) = g'zz. Thus, Extut) = 0.
Because the e

's have zero autocorrelations, all lagged covariances between x and u
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are zero. Given normality, zcro covariances imply stochastic independence. Using
xt 1iut to state

6&x: and ut are stochastically independent'' we have

xt 11uf+.s fot all s (8.25)
In the language of the Cowles Commissitm, xt is said to be exogenous in Eq. (8,21).3
More recently this condition is said to define strict exogeneity to distinguish it from
other types of exogeneity, which will be introduced shortly. A related but less strin-

gent condition is

xt 11ul.f.x for all s D 0 (8.26)
that is, xf is independent of the cun-ent and all future disturbanccs but n0t Of past
disturbances. Again in Cowles Commission terminologyx? is predetermined in Eq.
(8.21).

The bivnrinte model in Eq. (8.18) can thus be reparameterized as

yt = a + pxt + ut (8.27)
xt = p,2 + ezt

From Eq. (8.24) it follows directly that Eutezt) = 0. Thus (ytxtj' ilas mean vector
ka + pgz Jt21' and variance-covariance matrix

ut tz'l p -
(7-2 ytz'za 0

var =
-

12 (8.28)
e2: U G22

The hrsl eqtlation in Eq. (8.27)satisEes all the requirements for the classical infer-

ence procedures described in previous chapters, namely, zero mean, homoscedastic,
serially uncorrelated disturbances which are also distributed independently of the re-
gressorls). ne conditional equation may thus be analyzed on its own. The marginal

distribulion of the regressor contains no information relevant to the parameters of the
conditional equation.

Notice that we might alternatively have reparnmeterized the bivariate normal
distribulicn as

.

xt = y + t5y1 + vr

)'t = JL1 + 6lJ

with y = y,2 - &Jz1, 8 = trl a/frl l . and p = 6a? - 8e 1r. Now yz would be exogenous
in the conditional equation. which this time could be analyzed independently of the
marginal equation for y.

The bivariate (multivariate)normal distributionis not a plausible DGP for eco-
nomic variables, which typically display strong autocorrelation patterns rather than
the implied zero autocorrelations. It is time to move to more realistic DGPS where

the exogeneity issue becomes more complicated.

'For the simplest, but nlt always simplt, cxposition of the Cowles Commission approach, see Willinm
C. Hood and Tjaling C. Koopmans, Studies in Econometric Method, Wiley, 1953.
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8.2.3 Exogeneity

ne modern treatment of this subject extends and develops the Cowles Commis-
sion approach. The classic reference is the article by Engle, Hendly and Richard.
hereinafter referred to as EHR.4 The basic elements in the EHR treatment will be
explained in terms of a bivariate DGP uY-d in teir exposition. Ixt the bivariu-
DGP be

yt = pxt + 11 (8.295)

xt = aj xt-k + azyt-j + ezt (8.29:)
Now both y and A' will be autocorrelated. We still retain the assumption of normally
and serially indeNndent disturbances, that is,

e2, 0 &11 c12 g a())...-IN , ( .

e2, 0 G12 G22

Suppose that the focus of interest is Eq. (8.29*, The crucial question is the sexo-

geneity'' of a:.The message of EHR is that the question is ill-dehned. lt all depends
on why Eq. (8.294)is being analyzed. Three main purmses are distinguished:

l . To make inferences about one or more ters of interest
2. To forecast y conditional on

.x

3. To test whether the relation in Eq. (8.29/) is stn-
*

xII! invariant to changes
in the marginal distribution of .x

Corresponding to these three pumoses are tllre tylw ofexogeity. namely. weak,
strong, and super exogeneity.

Weak exogeneity

In general any jointdensity can be factorized as the product of a Ninal distri-
bution of one or more variables and a conditional distribution of a h

. ar variable y
on those valables. Let 1 denote the parnmeters of the conditionai uslribution and

z, the parametersof the marginal distribution. These paramers h iIl * functions
of the parameters e of the originaljoint density (DGP). 1..e1 deno te parameters
of interest. If the conditioning variables are weakly exogenous for . tYn inferences
about @from the conditional distribution will be equivalent lo inferences from the
joint distribution. In other words, the marginal distribution of the condilioning vari-
ables contains no relevant information and may tx ignred in the analysis.

Given the factorization into marginal and conditional densities. tw0 conditions
hav to be sqtified for weak exogeneity to hold, nxnwly,

# = /(1) (8.31)

4RObel't l7,Engle, David F. Hendly and Jean-Francois Richardy RExogeneity,'' Econometrica, 51, 1983,
277-304. .
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that is, the parameters of interest can be expressed uniquely in terms of the parnm-
eters of the conditional distribution, and

Aj and 12 are variation-free (8.32)
Variation-free means, logsely, that any parameter in AI is free to assume any value

in its admissible range, irrespective of the values taken by parameters in Az, and

vice versa. There must be no cross restrictions, whether equalities or inequalities,
between elements in the two sets.

These concepts may be illustrated by the model in Eq. (8.29).The process of
multiplying Eq. (8.29:) by (r12/ta2 and subtracting the rcsult from Eq. (8.29/)gives
a conditional equation

yt = 80A + t51 Xt-j + 82:1-1 + lh (8.33)
Glz

where o
= p +

G22

Er I2
j

=
-a

l (8.34)
G22

frl 2
a

= -a2
nz

The disturbance I/r in the conditional equation is the same as that already defined
in Eq. (8.24). with the properties stated in Eqs. (8.25)and (8.28).The DGP in Eq.
(8.29) can thus be reparamcterized with Eq. (8.33)detining the conditional equation
and Eq. (8.29:) the marginal equation. Thc various parameter sets are

e = p, a 1, tz2a tz-ll, (z12, v22)
(8.35)

A = (%, l, z.
cr2) Ac = (a1,az, c'zall u

Suppose that p is the parameter of interest. First, check if the condition in Eq. (8.31) '

is satisfied. Using Eq. (8.M) to express # in terms of the parameters gives

t5
..%

= :c + -J- - Jc +p aI a2

Thus p cannot be expressed solely in lerms of l , and the lirst condition fails. More-
over, the fact that there arc two equivalent expressions for p implies a cross restric-
tion between elements of A! and Aa. namely,

tzats! - al:2 = 0

Thus, the parnmeters of the ccnditilnal and marginal distributions are not variation-
free. Both conditions fail. The variable xt is n0t weakly exogenous for p.

If, however, the two disturbances in Eq. (8.29)were independent (trl2 = 0), the
parameter setup is

9 = (#, a 1, a2, Gll, G22)

(8.36)
11 = (#, G1l) A2 = (a 1, a2, G22)
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Now @contains only the single element #, which in turn is in A1, so the condition
in Eq. (8.31)is satissed. The variation-free condition is also clearly satissed, so in
tis case xt is weakly exogenous for p .

As another illustration, reinstate the assumption that tr12 # 0. but suppose that
% is now the parameter of interest. Reference to Eq. (8.35)shows that the condition
in Eq. (8.31)is satissed but the vaziation-free condition is not, for Eq. (8.34)shows
the cross restriction between elements of j and Az already noted. The independence
of xt and utt however, means thal f.). l, and % could be consistently estimated by
applying OLS to the conditional Eq. (8.33). But these estimates would not be fully
eflicient because they ignore the information in the cross restrictions. Thus the failure
f weak exogeneity does not necessarily imply that inference from the conditional

distlibution is impossible or invalid. mndingon the parameters of interest, it may
merely mean that the inference is not fully ecient.

As a final illustration, suppose an = 0 so that lagged y plays llo role in the
generation of x. If p is the parameter of interest. the Erst two equations in Eq. (8.3*.
which still hold, show that p = % .#-

1Ia 1 . so the condition in Eq. (8.31)is not
satisfied. The cross restriction has disapNared. so the parametersare now variation-
free; but we cannot make inferences ahmt # from the parameters of the conditional
equation alone. If &vwere the parameter of inrest. then Eqs. (8.31)and (8.32)would
beth be satisticd, so xt would now l)e wenkly exogenous for t%.

Strong exogeneity

lf xt is weakly exogenous for p and. in zzdzfllba y does not Granger eause x,
then .&' is said to be strongly exogenous for #. Granger causality or noncausality is
concerned with whether lagged values of v do or do oot improve on the explanation

. jof a: obtainable from only lagged values f -4' itwlf. A simplc test is to regress
.x

on
lagged values Of itself and lagged valucs of y. If tlx latler are jointlyinsignificant,
y is said not to Granger cause x. lf one or more lagged .v values are signiEcant then
y is said to Granger cause x. The test, however. is often Nery sensitive to the num-
.ber of lags included in the specilication. Changing lag length can result in changed
conclusions. lf strong exogeneity holds, p may lx estirnaled from the conditional
distribution alone and used to make forecasts of y coMi=---l on forecasts of m the
latter in turn being derived from the past history of x

-*---

Super exogeneity

Super exogeneity holds if the parameters of the condi-- 1 distribution are
invariant to changes in the marginal distribution of the condilioning variables. Sup-
pose that in Eq. (8.29)y is GNP and .x is the money slk. Quation(8.29:) might
then represent a decision nlle for the monetary authories. setling the current money
stock in response to last period's GNP and money stock: and E4. (8.29/) would de-
scribe how economic agents set GNP in response to the money stxk. Much attention
has bcen given to thc Lucas suggestien that the estimation of FA. (8.29a) under one .

5C.W. J. Granger. 4'lnvestigating Causal Relations by F-conometric Methods and Cross-sctral Meth-
Hsj'' Econometricq 1969, 37,4N.-43:.
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monetary regime does n0t necessarily give valid information of how agents will be-
have under a different regime.6 lf .r is super exogenous for p the Lucas critique
would not apply; switches of mcmetary regime would not affect the estimation of
Eq. (8.294)nor undennine the validity of forecasts made from it.

8.2.4 Exogeneity Tests

Referring to the model in Eq. (8.29),we see there that weak exogeneity of xt for
p requires tz'12 = 0. Thus, we are in the somewhat nnfortunate position where the
main advantage of weak exogeneity is that one can ignorethe marginal distribution,
yet the test for valid weak exogeneity requires the modeling of both the marginal

and conditional distributions. Engle has developed a general LM test f0r weak exo-
geneity.7 ne general procedure tests the jointhypothesis that yt does not appear
in the marginal equationls) for the conditioning variablets) and that an appropriate
submatrix of the disturbance covariance matrix is zero. ln the modcl of Eq. (8.29)it
has been asstlmed that yt does not appear in (he marginal Eq. (8.29#),that there is
only one marginal equation, and that henee there is only one element in the relevant
submatrix. ne null hypothesis is thus S(): G12 = 0. In this very simple example
the LM test Ycomes equally simple. lt is based on the residuals from Eqs. (8.29/)
and (8.29:3. Under the null Eq. (8.29/) is the conditional equation, distributed in-
dependenlly of the marginal Eq. (8.29:).Thus, under the null, each equation may
be efticiently estimated by OLS. Let the resultant residuals from Eqs. (8.29a)and

(8.29: ) be denoted by ey and ex, respectively. For simplicity in writing the model

no intercepts have been shown, but in estimating the equations one will include a
constant term. unless there is good a priori reason not to do so. The LM test statistic
is constructed s follows:

* RegresN es On a Constant, .1, and ex.
* Under Ho. aR2 from this regression is asymptotically distributed as 2(1).

* Reject Ho if nR1 exceeds a preselected critical value.

ln this bivariate case an altemative version of the test is to run a regression of cx on

a constant, lagged .&, lagged y. and ey. ln finite samples the R2 will differ in the two
regressions, but thcy are equivalent asymptotically.

Still another version of the test. which invelves the calculation of just one set
of residuals, is to replace the hrst regression f0r the foregoing LM test statistic by a
regression of y on a constant,

.x, and ex and then to test whethcr the coefficient of ex
is signihcantly different from zero. The t test for this coefEcient is asymptotically
equivalent to the test based on n#2. If both regressions are estimated, thc coefscient
of ex and i1s estimated standard error will be found to be the same, whether ey or

6R. E. Lucas, Jr., 4'Economelric Policy Evaluation', A Critiquec in Vol. l of the Carnegie-Rochester
Conferences on Public Pkicy, supplementary series to the Journal of Moneary Economics eds. K.

Brunner and A. Meltzer, North-llolland, 1976, 19.46.
7llobert F. Engle, AeWald, Likelihood Ratio, and Lagrange Multiplier Tests in Econometrics,'' Chapter
13, Handbook of Econometrics, eds. Zvi Grilichesand MichaelD. Intriligator, North-ilolland, 1984.
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y is used as the regressand.S There is a similar regression that requires only the
computation of ey.

Tests for strong exogeneity require a test for wcak exogeneity and a test for
Granger causality. The latter test procedure has already been described. Super exo-
geneity will hold if there is weak exogeneity and the parameters of the conditional
distribution (AI ) can be shown to be constant, while those of the marginal distribu-
tion (A2) are not. The first step is to subject the conditional distribution to rigorous
testing for parameter constlncy. If that can be established, attention shifts to the
marginal distribution. If the parameters of the marginal distribution are also found
to be stable, this sample provides no proof of supcr exogeneity but merely a pre-
sumption due to the constancy of AI

. Should 2 val'y over time, the prescription
is to search for dummies or other variables that might model this variation. These
variables are then added to the conditional equation. Should they bejointly insignif-
icant, this result is taken as evidence that lhe parameters of the conditional process
are invariant to changes in the paranxters of the marginal process.g It seems clear
that there may be difhculties in deciding when to conclude that the parametcrs of
the marginal distribution are unstable and when to search f0r variables to model that
instability. Presumably in some cases it mal' te possible to expand the speciEca-
tion of the marginal distribution to 11v+* ehv variables and mssiblyfind the new
structure to be stable.

8.2.5 The Wu-llausman Testlo

Rewrite the model in Eq. (8.29)in vector
*

-- a
y

=yp

+ ej

x = x- 1a1 +;- jea + a
Fherc x- I = g-xn-I xu-2

' ' '

.131,

and y - I = Iy.- 1 y.- a
' . . ytl1'. As we have seen,

if G12 # 0, then 61t affects both .v, and e Ir. M x, and e lr are correlated in the
Erst equation. ln this case xt satishes neitlwv * row les Commission criterion in
Eq. (8.25)for exogeneity nor the condition f eg rvedetermined in Eq. (8.26).
Consequently the OLS estimator of p is bia.ud ar

'' xlsnt. lnsteadof deriving
a directkst of Gjz the Wu-blmlsmlmpxxedttrezxw-ecu-on tlx hrst equadon and
tests

l ,

Hn.' plim -x

. l = 0
n .,<

against the altcrnative

'See Problem 8-6.
9For an illustration of tests for super exogeneity see Neil R. Ericsson et al.. op. cit.

IOJ.A. Hausman. eespeeiiication Tests in Economelrics--- Ecottometrica. 46. l978. l 251-1 271; and D.
Wu. exAlternativcTests f lndependence lxtween Sthamtic Re rs nru'l I hldunces,'' Economet-
rfc/, 41, 1973, 733-750. See also Sectin 10.6.2.
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1 ,plim -x

e 1 # 0
n

The bajic idea is to contrast two possible estimators of p . Under Ho the OLS esti-

mate,pu = xl-3x'y will be consistent and asymptotically efhcient. Under HL it5

will be inconsistent. Suppose that we can Iind an instrument z that satises

l , 1 ,plim -z

x #' 0 and plim -z

e I = 0
n n

- ? - l , j) tj rjnjyjsThen an instrumental variable estimator, /.11= (zx) z y, can e constructe .

estimator will be consistent under both hypothescs. Under Hl both estimators are
consistent, so the differenge between them should vanish asymptotically. Denote the
difference by 4 = pj - po.Then under Hl '

:

Q ,e. (2 .g. 2N(0, 1) or
' (1)s.e.(() varttl

Hausman has shown that var(4) = varlpll - var(J%).Thus the asymptotic test of
& is based on

(2 uq 2(1)
- w #

vatlpll - vartgp)
(8.37)

To facilitate funher developments it is helpful to recall the discussion of 2SLS
estimators in Chapter 5 and to rewrite the instrumental variable estimator as

'R'
l - I .r , - 1 t#1 = @

.k)

ky where
.:

= z(zz) z x = Pzx

The first stage consists of the OLS regression of x on z to give the regression values
k. The second stage consists of the OLS regression ()f y on k. The residuals from
the hrst-stage regression may be written as # = x

- k. Since v is orthogonal to k by
construction. it follows that k'k = k'x. The difference ( may now be expressed as

A
= fk'kb-zk' - (x'x)-l '

q J Xy

u
- 1 .g,

- qklkjqxl- lx, j= (: ) ( y y

= (k'k) - l I:'&l'xyj

(8.38)

where Mx = I - xxl- lx'. The last line of Eq. (8.38)indicates that 4 will Only

go to zero in the limit if k'Mxy goes to zero. That expression, in turn, suggests a
regression involving ',

x, and y. Consider the regression, sometimes refenrd to as
an artiticial or auxiliary regression,

y = xp + k + u

The coefficient of J in this regression is

/h'

j .j j

= (.:Mxk) k May

with variance given by

J) = Jl@'Mx.k)- 1 (8.40)varl
The null hypothesis n0w becmej /: = 0, and an asymptatic test is bn-.d on

(8.39)
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82
Y V(l) (8.41)var(J)

lt can be shown that the test statistics in Eqs. (8.37)and (8.41)are identical.l l The
choice betwcen them is a matter of computational ease, and in many cases the re-
gression form of the test is simpler. A final pyint to note is the estimation of (O.One
estimate may be obtained by substituting po for p in Eq. (8.294) and another by
substituting #1for #. A third possibility is to use the residuals from the regression
ofy on

.t andi. A11three estimates will theconsistent under the null, but will valy in
snite samples.

The Wu-llausman test has been explained in terms of an extremely simpleequa-
tion. More generally, let the equation lx

.# = Xl # l + Xgl + M (8.42)
where -Y1is n X 11 and Xz is n X k2. Supmse it is thought that .1 may be correlated
with >, but Xz is not. The null hythe-m is thus

l ,

Ho1 plim -Xtu = 0
n

Suppose further that there is a matrix of instnlments Z) of order n X l> 11) such
that in the limit ZI is coqelated with -Y1but nol u ith u. Define Z = gZl Azl and
regress .Y1on Z to obtain .Yj = Z(Z'Z)- lZ'') = PZXL

. ne null hypolesis is thon
testedby testing the signiscance of : in the regession

= #1 pj + X?p: .+.

.*1

J + p (8.43)
Strictly speaking, the valid astmptotic test in: olves a quadratic form in and its

iancematrix. Under Ho, :'(var())
- I .E. /( l ). ln practice the conventionalcovar

F test is often employed. The alternative form of tlk test could also be derived by
Ending the IV and OLS estimates of the p patamelers in Eq. (8,42)., forming , the
vectorof contrasts; and testing the relevant quadratic form in 4. As in the simpler
case,the two test statistics are identical,but the regression test is usually the simpler
toapply, A more detailed discussion is given in Section 10.6.2.

Once wcak exogencity has been established tor. oflen in practice.just assumed).
ADL equations like Eq. (8.14)are usually estimaled by OL.S. Povided the A's sat-
isfythe usual stationarity assumptions and the parameten of A4l.) satisfy the usual
stabilityassumptions, the standard inference procedures are asymptotically valid.
The discussion in Chapter 7, however, has shou n thal these results may no Ionger
holdin the presence of ponFtntionaryregresKrs, arul we w h'rn llliq topic.

8.3
NONSTATIONARY REGRESSOM

Suppose that in the model reptesented by Eq. (8.29) the marginal equation is

xt = xl- l + <u

11Se.eAppendix 8.2.
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The x variable is now a random walk or, in the language of Chapter 7, integrated of
order one. 141).From Eq. (8.295)the y variable is also 1( l). The diseussion in Chapter
7 showed that in regressions with nonstationary variables the usual l statistics have
nonstandard distributions, and consequently the use of the standard tables may
give seriously misleading inferences. A related problem is the possibility of nding
spurious regressions.

The spurious regression problem was laid bare in a classic paper by Yule in
1926.12 Painstakingly shuffling two decks of playing cards, he drew cards at ran-
d0m to generate series of random numbers. Then on a hand calculator hc laboriously
computed hundreds of correlation coecients between (independent)random series
and tabulated the resulting distribution. The distlibution was approximately sym-
metrical and unimodal about the ttrue'' value of zero, because he was essentially
correlating independent white noise series. Letting et represent a white noise series,
he then generaled xt from the formula xt - xt- I = et. Thus he now had pairs of inde-
#ea#c?)J 14l ) N'ariables. The distribution of the correlation coeflicients between pairs
of .< series was like an inverted saucer, with a flat top and fairly high densities toward
the extremes at + l and - 1. Finally he generated y series from yt

-

yt-j = xt. Thus,
y is an 1(2 j series. The distribution of the correlation coefscients between pairs of y
series was now U-shaped with almost a1l of the mass concentrated at the extremes.
Yule's pamr is an early example of a Mcnte Carlo investigation and is a landmark in
the statistical literature. The clear message of the paper is that lstatistically signifi-
cant'- correlations may easily be found between independent nonstationary selics.

Half a century later, and with the benefit of modern computing power, the is-
sue has been explored further by Granger and Newbold.l3 They generated 100 pairs
of independent random walks, that is, independent 1(1) variables, and fitted two-
variable, linear OLS regressions. The ccmventional / statistic was calculated to test
the signihcance ()f each regression. Their main tindingwas that in 77 of the 100 sim-
ulations t had a numerical value in excess of 2, thus leading to incorrect rejection of
the null hymthesis of no relationship in more than three-quarters of all cases. They
also found veo' low DW statistics, which tends to cause the conventional formulae
to underestimate standard errors and thus overstatet values. However, funher simu-
lations involving reestimation w'ith a Cochrane-orcutt AR(1) correction reduced but
did not eliminate 1he probability of making incorrect inferences.ll Adding further
random walk explanatory variables only increased the percentage of wrong infer-
ences, as is shown in Table 8. 1.

lt is clear that regressions of indemndent random walk variables are almost
certain to produce incorrect inferences. Phillips has tackled the issue theoretically
and has shown that in regressions of indemndent random walks the regression coef-
scients do not converge to constants with increasing sample size, as in the stafdard
case. Further, the usual t ratio does not posscss a limiting distribution but diverges

l2G. Udny Yulc. ''Why Do Wc Sometimes Get Nonsense Conrlations between Time-series?,'' Journal
of the &pytz!Statistical Society Series A, 89, 1926, 1-69.
l3C. W, J. Granger and P. Newbold, ''Spurious Regressions in Econometrics,'' Journal ofEconometrics,
2. 1974, I l 1-120.
l4C. W. J. Grangerand P.Newbold, Forecasting Economic Time teries, Academic Press, 1977, 208-214.
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TABLE B.1

kegressioq 4 random walk variables

Number of '

explanatory Plwentage of tlm- Average DW
variables H. rej-M statistic Average #2

1 76 0.32 0.26
2 78 0.46 0.34
3 93 0.55 0.46
4 95 0.74 0.55
5 96 0.88 0.59

source: Grangerand New%ld, .espurious

Re> io Fmnometrics,''Joutnal ofEconometrics, 2. 1974. l 16.

with incrcasing sample size, thus incresing the probability of incorrect inferences
as the sample size increases.ls

One should net overreact to these Vemingly alarming results. First, low DW
statistics are now usually taken as indicalions of seriously misspeciEed relations,
so that 0ne abandons the relation and works on a respecihcation. Second, these re-
sults are all derived from regressions involving only current variables. If y and .x

are independent random walks and y: is regressed on xt. then a double specifcation

error has been committed; a relevant variable y, - I has been excludcd and an irrele-
vant variable xt has been included. Finall). as the discussion in Section 8.2 showed,
conventional formulations of ADL relationshim. esNcially in the general to simple
approach, involve many lagged tenns, so ssible nightmares from correlating just
current variables are less likely to arise. However. an immrtant real problem still
remains. What inference procedures can lx used if wn- or a1l of the variables in an
ADL specihcation are nonstaonary?

The problem has been addressed in an immrtant micle by Sims, Stock, and Wat-
son.l6 The technical level of their paper is lxlond tbal assumed in this book, so only
the barest summary is given here.l? Basicall) tl >xe of 1(l ) variables implies
that most, if not all, test statistics will have nonstarvllnl distributions. Thus, one can-
not automatically refer conventional test statistics to tY standard t' N, l), F, or

,/

tables. However, there are exceptions to this general rule. lf. in some reparameteri-
zation, a parameter can be expressed as tbe coefticient of a Mn-aN, 1(M)variable,
the conventional test statistics on that coefhcient Are symlotically valid. Further,
if in a reparameterization a subset of parameters can * expressed as coefscients of
mean-zeros 140)variables, then conventional tesls on thx' sub<t are asymptotically
valid. We will illustrate with the ADL(1,l) l fi- -

'*

in Q. (8.1). namely.

yt = m + al
.:1-1 + i'kxt+ #1M- l + el (8.1)

l5P. C. B. Phillips, tlunderstanding Spurious Regressions in F '- --
'-

'

5.* Joumtz? ofEconometrics
33. 1986, 31 1-340.
16C.A. Sims, J. H. Stock, and M. W. Watson, Sslnference in Linear Tinle Series Models with Some Unit
Rootsq'' Econometrica, 58, 1990. 113-144.
1?F0ra comprehensive summary see A. Banerjee. J. J. Dolado. J. W. Galbraith, and D. F. Hendfy Co-
Integration, E rmr-fbrrEcr/a, and the Econometric Analysis o-Ntprl-ktzrisnfzq Data, OxfordUniver-
sity Press, 1993. Chapter 6. and eslcially t.lut le pn rmees 188-189.
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As we have already seen, y? can then be expressed as an (inlinite)sum of current
and lagged Fs and current and lagged f's. Suppose that .x follows a random walk,

xt = xt-k + Tt, and is thus 1(1). The c
's have been assumed to be white noise and

thus 140), and so yt is a combination of 1(1) and 140)variables and is itself 1(1),
because in general linear combinations of 1(1) variables are also 141).

As a simple illustration of this rule suppose that (a different) y is dened as an
arbitrary linear combination of two 1(1) variables,

yt = axt + bzt

xr = xr-l + ut

zt = Q-1 + vt

where a and b are arbitrary ctmstants and u and v, white noise disturbances. The
process of hrst aifferencingthe tirstequation and substituting from the second and
third gives

yt = yt-t + (JN/ + ''P1)

Thuss y is also a random walk and 1(1).
All the variables in Eq. (8.1)are thus 1(1), and it might seem that nonstandard

inference procedures must be found. However, this conclusion is premature because
we have not examined possible reparameterizations. One such reparnmeterization is
given in Eq. (8.6), namely,

)'l = kxt - (1 - a1)6K-1 - & - 'Ym-l1 + qt (8.6)

m pn+ plwhere a = and
1 - a 1 l -

a 1

ln Eq, (8.6)
.:.y1

and ..x'?

are each 1(0), under the assumptien that .): is 1(1), but what
about the term in square brackets? ln the discussion of Eq. (8.6)it was described as
the deviation of yt- l from the static equilibrium value corresponding to xt- l . A static

'

equilibrium Nalue for y is found by holding .x constant over time. That concept is n0t
very meaningful in the current context, where.x is presumed to follow arandom walk.
'rhc deviation, however, h%q a very immrtant role to play in the current context. Let
us deline it as

(8.44)

Now subtract (*(1 - al) + (J90+ pLjxtlk - al)) fwm 1)1 sides Qf Eq. (8.1).The

m pv+ pjCl = yt
- -

xt1 -

a l 1 -

a l

-al?n alpo + pl
zt = + alyf-l

-

xt + /81.<,-1 + et1 -

a1 1 -

tz l

= alo-l + v/

(8.45)

where

and Tt is the disrbance in the redom walk fof A. Provia-,l the swtionatity condi-

akpfl+ pl1?, =
t

-

Tt1 - a t
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tion ttzl l< 1 is satislied, z is a stationary AR(1) process and thus 1(0). As shown
in Eq. (8.44),zt is a linear combination of two 1(1) variables, yt and x, but this
linear combination is 1(0). In this case y/ and xt are said to be cointegrated: This
linear combination of the two 141) variables is a mean-zero 1(0) variable. As seen
in Chapters 2 and 7, 14l ) variables display a tendency to

iwanden'' When two I(l )
variables are cointegrated. however. they will tcnd to

Vlwander

togethen'' The zero
mean and constant variance of .-:

prevent them from drifting too far apart. Equation
(8.44) is thcn called a cointegrating xlation. Equation (8.6)may be rewritten as

yf = #()..xI - ( l -

al )c;-I + et (8.46)
A11three variables in thisequation are mean-zero 1(0), and so inference about poand
al, separately orjointly, can proceed in standard fashion. The equation is also said to
be balanced becausc all variables are integrated to the same degree. The remaining
parameter in Eq. (8.1) is /1 , It too can lx shown as the coefficient of a mean-zero,
1(0) variable in another reparamcterization of Eq. (8.1), namely.

Ayr = m
- (l -

a l ),!.1-1 + ( + /.11)xt - /31 .'p + e? (8.47)
The t statistic on pj is asymptotically N(0.1 1since l.4 is a mean-zero, 140)variable.
'rhis regression might seem unbalanced lxcause it contains two 140)variables and
two 141)variables. However, the 1(l ) s'ariables are cointegrated, even though the time
subscripts are not an exact match. Thus te Ixt%nce of rww1(1) variables allows the
possibility of a linear combination Ying 1(0).giving tlze same order of integration

h side of the equation. '*

on eac
Returning tn Eq. (8.1),

yt = m + a I yt - l + %xt ... #jx: - l + tt (8.1)
we find that the reprameterizations in Eqs. 18.*8 aM (8.47) show that all tbree
slope parameters can appear as ceefhcients of Rn-aro. 1(0)variables and thus
have t statistics that are asymptotically N40. I 1. -IY Yk-ial int is that tbr estima-
tion purposes none of the reparameterizations - e wtually carried out. The
parafneters can be estimated and tested by applying OI.S to Eq. (8. 1). As shown in
Appendix 8.1 identical estimates and test statistics result from the specitkation in
Eq. (8.l ) or any nonsingular linear transfonnation.

-

thw slandard results for
the parameters individually, joint tcsts involving aI1 thr ters are nonstan-
dard, since thcre is no single reparameterization hal enw e 1h-- as cfiicients
of mean-zero, 1(0) variables.

Estimation and testing of the cointegrating muation
On continuing with Eq. (8.1) two questions arise. Firsl. boh should the cointe-

grating relation be estimated? Second, how should one test if there really is a coin-
tegrating relation? On estimation, one possibility is to estimate the ADL Eq. (8.1)
and then compute the parameters of the relation shown in Eq. t8.44) from the pa-
rameters of the ADL equation. The first suggestion in the literature, however, was
simply and surprisingly to lit a linear regression of .p

on a constant and
.p.18

One

18R.F. Engle and C. W. J. Granger, lfointegration, Error Correction: Representation, Estimation, and
Testing,''Ecoavmetricq 55, 1987, 25 1-276.
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says surprising because it is clear from Eqs. (8.44) and (8.45)that the disturbance
zt in such a regression will be correlated with the regrcssor, which conventionally

suggests inconsistency. However, the conventional argument no longer goes through
when the regressor is 1(1). Applying OLS to Eq. (8.44)gives

lZ(Al -

.k)z,

# = y + cltx,- 2)

Consistency requires

When .v is stationary and correlated with z, the numerator and denominator are each

nonzero constants and so the condition fails. However, when x is 1(l ) its variance
increases without limit with the sample size. The covariance in the numerator still
tends to a finite constant, and so the condition holds. Moreover, the rate at which
the OLS estimate approaches the population parameter is fastcr than in the conven-
tional stationary case. Thus # is said to be a superconsistent estimator of :.19 The
estimated relation could then be used to obtain the OLS residuals, Lt.These in turn
could l)e subsliluted for zt in Eq. (8.46)and OLS used to estimate a I and pv.

AsFmptotic results often provide but cold comfort forpractical econometricians,
who peftbrce live in a Nnite-sample world. There is evidence that superconsistent
estimates may have substanlial tinite-samplebiases and that estimating the ADL
relalion and then solving for the parameters of the cointegrating relation may give
less biased estimates of these parametersizo The comparison, however, is hardly fair,
since thc Iauer approach assumes some knowledge of the ADL relation, whereas the
Engle-Granger regression of yt on xt requires no such information.

A dehning fealure of a cointegrating relation is that the error in guch a relation
should be I(0 ,. Thus it is desirable to test whether the equilibrium error proccss
has a unit rt. Unit root tests were described in Chapter 7 and some appropriate
nonstandard critical values presented. Those critical values cannot be used for the
present purmse. for they were applicable to the actual values of the process being
tested, and here we only have the estimated values, tr. Relevant critical values for
cointegrating tests are available from a comprehcnsive Monte Carlo simulation by
MacKinnon.zl From F4. (8.45)the test regression is

= (a1 - l)'t-1 + v: (8.48)

plimtlyqta -
.oz:)

') ,
- 0

plimtuy-.txr-

.v)

)

The t statistic given by the ratio of (d 1 - 1) to its standard error is then referred

to the Maclinnon critical values. Thc null hymthesis of no cointegration is Hl'. a l
-

1 = 0. Signifcant negative values would lead to rejection of the null. Table l in the

lglamesH. Stock, ''Asymptotic Properties of l-e-aRt SqlAnres Gimnmrsof Coingratingvectolv'/ll/-
metrica, 55, 1987, l035-1 056.
20seeBanerjee et ai, op. cit., Chapter 7.

zllamesG. MacKinnon, 'Critical Values f0r Cointegration Tests,'' Chapter l3, Long-Run Economic
Relationships' eds. R. F. Englc and C. W. J. Grangcr,OxfordUniversity Press, 1991 .
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TA BLE :.2
Asymptotie eritirAl values for cointegration tests

k. Test statisticl 1% 5% 1:%

2 '

c
-3.90

- 3.34
-3.04

ct
-4.32 -3.78

-F.50
3 c

-4.29 -3.74
-3.45

ct
-4.66

-4.12 -3.84

4 c
-4.64 -4.

10
-3.81

cl
-4.97 -4.43

-4.

15
5 c - 4.96

-4.42 -4.

13
ct

-5.25

-4.72
-4.43

6 c
-5.25

-4.71 -4.42

ct -5.j2
-4.98

-4.70

keprintedby pennission from Russell Davidson and Iames G. MacKinnon, Estimation tladfaxd&n.ce ilfr/zlqllllrfc.!.
Oxford University Press. 1993. 722.
'ne heading k indicates the num-r of variables in the estimated coinlegrating cquation.
A'l''he letters c and cl indicate whel.her 11:x equation contains a constant or a conslant plus a Iinear timc eend.

MacMnnon reference mrmitsthe calculation of critical values for different sample
sizes, different signihcance levels. and different numYrs of variables in the cointe-
grating equation. Our exposition so far hs involved just two variables in the ADL
relation, and hence just two variables in the cointegrating equation. In practice one
is normally estimating a multivariate coinlegrating equ.. a. The MacKinnon test
assumes that an intercept tenn has been used in tY coklygraling equation. and it
also allows for the possibility of a linear time trend al* having An included. Table
8.2 gives the asymptoticcritical values.

%en one moves beyond the two-variable case the B-ibilily imeiately
arises tf there being more than one cointegrating relalion. Su tYre are 14> 2)
variables, all of which are 1(1). A cointegrating relation is a li- combination of
these variables that is 1(0). Clearly there may be 0, 1,2. . . . . l - l cointegrating
rclations. Clearly also there will be problems with the Engle-Grunger regression
approach. Do we obtain different cointegrating relations simpl) by changing the
direction of error minimization in a l-variable regression? Chayer 9 will present a
more gencral approach to both testing for the number of cointegfling relations and
estimating the parnmeters of these relations.

8.4
A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

We return to the data on personal gasoline consumption, which has been brie:y con-
sidered in Chapters 1 and 4. The variables are as follows:

Y = log of real per capita expenditure on gasoline

X2 = log of the real price of gasoline

X3 = l0g of real per capita disposable personal income
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The data are quarterly. seasonally adjusted series and cover the period 1959.1 to
1990.4. Figure 8.l shows 1he series over the full sample period. The middle panel
shows the dramatic changes in the real price of gasoline with a rise of 29 percent
from 1973.3 to I974.2, an even greater rise of 60 percent from 1978.3 to 1980.2,
a very substantial decline in the Erst half of the 1980s, and a rebound in the later
l980s. Real expenditure rose steadily throughout the 1960s and early 1970s and
then declined without ever regaining hs earlier peak. These series obviously present
a formidable empirical challenge to any demand analyst.

8.4.1 Stationnrity

First one looks at the stationarity of the series. Visual inspection suggests that in-
come is nonstationary. Price and expenditure each display structural breaks associ-
ated with the occurrence of the oil price shocks. The conventional test, assuming an
intercept and four lags, does not reject the unit root hypothesis in any of the three
cases, as is shown in Table 8.3.22Perron has argued that structural breaks invalidate
cnventional unit root tests.23 He has developed a test procedure that allows for 0ne

known struclural break consisting of a change in level and/or a change in growth
rate and has also provided relevant critical values. However, application of the Per-
ron prtncedure lo expenditure and price does not reject the unit root hypothesis.z4
The hymlhesis of a unit root in the lirst differences is rejected for all three series,
so we conclude that they are all 1(1). Next we look for tlw possible existence of a
cointegrating relationship.

8.4.2 Coin tion

Estimation of the Engle-Granger cointegrating relationship gives the results shown
in Table 8.4. nese imply a long-run price elaslicity of -0. l5 and a long-run income
elasticity of 0,7 I . Howes er. one must test whether this represents a cointegrating
relation. There are two immrtant cointegrating tests. The first is to test the residuals
from this relation for stationarity. The second is to tit a general ADL specihcation
to these three variables and see whether one can solve for a meaningful long-nm
reiationship.

Tbe residuals from the regression in Table 8.4 are shown in Fig. 8.2. This series
is clearly nonstationary: there is a dramatic inverse spike at 1974,1. Applying the
regression in Eq. (8.48)to lhese residuals gives an ADF statistic of - 1.34, which
does not reject the unit root hypethesis. There is thus strong evidence that we do not
have a cointegrating rclation.

221nthis and subsequent tables the variables are printcd in uppercase form. They do, however, correspond
to the variables in towercasetype in the text.
23Pierre Perron, ''The Great Crash, te Oil Price Shock, and the Unit Root Hymthesis,'' Econometrica,
57, 1989, 136 1-1401.
24SeeProblem 8.K
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TA B L E 8 . 3
ADF values for Y, X2,
and X3

Y X2 X3

-2.45 - 1.79 - 1.94

The 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10
percentMaccnnon critical val-

ues, obtained from the Eviews
outpul, are -3.48, -2.88, and
-2.58. respectively.

TA B L E 8 . 4
A cointegrating alation?

LS // Dependent Variable is Y
'

Sample: 1959:1-19024
lncluded obmoM' ns: l28

Variable Coefficient Std. Error T-statistic Prob.

X2 -0. 150285 0.031231 -4.8 12013 0.(K
X3 0.705614 0.033735 20.9 1648 0.(K
C

-4.093340

0.224756 - 18.2 1239 0.(K

R-squared 0.777862 Mean dependent var
-7.763027

Adjustcd R-squared 0.774308 S.D, dependent var 0, 120187
S.E. of regression 0.057097 Akaike info criterion

-5.702846

Surn squared =id 0.407510 Schwarz criterin
-5.636002

Log Iikelihte 186.3580 F-statistic 218.8572
Durbin-W-M

u.- 0.0845 11 ProbtF-statistic) 0.(kXX*

0.10

0.05

<
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FIGURE 8.2
Residuals from regression in Table 8.4.
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This conclusion is contirmed by fitting an ADL model to the Hnta 2-.l*q >-

shown in Table 8.5. The ADL relation may be written as

Al-lyt = m + Bzllxjt + Bllnt + ut

By holding the valiables constant, the implied long-run relation is

nv /2(1) #3(1)
# = + -. :2 + :3

A(l) A(1) A(l)
(8.49)

where replacing L by 1 in a 1agpolynomial gives the sum of the coefhcients in that
polynomial. Clearly, estimates of the coefhcients in Eq. (8.49)can be obtained from
the estimated ADL relation, but the exercise is meaningless if these three sums are
not signitkantly different from zero. Thus we can test for cointegration by testing
whether A(1), B1 l), and A3( 1) are zero. Testing that A(1) is zero is equivalent to
testing that the sum of the coefticients on the lagged F terms is equal to 1. The actual

TABLE 8.s
An ADL model of expenditure, price, and income

LS // Dependent Variable is Y
Sample: 1960:2-1 990:4
Included observations: 123
Excluded observations: 0 after adjusting endmints

Variable Coefhcient Sld. Error T-statistic Prob.

X2
-0.267647

0.037874
-7.066703

0.01X0
X2(- 1) 0.262873 0.069291 3.793737 0.0*2
X2( - 2) -0.0 l7411 0.075414

-0.230867

0.8179
X2(- 3)

-0.072094

0.077389
-0.93

1585 0.3537
X2(-4) 0.014402 0.077210 0. 186524 0.8524
X2(-5) 0.058206 0.046340 1,256058 0.21 19

.. X3 0.292764 0.158824 1.843326 0.068 I
X3(- 1) -0. 162 l 76 0.220228

-0.736400

0.463 I
X3(-2)

-0.049270

0.214372 -0.229835 0.8 l 87
X3( -3) 0.010409 0,213133 0.048838 0.961 l
X3(-4) 0.084917 0.210132 0.4041 10 0.6870
X3(-5) -. 198967 0. 153118 - 1.299434 0.l (.Y
Y(- 1) 0.660572 0.096063 6.876439 0.CGX)
Y(-2) 0.06701 8 0.l 14535 0.585 l 31 0.5597
Y(-3) -0.023578 0. I l 74

-0.201

359 0.&1(
Y(-4) 0. l32 l94 0, I 1W)13 1.l 10747 02*2
Y(-5) 0. 163124 0. l0I 384 l

.818975

0.l 1%
C 0.*5543 0.l'MnO 13975 0.*50

R-squared 0.984 I58 Mean var
-7.752780

Adjusted R-squared 0.981593 S.D. nt sar 0. l l 1024
S.E. of regression 0,01 5%3 Akaike info criterix -8. 256599
Sum squared rcsid 0,023823 Ahuarz k-riterion

-7.

845060
Lo likelihood 35 1

.2514

F-statistic 383.7051
Durbin-Watson stat 1.922386 Prob F-slatislic) 0.000000
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sum is 0.999, and the P value forthe null hypothesis is 0.98. Thus, A(l) is effectively

zero and the long-term relation breaks down. The other two sums both turn out to be
-0.022, with P values of 0.04 and 0.31. There is thus no evidence of a cointegrating
relation between these three variables.zs

8.4.3 A Respecified Relationship

The foregoing
''simpleminded''

approach has paid no attention to the special charac-
teristics of the market for gasoline. First, consumption is mediated through appropri-
ate equipment (cars). Dramatic price increases set in motion lengthy and expensive
changes in lhe type of new equipment produced and also led the federal government
to set fuel efficiency targets for car fleets in future years. Second, gasoline is de-
sired not for its own sake but rather as a means of producing tmileage.'' Tomodel a
dcmand function for miles, Iet us define the following variables:

F = real per capita expenditure on gasoline (4gallons'')
Xz = real prke of a gallon

X? = real per capita income

-Yz = miles per gallon

M = miles per capita = i' ' 14

RPM = real price of a mile = X1IX4

A demand function for miles might be formulated as
jp1

M = X'(RPM)#2(A%)#3= K
(vX2

)
.5/13

*.4

Theimplied rnxxvl fllru-tionfor ttgallons'' is then
pcxp3x-tl +J%)F = KX2 3 4 (8.50)

Converting to Iogs then adds a new variable, .:4

= 1og of miles per gallon, to the
previous specitication.

Annual data on travel and fuel consumption are available from the U.S. De-
partment of Transptmation, Federal Highway Administration, from which a miles
per gallon (mpg)serics may be computed. We have taken mpg for iiall

passenger
vehicles.'' There is also a series tbr

''passenger

cars.'' The movements t)f thc two
series are practically identical, since cars consumc 99 percent of the gasoline used
by the combined group of cars, motorcycless and buses. From 1959 to 1973 the mpg
figure declined by 6 percent, accommnied by a slowiy declining reai priceand rising

25Since the variables are nonstationary and there does not appear to be a cointegrating relation, the
stated # values are suspect. However, the estimated sums are all practically zero, and it is unlikely that
nonstandard distributions would change thc conclusion in the text.
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TA B LE 8.6

A cointegrating relation
:tj M5 #<' n

.

LS // Dependent Variable is Y '
Samplc: 1959: 1-1990:4
Included observations: I28

Vmiable Coefhcient Std. Error T-statistic Prob.

X2
-0.

I3856! 0.010985 - 12.61399 0.0000
X3 0.998547 0.01 5403 64.82624 0.0000
X4

-0.5

l 8128 0.01 7390 - 29.79491 0.0000
C - 1.514535 0. I I 7 l85 - 12.92429 0.0000

R-squared 0.972774 ' Mean dependent var
-7.763027

Adjusled R-squared 0.972 l 16 S.D. dependent var 0. l 20 187
S.E. of regression 0.020069 Akaike info criterion

-7.786363

Sum squared resid 0.049945 Schwarz cliterion -7.697238
Log Iikelihood 350.7031 F-statistic 1476.851
Durbin-Watson stat 0.741016 Probtlstatistic) 0.

income. For obvious reasons thc series was slow to rise after the price shocks of the
1970s. It rose by under 6 percent from l 973 to l978 and by a further 21 percent be-
tween 1978 and 1983. lt continued rising throughout the price declines of the 1980s,
and by l 990 mpg was almost 5() percent grealer than in l 959. We have converted
the annual data to quarterly form by linear interlation and aken logs to produce
the .v4 series for incorporation in the statistical analysiq.

Looking first for a possible cointegrating relation ;
-'x lhe results in Table 8.6.

Figure 8.3 shows the actual and tittedseries and ll* reslduals. These residuals look
fairly stationary in mean levels compared with (1)% in Fig. 8-2. but there is still a
pronounced inverse spike at 1974.1 . Regressing te hrst dit-ference of the residuals
on the lagged residual gives an ADF statistic of - 5.39. ne asymptotic 1 percent
critical value from Tablc 8.2 for k = 4 is

-4.*.

The 1 Nrcent critical value from
MacKinnon's tablc for this sample size is

-4.78.

Thus. (he hypothesis Of a nnit root in
the residuals is rejected, and by contrast wilh Table 8.4 we may have a cointegrating
relation.

lnserting a dummy vatiable that takes on the value of l in 1974.1 and 0 else-
where gives the regression output shown in Fig. 8.4. The spike in the residuals has
been removed. The ADF statistic from these residuals is

-5.

11, st the hypothesis
of a unit root in the residuals is still rcjecled. The cointegrating elasticities in this
regression are identical to two decimal places with those given in Table 8.6.

8.4.4 A General ADL Relation

ln Etting a general ADL relation to this expanded data set there is a question of
whether to include a dummy variable for the 1974. 1 spike. We have chosen to in-
clude it and leave it as an exercise forthe readerto can'y out the same analysis exclud-
ing the dummy variable. The result, using lags up to the tifthquarter, is given in
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Regression output from Table 8.6.
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TABLE #.7

An ADl= model of expenditure, price, inome, and mpg
:4 r %%*zt36z%%nbD%.q*.%1Qri:i i r!14

LS // Dependent Variablc is Y .
Sample: 1960:2-1 990:4
Included observations: 123 after adjusting endmints

Variable Coefficient Std. error T-statistic Prob.

X2
X2(- 1)
X2(-2)
X2t-3)
X2(-4)
X2( -5)
X3
X3( - 1)
X3(-2)
X3( - 3)
X3(

-4)

X3(-5)
X4
X4(- 1)
X4(-2)
X4(- 3)
X4( -4)
X4(-5)
Y(- 1)
Y(-2)
Y(-3)
Y(-4)
Y( - 5)
DUM
C

-0. 198597
0. 189293

-0.0 l6542
-O. l 15526

0.066485
0.029012
0. I64873
0. 145563

-0. 169946
0.066797
0.045524

.-.0.(+198

- 1.557670
2.697054

-2.278796
l .

I 70965
0.204391

-0.375389
0.58 1024
0.0 14630

-0. 166262
0.297403
0.023884

-0.093403
-0.290653

0.032 l 8 1
0.054372
0.058558
0.(:*759
0.*1 770
0.036749
0.l 29 l76
0.l 8 1%9
0.I 73293
0.l 67245
0.1621%
0.I 228%
0.585739
1.241118
1

.38

l M9
l

.372563

I
.256976

0.621491
0.08210)
0.09 l*2
0.09447 1
0.098549
0.083523
0.0 l2909
0.129715

-6. l7 l 346
3.48 1461

-0.282483

- 1.90 I377
1.076328
0.789468
1

.276347

0.803907
-0.980687

0.399397
0.280691

-0.0341 82
-2.659324

2. 173085
- 1

-649689

0.8531 23
0. I62606

-0.*01 3
7.076947
0. l59 lO

- 1.75*33
3.017817
*2:69%

- 7.23552:
-12el

0.0000
0.0007
0.7782
0.0602
0.2844
0.4317
0.2048
0.4234
0.3292
0.6905
0.7795
0.9728
0.0091
0.0322
0.1022
0.3957
0.8712
0.5472
0.0000
(1.8738
0.08 l5
0.32
0.7755
0.Y
0.0273

R-squared 0.991 490 *'*---
- -7.752780

Adjusted R-squared 0.989406 S.D. var 0. I 11024
S.E. of regressien 0.011427 Anlke lnfo k-ritelifxl

-8.764246

Sum squm'ed resid 0.012797 A'Imw t-rilerkxl -8. 192664
Log likelihood 389.471 7 F-stallsa 475.7689
Durbin-Watson stat 1.872773 IheF-uatistic) 0.000000

Table 8.7. The sums of coefticients are

A(1) = 0.2493 B1(l ) =
-0.+59

B5 1) = 0.2486 #4( l ) =
-0.

l394

The P values from testing that these sums are zero are. respectively, 0.001 , 0.01 1,
0.001 , and 0.002. The distributions are nonslandard because not a1Ithe coefficients in
any group can be expressed simultaneously as coefhcients of zere mean, stationary
variables. Nonetheless, the conventional # values are so small that rejection of the
null hypotheses would seem reasonable. The implied long-run relationship is then

. .
.

'
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# = - l . 17 - 0. 18.i + 1.00:3 - 0.56.:4 (8.52)
ne elasticities in Eq. (8.52)correspond very closely to those in Table 8.6.

Next the relation in Table 8.7 is subjected to various tests. Figure 8.5 gives the
actual and litted series and the regression residuals, which are obviously art improve-
ment on those from the cointegrating relation in Fig. 8.4. The Jarque-Bera statistic
for testing the normality of the residuals is 3.33, with a P value of 0.19, so the nor-
mality assumption is not rejected. The Breusch-Godfrey asymptotic test for serial
correlation up to the fourth order gives a P value of 0.40, so the hypethcsis of zero
autocorrelation in the residuals is not rejected. Tests for ARCH residuals with one up
to five lags give # values between 0.64 and 0.91, so the assumption of homoscedastic
residuals is not rejected in favor of ARCH residuals. The White heteroscedasticity
test has a P value of 0.08, which points toward heteroscedasticitys but not decisively
so. The Ramsey RESET test for specilication error has a P value of 0.32, so there
is no signihcant evidence of misspecihcation. The Chow forecast test for the four
quarters of 19K has a P value of 0.09, but extending the forecast to two years gives
a signihcant rejection of constant parameters. Overall the relation has survived a
formidable battcry of tests with only the Chow test suggesting weakness. Reesti-
mating the relation and omitting the dummy variable for 1974.1, whose inclusion
sets the residual for that qumer to zero, give a somewhat larget standard error of re-
gression and successful Chow tests over several years. However, we will stick with
the relation in Table 8.7 as an acceptable hrst fonnulation of tlle ADL relation and
search for acceptable simpliscations.

b
-7.7J

J

Actnal and fitted .i-7.8 slog cxGnditua c

1
- 7.9

<
0.04

-8.0

Residuals
0.02 -8.1

2

:2 0.
x

-0.02

-().(M
65 70 75 80 85 90

-7.6

Ylw

FIGURE 8.5
Regression output from Table 8.7.
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8.4.5 A Repammeterization

The srststep in the search is a reparameterization. If we ignore thc dummy variable,
the relation in Table 8.7 is

ALyt = m + Bzlxlt + f3(Z),3J + B4L3x4t + ut (8.53)
where each polynomial in the lag operator is of the fifth order. The relation in Eq.
(8.53) is solely in terms of the levels of the vmiables. For reasons to be explained,
we wish to reparameterize in terms of both levels and first dilerene-- Consider

B(Q = #e + /91L + OILD + pjL3 + %L4 + p5L5
(8.54)

1 - L4(% + tl L + gl.l + L3 + %L4)= ,41)f. + (
In the second line of Eq. (8.54)the sum of the p coefhcicnts is the coefhcient of
L, and the :'s are the coefscients of lirst difference terms from la4 to xt-zt. The
process of multiplying out and equating coefhcients of the powers of L gives the
connections between the d's and #'s.26Applying Eq. (8.54)to a variable xt givcs

B(L)xt = A(1)m-1 + tstj-v/ + tsjla-l + zhxt-: + d3If-3 + (5414-4

This transformation is used for al1 the 1agpolynomials on the right-hand side of Eq.
(8.53). A similar transformation is used on the regressand, nnmely,

X(Z) = 1 -

a : L - a21,2 - aL3 - a4L* - asL5

which gives
All-jyt = ) + (A(1))'l- l + '?

1 yt-l + y2yt-2 + 'y3yt-.3 + y4y-41
These transformatiens give the model estimated in Table 8.8. There are several im-
portant points to notice about this table:

= A(1)f, + (1 - Z)(1 + yLL + :21,2 + y5L? + y4L4)

1. The standard error of regression is identical with its value in Table 8.7, as are the
values of the log-likelihood, the Durbin-Watson statistic, and te information cri-
teria. This result followsdirectly from the results on reparameterization derived
in Appendix 8. 1.

2. The coefhcientsof the lagged .x values are the sums already given from Table
8.7 in Eq. (8.51). The sum of the coefhcients on the lagged y values in Table
8.7 is 0.7507. Thus. A( l ) = l - 0.7507 = 0.2493. which is the negative of the
coefhcientof the F( - l ) regressor in Table 8.8, Funhermore. the P values atlached
to the lagged levels are exactly the P values for testing that these qums are zero.
already given following Eq. (8.5 l ).Thus. one advanlage of the reparamelerization
is the direct estimation and testing of the sums thal are relevant to (he existence
f a cointegrating relation.

3. Switching to rst differences usually gives a substantial reduction in thc collinear-
ity of the regressors, thus reducing standard errors. It also facilitates the identih-
cation of possible simplihcations of te relationship.

268:cIhvblem8-9.
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TABLE :.:
A reparnmeterized model

LS // mndentVariable is DY
Sample: 1960:2-1990:4
Included observations: I23 aher adjustjng tndpoints

T-stalistic Prob.Variable

X2(- 1)
DX2
DX2(- 1)
DX2(-2)
DX2(-3)
DX2(-4)
X3(- 1)
DX3
DX3(- l )
DX3(-2)
DX3( -3)
DX3(-4)
X4(- 1)
DX4
DX4( - l )
DX4( - 2)
DX4( -3)
DX4(

-4)

Y(- l )
DY( - l )
DY(-2)
DY( -3)
DY(-4)
DUM
C

R-squared 0-7 l 1630 Mean dependent var 0.2437
Adjusted R-xuarM 0.61.1(K>.) S.D. dependent var 0.01 9072
S.E. of regression 0.01 1427 Akaike info criterion - 8.764246
Sum squale resid 0.0127* Scbwarz criterion - 8. I92664
Log likelihood 389.47l 7 F-statistic 10.0767 l
Durbin-Watson stat 1.872773 ProblFlstatistic) 0.000000

Ccient

-0.*5875
-0. 198597

0.036571
0.020029

-0.095497
-0.029012

0.248613
0. 164873
0.061 823

-0. 108124
-0.*1326

0.0041 98
-0. I39445

- 1.557670
1.278829

-0.999967
0. 170998
0.375389

-0.249322
-0. l 69655
-0. l 55025
-0.321287
-0.023884
-0,*M03
-0.2%53

Std. error

0.017792
0.032181
0.037397
0.037199
0.039033
0.036749
0.075099
0.129176
0.134400
0.131237
0.125801
0.122806
0.044512
0.585739
0,782296
0.787947
0,775869
0.621491
0.074893
0.090504
0.084890
0.084289
0.083523
0.012909
0.129715

-2.578445
-6.17 1346

0.9779 l 5
0.538422

-2.446545
-0.789468

3.3 10462
1.276347
0.45999 l

-0.823882
-0.328506

0.0341 82

- 3. l 32745
-2.659324

1.634712

- 1.269080
0.220395
0.60401 3

-3.329031

- 1.874549

- 1.826174
-3.8 l l749
-0.285956
-7.235528

- 2.240701

0.0114
0 IK
0.3305
0.591 5
0.0162
0.4317
0.13
0.2048
0.6465
0.41 20
0.7432
0.9728
0,*23
0.*91
0.1053
0.2074
0.8260
0.5472
0.0012
0.0638
0.0709
0.*02
0.7755
0.>
0.0273

We look for sequential reductions of the equation in Table 8.8. There is no
unique reduction path. One looks for groups of possibly redundant variables and/or
restrictions that may be validatcd by the usual F tests. All fourth-quarter lags in
Table 8.8 are insignilicant. Testing the jointsignihcance of the group gives the first
reduction shown in Table 8.9. The F and P values show that the hypothesis of joint
insignihcance is not rejected. The conventional infetence procedure is valid since

the coefticients in question are a1lattached to mean-zero, stationary variables. Both
the Schwarz criterion (SC) and 91 mave in the right direeticm, and so the fourth-
quarter lags are deleted from the relation. Looking at insigniscant cecients in
this reduced relation suggests the reduction shown at the second step in Table 8.9.
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TAB LE 8.#
A sequential reduction

.. kjjzjjuxsw

Step Redtmdant uriables S.E. of regression F P 42 SC

0 0.0114 0.6410
-8.

19
l DX2(-4), DX3(-4) 0.01 12 0.24 0.91 0.6497

-8.34

DX4(-4), DY(-4)
2 DX2(- 1.-2) 0.112 0.96 0.47 0.65%

-8.58

DX3( - I to -3) .

.

DX4( -- l to
-3)

3 DX3 0.0112 0.83 0.37 0.6511
-8.61

TA BLE 8
.1tj

A reduced equation
111111t.9$119/116:$N1q:4:1$ i*?A; E8 'i kl zy$zrc z : %<

LS // Dependent Variable is DY .

Sample: 1960: 1-1990:4
Included observations: l24
Excluded observations: 0 after adjusting endpoints

Variable Coefficienl Std, erwr T-statistic Prob.

X2(- 1)
-0.040729

0.01 231 1
-3.083273

0.*13
DX2 -0.201648 0.027990

-7.

161404 0,(K00
DX2(-3)

-0.089591

0.031497
-2.844409

0.0053
X3(- 1) 0.237299 0.058366 4.0657% 0.(XX)1
X4(-1) -0. l 29531 0.033296 -3.8*273 0.(902
DX4 - 1.00188 l 0.3782*

-2.649010

0.*92
Y(- 1) -0.23G1 5 0.057339

-4.

l 23@././ 0.(X)01
DY(- 1)

-0.216244

0.064030
-3.3772*

0.0010
DY(-2) -0. I97030 0.058305 -3.379316 0.0010
DY(-3)

-0.318066

0.068948
-4.6

l 3 I15 0.00()0
DUM

-0.098825

0.01 I943
-8.274917

0.0000
C

-0.287923

0.108354 -2.657236 0.0090
R-squared 0.682350 Mean dependent var 0.002383
Adjusted R-squared 0.651l 52 S.D. dependent var 0.019(X)4
S.E. of regression 0.01 1224 Akaike info criterion -8.88761 2
Sum squared resid 0.01 41 10 Schwarz criterion

-8.614682

Log likelihood 387.0836 F-statistic 2 1
.87

173
Durbin-Watson stat 1.939793 lhvbtF-statistic) 0.

That reduction is also accepted. as is the hird step. ne resultant equalion is shown
in Table 8.10. lt is interesting to note that in Table 8.9 the humble. old-fashioned kl
moves in step with the more fashionable Schwarz criterion. A further simplification
might be imposed on this equation by noting that the coefhcients of lagged expendi-
ture and lagged income are effectively equal and opposite, implying a unit income
elasticity. This linear restriction would not be rejected by the data, but there is little
to be gained by imposing it since for all practical purpeses it is already there. There
is no obvipus explanatilm for te signcvt tbiM-prder lag on DX2. lt implies that
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the price change a year ago has an effect on current demand, which could be a real

effect or a consequence of the seasonal adjustment procedures used in producing
these data.

Setting all srstdifferences in Table 8.10 to zero gives

-0.2364y - 0.040712 + 0.2373x3 - 0.129524 - 0.2879 = 0

which implies a long-run relationship

# = - 1.22 - 0. 17.% + 1..k3 - 0.55:4 (8.55)
These elasticities are effectively identical with those shown in Eq. (8.52).

The relationship in Table 8,10 may be recast in terms of levels and reestimated.z;

The resuhant relationship survives the same battery of tests as the general ADL rela-
tion in Table 8.7. However, the Chow test still indicates failure to forecast more than
a year ahead. As a Enal experiment we have reestimated the levels equation with the
1974. 1dummy omitted. The inevitable large residual at 1974. 1 leads to rejection of
the normalitl' hymthesis for the residuals. Apart from that, the rclation survives the
samc battery of tests as the levels equation with the dummy variable includcd and. in
addition. survives Chow forccast tests for as much as fouryears ahcad. Ccmsequently
the equation has been retitted to the period 1959.1 to 1987.4. leaving twelve quar-
ters for fo

'

. The result is shown in Table 8.11.The implied long-run relatien-
ship is

# = - 1.44 - 0. 16:2 + 0.97.:3 - 0.55:4 (8.56)
which is in close agreement with previous estimates of the elasticities. ne income
elasticity is approximately unity, but notice that if income and mpg both increase by
1 percent he increase in demand is somewhat less than 0.5 Nrcent.

The restllt of using the regression in Table 8.11 to forecast demand in the 12
quarters from 1988.1 lo 1990.4 is shown in Fig. 8.6. The F value for the Chow
forecast test is 1.IO. with a P value of 0.37, so the hypothesis of constant parnmeters
is not rejected. As the graph reveals, the demand fluctuations in 1989 and 1990 were
substantially greater than in the earlier years of the decade. The second quarter of
1989 saw a drop of 4.2 mrcent,followed by two quarters each with a 3.8 percent
increase, succeeded in turn by two quarterly falls of 3.6 percent and 3.4 percent,
respectively. Thus the last years of the sample period providc a formidablc tcst of any
equation. The forecast shown in Fig. 8.6 is a static forecast, which uses the actual
values of all regressors. including lags of the dependent variable. This conforms with
the derivation of the Chow forecast test in Chapter 4.28

Space forbids any further analysis of this data set. We have merely made a be-
ginning and illustrated some of the many diagnostic tests now available for the de-
velopment of a model. The reader is challenged to develop superior models to those
already presented.

27sincethe residuals are the same in each parameterization most of the diagnostic test statistics have

identicalvalues whether the relationship is estimated in levels or first differenccs. but this result is not
true for aIl statistics. See PmblemKIQ. .

288eePreblem 8,1l.
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TABLE 8. 11

A simplihed ADL relationship

LS // Depcndent Viable is Y
Sample: 1960: l-l 987:4
Included observations: l 12 after adjusting endmints

Variable Coefficient Std. error T-statistic Prob.

X2
X2(- 1)
DX2(-3)
X3(- 1)
X4
X4(- 1)
Y(- 1)
Y(-2)
Y(-3)
Y(-4)
C

R-squarcd 0.986554 Mean dependent var
-7.762719

Adjusted R-squared 0.985223 S.D. dependcnt var 0. 1l 6079
S.E. of regression 0.014 l I l Akaike info criterion

-8.428585

Sum squared resid 0.0201 10 Schwarz criterion -8. 16l590
Log Iikelihood 324.0797 F-statistic 74 1.0565
Durbin-Watson stat 1.931894 R'ohll-sutistic) 0.(000(K)

-0.257697
0.220987

-0.074531
0.223670

-0.658079
0.530448
0.54931 9
0. l 29267

-0.080684
0. l 70835

-0.332035

0,040958
0.038821
0.043678
0.076673
0.516844
0.54031 2
0.*.X)8 l 8
0. 1035*
0.l 08495
9. I94 l
0. l 38318

-6.29 1714
5.692409

- 1.706382
2.917175

- 1.273264
0.98 1745
6.048582
1.247766

-0.743663
1.858099

- 2.400520

0 0(
0 IX)0Q
0.0910
0,0044
0.2058
0.3286
0*
0.2150
0.4588
0,0661
0.0182
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FIGURE 8.6
Actual (Y) and forecasts (YF) from Table 8, 11.
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8.5
NONNESTED MODELS

ln the reduction sequence in Section 8.4 each model was nested within the previous
model in the sense that eachmodel was a special case of a more generai model. Thus,
at each stage the null hypothesis specihed some restriction on the parameters of the
maintained model, Rejection of the nnll implied acceptance of the maintained, alter-
native hypothesis. In many practical situations one may be faced with two models.

where neitl- --qq within the other. Consider

Mt :y = Xp + u j lz1 - N(0,G2!f) (8.57)
and Mzly = Zy + u, /2 - N(0,&2zJ) (8.58)
where X is n x k and Z is n x /. ln general the two distinct models may lzave some

ari bl in common so we writeexplanatory v a es ,

X = (#l #.) Z = (aYl Z.)

lf either .Y- or Z. were an empty set, one mndel would nest within the other and

standard inference procedures would apply. ln general, however, neither set of pa-
rameters can Y expressed in terms of restrictions on the other set.

Testing is accomplished by setting up a tomposite or artcial model within
which %dl n-.*% are nested. The composite model is

Msly = (1 - ajxp + a(Zy) + u (8.59)
where a is a Kalar parameter. When a = 0, M reduces to Mj . Converselyvwhen

a = l . te commsite model reduces to Mg. lf the parameters of Eq. (8.59)could

be estimated. sts on ti might point to one or the Other model. Unfortunately tl

cannot te recovered from the estimation of Eq. (8.59).ne matrix of right-hand-

side Nariables in thal eslimation is IA'I X. Z.1, which contains fewer variables than
there are stnlclul'al paramelers in a, p , y. A solution to this problem was suggested
by Davidson and 5facKinnon.zg If &JI is being tested, the unknown y vector in Eq.
(8.59) is replaced by its OI estimate from Mz. Thus Zy is replaced by

z# = ztzlzl-lz'y = #zy = J2
where J2 denotes the vector of regression values from M1. Regression (8.59)now
contains k + 1 regressors. Nrmitting the estimation of a and p. lf S(): a = 0 is n0t
rejected, then Afl is accepted; and converselyv rejection of Ho implies rejection of
M1 .

The same procedure may be applied to test M2. Now the composite regression
takes the form ,

y = (l - alzy + a3 + u

where .fI = X(X'X)- lA'y = Pxy is the vector of regression values from M1. The
trouble with two possible tests is that tere are fourmssibleoutcomes. One model

29Russe11Davidson and James G. MacKinnon, S'Several Tests f0r Model Smcihcation in thc resence

cfAlternative HyxtYses.'' Eco-n-otrica. 49, 1981. 781-793.
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may be rejected and the other not, in which case the nonrejected model would be
preferred. However, both models may be rejected orboth models may not be rejected.
If both are rcjected our modelers obviously need to do some more work. If neither is
rejected the data set does n0t contnin sufficient information on the difference between
the two speciscations. ' :

.. . : )j . .

Encompassing
A related approach to the comparison of two (ormore) models is based on the

tion of encompassing.o If one model encompasses another, it is able to explainno
features of the rival model, For example. what can our modeler, who ttbelieves'' in
Eq. (8.57),say about the y vector in Eq. (8.58)7 Our modeler might proceed in two
equivalent ways. First he or she might use Eq. (8.57) to produce the Jl regressien
vector just defined, and then regress on Z to produce his or her prediction of the
y vector, which we will denote by #. nus

! -- 1 l . - 1 f l .- 1 l# = (Z Z) Z Pxy = (Z Z) Z X(X #) Xy (8.60)
Alternatively, our modeler might recognize thal the inevitable correlations between
economic series will yield connections lxtueen '

and z, which may be described
by the least-squares relations

.
- l ,

X = ZH + F n = SZZ) Z , (8.61)
Our modeler's view of the world then consists of ps. (8.57) and (8.61),which im-
plies a relationship betweeny and Z, namely.

= z(Hp) + (a; - I'# ) (8.62)
Thus our modeler expects y = H#, and his or Yr eqimale will %

A
j . j y

jj).)j) . j jjqp# = H# = (z z) Z A'1 ) y

which is the estimate already defned in Eq. (8.*4. 1Y diretq estimnte of y from
Eq, (8.58)is

# = (Z'Z)- lZ'1' (863)

v'

>

ne vector of contrasts is

4 = # - # = (z'z)- 'z' W.v (8.64)
where Mx = I - XX'X)- lA'' Under Mj we can replKe .Aby A# + u j

.3l

nus
Z'ZI-LZ'M4 = ( wz

It follows that
,:! .

- I , , - 1
#(4) = 0 and var(4) = trj (z z) Z .1#xZ(Zz) (8.65)

By assuming normality, 4!var(4)1-l4- Z(/).Sulwtuting fl'omEqs. (8.64)and
F

.

.
' r' .

MGrayham E. Mizon and Jean-Francois Richard, ''The Encompassing Principle and Its Applicatin to
Testing Nonnested Hypolheses,'' Econometrica, 54, l986. 657-678.

3'Do not clmfuse te use of boldfaceM fcr a matrix wi+ Mi to dencte mrol i.
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(8.65)gives
1 , , ..j tu

.pqjj

y MXZCZMxZ) Z xyJ I

This expression needs a final modihcation to allow for the possibility of some vari-
ables being common to both models. We have

MxZ = Jfxlatl Z.j = (0 MxZ.)
k. .

The relevant F quantity is n0w

1 , , - I ,

y MxZ.Z.MxZ.) Z+M'xy- V41) (8.66)
I

lmplementatin of the test requires an estimate of fr2j, but from the results on par-
titioned regression in Chapter 3 we see that the test is equivalent tp the F test of
y, = 0 in the regression

y = Xp + Z.y. + u (8.67)
Thus to test Mj , one supplements the variables in the Mt model with thse variables
that apNar in M? but not in Ml and tests the jointsignilicance of the latter group.
This procedure may be contrasted with that of Davidson-MacKinnon, which supple-
ments the M, vaables with the single vector of regression values from Mz. lf the Z.
variables are not signiticant, Mbis said to parameter encompass Mz. It is also clear
from Eq. t8.62 ) that the valiance of the implied relationship betweeny and Z exceeds

2 the variance of MI
. Thus, if M1 is true, it variance encompasses M2, thoughfr' l .

sampling iuctuations may prevent the appearance of the correct variance inequality.
Once again lhe models may be reversed and M? tested for parameter encompassing
M3 by running the regression of y on Z and X. and testing the jointsigniscance of
the last group. nus. ambiguous results may also be obtained from this procedure.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX 8.1
Nonsingular linear transformations of the variables in an equation

Suppose that we have an equation

yt = m + Puxt+ #1A-l + ut

andwe wish to reparamaterize as

yt = m + 'Foxr + 'y1Ak-l + u:

The CI':G matrix for Eq. (A8.1) is

(A8.l)

(A8.2)
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alldtlzedata matrix for Eq. (A8.2) is

Z = i (x -

x- l ) x- I
! * !
-. : :

The connection betweenthe two matrices is Z = A-ytwhere

1 0 0 l 0 0
0 nu A-1 = () j ()A = 0 l

0 - 1 l 0 l 1

In general, linear transformations imply a nonsingularA matrix, and we may write

= Xp + u = ,Y1-4' I p + u = Zy + u-#
where z = -'L4 and y = A

-1#

(48.3)
Inferences about p may be made either directly by fitting the regression on X in the
usual way, or by Etting the regression on Z to eslimate y and using Eq. (A8.3) to test
hypotheses about #. The direct regression gives the classic results:

b = X'X)-3X' vart) =

.(a'#)-1

sl = e'e /(n - k).Y x x

e = M u Mx = I - XL-Y'-Yb- l#'
A' X

The indirect estimate of p obtaincd from tlx regre%ion on Z is
/%

# = A#
f -. I 4

= A(z z) z y

= A(A'X'u )- IA'x*;
= x'X)- 'xy

= b
Thus, identical point estimates are obtained from tlx I'wo nelhtks. ne two resid-
ual vectors are identical for ez = Mzu where

.lfc

= 1' - Z1Z'Z p- 1Z'. Substitution
from Eq. (A8.3) gives Mz = Mx. Thus the residllal s'M- are the same and each
regression yields the snme estimate of the residlml v--

. Finally,

vart/'l) = A . var#l . 4
;.

'1

e. '

# .9 ..'
. i ' v . t 2.

' ': i'i $

2 . - 1 ' '
= d A(z zj A'

2 y'yl- l
= J (
= vart,)

Thus reparametcrizations achieved by nonsingular Iinear transformations of the
right-hand-side variables will yield identical inferen.v-qnlmut tlle # vector irrespec-
tive of the reparameterization used for estimation.

'

First diference as regressand
Oftenone wishes to replace the regressand )., by its hrstdifference p. Consider

the relation
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yt = ayt-t + pxt + ut (A8.4)

where.for simplicity, the intercept has been suppressed. The reparameterization is

yt = yt-k + pxt + ut 7 = tz
- 1 (A8.5)

ne data matrix in each equation is

ne regression in F-q.(A8.5) gives

# - x'p-kx'y -y-j)

X'X)-X' - X'X)-3X'= ( J J-h

- :1- r)1
-gu-,lj

where o and b are the estimated coefhcients from regression (A8.4). The point esti-
from tlK lw'o parameterizations are identicals since p, = bandtl = #+ 1 = a.mates

ne third step in the foregoing equation comes from

LX'Xj- IA''A = (A-'#)-l#l-j x) = j(l0j1

ne residuals from lhe th o regressions are identical.3z Thus inferences about a and
p nre indojxru>.nv of 1%

' 'on

used.

APPENDIX 8.2
To establish the equality of the test statistics in Eqs. (8.37)and (8.41)
Substituting Eqs. (8.39)and (8.40)in FA. (8.41)gives
.. jz !

=
*

@'Mxkj- I(,'>xy)2

var(J) G?

From Eq. (8.38)4 = @'k)-1(k'Mxy). The variance of ( is

1 l2 -

yar(() = (z'

uj jx ,z)@

Dsee Problem 8.1.
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1 1 x'x - k'k
.f''.' x'x (.')(a.)

1 - xl- 1.-%
=

k'k

Now

k'k - k'kxl-kk'k
=

(:W)2

k'MJ
=

(XA 'J13)2

nus, vartp) = a'lk'Mxkjk'kl-z. Substution in Eq. (8.37)gives
11 1 /2

= (: 'MJ)- ' @'MJ)2 = -

vart4) e2 vartj)

which completes the proof.

PROBLEMS

8.1. Show that the estimated residuals from re ' 1A&4) A-I (A8.5) are identical.

8.2. Derive a reparameterization of Eq. (8.12)in -
X -

-

-*'

-- - e-''on 21.n1 relates to
P

8.3. Derive a reparameterization of Eq. (8.12)tha! i *
--

elqicity ssumption
and that is suitable for direct estimation.

8.4. Prove that the residuals from the OLS fit of E41.t8.16)
-

-' ' iased estimate of
c2 when Eq. (8.15) is the correct specilication f .h.

'

:.5. The effects of erroneously excluding relevant varia> (x' emmeously including ip
relevantvariables have been derived in the text f te simple srcihcations in Eqs.
(8.I5) and (8.16).Derive the general statemenl of * resulls in matrix terms, using
the partitioning X = CA'I A%l,where X2 can evrruwnusly excluded or rro-
neouslyincluded variables. k

':

8.6. The model in Eq. (8.29)may be rewritten in matrix form as

y = xp + el

x = x-jal +y-Ia2 .+.

e2

Each equation is estimated by OLS te yield the residual vectors ey and ex. Two possible
test regressions for weak exogeneity of . are

eyon x and ex

.4on x and ex
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Provc that thc coefhcient on ex and its estimated standard error are identical in the two
regressions.Discuss the connection between the resultant t statistic and the LM test on
nRl from the first test regression.

8.7. Examine possible reparameterizations )f the equation

wherey and .v are 1(l ) variables. to see which parameters may be shown as coefhcients
of mean-zero, 1(0) variables and hence suitable for standard inference procedures.

8.8. Study the Perron miclecited in Section 8.4 and apply his unit root test to the expendi-
ture and price series in the numerical example of that section.

8.9. Develop the explicit relations between the and p paramcters in F,q. (8.54)+

8.10. Calculate a range of diagnostic test statistics for some of the equations in Secticn 8.4
that are fonnulated in both levels and first difference form. Which stnHsocs have iln-
tical values for each form and which do not? Why?

8.11. Calculale the stalic fnrecast values shown in Fig. 8.6. Calculate also the dynamic fore.
cast values for the same period and compare. In calculating the dynamic fnrecast the
valuesof consumption beyond 1987.4are assumed unknown and llav to be replnpe.d
b forecast values. '

y
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Multiple Equation Models

ln Chaptcr 7 we analyzed univariate, autoregressive schemes, where a scalar vari-
able is modeled in terms of its own past values. The AR(p) process, fOr exam-
ple, is

We now consider a column vector of k different variablesvy, = (ylry1t
' ' ' y.il' and

model this in terms of past values of the vector. The result is a vector autoregressiom
or VAR. ne VART)process is

yt = m + Akyt- j + Agt-? + . ' . + Apyt-p + et (9.1)
The A are k X k matrices of coefficients, m is a X l v-tnr of coastnnts, and t is
a vector white noise process, with the properties

'

, fl s = tF(e?) = 0 for al1 t Eetes) = (9.2)0 * # t

where the f covariance matrix is assumed to be positive desnie. nus the e
's

are
scrially uncorelated but may be contemporaneously correlalewl.

9.1
VECTOR AUTOREGRESSIONS (VARs)

9.1.1 A Simple VAR

To explain some of the basic features of VARs we will lirst consider the simple cnqe
where k = 2 and p = 1. This gives '

.'.P11 F?ll t7l I &12 )11,J- l 6 IJ
y; = = + + = m + Ayt-j + et (9.3).#2/ m? &21 N22. .Y2,/-1 C2t

287
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or, written out exphcitly,

Jll = mL + J11
.#1,1-

l + &12./2,1- I + E 11

./2, = ml '1-J21 :1,1- l
-1-

422.,Y2,/- l + f 2f

Thus, as in a11VARS, each variable is expressed as a linear combination of lagged
values of itself and lagged values of a1l other variables in the group. ln practice
the VAR equations may be expanded to include deterministic time trends and other
exogenous variablesm but we ignore these for simplicity of exposition. As may be ex-
pected from the univariate case, the behavior of the y's will depend on the promrties
of the A matrix.

Let the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the A matrix be

a
- gg,(),g

Provided the eigenvalues are distinct, the eigenvectrs will be linearly indemndent
and C will lx nonsingular. It then follows that

C AC = A and W = C'AC (9.4)
Dehne a new vector of variables z, as

zt = C- 1y, or Rt = Czt (9.5)
The process of premultiplying Eq. (9.3)by C-1 and simplifying gives

zt = m' + AzJ-1 + nt (9.6)

wherem. = C- 1m and nt = C- 1
t, which is a white noise vector. Thus

z1r= -1 + lz1,,-l + ,p1/

zu = h?11 + l2J2,J- I + nu
Each z variable follows a separate AR( l ) scheme and is stationaly 1(0), if the eigen-
value has modulus less than l ; is a random walk with drift, 1(1), if the eigenvalue is
1; and is explosive if the eigenvalue exceeds 1 in numerical value. Explosive series

may be ruled out as economically irrelevant. We will now consider various possible
combinations of AI and A2.

Case 1. 1lI< 1 and l2I < l . Each z is then 140).Because Eq. (9.5)shows
that each y is a linear cembination of the z's, it follows that cach y is 1(0), which is
written as y is 140).Standard inference procedures apply to the VAR as formulated
in Eq. (9.3)since a1l the variables are stationary. lt also makes sense to investigate
the static equilibrium of the system. The process of setting the disturbance vector
in Eq. (9.3)to zero and assuming the existcnce of an equilibrium vector# gives

l - A)# = m r H.# = m (9.7)
where H = 1 - A. This equation will selve for a unique, nonzvo # if the H

k
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matrix is nonsingular. From the results on matrix algebra in Appendix A we have
the following:

@The eigenvalues g of H are the complements ()f the cigenvalues of A, that is,
p'i = 1 -

F.

* The eigenvectors of H are the same as those of A.

Thus, 11 is nonsingular in this case; and a unique static equilibrium,# = H- 1m, ex-
ists. The values of ensure that deviations from the equilibrium vector are transient
and tend to die out with time.

Case 1. l = l and i2I< l . N0w zl is 141),being a random walk with drift,
and z2 is 140).Each y is thus 1(l ) since it is a linear combination of an 1(1) variable
and an 1(0) variable. We then write y is 141). It does not now make sense to look for
a static equilibrium relation between some Jj and some yz, but it is meaningful to
ask if there is a cointegrating relation between yj, and nt. Such a relation is readily
found. The second (bottom)row in Eq. (9.5)gives

(2) (ps)C2r = f .'t
.

here ct2) is the bottom row in C- 1 Thus, 22 is a linear combination of I(l )variablesW .

but is itself a stationaly 140)variable. The cointegrating vector annihilates the 1(1)
component in-p. This result may be made explicit by writing Eq. (9.5)as

JJ = C 1 CIl + C2 CN '

Premultiplying across this equation by the row vector clz then gives cljt = z2f
becausethe properties of nonsingular matrices give rt2lcl = 0 and ct2lez = 1.

The cointegrating relation may also be shown in terms of the H matrix dehned
ipEq. (9.7).Reparnmtterize Eq. (9.3)as

y, = m - Hy/- l + t (9.9)
The eigenvalues of 11 are zero and (1 - Az).Thus H is a singular matrix with rank
equal to one. Since it shares eigenvectors withA we have

0 0 - lH = C C0 (1 - z)

: (9.10)
= C2(1 - 2) P'* rt2)

Thus H, which is of rank one, has been factorized into the product of a column vector
and a row vector. This is termed an outer product. The row vector is the ceinte-
grating vector already desned, and the column vectot gives the weights with which
the cointegrating relatn enters intb each equatin of tlle VAR. Tllis explanation may
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be seen more clearly by combining Eqs. (9.9)and (9.10)to get

Ayl? = ral - cl2(1 - z)z2.,-l + eI,

yzt= mz
- c22(l - 2)z2.,-l + e2,

This reformulation of the VAR equations is expressed in terms of first differences and
levels, all of which are 1(0). It can be regarded as an error correction formulation
of the VAR, since z2,f-l measures the extent to which yu- l and ynt- I deviate from
the long-run cointegrating relation.

xvslsRlcwl- ExAsfpl-E. considerthe system

yLt = 1.2y1,/-1 - 0-2y2,r-l + 6 lt (9.12)

(9. 11)

whtrc - hAq lxen Kt at zero. The eigenvalues of A come from the solution of

(Jll - ) c12
= 0

J21 (J2z - )
nus the eigenvalues satisfy

l + A2 = t1.4 = 1.6 l2 = /1 = 0.6

giving l = 1 and c
= 0.6. ne eigenvector corresmnding to tht ftrst :04 is obtxined

t .

from
0.2

-0.2

cl l 0
=

0.6
-0.6

r2l 0

The eigenvector is determined only up to a scale factor. By letting e21 = 1, the hrst
eigenvectoris rl = (1 1!? . Similarly the second eigenvector is c2 = (1 31' . Tlms,

l l
- l 1.5

-0.5

C = and C =

l 3 -0.5 0.5

Equation (9.l2) may be rewritten as

A.'.pIt = 0.2y1.,-1 - 0.2yz,-1 + el?

Lyz: = 0.6)'l,f-l - 0.6y2,f-1 + lt

-0.4&yt=
-0.5yl,/-1

+ 0.5yz,- 11 + t

- 1.2or

wbich is the numerical version of Eq. (9.11).The factorization of the H matrix is not
unique.Multiplication of the first vector by an arbitrary constant, follewed by multipli-
cationof the second by its reciprocal, leaves H unchanged. Thus the cointegrating vector
maybe written as zt = (.yll- yzt) with an appropriate adjustment to the weighting vector.

Case 3. A.1= 12 = 1. This case does not yield to the same analysis as the
previous two cases, tbr there are not two linearly independent eigenvcctors corre-
sponding to the repeated eigenvalue, so that there is then no nonsingular matrix C to
diagonalize A as in Eq. (9.*. As an illustration, consider the matrix

0.8 -0.4
. q( .

.

t 4 =

().j j.2
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It is easily verified that there is a unit eigenvalue of multiplicity two; that is, j =

:2 = 1. The equation (A - Mjc = 0 gives

-0.2
-0.4

clI 0
=

0. 1 0.2 c2l 0

Nonnalizing by setting c21 = l gives the eigenvector associated with the unit eigen-
value as ci = -2 lJ'. But we are missing a second, linearly independent eigen-

vector. The source of the difficulty is that, in general, A is not symmetric. If it were
symmetric, there would be two linearly independent eigenvectors associated with
the rcpeated root.

Although A cnnno lM diagonalized, it is possible to lind a nonsingular matrix P
such that

#-1A, = J A = #J#-l

0 Awhere (9.14)

is the Jordan matrix for an eigenvalue of with multiplicity tw.l Now detine

zt = #- ly
yt = Pzt (9.15)t

The process of substituting foyt from Eq. (9.3)and simplifying gives

zt = Jz,- l + m' + m (9.16)
whertm. = P-tm and nt = #-1ef. Spelling Eq. (9.16)out in detail, we write

z = z1:- I + z2,?-1+ vl1 + n Ir11 , j yj(9.

zzt = z2,J-I + ?zlq + T1'

By substituting tlzeunit eigenvalue, these equations become

(1 - Lqzjt = Q.?-l + -1 + 'n11

(1 - Lqzu = >l1 + Tzt k.k s.,, h , .
,.

Multiplying through the first equation by (1 - L) produces j ,

(1 - f)zzj? = nz1 + (41, -

p1,,-1 +
,r?2,,-1)

Thus, zl; is an 1(2) series and zztis 1(1). Consequently each y variable is 142).
It is of interest to calculate the P matrix. From Eq. (9.13) it must, in general,

satisfy

AA #1 #2 = #1 #2 0

A#l = *1 and Apz = pj + 92that is,

lsee Appendix A.
'
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The first equation obviously gives the sole eigenvector already determined, namely

#1 = t'! = g
-2

l 1'.The sccond equation becomes (A - Ijpz = #1 . Solving pro-
duces pg = (8 11', and so

-2 8 - j
-0.

l 0.8#= # =

1 1 0. l 0.2

lt can easily be verifed that these matrices satisfy Eq. (9.13),
Finally we look for a possible cointegrating vector. Sine

.#/ = #1 Zll + #2 z2t .2i
.

/'
. t ' . E .... 1 ..

we need a vector orthogonal top l in order to eliminate the z! cemponent of y. Clearly
the bottom row of P- does the trick. The cointegrating vector gives a linear com-
bination of 1(2) variables that is 1(1). In this case the cointegrating variable is not
stationary; but it satishes the general dehnition of cointegration, which is that a vec-
tor of I(J) variables is said te be cointegrated of order (#, b)%written CI(#, b4, if a
linear combination exists that is I(# - b4 for positive b. In this casey is CI(2, 1). It
may also be seen that the H matrix has rank one and the bottom row of H also gives
the cointegrating vector. All the variables in the VAR ate nonstationaly as are a1l the
hrst differences of these variables, so inference procedures are nonstandard in either
Case.

9.1.2 A nreovariableVAR

We still retain the assumption of a rst-order VAR but expand the system to tllree
vmiables. Suppose the eigenvalues of the 4 matrix are l

= 1, Ial < 1, and jA.:$I<

1.Thus there exists a (3X 3) nonsingular matrix, C, of eigenvectors of A. By delining
a three-element z vector as in Eq. (9.5),it follows that clr is 141) and zzt and z3,are
each 1(0). Thus all y vln'nhle, AP 1(1). Te y vector may l>eexpressed as

yt = fl ;1l + cl Q/ + r3 ;3l
*

P

*'

To produce a linear combination of the y valiables that is 1(0), we need to annihilate
the zIp element. lf we let cls and et3)denote the second and third rows of C- 1

, two
cointegrating relations are available in

(2) (j . c4:9) jq ja)zzt = c -Y? an of yt .

Each ceintegrating vector is determined only up to a scale factor, but the move to
three variables has introduced an entirely new consideration. A linear combination of
1(0)variables is itself 1(0).Thus any linearcombination of the variables in Eq. (9.18)
is also a cointegrating relation, with an associated cointegrating vector. When two
or more cointegating vectors are found there is an lnnity of cointegrating
vectors.
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To look at the error correction formulation, we analyze the H mntrix. The eigen-
values are p. I = 0, /7.2 = 1 -

z, and p.5 = 1 -

3. Then .

-jH = VI - A)C

* (2)
= 11.2c2 #.3/3 0) . . ..*@ C

: () () () . . -

c (I) . . .

0 0 . * - rt2) - . .r3 #.1
0 0 /.13

. . . r13) - - .

(9.19)

Thus H splits into the product of a 3 X 2 matrix of rank two and a 2 x 3 matrix, also
of rank two. The Iatter matrix contains the two cointegrating vectors and the former
gives the weights with which both cointegrating vectors enter into the error correc-
tion formulation for each yj. The full set of equations, obtained by substitution in
Eq. (9.9),is

Ayl, = z?1l
- (#,2cl2)z2,f-l- (p.3cl3)o,,-l+ eIr

y2l= mz
- (p,2c22)c2,,-I - (p,3c23)zg.,-l+ e2,

.'!'3,= m
- (p,2c32)c2,,-I - (>3c33)zzf-1+ e3,

More compactly, rcpeating Eq. (9.9)swe write

yt = m - Hyj-j +

The factorization of 11 is written

H = a#'

(9.20)

(9.21)

where a and # are 3 x 2 matrices of rank two.2 The rank of H is two, and there
'are two cointegrating vectors, shown as the rows of # '. Substituting Eq. (9.21) in
Eq. (9+9)gives

yt = m - apt- ! + t
= m

- zuI-1 + et (9.22)
where zp-l = #'yr-I contains the two cointegrating variables.

Before leaving the three-variable case, suppose that the eigenvalues are l =

1, 2 = l , and IA3!< 1. If we follow the development in the foregoing Case 3, it
is possible to hnd a nensingular mnln'x P such that #- 1A# = J, where th lrrlan
matrix is now

'

,--i,-.
- jtt

4::),,gr,,'.7j:y;,''E''E,00,

2nis notation departs from 0ur convention of using uppercase Ietters for matrices, but il has become
embedded in the cointegratilm literature.
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In detining a three-element vectorzl = P-- lyp, it follows that zl is 1(2),zc is 1(1), and

z3 is 140).ln general al1threey variables are then 1(2), and we may write

y = #1 fl, + #2 Q + #3 z5t

Premultiplying by the second row of P- l
, namely. #C2)a will annihilate both zj and

z3, givingptzly, = .zzr, which is 1(1).Similarly, premultiplying byr(3l gives/Sly, =

zp, which is 1(0). Thus, there are two cointegrating vectors, but only 0ne produces

a stationary linear combination of the y's. The reason is thaty is 142).The empirical
data, however, suggest that most economic series are either 1(1) or 1(0).

Having a system of 1(1) variables is possible even ough there are multiple unit
eigenvalues. Consider, for example, the matrix

1
A = 0

1 ::1!::.---------,*()))(1(*
The first two elements in the last row are set at 0ne for simplicity, f0r the only crucial

element in this row is a. Clearly the eigenvalues are l = 1, 2 = 1. and A.3= a.
where the last eigenvalue is assumed to have modulus less than one. The Nrst two
y variables are random walks with drift, and thus 14l), and the third equation in the
VAR connects all three variables so that the third y is also 1(1).The H matrix is

0 0 0
H = I - A = 0 0 0

- 1 - 1 j -

a

ne rnnk of H is one, and it may be factolized as

0
11= 0 g1 1 a

- 1!

- 1

were the row vector is the cointegtating vector. This result may be seen from

zt = y1, + yzt + a
- 1)y3J

= A'IJ + n, + a
- l)(yI,f-1 + '2,f-1 + ay3,t- I + m? + eaf)

= Al'lr + Lylt + t'z,-l + (J - 1)=3 + (J - 1)e'3J

= constant + azt- l + v/

where vf = e )/ + 62f + (tz- 1)e3, is a whitc noise series. Thus zt follows a stable

AR(1) process and is 1(0).

9.1.3 Highenorder Systems

So far we have only looked at Erst-order systems, but these have sufhced to illustrate
the basic ideas. The extension t higher-ordez systems is fairly simple and may be
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illuseatedwith a second-order system,

yt = m + Xl.#/-1 + At-z + q
Subtractingyl-l from each side gives

Lyt = m + (Aj
- Iqyt- l + Agt-z + e/

The process of adding and subtracting (a4I - Ilyt-.z on the right side and simplifying
results in

yt = m + (A I
- Ijyt- l - Ilyy-a + et (9.24)

wlwm H = I - A1 - A2. An alternative rcparameterization is

yt = m
- A2.#,-l - Hyi-j + e; (9.25)

nus, in the hrst difference reformulation of a second-order system, there will be one
lagged hrst difference term on the right-hand side. The levels term may be lagged
one Nriod or two.

If we proceed in tls way the VAR) system defined in Eq. (9.1)may be repa-
rameterized as

yt = m + Btyt- l + . ' ' + Bp-Lyt-p.v I
- l'Iyr-l + t (9.26)

where the Bs are functions of the As and H = I - A 1
- ' ' . - Ap. As shown in

Appendix 9.2, the behavior of the y vector demnds on the values of that solve

Ipf - #-lA1 -
' ' ' - Mp- I -A#I= 0. Ruling out explosive roots, we must consider

three possibilities:

1. Rank (H) = k. lf each root has modulus less than one. H will have full rank
and be nonsingular. A1lthe 5, variables in Eq. (9.1) will be 1(0), and unrestricted
OLS estimates of Eq. (9.1)or Eq. (9.26)will yield identical inferences about the
parameters.

2, Rank (H) = r < k. This situation will occur if there is a unit root with multiplic-
ity k - r) and the remaining r roots are numerically less than one. The y vector
will be 1(1) or higher and H may be expressed, following Eq. (9.21),as the outer
product of two (1 X r) matrices, each of rank r. The right-hand sideof Eq. (9.26)
then contains r cointegrating variables.

3. Rank (rI) = 0. This case is rather special. It will only occur ifAl + . ' ' +Ap = 1,
in which case 11 = 0 and Eq. (9.26) shows that the VAR should be specied
solely in terms of Iirst differences of the vmiables.

(9.23)

9.2
ESTIMATION OF VARS

nere are two approaches to the estimation of VARS. One is the direct estimation of
the system set out in Eq. (9.1) or in the alternative reparameterization of Eq. (9.26).
From the argument of the previous section, direct estimation is appropriate if a1l
the eigenvalues of H are numerically less than one. The second approach, which
is appropriate when the y variables are not statitmary, is to determine the nnmYr r
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of possible cointegrating vectors and then to estimate Eq. (9.26),with the 11 matrix

restricted to display r cointegrating variables. The latter approach will be discussed
in the next section. In this section we will look at tlze unrestricted estimation of
Eq. (9.1) or Eq. (9.26).

Since the right-hand-side variables are identical in each Of the VAR equations.

it follows from the discussion of seemingly unrelated regressions in Appendix 9.1
that efficient estimation of the VAR can be achieved by the separate application of

OLS lo each equation in the VAR. lf, in addition, normally distributed disturbances
may be assumed, then this precedure also provides ML estimates. This facilitates
tests of various important hypothescs.

9.2.1 Testing the Order of the VAR

Suppose 0ne fits a VAR of order pj and wishes to test the hypothesis that the order

is p < pl . The null hypothesis is nested within the alternative hypothesis and may
be tesled by a likelihood ratio test. The maximized log-likelihood when a VAR with
k variables is fitted to n observation points is3

nln 1-lll = constant +

wheref is the variance-covariance matrix of the residuals from the VAR equationss

whichmost software packages routinely produce. When pz lags are used, the maxi-

mizedlog-likelihood is

nlnlfz-lllc = constant + ()

and when 3)1lags are used the maximized log-likelihood is

n - 1lL - constant +
,jll

l
The likelihood ratio test statistic is then

LR -

-2(/0

- /:) - nllnlflt)l -
lnlfIll 'eF(t?)

It remains to determine thc number of degrees of freedom, q. 1tsvalue is the number
of restrictions imposed in determining the null hypothcsis. For example, if one is test-
ing for three lags instead of four in a two-variable VAR, two variables are excluded

from each equation of the VAR, giving q = 4. ln general, q = k2(p1 - po).

9.2.2 Testing for Granger Canulity

In the general VAR formulation such as Eq. (9.1),the lagged values of evel'y vari-

able appear in every equation of the VAR. Sometimes one may wish to test whether a

3lamesD. Hamilton, TimeseriesAnalysis, Princeton University Press. 1994,296.
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specihc variable or group of variables plays any role in the detennination of other
variables in the VAR. Supposcthat a two-variable VAR is specified as

.'?lr a I1 0 y1,,- l + e l t=

Lzt fI21 J22 :2,!- 1 f 2/

Here the lagged value of .:2 plays no role in the determination of y I . Thus,yz is said
to not Granger cause yl . The hypothesis that .42 does not Granger cause yl could
be tested simply by running the regression of yl on lagged values of .y1 and yz and
examining whether the coefscient of the latter variable is signihcantly different from
zero. More gencrally, the y vector might be pmitioned into two subvectors: yj of
Order kl X l and-n of order kz X 1.The hypothesis that the blockyzdoes not Granger
causeyl is tested by estimating te first 11equations of the VAR and testing whether
the coefficients of the lagged-n vectors differ signiscantly from zero. The simplest
test is again a likehood ratio tesk bne-d on tllevarinu--covariance mstn'ces of the

iduals1-eS .

9.2.3 Forecasting, Impulse Response Funetlons,
and Variance Deeomposition

One of the principal uses of VAR systems is the production of forecasts, especially
short-term forecasts. The approach is atheoretical, in the sense that there has been
no use of economic theory to specify explicit structural equations between various
sets of variables. ne VAR system rests on the general proposition that economic
variables tend to mlwe together over time and also to be autocorrelated.

Suppose that we have observed the vectors yl , . . . , yn. Assuming a VAR(1), we
will havc used this data to estimate 4 and fl . For the moment we will set these
estimates aside and assume that we knowthe true values of these matrices. Suppose
further that we now wish, at the end Of period n, to make forecasts of they vector one,
two, three, or more periods ahead. No matter how far ahead the forecast period Iies,
we assume that no infonnation is available beyond that known at the end of period
n. The optimal (minimummean squared error) forecast of ya.l-l is the conditional
expectation ofya+l, formed at time n. that is,

.9n+1= E*n+, lyn, . . . ,J1) = ARn
where

.f

denotes a forecast vector. ne usual vector of constants is omitted for sim-
plicity. The optimal tbrecasttwo riods ahead is Eqn.z ly,, . . .

,y1 ). Evaluation of
this requires an expression forya+z. Remated application of FA. (9.3)with m = 0
gives

2 4 +.#n+2 = A yn + enx.l a+a

2and so .n..z = 4 y.
In general ynn = Asyn + Ar-le + . . . + Ae +s-j + eu..sn+l n

'
a sand so yn+s = A y

The vector of forecast errors in the forecastfor s periods ahead is thus

(9.27)
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e = yn-s
- Sn-s =

n-s + Aen+x-l + ' ' ' + X'-1f 1,
,,+

andso the variance-covariance matrix for the forecast errors, s periods ahead, de-
notedby E (x),is i

X(x)= f + 4#1A' + A2f1(A')2 + . . . + As- lf1(A'):-1 (928)

Formulae (9.27)and (9.28)only apply to a first-order process (thoughthe number of
variables in the y vector is not restricted to two). Similar fonnulae can be developed
fer VARI) processes where p > l . More importantly, the formulae are written in
terms of the true matrices, so they enly take account of innovation error and do not
allow for coefhcient uncertainty. ln practice, point forecasts are derived by substitut-

ing the estimated A matrix in Eq. (9.27)or its generalization. Modifying the variance

matrix for the forecast errors so as to allow for coefcient uncertainty is complicated.
You should check whether your software indeed does sy or merely substitutes esti-

mated matrices in expressions such as Eq. (9.28).

9.2.4 Impulse Response Functions

Consider again the two-variable, srst-ordcrsystem

.Y11= 411.#1,1- 1 -F' 512.42,1- l -F' 61l

)'2r = J21 .Tt,t- l + 422./2,1- 1 -F-6 lt

A perturbationin 6 j? has an immediate and one-for-one effect on ylf, but no effect

on yzt. ln period t + 1, that perturbatien in ),1/ affects yl,/+ l through the srstequation
and also affects y2,/il through the second equation. Tese effects work through to
period t + 2. and so on. Thus a perturbation in one innovation in the VAR sets up
a chain reaction over time in all variables in the VAR. Impulse response functions
calculate these chain reactions.

EXAMPI-E. Suppose we have a hrst-order system defined by

x . 40.40.1j
tj . j16 14j

0.2 0,51 L14 25

First, check that the eigenvalues of A satisfy the stationazity condition, because tbere is
littlepoint in studying impulse response functions for nonstationary systems. Setyfl = 0
and postulate el = (401,. This vector sets a one-standard-deviatin innovation in the

firstequation and a zero innovation in the secend equation in period one. Assume further
that both innovations are zero in periods 2, 3, and so on. The hrst few y vectors are then
given by

zl
- g4()j

./2
= AJ 1 + f 2 = l'.4z0:..51jjj+ jj= g()1.sj

0.724
ya = xya- g(;,-u
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TAn LE 9.2

Impulse responses from
el = (0S1'

Period yl ya

1 0 5
2 0,5 2.5
3 0.45 1.35
4 0.315 0.765

TA BLE :.l

Impulse responses from
el = (401'
; 6s.wplu$q:z=l rq.n

Period yj yz

1 4 0
2 1

.6

0.8
3 0.72 0.72
4 0.36 0.504
5 0, l 94 0.324

The impulse responses in the first five periods for aperturbation of one standard deviation
in el are given in Table 9.1 . Similarly some impulse resmnses for a mrttlrbationof one
standarddeviation in e2 are presented in Table 9.2. '

9.2.5 Orthogonal Innovations

An objection to the procedurejust illustrated for the computation of impulse response
functions is that the innovations in the VAR are. in general. not contemporaneously
independcnt Of one another. That one innovation receives a perturbation and the other
does not is implausible. A widely used

''solution''

to the problem is to transform the
e' innovations to produce a new set of orthogonal innovations. These will be pairwise
uncorrelated and have unit variances. We will denote the orthogonal innovations by
u and illustrate for the two-variable case. Let uL = bt Ie l . The requiremcnt of a unit
snmple variance gives b I = 1/.! , wherc JI is the sample standard deviation of e' j .

Next run the OLS regression of 62 on e I to obtain the residual lfc' = 62 - bgL
l . By

construction this residual is uncorrelated with 6 1 and hence with /:1 . If we denote
the standard error of this regression by Jzj , it follows that uz = uqlsz. I will have
unit variance and will be uncorrelated with ?g1 . The transformations may be summa-
rized as

- j g ;gjut = #ef t
= # ut ( .

where ut = l/lr Ifatl', t
= gewlleatl's and '

-k 0
,1 - I

-1 0P =

-.sj j giving P =

- ujxj sz. j
.2. 1

.2.

I

(9.30)

The smmple covaance matrix for the I/'s is X utut'ln. From Eq. (9.29)
1 , 1 , , tej ,

- Y'-)utut = # - F(ett P = # P
n n

But the sqmple covariance matrix for the I/'s is I by construction, and so

tx = p- 1(.,-1)' (93j)

Equation (9.31)illustrates the Choleski faetorization of the positive delinite matrix
f It is shown as the prduct f a lower triangular mntrix, #-1 , and its transpose,

hichis upper triangular.W
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EXAMPLE. Continuing the previous numerical examplea we will suppnse that the val-
in the A and f matrices have been estimated frcm sample data. The f matrix thenues

yields

.1
= standard deviatien of el = 16 = 4

2I = 14/16 = 0.875

J2.1 =

.jl

l -
?il = 25(1 - (1*2/( 16)(25)1 = 3.5707

p.L . j4 () jgiving 3.5 3.5707

Suppose that we postulate a II1 = (1 01!vector and set all subsequent u vectors to
zero. This vector gives a one standard deviation perturbation in the first orthogonal

disturbance. From Eq. (9.29)this implies

- 1 4 0 l 4
1 = # u l = =

3.5 3.5707 0 3.5

The second element in el is now nonzero. It is, in fact, the expected value of e2l ,

given that e l l = 4. The values of they vector may then be calculated as before. The
tirst few values are presented in Table 9.3. Compared with the earlier assumption of

a one standard deviatitm perturbaticm injust e'II, tere is now an impcrant impact on

ya in the rst period, tbllowedby noticeably greater impacts in subsequent periods.
If a perturbation of one standard deviation in the second orthogonalized innovation
is assumed. the el vector is given by

e,
- ,-l,z, - (34.5:y.joeylj,yjjj- jyoso,ytpj

and the successivey vectors may be computed in the usual way.
Orthogonalized innovations were developed to deal with the problem of non-

zero correlations between the original innovations. However, the solution of one
problem creates another. The new problem is that the order in which the vari-
ables are orthogonalized can have dramatic effects on the numerical results.4 The
interpretation of impulse response functions is thus a somewhat hazardous opera-
tion, and there has been intense debate on their possibie economic signilicancc.s

TA BLE 9.3

Impulse responses from

ub = 1101'
k13f: ? Gz J z LJz z$: v ' ''''''

Period yl yz

1 4 3.5
2 l

.95

2.55
3 l

.035

l
.665

4 0.580 1
.039

4see Problem 9.4.
sFor a very useul summary of the issuts set Jamcs D. Hamilton, Ime Series Anulysis' Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1994. 324-336.
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9.2.6 Variance Decomposition

The variance-covariance matrix for the forecast errors was given in Eq. (9.28).For
forecasts one period ahead, the relevant matrix is simply varte ) = 9. Thus varlll 1)

is given by the top left element in f1, and var(J2I) is given by the bottom right
element. We wish to express these forecast variances in terms of the variances of the
orthogonal innovations. From Eq. (9.29)it follows that

f = P- l . var(x).(#- l)'

(9.32)clI cl2 vl 0 c11 c;l=

c2l c2z 0 va cl2 c22

where the c's denote elements of #-l and v = vartu/) for i = 1, 2. By construction,
of course, each u has unit variance, and we will make that substitution in a moment.
Multiplying out Eq. (9.32)gives

2 + c2 v and var(lal ) = o2jvl + c2 v2var(J1l)= cllvl 12 z cc
From Eq. (9.30),cj2 = 0; and so all the vmiance of JI I is attributed to the hrst
orthogonal innovation and is equal to c

2j
. The variance Of Jz1is the sum of two

2 /(c= + cjz), attributed to the Erst orthogonalcomponents, namely, a proportion, caj 2)
innovation and the remaining proportion, czza/lclj + c)a), associated with the second
innovation. This result is the decomposition of the forecast variance. For forecasts
tw0 or more periods ahead we return to the formula for the vmiance-covaliance ma-
trix of forecast errors given in Eq. (9.28).Substituting Eq. (9.31)in Eq. (9.28)it may
* rewritten as

-1 p-t p

xp- l )(a#--1)!+ . . . + (x:- lp- I xs-Lp- I t 9 gg)E(J) = P ( ) + ( )( ) ( .

Similar calculations to those already described are made for the relevant number of
matrix products in Eq. (9.33)and variance decompositions are obtained, As with
the impulse response functions, 1he numerical variance decompositions are often

. very sensitive to the order in which the original innovations are orthogonalized. The
cautions already stated for response functionsapply with equal force to variance
decompositions. ' ' '

'

9.3
VECTOR ERROR CORRECTION MODELS

When the variables in the VAR are integrated of order one or more, unrestricted esti-
mation, as described in the previous section, is subject to the hazards of regressions
involving nonstationary variables. However, the presence of nonstationary variables
raises the possibility of cointegrating relations. Thc relevant procedurethen consists
of three steps:

1. Determine the cointegrating rank, that is, the number of cointegrating relations.
2. Estimate the matrix of cointegrating vectors, #, and the associated weighting

matlix a. This step amounts to determining the factorization H = p '.

3. Estimate the VARS incolporating the cointegrating relations from the previous
step. ,
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nere are several methods of tackling these problems; but the maximum likelihood
approach, laid 0ut in a series of papers by Johansen, seems to have attracted the most
attention from applied researchers and softwre developers.6

9.3.1 Testing for Cointegration Rank

There are two statistics for testing the hypothesis that the cointegrating rank is at
most r ( < k). In one case the altemative hypothesis is that the rank is k, and the
test statistic is known as the trate statistic. In the second case, the alternative hy-
pothesis is that the rank is r + 1. The test statistic is known as the max statistic.
Some cases may be unresolved if the two statistics give conflicting indications. Dis-
tributions of the test statistics are nonstandards and approximate asymptotic critical
values have to be obtained by simulation. The paper by M. Osterwald-l-enum gives
the most comprehensive set of critical values for VARS with up to 11 variables.?
There are live tables of critical values, and it is important to select te correct one in
any practical application. The tables differ according to varilus possible specisca-
tions of the VAR with respect to the inclusion of intercepts and time trends in both
the VAR equations and the cointegrating equations. The specific range of options
for the Johansen ceintegration test in Eviews is shown in Table 9.4. To can'y Out

the cointegration rank test, one needs to choose from the five possible specihcations
the one that seems most plausible for the data in hand, and one must also specify
the number of lags to include in the VAR. The default option in Eviews is the third,
namely. that there is an intercept in both the cointegrating equation and the diffen
enced form of the VAR. The presence of both intercepts implies a linear trend in the
levels of the selies.

TABLE k.4

Johansen cointegration test

Cointegrating equation (CE) and VAR specilication Information

Test assumes no deterministic trend in data The test VAR is estimated in
N0 intercept or trend in CE or test VAR differenced form.
Intercept (no trend) in CE-no intercepl in VAR

Test allows for linear deterministic trend in data CE and data trend assumptions
Intercept (no trend) in CE and test VAR apply to levels.
Intercept and trend in CE-no trend in VAR

Test allows f0r quadratic deterministic trend in data
lntercept and trend in CE Iinear trend in VAR

6S. Johansen,
ttstatistical Analysis of Coinlcgralion Vectors,'' Journal fy.JEconomic Dynamics and Con-

trol, 12, 1988, 23 1
-254',

, SEstimation and Hypothesis Testing of Cointegration Vectors in Gaus-
san Vector Autoregressive Models-': Econometrica, 59, 1991, 1551-1580; and K. Juselius.
itMaximum Likelihood Estimation and Inference )n Cointegration With Applications to the Demand
for Moncyy'' OxfordBulletin of Economics and Statistics, 52, l 990, 169-2 10.
7M. Osterwald-Lenum. 'kANote with Quantilesof the Asymptotic Distribution of the Maximum Like-
Iihood Cointegration Rank Test Statistics,'' Oxford Bulletin of Economics and Statistics, 54, 1992,
461-471.
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As an illustration, we will apply the cointegration rank test to the gasoline data
used in the numerical analysis in Section 8.4. Referring to Fig. 8.1, we see a linear
detenninistic trend is plausible for the income series X3, but not for consumption Y
or price X2. Miles per gallon X4 (notshown) is a fairly smooth trend series. Thus,
if we wish to allow for an intercept in the cointegrating equation, we should use the
second or third option in Table 9.4. but there is no clear indication from the data on
the choice between them. Table 9.5 gives the result of choosing the second option.
The test is carried out sequentially. The hrst line tests the hypothesis that r % 0, that
is, that there are no cointegrating relations. This is rejected at the 1 percent level.
The next line tests the hypothesis of at most one cointegrating vector, and this is not
rejected, so the analysis proceeds no further. The hnding of one cointegrating vector
does n0t conflict with the analysis in Section 8.4, where a plausible cointegrating
rclationship with stationary disturbances was established. The Eviews clitical values
are for the trnr'.astatistic.

9.3.2 Estimation of Cointegrating Vors

Johansen develops maximum likelihood estimators of cointegrating vectors. In
the gasoline usage example there is only one such vector. The estimate is given in
Table 9.6. The signs are reversed compared with the equations given in Section
8.4, since the latter had consumption as the regressand and price, income, and mpg
as regressors, whereas in the cointegrating equation all variables are on the same
side of the equation. The explanatory variables have the expected signs, but the
numerical elasticities, especially for price and mpg, are quite different from those
given by a straightforward, unlagged regression, as in Table 8.6, or from the values
in Eqs. (8.55)and (8.56)yielded by the ADL analysis. The ambiguity that arises in
the case of two or more cointegrating relations is not present here; nonetheless, the
estimated cointegrating coefhcients do no1 appear to be menningful estimates of the

' long-run elasticities.

TA BLE 9.5

Cointegration rank test of tlle gasoline data

Sample: 1959:1-1990:4
Included observations: 123
Test assumption: No deterministic trend in the dam
Series: Y X2 X3 X4
laags interval: l to 4

Likelihood S Percent 1 Percent Hypothuiz
Eigenvalue mtio Clitical Value Critical Value No. of CE(s)

0.207438 62.621 20 53. l 2 60.16 None **

0.158998 34.025j9 34.91 41.07 At most 1
0.071479 l 2,72675 19.96 24.60 At most 2
0.028882 3.604783 9.24 12.97 At most 3

*(*#)denotcs rejection of the hypolhesis at 5% (I%) significance level
L.R. test indicates1 coinlegrating equationts) at 5% significance level

(
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9.3.3 Estimation of a Vector Error Correction Model

ne output from a VAR model is voluminous and is often best illustrated graphi-
cally. Figure 9.1 shows the result of sttinga vector error correction model to the data
from 1959. l to l 987.4, using the second option in Table 9.4 and incorporating just
ne cointegrating vector. The model is then used to forecast alI four series for the

12 quarters from 1988. l to 1990.4, in a1l cases using only data prior to 1988. l . The
orecasts'' fail to capture the substantial swings in price and consumption in this pe-

riod. The income forecast is reasonable, and miles per gallon presented no difculty.
Figure 9. lz may be compared with the lz-quarter forecast for gasoline consumption
shwn in Fig. 8.6, based on the ADL model of that chapter. The cmcial difference is
that the static forecast in Chapter 8 used the actual values of all regressors, includ-
ing lags of the dependent variable, in making the forecast, whereas the VAR forecast
uses no actual data beyond 1987.4.

9.4
SIMULTANEOUS STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELS

VARS have serious limitations as a tool for the analysis of economic systems. The
Iirst problem concerns the numberof variables to include in the VAR. If we are study-
ing the macroeconmy, should we have a lo-variable system, a zo-variablesystem.
or do we need 100 or more variables? As we will see, this question in not unique to
VARS, but increasing the size of the VAR causes serious estimation problems. For
example, a system of 20 variables with 4 lags would require the estimation of at least
80 coefhcients in each equation of the VAR. The phenomenon might be described
as the vanishing degrees of freedom problcm, since the number of unknown coef-
scients can rapidly approach the available sample size. As more variables are added
to the VAR, problems also arise in testing the cointegration rank. The test statistics
have nonstandard distributions, which require simulations; and the currently avail-
able tables only handle up to 11 variables. With more than one cointegrating relation
there is ambiguity in the intemretation of the estimated cointegrating vectors. Some-
times in applied studies one Ends an author claiming economic signicance fr an
estimated cointegrating relation on the grounds that the coefficients are close to those
predicted by some economic theoly This procedure seems somewhat strange since
skepticism about such theoretical specifications was a major stimulus for the devel-
opment of VARS.

Letting the data etspeak'' with a minimum of theoretical restrictions is a laudable
objectivc. In practice, however, the message may not be very clear and progress can
only be made by imposing some more structure (?n the problem. Economics has a
rich stpre of theoretical models and in simultaneous structural equation models
we attempt to confront such theories with relevant data. Perhaps the simplest exam-
p1eof a structural model is the partial equilibrium, demand/supply model for a single
market. On each side of the market is a set of economic agents whose behavior is
described by a stochastic structural relation. Demanders regulate their purchases
in accordance with the price that they face, and theory predicts that the partial
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derivative of quantity demanded with respect to price is negative. Similarly, suppli-

ers adjust the quantity supplied positively wilh respect to price. Some mechanism

clears tlzt market each period. The linear model describing these phenomena is

'lr + ?32y2t+ 'FI t
= I4lr

(9.34)
J'l21F1? + ylt + T21 = u1t

where y! indicates price and yc quantity. The model is structural, because each equa-
tion pictures the behavior of a set of economic agents, and simultaneous, because thc
current values of the variables appear in the equations. lf thc first equation depicts
the demand relation, 1he restriction pt1 > 0 ensures a negative slope; and pzt < 0
ensures a positively sloped supply function. We would also want to impose an addi-
tional restriction 'yll < 0 to ensure a positive intercept for the demand function. The
disturbance terms lj and uz represent shifts in the functions that are the net effects
of variables that, so far, have not been explicitly modeled. lf both disturbances in
period t were zero, the model would be represented by the D, S lines in Fig. 9.2) in
this sgurethe equilibrium price and quantity are indicated by yej,yez.Nonzero dis-
turbances shift the demand and supply curves up or down from the position shown

zt

5':/32:.:1+.'a+'2l = 0

#!
Jj ---------------------

I
I
I
1

. .
1
I
l
I
I
I
I D:yk + )12,y2+xj = 0
1
l
I
I
1
1

0 *

Ja 'z

FIGURE 9.2
Pmial equilibrium. demand/supply model for a single market.
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in Fig. 9.2. Thus a set of random disturbances would generate a two-dimensional
scatter of observations clustered around the y*1,y*2point.

A fundamentally new problem now arises. Given this two-dimensional scatter
in price-quantity gpace, a demand analyst might fit a regression and think he was es-
timating a demand function. A supply analyst might fit a regression to the same data
and think she was estimating a supply equation. A 4general cquilibrium'' econemist,
wishing to estimate both functions, would presumably be halted on her way to the
computer by the thought, ttilow

can I estimate two separate functions from one two-
dimensional scatter?'' The ncw problem is labeled the identilkation problem. The
question is. can in fact the parameters ()f any specific equation in a model be esti-
mated? It is not a question of the method of cstimation, nor of sample size, but of
whether meaningful estimates of structural parameters can be obtained.8

We will explain the basics of the identilication problem in a general matrix
framework. Express Eq. (9.34)as

Byt + Cxt = ut (9.35)
whereg

1 #12 y1/ c = ,F11 x = j ut =
l/lrB = yt =

t#21 1 y1t
'y2l

uzt

(9.36)
The model is completed with appropriate assumptions about the disturbance vector.
We will assume

ut
'w iid N(% :) (9.37)

where I is a positivedefinite,variance-covariance matrix. ln words, thedisturbances
are assumed to be normally distributed, homoscedastic, and serially uncorrelated,
though possibly contemporaneously correlated. The variables in the model are clas-
sified into endogenous and exogenous categories. The endogenous variables are
yl and yc, and in this case the only exogenous variable is the dummy variable l ,

to allow for the interccpt tenns. The two-equation model determines the two cur-
rent endogenous variables .yl; and nt in terms of the exogenous variable and the
disturbanccs. This dependence is shown mere explicitly by premultiplying through
Eq. (9.35)by B- 1 to obtain

I'I.x + p (9 38)yt =

t t ,

herelo l = -B- lC yj = B
- lxj (9.39)W

BInunivariatz time series analysis identihcation is used lo refer Io tlk Meaination ef the order of tle
ARIMA scheme to be fitted to the data. nis ure is enely different from the present use in the
context of structnral equation models.
9In this examplt C denotcs a vector. and we are departing from the usual convenlion of denoting a vector
by a Iowercase symbol, for in most applications ef Eq. (9.35) C will lx a matrix.

'onis usc of the H matrix shculd not l)econfused with lhe use of the same symbol in the cointegration
literature in earlier sections of this chapter. Both uses are finnly embedded in the relevant literatures, so
we will not attempt any change. ne correct interpretation should always be evident from the context.
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Equation (9.38)is known as tlze nuf'M foem of tlzemodel. From Eqs. (9.37)and
(9.39) it also follows that

v - iid 1(0, 9) f = B- l I(S-1)! (9.40)J

From the reduced form Eq. (9.38)and the assumption about the reduced form dis-
turbances in Eq. (9.40),the distribution of yt conditional on xt is

1 , - l
(.y1xf) - (2..)-1Inl-./2expt- y'/n M,)

p ,
'

The likelihood of the sample y's conditional on the x's is

L = J'*1,.:2, . .

',yn 1aY)

1 n

=
(2x)-&1I-'V2 exp

- 'F-'v,'f-lr,

't = i (9.41)

1
----n

=
(2'm)-nIj-'P2

exp
-

A

Xlyt- Hx,)'f1-1(4, - Hx/)' !=1

The likelihood is seen tobe completely determined by the f and H matrices, dehned
in Eqs, (9.39) and (9.40).

Now suppose another theorist constructs his market model by taking linear com-
binations of the structural equations in Eq. (9.35).The resultant model can be written

GBy: + Gcxt = Gut (9.42)
where, by assumption, G ig a nonsingular matrix. This secbnd model will look the

same as Eq. (9.35),in that there are two linear equations in yl and y2', but the co-
efficients on these variables will be Iinear combinations of the first set f structural
coeflicients. The reduced form of this model is

= -B- 1G- l Gcxt + B-G- l Gut:rl

= H.p + y,

which is exactly the reduced form already dcrived in Eq. (9.38).The two stnlctural
models have the same reduced form and the same likelihood,The structural param-
etcrs in Eq. (9,34)are then said to be unidentiticd. Even perfect knowledge of l'1
canngt yied the values of the p's and y's. Another way t see this is to note that in
the demand/supply model the H matrix is of order 2 : 1. The B and C matrices con-
tain four unknown parameters, namely, two p's and two y's. There is thus an inEnity
of B and C matrices that satisfy H =

--#-

'C for any given H. Finally we note that
the two structural equations in Eq. (9.34)are statistically indistinguishablw in that
cach is a linear combination of the same variables.

This simple demand/supply model is llnidentiied. Considera somewhat more
realistic demand/supply model,

ybt + #12:2/ + Y11Ar1/ + :12.12J = lfl, : 43)( .

/321:1,+ ht + 'y21.Y11 + :2323/ + :24-14, = tht
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'Ihe vadable A', could be taken as a dummy with the value of one in all periods to
cater for the intercept term; A'z might represent income, which economic theory sug-
gests affects demand', and x3 and .14 could be variables influencing supply. lt is also
possible that some

.x variables are lagged y values. Lagged price, for instance, may
affect current supply. lt is also mssibleto have lagged values of income or other ex-
ogenous vmiables in the specication. The category of lagged endogenous variables
and current and lagged exogenous vmiables constitutes the set of predetermined
variables. ne crucial characteristic of the predetermined variables is that they are
independent of the current and future disturbances. This property holds for the ex-
ogenous vadables by assumption and it holds for the laggcd cndogenous variables
because of the assumed serial independence of the disturbance terms. This model
can be cast in matrix fonn, as in Eq. (9.35),with

s
- g#t,:,)24

c
- j;): yotz ,0a, ,o,,j

(9.44)

The matrix of reduced form coefhcients is then
m - 'V*e-W.-7 h

-1m -
l (--y1I + pI2za1 ) -'.I.7.

'.t-

p1.7'.y23z /12:24
' (J%1'y11-

'yal)

tt ).?.-g.tz...-:23 -'yz4

where = 1 - /912#21. This matrix may be contrasted with the u-ricted speci-
Ecation

t v19-
.

,.1

-7.

-,r14A' 1l -H = F

'nj '*22
' 'n3 J 'mz4 ,'

! z k.

and the quegtion is wllich s'nmhlrnl cxfliieaa can be recovered from the
'm,.y's.

lnspctipn shows
U

'-

#21=
-*22/*12

pla = -=I3/rrz3 =
-=341=34

'hereare two alternative but equivalent ways of obtaining J'glzs--Ay..p-crirl
-t---

4hat th.er m-cightmd-t-tcl-fgfmpgfamle-rs and just seven structural par>rptyju-
Having obtained the p s, we can calculate and go-on to determine al1five y cod-
Ecients in an obvious fashion.Thus the demand and supply equations in Eq. (9.43)
are identilied.

9.5
IDENTIFICATION CONDITIONS

We need some general rules for establishing whether a structural equation is identi-
fied or not. The general linear simultaneous equation model is written as

Byt + Cxt = ut t = 1, . . . , n (9.45)
where B is a G X G matrix of coefficientg of current endogenous variables, C is a
G XA' matrix of coefhcients of predetermined variables. andyl,ak. a11441are column
vectors of G, K, and G elements, respectively, or
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p11 J12
pzj #22B=

pGI #G2

pl(; 'y11 'yl2

J'12c :2l Y22C=

pcc 'FGl :c2

Yl#
?2K

TG#

h'Ir
ylt

.#1 =

yG:

A'1,

.12/
xt =

XKt

N l t

&2/
ut =

.

l4Gt

By contrast with the previous examples, the p coefficients have no1 yet been normal-

ized. There are many normalization rules from which to choose. lf appropriate, one
might set the coefticient of the first endogenous variable at unity in each equation,
that is, the srstcolumn in B is replaced by the unit vector. More commonly the prin-
cipal diagonal of B is replace by th-u-pit vector. ne set of equations in Eq. (9.45)
may be written more compactly as

'

Jr = uAzr = (# Q ,
X(

(9.46)

whereA is the G X(G+ Kq matrix of all structural coeflicients and z; is the (G + A3X 1
vector of observations on all variables at time t. We will consider the identication
of thejrst equation of the system. The methods derived can tben be applied to any
snmtllml equation. The srststructural equation may be written as

fe lZ; = u lf

where fz I denotes the hrst row of 4.
Economic theory typically places restdctions on the elements of al . The most

common restrictions are exclusion restrictions. which specify that certain variables

do not appear in certain equations. Suppose, for example, that y3 does not appear
) h hrst equation. The appropriate restriction is then p 13 = 0, which may be ex-n t e
pressed as a homogeneous linear restriction on the elements of a l , namely,

Epllpkz p13 'Yl 1

0
0
11 ()

= 0Y1#

0

nere may also be linear homogeneous restrictions involving two or more elements
of G1 . The specilkation that, say, the coefNcients of yl and y2 are equal would be
expresqeH as

kpll pbz

1
-1

q 0 = 0Y1#

0
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If these be the only a priori restrictions on the first equation, they may be expressed
in the form .

a1* = 0 (9.47)

where

0 1
0 - l $-
l 0 k* =

0 o

0 .a 0
l . ,X. '

'

ne * matrix has G + K rows and a clunm for each a priori restriction on the first
equation.

In ad4ition to the restrictions embodied in Eq. (9.47)rherewill also be restric-
ttpj pn a arising from th fel.atiopj h.q cttzrt and reduced form coef -

cients.From Eq. (9.39)we may write

or

where

The reseictions Pn tlzecoeflicie ts (zf-thttiyst structu-Ja--elquatifm sre thl'c
%

.
'.

1 -.c.wxa 7;'.al W = 0 (9.48)*e y

Combining Eqs. (9.47)and (9.48)gives the complete set pf restrictions as
*1 = () (9.49)

1-L;s cl 'H +c - t'

,; tkkkii;)!l;/!l;'''-

, -.41L)4K Li3C.1 yq/' =
'

x, r.
/ w = jgjky

a1
(BI

nere are G + K unknowns in a j . Thc matrix (W *1 is of order (G + K4x (# + #),
Where R is the number of columns in *. On the assumplion that H is known, all
the elements in gW *J are known. Thus, Eq. (9.49)constitutes a set of K + R
equations in G + K unknowns. ldentihcation of the srstequation rcquires that the
rank of (F *1 be G + K - 1, for then all solutions to Eq. (9.49)will lie on a single
ray through the Origin. Normalizing the tirstequation by setting one coefscicnt to
unity (say,pkI = 1) gives a single point on the solution ray and thus determines al.
uniquely. To summarize, identification of the srststructural equation requires

a(
'.)?

, :
um'

-. uf
(W *1 = G + K - l /.'7-)

.. (9.50)P
nis condition may be used to examinc the identihability of any stnlctural equation
in the model by determining the * matrix implied by the a priori restrictions on that
equation.

Implementation of this rank condition is not usually feasible for anything other
than very small systems, However, a neiessary condition for identifiability is easy
to delive and apply. The rank condition cannot hold if (F *1 does not have at least
G + K - 1 coblmns.Thus, a necessary condition f0r Eq. (9.50)to hold is

K+RtG+K-L
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which gives R M G - 1 (9.5i)
In words,

The number of a priori restrictions should be at least as great as te ntlmber of equations
in the model less 1.

When the restrictions are solely exclusion restrictions, the necessary condition is
restated as

ne number of variables excluded from the structural equation should be at least as great
as the number of equations in 1he model less 1.

Finally, an alternative form of this last condition may be derived by letting

g = number of current endogenous variables included in the equation

k = number of predetermined variables included in the equation

Then R = (G - #) + (# - kj

and the necessary condition becomes

(G - g) + (# - k) M G - 1

K - k g
- 1

that is,

ne number of predetermined variables excluded from the equation must be at least as
greatas the number of endogeneus variables included less 1,

The necessary condition is commonly referred to as the order condition for iden-
tifiability. In large models this is often the only condition that can be applied since
application of the rank condition becomesdifhcult. An alternative form of the rank
condition affords an easier application, though it is still not likely to be feasible out-

. side small-scale models. The alternative form may be stated asll

pgW *l = G + K - 1 if and only if p(A*) = G - 1 (9.52)
Notc that lW *1 is a matrix consisting of the two indicated submatrices, whereas
4* is thzproductf two matrices. Thc second formof the condition only involves the
structural coefhcients and thus affords an easier application. When the restrictions

arc all exclusion restrictiens, the first row of A* is a zero vector, and the remaining
G - l rows consist of the coefEcients in the other structural equations of the variables
that de nOt appear in the first equation.

If equality holds in te order condition, that is, R = G - l , the matrix A* will
be of order G )( CG- l). However. the hrst row of this matlix is zero by virtue of

fe1* = 0. This leaves a square matrix of erder G - 1, which, barring some freakish
conjunction of coefhcients, will be nonsingular. The lirst equation is then said to be
exadly identihed orjust identified. If R > G - 1, then A* has G or more columns.

11seeF. M. Fisher. The Identlhcation Problem in Econometrics McGraw-ilill, 1966, Chapter 2', or fcr

a shoner proof, R. W. Farebrother, A Short Proof of the Basic Lemma of thc Lincar ldentilication
Pmblmy'' lnternaliont Ac/rl/-zz''Review, 12, 1971, 515-516.
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nere are now more restrictions than the minimum required for identification, and.
in general, there will be more than one square submatrix of order G - l satisfying
the rank condition. The equation is then said to be overidentiEed.

EXAMPLE. Consider tlw system

:11.y1,+ p12'2,+ 'yllxlr + :1212, = u3t

p21.y1, + :22.:2,+ y2la'l, + 'yz2.x2, = uzt

As it stands, neither equation is identihed, since no
imposed.Suppose the restrictions are

For ie at equaon

Od

a priori restictions have yet been

Tll = 0 T1z = 0

e() ),, ay0

(, ()
. yo pvs jvy2tt*=

1 0
zrk../t>-

v0 1 > u

0 0A* =

y.uj

'u

-

T11 T22 (Ax.'

'I'he rank of A* is seen to be one and so the first equation is identilied, since G equals 2.
The second equation is not identilied since there are no restrictions imposed on it.

Alternatively, looking at Eq. (9.49) for this model gives

RIIW *1 = 0

=lI X12 0 0

=21 =1z 0 0
or E#ll #12 ylal

j () j ()
= !0

0 l 0 1

Writing the equations out explicitly gives

/.11I =1 I + #l2'Jr2! + 'yl

1 = 0
#lI TrI2 + pl2=2+ 'yI2 = 0

01

'F1( = 0

712 = 0
Setting #11= 1 then gives

= I I = l 2#l2 = - = - -

';r21 c22

This statement does not imply a contradictions for both expressions for #12will yield an
identiealvalue. The prior specitications and the normalization rule in this example give
tlx model

A'1?+ /-112A'21= lzll

#21.YIf -F' .Y21-F-Y21All -F'Y22.:24= N2l

The matrix of reduced form coeflicients is

=ll Tr12 l #l2'yz1/12722H= =

'p'a!==
'

-y2,
-'yz2
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where = 1-plzJ'lzl. Although H is a 2X 2 matrix, its rank is only 1.This is an example

()foveridentification. Only one prior restriction is needcd tn identify the hrst equation,
but we have two. The cnnsequence is a restriction on the reduced form coefhcients.
Natice also that even in the overidentified case #(A*) cannot exceed G - l . The matrix
has G rows and at least G columns, but the hrst row is always zero for homogeneous
restrictionsand so the rank cannot exceed G - 1. Finally we note that if H were to be
replaced in an actual two-equation problem by W,the matrix of estimaed reduced form
coeflicients,the rank of 1-I would almost certainly be 2 and not l , so that estimating
#12by -J't1 1/*21 or by - 7m712/*22 would yield two different values. Such a method of

estimatingstnlctural parameters is called indirect Ieast squares. It Only yields unique

estimatesof tbe parameters of exactly identified equations. In the more general case of
overidentiliedequatiens other cstimators are required.

9.6
ESTIMATION OF STRUCTUML EQUATIONS

Consider the first equation in Eq. (9.45),which we write out explicitly as

y1,
=

-pl2y2,

- - - - - pbg-b'nt-
-11.':-1; - ' ' - - 'ylkak, + tzl, (9.53)

t = 1, - . . , n
There are several points to notice about this equation. First, the normalization con-
dition pbl = 1 has been imposed. Second, it has been assumed that g - 1 current
endogenous variables appear as explanatory variables, and the variables have been
suitably renumbered if necessary so that the indices run seqtlentially. Similarly it has
been assumed that the hrst k predetennined variables also appear in this equation. ln
other words. G - g current endogenous variables and K - k predetermined variables
have been excluded from this equation. The reduced form Eqs, (9.38)and (9.39)
show that each current endogenous variable is a function of all the structural distur-
bances. Thus the explanatory variables y1:, . . . , ygt in Eq. (9.53)are correlated with
the disturbance lf1/ in that equation. lt thcrefore follows from the discussion in Chap-
ter j that the application of OLS to Eq. (9.53)will give biased and inconsistent
estimates.

The discussion in Chapter j also suggests that consistent estimates may be
obtained by the use of instrumental variables. Collecting all Observations in
Eq. (9.53),we may write the structural equation in matrix form as

y = F1# + Xjy + u (9.54)
wherey is the n X l vector of observations on yl , F1 is the n )( (.g- 1) matrix f obser-
vations on the current endogenous variables on the right-hand side of the equation,
#1 is thc n X l matrix Of observations on the included predetermined variables, and
p and y collect tle coeflkients in Eq. (9.53).This equation may be written more
compactly as

y = ZI tr + u (9.55)
where Zl = (Fl aL1and fe

'
= (# ' y!1. The data matrices fOr aIl variables in the

model may be written

Y = gy Fl F2) X = (A'l (9.56)
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where 1:2 is the n X (G - g4 matrix of observations on the current endogenous
variables that do n0t appear in this equation. and Xg is the n X (# - k) matrix of
observations on the excluded predetermined variables. Since by assumption aI1the
prcdetermined variables are in the limit uncorrelated with the disturbances, A-is
an obvious set of instruments for Z1 . There are 1 + g

- 1 variables in ZI and K
variables in X. The requirement that we should have at Ieast as many instruments
as coefficients to be estimated gives the condition

K > k + g
- l

which is the order condition for identihcation of the equation.
As seen in Chapter 5 the IV estimator may be obtained by the application of two-

stage least squares (2SLS). First regress Zl on X to obtm'n tllt mntn'x of predicted
values,

k = xx'xl-sx'z = 'xzl (9.57)l I

Then regress y on 21 to obtain the IV (2SLS) estimator,

= (zl#xzl )- lzlrxy (9.58)
with variance-covariance matrix

(a) - lzkexzll-l s2 = (.y- zjl'ty - Zj&lln (9.59)Var

Tests ef linear restrictions (m Eq. (9.55)may be carried out as described in the last
section of Chapter 5.

The matrix Z1 inEq. (9.55)and the matrix X of instruments have a submatrixfl
in common. 'Ihis leads to an alternative way of expressing the IV (2SLS)estimator.

Fi'x FI Fk#'-fj (j zjpxy =
F:#-.#We have Zk#xZl = anA'j#xlrl A'k#x-tl xkpu

'
- 1 , IkAlso Pxxj = X(X m X 71 = IaYl #2j ()

= .Y1

That is, regressing 11 on X simply gives 71 . The estimator in Eq. (9.58)may then
be written

FkafpArl-l#prj Fj#l 4p'
. jykattat/m-lat'y@

A';Fl A-kA-l 9 zYy (9.60)

EXAMPLE. The lirst structural equation in a three-equation mrulel is

bt = /12.#21+ 7lI A'1p + :12.0 + ut

nere are four predetermined variables in the complete model, and the X'X matrix is

10 0 0 0
S '.

..
' ; .' . .t . *.1:. .1(jki l!! .Ef; jklp1)

,. ;ks''
.

s;jjgs , agjjg.

g;;y
1614115 11141114

0 0 4 0
0 0 0 2

2 3In addition we are given Y'X =

1 0 lq
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ne necessary condition for identification is satished because K - k = 2 and g - 1 = ls
se the equation is overidentihed. To estimate the parameters by IV (2SLS) we need to
establisha correspondence Gtween the data in tltis problem and the vectors and matrices
in Eq. (9.60).Thus,

J = J1 14

2 IJ 01

21.f1= g100j

0 5 A-C-#- 11

andso
l':z(A''a1r)-!.#''FI = (1

0.l 0 0 0 1
0 0,2 0 0 0

11 = 1.6
0 0 0.25 0 2
0 0 0 0.5 1

2

'
-lx'

- p l 0 0.5 0.5! 3
- 2.7F-YlA-#) .#

.

4
l

'Ihe IV (2SLS) equauons are then

l.6 l 0 p3z 2.7
1 l 0 0 #I l

= 2
0 0 5 # I 2 3

#12 1.6667
with solution -?jj = 0.:333

#12 0.6000

Whcn dealing with medium- to large-scale econometfic mdels, the foregoing
suggestion that the matrix of all predetermined variables in the model X constitutes

a suitable set of instruments for any specific structural equation may not be very
helpful. The reason is that the number of variables in A- may be close to. or even
exceed, the number of samplc observations, One possibility is to narrow the choice
of instruments for each structural equation to the prcddcrmincd variables appearing
in the structural equations for the variables in the Fj matrix relevant to that structural
equation.lz

In practice OLS is still widely used in the estimation of structural equations in
spite of its acknowledged inconsistency. A possibl: ratinlization lies in thecontl-au

l2F. M. Fisher, eqDynamic Structure and Estimation in Economy-Wide Econometric Models,'' eds. J.
Duesenbeny G. Fromm, L. R. Klein, and E. Kuh, The Smcln,y QuarterlyEconometric ftWe/ofthe
United UWJJCJ, Rand-McNally, Skokie, lL, 1965, 589-636.
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between small-sample and large-sample properties. Consistency is a large-sample,
or asymptotic, property. Consistent estimators are not necessarily unbiased in tinite
samples: in fact, they usually display snitesample bias. Moreover, the sampling
variance of consistent estimators, especially for a poor choice of instruments, can
exceed that of OLS estimators. Thus, in tinitesamples OLS may show a smaller
mean squaad error than consistent estimators.

9.6.1 Nonstationary Variables

The essence of a structural equation model is an explanation of the movement of the
endogenous variables in terms of the exogenous valiables. The generating mecha-
nism ()f the exogenous variables is not specised, but it is implicitly assumed that the
endogenous variables play no role in it: if they did, the endogenous/exogenous clas-
sihcation would have to be respecihed and the size of the structural model expanded.
If the cxogenous variables are integrated, say, of orderone, then the endogenous vari-
ables will also be integrated of order one. and the structural equations are essentially
cointegrating relations.

We saw in Chapter 8 that nonstationary variables posed special problems for
conventional inference procedures from OLS regressions. A crucial question arises
whether similar problems arise in the contexl of ZSLS regressions. This problem has
been investigated by Cheng Hsiao. 13 The perhaps surprising conclusion is that the
conventional 2SLS inference procedures arc still valid:

Nothing needs to be changed in applying conventional 2SLS estimator formula to esti-
mate the unknown parameters and formulate Wald lype tesl statistics. One gets the same
pointestimates and asymptotic covariance matrix. The resulting Wald type test statistic
remainsasymptotically chi-square distributed. ln other words, nonstationarity and coin-
tegrationdo not call for new estimation methods er statistical inference procedures. One
canjust follow the advice of Cowles Commissinn in constructing and testing structural
equationmodels. . . .

For empirical structural model builders, the message is clear--one still needs to won'y
aboutthe issue of identiEcation and simultaneity bias, but ene needs not to worry about
the issues of nonstationarity and cointegration. All one needs to do in structural model
buildingis to foilow tlzcconventional wisdom.

9.6.2 System Methods of Estimation

The IV (ZSLS) approach is a single equation estimator. lt may be used to estimate
any identised stnlctural equation that is the focus of interest. It may also be used
seriatim to estimate each identilied equation of a complete structural model. A sys-
tem ellimztor e.timntes all (identihed)parameters of a model jointly.The system

'3chcng Hsiao, statisticalProperties of the Two Stage Leasl Squares Estimntor unr Cointegrationr''
Working Paper, University of Southcrn California, L0s Angeles, 1994.
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version of two-stage least squares is three-stage least squares (3SLS).14This allows
for the possibility of contemporaneous correlation between the disturbances in differ-
ent structural equations. It is essentially an application of the seemingly unrelated
regression procedure to a structural model. The identiscd structural equations are
first estimated by ZSLS, and the resultant residuals used to estimate the disturbance
covariance matrix, which is then used to estimate all identihed structural parameters
jointly. lf the estimation process is iterated rather than stopped at the third stage,
the estimates converge on the full information maximum Iikelihood (FIML) esti-
mates of the structural model. System methods of estimation are, in principle, more
efhcient than single equation methods, provided the system speciEcation i.s cor-
rect. Therein Iies the nlb: rnisspecitication of a single equation can contaminate aIl
estimates in the system.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX 9.1
Seemingly Unrelated Regrkssions (SUR)15

Suppose lhat te fth equation in a set of m equations is

.
= x p + ui i = 1 . . . m (A9.1)yt f , ,

where yi is an n X 1 vector of observations on the t.hvariable; Xi an n :>tki matlix
of observations on explanatory variables', pi a k X 1 vector of coefscients; and ui
an n X l vector of disturbances. 16 The disturbance and explanatory variables in each
equation are assumed to be uncerrelated. The y variables might be a set of consump-
tion goods. unemployment rates in different states, or whatever. The crucial question
is whether lhe equations should be treated separately or as a set. One possible reason
forthe latter is that there luight be some common factors inlluencing the disturbances
in the diffrent equations that have not been specihed explicitly in the matriccs of
explanatory variables. The set of equations may be written as

.#I 4-1 0 0 # I u l

.F2 0 #2 0 pz 112

.
= + .

*' v

*'

.

p'

*

*'
@'g'

qI a

*'

Rm 0 0 ' ' - Xm pm um

(A9.2)

l4A. Zellner and H. Theil, :tThree Stage Least Squarcs: Simultaneous Estimation of Simultaneous Fzpa-
tions,'' Econometrica, 30, l 962, 54-78 .

l5Thc basic idea comes from A. Zellner, sAn Efficient Method of Estimating Seemingly Unrelated Re-
gressions and Tests for Aggregation Bias,'' Journal of the z4zrltrrt'f7#? Statis.al A.v.stlclr#zl7,57, l 962-
348-368.
16Itis important in dealing with multiple equation models to avoid confusion between the use of y to
denote observations on a number of valiables at samplc point t andyd to indicaten sample observatipns
on the ith variable.
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y = Xp + u
By denition the variance-covariance matrix for u is (A9.3)

e'(Iz1II; ) '(IIjIf)

Euzttk ) '(zI2If)

X = Euu') =

Eumu) Eumuq)

E (u j um')
Elujum' )

E(u m uw')

(A9.4)

Each term in thc principal diagonal of I is an n X n variance-covariance matrix.
Thus, Euiui) is the variance-covariance matrix for the disturbance in the Rh equa-
tion. Each off-diagonal tcrm in 5 represents an n X n matrix whose elements are
the contemporaneous and lagged covariances between disttlrbancesfrom a pair of
equations. By assumption,

Euiuj' ) = frijl i, j = 1, m (A9.5)
Setting i =

./

givcs the disturbance in any single equation as homoscedastic and
nonautocorrelated. Tbe value of the constant variance may, of course, be different in
different equations. When i '#z

j the asgumption gives a nonzero correlation betwcen
contemporaneous disturbances in the th and-/th equations but zero correlations be-
tween all lagged disturbances. Substituting Eq. (A9.5) in Eq, (A9.4) gives

t7'lLI c'jaf
JzL.l (,.22:

5 =
. .

o-mjl c,,,2:

vtml tz'll tr12
nml fr2) tr2z

=

a'mml tz'rnl Jmz

tF l m
G2ra

@1 = Ic @1

Gvm

(A9.6)
where I is the identity matrix of order n x n and the (V)symbol denotes Kronecker
multiplicatien, that is, each element in Zc is multiplied by 1.

In view of Eq. (A9.6), generalized least squares (GLS) will give a best linear
unbiased estimator of the p vector in Eq. (A9.3); that is, the set of equations should
be estimated as a group and not seriatim. The GLS estimator is

b = (zY'N-1A3-1#'-1 (A9 7)GLs
-#

.

where

The vnrinnce-covariance matrix for the GLS estimator is

b ) = (Ar'1- 1.:-)-1 (A9 9)var al-s .

The obvious operational difhculty with this estimator is that the elements ef 5(. are
unknown. Zellner's suggestion is to construct a feasible GLS estimator by estimat-
ing each of the ln equations separately by OLS and using the residuals to cstimate
the rij. lnference procedures on the resultant model now have only asymptotic va-
lidity.

There are two important special cases of the SUR estimator. lf
Gj = 0

1l I
:

- i = y - l a z =
..

C '''-' '

.

mlzJ

lrgG

mmIfr

(A9.8)
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or Aj = X2 = ' . ' = Xm

the GLS estimator reduces to the application of OLS to each equation sepa-
rately-l? lf the disturbances are also normally distributed, the OLS estimators nre
also ML estimatorj.

.
i

APPENDIX 9.2
Higher-order VAm

The general VARIXprocess was dehned in Eq. (9.1) as

yt = m + AIy,-I + Azyt-z + ' . ' + Apyt-p + et
where the y vectors contain k variables and there are p lags. Most of Section 9.1 was
devoted to an examination of just VAR(1) processes, namely,

yt = m + Ayt- , + et (A9. 10)

nere we saw that the stationarity or otherwise of the y variables was determined by
the eigenvalues of A. This appendix examines the extension to higher-order VARS.

Before doing so, it will be helpful to look at the srst-ordercase in a slightly different
Way.

A9.2.1 A VAR(1) Process

Omitting the disturbance vector reduces a VAR to a set of simultaneous linear dif-
ference equations,

yt = sv + Ayr-l (?t9,11)
A solution to Eq. (A9.1 1)expressesy! as a function of time and will consistof the sum
of a particular integral and the complementary function. The particular integral
is any solution to Eq. (A9.1 1). The simplest suh solution is obtained by setting
yt = yt-L = #, Which gives

l - A).# = 11# = m (A9. l 2)

where H = I -4. lf we assume for the moment that H is nonsingular, the particular
integral is y = H-1-. The complementary function is the solution to the homoge-
neous equation

.% = Ayt- l (A9.13)

As a possible solution try yt = cl, where c is a column vector of k constants and
is a scalar. Thc process of substituting the trial solution in Eq. (A9.l3) and dividing
tbrough by l-1 gives r = A, which may bc rewritkn as

l - A# = () (A9.i4)

'-see Problem 9.3.
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A nontrivial solution for t' requires Ze detenninant of the coefhcient matlix to be
zero; that is,

ll - AI = 0 (A9. l5)

The h's that solve Eq. (A9. 15) are the eigenvalues of A. Substituting each value of
l in Eq. (A9. l4) gives a corresponding c vector, which is the eigenvector associated
with that . The complete solution to Eq. (A9.1 1) for the two-variable case is then

yt = twI j + /2
AJa +

.# (A9. l 6)
lf each eigenvalue has modulus Iess than one, the terms in l tend to zero with in-
creasing t, andy? convcrges on the constant vectorJ,In this case the latter vectormay
be interpreted as a static equilibrium, since 11 = I - 4 is nonsingular. The reason
is that if A had a unit root, then substitution in Eq. (A9. l5) would give If- A( = 0,
giving a singular H matrix. However, in the present case there is no tlnit root and
lf - AI# 0, signifying a nonsingular 11 matrix. Finally, we note that Eq. (A9.11)
may be written, using a polynomial in the lag operator, as

AL)y: = m where Atf,l = I - AL

Writing A(lz) = I - AL = (1 - A1f,ltl - 2Z) shows that the condition that the 's

have modulus less than one is the same as the roots of AL) Iying outside the unit
circle. lf there are one or more unit roots and one or more roots with modulus less
than one, H is singular and we have the cointegration error correction formulation
discussed in Section 9.l . Should there be no unit roots but one or more A's with mod-
ulus greater than one, H is nonsingular and a vector.Vexists; but it has no equilibrium
connotations because Eq. (A9.16) shows one or more terms in t increasing witout
limit as t increases

'
'

9.2.2 A VAR(2) Process

Setting the disturbance to zero, this process may be written as

nt = m + Xl.p-l + A,/-2

The pnrticular integral is

l - A 1 - A2)# = H# = m

(A9.17)

(A9.I8)

whereH = I - 4 l
- Az. The homogeneous equation may be solved by tryingyl =

c? as before. Substitution in Eq. (A9.I7) gives the delerminantal equation

IV - zt l
- Aa) = 0 (A9.l9)

This equation has 2k roots, where k is the num*r of variables in the VAR. If all
oots have modulus lcss than one. the vectory = H - 'm exisls since

1H1= 1:-Al -A21 # 0

The soiution is then

(A9.20)
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showing yt converging to # with increasing t. Unit or explosive roots have the snme
imerpretation as in the VAR(1) case.

An alternative approach is based on the fact that a VAR of order 2 or more can
always be transfonned into a VAR(1) in transformed variables. As alz iilustration,
Eq. (A9. 17) can be rewritten as

1).-.--'-1- ?,'t-1L$----)1+ (';1 (A9.2 1)

If we denote the matrix of coefpcien? in Eq. (A9.21) by A, tlle lmrxteristic equa-
tion is

M -Al -A2IAJ - AI= = 0 (A9.22)-1 H

where the identity matrix cn the left is of order 2k X 2k, and the one in the partitioned
form is of order k X k. Multiplying the tirstk rows in Eq. (A9.22) by and dividing
the last k columns by will leave the value of the detenninant unchanged, giving

AV- AA -AaIM
-41

= l = 0-1 I (A9.23)

One fonnula for the determinant of a pmitioned matrix is
AIl AIz

x x- lx j= /z2I- /11 -

12 22 21A2I A22

Applying this result to Eq. (A9.23) gives the characteristic equation as

I2.f- AAj - 42I= 0

which is the same as Eq. (A9.19).
By a similar argumentthe characristic equationforthe general VARIP) process

dehned in Eq. (9.1)is
jp;

- p-lxj - . . .
- us-j - xpj = ()

PROBLEMS

9.1. ln a two-equation,tirst-orderVAR system chonse A matriees to illustrate Cases 1, 2,
and 3 of Section 9.1 , In each case carry out a small Monte Carlo experiment on your
PC by generating some appropriate innovations and calculating the resultant y series.
Graph the various y series and any coinlegrating series you lind.

9a. In a three-equation,lirst-order VAR suppose the 4 matrix is

. .
1.75 -0.25

-0.25

A = 1.75 0.75 - 1.25
1 0 0

Find the eigenvalues of A. Generate some y series and determinethe order of integra-
tion.What is the rank of the H matrix? What cointegrating vectors can you find?
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Repeat the exercise for

x
- j,ll

7j
0.5

9.3. Prove that the SUR estimator reduces to the application of OLS separately to each
equationin the set if the disturbances irt the equations are pairwise ulcoqlate gr if
the matrix of explanatory variables is the same in each equation.

9.4. Reverse the order of the e vaables in the orthogonal innovations example in Section
9.2, cmpute some terms in the impulse response functions, and compare with the
results in Sectien 9.2.

9.5. The structure of the Klein macro model is
C = ao + tzj (W's + Wc) + a2H + a3I1-1 + ul
I = pz + pjH + pa11-l + p5K- l + uz

Fp = ytj +
'y)(l'

+ T - Fc) + y2(i' + T - WG)-1 + yzt + 113

F = C + I + G ' ' '

l = F - W - F
K = K- l + 1

The six endogenous variables are i' (output),C (consumption),1 (nct investment), Fz,
(privatewages), rl (profits),and K (capitalstock at year-end). In addition to the con-
stant, the cxogenous vmiables are G (governmentnonwage expenditure), GG (public
wages),F (businesstaxes), and t (time).Examine the rank condition for the identifia-
bilityof the consumption funcon.

96 In uzemodel

y3t+ pLzyzt + 'yll

A;1/ = z/1/

yzt + #2,.J'2;+ 722.:21 + y23
.x31

= uzt

the y's are endogenous, the A's are exogenous, and ut' = (lz1, rlwl is a vector of se-
rially independent normal random disturbances with zero mean vector and the same
nonsingularcovariance matrix for each t. Given the following sample second moment
matrix,calculate the 2SI.A estimates of p Ia and 'yj

I .

.:1 Jz n n 2.3

y I l4 6 2 3 0
Rz 6 10 2 l (1
xt 2 2 1 0 0 '

'

.

; :.,

. .

. :-
(it:::

X2 3 1 0 l 0
-*

x3 0 0 0 0 1

(Universityof Michigan, 1981)

9.7. An investigator has specihcd the following two models and propnses to use them in
someempical work witb macroeconomic time Rries datm
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Model 1. ct = a l yt + azmt- I + lzl,

il = /11l', + pzrt + uzl

yt = ct + it

Jointly dependent variables'. ct, t, yt

Predetermined variables: rt, -1-1

ml = -/1 r: + T2M/-1 + v1J

rt = 451 mt + zmt- l + tay, + v2/

Jointly dependent variables: mt, rt

Predetermined variables: nn-1, yt

Model 2.

(J) Assess the identihability of the parameters that appear as coeflicients in the fore-
going two models (treatingthe two models separately).

(bj Obtain the reduced form equation for y/ in model l and the reduced form equation
for rr in model 2.

(c) Assess the identisability of the two-equation model compriging the reduced form
euation for yf in model I (an IS curve) and the reduced form equation for rt in
..*-x -j z (. I

.u

curve).
(Yale University, 1980)

9.8. ( Assess the identihability of tbe parameters of the tbllowingfive-equation system:

.'l + p'lyzt + /.314.:4.+ 'y1I-zIl + :1424/ = lIIr

Jzl + pvyst+ I?15y5t+ yzzzt = uzt

y3,+ 'y31

zlf + :3323, = ut

#4lJll + /43.y31+ n? + :42z2J + 'yl.izal, = u4t
2.Y3: + 2Bl - z2t = 0

b) How are your conclusions altered if 'ysa = 0? Comment.
(c) Explain brieoy how you would estimate the parameters of each equation in thiR

model.What can be said about the parameters of the second equation?

(University of London, 1979)

9.9. r1w nv*4 given by

y1/= pflyzt+ 'yIl;I? + :1222/ + El,

yzt= J'l2!yj + :23:3 + ezf

generatesthe following matrix of second mnments:

J1 J'2 Q Q J:$

yl 3.5 3 1 l 0
.:2 1l

.5

1 3 4
z I 1 0 0
z? 1 l
z.y 2

fulculate the following:
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(t8 OLS estimates of the unrestricted reduced form parameters
b4 Indirect least squares (ILS) estimates t)f the parameters of the first equation

(c) 2SLS estimates of the parameters of the second equation

(#) The restricted reduced form derived from parts (b)and (c)
(e) A consistent estimate of E(E Irear) = c'!2

(University of Londons 1973)

9.10. Let the model be

A'lf + /112.y2/+ T12.12,+ 713.:31= /1 t

#21.Y1/+ A'2f+ 'F2r
.'1/ + 724241= uz

If the second-moment matrices of a sample of 100 observations are

80.0 -4.0 , 2.0 1.0
-3.0 -5.0

F'F = YX =

-4.0 5.0
-0.5

1.5 0.5 - 1.0

3.0 0 0 0

? 0 2.0 0 0XX=
0 () 1.0 0
0 0 0 0.5

findthe 2SLS estimates of the coefhcients of the first equation and their standard errors.

(University of London, 1979)

9.11. The X'X matrix for al1 the exogenous variables in a mnael is

7 0 3 l

,x .
0 2 -2 0X
3 - 2 5 l
1 0 1 1

Only the first of these exogenous vmiables has a ntlnzere coefficient in a structural
equationto be estimated by ZSLS. This equation includes two endogencus variables,
arldthe OLS estimates of the reduced form coeflicients for these two variables are

0 1 3 2
I -- l l .- l

Taking the first endogenous variable as the dependent variable, state and solve tile
equationfor the 2SLS estimates.

9.12. F0r the model

.'.1, = #l2Fz? + 'y!

1.;K'11+ lz1,

yzt = #21A'1/+
-),2:2..':2/ + T2.3.:3,+ u2f

you are given the following information:

1. The OLS estimates of the reduced form coefficients are
5 10 2
10 10 5
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2. rrhe estimates of variance of the errors of the coeffkients in the first reduced form
equatienare 1, 0.5, 0. 1.

3. The cnrresponding covariances are all estimated to be zero.
4. The estimate of the variance of the error in the rst reduced form equation is 2.0.

Use this information to recenstruct the 2SLS equations for the estimates of the coeffi-

cients of the flrst structtlral equation, and compute these eslimxtes.

9.13.

is one equatien in a three-equation model that contains three other exogenous variables.
Observations give the following matrices:

1 0 0 0
20 15 -5 2 2 4 5

' ' ' 0 2 0 0F Y = 15 60
-45

YX = 0 4 12 -5 X X =

0 0 4 0
-5 -45 70 0

-2

- 12 10
0 0 0 5

Obtain 2SLS estimates of the parameters of the equation and estimate their standard
ertors (onthe assumptionthat the sample cnnsistedof 30 observation Nints).



CHAPTER 10

Generalized Method of Moments

We now turn our attention to a class of estimators with desirable asymptotic ()r Iarge-
sample properties: generalized method of moments (GMM) estimators. Most of the
estimators discussed in this text are special cases of GMM. As much of the literature
is beyond the technical level of this book, we focus on presenting the ideas as simply

as possible and leave the interested reader tll the cited references for details on the
asymptotic theory involved.

There has been an explgsion of macroeconomic and microeconomic research
using GMM estimators in the past decade, especially since Hansrn's Kminal paper
in 1982.1 There are two reasons for its current popularity:

1. GMM nests many common estimators and provides a useful framework for their

.
comparison and evaluation.

2. GMM provides a
t'simple'' alternative to other estimators, espccially when it is

difscult te write down the maximum likelihood estimator.

However, in econometrics (asin life) there is no free lunch, and these features come
at a price.

First, GMM is a Iarge-sample estimator. That is, its desirable properties Are

likely to be achieved only in very latge samples. Typically, GMM cstimators are
asymptotically efEcient in a Iarge class but are rarely eflicient in tinitesamples.
Second, these estimators often require some small amountof programming to imple-
ment, although with a little cleverness they can sometimes be coaxed out of slandard
statistical software packages that do not have an explicit GM.Meslimnlion pro

1L. Hansen, targe Sample Properties of Generalized Melhe of Morxnls Fstimators.*' Economerica,
50, 1982. 646-660.
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10.1
THE METHOD OF MOMENTS

A useful starting point is the so-called method of moments (MOM), which we will
generalize later. Although you may not have been aware of this fact, much of this
book has focused on the probiem of moments. We will deline a population moment
y rather simply as the expectation of some continuous function g of a random vari-
able x:

T = F(#(.)1

The most commonly discussed moment is the mean Jz,, where g(.) is merely the
identity function:

Traditionally, MOM considers powers of x. The mean y,t is sometimes called
the hrst moment, and

2)#tt = Ex

is sometimes called the uncentered second moment.
lt is a small step from these moments to other more interesting characteristics of

populations. As shown in Appendix B, the variance can be expressed as a function
of the two moments we have just defined:

2 - (e'(..rJ)2 (10.1)vartxl = E (x )
2 jtj a)= p. ,, - Jt , ( .

Following conventional usage, we also call functions of moments, such as vartxl,
moments.

So far we have *en talking about chm-acteristics of populations; hence we have
been conccrned with population moments. Tf)see how this discussion might be use-
11 in estimation we need to detine anothcr kind of moment-a sample moment.
The sample moment is merely the sample version Qf the population moment in a
particular random sample:

. . =

'

. E

l# - - 7-7#(x) (10.3)

We can easily constnzct sample analegs to the populations. ln a particular sample.
tlzeanalog to the mean is merely

1

#, = - >--rx (10.4)
n

Likewise, the sample analog to the population second moment is
j

F ?, = -

''-' .0

n
'

(10.5)

Now that we have defined population and sample moments, what is MOM? MOM
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is merely the following proposal:

To estimate a population moment (ora function of population moments) merely use the
corresponding sample moment (orfunctions of sample moments).

Before we explain why this approach might be a good idea, let us illustrate
MOM estimation with a simple example. Suppose we are interested in estimating
the variance of x. The MOM proposal is to replace the populatln moments in Eq.
(10.1) with the corresponding sample moments. Thus, the MOM estimator of the
van'ance is merely

2
.--- l a 1vartxl = - X,x -

- X..x (10.6)
n n

A little rearranging shows that this estimator is similar to our usual estimator of the
variance,

2
- 1 1

vartx)= - 5-)
.r2

-
- E x

n l

l z=
- S(x- )
n

(10.7)

(10.8)

(10.9)

whereEq. (10.9)is our usual (unbiased)estimate of the variance. Note that the MOM
estimator is biased, as it dividcs the sum of squared deviations from the mean by n
instead of by n - 1 as in the unbiased estimator in Eq. (10.9). On 1he other hand,
the differcnce betwcen the two estimators nears zero as the sample grows Iarge: the
MOM estimator is consistent.

Altematively, we could have begun with the conventional de:nition of the pop-
ulation variance and substituted sample analogs directly:

2 jtl j())vart-'rl = 'E.x- '(x)J ( .

The sample analog would be merely

l 2
w= (x - )

a
- 1

-- 1 2vartx)= -E(x-

'm

n
(10.11)

where we replaced E g.z:lin brackets with its sample analog 5. As we will show later.
the MOM principle, apart from being intuitive, also produces estimators with desir-
able large-sample properties. Hence, it is not a surprise that in this simple example
our MOM estimntor boks similar to the conventional estimator.

10.2
OLS AS A MOMENT PROBLEM

The usefulness of GMM comes from the fact that the object of interest in many
estimation exercises is simply a function of moments. To illustrate, 1etus begin with
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the simple linear regression'.

y = Xp + e (10.12)

where e is distributed as :(0, g'2). Q is sme distribution (notnecessarily normal),
e has mean zero and variance g'2, and X is n >: k). Let us further assume that the
model is correctly speciiied, and as a consequence

EX') = 0 (10.13)

ne condition given by Eq. (10.13)is so important that we will discuss what
it means in more detail shonly. For the moment, it will sufsce to recall that the
condition holds as a consequence of our model being correctly specified.

It may n0t be obvious how to proceed to obtain an estimate of #. Note, however,
that in the population

EX'Ly - 1/1)1 = 0 (10.14)

where we have simply used the fact that e = y
- Xp , We now have an interesting

problem. By assumption E(X'y - #/1)1 = 0. However, we do not know what #
is. The MOM principle suggests that we replace the left-hand side of Eq. (10.14),
known as a moment or orthogonality condition, with its sample analog

l ,-X (y - Xp) (10.15)
n

Funhermore. since we know that the true # sets the populatln moment yqualto
zero in exmctation, it seems reasonable to assume that a good choice of p would
be one that sets the sample moment to zero. That turns out to be correct. The MOM
procedure suggests an estimate of p that solves

1 ,
-

-X (y- ##) = () (10.16)
n

Note that in wriling the problem we have generalized the MOM by allowing the
moment to deNnd on unknown parameterss in this case #. The solution turns out ttl
be easy in this case', this is merely a set of k simultaneouj equations with k unknown
parameters. Hence we can lind a unique solution for p that satises Eq. (10.16)
exactly (providedthat X has ftsll column rank). Rewriting Eq. (10.16),we see that
the MOM estimate is

'* , - 1PMOM = (A'-Y) Xb (10.17)
But this is just the OLS estimator for # !

p.,l tk.;.$..! k) .'l i '. .'
.

.. . . . . . . ( ' '. ;', i, I ?..

)K $ .

10.3
INSTRUMENTAL VAWABLES AS A MOMENT PROBLEM

Let us now consider a slightly more difficult problem. Considerthe following model:

y = a + xl#I + e (10.18)
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where we suspect that Ft-rk e) # 0', and, to keep things clear, xl is a n X 1 vector.
If this is the case, OLS will be inconsistent. As we learned from our discussion
of instrumental variables, one proposal is to find instrumental variables Z that are
correlated with xl but uncorrelated with e ; that is, S(Z!e) = 0. To illustrate, here
are some examples:

* Suppose y is hourly wages,
.:.) is veteran status, and the instrumental variables Z

are month and day ofbirth. The hypothesis to be tested is that veterans experience
positive discrimination. That is, given a set Of characteristics related to productiv-
ity, a veteran receives Iigher wages than a nonveteran. A potential problem that
arises in using OLS is that veterans differ fr)m nonvetcrans in ways that are unob-
servcd by the econometrician. Thus E (x'I e) + 0. In the Vietnam War, the military
drafted men based on randomly chosen dates of birth (this procedure was called a
draft lottery). Hence, for people who were of draft age during the war, one's date of
birth was directly related to the probability one became a veteran (andis presum-
ably unrelated to wages). In this case, month and date of birth may be appropriate
instrumental variables.z

* Suppose y is the 1ogof firm employment, and xl is contract wages. ldeally, one
would like to estimate a labor demand curve, but the problem is that employment
and wages are the product of both supply and demand changes. Hence, S@'je) #
0, Since contract wages are negotiated in advance, a possible instnlmental variable
is unexpected infation. Since by definition unexpected inflation is not known to
either the union orthe hrm at the time the contract is signed, it shifts the real wage.
If inflation was unexpectedly high, for example, this would lower the real wage
and employers would move down their labor demand curve.3

Assume that we have found two instamental variables, which we denote by
zl , z2',we also include the constant 1 as an instrumcnt fer itself. We can put these
into matrix form and get

x . jj xjj

Z = /1 zl
lt will also be convenient to partition the parameters of the model as well, tat is,

# - ra J.l11
The orthogonality condion for this problem is F(Z'e) = 0, so the procedure

we developed before suggests a good estimate would be one that sets the sample
moment to zero, nnmely.

1 ,
.-.

-Z @- Xp ) = 0 (10.19)n

Given our OLS example, one might be tempted to try to estimate p with

2J, Angrist, tl-jfetime Earnings and the Vielnam Era Draft Lottery-Evidence frim Spcial Security
Administrative Records,'' Amermn Fc'ti/?zp/' Ret'iew. #0, I990, 3 l3-336.
3D. Card, unexpectedlntlation. Real Wages, and Employment Determination in Union Contracts,''

merican Economi Repfem & 1990. *9-688. '
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. +*
10.4 . ; '

,

GMM AND THE ORTHOGONALITY CONDITION

We are now ready to turn to a more careful analysis of GMM estimators. The eie-

1. ftTheory'' or a priori information yields an assertion about a population orthog-
oal/l'/' condition, which is usually of the form E ggtxy,#, #)1 = 0, where g(.) is
some continuous function of data (y,#) and parameters 0 .

2. We construct the sample analog m(0) to 'the population orthogonality condition
and minimize te fpllowing with respect to #:

m@,X, l)' ' F . mly, X, ) (10.25)
where 'F is best chosen to be a consistent estimate of var(n1(')1- l as in the White
covariance matrix discussed in Chapter 6 or, in the time series context, the ap-
propriate Newey-West covariance matrix.4

3. If the optimal W is chosen. the minimized value of the quadratic form in Eq.
(10.25) is asymptotically distributed as

./

with degrees of freedom equal to the
excess of moment conditions R over parameters k under the null hypethesis that
the moment conditions are satisfied. This turns out to be extremely useful, cspe-
cially for problems similar to (linearor nonlinear) 2SLS or 3SLS.

Point (1), the orthogonality condition, is particularly imprtant. Consider again
the simple OLS model:

y = Xp + (10.26)
Recall that the canonical OLS model was introduced with several stringent condi-
tions: The model had to include all the relevant variabless the error terms were ho-
moscedastic and distributed normally, etc. Unfortunately, these conditions are rarely
met in practice. Fortunately, n0t all of them are required. lf we Iimit our attention
to the consistency of p , we have already learned in Chapter 5, f0r example, that we
can dispense with homosccdastic errors. The requirement that the model include all
of the relevant variables is quite stringent and is unlikely to be satished in practice.
A reasonable question is, how many variables are enough to get reliablc estimates?
This question is n0t easy to answer, but the GMM approach makes it clear what
conditions need to be satished for large samples.

In particular, we can dispense with normality provided the error term has a zero
mean. More important, however, is the requirement imposed by the moment re-
striction EX'4 = 0. To see what this implies, consider the most classic estimation
design: the controlled experiment. Suppose we have discovered a new treatment to
aid in quitting the smoking habit. We get a sample of m = ln smokers and randomly

assign the treatment F to half of the sample. The other half of the sample receives
a placebo treatment-sometlling that looks like the treatment but is actually inert.

4The Newey-West estimator provides a way to calculate consistent covariance matrices in the presence
of both serial correlation and heteroscedasticity. See the lucid discussion in Russell Davidson and Jamcs
G. Maclinnon. Estimation and Inference in Econometrics, Chapter l7.5. See alse William H. Greene,
Econometric Analysis' 2nd edition, p. 377-378. .

-
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Classical expedmental design suggests that a good estimate of the eflkacy of the
treatment is to compare the proportion of smokers in the two groups at the end of the
program or

Treatment effect = yt - '?C

where e and t refer to the placebo (control)group and the treatment group, respec-
tively, and Lf = ( l/a) l2q

= I yl and yc = (1/a) F.?j+j yy. lt is easy to see that weJ J

can recast this as a simple OLS regression:

y = a + px + e (10.27)
where x is a dummy vadable that equals l if the subject gets the treatment and 0 if
the subject gets the placebo. Likewise, y is an indicator variable that equals 1 if the
subject is cured. and 0 otherwise. It is a good ixercise to show that the OLS estimate
of p in this case is given by

e$ tpous= y - f
nis problem surely does not meet the rather stringent conditions of the canonical
OLS model that we introduced in previous chapters. The errors are certainly nOt

normal (the student should verify that the error can take on only four values: -a,

1 -

a. -a
- p, or 1 -

a
- p), and certainly there are other detenninants of smoking

besides the treatment! Is ourconsdence in classical experimental design misplaced?
The answer is no, for classical experimental design works by ensuring that even if
all the televant variables are not included, these relevant variables are uncorrelated
with our right-hand side variable, x. ln other words,

E (x'e) = 0

where is understood to include the potentially relevant but unincluded variablcs.
ne reason so much care is given to random asslknment, that issdispersing the treat-
ment to subjects randomly, is to ensure this orthogonality condition holds.

To - this mintmore clearly, suppose the true model was

y = a + px + 'yz + e (10.28)
where all is as before. and z is some variable like tyears of smoking,'' so y < 0
presumably. lf we let * = yz + e, classical experimental design amounts to running
the following regression:

y = a + #x + tI> (10.29)
The salient question is whether F(.r'*) = 0.5 lt is sufhcient to evaluate whether
E+ 1x = 1) = F(* x = 0), in which case the orthogonality condition is still
satisfied. If we assume that 6 is random noise, this is equivalent to asking whether
Ez Ix = 1) = Ez ix = 0). That is, on average have the people who receive the
treatment been smoking as long as those who get the placebo? Because the essence
pf randomized design is that there is no systematic diference between the groups

5wc assumc that is not a parameter of intercst. so that if. for example. the mean of * is not zero, it
ets

t4absorbeu'' into the consunt.
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receiving or not receiving the treatment, we see that for a well-designed experiment
the orthogonality condition is satisfied, and there is no bias.

Suppose we were suspicious that the experiment had becn done incorrectly. Is
there any way we could test whether x was truly uncorrelated with the elwrs? In this
simple example, there is no test becausethe sample moment condition that produces
our estimates of the treatment effect, letting X = (1x1,

l ,
-

-X (y - Xp4 = 0
n

has only onc answer, and it exactly sets the sample moment to zero. ln other words,
there are no tpvcridentifying restdctions to check.f As wc will see shonly, one of the
advantages of 2SLS is that it allows us to test some of these restricons.

10.5
DISTRIBUTION OF THE GMM ESTIMATOR

Before we turn to some applications, let us derive the distribution of the GMM es-
timator. This discussion will be very heuristic. The interested reader may wish t()
consult Hansen or Hall for a formal treatment, although these articles are quite de-
manding.?

Let us suppose that we have a well-desned moment condition or orthogonality
condition of the foz'm

'(J'(w#,X, #a))1 = 0 (10.30)
where y, X refers to the data and et to the unique value of a set of parametersthat
makes the expectation equal to zero. We then collect a random sample. For a given
snmple, the GMM estimator minimizes the follewing with respect to the parameters
e. The estimator is merely the solution to

m!n Lm@,X, )' ' Fn . m@yx, )) (10.31)

where mly, X, #) = (1/n)X'tjp(y;, m,e),atld the subscript en Windicates that it can
be a function lf the data. We also assume that lt) is positive definite and symmetric
and converges in probability to some matrix F that is also symmetric and positive
dcfinite. Providcd that, in the limit, the true value of the parameters eominimiye
Eq. (10.3l ) and suitable regularity conditionsB hold, the estimator produced bj' Fa4.
(10.31) is coqsistent.

We find 0 by solving the following Nrst-order condition:

Dmly,X, #) j ; jja w). Ws ' m@, X, ) =

t?:'

6Note that in many classical randomized trials, the reseame w'ill * * -
- --

e
-*'

-

treatment and control groups. Often this comparison is 'zqM Io venfy **--- -
- - --

---

properly. If designed properly, the mean characteristics of * G'O e''' -
----

averam.
7A. Hall.<some Aspecls of Gencralizcd Mcthe of u '' ' - 17 -'

--
*

15 B--'UL #'@'

Statistics, Vol. 1l , l993, Elsevier.
,

'These are technical conditions llul allnw -- -* R'' *' ' -'
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Denote the tirstderivative matrix as G = qmlao.Because the estimator produced
by minimizing Eq. (10.31)is consistent, G0) converges in probability to G0)). We
%ve already assumd that B'u converges in probability to W, so timt

limGtl ' Wn = G(#n) ' W (10.33)P
The distribution of is derived by taking a Taylor series approximation of gk)

around the truth, e), from the lirst-ordel condition in Eq. (10.32). Given certain
regtllarity conditions, the distribution of # can be shown to be

' N(#p, (G'FG)- lG'WflWG(G'aG)-1) (10.34)
where = Fgg(#())g(#())'1, or, since

'lgtuy,

X, :u)1 = 0, this is merely the val'i-

ance of the moment condition. Hansen (1982)showed that an optimal choice
for W is merely a heteroscedasticity (and autocorrelatign) consistent estimate of
E gg(#())g(#())'1-l = 11- 1

. Given a consistent estimate #, an estimate f-1 is ob-
tainable. In this special case with an optimal Wk, Eq.

'(

10.34) becomes:
..E.N(#(),(G'f)- lG)-1) (10.35)

The student can verify that any other choice of W leads lo a covariance matrix that
exceeds the optimal choice by a positive desnite matrix. Regardless of the weighting
matrix that is used, GMM is always consistent and asymptoticaliy unbiased. When
the correct weighting matrix is used, GMM is also asymptotically eflicient in the
class of estirqators dehned by tle orthogonality conditions.

10.6
APPLICATIONS

Moment conditions can be very general. In this section we go through some simple
examples of estimation and testing with GMM.

10.6.1 'lYo-stage Least Squares, and Tests
of Overidentifying Restrictions

One of the reasons for the popularity of GMM is that it allows for a clear procedure
to test restrictions that come out of well-speciEed econometric models. The leading
case is ZSLS.

Recall from Eq. (10.22)that our moment condition F(Z'e) = 0 led us to aGMM
estimator tat solved the following:

(10.36)

where we will generalize the example so that Z is (n % L), XYis n X k), Wn is an
CL)<tL) weighting matrix, and L > k. Note that Z and X may have columns in com-
mon. So far we have left the issue of choosing Wuin the background', we nOw turn to
this issue. Recall that a good choice of Wxshould be an cstimate f the inverse of the

1 ,
-

, 1 ,
.-.

min -(Z @- xY#)j ' Ws ' - (Z (y - Xp )1
# n n
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asymptotic variance matrix of our moment condition, (var(1/zl)(z'e)1-1,which we
denote (1/n2)Z-ii''zj-I How might we get a consistent estimate of this?lt wouldCan .

seem that we require consistent estimates of the 6's. But these are impossible since
the number of ei

's

to estimate increases at the same rate as the sample. Fortunately,
although the dimension of f does increase with n, the dimension of ( lln4Z'e does
not.

The procedurc works in two steps:

1. First, generate a consistent estimate pc of # , Thig can be done in several ways.
One way s lirst to do ordinary ZSLS, which amounts to using (Z'Z) -1 for 'I'L
in the hrst step. Fertunately, GMM produces consistent estimates with any' posi-
tive dehnite weighting matrix. For example, anotherchoice (oftenused when the
problem is nonlineyr) is just the identity matrix.

2. With ynestimate pc in hand, compute the residualss which in this case are r -

y -Xpc. Provided that observations are independent (whichis typically assumed
in creys-section data) a White estimate of !(1/a2)z'fzj- 1 is simply

-1
1 aWn = .j.j.

i zdz,tn (10.37)

where zi are the columns of Z.
With our estimate Ga in hand, we then return to our original minimization

problem:
' 1 . .1 w

jnin
-(z'@

- A-#(wM))' . W,, . -(z'(# - T#IwMIJ (10.38)
IIOMM n n

llowingthe same logic for Eq. (10.24)and letting Z'C--I'IZ- Xgz/zrfr/,we getFo

* T'ztz5--fzl- 'z'.Y1- lA'7(zV--fz)- lz' (1039)#GuM = ( y .

Recall from Eq. (10.24)that with homoscedastic errors GMM and ZSLS are the
same. In the presence of heteroscedastic errors, however, the GMM estimator differs
from the 2SLS estimator in gcneral, and 2SLS is asymptotically less efhcient than
GMM. The estimator in Eq. (10.39) is often referred to as thc generalized 2SLS
zyfl*lzz/tm(As an exercise, the student should show that the GMM estimator and the
2SLS estimator are equivalent when thc model is exactly identjied, that is, when the
column rank of Z equals the column rank of #.)

The GMM approach yields some additional benelits. If L > k. p- is over-GMSI
identilied. That is, the number of moment restrictions A is greater than the number Of

parameters. ln this case the minimand is also a tesl statistic for the validity of these
restrictions. Under the nuli that these restrictions are valid,

- l

, - xp- ) . y oc
j'r;nTestouu - Z (y suv . z'@- xp ) -rL

,2tl
- k)GuM

(10.40)
It has been noted that when the errors are homoscedastic and serially indepen-

dent, the test deiined ip Eq. (10.40)has a pmicularly Rimple form;
TestcuM - nRl (10.41)
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where the test statistic is merely the number of observations times the uncentered
R2 from the regression of on Z:

# = Z= + error

: - y
- xpouvwhere

The intuition is clear. lf EZ' ) = 0, then it seems reasonable to suspect that the
instrumental valiables should be orthogonal to the residuals. (Note that this does not
work for OLS, for example, because the nstrtlments''-the A's are orthogonal to
the residual by construction.) lf they are, the Rl from the regression will be low, and
we will accept the hypothesis that the overidentifying restrictions are valid.? The test
in Eq. (10.40) is often misunderstood. It is not a test for whether al1the instnlmental
variables are

Svalid.'' Instead the test answers the question: given that a subset of the
instrumental variables is valid and exactly identihes the coefscients, are the E'extra''

instrumental variables valid?
We note in passing that the GMM estimator and the corresponding test would be

of tbe snme form even if the model were nonlinear. For a general nonlinear rcgression

.# = T(X #) + (10.42)
t

A .a

(Z t#- A'pouyl) would be replaced with z'/ - fx, #GuM))J,and the proper
weighting matnx would be computed.

'

10.62 Wu-llausman Tests Rtvisited

An interesting class of specitkation tests that are closely related to GMM tests
are called Hausman, or Wu-Hausman, or Durbin-Wu-Hausman tests. Three stan-
dard citations for this literature are Durbin, Wu, and the very inquential paper by
Hausman.lo ne relaionship between Hausman tests and GMM tests is explored in
Newey. l '

These tests apmar in the literature in a variety of situations. Wewill discuss them
solely in the context of 2SLS and OLS, although they are actually quite gcneral. The
standard case involves evaluating the moment conditions that define an estimator.

Considerthe usual model,

:1 = #:2 + fl (10.43)

9An asymptotically equivalent version of this test can also be found in R. Basmann, %'OnFinite Sample
Distributions of Generalized Classical Linear Identiliability Test Statistics,'' Journal ofthe American
Statltical Association,

.5-.%

1960, 650-659. It is often refened to as the Basmann'' test.
IOJ.Durbin, eErrors in Variables,'' Review ofthe International Statistical Institute, 22, 1954, 23-32: D,
Wu. tAlternative Tests of Independence between Stochastic Regressors and Disturbancess'' Economet-
rica, 4;, 1973, 733-750) J. Hausman, 4Espccihcation

Tests in Bconemetricss'' Econometrica, 46, 1978,
1251-127 l . See also Chapter 8.2.5.
IIW. Newey, SdGeneralize Method of Moments Smcication

TestinpMoumll

of 'r/Y-lrc., 2%
1985, 229-256.
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If E@2'e l ) = 0, we have seen that the GMM estimator (whichis merely OLS) pro-
dtlces consistent estimates of #. Now we may have reason to suspect that y2 is en-
dogenous, or

t'contaminated,''

so that the orthogonality condition does not hold. If
we have a set of instrumental variables that are orthogonal to e l , we can construct
a 2SLS estimator of p that is consistent whether or not yz is correlated with e'1.
lf 'Yiel) = 0, however. the 2SLS estimator remains consistent but is less efficient
than OLS. It would be useful then to devise a test to assess whether OLS is adequate.

Hausman (1978)suggests the following test:
x. n

y
,x

a ..j a a z j ()yyjh - tpoLs - pzsl-s)(vartp?sl-s)- varlpol-sl) tpous-
#2sLs) -'L ' (.v) ( '

where k, the number of potentially endogenous regressors, is l in our example.
Hausman (1978) showed thal the term in the middle of Eq. (10.44)-the difference
between the covariance matrix of the coefficients estimated under 2SLS and the
covariance matrix of the coefhcients estimated under Ol-s-takes this particularly
convenient form, where one does not have to compute the covariance between the
two estimators.

lf the difference between our two estimates is large. we would reject the ade-
quacy of OLS. lt is for this reason that the tesl is sometimes discussed as if it were
a test of the 4endogeneity'' of y2. As we will see. thal is not quite right. The test
evaluates whether the endogeneity has any effect on the consistency f #.

To give some insight into this test. Iet us consider Eq. (10,43)as part of a two-
equation system thnt includes th- folbwing. where Z is a matrix of instrumental
variables:

yz = Z$ + z (10.45)
Given the assumptions we have made so far. Eq. (10.45) amounts to partitioning the
variance of yz into two parts. One pan. Z6 . is uncorrelated with e 1 , the error in y1.
The ether patt, e2, kspossibly correlated w'ith el . The proposed test therefore can be
thought of as a test of whether covtel. ez ) = 0.

Some additional insight can be acquired by considering an alternative devel-
opment of the Hausman test. The pamr by Davidson and MacKinnon, on which
this discussion is based, is very helpful. I Two other papers that explore Hausman
tests are those by Ruud and by Davidson and Maclinnon and the references cited
therein.l3 In many cases, it is straightforward to compute Hausman tests from simple
artihcial regressions.

lt is useful to consider the Hausman test as a yector of etm/rts. Cmsider *e
canonical linear model

y = Xp + e (10.46)
where e has mean zero and variance (, andf is n )< k) andy and e are both (a X l).

'2R. Davidson and J. MacKinnon,
K-lksting

for Consistency Using Artificial Regressionsvg' Econometric
Theory, 5. 1989, 363-384.
13RRuud,

b4-rests of Specihcation in Econometricss'' Econometric Strr?ktw, 3. 1984- 2 11-242.. R. David-

son and J. Maclinnon, Sispecitication Tests Bli oll
'

cial Regtessions,'' Journal ofthe Arlerfctza
Statistical Associatln, 85, I990, 220-227.

'
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We wish to compare 0ne estimator of p for this model, say OLS,

#ous= X'X)-'Xb

to another estimator, say #x,
p,k = (A'4Ar) X Ay (10.48)

where A is a symmetric n X n) matrix with rank no less than 1. We shall describe
A in a moment.

We make this comparison by computing the vector of contrasts:

(10:47)

9, - #ol-s- X'Ah- IA''AJ - X'X4-3X'y

- (x'Ax)-l gx'Ay - .Y'4-Y(-''-Y)-1x'yj

x'Ar-tx'x qJ - xx'xl-txly- (

- x'xp-x'xM y( x (10.49)

where Mx = I-Px = I-XX'X)-X' is the familiar (nX n) symmetric, idempotent
G:residual-maker'' matrix, and Px is the familiar ttpredicted value-maker'' matrix.
That iss for some (n )x: !) matrix Z, MzX is the (n X k) matrix of residuals from a
regression of each column of X on the Zs; PzX is the (a X 1) matrix of predicted
values from a regression of each column of X on Z.

ne choice of A will depend on the problem that the researcher is facing. When
A = #z, # 4 is the two-stage least squares estimator of # using Z as the instrumental
variables. For the hxed effects estimator (seeChapter 12),A = MD, where D is tile
set of dummy variables for the cross-section units, and Mn is the matrix that therefore

transfonns the data into deviations from individual-specific means.
If the model in Eq. (10.46)is correcl then the probability limit of the diference

in Eq. (10.49) will be zero. More importantly, since (-Y!AA')-1 isjust a (kX k) matrix

of full rank. the vector ()f contrasts will have a probability limit of zero whenever

(10.50)

Consider comparing OLS and ZSLS. ln tllis case we can partition the matrix X

as IA'I #zl where -Y1is an n X g submatrix of the potentially endogenous regressors
and X1 is the ErlX (k - #)) submatrix of exogenous right-hand side regressors. We
have a set of instruments Z = (Z*A%1,where Z is our n X 1) matrix of identifying
instruments, where (1> k). so that ourA matrix is merely 4 = #z.

We are interestcd in whether

l ,plim-(X #zMxz) = 0
n

(10.51)

lt is evident that several columns of X'PzMx will be identical to zero. This fact can
be seen by noting that

-t)X'Pz = (10.52)
. y

1 ,plim -X AMxy) = 0
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where the u'j signihes the predicted value matrix from a regression ef the columns
2-1 on Z. Since X and Z have

.1%

in common, it is clear that Xz = Xz. ln that case,
note thnt

(xtjMx (10.53)

will be identical to zero for those rows corresponding to n, because the residuals
from a regression Of xz on X will be identical to zero.

We call therefore restrict our attention to determining whether

l ? 1 ,lim -XLPzMxy = plim --kkMxy = 0 (10.54)P Fl n

We can perform this test by performing an F test on J in the artiEcial regression

y = Xp +
.%

8 + residuals (10.55)
Denoting the model : = 0 as the restricted model, the familiar F test is merely

(RSSr - RSS;/I/:H = (10.56)RSSa/(n - k - gj

We noted previously that the Hausman test is often interpreted as a test of
whether the columns of xt are endogenous, whereas it may be more appropriate
to interpret it as a test of whether the ''endogeneity'' has any signilicant effect on
estimates of # . The Iatter interpretation can be seen most easily by considering an
omitted variablcs version of the Hausman test. We begin with the snme problem as
before. The differencc is that instead of evaluating the difference betwcen OLSand
ZSLS. we comparc one OLS estimator to another OLS estimator that includes the
Ze as additional rcgressors. In this case, our vector Of contrasts compares the OLS
estimate from Eq. (10.46)with the OLS estimate of # from

y = Xp + Z*y + v (10.57)
where Z* is the instrumental vmiable matrix from our 2SLS example, less those
instruments that are also in X.

We are interested in whether the coefcients on the Fet of Tnot included inZ are
affected by the inclusion Of the additional variables. Recall that the Frisch-Waugh-
Levell theoreml4 allows us to get the light estimates Of # for this model by first
regressing X on Z*, taking the residuals. and regressing y against these residuals.

ln that case, we nln an 0LS regression of y on A' after x has had ils prediclM
value fPz.X = Z*(Z*'Z')- lZ*'m G*removed.-*

ne matrix that ds this is Mz. =

I - #z.:

y = Mz.Xp + v (10.58)
SinceMz. is idempotent,the OLS estimate from this meel is merely

: a

# nt- = X'Mz.X)- 1I'Mz..# (10.59)

l4Seethe Appendix Chapter 3.2.
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It is now evident that the A matrix of Eq. (10.48)is merely Mz, so the correct
artificial regression becomes

y = Xp + Mg.X8 + residuals

y = Xp + exk,z-n + residuals (10.60)
where exk.z. are the residuals from nmning a regression of the g columns of 11 on
Z. The F test of the hypothesis that : = 0 in this artitieial regression is numerically
equivalent to the test we previously derived using an artiticial regression, but that
was based on a comparison of OLS and 2SLS! (Yon are asked to show this in an
exercise.) That is, a comparison ()f p from our original OLS specihcation to 2SLS
with Z as the instrumental variables yields the same test statistic as the comparison
of p from our original OLS specification to the OLS specihcation augmented with
Z* though there is no problem of endogeneity'' in this latter case,

ln sum, there are three ways to do the Hausman test tbr a comparison of OLS
and ZSLS:

1. Directly compute the vector of contrasts, as in Eq. (10.44).
2. Regress the potentially endogenous regressors on the instl-uments and computc

the predicted value from these regressions. Run OLS on the system including
these created variables and test whether they are signihcant, as in Eq. (10.55).

3. Regress the potentially endogenous regressors on the instruments and compute
the residual from these regressions. Run OLS on the system including these cre-
ated variables and test whether they are signitkant as in Eq. (10.60).

See Davidson and MacKinnon for a discussion of the last two methfvh nnd of thG

)3
'

extension to Other COIIIPaHSOIIS.

10.6.3 Maximum Likelihood

Maximum Iikelihood estimators also have a GMM interpretalion. Recall from Chap-
ter 5 that in order to maximize the likelihood, we set the tirstderivative of tle l0g-
likelihood ln1oA', 0)jI00 (the score) to zero:

d ln L
ra/, X, :) > = 0 (10.61)J#

This condition is simply a moment condition. lf we again tnke the simplest cMe, the
''GMM way'' to write this problem is as a solution to

min Sny,X, #)' ' H- l . m, X, #))

wherethe so-called weighting rxlr.x H is merely the variance of the moment con-
dition.That is, H = -F(J2 ln LIneoe'l.

In this simplest casr, solves the hrst-order condition to the minimization prob-
lemjustdened. Thus # must satisfy

:2 lnz, j p ln L
H- = 0 (10.62)Jppd, p:

But this is the equation that dehnes MLE, hence MLE can be viewed as a GMM
estimator.
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lf this is the case, then why do some researchers prefer GMM to MLE? One
reason is tractability. Sometimes when the maximum Iikelihood estimator is dicult
to compute, there is a GMM estimator that, although less asymptotically efhcient
than the ML estimator, is still consistent and easier to compute. A second reason
is that sometimes, although not enough is known about the data generation proccss
to specify the likelihood function completely, enouglz is known to specify moment
conditions for a GMM estimator.

10.6.4 Euler Equations

Another example that is unique to GMM is the so-called Euler equation approach.
Euler equations are the first-order conditions of dynamic optimization problems.
GMM treatg these Erst-order conditions as moment conditions. An example will
illustrate. Suppose the representative consumer has a utility function over consump-
tion each mriodand tries to maximize

(10.63)

(10.64)subject to

wher- Et = expectation given information at time t
45= rate of subjective time preference
r = fixed real rate of interest

F = length of economic life
cf = consumption at time l

w/ = earnings at time f
A/ = assets at time f

Hall (1978) notes that this model implies an Elller equation (aNrst-nrdercondi-
tion)of the form

Etu'ct.tt = yu'ctj (10.65)
where ;/'(.) is the marginal utility of consumption, and y = (1 + t)/(l + r).15 An
equivalent way to wzite Fxl. (10.65)is

u'ct.v j) = yu'lcts + e:- l (10.66)

where et+ j represents the divergence of discounted lagged marginal utility of con-
sumption from its value today, This error term has several promnies apart from being
mean zer0 and serially uncorrelated. If = r. marginal utility would be a constant
except for ncw information arriving Gtween time r and t + l . Hence the error or
innovation'' to marginal utility is uncorrelated with information arriving on orbefore

15R.Hall, <stechastic implications of the Life Cycle-permanent lncome Hyxthesis: Theory and Evi-
dences'' Journal ofpolitical Economy *4 1978, pp. 971-987.
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time 1. This condition sounds just like an onhogonality condition,

' Etzt'fu'ct-vtj - yu'(c;)1 = 0 (10.67)
where Zt is any information dated time t or earlier. If we assume that the utility
function is quadratic in consumption (whichimplies marginal utility is linear in con-
sumption), we can write the i'ollowing:

c?+1= J'k+ y%
- 6,+1 (10.68)

A difhcult question is, what do we include in Zt? In principle, we can include any
information from time t Or earlier, essentially providing us with unlimited numbers
of instrumental variables. ln practice, however, the test is not very persuasive if we
test for whether aggregate sales of water balloons 10 periods ago help predict ct+ I .

We might try something suggested by other theories of consumption. Duesenberry
(1948) suggested thal past levels of income or consumption (morethan one peliod
ago) might matter, since once people have reached some local peak in their life cycle
protile of consumption, they are much more reluctant to consume less and will draw
down their savings to maintain consumption.lti In that case, income may be helpful
in predicting consumption.

Staying with the case where the utility function is quadratic, we might construct
a Z matrix as follows:

zf = (1 ct y/!

where cl, yt are consumption and income. ln this example, the GMM test statistic of
overidentifying restrictions is

RSSS - RSSA d
z- ' (1) (10.69)RSSP/n

where RSSA is the sum of squared residuals from a regression of c?+1 on a constant
and ct (the

irestticted'' model), and RSSZ is the sum of squared residuals from an
artihcial regression of the restricted model's residuals on yt. See Problem 10.6.

For purposes of illustration we chose a functional form for utility that led to
a linear model. However, one of the nice aspects of GMM is that we could have
chosen a functional form for utility that did not result in a Iine- modd. GMM applies
matatis mutandis to nonlinear models as wcll.

10.7
MADINGS

Hansen's original paper is a nice staring point for lenrning about GMM estimation,
although it is technically difcult.l In addition, it considers some of the time series
issues we have ignored here. Davidson and Maclinnon have very nice discussions
of Hausman tests and specilication tests.13,14

l6J. Duesenbeny lncome-consumption Relations and Their Implicationsk'' Essays in Jexr ofAlvin
H. Hansen, by Lloyd A. Metzler and others, W.W. Norton, 1948, 54-81. '

'
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leisure is a normal good, the model predicts tiat n > 0. lt is useful to note that enrnings
equalshours times wages so that in log termss g = w + h.
(J) Use the foregoing estimates te generate an estimate of n that is positive.
b4 Use these estimates to generate an estimate of p that is negative. How could the exis-

tenceof measurement error explain this result?
(c) Considerthe following Kptlre

measurement error'' model for 1oghours in levels:

hbt = Li+ it

whereeit is distributed as N(0, a.lI7.). Is the evidence in the accompnying covariance
matrixof earningsand hours consistent with this model? How would you test this?



C H A P T E R 1 1

A Smorgasbord of Computationally
lntensive Methods

ln this chapter, we brieqy survey several ecenometric methods that have grown in
popularity as a consequence of the great advances in computing technology'. Monte
Carlo methods, permutation and approximate randomization tests, bootstrapping,
nonparametric density estimation, and nonparametric regression.

11.1
ANINTRODUCTION TO MONTE CARLO METHODS

We first consider Monte Carlo methods. The object of interest is usually an estimator

or a test statistic that has unknown hnite sample properties (althoughwe may un-
derstand a great deal about its asymptotic properties.) We are interested in how this
estimator, for example, two-stagc least squares (2SLS), will perform tin practice,''
Often thc issue is whether the known asymptotic properties of an estimator pro-
vidc a useful guide for the estimator's (unknown)tinile sample properties. Although
there may be analytical ways to study the Enite sample distribution of estimators, it
is often easier to do Monte Carle experiments. ln fact, a Monte Carlo study is often
performed when the computational resources ()f a researcher are more abundant than
the researcher's mental'' resources.

Very generally, a Monte Carlo experiment proceeds as follows:

1. Completely specify a
''true''

model. As an example, if the true model is the stan-
dard linear model, this means specifying the distribution of the errr term, te
explanatory variables, the coefticients, and the sample size.

2. Generate a data set using this true model.
3. Calcnlate the test statistic or estimator that is being evaluated witil this artiiicially

d le and store the rcsults.
'

generate samp

348
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4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 a large number of times. Each generation of a new data set
is called a replicatln. Later we will discuss h0w large is ''large.''

5. Evaluate how well the estimator performs, or how frequently the test statistic
rejects or accepts the ttrue'' model in the set of replications.

In other words, if you are uncertain about the properties of a speciic estimator or test
in practice, you perform an experiment. You thus subject the estimator to a variety
Of different conditions (differentsimulated samples) and evaluate the estimator's
Pelbrmance.

There are no strict rules that define what makes a Monte Carlo experiment useful
although we will suggest some guidelines below. Sometimes a researcher wishes
merely to establish that something is E'possible.''

Some examples of sues studied with Monte Carlo methods include the fol-
lowing:

l . How well does 2SLS perform when the instrumental variable satisses the nec-
essary orthogonality conditions but is not highly correlated with the endogenous
variable'?l

2. How well do common tests of the existence of unit roots perform in Nnite sam-
les?2P

3. Consider estimating an error components model with panel data (discusgedin
Chapter 12), where the panel data are unbalanced or incomplete. How much ef-
sciency is lost by applying traditional balanced sample methods on the subpanel
that is complete (thatis, the panel that results from dropping individuals for whom
a complete set of observations is not available) rather than using more compli-
catezimodels fz' llnbnlllrmeH H%lx?3

11.1.1 Some Guidelines for Monte Carlo Experiments

Before turning to the mechanics of Monte Carlo experiments there are some guide-
lines that may be helpful in thinking about them. Like a laboratory-basedexperiment,
a good Monte Carloexperiment typically has these features:

1. ls easy to understand and economical
2. Is relevant to understanding problems with real data
3. Allows one to measure the influence of a1l the relevant factors
4. ls sufhciently precise for the problem at hand

Guideline 1 simply states that the Monte Carlo results themselves should l>e
easy to understand. As Hendry has put it,

1C. Nelson and R. Startz, ''The Distribution of the Instrumental Variables Estimator and its T-Ratio.''
Journal ofBusiness, 63, I990, S125-5 140.
2G.Rudebusch, Eerfhe Uncenain Unit Root in GNP,'' American Economic Sc,fe#,, K3. 1993. 264-272.
3L. Mtys and L. Lovrics, sMissing Observations and Panel Data-a Moflle-carlo Analysis,'' Eco-
nomic Leuers, 37, 1991, 39-44.
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To interpret empirical evidence, users of econometric theory tend to require general but
simple formulae which are easily understood and remembered, not vast tabulations of
impreciseresults which are specific te an unknown extent.4

This often means thinking carefully about both the design of the experiment and the
presentation of the results. One approach, called response sutfaces, is discussed in
Hendr/ and in Davidson and Maclfinnonas The basic idea is that regression analysis
of the Monte Carlo results can often be used to summarize these results in a simple
form. One attractive feature of this approach is that the adequacy of the simple form
that has been chosen can be tested by generating more results! More frequently,
histograms and tables are used to summarize the results.

Guideline 2 is self-evident but often hard to achieve, If the experimental con-
ditions with which one confronts one's estimator in the Monte Carlo study never
happen in the Sbreal world,'' one can never be sure whether the results are relevant
either. Of course, the real world is complicated', rarely does the Monte Carlo world
precisely mimic the real world. Often there is a trade-off between generality and
ease of tlnderstanding. ln other ways, howcver, when analytical results can only be
established for special cases, Monte Carlo results can in fact be more general. It is
also sometimes possible to use actual data in the design of the experiment.

Guideline 3 is closely related to guideline 2. The pedbrmance of an estimator
often depends on several factors. ln the following exnmple, the bias of the 2SLS
estimator will depend on the quality of the instrument (theextent to which the in-
strumental variable is correlated with te endogenous right-hand-side regressor) and

on the sample size, among other things. In this cases it would be helpful if our Monte
Carlo experiment lels us judgeboth the effect of sample size and the correlation of
the instrument with the endogenous rcgressor on the bias in ZSLS.

Guideline 4 recognizes that the precision of the results depends on how many
replications or

''experiments''

are performed. Clearly, one replication is not enough;
and more replications are preferred to fewer. lt is also possible to use variance reduc-
tion techniques to minimize the number of replications necessary to achieve a certain
level of precision. An accessible discussion can be found in Hendly4 We illustrate
a simple approach to detcrmining the number of replications necessary shortly.

These four guidelines are meant only as suggestions, and the design of the ex-
periment will often depend on the nature of the question being asked.

11.1.2 An Example

Hall pointed 0ut that when future inceme is uncertain and the representative agent
has time-separable preferences, maximization of expected utility implies t114fellow-
ing for the time series path of aggregatc consumption, CtL

4D. Hendry, i'Monte Carlo Experimentation n Econometics,'' Handbook ofkkonometrics, V0I. 2, Z.
Griliches and M. D. lntriligator, Elsevier, 1984, 944.
5R. Davidson and J. MacKinnon, 4Regression-based Methods for Using Control Variatcs in Montc-carlo
Experimenev'' Journal ofEconometrics, 54, 1992, 203-222.
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(11.1)

where 8 = rate of time preference
r = (constant)real interest rate

el+1 = an error term uncorrelated with G.6
Nelson and Startz use Monte Carlo methods to investigate problems in estimat-

ing such a model
.1

They consider the case where the marginal utility can be ex-
pressed well by a quadratic. By assuming that = r, the model becomes

2 = C + p Cl + e + j (11.2)Ct+l + #G+I t t t

2 - C2) + e j (11.3)C1+I
- Ct = - #(G+I

t t-v

where p is a parameter rellecting preferences. Nelson and Startz suggest that
OLS estimation of this model may be a prblem because the independent variable
(C1 - C2) and the error term share a common component. They tl'y an instrumentalr>! t
varlable procedure, with C/2 - G2.jfor the instnzmental variable.

Now suppose that the true model is given by p = 0. That is, consumption fol-
lows a random walk. When # = 0 the following equation describes the time series
pattern of consumption:

/ (1 + t5)
,&(C,+l) =

j + t.) U (t7) + d,+l
(

Ct+1 = G + f t,v l (11.4)

One test of whether consumption follows a random walk or some other process is
a t test of tlle 2SLS estimate of p using the estimating Eq. (l l

.3).

Normally, the
2SLS estimate of p is consistent. Two questions arise, however: (0 If the standard
asymptotic theory is applied to this case, how relldoes the asymptotic distribution
approximate the snitesample distribution of pzsts? i With the presence of a unit
root in the data under the null, are the conventional arguments even appropriate?
nat is, do the asymptotic results we would normally consider for 2SLS provide a
good guide for inference in the linite snmples we actually encounter? Even when the
standard asymptotic results would be a useful guide, h0w will they do in a case like
this where the problem of unit roots makes deriving the asymptotic results difficult?

Although there are analytical approaches to characterizing the actual hnite-
sample distribution of the 2SLS estimator of p in the model described by Eq. (1l

.2)

and (11
.3),

they are quite difscult and the problem is a good candidate for a Monte
Carlo experiment. H0w might one do that?

1. Generate, say, 120 e's from a normal distribution with unit variance. This number
is something you might want to vary later. (ne num%r l20 represents the length
of a typical quarterly time selies-)

2. Generate a Ct series using Eq. (l l
.4).

3. Run 2SLS on Eq. (1l
.3)

using (C2f - G2-j) as an instrumental variable for
c2 - /-*2

t + 1 %-' t +

6R. Hall, 'Ytochasticlmplications of the Life Cycle-ennacnt Ileome Hymtleqis: Theory nd Evi-
dence,''Journal ofpolitical Economy. 86. 1978, 97l -97.
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program define hall

version 3.1 '

set more 1

quietly macro define
-ii

l

get seed 1001

while %-ii<= 10000
(qutetlyt
seL ob: 123

gen e=invnormtuniformtl)

replace e= if n==1

gen c=l00+Bum(e)

/*choose a numher to begin*/

/*the random numher stream*/
/*For i less than or equal to 10,0Q0*/
/*Do the following loop*/

/esample size = 123*/
/*Generate error from at-na'nA no-T-*l

l*Le% first error = Q*/
y*Generate c(t)*/

' = 100 + ilf=fzvote. ct j=o ei

gen cl=c (-n-l1
gen y=c-cl

gen
x=(cA2)-(c1A2)

gen z=xl-n-ll

reg y x (x)
)
display -b Ix1 * '' b (x1 / ee :x1
clear
macro define ii=% ii+l

1
end

FIGURE 11.1
A sample program.

4. Display and store the estimate of p and its t ratio.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 many times, say 10,(XX).
6 Analyze the output.

Figure l I . l shows a samplc program from STATA? that performs the Monte Carlo
experiment described above. Most of the program is straightforward, and we will

use it as a basis for discussing valious practical aspects of Monte Carlo simulation.B

/*Generate lagged c(t)*/
p*Generate dependent variable*/

/*Generate independent variable*/
/*Generate instnAmental variable*/
/*Run ZSLS*/

y*Display beta and t-ratio*/
/*clear data set*/

/*lncra-ant i and gtart loop again*/

11.1.3 Generating Pseudorandom Numbers

A key aspect of any Monte Carlo program is the generation of the random numbers.
In the sample program (Fig. 11

.1)

the line is

gen e=invnormluniformll) /*Generate error from standard norm-l*/

71nthis and the remaining chapters of the book, the computer code, output, and numelical results come
from STATA. a software program available for many computers and Omrating systems from STATA
Corporation, College Station, Texas.
8N()le that Fig. l I . I is n0t intended to be an example of a well-written program. It is not. In Eviews. TSP.
Rats, SAS. STATA, etc., it is easy to write a pregram more compactly. This programis meant solely as
a mdagogicdevice.
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There are actually two steps to the process. First, a
'random'' number is generated

from the uniform distribution on (0,1).Next, this uniform variate is transformed into
a standard normal variable by use of the inverse cumulative normal distribution func-
tion. This process of converting a uniform variate into a normal variate is often called
the transjrmation method. The idea is that any cumulative distribution function re-
turns a number on the (0,1) interval, Given a way to generate a uniform variable
therefore, a variable from density/ can be obtained by using the inverse cumulative
distribution function associated with that density. STATA,like many other packages,
has a function for the standard cumulative normal (mcan0, variance 1). To create a
normal variable y with mean y. and variance (7-2 from a standard normal vmiable x,
the equation is

y = g + x ' tr (11.5)
where .v is the variable generated from the standard uniform density. ln STATA,if we
had wanted to create a variable with mean 3 and variance 4. we would have issued
the command:

gen e-alt=3 + rsqrtl4l*invnormtuniformtll)
A similar sort ()f transformation is necessary if one wants to take a uniform (0,1)
variable and create a uniform (a, p) variable. This approach can be easily extended
to the case where the researcher wants to create a set of normal variables that are
correlated with each other in some prespecified way.

How is the uniform variable created in the first place? There are several ways
to generatc a U(0, 1) variable. The first important thing to recognize is that 0ne can
only generate pseudorandom numbers. That is, we can generate series Of numbers
that behave as random numbers but are completely deterministic. This feature is
actually useful. One would hope, fOr instance, to be able to replicate one's work. ln
that case, it would be helpful to know exactly what stream of pseudorandom numbers
was used.

One popular method for generating pseudorandom numbers is called the con-
gruential method. To illustrate, we consider one example of a congruential generator.
At the heart of this generator is the following equation:

32 j 1 6)ArI+1 = 690694,, (mod2 ) ( .

where 232 is the modulus, and the notation signihes that we take the quantity that
precedes it, divide it by the modulus. and take the remainder. Each member of this
series will be a number between 0 and 232.The number 69069 is called the multiplier
As it turns out. the choice of multiplier is very immnant. A Ixor choice can lead to
sequences with undesirable promrties. To stan the press. the user srecies a

.eed

value for the initial value Ro. In ur exnmple program the following line.

aet seed 1001 /*Choo.e a nn-h-r to begin*/

f*the random nn-her stream*/

specified the value 1001 as the seed. One could choose a random seed, say, by using
some function of the clock time. However. if one chooses the seed personally. it is
possible te replicate the Monte Carlo study exactly by chosing the samc seed.
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For this methd, the initial seed is typically a large, positive, odd number. An

element of the series R is turned into a number between 0 and 1 by division, for
example,

Xn+l
xn,t =

.32 (11.7)
2

where .v is the desired random number. One Of the most important aspects of a ran-
dom number generator is the periodicity. Eventually, any random number generator
repeats itsclf; a good random number generator should hnve a period as large as pos-
sible. An upper bound to the periodicity is given by the modulus', hence this is usually

choscn to be as large as possible. Often the periodicily can be increased by combin-

ing different streams of random numbers in clever ways. Forunately, the researcher

will not have (0 write his or her own random number generator, but the researcher

should make sure that the one used is of acceptable quality. If the researcher suspects
there is a problem, the generator should be tested with an appropriate statistical test.

The rest ofthe program is straightforward. Once one has created a set of epsilons

e, one creates a series for C( and its lag. The dependent variable and independent
variable are merely functions cf these two variables, and one creates the instrument
by taking the lag of the independent variable.

11.1.4 Presenting the Results

One of the most difticult aspects of any Montc Carlo study is presentation of the
results. The problem is not much different. however, from that which arises in any
empirical study, Monte Carlo or otherwise. Some methods that are used are these:

1. Tables with summary statistics about thc quantities of interest.
2. Histogram or kernel density estimates (discussedlater in this chapter).
3. Response surfaces. Essentially this method uses regression techniques to sum-

marize the sensitivity of the results to the parameters of interest. Unlike the con-
ventional non-Monte Carlo case, if one discovers that one docs not have enotlgh

variation in the parameters of interest. one can simply perform more experiments.

We will not have a lot more to say about response surfaces herie but good discus-
4 d Davidson and MacKinnon.lsions can be found in Hendry an

Recall that we know that p in our example is 0. lt is interesting to ask: given that
p = 0, how often will 0ne rejcct that null hypothesis given conventional levels ()t-

signihcance? One simple way to shed seme light t)n this and related questions is t0
tabulate statistics for the Monte Carlo estimates. Table l l . 1 presents some summary
statistics from our Monte Carlo simulation. Since he objects of our analysis do nol
have a known distribution, it is useful to display various percentiles.

According to conventional distribution theory, at the 95 percent conhdence level

we would reject the null hypothesis if the t ratio was greater than 1.98. The. news is
quite bad: 7:5percent of the time, the t ratio is larger than 3.53! The median t ratio
is also quite high at 11.7. which implics a decisive rejectipn pf tir null, despite the

fact that we rlt?w that the null model is correct!
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TABLE l 1
.1

TA B l,E 1 1.2

Summary statistics for p'zsus and t Number of Monte Carlo
ratio from 19,000 replications Rplications required

-
....
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l
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0.14706
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.0046738

3.53549 ()j 1 52 j ?g()
50

,(0$9745

1I
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.00529

15 25.72853
' '

.1 I3.830 3,457
%)

.*57522

43.42638 15 jq 5qa 4sgpg
95 0063265 57.37334

' '

'
.2

24,586 6,147
99

.0113449

95,86761 :.5 28 gj z 7ya(s

The table also reveals more bad news regarding p-zsl-s.The median value of
#asI-s is 0.005, and most of the distribution appears to be to the right of the true
value of p .

When have we done lienough'' replications? The answer depends on the precise
question being asked, but consider the percentage of times we (falsely)reject the
null hypothesis or the size of the test.

The simplest method is ttl use the normal approximation to the binomial. Recall
tlmtt11:variance of a binomialvariable is

#41- pj2=C P N
lf we are interested in 95 percent conhdence intervals of the size of the t test, p
might be the percentage of times we incorrectly reject the null that J')= 0. Suppose
we would like a 95 percent consdence interval around the nominal level of the test to
be

.01.

By using te normal approximation to the binomial, a 95 percent confidence
interval is

PrOb(# -

epzz.3% < p < # + toz97.s%l =
.95

In this example we therefore require that
2o'p ' 1.96 =

.01

Table 11.2 shows the required number Of replications to produce a 95 perccnt
conEdence interval of Iength

.0l

ot length
,02

for various levels of p. Note that the
number of necessary replications demnds on the true value of #. which is unknown.
One approach is to treat the suggested numYr of Monle Carlo trials from this pro-
cedure as a lower bound to the numYr of required observations.

Another way to Rresentthe resulls of lhis Monte Carlo exriment is to plot the
empirical density of pasl-s.This can be done using either a histogmm or, in this case,
a kernel density estimator (describedlater in this chapter).

Figure l l.2 displays an estimate of the density of te 2SLS estimates. (We calcu-
lated the density by dropping observations above the ninety-tifth percentile or below
the tifthpercentile since in this simulation the 2SLS estimates ranged from

-258

to
659!) One interesting thing to note is that the distribntion looks nothing like a bell
cm've centered at zero.
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FIGURE 11.2
Distribution of pasl-s.

What makes this Monte Carlo experiment interesting is that it is a vivid demon-
stration of the proposition that the asymptotic distribution one might blithely assume
is appropriate can be a very poor approximation to the actual hnite-sample distri-
butien. However, it is not immediatcly clear how the results of this Monte Carlo
generalize to other instrumental variablc problems. ls this true fOr all 2SLS estima-

tors? ls the problem that the sample size is too small? Perhaps the problcm is the l0w
correlalion ef the instrumental variable with the endogenous regressor. One clear

weakness of this Monte Carlo calculation is its specilkity. That is, although we un-
derstand this one special case well, it is uncertain how well tese results about 2SLS
extend to Other settings.

Nelson and Startzl extend this demonstration by considering the simple model

' .

where u is N(, (z'2). Without loss of generality, they consider the case when p = 0.u

ne rest of the data generaticm process is describedby

. x = ya + e
z = pd + v

wherc p and e are both standard normal variates uncorrelated with each other and

u. ln this setup, the tw0 parameters y and p (besidesN, the number of observations)

allow for a wide variety of circumstances. The parameter y calibrates the extent to
which OLS is biased. When y = 0, OLS is BLUE. The parameter p calibrates the
quality of tke instnlment. Althoughz is a proper inqtrllment in tlle sease of being
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'' '-a Note: ASY coltlmn gives l'rxtile implied by asymptotic distribution. ne p(H) column gives fractile of the probability value of tlx Hausman test comparing OLS and ZSLS.w1
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correlated with x and uncorrelated with u, when p is small, z is a poor instrument in
thc sense of not being highly correlated with .x.

Nelson and Stattz chose to examine several parameter spaces of interest. For il-
lustration purposes, we Ioek at the case when p is small relative to y. Holding 'y fixed
at 1, and the number of observations fixed at 100, they experimented with varying

p. They chose to present the results in tabular form. Table 11.3 is a modiscation of
Table 1 in Nelson and Startz.l

Clearly, use of a poor instrument is to be avoided. By takipg the worst case
depicted in Table 1l

.3,

when p =
.001

the actual distribution of J'hsl-sis quite poor.
ln fact, by most criteria the cure (2SLS) is worse than the disease (OLS), where the
distribution is fairly tightl-concentrated around

.5.

Note also the difference betwecn
the actual distribution of Jasl-sand the distribution predicted by asymptotic theory
(the columns labeled ASY). Except for the case when p = 1 (the good instrument
case) the actual dispersion tends to be much less than predicted by asymptotic theory.
As we Iearned from Table 1l . l , a high t ratio is no insurance against the possibility
that the hnite sample bias of pzsl-sis quite bad.

As the authors note, one possible protection against erroneous inference is ttl
look directly at the correlation between the instrument and the explanatory variable.
However, this task is not straightforward because estimates of the correlation will
also be biased, The pattern of the probability value of the Hausman test (p(H)1 in
Table l 1.3 is quite interesting. When the instrument is poor (p =

.05, .0

1,
.001),

the
Hausman test rarely rejects OLS in favor of ZSLS. In the case of a good instrument
(p = 1), the Hatpman test rejects quite frequently. Note also that when p = 1 the
performance of J'lasl.sis quite good relative to OLS.

Many researchers feel that the consequence of a poor instrument (aninstrument
that is exogenous but poorly correlated with the endogenous variable) is an imprecise
ZSLS estimate. From this intuition, many have inferred that the problem of poor
instruments is easily detectable by investigating the t statistic: if the standard error is
not large for the 2SLS estimate, then one may infer that the instruments are adequate.
Apparently, this intuition is wrong.

The Monte Carlo approych suggets instead that thc consequences of poor in-
struments are estimates of pon.sand Jisl-sthat are not signiscantly different from
each other even if the latter has a high t ratio. Why does 2SLS perform poorly in
this case? After all, the problem satishes the standard conditions for appropriate use
of ZSLS: the instrumental variable is in fact uncorrelated with the error term (by
construction !) and is correlated with the variable being instnlmented. As we have
learned, the problem is that when the correlation of the instrumental variable and
the variable being instnlmented is low, the asymptotic distribution of 2SLS is a very
poor approximation to tbe actual tinitesample distribution. Nelsop and Statp discuss

9this case in detail and provide some analytical answers.

9C. Nelson and R. Startz, 'vsomc Further Results on the Exact Small Sample Properties of the Instru-
mental Variables Estimato'fc/a/rzlelricc, 58. 1990, 967-976. Note that Nelson and Stal'tz mistakenly
conclude that the distribution of ZSLSis bimodal when the instrumental variable is weakly correlated
with the variable being instrumented. G. S. Maddala and J. Jeong, 'rf'he Exact Small Samplt Distribu-
tion of the lnstrumcntal Variable Estimattm'' Econometrica' 60, 1992, l 81-1 83, show tbat this is n0t
crrect, although the other results of the palxr are rrect.
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11.2
MONTE CARLO METHODS AND PERMUTATION TESTS

A discussion of the permutation test due to Fisherlo is a nice segue to our discussion
of the bootstrap, which is closely related to the permutation test. The permutation
test is commonly used to test whether two samples come from the same distribution.
To illustrate, consider the following data from a well-known study on the minimum
wage by David Card and Alan Krueger. I1

The design of the study was straightforward. The simplest versions of the supply
and demand model nlake a clcar prediction about the impact of an increase in the
minimum wage: lf the minimum wage binds (thatis, it is set high enough to affect
some workers), employment should fall in response to the higher price of labor. Card
and Krueger took advantage of a fortuitous natural experiment. With a Democrat-
controlled New Jersey legislature in place, and on the heels Of federal legislation that
had raised the federal minimum to $4.25an hour in April l99 l , New Jersey voted to
raise its state minimum wage above the federal minimum to $5.05,effective April
1992. ln the two years between the passage of the highcr minimum and its effective
date, Democratic majorities in both houses of the legislature were replaced in a Re-
publican landslide. ln early 1992, before it was clear that the new law would actually
go into effect, Card and Kruegersurveyed fast-food restaurants in New Jerscy and
Pennsylvania. After a dramatic sequence of events, the minimum wage increase in
New Jersey became oflicial. Six months later, Card and Krueger resurveycd the same
restaurants. First, they compared the distribution of wages across the two states be-
fore and afler the minimum wage rise in New Jersey. Their wage data clearly showed
that the minimum wage had an impact on the wages of many workers. Second, after
having shown that the minimum wage did in fact bind for many workers, they com-
pared employment changes in the two states. lf the minimum wage change had the
effect predicted by the simplest economic model, employment should fall in New
Jersey relative to Pennsylvania.

For illustrativc purposes a randomly choscn subset of the employment changcs
in their data are prescntcd in Fig. 11

.3.

A standard approach to test whether the tw0
samples of employment changes come from identical distributionsis to compute a
simple t test: If we assume that both scts of data comc from the normal distribution
with identical variances, but perhaps different means, the appropriate statistic is

k-?
fr (l/n) + (1/5:)

The difference in the means of the lwo samples is 2. I4. (Employment increased in
New Jersey-the state where the nnimum wage ws raised--lative to Pennsyl-

l0R. A. Fisher, The Design t/fExperimens, 1935. Oliver and Boyd.
lll%ran excellenl, though controvcrsial, study on the economic effects of the minimum wage see their
lxlokMyth and Measurement: The New Economics of The /nplaln W#e, Princeton University Press,
1995.ne book is also a fine and accessible example of testing economic theories.
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FIGURE 11.3
A sample from the Card-Krueger data.

vania.) Is the difference significant? Using the standard t test already described,
the value of the test statistic is 0.56. The probability that a value greater than this
would be observed, under the null hypothesis that the samples come from the snme
distribution, is

.5775:

no evidence of a signihcant difference. '

Another approach, which does n0t rely on assuming that the data come frem a
normal distribution, is called a permutation test. Consider two iid samples: X t)f size

n, and F of size m. lf they are both drawn from the samedistribution, any permutation
of the elements in X and i' is equally probable. Given this fact, we could then proceed
to enumerate every possible permutation of the data, calculate the difference in the
means between these GGX''samples and 'r' samples, and see how likely an outcome
as high as 2. 14 is from the set of possible permutations. We do not have to restrict
ourselves to a cemparison of means. We could consider other tests of whether the
two sets of numbers come from the same distribution. One attractive feature of tests
constructed in this way is that no assumptions about tle distribution of the data have
to be made.

ln principle. a permutation test could be done using only a pen and paper. al-
though this would involve enumerating an extremely large set of possibilities. An
alternatiq'e is t(1use a Monte Carlo approach. Instead of syslematically listing ev-
ery pennutatign. u'c could simttlate all the possibilities. Provided we choose a large
enough numbcr of replications, we can generate a very accuratc distributi)n of the
possiblc permutations. (When the possibilities arc systematically enumerated the test
is exact. When Monte Carlo methods are used these types of tests are often called
approximate rt/k#tlr//tc#t:?/l tests. )

In our example, we would proceed as follows:

1. Draw tw0 samples of size ?, and ,1,. rcspectively, from a1I n + m observations
(pooling the two samples) wl'l/!:pl//replacement. (F()r the data in Fig. l l

.3.

n and

m would be 33 and 7, respectively.)
2. Compute the absolute difference (or the actual difference if one is interested in a

two-sided test) between the means of the two samples.
3. Repeat the prtcess a large number of times.
4. Calculate the percentage of times the value of the difference in means exceeds

the value we compuled from the original samples. This number is then the sig-
nificance level of the difference.
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FIGURE 11.4
Estimates of density from 10,0X permutations using data fromFig. 11.3.

We could implement Step 1 in a computer program as follows:

1. Generate a random number for each of the n + m observations.
2. Sort the data by this random numYr.
3. Label the flrst 33 observations of this sorted dna New Jersey and the lmst7 Penn-

sylvania.

Figure 1l
.4

shows a resulting estimate of the density from 10,000 Monte Carlo
replications using the data from Fig. l 1.3. At conventional levels of signihcance we
wouldjudge that the two samples are the same. In fact, the probability of observing a
value of the difference between the sample means being greater than 2. 14in absolute
value is

.556-not

very different from thc valuc we obtained with the conventional
t test. In fact, Fisher developed the pennutation test to justifythe use of the standard
t test.

Fisher's exact test is closely related to the permutation test. ln the former. all
the possible permutatins of a 2 x 2 table that have the same marginal values as the
table being tested are calculated. The probability of the particular 2 X 2 table being
observed is essentially calculated by enumerating all mssible2 X 2 tables and by
snding out what fraction are the 2 x 2: of interest.

nere are other applications of this general idea. Schmoyer shows how a ver-
sion of the Durbin-Watson test that does not deNnd on normality of the error terms
or have an inconclusive zone can be constructed using a mrmutation-typetest.12n

12R.Schmoyers ''Pennutation Tests for Correlation in Regressin Errorsv'' Journat ofthe American Sta-
tistical Association, 89s1994,1507-15 16.
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An example of this test is provided in the exercises to this chapter. The approach also
can be used to provide a spatial analog to the Durbin-Watson test. Another interesting
application is from Kling and Anderson.l; They have data on cases brought before
several judgesfor the same julisdiction.The cases are assigned almost at random to
each of thejudges. F()reachjudge information on what charge was made in the cases
that were adjudicated and what sentence was meted out is available. Presumably, if
the court is 'fair.'' thejudge one faces should be irrelevant to the length of sentence.
One interesling issue that can be evaluated with a permutation test is the hypothesis
tlmt thc judgeone faces matters in sentencing.

Although these tests can be quite valuable in some ctmtexts, they suffer from
the drawback that rejections of the null hypethesis are often not informative about
the reason for the rejection. Furthermore, the permutation test just described cannot
be used in many real-lifc situations. Taking our lample, suppose we want to test
whether the sample of New Jersey changes had a mean of zero. ln this case, there is
notlng to permute and a simple permutation test cannot be used.

11.3
THE BOOTSTMP

The bootstrap due to Efron is more versatile than the permutation test and i1suse in
applied econometric work is growing.ll The bootstrap is often used in tese circllm-
stances:
1. An analytic estimate of the standard error of an estimator is too difficult or im-

possible to calculate.
2. The researcher has reason to believe that asymptotic theory provides apoor guide

to the precision of a particular estimator and desires an alternative that may pro-
vide a better finite sample approximation.

Although not a panacea, the bootstrap holds great promise in many applications and
is hnding its way into more and more applied ecenometric research. The advantage
of the bootstrap is that one does n0t have to know the underlying data generation
process, unlike the Monte Carlo method.

11.3.1 The Standard Error of the Median

The classic illustration of the power of the bootstrap is te computation of the stan-
dard error of the sample median.

Consider a random variable A' with distribution fx) and one sample of size n
from this distribution. The standard approach to calculating the standard error of the
median would be to develop an estimator analytically and then compute an estimate
from the sample.

13J.Kling and J. Anderson, 4llid Sentencing Guidelines Rcduce Disparity betwcen Judges in Pristm

sentences?''mimeo, March 1996, Massachusetts Institute of Technolugy, Department Of Economics.
l4B. Efron, S4BnotstrapMeods: Anoth4r Lzlokat the lakknif'' Annals ofstvtistics. 7, 1979, 1-26.
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'l'he formula for te ondardelwr of the median is

-i-(O)s'median= 41
where

./-40)

is a consistent cstimate of te valuc vf (he probability tlrnsity function at

0. One would have to use the data to generate an estimate of the distribution and then
calculate f 2(0). A second approach to calculating the precision of the median would
be i) to draw a large number of samples of size n from the distribution fx), ) to
calculate the median in each of these samples, and iii) to calculate the square root
of the variance of these estimated medians across a large number of replications.

In both approaches we could calculate a consistent estimate of the standard error
if we had precise knowledge of the distribution generating the samples in the first
place. Typically, we do not. Efron's suggestion was to use the sample data to generate
an estimate of the distribution. nat is. use the empirical distributionto learfl about
the actual distribution. For a snmple X and for i = l . . . . , B the procedure amounts

to the following:

1.Generate a random sample xi with olve-nt from tlle ori#nal sample X.

2 computethe median 4f for this new .

1 f V''3. Store the va ue o .

The number of bootstrap replications. B. shxlld te set as high as is practical, as
in a Monte Carlo experiment. ne lxetstrap uxeM error of the median is

a1 2
Gboot = Y'L*i- VC''1

B - l i=1

B1 ihere Xf ' = X VW , j=l

In Step 1. wc are drawing a sample of size n from the original sample, thus
putting a probability 1/a on each obsen'ation in the snmple.

11.3.2 An Example

The bootstrap technique has many mssibleapplications. for example, as an alterna-

tive to the pennutation test descriYd earlier. The example we pursue below is not

a typical case in which one would use the bootstrap, but we discuss it to show the
relationship between the mrmutationtest described and the bootstrap.

By using the Card and Knleger data (Fig. 11.3), the algorithm for a bootstrapping
version of the test that the employment changes come from the same distribution is

as follows:

Draw a sample of size n + m from the set of New Jersey and Pennsylvania ob-

servations with replacement.
2. Compute the absolute difference (orthe actual difference if one is interested in a

one-sided test) between the means of the New Jersey observations and the Penn-
sylvania observations, Note: nis could be accemplished by nmning a regression

of tlle cblnge in employmeaton a onsnnt aad a dummyvnn'nble tilat indicates
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whether the observation is from New Jersey and renfling off tle coecient on te
dummy variable.

3. Repeat Steps l and 2 a large ntlmber of times.
4. Calculate the percentage of times the value of the difference in means exceeds

the value we computed from the original samples (inour example this value was
2.14). This number is then the signiticance level of the difference.

In this case, the bootstrap provides very similar answers to the approximately

exact test, which is comforting. A symmetric 95 percent conEdence interval using
the bootstrap yields (-2.6, 7.2) and our inference about the nature of employment
changes in the two states is the same. lt is interesting t compare the rcsults from the
three tests (Table 1l

.4).

A1l three lead to the same inference about the effect of the change in the min-
imum wage. which is that it hatl no impact on employment. Notice the similarity
of the bootstrap approach to the permutation test. The single difference is that in
bootstrapping the sampling is done with replacement. ln the permutation test, the
sampling is done without replacement. ,

An alternative bootstrap test tbr the difference in the means uses pivotal statis-
tics. As we will brie:y discusss such tests have some advantages. ln the present
instance, the exercise amotlnts to calculating the t statistic,

kb - j'?b

sklnxj + (s2,lny)

foreach of the B bootstrap samples b = 1, . . ., #), where

x,,,.t.xj
.oz

2 1d =

.r n
- j

and nx is the number of observations of the .x' variable. The tenns are delined similarly
for the y data.

The result is a distribution of it statistics.'' The idea is to see how the t statistic
computcd for the original sample compares with the set of EEpossible''

f statistics
that ceuld have arisen. This particular pivotal method is called the bootstrap t or
percentile /, for reasons that will becomc clear shortly. See Jeong and Maddala for a
furthet discussiomls An cxnmple is provided as an exercise.

T A B L E l 1 . 4

The two-sample problem
6it 3 ht i?(k 76?/7?/SIdj:hiIPj:MICf7I'I;:/C b1: 74t ( Z tl iz i '! ) '' : '! :: r :t 6)'lr ' : ?. :i '' i ?iA?11141r

Test 95% confidence interval

Permutation -6.98 to 7.90
Bootstrap

-2.65

to 7.24
Asymptotic

-5.56

to 9.85

l5J, Jeong and G. S. Maddalas <'APerspectivc on Application of Bootstrap Methods in Econometrics,''
Chapter 11, Handbook ofvtatistics, eds. G. S. Maddala, C. R. Rao, and H. D. Vinod, Elsevier, l993,
573-610.
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The potential for applying the bootstrap is much greater than the permutation
test. For instance, suppose wc had only the New Jersey sample of employment
changes and we wished to test the hypothesis that the mean was equal to zero. In
this case, there is nothing to permute so the permutation test is not applicable, but
the bootstrap can still be used.

11.3.3 The Parametric Bootstrap

The greater applicability of the bootstrap has made it increasingly popular in econo-
metric applications. There are several different types )f bootstrap procedures. A
common one is the parametric bootstrap. An example will illustrate.

Consider the ratio (orany nonlinear function) of two parameters:

a Iratio = (l 1.9)
az

Further stlppose that we have no estimate of the ratio, but that we do have estimates
of a l from one sample (orstudy) and a2 from another sample (orstudy.) Clearlyone
estimate of the ratio is merely

&Fz'o = (l l . 10)iIC,

x-jhre % are the two estimates. lf we want an estimate of a conhdence intel'val for
ratio we can use what is called the parametric bootstrap:

l Generate 10,000 draws of &-'-I-frem the distribution N-,
'--iIF

al ) where
'''''iIZ'

a-yis the
estimated variance of 5R.Notc that we assume that the asymptotic properties hold
so we can use the normal distribution.

2 Generate 10,000 draws of &-ifrom the distribution N(&i,
froaal

where Dra..iis the
estimated variance f

'.

3. Compute 10,000 pairs of K and q and their ratio using the generated data.
4. Present a 95 percent condence interval.
In a parametric bootstrap, we essentially perform a Monte Carlo, where the param-
eters of 0ur simulation are calculated from the data and use a specihc dislbution
such as thc normal.

Let us consider this example in more detail: ne appropriate Iines of computer
code resemble Fig. 11.5. ln the the code. alpha-l =

. alphaz =
. and se-al

and se-az are the standard errors of &1'and . reslxctiq'ely. An exnmple of the use
of the parametric bootstrap can be found in the pamr by Vallmta.lt,

Calculating a standard error forthe estimate is probably no( a gtxxl idea. Youmay
recall that the ratio f two standard indeNndenl ntrmals has a Cattchv distribution,
wlch has no mez or igher moments. In thlq e levit is mrhapssimplest to no

l6R,G. Valletta, ''Union Effects on Municipal Employ-nl JIM WageS-A Dngipldinal Apprcachl
Journal ofubor Economics. 11, 1993, 545-574. '

'
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set obs 100Q0

generate epsilonl= invnormtuniformtl)

generate epstlonz= invnormtuniformtl)

generate top = alpha 1 + epsilonl * se al
generate bottom = alpha 2 + epailon * se a2

generate ratio= top/bottom
centile ratio, centile(2.5,97.5)

FIGURE 11.5
Sample parametric bontstrap.

/*10,:00 Observatlons*/

y*Generate std. normnls*/
y*Generate std. normAls*/

/*Generate numerator of ratio*/
/*Do same for denominator*/

k*compute ratio*/
/*Display 95% Confidence Interval*/

that the denominator spends some time close to zero, which would make the ratio
infinite. The ltppropriate method in this case is the percentilc method. The method
is quite straightforward if 1he distribution of the ratio is approximately symmetric,
Order the estimated ratios in ascending order by size: (rI, r2, . . . , rltxol, Then 95
Nrcent conidence interval is

F251 :Z r :% r9 750

When the dislribution is nOt symmetric, the appropriate procedure is the modi-
hedpercentile method. lf one is interested in a 95 percent confidence level, the pro-
cedure is to lind the snltlllest interval that includes 95 percent of the observations.

One final note should be made about the use of the parametric bootstrap. We
assumed that the two parameters (J-f and R')were independent. lf they are not, then
the foregoing procedure should be modified to incorporate this fact.

11.3.4 Residual Resnmpling: Time Series and Forecasting

In time series applicaions the most common form of bootstrapping is based on re-
sampling the aa-la. Fpr thc model with t observations

yt = Xkp + e? (l l . l 1)
:

A

the remdual resampling bootstrapprocedure to corppute standard rrors for p is

l . Estimate p .

2. Calculate J and the residual . Store the
.f

and in separate places.
3. Rescale or standardize the residuals as described below.
4. For the B bootstrap samples, do the following:

a. Draw a sample of size F with replacement from the set of rescaled resid-
uals b.

b. Construct new dependent variables ytbwith the formula
b = j + b

.)'? t

That is, for each element in
.f,

draw an adjusted residual randomly with re-
placemenl and add it to generate a new y variable.
R

'/?

X and savc the estimated coefficients.c. egress ,r on l

5. Compute a 95% conhdence interval using the percentile method or compute the
standard errr f p from the sample of bootstrapped p

's with the standard formula
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where

As already noted, it is not appropriate merely to use the residuals. Why are the
unadjusted residuals too small? It is left as an exercise fOr the reader to show that
when t is iid, the OLS residual of Eq. (11.11) has variance

Ff:21 = (1 - hrtla.l (11.12)t

where ht is dehned as ht = XtX'X)- 1X'/:

Instead. one can rescale the residuals in this manner:

l .-. .-.

$
-

a - 1 h'--ni- #t')2
i = l

B1 xi

y
. ) . y p.f=l

N
1

-

z, = - >''''-) ' (11.13)
1 - ht) V

x- 1 (1 - hs)(
'Fhe rescaled residuals are sometimes called the standardized residuals, and ht is the
rth diagonal element of thc hat matrix. The second term in our rescaled residual is
therc to ensure that the mean of the resulting residual remains zero.

Residual resampling bootstrapping is most frequently implemented in time se-
ries applications. Often the context is a situation where the error term has a (known)
time series correlation. One example that exploits the usefulness of the bootstrap f0r
time series applications is the paper by Bernard and Vea1l.l7Among other things,
they are interested in a conEdence interval for a forecast of elcctrical demand y at
some future point in time.

Bernard and Veall settled on the following two-equation system:

h = /%+ pjxt + 6r (11.14)

x = ZtT + p.t (11.15)
where e't is iid and gt follows a Erst-order autoregressive process

= #JL?- I + Tt (11.16)p.t
One object of interest is the conhdence interval for yww-a forecast of future elec-
tricity demand. For purjxses of illustration we will assume that future values of Z
are known.

Performing the bootstrap can be lhought of a.sinvolving two conceptual steps. In
the lirst, an explicit process fOr calculating a forecast is wrilten down. In the seconds
this process is bootstrapped and the rele: ant stalistics are calculated.

We can specify a forecast of electricily demand at some time in the future F*:

1. Estimate poand pt by OLS and compute an OLS estimate of y.
2. Use the residuals from OLS estimalion of Eq. (11.16) to calculate #.

I?J. T, Benmrd and M. Veall, t'The Probability Distribution of Future Demand; The Case of Hydro
Quebec.''Journal ofBusiness and Economics Statistics, 5, 1987, 417-424.
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3. Using the estimnte to calculate 'yol-s, predict xw. ws,
:r. = Zn#ous

for a given set of values of 7w..18
4. Forecast k%.with the equation

A G

yv- = pu+ /31kk.

The bootstrap is implemented on this process in the following way:

1. computeestimates of po,pl , and #ot,s.
2. Construct B bootstrapsamples:

Q of size T with replacement from the set of resid-a. Draw a random sample T
uals

'-,

''j ..<

ib. Take the Iirst element of n and divide by ( 1 -

p ) to yield #j.
c. Construct the remaining elements by7

i = ;i + hi for t = 2, . . . , Fl f - 1 t

d. The artihcial sample is then developed as

xi = z #GLS + #, for t = 1, . . . , Ft t

where #ct.s is the original GLS estimate.
e. The sample is then completed by using

. i
- a i

.'!',
= p0+ /-31.x,+ t for t = 1, . . . , T

& Ak jwhere (?ozand pL are the original OLS estimates and t are randomly resam-
pled with replacement from .

With each of these bootstrapped samples in hand. one can calculate a set of
forecasts for ki .:

T
.T*

= Zw*#GLs (11.17)

where the i suNrscript denotes that the estimate is taken from the fth bootstrapped
sample. This th bootstlapNd estimate,

.iis.

aleng with the corresponding boot-
strapped estimates fr p can be used to construct an estimat of Jz. Finally, con-
Edence intervals can be constructed as described carlier using this sample of boot-
strappcd estimates.

One signihcant drawback of this method is that it is not well-suited to situations

where the error terms are not (conditionalon a known error process) identically and

independently distributcd. F0r instance, the procedure is not correct if the error terms
are heteroscedastic. Recall that heteroscedasticity is a relationship between the vati-
ance of the error term and the independent variables. ln residual resamplings different
lerror'' terms get attached to different A's, thus scrnmbling the relationship. For such

cases, a differcnt form of bootstrapping is needed.

l'Bernard and Veall make the (reasonable)assumption that F* is sufhciently far in the future that they can
ignore the innuence of lzz . Whcn such an assumption is not plausible, the forecast should incoqxrate the
effect of the serially correlated errors. See Section 6.8, iyorecasting with Autocorrelate.dDisturbances,''
for a discussin.
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513.5 Data Resampling: Crossection Data

The reader who has been following the discussion so far may have thought of a
more straightforward approach to bootstrapping in the regression context. lnstead Of

resampling from the residuals, why not resample from the @,mpairs ()f the data?
In fact, in cross-section work this method is the most common.

Starting again with the standard model,

yi = Xip + i (11.18)
the procedure is as follows:

1. Sample with replacement from the original @,uY)sample in ''pairs.''

2. Compute the statistic of interest. .
3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 a large number of timcs.
This procedure, in contrast to thc previous, is robust to heteroscedasticity. That is,
one does not have to assume that the errors are iid. lt would then appear that this
procedure is to be prefened in general . ln cross-section or panel data (seeChapter
12) applications it has much to commend itself.

Unfortunately, this procedure is not implementable in the typical time series
case when the error term is correlated across time. Resampling from the data in this
way again scrambles the relationship between adjacent error tenus.

For use in panel data, the bootstrap needs to be modiEed slightly. Specihcally,
one needs to resample clusters where each individual Or cross-section unit is a clus-
ter, instead of observations. Suppose one has panel data (yit,Ar;.;)f0r N individuals
and F time periods for a total of NT observations. Lety be the F X 1 vector Of ob-
servations for individual i and Xi the corresponding F x k matrix of independent
variables for individual i. lnstead of sampling with replacement from the set of NT
Observations, one shotlld sample with replacement fromthe set of N individuals, That
is, one should sample with replacement from (yi,Xij. In that way, the correlations
within each individual are kept.

11.3.6 Some Remarks on Econometrk Applications of the Bgotstrap

In econometric applications, the bootstrap seems to be used most frequently in sit-
uations like those explored by Bernard and Veall, d7 especially confdence inlervals
for forecasts. Such a confidence interval is difscult to compute analytically. and the
bootstrap provides a useful altemative. The parametric bootstrap is oftcn used to
compute ccmhdence bands of impulse response functions in 'cctor autoregressions.

When the asymptotic theory is tractable. however. it is nol clear that the boot-
strap is better. One exception is the computation of pivotal statistics statistics like
the simple t test whose distribution does not demnd on the underlying parameters.lg

I9For example, if a J statistic is constructed by taking the ralio of an estimate of parameter p to an
estimate of ttsstandard error o', it has a ? distributiGn regardless of the true values Qf J'land o-. Locsely,
statistics whose distribution does not depend on the specific values of the underlying parameters are said

to be pivotal.
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Horowitz points out that for such statistics the bootstrap nlay provide a way to im-
prove on the approximations of asymptotic theory-N Even this case is tempered by
the fact that, because the output of a bootstrap is a random number, achieving such an
improvement may nOt be practical. A good rule is that the bootstrap should be evalu-
ated by Monte Ca110techniques (althoughthese are rather computationally intensive
as wel1!). Furthermore, the bootstrap may sometimes fail. Brown and Newey demon-
strate, for example, that the bootstrapped Generalized Method of Moments statistic
GMM) has nfl power.zl(

Finally, several authors question the emphasis of much applied econometric
work in calculating standard errers. Jeong and Maddala argue that istandard

errors
are of interest only if the distribution is nrmal. . . . lf one wants to make consdence
interval statements and to test hypotheses, one should use the bootstrap method di-
rectly and skip the standard elwrs, which are useless.''l4

11.4
NONPARAMETWC DENSITY ESTIMATION

Nonparametdc density estimation is a topic very different from the ones we have
covered so far. We discuss it here only because the technique has grown in popularity
with advances in computing. Nonparametric density estimation is most frequently
used for exploratory data analysis although, as we will illustrate shortly, it can also
be useful for more sophisticated data analyses.

The object of interest is a density. Frequently, we adopt parametric methods to
describe the density of a variable. Forexample, it is often alleged that the distribution
of male log wages is approximately normal. Consider our sampleof 1000 men from
the 1988 Current Population Survey (seeexample 6.1 'Tests for Heteroscedasticity''
in Chapter 6). The parametric approach to describing the distribution would begin by
specifying a distribution (in this case normal), calculating a set of sufEcient statistics
for the distribution from the sample (inthis case the mean and the variance), and then
uszg tNeequation for the nonnal density as follows:

l (x - #)2
fx) = exp

-

n 2.02=c
''--Cr

are estimated in the usual way, that is,where and
N N x - #)21 n ( i

g = - y-qxj tr = y. x
.j

N i = l i = I

We now have an equation that yields an estimate of the densityfor any valuc of x.

20J. Horowitz, E:Bootstrap Methods in Econometrics: Theory and Numerical Performances'' Working
Paper Selies +95-10, July 1995, University of lowa, Depmment of Economics.
2!B. Brown and W. Newey, 4Bootstrapping for GMM,'' July 1992. MaAsacimsetts Instute cf Technol-

D f Economics seminar notesogy, epartment o .
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lf the data are known to be distributed normally, the parametric procedure has
much to commend itself. ln particular, we have taken a complex problem of describ-
ing a sample and reduced it to the estimation of two parameters.

On the other hand, suppose we are not certain that the data are in fact distributed
normally. The parametric approach would involve taking various density functions
(normal, beta, gamma, 1ognormal, etc.), cstimating the sufhcient statistics of those
distribulions, performing appropriate hypothesis tests, and hnally settling on a dis-
tribution that gives us a good characterization f the data.

ne nonparametric approach is qtlitc different. The idea is to rid oneself of the
need to specify in advance a particular functional form. The simplest form of non-
parametric dcnsity estimation is the histogram. ln Fig. 1l

.6,

the parametric approach
(assuming a normal distribution) is compared with the simple histogram.

Although our understanding of the histogram is quite intuitive, it will be helpful
to be a bh more formal. Each of the rectnngles is called a bin. In Fig. 11

,6

there are
5ve bins of equal width . The procedue requires choosing a starting point ab and
drawing the lirst rectangle with width Atl + h. The second rectangle begins where the
Erstone left ff covering the interval (.p + , a: + 2), and so on. Given the width of
the bin, there is a simple algorithm for determining the height of the bins. Because
tlzeheight of the bin is an estimate of the density at a particular value of .v,

we can
write tlw algorithm as follows:

lflxj = (numberof observations in tlzeinterval (x,x + )1Nh

5
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FIGURE 11.6
Histogram with hve bins.
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Two features of the histogram deserve mention, First, the density estimate

depends on the choice of starting location .p. Second, and morc important for the dis-
cussion that follows, the shape of the histogram depends on the width of the bins. Nan
rower bins correspond to histograms that are less smooth''; wider bins are smoother.

For example, consider the same data as in Fig. 11
,6

but with narrower bins and

with the parametric estimate again superimposed on the histogram (Fig. l l
.7).

Al-
though we have used the same data, the picture looks more jaggedand there appear
to be spikes in the data at various locations. As previously noted, one undesirable
feature of the histogram is that it depends on the choice of origin. Figure 1l

.8

is

a histogram with 50 bins but a slightly different origin. A close inspection of the
Ieft-hand tail seems to reveal a different shape in the density 1a11 in the previous
histogram. Like the previous histogram, it is not very smooth.

A simple solution that avoids this problem is the naive estimatonzz Recall that
the dehnition of the probability density function for a random variable is

1
fx) = lim Px - h < X < .x + )

-+0V (11.19)

We can approximate this for a given value of h as

--- 1 1
fxj =

p z gnumberof #j, . . . , Xs falling in the interval (x - h, .x + )1
(11.20)

As wiil tx apparent in a moment, it will be useful to describe tllis estimntor as
N 1 - x--- 1 x iJx) -

p X j;w (11,21)
j=1

where w is a wejg/llng function dehned as

l if 1cI< 1K'(C) = I
0 otherwise

This estimator is closely related to the histograms we have just described. The sub-

stantive difference is that the naive estimator does not have the undesirable property
that its shape depends on the choice of origin. As Silverman describes it, the naive
estimator is ''an

attempt to construct a histogram where every point is the center of
lin interval.'oza samp g

An example of this naive estimator using the same data is given in Fig. 11.9.
Such a histogram is satisfactory for many purposes, but it is quitc simple to do a
little bit better. ln particular, such an estimator is not smoth-it has jnmpsat the
edges of bins and zero derivatives everywhere else.

Detine a kernel function as a functifm such that

22B.Siiverman.Density Esimationfor Statistics tzat Data Analysis, l 986, Clzapman and Hall.
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Log wage

FIGURE 11.7
Histogram with 50 bins.

l*g wage

FIGURE 11.8
Histogram with 50 bins but differem stming point.
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HGURE 11.9
Naive estimator with 50 bins.

Instead of using the prcvius weight function (knownas the rectangular kernel) we
can replace it with a kernel function that is smooth and has derivatives. That is, in
contrast to the naive estimator, the basic idea of the kernel density estimator is to put
a

%tbump''

on every point of the estimate. The most cemmon kernels are presented in
Table l l

.5.

We can now dehne a broad class of density estimators, the Rosenblatt-parzen
kernel density estimator, as

N
..--<. 1 1 .x

- Xj
fxb-

s >--.LK
1*= 1

(11.22)

TABLE 11.5

Some common kernels

Name A)

Biweight D(1 - z2)2 for lc1< 116
0 cthe-ise

E anechnikov 1 ' -tc2/51 for Ic1< /-5P 4
./j

0 otherwise
Gaussian l e-$9m

Rectangular lz for 1c1< l
0 otherwise

Triangular l - IzI for Ic< l
0 otherwise
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where K refers to the kernel (oftenone of those dehned in Table 11
.5)

and h is the
bandwidth.

Again in contrast to the naive estimator, kernel density estimators are locally
smooth. The extent to which this smoothness is necessary will depend on the problem
at hand. As a practical matter, in most exercises the choice of kernel turns out to be
relatively unimportant (althoughit is useful to verify this in praetice). This result is
not entirely surprising since we noted that the bandwidth for the histogmm was quite
important to determining the amount of smoothing.

11.4.1 Some General Remarks on Nonparametric Density Estimation

Some general comments about kernel density estimates will be usefulz

* Kernel density estimation methods are easily applied to data when sampling prob-
abilities are provided. ln several data sets (the Current Population Survey, the
Panel Study of lncome Dynamics. thc Survey of Income Program Participation,
for example) a weight re:ecting the inverse probability of bcing selected for the
sample is often included. lf we denote this weight by #, the kernel density estimate
is modiEed in a straightforward way:

N p - x--- 1 x i

.f(x)-

p y' .K /,=1

* What is the right choice ef bandwidth? In general the rule is that there is a trade-
0ff between variance and bias. The larger the bandwidth the smaller the variance
but the greater the bias, and vice versa. As it turns out a number of methods are
available for automatically choosing the bandwidth, ranging from simplc cross-
validation to various ttplug-in'' methods.23 In many instances, it will be sufhcient
to judge the right bandwidth by the ''eyeball'' method, that is, whatever looks ap-
propriate to the eye. As a general rule, it is easier to smeoth with the eye than to
''unsmooth'' with the eye, so

GGoversmoothing'' is to be avoided.
* Caution is warranted when applying kernel methods to data with K'long tails.'' ln

these cases, therc is a tendency fOr spurious noise to appear in the tails of the
estimates. Smoothing suffkiently to deal with this problem, however, sometimes
results in oversmoothing in other parts of the density. Adaptive smoothing methods
existl where the density is sparse more smoothing occurs, where the density is less22sparse, there is less smoothing.

* lf the data lie On a bounded interval. the kernel dcstiny estimates may have the
property of estimating positive density at points that lie kutside the domain f the
variable. One approach is to transform the variable suitably. F0r many purposes
we can simply ignore this problem. For other methods, again see Silverman.zz

DS. Sheather and M. Jones, :'A Reliable Data-Based Bandwidth Seiection Method for Kernel Density
Bstimatitm,''Journal olthe Royal Statistical sbcfclyB, 53, 1991, 683-690.
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11.4.2 An Application: The Wage Effects of Unions

Nonparametric density estimation can be a useful tool for exploratory data analysis.
For instance, the presence of a large and moving spike (atthe value ()f the minimum
wage) can easily be seen in simple nonparametric estimates of the density of log
wages for women over the period 1979-1989 (a period over which the minimum
wage, adjusted for inqation, was falling), which suggests that the minimum wage

l s an important role in explaining changes in wage inequalityzd NonparametricP ay
density estimation can also be used formore standard testing and inference problems.

Not surprisingly, nonparametric density estimation is very useful when the ob-
ject of interest is a density. Consider the followingproblem: What effect do unions
have on the distribution of wages? Although we shall focus on unions in particular,
the analysis can be easily modihed to consider other factors.

Onc way to begin would bc to postulate two differcnt wage equations, one for
tlzeunion sector and another for the nonunion sector:

yu = Xupu + e'4 (11.23)
yn = Xnpn + en (11.24)

If selection issues are n0t a major problem tandsome evidence suggests that they
are not). the simplest way to proceed is to estimate separate regressions for the union
sample and the nonunion sample to get estimates of pu and p n, respectively. The
well-known Oaxaca decomposition proceeds exactly in this fashion and then com-
putes tlzefollowing;

p = k #=
Ry = # pn l

herep'-and p- are the oLs estimates from Eqs. (11.24)and (11.23),respectively,W

and kn and ku are the means of X variables in the nonunion and union sector.25
MYis the mean salary Of union workers had they been paid with the wage function

RYis the mean salary of nonunion workers if they had beenin the nonunion sector. u
paid according to the wage function in the union sector.

The effect of unions on the memnwages of union workers is tben corpputezl as
the following difference'.

F -
XF (1l . 25)Union effect =

. n

where L is the actual mean wage in the union sector.
Although this approach is helpful if the object of interest is the mean, it is not

very helpful for understanding tlle distribtltional consequences of unionism, An al-
l.'
.'

''
.24.1,DiNardo, N. Fortin. and T. Lemieux, Al-abor Market Institutions and the Distribution of Wages:

1973-1 993, A Semi-parametric Approachy'' Econometrica, in press.
25R,Oaxacas RMaleemale DifeOntials in Utban I-waer Marketss'' International Economic Sevfew,
14 1973 693-709

'

'
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ternative approach is to use nonparametric density estimation, Note that the des-
nition of conditional probability yields the following representation of the nverall
distribution of wages: .

#(M?) = f(w I;r):(.) dx

where .Jtw Ix) is the conditional density of wages. It will also be useful to define
two other densities. First, the observed density of wages in the nonunion sector is
given by

'twIu = 0) = fnw Ixlkx Iu = bdx (11.26)

where fnw Ix) > fw Ix, u = 0). As before, fnw !
.x)

represents the structure of
wages in the nonunion sector. Likewise. the observed density of wages in the union
sector is given by

,(w Iu = 1) = fuw I
-x)&(-x

Iu = lldx

where fuw I
.r)

n /(w Ix, u = 1).
By analogy to the Oaxaca decomposition, we are interested in what distribution

would prevail if a1l workers (notjust nonunion workers) were paid under the wage
structure in the nonunion sector or, more formally,

#N(w) = fnw I
-x)/(-v)

dx (11.27)

Estimation of the foregoing density can be made simple by noting that by Bayes'
ja

'

av

hx Iu = olprobtl/= 0)
hx) =

probta = 0 Ix) (11.28)

By substituting Eq. (11
.28)

into Eq. (11.27)we get the following:

n n(w !x)
hx lu = 0)pr0b(l/ = 0)

' (w)= Jf probtj/ . () jx)
dx

= jofnw lx),(x 1u = 0)dx

( l 1.29)

( l l . 30)

where 0 = (problz/= 0))/(prob( 11 = 0 Ix)1. But notice that Eq- ( l l
.30)

is identical
to Eq. (1l

.26)

except for the bb.ehl 0.
We would like to know whal the distribution of wages would lx if everyone were

paid nonunion wages. Our first choice might l>elo use the nonunion sample as an
estimate. Unfortunately, the distribution of .t' characterislics of lhis sample does not
rellect the sample of .'r characteristics for the mpulational Iarge. For instance. the
nonunion sample has too many Ph.D.-s and not eneugh blue-collar workers relative
to a samplc of thc population at large. The solution: give more weight to members
of the nonunion sample whO are likely to be underrepresented.
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The two probabilities are easy to estimate: probtu = 0) is the proportion of

nonunion members in the sample, and probta = 0 I
.&)

can be estimated by a dis-
crete choice model like the Probit (discussedin Chapter l3) or nonparametdcally

by dividing up or grouping the sample by the characteristics .x and calculating the
proportion of individuals in each cell.

We illustrate the procedure using our sample of 10 observations from the 1988
CPS. First, using the entire sample (thatis, both union and nonunion workers) we
estimate a simple probit of the form

Union = mtexperience,experience squared, married, pm-time, years of education)
(11. 3 l )

Next, we employ this equation to generate a predicted probability of being a non-
union worker (notethat, because the prediction equation generates the probability of

being a union member, we had to calculate 1 less the estimated probability of being
in a union). This gives us the term probtu = 0 lx). Next we calculate probt?z = 0)

as the sample proportion Of nonunion members and use this, along with the previous
estimate, to generate 0.

We then apply kernel density estimates (using the Epanechnikov kernel) to the
sample of nonunion workers only using our estimates of 0. This step yields the dis-
tribution of wages in the economy if everyone were paid according to the nonunion

wage structure.
Figure I I . 10 displays two distributions. The hrst, labeled rensitywithout

unionsy'' is the distribution that would have prevailed in the entire population if
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everyone had received the nonunion wage (theestimate described previously). The
other distribution is a similar kelmeldensity estimate using the entire sample without
our 0 weights. The difference between the two densities can be viewed as te effct
ofunions.

The estimates suggest that for men in tlle United States unions tend to equalize
the distribution of wages. Note that the counterfactual density (dtDensity without
unionf') has less weight at the eenter of the distribution and more weight in the lower
half of the distribution. A simple explanation fr this result is that (/) the higher the
wage workers would receive in the nonunion sector, the less likely they are to be
unionized (theIowest-wage workers tend to be unionized) and (8 unions raise the
wages Of low-wage workers the most relative to their nonunion counterparts. Note
alse that unions have little efect in the tails. This observation results from the fact
that few workers at either tail are likely to belong to a union.

The hump in the lower lail of the distribution is interesting, as it happens to
occur at the value of the minimum wage. Further exposition of the general approach
and an analysis of the effect of the minimum wage can be found in DiNardo, Fortin,
and Lemieux4 and an application to the United States and Canada can be found in
DiNardo and Lemieux.26 The hump'' in the right tail of the distribution is interesting
as well. There are several explanations. including the possibility that some persons
Ksround'' their wage to whole dollar ameunts. For a faqcinating discussion, see tlle

aper by Card and HyslOp.27P

11.5
NONPARAMETRIC REGRESSION

ne heading of nonparametric regression covers a great deal of ground. We will deal
here with only a small class of ttsmoothers'' for the univariate model.

A nonparametric regression for the single regressor case can be described as
follows:

yi = mxij + 6f (11.32)

A nonparnmetric regression attempts to recover the function m which might be
highly nonlinear. Nonparametric regression is quite simple when we have repeated
observations on y for various levels of x. The easiest case is when .x takes on a small
number of discrete values. For example, let .7 take on u'ee values (1,2, 3). In tlut

case a simple nonparametric regression would be

yi = /31DiL + pzlhl + #3Di3 + i ( l l
.33)

whereDbj = l(.x/ =
.j)

and where 1(.) is the indicator function that takes the value

26J. DiNardo and T. Lemieuxs tDiverging Wage Inequalily in (he U.S. and Canada: 1981-1 989. Do
Unions Explain the Difference?'' mimeo. University of California-ln.ine- Dcpanment of Economics,
1994.
27D.Card and D. Hyslop, GDoesInfation KGreasethe Wheels of lhe I-abor Market.>'' Industrial Relation
Seclion Working Paper number 356, Princeton University, Dcc. 1995.
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of 1 if the statemeat inside the parentheses is true. ln other words, we create a set of
dummy variables for each Ievel of the a7variable. ln this simple case, the coefscients
pk , pz, and p arejust the means of y at each level of x. When -x does not take on to0
many different values, this approach is often best. When .v takes on a large number
of values, however, such a method breaks down bccause typically we will not get
remated observations on the same x. In that case, other techniques may bc required.

There are several different ways to recover the function -(m). Consider a large
class of tsmthers'' of the form

.-- 1 n

,,,(x)= - y-,wnjtoyj

n i
(11.34)

The simplest nonparametric estinutor descrihe.d in Eq. (11.33)is a sllecial cn- of
this smoother where

l(x? =
.x)

Wnj = -

(1/rl)X,.1(.xf =
.x)

such a smoother also has an intemretation as a weightcd regression. Note that m(.I)

is tlzesolution to the following problem:

1
''

1 n ...--

min - X wn/lxltyj - po - p x)l = min - X w,,jt.vlgyj - rrl(x)12 (11.35)#0,#1 N .

-

n
'

l = l i = 1

That is, smoothing can be viewed as a series of weighted least-squares regressions,
--. 2, x tjo re.and lAl(.x) can be viewed as the local least-squares estimate. Onparame

gression of ), on .K involves running a regressin at each x where the relationship
y = nltxf ) is to be estimated. Typically the weighting procedure gives the most
weight to points close to a' and less weight (orno weight) to points far from A7.

Different tyNs of smoothers can be differentiated by the choice of w('). One
popular method is called Ioess.lg Locss is a nearest neighbor method. Instead of
averaging the deNndent variable across all the x's, loess averages only those y's in
a

ineighborhood'' around x. To be more precise, loess can be summarized by two
parameters, a and . The Iatter term takes on two values-l or 2-and refers to
whether the local regression function is Iinear or quadratic. When = 1 we have
te conventional cnqe, and loess can lyedescribed as follows:

1 n

min- w,,(.v)(s - po - J-11x)2
#a,#l n i .j

2BW.Hrdle, Applied Nonparametric Regression, 1990, Cambridge University Press.
zgAccording to W. Cleveland, Wualizing Dcla, 1993, Hobart Press, the term comes from the German
loess which is short for local regression. A bit ef wordplay is involved because Ioess is a term used by
geologists to dtscribe a deposit of silt or hne clay typically found in valleys-hence, a sudce ()f sorts.
nis subtlety seems to have been lost, and Ioess is often rendered as bswe-u. HiirdIe,28 for example,
renders the term as the acronym L0WESS-LOcally WEighted Scatterplot Smoothing-altough the
procedure he tlescribes is a slight Mariant of the 0ne described here and by Cleveland.
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'I'A BLE l 1.6
Data generated by y = sintx) + e

' kiqe TsltCC< ' '

Observation no. y x Observation no. y
.r

l 0.82 0.79 11 1.23 8.64
2 2.52 1.57 12 2.30 9.42
3 1.66 2.36 13 0, l 9 10.21
4 1.50 3.15 14 1.88 l l .

5 1.47 3.93 15 - 1.71 l 1
.78

6 1
.60

4.71 16
-0.70

12.57
7 0.49 5.50 l 7 1.42 13.35
8 0.4 l 6.28 l 8 1

.31

14.14
9 3.09 7.07 19 0.79 14.92

10 1.32 7.85 20 0.22 15.71

%en = 2 the local linear regressions that loess calculates are quadratic in .;t in-
stead of linear. In this case loess is te solution to

1 vmn

in - 7 wajl-vltyf - pz - pj .:r
- p1x2)2m

/3t),J1,:2 n
'

i = l

The most important term, however, is a' which calibrates the degree of smooth-
ing. For a sample size n, let q = inttctn) where the function inq') truncates its
agument to the nearest integer and a is a number between 0 and 1. A near-
est neighborhood of xi is then the 2q + 1 values of .v that are nearest to (and
include) xi, that is, the set (xi-q,xi-q- l), . . . , xi, . . . , x/+(4-1y xi-qj and the set
(A1

- q, ).71'- q - l ), . . - ,

.yi

; . - . ,

.b'i

+ qq - l ) , l'f + ) -

To illustrate, suppose we had the data in Table l l
.6

sorted by xf for convenience.
lf a =

. 1then loess will consider neighborhoods of size q = 20 X . l = 2 around xi.
Consider computing a value fcr the regression function at x = 7.07, or observation
number 9. The neighborhood detined at this point when q = 2 are obscrvations 7
through 11. The loess estimate is tlzen the predicted value from a (weighted)linear
regression of y on

.x for these observations.
More formally, if the data are sorted from smallest to largest, deline the set

Jx = xi : xi is in a
-neighborhood

and dehne a weight for observation in the set Jx,
3 3

1.7./- A''Iwj = 1 -

where = maxy Ix).
-

.vl

and the weighting funcon is knnwn as the tricube. Thc
procedure is then quitc straightforward:

1. For each xi hnd its p-length neighborhood.
2. F0r each .v in each neighborhood, calculate the foregoing weight.
3. Run a weighted least-squares regression of y on

.z in each peighborhoodand pre-
dict S'-the smeothed value for yi.

To give a reader a sense of the importance of choosing the smoothing parame-
ter a, we perfor!p a loess regression on the data in Table 11

.6,

which arc generated by
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the equation

y = sintm) + 6 (11.36)
where e is a standard normal variate. Figure 11.11 displays the original data, the
tttrue'' regression function, and the loess estimatc with a value of a Of

.2.

At this
level, the estimate seems to do a good jobof reproducing the underlying variation.

Oversmoothing, however, can cause signihcant bias. Figure l l
.12

compares two
loess estimates a =

.2

and a =
.8)

to the truth. Apparently
.8

is tOo large. The curve
is too

44smooth'' and it does not do a very good jOb at reproducing the underlying
variation. Again as we saw for nonparametric density estimation, since it is easier to
smooth with the eye t.1:a11to unsmoth with the eye, undersmoothing is to be preferred
to oversmoothing.

Loess is not the only type of smoother, although it has the desirable property of
closely followingthe za. Al altemative is to use all the data and a conventional
kernel estimator:

where

(1lh)KLx- xijlhj
wns(A) = wp,f(A') =

.--.

fhxj

.-.-.
n 1 x

-

xiy,(x)- y-.,L-VK
J,

(11.37)

This is clearly recognizable as the Rosenblatt-parzen density we encountered in Sec-
tion 11.4. These weights were originally proposed by Nadaraya and by Watson, so
this estimator is often referred to as the Nadaraya-Watson cstimatonSo As wc saw
with density estimation, the choice of kerncl is less important than thc choice of
bandwidth. '

11.5.1 Extension: The Partially Linear Regression Model

One serious limitation of the nonparametric regression methods that we have con-
sidered so far is that it does not extend well to more than two variables-this is the
well-known curse of dimensionality. As we extend bcyond two dimensions,cstima-
tion, intemretations and display of the results become more difhcult.

0ne compromise is the partially linear regression model,

yi = Xip + fzib + f (11.38)

where one part of the model is linear-thels-and a single variable has a potentially
nonlinear relationship with v. ne simplest method is to divide c into categories in
the manner of Eq. (1l

.33)

if the variable is calegorical. lf lhe variable is not categor-
ical, the variable can still be groud or divided into categories; otherwise another
approach is necessaly

Suppose the variablezrepresents years of work exmrience. One approach would
l)e to includec, z2, and z3 as regressors and mrformOI. ln many applications this

OE. A. Nadaraya, don Estimating Rcgression,'' Journal ()/#m?)Jf'r)' Applications, 1 1964, 186190.,
and G. S. Watson, 4smol)th Regression Analysis,'' Sankhya A, 26, I964, 101-1 l6.
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may be adequate. One drawback to such an approach may be that it is particularly
sensitive to, say, a few unusually large values of z. lt is also uncertain a priori how
many polynomial terms need to be included to approximate fzj suffkiently.

Yet another approach is to approximate fz) by a piecewise linear function. For
instance, if z ranged from 0 to 100, we might replace flzj by

T1z1 + :2:2 + 73:3 + :424

where zl = z if z > 20, and 0 otherwise
z2 = z if 20 < z % 40, and 0 otberwise
23 = z if 40 < z % 60, and 0 otherwise
a = z if z > 60. and 0 otherwise

Other divisions of the data, of course, are possible. One advantage of a1l these ap-
proaches is that they fit comfortably into the traditional linear framework.

A recent paper by Estes and Honor suggests that an alternative may be possi-
ble.3 l They observe that in the partially linear model it is possible to treat the non-linear portion of the model as aftxed ejjct. The estimator proceeds as follows:
1. Sort the data by ascending values of z.
2. ''First difference'' adjacent values of y and x in the sorted data, constructing

.T = S'i
-

Af-l AY = Xi - Xi- l

3. Run the OLS regression,

y = XXp + elwr
Estej and Honor show that under some conditions (inparticular, when z is bounded)
the p estimated this way is cfmsistent. The consistency of p in this step is a conse-
qucnce of the fact that as n

-+

cc adjacent J's are closer and closer to each other. As a
consequence. iff is continuous, the difference fzij approaches zero at a fast rate
and hence can be ignored provided n is large enough.

This result suggests the following two-step approach to estimating the sham
of .J(c):
1. Calculate consistent estimates of p as just described.
2 Compute the uresidunlm >'

'

* >
.

= y - Xp
3. Run a nonparametric regression of the form

i
= mzi) + error

As empirical applications Of this approach currently appear to be scarce, this
technique should be applied with caution. On the other hand, such a technique would
seem useful f0r exploratory data analysis. It is especially attractive because it is
simple and is computable with standard statistical software.

3lE. Estes and B. Honor, K'PartiallyLinear Regression Using One Nearest Ncighbor,'' Princeton Uni-
versity Department nf Economics, March 1995,mimeo.
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11.6
REFERENCES

For a useful discussion of Monte Carlo methods see the chapter by Hendry/ Use
of permutation tests in econometrics is rare, but the article by Schmoyer is a gged
starting point.lz For a basic discussion Of the bootstrap see Efron and Tibshirani.3z
For applications of the bootstrap to econometrics (payingattention to time series
applications we ignore here) see J. Jeong and G. S. Maddala.ls For a discussion
of nonparametric density estimation an easy-to-read starting point is the book by
Silverman.zz For details oq the particular application of nonparametric density esti-
mation see DiNardo and Lemieux.ti Hrdle provides a nice althtnugh technical in-
troduction to nonparametric regressien.zs In addition, he covers Iuany topics omitted
here. Some interesting new developments in nonparametric regression have been
mitted owing to considerations of space and their (current)unavailability in most

current software. For example, J. Fan describes a method for EEdesign-adaptive

non-
parametric regression'' that, although similar to loess. dominates it asymptotically
and appears to perform very well in finite samples. For those not deterred by a small
amount of programming, this procedure is a worthy alternative to considen33 Finally,
the text by Cleveland is a wonderful easy-to-read introduction to nonparametdc re-

ression and other ways to visualize data.29#

PROBLEMS

1. It has been argued that simulation (in particular. hands-on simulation, where the simula-
tionsare computed manually) can be a helpful teaching device. In particular, consider the
famouslMonty Hal1'' problem.s''lThere are three dtlors, behind one of which is a desirable
prize.The remaining two doors have no prize. The cnntestant chnoses a door but does not
open it. Next, the host exposes one of the remaining doors. behind which there is no prize.
(That is, although the hest always reveals what is behind one of the other doors, she does
not reveal where the prize is.) The constant can either remain with her tirstchoice or
choosethe remaining door.

a. Should the contestant remain with her hrst choice or switch, or is the choice of strategy
immaterial?

b. After the host has revealed one of the doors, if the contestant switches from her hrst
choice,what is the probability that she wins?

c. Create a Monte Carlo to simulate this game and compute the probability that the con-
testantwins if she chooses one of the following:

.
Always switching

ii. Never switching (i.e.,remaining with her first choice)

328. Efron and R. Tibshirani, zta Introduction to the Bootstrap, 1993, Chapman & Hall.
33J.Fan, S'Design-adaptive Nonparnetric Rzzessionk''louxloftheAmerican StatisticalAssociation,
87, 1992, 998-1(04.
MMonty Hall was the mederatorof a very popular U,S. TV game show called ''Lel's Make a Deal,'' where
contestants would dress in strange clothing and compete to win a largevariety t)f consumer goods. The
show had a contest similar to the 0ne described here. '

.
'
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d. How many Monte Carlo simulations are necessary to construct a 95 percent confidence
interval such that the extremes of the confidence interval are no greater than

.01

in
absolutevalue frnm the correcl answer?

2. A researcher has a convenient way to generate K independent standnnl normal rndom

variablesc*l, cz, . . . , ck, where

cl
C2

C= .

Ck

and he wants to generate K correlated normal variables such that

d#..- Ny., X)

2 (p fpjgJtl frl 12

2 (y.#z G21 G2 JK

where #, =
. and ; =

. .

2l'k fFA-l Gr

ne matrix P can be generated as follows:
P = Jz +AC

whereA is the Choleski decommsition of X.nat is:
4A '

= 5
whereA is a lower triangular matrix. Specialize this to the case of K = 2 and show that

#' l + c'l cl# =

z92 + Cl pC2 1 + P G2

where p = c'la/trltrl .

3. Prove Eq. (11.12).

4. A double-blind exNriment was performed to test the effect of caffeine on the capacity to
tap one's hngers. Several male college students were trained in tinger tapping. One group
receivedno caffeine; the ether group received 2* milligrams of caffeine. Use the Monte
Carlo version of the permutation lest to test whether the distribution of Nnger ups is the
same for the two groups. Compare your results to a conventional t test.35

No caffelne:

242 245 244 248 247 248 242 244 246 242

200 milligrams of caffeine:

246 248 250 252 248 250 246 248 245 25Q

5. Perform the following Monte Carlo, Let the true model be given by

where

35N.R. Draper and H. SytxppliedRegressionAulys. 2nd edition, 1981, John Wiley & Snns. 425.

y
- po+ #l.x,+ et

et = -2-1 + vt
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where vt and x: are standard independent nermal variables. pzand /.)1are 1)t11zero. R'XH

p =
. 1 for a sample size of N = 100. Do the following:

a. Compute the Durbin-Watson test statistic for l 000 Monte Carlo samples.

b. Use the following permutation test to compute an alternative for each Monte Carl
sample: '

. Compute

for the Monte Carlo sample.
ii. For each Monte Carlo sample construct A samples of size 100 of e (i.e.,randomly

reorderthe data).
iii. Compute

. j . ja)
'V,VF1- l

=
- '

l i . j a)
5- ,

= l

for each of these L samples, where r is the reordered sample of residuals.
&. Compute the percentile of J in the L sample ()f 4's.

c. Compute the proportion of times that you reject the hypothesis that the envrs are sehally
uncorrelaledand evaluatc the power of the twe tests. You may vary L and p to Iearn
nlore.

6. Using the data in Fig. 11.3 use MonteCarlo methods te compute the distributinn of the t
statistic.Censtructa ntmparametc kernel density estimate of this distribution and com-
pare it to the parametric / distribution you would estimate for these data under the assump-
tion that the data are nonnal.



CHAPTER 12

Panel Data

ln this chapter we discuss tecbniques for panel data. These are repeated observa-

tions on the same set of cross-section unih. First, 1etus establish some notation:

yit = the value of the dependent valiable for cross-section unit at time l

where i = 1, . . . , n and t = 1, . . . , T
i = the value of thelth explanatory variable for unit i at time f. There areXit

K explanatory variables indexed by j = 1, . . . , K.

We will restrict our discussion to estimation with balanced panels. That is, we
have the same number of observations on each cross-section unit, so that the total
number of observations is n . F. When n = l and F is larges we have the familiar
time-series data case. Likewisea when F = 1 and n is large, we have cross-section

data. Panel data estimation methods refer to cases when n > 1 and F > 1. In this
chapter, we will deal only with cases where n is large relative to

'.

Thc asymptotic
theory we will employ assumes that n goes to infinity and F is tixed.

The most common way of organizing the data is by decision units. Thus, let

x1h l l
i'1

71 72t'iz 12 iz
= Xi =Ri .

, .

xl X1XT i. v

KXl e d1
XK eiJ.

/2 je,. =
. (12. )

XF 6F
IT

wherc eit refers to the disturbance term for the th unit at time /. Often the data are
ptackedto form

11 elJl
12 e2yl

= X =
. e =

.J .

Xn enyn

(12.2)

388
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where y is nl- X 1, X is nT X k, and q is aF X 1. The standnrd linear model can be
expressed as

y = Xp + e (12.3)

# I

#2
where p =

.

:

pk
The models we will discuss in this chapter are all variants of the standard linear

model given by Eq. (12.3).The models will differ in their assumptions about the
nature of the disturbance term 6. Models in which the coeflicients vary across time
or individuals and models that include lagged dependent variables are beyond the
Scope Of the current discussion.

12.1
SOURCES AND TYPES OF PANEL DATA

Before turning to estimation issues, let us discuss some common sources and types
of panel data.

One of the most frequently used panel data sets is the Panel Study of lncome
Dynamics (PSID), collected by the lnstitute of Social Research at the University
of Michigan. Since 1968, researchers have collected information on more than 5000
families. Once a year family mcmbers are reinterviewed about their economic status',
and information is collected aboutjob changes, income changes, changes in marital
status, and many other socioeconomic and demographic characteristics.

The Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau ofthe Census) is similar to the PSID, although it covers a shorter
timc period and respondents are interviewed about their econemic conditi)n four
times a year. Panel data on the economic conditions Of Canadians have become avail-
able with the Canadian Labor Market Activity Survey (LMAS). Similar data sets are
now available for an incrcasing numbcr of countries.

Another type of pancl data set consists of repeated obselwations on larger enti-
ties, such as individual states of the United States. One example comes from a study
by David Card on the effect of minimum wage laws on employment.l For this study,
Card collected information by statc on youth employment and unemployment rates,
school enrollment rates, averagc wages, and other factors f0r the period 197*1990.
The decision unit in this case is a pmicular state.

Yet another type of panel data involves grouping cross-sectional data into rela-
tively homogeneous classes first. One cemmon approach is to group individualg by
age, sex, and educational sutus. If the process is repeatM for cpss-sctionai data

1D. C'd, 'Xsing Regional Variation in Wages to Estimate the Employment lmpacts of the Minimum
Wage, lndustrial and f-x7htvRelations Aevew 46 (1). 1992, 22-37. ;
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from other time periods, these groups can be treated as a continuous albeit syn-
thetic'' cohort. For an example of this approach see Deaton.z :

12.2
THE SIMPLEST CASE-THE POOLED ESTIMATOR

We begin by considering the simplest estimation method, which ptoceeds by essen-
tially ignoring the panel structure of the data. Stack the data as described in Eq.
(12.1) and let the model be given by

y = Xp + (12.4)
where now we assume that eit - iidto, tO) for a1l 1and /. That is, for a given indi-
vidual, observations are serially uncorrelated; and across individuals and time, the
errors are homoscedastic.

Estimation of this model is straightforward. The assumptions we have made
correspond to the classic linear model. Efhcient estimation proceeds by stacking the
data as already shown and using OLS. By assuming each observation is iid, however,
we have essentially ignored the panel structure of the data. Although this estimation
method is the easiest, it is often not apprepriate tbrreasons that we now pursue.

1.2.3
TWO EXTENSIONS TO THE SIMPLE MODEL

Our starting point is the following model:

yi = Xitg + eit (12.5)
where for the typical case the number of individuals is large, and the number of time
peliods is small. We go (m step further and smcify the following error structure for
the disturbance term:

t
= ai + nit (12.6)

wherc we assume that Tit is uncorrelated with Xit. The first tenn of the decompo-
sition, ai. is called an individual effect. ln this formulation, our ignorance has two
parts-the Erst part varies across individualsor the cross-section unit but is constant
across time; this pal4 may or may not be correlated with the explanatory variables.
The second part varies unsystematically (i.e.,independently) across time and indi-
viduals. This formulation is the simplest way of capturing the notion that tw0 obser-
vations from the same individual will be more

''like'' each other than observations
from two different individuals.

A large proportion of empirical applications involve one of the following as-
sumptions about the individual effect:

7A. Deaton. HPaXI Data from a Series of Remated Cross-sections,''Journal ofEconometrics, 3% 1985,
I09-126.
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1. Random eyects model: ai is uncorrelated with Xit.
2. Fixed effects model.. ai is convlated with Xit.
The nomenclature is unfortunatc and not used uniformly in differentliteratures. We
have adopted the terminology that has filtered down to mogt applied researchers in
economics (andstatistical packages). To avoid confusion it might bc better if the
models were given different names: the relevant distinction between the two models
is not whether the effect is hxed or not. The distinction is whether the effect is corre-
lated with the explanatory variables. The nomenclature is well-established, however,
and we will adopt it here.3

12.4
THE RANDOM EFFECTS MODEL

The random effects model hs the following structure:

yfy cxitp + s/,
where it = ai + 'tit

lt is important to stress that the substantive assumption that distinguishes this model
from the fixed effects model is that the time-invariant person-specific effect ai is
uncorrelated with #ff . Recall that this orthogonality condition, along with ut ms-
sumption about Tit, is sufhcient for OLS to be asymptotically unbiased (seeChapter
10). Why not then merely do OLS?

The problem is twofold. When the true model is the random effects model,

1. OLS will produce consistent estimates of p but the standard errors will be under-
stated.

2. OLS is not efhient compared to a feasible generzized least-squares (GLS)pro-
cedure.

(12.7)

(12.8)

In essence, the random effects model is one way to deal with the fad that F obser-
vations on n individuals are not the same as observations on nT different individu-
als. The solution is straightforward. First, we del-ivc an estimatr of the covariance
matrix of the error term. Second, we use this covariance structure in our estimator
of p .

lt will be helpful to be a bit more explicit about the precise nature of tbe elwl':
. . .

, ,

F(41 = 0 f'E@l4'1= r2I rnn
E Eaztyl = 0, f0r # j

'lafafl

= tz'.2 (12.9)
Flais.pl = 0 Flafl = 0

where all expectations are conditional ()n X. Given these assumptions, we can write
le en'or covariance of the disturbance term of each individual cross-section unit:

3Agooddiscussicm of the differencebetween hxed and randm effects appears ip S. >-arle, G.Cassella,
andC, Mccullouch, Variance Components, John Wiley & Sonss 1992, 3.
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2 + c2 c2 (,.2
t' a a9

2 2 + .2 g.2
Ga Jn a a

e'leer1 = cllp + clii' = (1210)i t Tl (z -

-

:
2 2 + (,.2

Ga o'y a

where l is a T )< l vector of ones. When the data are organized as in Eq. (12.2) the
covariance of the error term for 21 the observations in the stacked model (12.3)can
be written as E

.

.

I 0
0 :

fl = In (& X = Flee'l =
. .

0 0

0
0

Y

(12.11)

whereX = Fl66J1is the W F matrix given in Eq. (12. 10). The block diagonality
of fl makes finding an inverse simpler, and we can fcus on finding the inverse of
:. It is straightfozward but tedious to show tbat

1 1 - 0 ,y- l/2 = g - iivtz',? F

2C

where e =

c
O

a (12.12)
T + tz

is an unknown quantity that must be estimated.
Feasible GLS requires that we get estimates of the unknown quantities in Eq,

(12. 12). In particular. we need estimates of the variances el and (4 in 0. Simple
:

'?

analysls variance arguments are enough to derive consistent estimators. However,
they can be equivalently derived as the appropriately modied sum of squared er-
rors from two different estimators. lt will be useful therefore to discuss these two
estimators tirst.ln the process we will develop a simple way to computethe random

effects estimatr.
,

. ... .
.

,

12.5
RANDOM EFFECTS AS A COMBINATION OF WITO
AND BETWEEN ESTIMATORS

We consider two estimators that are consistent but not efcient relative to GLS. The
:rst one is quite intuitive: convert a1l the data into individual specilic averages and

perform OLS on this
Etcollapsed'' data set. Speciscally, perform OLS on the follow-

ing equation:

yj. = Xi.p + egor
.(12.13)

S . .

where tbe ftll term N-,-fis
F

.
ikr..

q....
'

.,, :..hg
:IL

' yi. =

y
'FO.

yit
t = l
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and Xi. is defined similarly. To put this expression in matrix terms. stack the data asbefore and detine a new NT K n matrix D, which is merely the matrix of n dummy
variables corresponding lo each cross-section unit. Now dehne'p = DD'D)- 1D/,a
symmetric and idempotent matrix. Premultiplying by this matrix transforms the data
into the means described in Eq. (12.13): the predicted value of yi from a regression
on nothing but the individual dummies is merely r. .

ne # estimated this way is called the between estimator and is given by
#, = CX#z)X) X #!).: (12.14)

The betweenestimator is consistent
sample is consistent. In other contexts,
estimator because, if T is long enougb, such an estimator is robust to classical mea-
surement error in the X variables (providedthat the orthogonality condition is satis-
hed with the correctly measured data). This interpretation is easiest to understand if
0ne notices that the estimator corresponds to 2SLS (two-stageleast squares), using
the peson dummies as instnlmentsa4

We can also use the information ''thrown away'' by the between estimator. De-
tine M = 1nw- DD'Dj-- 1D' which is also a symmetlic idempotent matrix. lf we5

premultiply the data by Mo and compute 0LS on the transformed data we can derive
tlle following within estimator:

(though not efhcient) when OLS on the pooled
this estimator is sometimes called a Ftz/tf

F - (Mz)x)'(M,)x))- MAj'Mg+

'M # - LX'M '

= (X D ) DJ (12.15)
which is merely the estimator that would result from running OLS on the data includ-
ing a full set of dummy variables. The matrix Mn can be interpreted as a residual-
makcr matrix: this interpretation xepresents an application of lhe Frisch-Waugh-
Lovell theorem discusscd in Appendix 3.2. Premultiplying by this matrix transforms
the data into residuals from auxiliary regressions of al1the variables on a complete
set of individual speci:c constants. Since the predicted value from such a regression
is merely the individual specihc mean, the esiduals are merely deviations from
person-specihc means. Specifically,Eq. (12.15)is equivalent to performing OLS n
tll.efollowingequation:

yit
-

yi. = xu - Xi.)p + error (12. l6)
As we discuss shortly, if the assumptions underlying the random effects model

are correct, the within estimator is also a consistent estimator. but it is not ef:cient.

4rf'heterm Waldestimator should no( l3econfused with the Wald test. It is so named since it was proposed
in a paper by A. Wald, lq'he Fitting ckfStraight Lines if Both Variables Are Subjecl lo Erron'' Annals
ofMathematical Statistics, II, 1940. 284-3*. A simple application of this approach can Ix found in
0. Ashenfelter, tMacroeconamic and Micnvonomic Analyses of Lalx)r Supplyl' Carnegieochester
Conference Series on Public Policy 21, 1984, 1l7-1 56. 1. Angrist- ''Groud-Data Estimation and Test-
ing in Simple Labor-supply Models,'' Journal of Econometrics. 47 (N3). 199 l , 243-266, elaborates
further on Ashenfelter's approach and provides additianal deuils. A similar approach is discussed in A.
Deaton, &panel Data from a Timoeries of Crossections.'' Joumal ofEconometrics, 33, 1985, 109-
126, which alse considers the bias introduced by the use of imprecise or error-ridden:' sample group
means instead of mpulationgroup means.
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This defect is clear since we have included n unnecessary extra variables. lt is called
the within estimator because it uses only the variation wln each cross-section
unit,

Notice that the pooled OLS estimate is justa weighted sum of the between and
within estimators:

# = (A'4') Xy

= xtxl-x'uoy + x'Poyj

? - l !
'-''''-

r - l /
-''''--

= (# .Y) x Moxpw + (# .Y) x z'oxps
Recall our discussion in Section 6.7 about GLS estimation in the presence of

auto-correlated disturbances. Although OLS was generally consistent, it was ineffi-
cient since it did not incorporate our a prioli knowledge about thc form of the serial
correlation. In the random effects case, OLS on the pooled data fails to use infor-
mation about 1he heteroscedaslicity that results from using repeated observations of
the same cross-scction units. The problem with the pooled OLS estimator is that it
weights all observations equally. This treatment is not generally optimal because an
additional observation on a person already in ttle data set is unlikely to add as much
information as an additional observation from a new (independent)individual.

We are now in a position to compute the necessary quantities f0r a feasible GLS.
S'nnanrd ANOVA suggests the tbllowingestimators:

1 ,2 . - jls,& urN nT - nk - n

'g,-2 BGs =

n
- k

(:2
2 . a2 - ...!(& sa r

where w are the residuals from the within regressien and s are the residuals from
the between regression. These can then be used to construct 0.

The student should be able to verify that these estimators are asymptotically
unbiased estimates Of the relevant vmiances. The formula for l is derived, for ex-zl
ample, by noting that the deviations-from-means transformation leaves only T in the
error tenn. The purpose of introducing the estimators should now be clear: There is
a simple way to compute the random effects estimator if one does not have access to
a program that computes it automatically. A simple procedure todo so is as follows:

1. Compute the between and within estimators.
2. Use the residuals to calculate the appropriate variance terms.
3. Calculate k
4. Run OLS on the following transformed variables J and k where

- = yit - yi. +. oyi.A'fr

Xit = Xu - Xi. + 0Xi.

(12.17)

(12-18)
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ne transformation is intuitively appealing. When there is no uncorrelated
person-specific component of variance (t7'a2= 0 in Eq. (12.12)1, e = 1, and the
random effects estimatpr redues to the pooled OLS estimator.

12.6
THE FIXED EFFECTS MODEL IN THE TWO-PERIOD CASE

To the attentive reader, panel data might appear to have nothing particular to offer
compared to simple cross-section data. Indeed, up to this point panel data have been
presented as a more complex vcrsion of cross-section data where we have to deal
with the unfortunate fact that there is not quite so much information in n individuals
bserved F times as there is with nT individuals. As discussed before, this limitation

can be noted explicitly by observing that the random effects estimator reduces to
the pooled estimator with a single cross section when the variance of the individual
component is zero.

ln fact, some have wryly noted that one advantage of panel data is that ttit has
created more work for econometricians.'' If this alone were true, there would cer-
tainly be little advantage to panel data! lnstead, panel data estimation has grown in
popularity because it has held Out the promise of reducing a grave problem faced by
most researchers'. the lack of an adequate list of independent variables to explain the
dependent variable.

To see this, let us start with an intuitive discussion of one lixed effect estimator
(several are in commcm use).

Considera simple two-period model (/ = 1,2) of the form

yit = Xitp + Zi8 + ei ' (12.l9)

where X = a matrix of explanatory variables tlut varies across time and individ-
uals

Z = a matrix of variables observed by the econometrician that vary across
individuals but for each individual are constant across the tw0 periods

Similar to our previous development in the random effects model we detine

eft = aj + Tit
As before, wc make the following assumptions (repeatingEq. 12.9):

F(41 = 0 Fl'nn'l = lnv
n

E faiaj 1 = 0, for # j Fgajcjl = c.a2

E W'rlpvl= 0 'Ia/l = 0

where all expectations are conditional on X and Z. The substantive difference be-
tween the present case and the random effects model involves 0ne further assump-
tion regarding the individual specisc effect. Letting Gj, = (aYj;Zj1 we now assume
that '

f(FJ,ef,1+ 0 (12.22)

(12.20)

(12.21)
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ln particular we are concerned that our independent variables are correlated with a .

The failure of this orthogonality assumption has important consequences. Consider
OLS estimation on only the hrst-period data:

F,'l = Xi3p + Zi6 + 6/! (12,23)
Unlike the random effects case, a consequence of Eq. (12,22)is that OLS will be
biased. The extent and direction of the bias will depend on the precise nature of the
relationship between the individual specific effect and the other explanatory vari-
ables. The bias can bc analyzed in a fashion similar to our discussion of omitted
variables in Chapter 8. A useful expedient is to imagine that we could rtln the fol-
lowing regression in the mpulation:

ap. = H$.:= + error (12.24)
The poprlation coeflicients = of this Iinear projection represent the bias. For

example, if Iz is the OLS coefficient on the second explanatory variable from Eq.
(12.23) and 'ra the population parameter from the same explanatory variable in the
linec projectiondescribed in Eq. (12.24) then we can write

plim pz = /12+ 'r:

where pz is the true population value of the coefhcient on the second explanatory
variable.

Using similar logic, we face tlze snmc problem with tlze OLS regressioq using
only the second-period data:

yiz.= aV2#+ Zi6 + Eiz (12.25)
The

''magic*' of panel data comes from noting that if Eqs. (12.23) and (12.25)are
validrepresentations Of thc world, then any linear combination of the relationships
is also true. Specilkally.

yi3 = Xisp + Zi& + eI

ya = Xilp + Zi& + iz

ya
-

pl =
u

- #fl )# + Zi - Ziln + eiz
- e/I )

y = ik'p + AzJ + e (12.26)
where is just the difference operator. F0r example, AY = Xin - #1.1. Equation
(12.26)is equivalent to

Ay = Xp + n (12.27)
whete we have noted that the time-invariant terms Zi and af drop out after appli-
cation of the difference operator. The key difference between Eq. (12.27)and our
untransformed versions, Eqs. (12.23)and (12.2j),is that the necessary orthogonal-
ity conditien now holds on the transformed data. Specifically,

A'lf'pl = 0 (12,28)
The fortuitous consequence of this observation is that the OLS regression on

thetransformeddata yields unbiased estimates ofthe ctpe-/icfdrll.on the X variables.
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This is the essence of the xed effects model. With panel data it is possible to obtain
consistent estimates of parameters of interest even in the face of correlated omitted
effects when OLS n individuals' cross sections would fail to do so! Intuitively, we
are using individuals as controls for themselves. Three other lessons from this simple
example will obtain in the more general lixed effects case:
1. Withhxed ej-cts estinmtors, wc cannot gcnerally recover esimates ofany time-

invariant explanator.v variables.s When we remove the unobserved correlated
effects a,., we also remove the effects of any observed variable that is time-
invariant. ln our simplc example, the differencing transformation causes both Zf
and ai to drop out of 0ur linal estimating equation. Al1time-invariant effects re-
ceive the same treatment.

2. Of course, the p sidt of Lesson 1is that thefzwed effects estimator is robust to the
omission ofany relevant time-invariant regressors. This indeed is the promise of
Exed effect estimation. In principle, with tixedeffects estimation we have greatly
minimized he informational requirement necessary to satisfy the orthogonality
condition. Shortly,we pursue an example to illustrate this point.

3. When the random eyects model is valid, thehxed effects estimator will still pro-
duce consistent estimates ofthe identmableparameters. That is, the orthogonality
condition in Eq. (12.28)is obviously still valid when the random effects model
desclibes the state of the world. (Although, as we will discuss below, in this case
the lixed effects estimator is n0t eflicient relative to the random effects estimaton)

12.7
THE FIXED EFFECTS MODEL WITH MORE
THAN TWO TIME PERIODS

Before we discuss empirical applications of the fixed effects model, we derive it for
a case with more than two time periods.

Because the fixed effects model starts with the presumption that covtatjf, (z,.) #
0, we must estimate the model condionally on the presence of the lixed effects.
That is, if we rewrite the model as

yi' = Xitp + ai + nit (12.29)
the ai are treated as unknown parameters to be estimated. Note, however, that we
cannot obtain consistent estimates of thcse additional parameters in the typical panel
data case. In the typical case, T is small, and n is large. Our asymptotic theory is
based on the idea that n gets Iarger and larger. In tis setup, however, the number of
parameters is growing at the same rate as the sample. Although we cannot estimate
ai consistently, we can estimate the remaining parameters coqsistently.

5If we have additional a priori information aboutthe elements of the time-varying regressors it is some-
times Nssible to recovet the coefhcients on the time-invariaat rrgressors. See J. Hatlsman and W. Taylor,
tpanel Data and Unobservable lndividual Effects,'' Econometrica, 4% 1981, 1377-1398. Also see C.

Hsiao,Analysis of Panel Daftz, 1986. Section 3,6. l .
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T0 do so, we need only nm the regression

= yp + pa + p.# (12.30)

where D = In (Dfr, as before, is a set of n dummy variables (onefor each person).
From the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell Theorem, we note that Eq. (l 2,30) is just the same
as nmning a regression of each of our variables y and X on this set Of dummies and
then nmning the regression of the y residuals on the X residuals. The matrix that
produces such residuals is the familiar MD = I - DD'Dj-D'. We can run OLS on
the transformed variables Mpy on MnX to get

pw = x'Mpx)- latpMp.y (12.31)
This is merely the whin estimator we derived before. ne within estimator is only

one possible fixed effects estimator. Any transfonnation that rids us of the Exedeffect
will produce a fixed effects estimator.

For example, consider the F X (F - 1) matrix F, which transforms a 1 >: F

vector of repeated obscrvations on the same individual to a 1 X F - 1 vxtor Qf ftrst
diferences by postmultiplication:

0 0 0
- 1 0 0

1
- 1 - - - 0

0 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 1

This transformation is just the hrst difference transformation we pursued in the pre-
vious section. The reader should verify that this too lds the equation of the fixed
effect.

Returning to our deviations from means approach, this purges the data of the
sxed effects by removing means of these variables across individual cross-section
units. That is, the predicted value of y which belongs to group i, is just the mean of
that group (in the same way that a regression of y on just a constant would yield a
predicted value equal to the mean computed Over the whole snmple),

yJ. = X. p + --;+ ni. (12.32)

Bccause the mean ef ai f0r individual i is merely a/, we can difference Eqs. (12.29)
and (12.32)to yield

yit- yi-. - xit- Xi.lp + Tit -
'r?i.)

(12.33)
It is evident then that either flrst-diferencing or differencing from person-smcilic
means will do the trick.6

In many applications, the easiest way to implement a sxedeffects estimator
with conventionsl software is tn include a differentdllmmyvariable for each ind

ti-f'hetw0 estimators will not in general be numerically identical, however. In fact, if the two estimators

givevery diffcrcnt answers, it is evidence thal the assumptions of the fixed effects mdel do not hold.
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vidual unit. nis method is often called the least-squares dummy variable (LSDV)
method as in Eq. (12.30). lf n is very large, however, it may be computationally
prohibitive to compute coefhcients for each cross-section unit. In that case, another
way to implement a fixed effects estimator is as follows:

* Transform all the variables by subtacting person-specific means.
* Run OLS on the transformed variables.

This approach will work perfectly, apart from the fact that the standard errors need
to be corrected. The correct sfandard errors are

2CX'M x)-I (12.34)Gn D

This result is almost exactly the same output one would get from the two-step
prcedure defined earlier. There is a problem however, in how the computer gener-
ates its estimate of G2

. The correct way isn
N/w# =

p np-n-k

where the denominator is the correct degrees of freedom-nr observations minus n
computed means and k parameters). ne output from the regression package, how-
ever, does not know that we estimatezl n means. Insteady it omputes G2 as

2
k'llF

thomputer=

v - kn
lt is simple, however, to correct for the degrees of freedom because

nl- - k z2 = . (j.& uterT nT - n
- k C0mP

The fact that the i xed effects estimator can be interpreted as a simple OLS
regression of means-differenced variablcs explains why this estimator is often called
a within group estimator. That is, it uses Only the variation within an individual's
set of observations.

(12.35)

12.8
THE PERILS OF FIXED EFFECTS ESTIMATION

Note that the lixed effects cstimation solves the omitted variables problems by
tithrowing away'' some f the variance that contaminates either OLS or the random
effects estimator. So far, this h>m21 been fQr tlle Gst Wq now nmk'; can the cure be
worse than the disease?

12.8.1 Example 1: Measurement Error in X

Unfortunately the answer is yes. Consider the simple linear model when the single
explanatory variable is measured with error. Let therecorded value of the explanatory
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variable, x, equal the truth x* plus a white noise measurement error:

x = x* + v (12.36)
* N(0 c2 ) and v

'-- NQ tO).Naw considcr the plim of p- or the OLSwhere x
-

, x. , v cs
estimate from a single cross section (CS) in the followingmodel, when no fixed
effects are present:

yit = t + # xit + eit (12.37)
We assume that covtx, eit) = 0, that is, apart from the measurement error in

the explanatory variable, al1the classical desirable properties hold. lt can be shown
that (seeChapter 5)

2
a G vplimpcs = # - p a afr . + ev

.

that is, our estimates will be attenuated, or biased toward zcro, depending on what

ropotion of the total valiance in our measurement G2 = &2. + g.2 represents vali-P x x p

ation due to mismeasurement.
This attenuation bias can be greatly exacerbatedby standard fixed effects esti-

mation. especially if the explanatory variables are correlated across time. This result

can be easily seen by considering the Erst-differenced (FD) version of the preceding
model. lt can lx shown that

2po'vplimpFo = p - z(1-
pxllGx. + tz'$l

(12.38)

where pr = covtas, xi*t- j )/var(x*).It is now evident where the difficulty lies. Apart
from the inclusion of tlke 1 -

p term in the denominator, the bias leoks like the stan-
dard case. ln fact, when the x*'s are completely uncorrelated across time (p = 0),
this expression reduces to the one we derived for the plim of the OLS cross-section

estimator.
Unformnately, in many applications p is unlikely to be smail. Consider a simple

labor supply example.

hit = w# + 66t (12.39)
where h refers to hours worked in the reference period and w'*refers to the true value

of the wage. However. only a mismeasured version w of the true wage exists.
The problem is this: Although there may be considerable variation in wages

across individuals--z . is reasonably Iarge-therc is typically much less variation
#$!

in changes across t in wages. lf true wages change slowly enough, changes in mea-
sured wages may mostly represent measurement error. ln terms of Eq. (12.38),to the
extent that a person's wages do net change much from year t year, p will bc large.
ln an often-cited exnmple, Altonjitinds that as much as 80 percent of the variation in

wage changes in the PSID may be due to measurement ezron-/ Using additinal data

7 J. Altpnji, t'Intertemporal Substitution in Labor Supply:Evidence from Micro Data,'' Jourttal ofpolit-
ictzlEconomy 94, 1986, S176-52 15.
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from a validation survey. Bound and Krueger 5nd similar results for the PSID.8
These observations suggest that, if left uncorrected, measurement error can seriously
bias fixed effect estimates.

Griliches and Hausman note that with a little bit of structure it is possible to
estimate the impact of the measurement error on the hrst-differenced estimatong
They observe that the problem is greatest when p is large, as is often thc case whea
the duration of time between the two cross-section units is small. One can exploit
this by comparing srst-differencedestimators frm adjacent time periods to longer''
differences. The basic idea is that, if the standard fixed eftct model is correct, a first-
differenced estimator using cross-section observations one period apart, 1, should
be the snme as a hrst-differenced estimator using cross-section observations that
arc L > 1 periods apart, I.. ln the presence of measurement error, however, the
attenuation bias in the longer differences should be less, That is, the signal-to-noise
ratio is greater for the estimator using the longer differences. In termR of the formula
we have just derived, we expect that in much panel data

'

1 - p1) < (1 - pZl (12.40)( x
.x

where pLx represents the cerrelaticm betweenx's observed L periods apm and where
L > 1.

It is worth noting, however,that although the cure can be worse than this disease,
it does not necessarily follow that we should be content with the disease. It is clearly
possible that there might be tcorrelated hxed effects'' as well as measurement error.
If the model is

yi; = xil? + ai + 'oit (12.41)
where the measurement elwr in x is as before, it can be shwn that the cross-section
OLS estimator is inconsistent:

- covlxj,, a,.) poavplimpcs = p +
2

-

a +. yzl (12.42)(Gx. + tr.) rx. v

Bothsxedeffects and measurement error are a source of bias for cross-section
or pooled estimators. Only the latter is a problem for fixed effect estimaticn.ln the
class of models we have considered thus far, which estimator is less biased will
depend on the extent of hxed effects, the extent of measurement error, and the extent
to which the Xs are correlated across time. Sometimes independent information can
be gathered on the extent of measurement enor. Sometimes inslnlrnmtal vuable
techniques can help.

S J. Bound and A. Krueger, tne Extenl of Measuremenl En'or in l-ongindi-l F-amings Data-Do 'Iwo
Wrongs Make a Right?''Journal ofubor Economics. 9. l99 1. 1-24.
9Z.Griliches and J. Hausman, Errors in Variables in Panel Datas'' Journal ofEconometrics, 31, 1986,
93-118.
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12.8.2 Example 2: Endogenous X

ln the two-period case, simple fixed effects estimators involve performing OLS on
changes of the variables. Another possible problem with hxed effect estimators is
that the variation in changes in X over time may not be exogenous. Solon provides a
nice illustration of such a problem.lo Consider estimating the extent to which unsafe

jobs pay kompensating wage differentials'': do otherwise similar workers receive

above average wages for more dangerous jobs? The simplest model might be

wp = c + Ditp + eit (12.43)
where D is a dummy variable that equals 1 if a job is unsafe and 0 otherwise. To
put the problem in its starkest terms, assume that there is no such premium and that
workers in both types of jobs draw their wages from a single distribution. In this
case, p = o-thereis no premium. Suppose further that workers prefer safe jobsto
unsafe ones, and that one attempts to estimate p with a simple lixed effect model:

wp = LDitp + ei: (12.44)
where Awfr = wf

-

wi,t- 1 . lt is important to consider w/ly we observe variation in
LDi(. F0r consistent estimation we require that sample variation in tDit be exoge-

nous and uncorrelated with eit. Unfortunately, this is almost certainly nOt the case.
ln this simple example, a worker with a safe job will only switch to an unsafe job

Dit > 0) if it happens to offer a higher wage it > 0). On the other hand, work-
ers may switch from an unsafe job to a safe job Dt < 0) for either no increase in
pay, or maybe even a small decrease. lf this is the case, wage gains to people switch-

ing to more unsafejobs will be larger than wage gains (orlosses) to workers moving

to safe jobs.As a consequence, lixed effect estimation will result in a positive p al-
though the true p is zero. Put differently, iht is dctermined by et. In general, the
direction of the bias caused by this type of self-selection will depend on the process
that determines changes in the dependent variable.

It is possible to incorporate this type of dynamic self-selection directly into the
estimation of paneldata models. However, such models are much more complex and
typically require some information to identify the selection process. A discussion of
these issues is beyond the scopc of this chapter.

It is worth pointing out that this dynamic selectien problem is only one type of
difticulty that arises from ''selection.-- Another example Of such a problem is selec-

tive attrition. ln many panel data sets. persons leave the snmple. Furthermore, many
researchers will force their samples to be balanced (thesame number of observations

per cross-section unit) since estimation with balanced panels is typically much eas-
ier. Dropping individuals to balance a sample can often be a problem if the people
who are dropped from thc sample are different from those who remain in the sam-
ple. When this is the case, the panel data set may ccase to be representative. Thc
less representative the sample. the more difhcult it is to make statements about the
rdevant population ()f interest.

IOG.Solon, fine Value of Panel Data in Economic Researchs'' Panel Surveys, eds. Daniel Kasprzyk,
Greg Duncan, GrahamKalton, and M, R Singh, John Wiley & Sons. 1989, 486-496.
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12.9
FIXED EFFECTS OR RANDOM EFFECTS?

As we Erst pointed out in Section 12.3 the salient distinction between the two mod-
els is whether the time-invariant effects are correlated with the regressors or not. We
also observed that when the random eyects model is valid, theflxed ej-ects estima-
tor will still produce consistent estimates of he ident#able parameters. lt would
appear therdore that, in general. the fixed effects estimator is to be prefen'ed to the
random efects estimatr unless we can be certain that we can measure al1 of the
time-invmiant factors possibly correlated with the other regressors.

Many researchers apparently tind a precisely estimated fixed effects estimate
more persuasive than a precisely estimated random effects estimate. This prefer-
ence seems to be a consequence of the reasonable belief that, apart from purely ex-
perimental or quasi-experimental situations, it is unlikely that the tixedeffects are
uncorrelated with the regressors of interest. ln the literature on the effect of union
status on wages, for example, it is widely held that random effects and cross-section
estimates are upward-biased estimates of the true effect: union workers are

tmore

productive'' in ways not observed by the econometrician.
As we Iearned from our discussion of the perils of hxed effects estimation, how-

everv it is possible that the cure is worse than the disease. Whether this situation
is common in applied work is debatable. More common appears to be the situation
when neither the sxedeffects estimator nor the random effects estimator is perfect.
Consider again the literature on union wage effects. Although the evidence suggests
that the random eflcts estimators are upward-biased estimates of the true effect, the
fixed effects estimates are generally held to be Jtpwaward-biased estimates of the
true effects. This conclusion rests, among other things, on the observation that since
actual changes in union status are relatively rare, a small amount of measurement
error in the level of union status can have an important effect on the signal to total
variance ratio of changes in union status.

ln short, there is no simple rule to help the researchcr navigate past the Scylla
of xed effects and the Charybdis of measurement error and dynamic selection. Al-
though they are an improvement over cross-sectien data, panel data do not provide
a cure-all f0r all of an economctrician's problems.

Next we turn to some simple specihcation tests in the panel data context and
introduce a more sophisticated approach to panel data that yields additional insights.

12.18
A WU.HAUSMAN TEST

We have developed two estimators that have different properties depending on the
correlation between ai and the regressors. Specihcally,

1. If the effects are uncorrelated with the explanatory variables, the randm effects
(RE) cstimator is consistent and efhcient. The fixed effects (FE) estimaloris con-
sis*nt but aQt tfient.
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2. If the effects are correlated with the explanatory variables, the fixed effects esti-
mator is consistent and efhcient but the random effects estimator is now incon-
sistent.

This difference sets up a clear case for a Hausman test, detined simply ms

H = (#Rs - pFE)'(Xs -
XRE) '(#RE - /3sE) (12.45)

The Hausman test statistic (discussedin Chapter 10) will be distributed asymptot-
ically as F with k degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis that the random
effccts estimator is correct.

An alternative method is to perfonn a simple auxiliary regression. Let # and k
be the data transformed for the random effects model as in Eqs. (12.17) and (12.18).

Ql

Define the X variables transformed for a fixed-effects regression as
kit = Xit - X,

As in Chapter 10 on GMM, the Hausman test can be computed by means of a simple
F test on y in the following auxiliary regression:

Q

.y= kp + xy + error (12.46)
The hypothesis being tested is whether the omission of sxedeffects in the random
effects model has any effect on the consistency of the random effects estimates.

As in previous chapters it is important to stress that if the random effects model
tGpasses'' this tests all is not necessarily well. ln fact, one unfortunate result, which
is not uncommon in applied work, is that the two estimators are not sign#cantly
different from each other. This may indicate only that there is not enough variance
in the change in X to provide results precise enough to distinguish between the two
sets of estimates. Furthermore, an imprecisely estimated hxed effect estimate that
is not signiicantly different from zero is no reason to exult that the effect of the
variable is zero. Indeed, if one wishes to argue that a variable does not matter, a
precisely estimated zero is more convincing than an imprecisely estimated zero.

12.11
OTHER SPECIFICATION TESTS AND AN INTRODUCTION
TO CHAMBERLAIN'S APPROACH

One instructive approach to understanding estimation and testing of panel data met-
0ds goes by a variety of names: H-matrix approach, minimum distance, minimum
7, Or Generalized Method Of Moments (see Chapter 10 for a discussion). This ap-

proach also has a lot in cemmon with simultaneous equation models (seeChapter 9).
Chamberlain has published two useful references.ll

11G. Chamberlain, K'MultivariateRegression Models for Panel Data,'' Journal ofEconometrics, 18, 1982,
5-46) and ''Panel Data,'' in Handbook ofEconometrics, Volume 2, edited by Z. Gliliches and M. Intrili-
gator. North-l-lolland. 1984. 1247-1 318. ' '

-
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We do not intend to treat this subject exhnustively. It is d,l'MnqcM lzerefor two
reasons:
1. Reporting an omnibus speciEcation test for the hxed effects model has grown

increasingly common. It cannot theunderstood without some familiarity with this
basic approach.

2. Because much Of the literature is technically demanding, the authors hope that a
brief introduction will make te moe complete treatments a bit more accessible
to the researchcr or student.

Chamberlain's insight is that the simple hxed effect model is really a large col-
lection of rcstrictions on a more general model. In fact, the simplest way to under-
stand this approach is to view panel data estimation as the estimation of a set of
equations, much like the simultaneous equation models we considered earlier.

To keep the exposition clear, we will focus on the simplest case: one binary
independent variable and two time periods. To lix ideas, consider the case when the
dependent variable is 1og wages, and the right-hand-side variable is union status.
Jakubson presents a pnrticularlyclear application of the basic methodology of this

l2Case.

It is important to recognize that the sxedeffects model actually embodies many
restrktions. The basic model is

yit = xitp + ki + efr (12.47)
In the case of union wage effects, there are reasons to suspect that the omitted effect
may be correlated with union status. From cross-section work, it is clear that for most
workers the effect of union status is to raise wages relative to otherwise identical
nonunion workers. Capitalists might respond to the inability to pay workers as little
as the market will bear by trying to skim off the best workers; i.e.. they may recnt
more selectively. ln this case, a may represent ability observed by the capitalist, but
unobserved by the econometrician-a classic case for a correlated lixed effect.

Recall that OLS on this equation on a single cross section yields unbiased esti-
mates of pt if covta/, xitj = 0. The problem comes when ai is correlated with the .x

variable. In this case a simple expedient is the hrst-difference estimator introduced
earlier:

L.y = Mp + e (12.48)
It is useful to rewrite this in an algebraically equivalent way:

Zy = pn - pxL + f (12.49)
Clearly this sxedeffects model imposes a restriction. ln Eq. (12.49), the effect of

union status, entered in levels, is constrained to be opposite and equal in sign. In other
words, people who arc joininga union (.x2= 1, a:! = 0) should receive a premium
equal and opposite in sign to someone who leaves a union (.n = 0, xl = i). In this

case, a standard F test can be used to test this additional restriction.

l2G, Jakubson, tEstimation and Testing of Fixed Effects Models: Estimation of the UnionWageEffect
Using Panel Data.'' RevfewofEconomic Studies, S8>1991, 971-991.
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12.11.1Formalizing the Restrictions

Let us be a bit more formal. ln doing so we will extend the previous example to the
case where the union effect varies over time. Specically, we analyze the following
model:

yit = xitpt + ai + nit (12.50)
We would like to formalize the notion that the fixed effect is correlated with x. Con-
sider then te following population regression of the Nxed effect on a1Ithe lags and
leads of x:

ai = x/ll + ' ' ' + xfww + (i (12.51)
where .

= (l, . . . , w)! is a vector of coeficients, and where we will assume that
(i is an uncorrelated effect, much like the one we encuntered in the random effects
model-the person-specihc component of variance that is uncorrelated with x. In
the two-period caseqr = 2. Notice that we include in this linear projection'' all the

l We do this as a consequence of the fact that if the fixed cffect isleads and lags of x.
correlated with .&r in one period, it is likely to be correlated witll x in another period.

We can n0w think of writing

A'fl = #1Al + 11-Yj1 + 12.:7/2+ (i + 'pzl

ya = i'Vxa+ 11Ifl + 12-7f2+ + na
yit = nttxu+ h'xi + Q'- nit (l 2.52)

where A is a vector of length two. It is straightforward to see that we can estimate
a

ttreduced fonu'' that involves twO equations: yj as a function of xl and A2, and y2
as a function of the same two variables. This reduced form of Eq. (12.52)can be
writn as

yi1
.1,.1

g 5?)= H (1 .

yi2
.11.2

where H is a 2 x 2 matrix of reduced form coefscients:

11l H 1
l 2rl =

112 112l 2

The corresponding structural model can be summarized as
pj + ! l )a 54)F =

- - . ( ,

A2 ($2+ A2

The minimum distance approach produces eflicient estimates minimizing the
distance between the structural coefhcients, F, and the reduced form coeflicients

13Weuse the tenn linear projection here to avoid contksing Eq, (l 2.51) with the actual conditional

expectationof ai. nat is, it is not important that Eq. (12.51)1)ethe %'ttMe'' mcdel for ai or that the true
relationship be linear.

' --'
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given by H. Formally, we need to choose F to minimize M, where

M = vecl - rlpgvartvecll-illq-lvect - r') (12.55)

where the vec operator tvectorizes'f

a matrix and is desned as follows: Let A be
a n X k matrix and let ai be the l'th colu/n of 4. Then vectA) = (Jk

. . .
J;1', a

column vector of length n1. Notice that H is easily computed by pedbrming GLS
on the equation system gven by (12.53).ln this case, because each equation has the
snme exogenous variables' this computation amounts to running the two-equation
system as seemingly unrelated regressions (SURs) or OLS. The alert student will
also recognize this minimum distance approach as GMM (seeChapter 10) applied
to this panel data case.

12.11.2 Fixed El'et!ts in the General Model

If we cannot asstlme that ( is uncorrelated with leads and lags of x, we merely srst-
difference the equation system or perform OLS on the following single equation:

FE
. - pWx. + (pjj - nij (12.56)()?fl- )'f2) = /31ml 2 ,2

ln the case we are considering, Eq. (12.56)is exactly equal to what we get frem
estimatingEq. (12.53) by OLS and srst-differencing.That is,

fl l - nz = p-'.b''E
l I l

1 - 2 =
p'''.zM

2 2 -

This will not be truc in general, however. Instead, it will be necessal'y to perfonn
a transformation (hrstdifferences, deviations from person-specific means, deviations
from the last period's values, etc.). Note that in our example one can read off the
estimates of A.readily. In the example we have been considering, we suggested that
capitalists respond to their inability to pay low wages by more selective recruiting:
we would expect such a situation to imply that /.1 and :2 are both positive. Note well
that >> 0 also implies that the fixed effect estimate will be smaller than the cross-
section estimate-the highcr wages union members receive reflect not only, say, the
prohts the union has bcen able to transfer from the capitalist and shareholders to
workers but also the higher productivity of workers recruited to work in unioniad
environments. With some caveats this is what Jakubson found, f0r exnmple.lz

12.11.3 Tthstingthe Restridions

So far we have considered the case when we have allowed the effect of the indepen-
dent variables to vary. In this case, there are exactly four reduced form coefficients
(H l H1 112H2) and four structural ceflicients, (#l

,#2,l,2) and the minimand15 27 1' 2

givenby Eq. (12.55),
M = vect;

- rl'lvartvectflllj-lvect; - r)
will be identical to zero. There are n.e overidentifying restrictions to test.
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Suppose we return to the case we considered earlier in this chapter-the coef-
Ecient is the same over time. This adds an additienal restriction to the coefhcient,

and the system is overidentified even in the simple two-period case. As we learned
in Chapter l 0, this minimand will be asymptotically distributedas

,/

with degrees
of freedom given by the difference in the rank chfvectl'l) and vectrl-in this case

one, because the coefticient is constrained to be equal over the two peliods.
As it turns out, however. it is possible to test the overidentifying restrictions

implied by this framework without having to estimate the underlying reduced form.
In the model with more than two time periods, and the coefficients restricted to be the
same over time, computation of the test statistic can be done by means of an auxiliary
regression. As before, we use the within estimator and calculate the corresponding
residuals w. Next we censtruct the nl- ( kl- matrix Of al1leads and lags of X, to wit.

.Y1 0
0 M

0 0

0
0

Xr

The restrictions implicit in Chamberlain's approach can now be tested by com-
puting nTR. where R1 is merely the conventional measure from the regression ef
the within residuals on the leads and lags of X.14 11is straightforward to verify that
this statistic wiil be distributed 2((F - 1)/4. Obviously, if one's estimate does not

pass this ''omnibus''

test of overidentifying restrictions, it must be interpreted with
caution. Although beyond the scope of the present discussionsit is possible to ease
some of the restrictions iae flxodeffects mdel.Seelakubson fora clearexposition
of one approach.

12.12
READINGS

A more complete treatment of panel data estimation issues can be found in Hsiao
d the refercnces therein.lsan

As regards Chamberlain's approach, the aforementioned articles are the standard
references, although they are somewhat challenging to read.ll Jakubson has writtcn

a clear and interesting application to the problem of union wage eftkcts that extends
this approach to the case where the binary independent variable, union status, is
measured with error. Ashenfelter and Krueger have presented a clear exposition of
Chamberlain's approach in an empirical example where instead of two time periods,
there are two twins-the tirst twin is time peribd l , and the second twin is time

eriod 2.16P

I4Thestudent may get some intuition for this by comparing this to Eq. (12.51).
I5C. Hsiao, Analysis ofpanel Data, 1986, Cambridge Univtrsity Press.
IbO. Ashenfelter and A. B. Krueger, Estimates of the Return te Schooling from a New Sample of

Twins,'' American FcoYzzlc Aevt'w 84 (5),1994, 1157-1173.
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Another interesting extension is by Lemieux, who trcats observations of the snme
individual on two different jobsat the same time as constituting a pane1.l7

PROBLEMS

12.1. Consider the following simplihed version of the wage curve,l8 that is, the relation-

shipbetween contemporaneous real wages and aggregate unemployment rates using F
independentcross-sections of N individuals. Thc wage curve is given by

y = Xp + *' (12.57)

where

*p'

J1 'NXL el
J = . A = . / = .

* !

r tNXT e'F

where-p, iN, and er are column vectors with N components; is is an N vector of ones;
and .rJ= (1 &J) where V is the aggregate unemployment rate. Furthermore, assume
that the errorterm is homoscedastic, equicorrelated across individuals, and uncorrelated

acrosstime periods where

'gee'l = tWG

andG is a block-diagonal matrix with F blocks of the frm
Gt = (1 - pllx + ii'x

a, Show that the GLS and OLS estimates of p are the same.
b. Supse that the scial structure ef the error term is ignored and the researcher

merelycomputes the standard formula for the cevariance matrix,

Vus = c' (A'#)

Show that Pt,s = tz'2(1/N)(X.p.)-l
.

c. Computethe correct covariance matrix and show that
- l

zous = a.20lN)
(5M.

x/xJ)

wheree = 1 + pN - 1).19

122. Given the setup in the previous problem, consider the following two-step estimator of
p and its associated standard error. ln Step 1, the following model is estimated)

.# = D + e

I7T.Lcmieux, KeEstimatingthe Effect of Unions on Wage Inequality in a Two Sector Model with Com-
parative Advantage and Nonrandom Selection,'' 1993, Working Paper 9303, Dpar-ment de sciens
conomiques, Universit de Montral,

ISD.G. Blanchdower and A. J. Oswald, The W't7ycCunle, MIT Press, 1994.
19Theuse af explanatory variables that take on identical values within some groups can often lead to
problems with standard ermrs even in croqs-seclion data. For discussion ()f this problemsee T. Kloek,
$rLS Estimation in a Model Wlwre a Microvariable is Explaincd by Aggregatesand Contemporane-
ous Disturbances are Equicorrelated,'' Econometrica 49 (1), 1981, 205-208, and B. Moulton, 4lkandom

Group Effects and the Precisionof Regression Estimates,'' Journal of Econontetrics, 32, 1986, 385-397.
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where D = (D1 /72 DzJ

and Dt is a dummy variable that equals 1when the observation comes from time pedod

t. In Slep 2, the coefficienls are regressed on a constant and the associated wvf valiables.

a. Show that the coefhcient on xt is a censistent estimator of p.
b. lf N is reasonably large, and the model is correct, approximntely what would be the

value of the #2 from the regressinn in Step 2?

12.3. Considerthe panel data case when

vlt = P.i + Y + E''l (12.58)

where 1* = l , . . . , N and t = 1, . . . , F. The p,., !, and Ei1 are random variables having

zero means, independent among themselves and with each other. with variances G2
,

a. and c2 resmctively. Showthat' 6,

F = F(rp') = tx2gpA+ wl + (1 - p
- wjls.j

where A = Iw JT

B = JN (& I r

d &2 =
(r2 + (7.2 + (y.2

an ,Jz

and =
(:2 /(r2 w = G2/c.2

p pz

andJv is a r x F matrix of 1s.

12.4. For the disturbance term vt defned in Problem 12.3, indicate possible estimators of
v2 to and tw2.

lz.T 9 f

12.5. Suppose the true model is

= as + px* + ej t.'.?E,! f i.t -

where(forall i, 1. nnt'l s) . .?.i ?p9.)
.)

.u;

2ei,t - iidto, tL)
k

.

covtx* e,) = covttz* i t) = 0i, l ' . i :'
:,

covtl* a*) = tr . # 0iwtn i Jl t

= x. + ui ,.'i. t i.l ,and

where(fora1l i, t, and
.)

ui;
- iidtq tw2)

x. - iidto /.2 )f, l ' .ir.

covlx;t,
lz,,) = covta) , uivt) = covl: t, Ifd,.;) = 0

The term a* is the time-invariant individual specitic characteristic unobserved by the
econnmetrician,and xs is measured with error by x. Check the consistencv of the fol-
lowingestimators:

*

a. OLS of y ()n
.r

b. The Exed effect estimator
.

' .
.

. , , .. .
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c. ne between estimator

d. ne random effects estimator

12.6. Derive 0 for the random effects model in Eq. (12.12).

12.7. Consider (e panel data model,

nt = zL,J# + etr

and make the following assumptions'.

. ygz ) . (oyi.t

E (E,le.j.!) = ij

e'J',J = pfe,,?- l + vi.t

v,..,= iidto, c2) lpjl< lP

Derive the vm'te) and discuss how a feasible GLS estimator of the parameters might
b constructed.e
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Discrete and Limited Dependent
Variable Models

In this chapter we develop sevcral different statistical models to handle situations for
which OLS and 2SLS are generally not appropriate. Although many of the lessons
we learned from our extensive analysis Of OLS models apply here as well, others
do not. Furthermore, the models we deal with in this chapter are generally nonlinear
models (i.e.,nonlinear in the parametersl; se that, unlike OLS, they frequently do not
maintain their desirable asymptotic properties when the errors are heteroscedastic, or
nonnonnal, Thus, thc models appear to be less robust to misspecification in general.

With the advent of cheap computing and large microdata sets, applied use of
these medels has burgeoned. We will restrict our attention to cross-section applica-
tions (theirmost frequent use) although several of the models discussed here have
also been analyzed for the time series or panel data context. The texts by Amemiya
and Maddala are useful points ()f departure for lhese and other more complicated
modeis.l

13.1
TYPES OF DISCRETE CHOICE MODELS

Discrete choice models attempt to explain a discrete choice or outcome. There are at
least three basic types of discrete variables, and each generally requires a different
statistical model.

Dlchotomous, binary ordummy variables. These take on a value of one or zero
depenng on which of two possible restllts occur. The reader has already encoun-

lT. Amemiya, Advanced Econometrics, Harvard University Press, 1985., and G. S. Maddala, Limited
Dependent and QualitativeVariables in Econometrics CambridgeUniversityPress. l983.

412
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tered these types of variables in previous chapters. In this chapter we will deal
with the case when such a variable is oll the left-hand side of the relationship, i.e.,
when the dummy variable is an endogenous or dependent variable. Unlike the case
when the dummy variable is exogenous, the endogenous dummy variable poses spe-
cial poblems that we have not yet addressed.

To take one example from labor economics, we may be interested in a person's
decision to take a paying job in some reference period, say, a week. We can ten
dehne a dummy variable y as follows: .

1 if person i is employed in a paying jobthis week
y =

0 otherwise

Other examples from labor econmics include the decision to go to college or not. or
the decision to joina union or not.

Dummy variables are among the most frequently encountered discrete variables
in applied work, and we will analyze these types of models in detail. An example,
taken from the biometrics literature (where models for endogenous dummy vari-
ables were pioneered), is the case of evaluating an insecticide. We can imagine that
tolerance y; of an insect i to thc insecticide is normally distributed across insects,
say. y: - N(Jt, tz'e2l.If an insect's tolerance is Iess than the dose xi of the insecticide,
the insect dies.

The problem is that we cannot observe the tolerance y,? of a particular insect;
instead we only observe whether the insect Iives or dies. That is, we obsel've y;, such
tat

1 if the insect dies
yi =

0 Otherwise

Given this setup, we can now turn to the question of interest: what is the probability
that insect i dies? lt is merely the probability that the insect's tolerance is less than
the dose:

probtzf = l ) = probty; < xi) (13.1)
ln this formlzlntion, wbnt we observe, yi , is generated by the following rule:

1 if y* < xiJ =

0 otherwise

In this example y* is called a Iatent or index variable. I is called a latent variable
because it is unobserved, unlike y, which we actually observe. This latent variable
formulation is often analytically convenient.

Polyehotomous variables. nese take on a discrete number, greater than two, of
possible values. Several types o,fpolychotomous variables are enceuntered in applied
econometric research.

1. Unordered variables. These are variables for which there is no natural ranking
nf the altematives. For exlmple, in transportation economics it may be of interest
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to predict the mode of travel lhat a person chooses to get to and from his or her
place t)f employment. The mode may be a function of several things such as the
price of a subway trip or the price of gasoline. For a snmple of commuters, we
might want to defne a variable as follows:

1 if person i drives to work alone
2 if 1*carpools with at least one other individual

yi = 3 if 1takes the subway
4 if i takes the bus
5 if i walks or uses some other method

2. Ordered variables. With these variables the outcomes have a natural ranking.
For instance. suppose wc have a sample of medical diagnoses about the overall
health of individuals. Further suppose that each person in the sample is given a
diagnosis of either poor, fair, or excellent health. We might then deline a variable
as follows: .

l if person ?' is in poor health
yi = 2 if person 1is in fair health

3 if person i is in excellent health

In contrast to the previous example on transportation mode choice, here there is a
natural ordering of the variables. Excellent health is clearly E'more healthy'' than
fair health, which in turn is healthier than poor health.

A special case of an ordered variable is a sequenial variable. This occurs
when, say, the second event is dependent on the srstevent, the third event is
dependent on the previous two events, and s on. Al exnmple might be highest
educational degrce attained, where

1 high school diploma
2 some college

yi =

3 college degree
4 advanced degree

Count dall models. ln these models the dependent variable takes on integer
values. A leading example is the number of patents in a given yeac In this case
we rnight have a variable v that takes on values y = 1,2, . . . , etc. These types of
models are less common in applied econometric research and are often handled by
traditional linear methods.

In the next sevcral sections we consider binary dependent variable models,
where the two values are typically denoted by 0 and 1.

13.2
THE LINEAR PROBABILITY MODE:

Considerthe following example where

l if person 1.is a union member
yi =

0 eterwise
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If we are interested in whether collective bargaining raises the wages of workers, we
might consider running the following OLS regression:

ln wg = tzll + Xiy + yi + e i

where ln w refers to log weekly wages and A' is a vector of demgraphic character-
istics thought to affect wages. lf we assume that a1l the right-hand side variables are
exogenous and e is normally distributed with mean zero, the binary character of y
poses no special problem for estimation.

On the other hand, consider the following descriptive regression:

h'i = Zip + vi (13.3)
where Zi is some set of characteristics thought to determine a person's propensity to
join a union, and p is a set of parameters. ln this context, the fact that y is binary
does cause some problems, pal-ticularly in interpretation.

Consider estimating Eq. (13.3)by OLS, called a linearprobability (LP) model.
When the dependent variable is continuous, it is convenient to interpret the regres-
sion as specifying

'gy

Iz1,the expectation of y given a set of Zs. Although this
approach is generally appropriate when y is continuous, it is generally not so when

J is binary,as the next example will illustrate.

13.3
EXAMPLE: A SIMPLE DESCRIPTWE MODEL
OF UNION PARTICIPATION

To illustrate, we use our 1988 Current Population Survey data and estimate a simple
descriptive linear probability model fer the likelihood of being a union member. The
model we will specify is the following:

Union = po+ pj (potentialexperience) + pztexperiencelz
+ pstgrade)+ pytmarried)+ psthigh)+ e

whtp
,

Potential experience = age
-

years Of schooling - 5, which f0r men is
' Often a reasonable appreximation ef the number of
i years lhey have been in the labor force

Grade = number of years of schooling completed
Manied = a dummy variable that equals l if the worker is

married and 0 otherwise
High = a dummy variable that equals 1 if the worker is in

a
'highly''

unionized industry fNatural Resources,
Manufacturing. Construction. Education. Health
and Welfare. Transportation, Or Public Administra-
tion) and 0 otherwise

First, it is useful to consider the differences in the means of the two samples.
ln Fig. 13.1, we present some simple summary statistics. It is evident that in this
snmple, a union worker is older on average (becausethis is a single cross section
this differencein means may rellect either an age ot a cohor effect), has fewer years
of school, is more likely to be married, and (notsurprisingly) is more likcly to work
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--> union = 0
Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

potexp 784 17.81122 12.93831 l 55
exp2 784 484.426 595.7631 1 3025

grade 784 13.13903 2.676191 0 18
meed 784

.6109694 .4878415

0 l
high 784

.5140306 .5001222

0 1

--> union = l
Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

potexp 2l6 22.77778 11.41711 l 49
expz 2 16 648.5741 563.3426 1 2401

grade 2 16 12.5601 9 2.273423 5 18
married 216

.75 .4340185

0 1
high 216

.7638889
.4256778

0 1

FIGURE 13.1
Union vs nonunion workers in
1988Current Population Survey.

Number of obs = 10(XSgulte SS df MS
F45.994) = l 8.17

Model 14.1787575 5 2.835751 5 Prob > F = 0.(G0
Residual 155.165242 994

.156101

854 R-square = 0.0837
Adj R-square = 0.0791

Total I69.344 999
.1

6951 3514 Root MSE =
.3951

Variable Ceient Std. Ermr t Prob > ItI Mean

union .216

potexp
,0200388 .*38969

5.142 0.000 18.884
exp2 -

.03706 .**819
-4.526

0.000 5 l 9.882
grade

-.01

24636
.*51005 -2.444

0.015 13.014
married

.0133428

.03(Gj1 0.445 0.657 .641

high . 1439396
.0256785

5.605 0.(X)0
.568

-cons . 1021368
.0749337

1.363 0. l73 I

FIGURE 13.2
A simple linear probability model for union status.

in a highly unionized industry. About 22 percent of the sample are union members. lt
also appears that as a group, union workers are more homogenous since the standard
deviations of each factor are smaller.

Figure 13.2 presents (slightlymodihed) STATA output from the simple linear
probability model. The output is rather conventional. The ANOVA decomposition
of the sum of squares in the dependent variable (Total) into explained (Model) and
unexplained (Residual) is given, along with the R2, the adjusted Rl, and the Root
MSE (Root Mean Squared Error). The valtle f the F statistic and its probability refer
to the null hypothesis that all Of the slope coeflicients are zero. Not surprisingly, this
hypothesis is thoroughly rejected.
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Interpretation of the coefficients is straightforward. The coeffcients are merely
the delivatives of the probability of union membership with respect to the element
of Z (thisassertion is not quite tnle f0r the two dummy variables, however, because
there is no simple derivative of discrete variables). Not tot) surprisingly, the signs
on the various coefhcients correspond to the difference in means between union and
nonunion members that we saw in Fig. 13,1. For example, the results of the LP
model suggest that an additiortal year of school lowers the probability of being a
union member by slightly more than l percent. lt is also clear that workers with
more experience are generally more likely to be in unions, althugh the effect of
age has diminishing marginal rcturns since the ceflicient on experience squared is
negative.z

The problem with the linear probability model is highlighted in Fig. 13.3, which
displays a simple histogram of the predicted values calculated from the model in Fig.
13.2. The problem is that about 5 percent of the predicted values are less than zero !
These values clearly do not make sense. Taken literally, the coefticients imply that
some members have a - 10 percent chance of being a union member.

A major weakness of l/ld iinear probabilit.v model is that it does not constrain
the predicted value to Iie between 0 and 1. Because the derivative of the probability
with respect to A' is merely #, nothing constrains the predicted value. lmagine the
case of one explanatory variable with a positive coefficient. In such a case, there
is always some value of the explanatory variable we could choose that would push the

Predicted
''probabilities''

of union membership from a linear probability mkxlel

FIGURE 13.3
Histogram of predicted yalues for union status from a Iinear probability meel.

21-%val. pf cxperience that maximizes the ptobabilityof lxing in a union is (.02/.4+37)/2= 54.
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probability above 1 (unless.of collme, the range of X itself is limited, as in the case
when it is a dummy variable.)

ln addition, the Iinearprobability model is heteroscedastic. This property of the
linear probability model is easy to verify since the residual can take on only one of

two values, 1 - Xip or -Xip , since y can take on one of two values, l or 0. The
variance of e for a particular ebservation is then

Varlf i IX.) = Xi#(1 - Xi#) (13.4)
lt is clear that the variance, insteadof being constant, varies with the size of Xp . As

a consequence, heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors calculated by White's
procedure (seeChapler 6) can be used. lt is also possible to incorporate the het-
eroscedastic aspect of the model direetly into the estimation by use of weighted least
Sqtlares.

Because the Iinear probability motlel allows for predicted values outside the
(0, 1) range, the model has fallen out of favor f0r many applications, As we will dis-
cuss briesy laters it has some advantages (primarilyits simplicity) that have resulted
in it.scontinued use.

13.4
FORMULATING A PROBABILITY MODEL

Becausc the linear probability model has intrinsic defects for some applications, let

us consider altematives. A useful way to think about the problem is to recognizc that

we would like to transform Xp into a probability
That is, we need a function F such that:

Probt)? = 1) = Fxi p) (13.5)
A natural choice of a function F that translates Xp into a number between 0 and l
in a sensible way is a distribution function, or the cumulative density. ln fact, binm'y
response models cdn be dehned this way.

If we choose F to be the identity function, so that

probty/ = 1) = Xip (13.6)

we get the linear probability model already discussed. It is clear by inspcction that
such a choice f0r Fdoes not yield the type of function we want, fornothing constrains
Xp to lie between 0 and l .

Choosing F to be standard normal yields one attractive possibility, the probit
model:

m.# 1 -
,2

probtyf= 1) = xip) = J.. a,s
exp L dz (13.7)

The standard normal transformation *(.) constrains the probability to 1iebetween 0
and 1, or
'' 1im *(z) = 1 and 1im *(z) = 0

z.--> +X zM - 77
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Choosing F to be the logistic diKtribution yields another attractive possibility,
the logit model:

txpuripprobtyj = 1) = hxip) = (13.8)l + exp Xip

This choice of F also returns a value between 0 and 1.
We are actually not limited to these two choices. Any function with the right

property would work, although the probit and logit are the most common models in
practice. lt is instructive to consider the probit and logit models in somewhat more
detail.

13.5
THE PROBIT

S0 far we have presented the probit and logil models as convenient functional forms
for models with binary endogenous variables. Both models also have a behavioral''
interpretation that is instrtlctive and ohen analytically convenient. We consider the
probit first. We observe some variable y that takes on one of two values, 0 and 1.
Detine a latent variable y' such that

A1 = Xip + e i (13.9)
We do not observe*, but rathery, wlzich tz.bzu on values Qf 0 or 1 nivording to the
f Ilowing rule: ' '

!o
l if y- > 0yi = (13.10)0 otherwise

We also assume that e i
-- N, (z2).

Remember that in contrast with the linear probability model, y) (conditionalon
m is distributed normally in the probit model, although its realization y is not. It
is straightforward to show that the rule expres*.d in Eq. (13.10) gcnerates a probit.
First note that

probtx' = 1) = probly; > 0)

= probtmp + ei > 0)

= probtc/ > -Xip4

( l3. l l )

here &2 is the variance of e. Dividing by tr in Eq. (13.11)is hclpful Ycause theW

quantity ele is distributed as standard normal-mean zero and unit variance. The
quantity ela' is standard normal becausee has bcen transformed by subtracting its
mean, zero, and then dividing by its standard deviation, r.

For the probit model (andthe logit we describe shortly) the distribution is sym-
. . . . .. ' - .metric, so that Eq. (13.11) can be written as

Ei #
= prob - >

-#j-
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e-(> - x i -#probtyf = 1) = prob
(T (W

e #b
-1

< xi-= Pr0 e (7'

- o (x.:.)

riving the likelihood function is straightforward. Because

pprobtyf= 1) = * Xi -

G

it follws that

pprobtyj = 0) = 1 - probty/ = 1) = 1 - 1) A--
G

If we have iid sampling, the likelihood for the sample is the product of the proba-
bility of each observation. Denoting 1, . . . , m as the m observations such that yi = 0,
and m + 1, . . . , n as the n

-

m observations such that yi = 1, yields

(13. 12)

L = probtyl = 0) . probtn = 0) . ' . probtm = 0)

' probtyzn+l = 1) . ' ' probtys = 1)

m p n p
= j'-jj1 - (I)x i

-(s

.t-j.

o j

(T)av
j yf = l

n yt I -

yi# l -
(!j x j

..p

j= 17*xi -

fr G
d=1

(13.13)

(13. 14)

(13. 15)

Typically, one wol'ks with the log-likecood fmzctiop, wih is

# ln(s)
'

l - =

G
(13. 16)

A--9 + (1 -

yi) . ln 1 - (I) X i

-9

(13. 17)= y-) y,
. ln q)(i

ts cpi

Notice that the log-likelihood is bounded above by 0, because 0 > *(.) % 1
implies that

lng*(')) < 0 and 1n(l - (h(.)) S 0

Another important aspect of the likelihood function is that the parameters p and G

always appear together. Therefore, they are not separately identified: only the ratio
plo' matters. lt is thus convenient to normalize tz' to be one, so we can just talk
about #. (The case when tz' is heteroscedastic will be discussed shortly.)

Estimating the probit is straightforward even though the model is nonlinear
and no closed-form expression for *(.) cxists. *('), therefore, has ttl be evaluated
numerically. One featureof theprobit (andthe logit) is that the likelihood functions
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are globally concave. Therefore, an optimization package does not have to worry
about discriminating between local maxima and global maxima when it tries to 5nd
parameter values that maximize the log-likelihood function- they will be the same.

A standard procedure is to calculate estimates from a linear probability model
and to use these as an initial

--guess''

with which to begin finding a solution. As each
guess gets better and better. the value of the log-likelihood function rises at each
step until no improvemenl is possible, and the solution is found. One method is the
so-called method of scoring. In the method of scoring, the probit estimates are found
in steps:

-) Dl#y+I - py + / (#y)
ap;

(13. 18)

where the subscripts refer to the iteration toward finding a solution. lpgj is an cs-
timate of the information matrix (a square, symmetric matrix of the negative of the
second-order derivatives of the log-likelihood function, or the outer product of the
gradient) evaluated at the lst guess. When the difference between #y+1 and p.f
is close enough to zero, the process stlps. The change in the value of the coeffi-
cients frem two successive iterations will be close to zero when the score, p//J# (the
derivative of the log-likclihood function with respect to the parameters), is close to
aro. (See Chapter 5 for a discussion of the score and infonnation matrix.l3

. probit union ppt expz Imqrried high '

Iteration 0: Log Likelihtxd =
-521

.79487
Iteration 1: Log LikelihmZ =

-476.40231

lteration 22Log Likelihce =
-475.2548

Iteration 3: L0g Likelihce =
-475.2514

Probit Estimates

Log Likelihood =
-475.2514

Number of obs= 1(XX)
chi2(5) = 93.09
Prob > chi2 =0.(K

Variable Coelkient Std. Er- t PNb > ItI Mean

pnion
.216

potcxp
.08351 .0l

5*88 5.350 0.000 I 8.834
expz -.001 530* .(XX)3179

-4.8

l6 0.0 519.882
grade -

.042078 .0l

8%N
-2.225

0.026 13.014
married

.0622516

. I 12584 0.553 0.580
.641

high
,561

2953
.96624

5.632 0.000
.568

-cons - l
.468412 .2958

126 -4.964 0.(X)0 1

FIGURE 13.4
A probit model.

3Fur an introduction to numerical optimization methods see W. Greene, Economekn Analvsis. Chapter
12, Macmillan, 1993, or R. E. Quandt.'Computatitnal problems and methxlsl in Z Griliches and M.
D. Intriligator, Handbook ofEconometric Chapter 12, North-l-lollani 1983.
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Let us consider as an empirical illustration a model of union membership using

the same data and same explanatory variables as before. except this time we estimate

a probit instead of the simple linear probability model. rrhe STATA output f0r the
probit is in Fig. 13.4.

Unlike the linear probability model, in which no iteration is required, the output
for the probit includes the valuc of the log-likelihood function as the progrnm iterated
to a solution. Note that the value of the likelihood increased witb each guess. ln this
context there is no precise analg to the #2. However, the test statistic distributed

as
,/(5)

(and denoted chi2 in thc output) is analogous to the usual F test. It is a test
against the null hypothesis that the slope coefcients are a1l equal to zero.

Tllis test is te likelihood ratio test:
a

l (l(a, #) - la, 0)!
'-xlk

- 1) (13.19)
where Lat p ) is the maximized value of the log-likelihood of the model being es-
timated, La, 0) is the value of the log-likelihood for a probit with only a constant
term, and k - 1 is the number of slope coeflicients. This cxpression is a special case
f the likelihood ratio test discussed in Chapter 5. As we saw before in using tlle

linear probability model, the null hypothesis is clearly rejected.
Observe that the sign pattern of the coefficients is the same one we observed

for the iinear probability model. However, calculating the change in the probability
of union membership with respect to one of the right-hand-side variables is not so
sirnple as it was in the linear probability model. ln the probit, the derivative of tile
probability with rsmct to a specic Xk in the set of variables X is

oyiyj
= /(A-#)#k (13.20)

6xk

where
1 1 2$( = exP -

jc2=

is the standard nonnal density. Compare this to the derivative of the probability with

respect to Ar in the linear probability model, p , or mercly the coefscients of the
model. In the probit model, lJI, derivative ofthe probability with respect to X varies
with the level of A-and the olher variables in the model.

A practical consequence of this differenceis that it is n0t generally useful merely
to repert the coefhcients from a probit (as it is for a linear probability model) unless
only the sign and signi*cance of the coefficients are of interest. To see this clearly,

consider the effect of industrial afhliation as estimated from the foregoing probit.
Figure 13.5 was generatedby Erst taking the sample of workers in low-union in-
dustries, and then plotting the calculated probabilities against themselves (hencethe
lower line has a slopc of l). Next the probability is recalculated for these workers,

now assumingthat thy are in a high-union industry, so that the new predicted prob-
ability becomes Wxp + pugh).This too is plotted against the same axis.

For al1 these workers, the effect of a change in industrial afsliation is positive.
All else being equal, bcing in a high-unien industry raises the chance that a per-
son will be a union worker. However, as is clear, this ttindustry'' effect is smaller
when a persen's other X characteristics suggest that the person is unlikely to joina
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FIGURE 13.5
Effect of industrial affiliation on a sample of workers in Iow-union industries.
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FIGURE 13.6
Probit vs the linear probability model.
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union. (Over the relevant range depicted in the Iigure, the distance between the two
lines increases as one moves away from the origin. nis is one manifestation of the
nonlinearity of the model.)

What this example illustrates is that reporting probit results gcnerally requires

more information than reporting coefscients from linear regressions. One useful ex-
pedient is to calculate the value of the derivatives at the mean values of all the X
variables in the sample. (This is equivalent to computing the mean estimated in-
dex since the index is a linear function of the .Ysl. The motivation is to display the
derivative for a

'typical''

element of the sample. We discuss the interpretation of
coefhcients in more detail shortly.

It is interesting to compare the probit results with those we obtained from the
linear probability model. Figure 13.6 plots the predicted probabilities from the linear
probability model against the predicted value for the probit. Most interestingly, the
probit has taken the negative values from the LP model and moved them to values
just above zero. Note also the differcnccs between the predicted probabilities from
the two models at the highest probabilities.

13.6
THE LOGIT

The development of the logit is identical to that of the probit. Recall from Eq. (13.8)
that

probtyf= 1) = hp)

cxplm#)=

1+ zxpxp)
(13.21)

The latent variable interpretation of the logit proceeds exactly the same way as in
the probit except that in Eq. (13.9) e follows what is called an extreme value dis-
tribution.4 Like the probit, and unlike the linear probability model, the formulation
of the model ensures that the predicted probabilities lie between 0 and 1. The main
difference betwcen the normal distlibution and the logistic distribution is that the
latter has more weight in the tails.

The derivative of the probability with respect to one element of X varies with X
as in the probit model:

oEys exp(##)
= c pkdA-1 (1 + exp(##))

A convenient way to rewrite the derivative is

wMm

4See D. McFaddcn. teEccmometricAnalysisof QualitativeChoiceModels,'' Chapter24. Ha k of

Econometrics, eds. Z. Griliches and M. D. Intriligator. North-llolland, 1984, for a discussion.

oEyl
= p(1 - plpk

t7-Yl
exptafp)

#=
1+ exptatp)

(13.22)
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l it union pot expz grade married high. Og

Iteralion 0: Log Likelihood =
-521 .79*47

lteration l : Log Likelihood =
-478,2

l273
Iteration 2: Log Likelihocd =

-475.5873

Iteration 3: Log Likelihood = -475.554 12
Iteration 4: Log Likelihood =

-475.5541

l

Logit Estimates

Iaog Likelihood =
-475.55411

Variable Coeffkient Std. Error t Prob > ltI Mean

union
.216

Number of obs = l(
chi2(5) = 92.49
Prob > chi2 = 0.(X)*

potexp . l 47402 l
.028097

5.246 0.000 I8.884
expz -

.0026869 .*05654 -4.752

0.000 519.882
grade -

,0703209 .032142

-2. l88 0.029 13.014
married , 115463

.196779

0.587 0.557
.641

high
.980141

1 . 180049 5.41/! 0.000
.568

-cons -2.581436
.5186859 -4.977

0.(XX) l

FIGURE 13.7
A logit model of union membership.

@

o Predicted probability (logil)
Predicted probability (probit)

INedictedvalue (pmbit)

FIGURE 13.8
Logit vs probit.
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Figure 13.7 presents the results from a logit specifcation. Again, the model is
estimated by maximum likelihood methods, and the STATAoutput includes the val-
ues of the log-likelihood function as it iterates to its maximum. Also, the xl test of
this model against the null that the appropriate model contains only a constant re-
jects the null decisively. The sign pattern of the coefhcients is the same. For example.
schooling lowers the probability of union membership.

Figure 13.8 is a comparison of the predicted probabilities estimated by the probit
with those of the logit. Clearly. the differences are tather miner.

'

13.7
MISSPECIFICATION IN BINARY DEPENDENT MODELS

13.7.1 Heteroscedasticity

As we have already discussed, the linear probability model is inherently hetero-
scedastic. Additional heterescedasticity in a linear model is not a particular prob-
1emif the standard White procedure is used.

ln the case of the probit and the logit, however, the problem requires some ad-
ditional discussion. To make the discussion as general as possible, let us denote
the regression function as /(#) (wehave usually assumed that this is linear, e.g.,
fzkrj = Xpj. and let F(') be the appropriate cumulative distribution function (the
cumulative normal and tile cumulative logistic in the probit and logit, respectivelyl:

b()'= 1) = F j'ftx-1PrO
J

(13.23)

Consider the problem of heteroscedasticity lirst. Recall that in discussing these
two models. we assumed that a was constant, so that normalizing it to l was harm-
less. lf the assumption of constant variance is dropped so that (r = a'i, it is easy
to see why heteroscedasticity is a problem: when fX) = Xp and p is k X 1, for
example. we would be faced with a likelihood function of the form Llplo'il, which
has n + k parameters--ul ,

. . . , tz'u, Jl-and it is impossible to estimate this function
without further restrictions. This Outcome should be contrasted with the standard lin-
ear model in the presence of heteroscedasticity, where it is meaningful to think about
the problem as estimating p and then correcting'' the standard errors. Of course, if
the heteroscedasticity were of a lntpwn parnmetric form, we could incorporate this
directly into our likelihood function.s

Since we are rarely blessed with knowledge of the precise form of the het-
eroscedasticity, this might seem to be a grave problem, for heteroscedasticity is com-
mon. The problem is more apparent than real, however.

Supposetlzat 11- he4eroscedasticity is of the form ei = egxi): then

fxijprobtyj= l ) = F
o'gxi)

(13.24)

'See Greene, 0p. cit.s Chapter 21.4. 1. especially Example 21
.7.
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The presence of heteroscedasticity causes inconsistency becausc the assumpion of
a constant ri clearly is what allows us to identify the regression tbnctionfX). To
take a vel'y particular bu1 informative case, suppose that the regression function is
linear fX) = Xp , and that heteroscedasticity takes the form g(X) = Xplzk.

In this case,

Xiyprobtp = 1) = F
G

(13.25)

and it is clear that our estimates will be inconsistent for p (althoughconsistent for
y !). Because the empirical problem is to identify the effect of the covariates on the
probability, it is not apparent why it should matter if the effect of the Arsis thrpugh the
regression function fX) or through the tscedastic'' function gX). That is, whether
the A-swork through the means or the variances does not generally matter. Of course,
if for some reason the function f.) is the object of interest, then the problem re-mains.ti

We do not want to leave the impression that misspecifcation is impossible be-
cause our conccrn is generally the ratio of flxj to gX). One unfortunate feature
of nenlinear models in general is that the situation is never straightforward. For in-
staftce, although appending a white noise error causes no problems of bias in the
linear models it will in general cause a bias in the nonlinear models we discuss in
this chapter.

13.7.2 Misspecihcatifm in the Probit and Logit

A detailed discussion of the consequences of misspecihcation in nonlinear models
would take us too far afield, but a sketch of some of the problems involved may be
useful.

The consequence of misspccihcation in models estimated by maximum like-
lihood would appcar to bc a straightforward matter. lf we maximize the correct''
likelihood function,we get consistent estimates. lf we maximize the wrong function,
we get biased estimates. Although these statemenl al'e true in general, considerthe
familiar standard Iinear model:

y = Xp + (13.26)
As discussed in Chapter 5. # can be found by maximizing the Iikelihood func-

tion. As we also learned in Chapt 5 and in Chapter 10 (on GMM j. the MLE (or
OLS. which is equivalent in this cn) is conqice-ntevenisto fnzv of erou-zvlnq-

6One case where .f(.) is the object of interest is a random uli/fly model. In this class of models. our
index y'* can be ntereted as the level of ulilitl' achiesed b) an indiq'idual. Ir is therefore a matter of
some concern whether the cffect Of the indemndent N'ariables is through !he regression function,which
therefcre affectsutility,or whether it works thmug te @*n'*o.
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ticity, nonnormal errors, and serial correlation-i.e., as long as plim(l/N)X'e = 0.
ln other words, we have some latitude in choosing a likelihood function that pro-
duces consistent estimates of p . ln fact, we typically compute the OLS coefticients

for p that correspond to maximizing the likelihood, assuming perfectly spherical

disturbances, and then later
iicorrect'' the standard errors.

An estimate obtained from maximizing an
sincorrect'' likelihood function is of-

ten referred to as a quasi-maimum likelihood (QML) estimate and is quite general.
White has analyzed this case.; OLS in the linear model, as it turns out, is a bit of an
exception because it represents a case whsre misspecihcation such as heteroscedas-
ticity does not generate inconsistency in #. In some circumstances maximum Iike-
lihood fer a misspecihed model will produce consistent estimates of the parameters,
although the standard errors will have to be modilied to accountfor the misspecifi-

cation.
This statement is not true in general, however. The difhculty with the probit or

logit is lhat any misspecihcation of the likelihood will result in inconsistency. lf 1he

true model is a probit and we maximize the likelihood function associated with

the logit. our estimates will be inconsistent. We can, however, continue to talk about

the QML estimator and derive its standard enors. The salient question then becomes,
is the QML estimate interesting?

Cases where the answer to this question is yes are easy to think of. Considera
case where the true model is given by

2 j y gy)y = 0.01 + x + 0.001x + e ( .

ln this example supmse the range of x is small. say (0,l), and e is standard normal.

One can consider the result of maximizing the likelihood t'unctionwhile ignoring the
quadratic term. Although it would be preferable to estimate the model with both x
and x2. it is clear that for many puoses our ML estimate of the coeflicient x will

not be ''too bad'' (note also that the errors will be heteroscedastic even though they

are homoscedastic in the true model).
Returning to the probit and logit models, we see that any misspecihcation re-

sults in inconsistency in general'. it appears, however, that in the vast majority of
empirical cases the probit. Iogit. and linear probability models seem to produce sim-
ilar answers. One way to reconcile the similarity of different estimates from what

are almost certainly 'Gincorrect'' sNcihcations is to consider each of them as QML
tstimates of some other true model. If that is the case, it seems advisable to take tllat
into consideration.

Let thc density for a particular observation l be given by flyt,Xt, #), where e
refers to the k parameters of the model. Following White, we write the log-likelihmk
ftlpction for a snmple of size n as

1

.
, lyt, Xt, #) = - X.In fyt, Xt, #) (13.28)

= 1

7H. White,TsMaximumLikeliheod Estimation ()f Missmcihed Models.'' Econometricq *, 1982. 1-16.
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Define the following k x k matrix:

1 n (72 ln flytxt, #)An(04 = - X,- - -n Jp/ Jp.// = 1
(13.29)

where i = 1, . , . , k and j = 1, . . . , k. A,j is simply the average Hessian. Let

p2ln-typ, ' p)
A(#) = E - (oi dp.j

Define another (1 X k4matrix that is just the average of outer products of con-
tributions to the srstderivative, that is,

1 n J ln fyt, -Y,,#)
.

J ln fyt, Xt, #)Bnej = - /7 on Jpj J j/=1
(13.30)

and in a similar fashion, let
J ln fyl, Xt, 0) J ln fyt. Xt, 0)Bej = E '

0oi Jpy

We will need one more set of deEnitions:

C (#) = A- l 0)B (#)A'-1 (#) (13.31):7 t' /1 ,2

and in similar fashion let Ce) = A(#)- l#(8)A - l 0).
White showed that, even when the model is misspecihcd, under suitable condi-

tions the estimator that is the solution to J-hemaximization of the likelihood con-
verges to some parameter 0..S In particular, e is distributed asymptotically nonnlly,
with the covariance matrix C0.).

Therefore, the appropriate standard errors for the model can be calcylated by
using the empirital analog to Ces) evaluated at the estimated parameter 0.

How does this discussion relate to the formulae discussed in Chapter 5? Recall
that we calculated the standard elwrs for MLE by evaluating the Hessian matrix of
second derivatives at the ML parameter estimates. Now, when the model is correctly
specihed, a fundamental result, which we will state without proof, is the information
matzix equality.g At the true value of the parameters 0o,

S(#0) = -A(#)) (13.32)
where -A(#()) is merely 1he information matrix. which is simply the negative of the
expccled value ef the Hessian of the log-likelihood function. Furthermore. when the
model is correctly specilied, Eq. ( l3.32) implies

- I ! ? ?g)C(#0) = -A(#()) ( .

which is exactly what we derived before for ML estimation! When the model is
corrcct, the standard errors can be calculated as we did in Chapter 5. If the model is

Brf'he parameter #, corresponds loosely to thc parameter that rcpresents thc best we can do given the
misspecihcation.
9See F,q.(5.3)in Chapter 5.
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misspecified, however, these standard errors will not be corrcct and CnA)should be
used.

Unfortunately, there is little empirical experience using standard errors calcu-
lated this way for the probit and logit models. However, if the standard errors cal-
culated under the assumption of misspecifcation diverge greatly from the ones cal-
culated from standard ML, this differencc is the sign of a problem.lo Perhaps one
fruitful approach is to add quadratic or higher-order terms as explanatory variables

to 1he original specification, Or specify piecewise linear functions of the explanatory
vmbles, as in Chapter 11.5.1 to mykethe smcification more llexible.

13.7.3 Functional Form: What Is the Right Model to Usez

Again let us adopt the notation of the previous subsection and make the (heroic)
assumptionof homoscedasticity:

fxisprobtyf= 1) = F - (13,34)
G

ne problem is often posed as follows: given that fr) = Xp , what is the correct
form for F, cumulative normal, logistic, or something else? Clearly, it is no less
heroic to assume F takes on some particular form than it is to assume that f-k is
linean Given the form for F, one solution to this problem is to be agnostic about how
the covariates enter the regression function.

This approach begs the question, what is the right functional form to use? As
the foregoing discussion has made clear, there is no simple answer. ln some cases
it is possible to reject the logit or probit by computing the difference between the
maximized value of the likelihood functions, essentially by treating the two models

as part of a larger model.l 1 Twice the difference between the two log-likelihood
functions will te dislribtlted

'2(

1) although in practice the difference is rarely large
enough to discrirninate Ytween the two models.

Fortunately. the three models seem to produce similar answers in most empiri-
cal applications. Perhaps the best approach is to stick with what is convenient in a
particular applicalion, mnking certain that one's inference does not depend unduly

on the particular choices.
One good rule of thumb is to compare the derivatives of the probabilities with

respect to X for the linear probability model versus the logit at the mean of one's
sample. Recall that the delivative of the probability with respect te Xk in the linear
probability model is merely the coefhcient pk.Furthermore, the derivative is con-
stant everywhere. This derivative can be compared to the derivative from the logit

10Aformal test, called the lnfonnation Matrix test, is available although there are some problems with its

use.See R. Davidson and J. MacKinnon, Estimation t'l'?zz lnference in Econometrics, Oxford University
Press- 1993, 578-581.

11Ibid., Section 14.3.
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model at a typical value of X. Thus, one wishes to compare

l?k vs pk /(1 - #) (13.35)
where # is merely the proportion of ls in the sample. Next one might compare the
logit to the probit:

Probit Logit/(X#)#k pk /(1 - #) (13.36)
Notice that (X#) is a number that can be read off a standard z table once

the mean index has been calculated. An alternative approach that does net require
computing the mean index is to compare

- I Probit Logit/E* (#)1#. vs pk F(l - #) (13.37)
Generally, the estimates of the derivatives should be roughly similar. For the case
when T =

.4

#'

#l-ogit= l.6Jprobit (13.38)
The linear probability model (like the logit) has another property that is seme-

times important. Consider calculating # using the estimated coefhcients from the
logit, linear probability, and the probit. Next, sum these estimated probabilities over
the snmple, and consider the follwing two quantities:

N

Suml - y.pd (13.39)
6= l
N

suma- >-yi (13,40)
j=1

For the logit and lineat probability models,

( l 3.4 l )Suml = Sumz
whereas in general, for the probit,

Suml + Sumz (13.42)
It is left as an exercise to the reader to show that Eq.(13.41) in fact holdg for the

logit and linear probability models (if X includes a constant). In some applications,
if the equality in Eq. ( I3.4 l ) is important, this may argue for the use of the logi! or
linear probability model instead of the probit.

ln sum, the key issue seems to lx convenience. AIl three models generally yield
qualitatively similar results. The linear probabilitq model is still frequently used in
empirical applications despite the defecl of predicted values not Ying constrained
in the (0,1) interval. When uxedeffects are a concern. the linear prbability model
is easiest to implemem with standard statistical softu are. Likewise- B hen some of
the right-hand-side variables are endogenous and an inslrumental variable scheme
is required, the Iinear probability model is oftcn convenient.

On the other hand, the linear probability model is not pedct. If its use can be
avoided, one should in general use the logit or probit and evaluate the extent to which
one's inferencedepcnds on the pmicular specification of the probability model.
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13.8
EXTENSIONS TO THE BASIC MODEL: GROUPED DATA

One frequently encountered extension of the models we have reviewed thus far is
their application to grouped data. That is, instead of individual data, the unit of b-
scrvation represents the aggregatien of many individuals, often at the state level. In
some applications, the unit of observation may be all persons of a specilic demo-
graphic class, say, women who are 35-45 years old. ln other applications, the data
come in the fonn of multiple observations on the snme cross-sectional unit.

13.8.1 Maximum Likelihood Methods

The canonical grouped data problem involves J classes, where the X variables are
constant within a class. Let yi be a binary variable that equals 1 when the event
occurs, and 0 otherwise. As before, we assume some probability model for the un-
derlying individual (ungroupeddata) where:

Probtyi = 1) = Fzjpj (13.43)
where the choice of function F will be dcscribed next.

Analogous to our development of the probit in the individual data model (Eqs.
(13.13) to (13.17)1,given a choice of F, we can write the log-likelihood as follows:

l = X tyi 1n(F(A-j#)1 + (1 - yij lnll - F(.ff#)1) (13.44)
itN

Assuming that X variables are constant in each of the J cells allows us to rewrite
tiu's as

l = X.lPj 1nI(F(#?#)) + (1 - /n)1nI1- F(#.j#)1) nj (13.45)
jqJ

1

where n
- - y--lyi

where pj is just the promnion of l s in the/h class and rll , . . . , n.l are the numberof
observations in each class. Note well that this likelihood function isjust the sum over
J terms. Given a choice for F(')a we proceed exactly as before. Thc most common
choices for F(.) are the probit and the logit.

Because
.1

< N, where N is the numberof ebservations, in the grouped data case
we can consider a fullysaturated model with J parameters. That is, for each class
of A''s we assign a different parameter, j for j = 1, . . . , J, imposing no restriction
on how the covariates might affect the probability. In this case, the leg-likelihod
function becomes

l = 'A-',1J'./1n(t./) + (1 - pj$ ln(1 - :.j)1nj (13.46)
j<J

The maximum likelihood estimator Of this model is Jy = pj. This fully sattlrated
model represents the best we can do in tenns of maxinzing the likclihod.
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Denote the true probability that a class j experiences the event as =j. Wc can
write .

=j = Fxjpj (13.47)
where dimt#) = K and K < J. lfthe grouped data modcl is successful. it is because
it summarizes the J cells parsimoniously as a function of a limited number of X
variables.

It is now apparent that we can perform a likelihood ratio test, comparing the
fully saturated model to our proposed model (thenu1l):

- I -

,)

lnll - Fxjp )j)LR =
-2

F')njjpj ln(F(Aryp)1 + ( p)
j

-
'.>7

njkpj ln pj + (1 - pjj ln(l - pjjj

which will be distributed vk'l
with J - K degrees of freedom.

13.8.2 Minimum x2Methods

One option that is often employed on grouped data is minimum
,/

methods. The
point of departure for this type of estimation is the fact that in grouped data we need
to fit a Iinite number of cells. With individual data. the number ofobservations-the
individual yf

's-grows

at the same rate as the sample. ln the grouped data casea the
number of cells g./in Eq. (13.45)jremains tixed. The structure of the grouped data
problem allows us the option of suitably transforming the dependent variable and
using (weighted)OLS. Table 13. l descriYs the most popular minimum

,/

models.
Each can be calculated with conventional OLS software by using the dependent
variable described in the table and weighting by the inverse of the square root of the
variance given in the last column of the table. The reader familiar with Chapter 10
will also recognize that minimum

,%2
methods are casily cast as GMM.

Consider the linear case srst.Let 'n'j signify the true populatln proportion of
people who have experienced the event in theyth class. lf we assume the number of
ebservations in each cell groFs at a constnt rate njlN --> qj) and we 1et the total

TA 'B1- E l 3 . 1

! .. . . . .

Model Probability Dependent Variable Variancets)

PjLinear pj = Xp pj
a .

(1 - pj)Log-linear pj = explfp) Iogtpj)
njpj

#jt 1 - #j)Probit nr
%snormit''

pj = *(-y.I1) *- l qp.)) njtola

pj 1Logit p) = A(.#) Io#
l -

pj njpl l - pl'j
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number of observations grow large CN -.+ *), it is clear that pj will approach its true
value =j. It is also evident that

E E#PI= =j (13.48)
A.j(1 -

'lrjj

and varl/nl = (13.49)
nj

Since Efpjj = Xp in the linear model, Eq. (13.49) makes clear that the model

is heteroscedastic. In fact, given a value for nj, Eq. (13.49)has a maximum when

'rr = 1. When the heteroscedasticity is of a klmwn form,we need only reweight the
2

data so that the weighted error term is homoscedastic.
Replacing the 'n'j with its estimated value pj yields a consistent estimate of the

variance. Weighted OLS proceeds by taking the inverse of the square root of this
estimated vmiance as the appropriate weight.

Similar derivations can be given for the other models presented in Table 13.1.
ney can be derived straightforwardly using Taylor series expansions to get the ap-
proximale variance. These minimum

,:2

methods are consistent and have the same
estimated variance as the maximum likelihood models when correctly specihcd, If

we have smcified the correct model, our estimators improve as pj gets closer to the
trtlth =j, which happens as our samplegrows in size.

13.9
ORDERED PROBIT

One simple extension of the framework we have developed so far is the ordered

probit, To illustrate. consider an example where the outcome of interest is whether a
person works full-time, part-time, or not at all. Define three dichotomous vatiables

s follows:

l if the person dxs nt work),r =

0 otherwise

l if the person works pm-timeVi=

() ctjyerwise

)' l if the person works full-time
yi =

0 otherwise

lf part-time is defined as between l and 35 hours a weeks we might consider
modeling tht choice of work status as alising from the value of a single indicator
variable y*. The higher the value of y*, thc more likely the person is to work. Note
that in this case, the (mtcomes are ordered: no work is less than part-time, and part-
time is less than full-time.

The model calz be written as

C = 1 if cl < y* < czLt

.f = 1 if y. > czyi
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where cl and c-2 are the thresholds that the latent variable must cross to change the
value of ),. Analogous to our previous development, we choose an appropriate func-
tion F (eitherthe logit or probit is computationally convenient) and compute the
relevant probabilities:

probty;l = 1) = Flc - Xp)
probtyf' = 1) = Ftca - Xp) - Ftcj - Xpj

bl/ = I) = l - probtyy = 1) - probtyc = 1)pro i t

Note that the last line implies that
1 = 1) = I - Ftcz - Xp)problyj

For the remainder of our discussion let us focus on the ordercd probit case in-
stead of the ordered lggit so that F is just the cumulative standard normal density.
(In practice, there is apparently little difference bctween the two.)

What is identified in this model? When X includes just a constnnt and a single
covariate, for example, we can write

Xip = a + 8zi
Our probabilities are

cl - a
- &ziprobty/ = 1) = *

G

cz
-

a - zi cl
-

a
-

ziprobtyr = 1) = * - (I) --G G

f c2
-

a
- 2fProblyf = 1) = l - *

When there are nly three choices, we can without loss of generaliy set cl = 0,
leaving only one threshold to estimate. If we denote the only remaining threshold c2
as c, it is clear that we can identify

ca:
? F

JJJ

Thercfore, just like tle probit, we can identify the parameters up to some factor of
proportienality. This property makes sense because we could obviously multiply c.
a, , and tr by 2 and leave the decision probabilities the same. As in the standard pro-
bit, it is the ratio of the,parameters to (r that matters. It is therefore often convenient
to normalize (z' to equal 1.

One complication arises in the ordered probit case that does not in the simple
probit. Consider the derivatives of the probabilities with respect to z:

J
probty/ = 1) = -4(-a - zil0z

d probtyf; = 1) = - g4(c-

a
- nzi)- 4(-a - Jzilj:0zi

J .f

probtyj = 1) = 4(c -

a
- &zt)&

@zi ,
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where we have imposed the normalization t:r = 1. ln the case when is positive, for
example, an increase in z unambiguously decreases the probability t)f n0t working
and increases the probability of working. The probability of part-time wrk, how-

evers will depend on the size of the threshold c, among other things; and the sign of
the effect is in general ambiguous.

This example raises another interesting question. Why are part-time and full-
time distinct states? Another possible model might be

1 if the person does not work
l'p =

0 otherwise

1 if the person worksy)v =

0 otherwise

That is, part-time and full-time are not distinct states, and there is no second threshold
(c2 in the previous example). The question is an empirical one that would seem to
set up a mssiblespecifkation test. ln particular, it would seem that a Hausman test
(see the discussion in Chapter 10) or merely an eyeball comparison of the estimates
derived for the three-state model using the Ordered probit versus the estimates of the
two-state model using the probit would be useful. The two setq of estimat:s should
bc roughly similar, if the two-state model is correct.

13.10
TOBIT MODELS

S0 far we have dealt with models that are purelycategorical-the outcomes arc dis-
crete. There is also a broad class of models that have beth discrete and continuous

parts. One imeman! model in this category is the Tobit.lz The Tobit is an extension

of the probit- but as we will Re.e it is really one approach to dealing with tlzeproblem
of censored aaln

13.10.1 The Tobit as an Extension of the Probit

First consider a standard probit model for the decision to buy an automobile in a
given week. Dehne a variable

.s'.

that is a simple index of a person's desire for an
automobile, and deline a vnrinhle yi tlut equals l if the person buys a car and 0
otherwise. Formallyy

yj* = Xip + e i (13.50)

2 l if y' > 0
where e - NQ, tr ), and yi =

+ < () (13.51)0 if y

Now suppose that, instead of observing merely the decision to buy a car, we also
have data on the actual amount spent on the car. One natural extension of this probit

l2The name is a refcrence to Tobin, wh0 developed the model. See J. Tobin, G'Estimationof Relationships

forLimited Dependent Variables,': Economtrica. 26. 1958, 24-36.
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is called the Tobit (Tobin's probit) and is given by the following: .

',r'

y; jf y, > ()
yi = t0 if yj < 0

where ?' is detined in Eq. ( l 3.50). This model is called a censored regression model
bccause it is possible to view the problem as 0ne where observations of y* ator below
zero are censored. That is, we could write the model as

yi = maxto, Xp + 6i) (13.52)
This representation should be contrasted to truncation' which occurs when we do
not observe the X vmiables either. That is, in truncated data both the dependent and
independent variables are missing.

The likelihood function for the Tobit is instructive. For a11Observations such that
y' < 0 the contribution to the likelihood will be given by probty* < 0), whic
.

, :

probl-m# < e2)

-#j# ei
'

= prob % -

tr ty

' Xip
.

= j - (jj

F0r an observation y; > 0. the contribution to the likelihood is

bty-> 0)4(y; ly: > 0) -
*(A'.: )-1/Et?'' - A''FFtrI 13.53)pro (

. . m(x,p/(,.)
Putting both parts together, we get the likelihood function:

X# l l (yi - #f#)2
L = ()-J1 - (p . 1-)1 exp

-

j. (s2 (13.54)
' Ivf-0 G' A'flA'i>o 2=G2

.t;.J .

Several points are worth noting. First, the second part ofthe likelihood resembles
the likelihood for conventional OLS on those samplc points that are not censored (i.e.,
greater than 0). The hrst part resembles the probit. The log-likelihood is

XipX ln 1 - tl
GA'ilyi=0

I 1 (x - xipjz:7 ln -

j. .-2 (13.55)
,

:.0 2=a'1z/lli
Second, note that, unlike the probit where normalizing tr = l is harmless. lk

same is not so for the Tobit. (As we discuss shortly, this difference also cauxs serious
problems for the Tobit in the presence ()f heteroscedasticity.) lt is true Lhal in lhe hrst
part of the likelihood only the ratio plo' is iiidentified.'' ln the second pan of Lhe
likelihood, however, both the slope coefficients and r are separatel) identitiable.
This observation shotlld be no surprise, for the same is true for an Ol. regression.

Third, it may not always be sensible to interpret the cfticients of a Tobil in thc
same way as one interprets coefcientq in an uncensored Iinear meel. Consider the
following three derivativ4j with respect to a particular vnn'ahl n for obxrvation f:
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DEE'; I-Y/1
= pkdA':

aEfyi i-lLl tp Xip
= pkJxk G

2

e'EyiIxi,y; > ())
- g, j - x-'-/,1 *(''') * ('J-')d

oxk tr (p (x.,p ) (:p (x..# )
Aay of these could be of interest! The simple coeflicient, ELy)1Xilltlxk. is most
likely to be of interest in cases like top-coding discussed shortly, where censoring
is more of an annoyance than a fundamental aspect of the relationship that One is
interested in.

McDonald and Mot proposed the following decomposition that some tind
useful:l3

2

*('- ) 4(u. )drEyiIA'Cl
-

m/mp 1a-j - xip -

ax k

'*'

q . )'- <

r (p (y-j.p..) (p (u. )
&4(-Y.'J').(m#+

0/1Y))
+

'' (M)
JfEyi lXi, A1 > 01

= probty; > 0) . +
0xk

p probly; > 0) .

- Flyf lXi, yf > 01
0xk

The interetation is that the change in the mcan of y with respect to x has two com-
ponents. One effect works by changing the conditional mean of y, the first part, and
the other by changing the probability that an observation will be positive, the second

part. Whether or not --- nds this decommsition usefui depends on the nature of
the problem.

Finally, kftherratpntodel is a Ft?/prthen merely ignoring thc censoring problem
and performing OLS is incorrect. A useful way to see this is to onsilra very special
case. Consider the standard latent variablc formulation:

y* = xp + (13.56)
andlet .v and y* be distributedicpfnr/y nonual. (Note that this is, generally speaking,

an unrealistic assumption.) Consider ignoring the censoring problem and running
OLS on all the observations. Then

1imp' = I-1 : .
' probty' > 0) + 0 . probly* :1 0) (13.57)P oLs xz xy

= p ' probty' > 0) (13.58)
Because probty' > 0) is less than 1, OLS will be attenuated. Given the joint

nonnality assumption. a simple consistent metlmd of momentq estimate c= k cal-

'3J. McDonaid and R. Moftiq :rf'he Uyes of Tobit Analysis,'' Review o/'ictznort'.t nt'A Statistics, 62,
1980 318-321 '

'

, P . .
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culated. Note that a consistent estimate of probty* > 0) is merely nLlN, the ratio of
uncensored observations nl to the total number of observations. It is straightforward
to observe that a consistent estimate of # can be constnlcted by utyndoing'' this bias:

x a N#censistent= pol-s-

n:

Although the consistency of this estimator is not guaranteed for the case where
y* and x are not jointlynormally distribuled (if some of the explanatory variables
contain dummy variables, for example, jointnormality is ruled Out) it apparently
pedbrms reasonably well for non-normal distributions. We consider it here, how-
ever. not because it should l)e used but because it provides some intuition for the
consequences of ignoring th- censoring problemal4

13.10.2 Why Not Ignox ttThe Problem''?

Although we have develoNd te Tobit as a natural extension of linear regression, it is
not really s().For example. in some instances one can blithely (andcorrectly) ignore
the zeros problem. Consider the case of a tobacco company executive interested in
the effect of workplace restrictions on the quantity of cigarettes smoked. Let F/ be
a binary variable that equals l if restrictions on smoking are in effect at individual
Ps workplace, and let Ci lx - number of cigarettes smoked by individual . Let the
model be

C = Tiy + : f

To keep the example manageable. suppose that it is appropriate to treat Ti as
exogenous. It would seem that the tobacco company is interested in Eci IF/1, n0t
Eci ITi, Ci > 01 nor probtG > 0 tF;), the usual objects of interest in the Tobit.
That is, it is only interested in the lotal number of cigarettes smoked, not wheher
the number of smokers or the amount smoked conditional on smoking has changed.
In that case, OLS will consistently estimate the average treatment effect. This partic-
ular case is easy since the simple difference in means between treated and untreated
groups is the most obvious relationship of interest. When we go beyond this simple

case, say, when there are explanatory variables that are not binary, the problem is
more vexing since a simpler Iinear relationship is less likely to be adequate. Some
have suggested that radical altematives to the Tobit be considered, but further dis-
cussion would lead us to0 far astray-ls

Evcn when we are interested in both pal'ts of the Iikclihood, so to speak. it may
still be the case that the Tobit imposes a structurc on the data that is not always ap
propriate. One way to undersnnd this is to consider a specifcation test based on tlle
following fact: lfthe Tobit l'J the correct specihcation, then the ratio o/re Makimum

14N()le.'nis is not a hafd-and-fast rule when the variables are not jointly normalll' distributed.
lsseeA. Ixaton, G'EconometricIssues for Survey Data,': a chapter in TheAnnlnis ofllousrholdsun'evs:
zl MicroeconomicApproach J Developmentpolicy, Johns Hopkins Universily Press fot the World Bank,
forthcoming, for a lucid exmsition of t issues involved.

yjlj;y
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.
A

Llkelihood estimatesfrom l/lc Tobit, Jlz/z', should be the same as the probit coef-
hcientsfrom the same data, treating nonzero values as 1 and 0 values as 0. That is,
the Tobit imposes the condition that the relatinship generating the ones and zeros
is the same as the process that produces the positive values.

Although it is uncommon in applied work, a Hausman test bajed on this fact may
be useful. At a minimum, an

Eceball''

test comparing the ratio #w/&z.to the probit
estimate of the same quantity, pp/p, is recommended. lf they are very different, it
suggests that the Tobit is misspecihed. A test based on this idea can be fund in Fin
and Schmidt. 16

The simplest case where such a specilication test might be cxpected to revcal a
problem is when the explanatory variables have different effects on the participation
decision and the decision O consume conditional on participation. One example is
the effecl ()f advertising c)nsmoking. For example, perhaps advertising has a strong
intluence on whether someene begins smoking, but marginal changes in advertising

have little effect on the consumption of someone who already smokes. Since the Tebit
constrains the pmicipation equation and the consumption equation to have the same
parameters. the Tobit is misspccilied in this case, and this misspecification may have
profound and undesirable consequences for your estimates. Such a case is perhaps
better handled by viewing the problem as involving two equations, and we discuss
such an approach in Section 13.12.

One case where there are fewer alternatives to the Tobit involves top-eoding. A
prime example is wage or earnings data. For reasons of conlidentiality, data on an
individual's wage is often top-coded if it exceeds some value. For example, in some
data sets a person's wage is only recorded if it is less than or equal to $999/140u1-,If
it exceeds $999410u:: no wage is recorded, but another variable records whether or
not this top-coding occurred.

lf we are interested in a standard wage regression, 0ne approach to this problem
weuld ie to nu1 it as a Tobit,

yi = min(999, Xip + e) (13.59)
Development of the likelihood for this case is identical to the previous casc we have
examined and is a feasible alternative to, say, thrnwing away'' the obscrvations that

e cnsored. an approach lln Almns always leads t: biasedestimates.

13.10.3 Heteroscedastieity and the Tobit

Suppose we have decided that the Tobit is an appropliate model. N0w consider the
effect of heteroscedasticity in this model. As it turns out, this problem is much morc
vexing than in the probit Or the standard linear model.

A simple Monte Carl illustration will help. We first need to describe the data
generation process. The true model is given by he following:

y = xi - 10 + ei (13.60)

l6T, Fin and P. Schmidt, K<ATest of the Tobit Specihcation against an Alternadve Suggested by Craggl
Review Yfcsnrymc' and ./tz/ilrit.',, 66, 1984, 35-57.
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TABLE 13.z

Heteroscedasticity in the Tobit (results from 500 Monte Carlo simulations)
'r 6#ii f rd i narl z'ozz: /::.-4 %4 4' %:y l 1i i$1hpi : fi J iz4 'AyMr::r*y 1$1/ b' 91z);zp:1; ;1zkz ?pd ; 74>: t:2'J &;'=f L ) z . squp;tz sql7:: pt tKh::::4 t74; $ rp?&!L !k.'.. $2.E.'.?f. i !rLi , ez z t &; ; ( z: kzi ,., . h. 'u (*w ; il jjll

Statistic Mean Standard devlatitm Minimum Maximum

Percent censored
.423 .029 .340 .495

OLS slope estimate
.975 .125 .631

l
.427

Tobit slope estimate 1.678 .2I l 1
.133

2.329

where x takes on 200 equally spaced values from 0.02 to 40, and et. - #40, x?). Tol

finish the data generation process, wc define

y: if y7 > 0
yi =

0 if y; < 0

That is, we have the standard Tobit mdel except that we have allowed the errors to
be heteroscedastic.

The results from a simulation study with 5* replications are presented in Table
13.2. They are not very encouraging. Since the true slope coefscient is l , ntice that
OLS outpelorms the Tobit in terms of both bias and variance! Unfrtunately this
lesscm is not a general one. It is easy to create situations where thc Tobit does better
than OLS under hcteroscedasticity, or when both perform quite badly. Problem 8 at
the end of this chapter asks you to verify this for yourself by comparing the results
from estimation where none of the data are eensored, to results obtained from using
the Tobit, where you censor the data yourself. ln ally event, the key lesson to take
from this illustration is that heteroscedasticity in the Tobit is likely to be a much
more serious problem than in the logit or probit. ln particular, the problem is that
misspeciscation of (z' has profoundconsequences for p , and the two are separately
identihable.

13.11
TWO POSSDLE SOLUTIONS

ne message from the foregoing Monte Carlo is rather gloomy,although it has not
prevented widespread use of the Tobit. Having no wish merely to tdump the problem
into the student's lap,'' we discuss brieqy tw0 recent developments due to Jim Powell
that allow consistent estimation of the Tobit. even in the face of heteroscedasticity.l?
Interest in these models is increasing as computational burdens have Ycome more
manageable, although neither of these techniques iuq lo> commonplace among

lied researchers.
'

aPP

l?J. Powell, 'teast Absolute Deviations Estimalion for the Censored Regression Modet'' Journal of
Econometrics, 25, 1984, 303-325; and 'esymmetrically

Trimmed Leyst Squares Estimation for Tobit
Models,''Econometrica, M, 1986, 1435-14*. .

,
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13.11.1 Symmetrically Trimmed Least Squares

ne idea behind symmetrically trimmed least squares is quite intuitive. As before,
consider the standard index model:

y* = Xp + e (13.61)

where we do not observe y* but rather y, where

y* if y* > 0
= i il' (j ij . < ()yi

yi* if ei > -Xip
yi =

0 if ei % -X:p
We can write this as

Powcll lirst notes that if y* were observed, and if the error term was gmmetri-cally distributed around 0, then standard OLS would produce consistent estlmates of
the parameters. Censoring is a problem because it introduces an asymmetry into the
distribution. The situation is displayed in Fig. 13.9. For a given observation Xi we do
not observe only of y*. lnstead, we observe tnly the area to the right of 0. That is, a1l
observations where ei < -Xip are omitted. Now imagine we also tnmcated obser-
vations such that ei > Xip . That is, we would delete points to the right of Ixip in
Fig. 13,9. lf the data were

G*trimmed''

this way, the resulting error distribution would
again be symmctric.

Powell notes that if we knew the true value of po we could mcrcly replace yf
with the minimum of the quantities (yf,2A'j#()) and generate a censistent estimate
of pc. Equivalently, we could desne

e) = maxtez, -xipol (13.62)
dan

* Replace '; with mintet, ,

.:-1.#0)

if Xipo > 0
* Delete the observation otherwise

Furthennore, the true value of the coefhcient po would satisfy the following
normal equation:

l(A'f#p > 0) ' (mintyi, 2aYfp(,) - Xipx; = 0 (13.63)
j=I

which can be viewed as the nnimand of the following objective function:

-gs-

max(),.,m,)j2
Mp) - >-'.

f=I (13.64)
a 1 2

+ Y-lty > lxip) jy2
- (max(0,Xipjjl

/ = l

Of ourse, we do not observe #. Powell makes use of a notion called self.
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FIGURE 13.9
Density function of y and tsymmetrically trimmed sample.''

onsistency to show that an estimate of pv thal is consistent with being a solution
to Eq. (13.63),the normal equation. will produce a consisynt estimate of #0.18

It is straightforward to hnd a consistent estimate of # by use of the following
iterativc algcdthm:
1. Computean initial estimate p , say, OLS, On the original data.
2. Compute the predicted value:

* If the predicted value is negative, set the observatien to missing.
* lf the value of the dependent variable is greater than twice the predited value,

' . . .
.

.
.

set the value of the dependent variable equal to lxip .

3. Run OLS on these altered data.
4. Use this # on the original data and repeat until # stops changing.

ne covariance matrix of # is a bit more involved but seaightforward. Nne
1

.v...-.a/

Cn = -

.7-

E g1(-#fpo < e f < X po) ' XJXI (13.65)
N J=I

l wmn
Dn = -

..7
'(

1(# /,10> 0) - minle/
, (Xi#())2j#JmJ/;

'

i = l
(13.*)

IBNotethal even when pa # 0, inconsistent solutions such as p = 0 will sasfy
-*-

- - ' xI equalions.
Undercertain regularity conditions, lmweyer, Powell shows tbxt &l<

' '

e % (13.-) i:
consistent. ' .

t:

.
h. .
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The appropriate covariance estimator is

-l-l
here -I and are consistentestimates of the matrices in Eqs. (13.65)and (13.66),W

respectively.
0ne attractive feature of this method is hat it is robust to the presence of het-

eroscedasticity as long as the true distributign of the ermr term is symmetric and

unimodal. It is mot useful when the amount of censoring is not
E'too severe.'' The

procedure also should not be used with limited amounts of data, as the evidence

suggests there can be an important loss in efficiency.

13.11.2 Cen.omd Le%t Absolute Deviatipns (CLAD) Estimator

Another approach also due to Powell is thc censored least absolute deviations
(CLAD) estimator. It requires weaker assumptions on the error term than the sym-
metrically trimmed estimator and is also easy lo compute with standard software.
Again it is not a procedure that should be implemented with small amounts of data,
but Monte Carlo evidence suggests that it performs well, especially when any of the
distributional assumptions of the Tobit are violated.lg A complete discussionof the
iterative solution described here would require a discussion of quantile regression,

which we will not pursue, but again the basic ideas are intuitive.zo
We are again interested in (he basic censored regressicln model, but imagine for

the moment that y; in Eq. (13.61) is observed. We can write

E (;v'.Im)= Xip + Eei lA1 = Xip (13.67)
A consistent eslimnte can be obtained by OLS that is the solution to

n
,H m 2min (y/ - ukp)

j
.

'

l = l

(13.68)

That is. # is the estimator that minimizes the sum of squared errors. Supposewe
.2linstead chose to minimize the sum of the absolute value of the errors.

&

mjn7-.Iy-- xit (13.69)
# i = l

The estimator formed this way is called the Ieast absolute deviations (LAD) esti-
mator for obvious reasons. Some insight in* whnl thisestiputfr doescan be gle-aned

19See,for example, H. aarsch, A Monte Carlo Comparison of Estimators for Censored Regression
Models,'' Journal ofkonomerics, 24. 1984, 197-2 l 3.
20The algorithm dcscribed here is from M. Buchinsky. 'Changes in the U.S. Wage Structure 1963-
l987: Application of QuantileRegression,'' Econometrica, 62, l994, 405-.-458, especially Section 3.3.
The paper also contains an extended example of its use with the March Current Population Survey.

zlNote that without the absolu value omratnr the minimnnd goes off to
-x.
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by noting that Eq. (13.69)can be rewritten as

i 5--( ! - x #) .

sgnty; - xi#)mn y, i#
'

i = l

where the sign function sgnt') tnkes ()n values of 1, 0, or
- 1 as the argument is

positive, zero, or negative. The corresponding normal equation is given by
n

0 = X X' - sgnty; - Xip-) (13.71)
. i

i = i

(13.70)

In this formulation it is apparent that it is the sign of the residuals and not their
magnitude that matters. As it turns out the LAD estimator corresponds to median
regression, which is cnsistent for # because

t?50l)' I-V1= Xip + t?54)f6 IX/1 = Xip (13.72)
ln Eq. (13.72),q5c denotes the median or Eftieth quantile. For the reader who has
suffered with us this far, this observation has a payoff for the censored regression
model. ln particular, OLS, which corresponds to mean regression, is inconsistent in
the censored regression model trause

Elmaxto, y)Jtm)= Xip + F!e 1Xi, ef > -Xp # Xip (13.73)
The median, Ilnlike the mzun is au altewl bv the smax'' lansformntiom In

P p

t?xEmaX(0, )?f*1IA-il = Xip -.- xle IXi. ez > -Xip 1 = Xip (13.74)

Note that Eq. (13.74)will be true for very general forms of the error. ln particular, no
assumptiens about homoscedasticity A-

.
nrvl normality is also dispensed

with.
This observation also suggests a simple iterative procedure forcalculating a con-

sistent estimate of # in the censored regression model, provided one's software can
compute median regression, a feature that is Ycoming increasingly popular. In par-
ticular,

Run LAD on the entirc sample to generate an initial estimate of p
.22

Use this estimate of # to drop observations for which the predicted value is neg-
ative.

3. Run LAD on this new sample, tq calculate a new estimate of #.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 using the # in Sep 3 as the new initial estimate.
5. Continue until the estimate stops changing.

One diflicalty with this itcrative algorithm is that it is not guaranteed to 5nd the
global minimum. This problem does not appear to be signihcant in practices but care
should be exercised. One approach is to start the iterative routine at differentstarting

llNote.- In some packages a general routine for calculating quantile regressions is available. ln such
Nkages. LAD orresmnds to a qluntile lvgression at the t1ft14d1qz.qntile.
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values to ensure a global minimum is found. Finally, standard errors are also a bit
difhcult. The most practical approach may be to bootstrap the entire process (see
Chapter l 1), although the limited empirical experience with tMs model sugges?
caution.

13.12
TREATMENT EFFECTS AND TWO-STEP METHODS

Listing the various models that combine limited and continttous variables would be
an arduous task. Amemiya has a nice summary of many of these mode1s.23The
class of problems where continuous and discrete variables are contlated'constitutes

an immense (and confusingl) literature.
In this section we take a brief look at a class of problems involving a treatment

(typically a dichotomous variable) and an outcome (typicallya continuous variable).
The terminology derives from biology and medicine, where the dichotomous vari-
able of interest is ohen a new drug or a pmicular type of therapeutic regime and the
outcome is some measure of the effect of the treatment-an increase in life span or
the quantity of hcalthy red blood cells, f0r example.

Heckman has developed a general model that nests many of these models and
is sometimes used in its most general form.24The model is given by

y1/. = XLip I + 6lf (13.75)
hi = Xli9l + 62d (13.76)

Fj = 1(Zfy + e > 0) (13.77)

y = Tiyki + (l - Tilyzi (13.78)

where Ti . the (reatment, is an indicator variable that takes on values of 1 or 0 as
the statement I( ' ) is true or false. respectively. The continuous measures yl and y2
describe lhe relationship between the outcome and the covariates if the individual
does or does not. resmctively. get the treatment.

Two issues are at the core of this model, which we will denote (somewhatatbi-
trarily) as follows:

1. Treatment effect heterogeneity. The effect of a treatment often varies across
individuals depending on their characteristics.

Consider again the effect of unionization on wages. Whereas it is generally
true that, other things being equal, unin wages are higher than nonunion wages,
the effect of union status is more subtle than merely changing the intercept in
a wage equation. Let Eq. (13.75)be the equation that determines wages in the
union sector, and Eq. (13.76)the corresponding equation for the nonunion sector.
lt has generally been found that the returns for further schooling tend to be lower
in unionizedjobs. If the 1th column of X was schooling, forexample, this observa-

231.Amemiya, irfbbit Models: A Survey,'' Journal ofkkonometrics, 24. 1984, 3-63.
24J.Heckman, G:varielies of Selection Biass'' American Economic Review 80, 1990, 313-318.
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tionsuggests that pLk < pzkwhere the superscdpt denotes that we are referring to
thekthelement of the vector. In this case, the union effect would vary with X. In
particular,

Effect on worker i = Xi (#l - pt) (13.79)
2. Selectivity. eelectivity

concerns the presence of some chatacteristic of the treat-
ment (orcontrol) group that is both associated with receipt of the treatment and
associated with the outcome so as to lead to a false attribution of causality regard-
ing trcatment and outcomes.''zs

Consider the evaluation of the quality'' of a given private school. Suppose
there is agreement on the outcome measure, say, postschool wages. For purposes
of illustration, further supmse that the econometrician does not have information
on fnmily background. What if the school administrator does not admit students
randomly? For exnmple, suppose the administrator admits students selectively,
preferring students from wealthy families to those from poor families. lf students
from wealthy families are more likely to be wcalthy for reasons other than their
E:superichr'' schooling, then ignoring this selection may lead the econometrician to
confound the effect of family background with the effect of training received at
a particular private school.

Sometimes both problems can be present at once. Consider the union example
again. Heterogeneity in lreatment is the acknowledgment that there are different
wage equations in the union and nonunion sectors. The simplest way to account
for this is to run separate regressions for bot.h sectors. If assignment into the union
sector is notrandom, hnwever. 0ur estimates in eachequation may be corttaminated''
by selectivity bias. One of Heckman's insights was that it is sometimes possible to
control f0r this simply. The reader is again forewarned, however. that the estimation
methods described next are, Iike tlle Tobit, very sensitive to violations of underlying
assumptions.

13.12.1 The Simple Heckman Cor-tion

In a highly in:uential article. Heckman pro&sed a simple two-step method to deal
with many of these models.26nis two-step method is Often used in situations where
selectivity bias'' may be presenl.

A classic example illustrating tl mssibleconsequences of selectivity bias is
due to Gronau, where the outcome is a woman's wage. and the treatment is her de-
cision to participate in market work-r What z.-el-determinants of women's wages?

25B Barnow, G. Cain, andA.Golderger,
**l-1e '

#*-%--'*@%n'wnE-I>m-'n-St@ies
Review Annual, 5. 1976, 43-59.
26J.Heckman, R'rhe

Common Smlcture of Smtstical Mtels of Trunation. sampleSelection, and Lim-
itedDependent Vmiables and a Simple Estimator for Such M(els-'' Annals of Economic tzl'u Social
Measurement, 5, l 976,475-492.
27R.Gronau. kwage Cemjmrisons:A Seltivity Bias,'' Jnu.wxl #'#n&'z',*zzlEconomy,#2#1974,1119-
1155

'
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Although the model fits into the foregoing, more general frnmework, it will simplify

matters if we take a slightly different tack.
The simplest idea would be to tittile following equation on a sample of working

women:

w/ = Xip + e 1J (13.80)
wherc w is the 1og wage, and X is the vector of characteristics such as work ex-
perience, years of schooling, etc. lt is argued, however, that the sample of women
involved in EEmarket work'' (i.e.,those who work for wages) is not a random snmple
of women, and that this selectivity may bias the coefficients. Fonnally, we can write
down a participation equation;

rj = 1(Z;y + eci > 0) (13.81)

where Z includes variables that predict whether or not a woman works. A woman
works if Zfy > .--e or, equivalently, if -Ziy < 6()f. Note that Z and X may include
common variables, and in some empirical examples they are identical. ln Gronau's
casc, Z also included the numberof small children. Presumably the presence of small
children might affect a woman's decision to work but should not have an effect on
her wages. ne selectivity problem is apparent by taking expectations of Eq. (13.80)
over the sample of working women:

E EwfIX, Ti = 1) = Xip + E (el,.Ieof > -Zy1 (13.82)
If e: and f l are jointlynormally distributed we can write

jy 0,1
f lf = f 0f + Vi

2Gn
(13.83)

2where vi is uncorrelated with E'()j, tz'(),l is the covariance between eti and e 12.,and tzb
is the varinn- of ew.2B This last observation is useful because we can now write

()I
.-ll-!d .tl.e

- Z iy'lelf Ie > -zfy1 = E I >
tz.o tzz ta cb

tzblhzl.yl(ro)=

n *tzfy/ol
(13.84)

where 4(.) is the standard normal density and l(.) its cumulative distribution func-
tion. lt is n0w evident why OLS estimates of Eq. (13.80)may be biased. ln particular,
the last expectation in Eq. (13.82)may not be zero. Selectivity bias is said to occur
whenever (al is not zcro.

Heckman noted that the problem with using OLS on Eq. (13.80) is that # is
generally biased owing to the presence of an omitted variable, where the quantity
(sometimes called the inverse Mills ratio)

/(Zfy/tz'o)
+ziylrt)

(13.85)

2BForfllrther discussion of this and related fonnulas = Mxdlnla, op. cit, 365-370.
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is the ontted variable. lf this omitted variable were included in the Ol,S regressiog,
as in

hziyla'nj
wj = Xip + t'/ (13.86)

tI)(ZjF(a)
then consistent estimates would be straightforward. Heckman noted that such a
model could be easily estimated with the following two-step estimator:

l . Run a probit of the treatment on the vector Z to obtain estimates of ylaz.
2. Use these estimates to construct the inverse Mills ratio.
3. Run OLS of the outcome on X as in Eq. (13.86), using the estinmted inverse Mills

ratio as an additional regressor.

An estimate of a'otleo can be read off as the coeffkient .

on the inverse Mills ra-
tio. Standard errors are a bit more complicated because the resulting model is het-
eroscedastic and uses estimated values. Merely adjusting the standard errors for
heteroscedasticity will n0t be adequate in general, because such a correction fails
to account for the loss in precision that results from using estimates of the inverse
Mills ratio instead of actual values. A discussion ean be found in Amemiya.29

The application to the more general model, when alI the coefficients are allowed
to vary between the treatment and control groups, is approached the same way, ex-
cept that there will be two equations to estimate, each with its own selectivity cor-
rection. Note that the selectivity regressor for the control group is of thc same form
as the one given before, that is, 4(.)/*(

.),

except that the negative of the index is
used:

4(-zfFtz'o)
'-hqiylvj

=

*( -ZiyIen) 1 - Wzlylrv)

13.12.2 Some Cautionary Remarks about Selectivity Bias

ne use of the simple Heckman correction or one of its many variants, has prolifer-
ated enormously. Many software packages now provide canned

'iheckman''

proce-
dures that allow the user to implement variants c,f Heckman's two-step method or
its maximum likelihood equivalent without the need to resort to extensive computer
progralnming.

At the same time, many econometricians and applied researchers have come to
feel that indiscriminate use of these techniques should be avoided. H. Gregg Lewis,
for example, in an iniuential survey of the effect of unions on wages. summarized
his review of estimates computed using some tym of selectivity bias correclions this
way:

I admire the ingenuity that has gone into development of (thesetechniques). Yet in the

presentcpntext the techniques are not working. I know little more aeut the magnitude
of the seleetivity bias in OLS wage gap estimates after completing tlw survey in this
chapter than if l had ignored the . . . estimates remrted here.o

291,Amemiya, op. cit., Section 4.3.
30H.Gregg Lewis, Union Relative Fa#e Eyects: A kurvey University of Uhu-' >go Press, 19:6. p. 59.
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Among other things, Lewis noted that estimates using these techniqtles seemed
to exhibit much greater variability across studies than estimates produced by au-
thors using generally simpler techniques. Heckman notes that part of the apparent
variability is merely the consequence of misinterpreting the estimates generated by
these models. Heckman also notes, however, that in many contexts, simpler estima-
tion techniques (includinginstnlmental variables) may perform as well in answering
interesting economic questions as more complicated selectivity bias methods.3l

Although a consensus on the value of selectivity bias methods and when their
use is appropriate does n0t exist, a few remarks may be in order:

* In our examples, we have distinguished between .Y,the covariates that affect the
outcome. and Z, the covariates (whichmay partially overlap with m that deter-
mine whether or not the treatment is given. ln principle the model is identied
even when the variables in X and Z are the same. When this is the case, iden-
tification depends exclusively on the model and the normality assumption being
exactly eorrect. assumptions which arc almost certainly too thin a recd upon which
to base inference.

* Though desirable, it is often diflicult to find variables that affect the probability
of rcceiving the treatment but also do not enter the wage equation. Gronau's case,
where additional identihcation rests on the ability to exclude the presence of small
children from the wage equation, probably represents the cxception rathcr t11m1the
rule.

@Even wilh sufficient identifying informations the parameters of the model appear
to be sensitive to the presence of heteroscedasticity, or departures from normality.
ln light of our discussion of heteroscedasticity in the Tobit, this may not come as
a surprike, Some have suggested that it may be possible to make these two-step
methods less sensitive to violations of some assumptions by combining nonpara-
metric techniques and parametric techniques-for example, by including as ad-
ditional regressors the squared value or higher powers of the inverse Mills ratio.
Heckman reviews some mere sophisticated semiparametric methods, but there is
little empirical exrrience with these methods as well.32

* Finally. even if the model is crrectly specihed, the two-step approach may be
very inefhcient compared with the full-blown maximum likelihood counterpart.
Davidson and MacKinnon. for example, recommend using the two-step proce-
dure only to test for the presence of selectivity bias; if the null hypothesis of no
selectivity bias is rejected they recommend using ML estimation provided it is not
computationally prohibitive to do so.33

13.12.3 The Tobit as a Special Cn-

Note that the framework outlined at the beginning of this section subsumes many
common estimation exercises. lt may help to consider another smcial case. Let y

3'See Heckman, op. cit., 1990, for a nice discussion of the issues involved.
32J.Heckman, ibid.
33R.Davidson and J. MacKinnon,op, c., 545.
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refer to consumption of cigarettes; let the vector of covariates include, say, the price
of cigarettes; and let F be an indicator variablc indicating whether the individual
chooses to smoke.Formally,

yi = Xipt + lf (13.87)

yzi = 0 (13.88)

Ff = 1(Zdy + 60,. > 0) (13.89)

yi = Tybi + (1 - Tijyu (13.90)
If we further smcialize this model by assumingT = Zpy = p I , and oi

- 671,.(i.e.,
so that the selection equation and consumption equation are the same) we have the
Tobit model ! In this framework, however, it is much easier to see that the restric-
tions we need to impose on the system of equations in (13.87)to (l 3.90) to yield a
conventional Tobit are not necessarily innocuous or

:minon'' Consider the elasticity
of cigareue consumption with respect to plice. Do changes in the price of cigarettes
affect smokers and nonsmokers in exactly tlle same way? Perhaps they do, but un-
fortunately, the Tobit speciscation assumes they d0.

Suppose the Tobit model is not correct because the covariates affect the partic-
ipation decision differently from the decision of how much to ctmsume conditional
on consuming a positive quantity, as in Eqs. (13.87) to (13.90)with #1 # y. lt is
most straightforward to estimate such a system by maximum likelihood.

Our discussion thus far suggests that one alternative is to treat the Tobit as a
selectivity problem, and nonzero consumption as the ''treatment.'' Consider the con-
sequences of OLS regression on the nonzero values of y. We could write

E E)'IXi, Ti = 11 = Xip + 'Eel Ie()l > -Zfy) (13.91)
Again, if e 1j = :()j, p = y, and X = Z, this equation is merely the standard Tobit.
Note that we now have an expression that looks much like our cxample on the wages
of working wmen. ln fact, the problem has the same two-step solution. ln the first
step, a probit predicting whether or not the observation is Gtobserved'' is used to cal-
culate the inverse Mills ratio. In the second step, an OLS regression of y on X and
the inverse Mills ratio is rtln using only the nonzero observations.

Note, however, that in formulating the problem this way the interpretation has
changed slightly. One can view the participatipn and consumption decisiops a. re-
sulting from two different latent variables:

y. = xp + ejl

* = zy + o.Y0

. jj y. > ()
=

.'1f

oiyi Ilot observed otherwise

ln this setup, we never observe Sj--onlywhether it is msitiveor negative-and we
onlyobsel've y*jjwhen Sj is posltive. One difference in interpretation arises from
thefact that this alternative does not strictly lirnit the range of y. F0r an illuseatin,
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seeHsiao.34 In his case, yl is the observed amount of an insurance claim, and yo is
hetheror not a claim is filed. For more extensive discussion, again see Amemiya.z3W

The two-step method would appear to have little to commend itself compared

to a full-blownML estimation of the model apart from its simplicity. Experience
suggests that the two-step method will be inefficient compared to its ML equivalent.

On the Other hand, when a speciication test rejects the assumption that the process
determining participation is the same one that determines consumption, and ML
estimation is not practical, the two-step method would seem preferable to application
of the simple Tobit

13.13
READINGS

Our survey of this area has been brief and selective. Several other topics deserving
mention are the multinomial logit and probit, disequilibrium models, and the trtln-
catcd regression mcdel. Other worthy topics include estimation methods based on the
propensity score and hazard models. A good starting point for many of these models
and lhose surveyed in this chapter is the book by Maddala. l See also the surveys
by Amemiya on the Tobit models23 and on qualitative response models.35 A useful
starting point for hazard models is the survey by Kiefer.36 Some of the discussion
in this chapter was based on work by Deaton who presents a lucid discussion of
heteroscedasticity in binary choice models and related issues.ls

PROBLEMS

1. Prove lhat the likelihood function Of the logit is globally concave.

2. For the logit and Iinear probability models, show that the sum of the predicted probabilities
equals the empirical sum of ones in the sample.

3. Shnw that the LR test that invelves the comparison with the fully saturated model dis-
cussed at the end of l 3.8. l is distributed asymptotically ,. Hint: Re.ctall tlut the Mum of
squaredstandard normal variates has a V distribution.

34C.Hsiao. ;A Statistical Perspective on Insurance Rate-Making,'' Journal of Econometrics, 44, 190.
5-24.
35T.Amemiya. touaitative Response Models: A Survey,'s Journal :?.JEconomic Literature, 19, 1981.

481-536.
36N. Kiefer,

ltconlmic Duration Data and Hazard Functions,'' Journal of Economic Literature. 26,
1986, 646..679.
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4. Consider the following data for twodicbotomous vm'lbles:

X

.y 0 1 Total

0 40 60 l
1 60 40 100

Total 1* 1* 2*

aj Compute the regression coefhcients and predicted values for the following linearprob-
ability mMel:

.# = #p + #1.r
b) Consider running the same model, except this time using a probit. Usingjust the stan-

dard normal tables, compute the coefficients of the probit model and the predicted
valuesfor the meel.

5. Considerestimating the standard probit model where probtyi = 1) = *(.Y/4/.1/t7$1and y
is a binary variable that takes en the value 0 or 1.
(J) How would the estimated coefficients compare if one ran a probit model on the same

data, except that y has been recoded to take on a value of 0 or 10?
b) Repeat the preceding question for the case when the model is a logit.

(c) Do the same for a linear probability model and discuss how the coemcients should be
interpretedin this case.

6. ne binary dependent variable models in this chapter are of the form probty = 1) =

F(##). Describe the model that would result if F were the cumulative uniform distribu-
tion.

7. Consider the standard Tobit model, where y tte observed data) is censored below by 0
and

y* = xp + e
Call the estimate of #, p. Consider another estimate of # from the Tobitareplacingy with
:, where

= yi if yi > c
zi

= c otherwise

where c > 0. Informally cempare the two estimators and suggest a specihcation test. In
pmicular, comment on what happens to the second estimator as the value of c ias.

8. Using the data from the 1988 CPS on the data diskette, calculate the following linear
reression for log wages:

lwage = J'lo+ pj (potentialexperience) + #2(exI<rP.#>)2

+ patgrade)+ p4tmi='edl+ #,(hi>) + :
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Next, genernte a new variable, say, clwage such that

lwage if lwage > l
.87

clwage =

0 otherwise

Now perform a Tobit on the same model, replacing lwage with clwage. How de your
estimatesof the releyant cfcients compare? Try increasing te censoring point and see

. .A '

what happens.



APPENDIX A ', .
.

Matrix Algebra

As far as possible we follow the convention of using boldface, lowercase type for
vectors and boldface, uppercase type for matrices. The sequence of topics in this
appendix attempts to mirror the order in which the topics appear in the main text to
facilitate cross reference between them.

A.1
VECTORS

A vector is an ordered sequence of elements arranged in a row or column. In this
book the elements are generally real numbers or symbols representing real numbers.
As an example,

5
a = 1

3

is a 3-element column vector, and b = (-2 01 is a z-elementrow vector. 'T'le *
der of a vector is the number of elements in the vector. Changing the smnce of
elements in a vector produces a different vector. Thus, permuting the elements in #

would yield six different vectors. In general we will interpret the vector symYl s a
column vector. Column vectors can be transformed into row vectors %I vice veru
by the operation of transposition. We will denote the omration by a

-

some authors use a T superscript. Thus, '

y ,
. twz: i ri(J p 1: ;)l V !. v'- k . : e' .

-2
a' = (5 31 and b' =

0

Clearly,repetition of the opeption will restore uworiginalvtor, w that a')' = a.

455
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A.1.1 Multiplication by a Scalar

Multiplication of a vector by a scalar simply means that each element in the vector
is multiplied by the scalar. For example, lb = (-4 01.

A.1.2 Addition and Subtraction

ln this operation corresmnding elements of the vectors are added or subtracted. This

can only be done for vectors that () are all column vectors or a1l row vectors and i

are a11of the same order. Clearly, one cannot add a row vector to a column vector,

nor add a 3-element column vector to a 6-element column vector. To illustrate,

6 l 7 6 1 5
-3 + 2 = - 1 and

-3

- 2 = -5
4 3 7 4 3 1

For a' = (Jl a2
-' Jn1 and b' = k:l bz '- bn

c1 + bk cl

az + bz c2
c = a + b =

.

=
.

an + bn cn

A.1.3 Linear Combinations

Combining the two operations of scalar multiplication and vector addition expresses
Qa vecpr as @liruur copbination of other vectors. For instance,

a .y .y

g a .
.5

4 3 18

ln general

k
b = llj + 1242 + ' ' ' + hkak = hiai

i = l
(A.2)

(A. 1)

definesa b vector as a linear combination of the ai vectors with scalar weights hi.

A.1.4 Some Geometry

Vectors may be given a geometric as well as an algebraic interpretation. Consider
a z-elementvector a' = (2 11.This may be pictured as a directed line segment,

wsshown in Fig. A.1. The alww denoting the segment starts at the Qrigin and ends
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znd element
P

4

b
3

2
c

1 a

0 1 2 3 4 1st element FIGURE A.1

at the point with coordinates (2, 1). The vector a may also be indicated by the point
at which the arrow terminates. lf we have another z-elementvector b' = (1 3), the
geometry of vector addition is as follows. Start with a and then place the b vector
at the tenninal point of the a vector. This takes us to the point # in Fig. A.1. This
point dehnes a vector c as the sum of the vectors a and b, and it is obviously also
reached by starting with the b vector and placing the a vector at its terminal point.
The process is referred to as completing the parallelogram, or as the parallelogram
law for the addition of vectors. The coordinates of P are (3,4), and

c
- a + , - jtj+ g)j- jj

so there is an exact correspondence between the geometric and algebraic treatments.
Now consider scalar multiplication of a vector. For example,

,w
-

2g(j
- gq

gives a vector in exactly the same direction as a, but twice as long. Similarly,
4

.

- 3a = g
--

11
gives a vector three times as long as a, but going in the opposite direction. The three
vectors are shown in Fig. A.2. A11three terminal points 1ieon a single line through
te origin, that line being uniquely dehned by the vector a.

-

ln general

ka' = lhwl (u tzr,l (A.3)

It is clear from the parallelogram rule that any z-elementvector can lx expressed
as a unique linear combination of the a and b vectors in the prerewlinx pumerical

j?exnmple. For instance

4 2 1d = = 3 - 2 = 3/ - u- 3 1 3
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2nd element

la

1st element

-3c

A.1.5 Veetor Multiplication

The qxlor, dot, or inner product of two vctorj is deEned as
:1
b n

'b = (tzI az J,)l
.2

= tzjpj + azbz + . . . + anbn = X aibi = ba
: i = j

y

FIGURE A.2

The operation is only dehned for vectors of the same order. Corresponding elements

are multiplied together and summed to give the product, which is a scalar. A special
case of Eq. (A.4) is the product of a vector by itself, which gives

' p . ... . ., ' . I

i = 1

lnthe z-elementcase this quantity is (tz2j+ z2zl,which, by Pythagoras' Theorem, is
thesquared length of the vectorc. ne length of a vector is denoted by lIJll. Extending
throughthree and higher dimensions gives, in general, the length of a vector as

jgjj. a,a

where the positive square root is always taken.
The outer product of two n-element column vectors is ab', which is an n X n

matrix, each element being the product of an element from a and an element from b.

A.1.6 Equality of Vectors

lf two vectors of the same order are equal, they are equal element by element. The
difference of the tw0 vectors then gives the zero vector, in which every element is
Zero. .
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A.2
MATRICES

A matrix is a rectangular array of elementsurfh order of a matrix is iven by the
number of rows and the number of columns. In stating the order, th.ptumber of rows
fsalways give-p..-.rtwaq e num er o columns second. Thus, a math--x'''?''-r-dFf--
m n ap)-i

'---'ar

s as
J 11 712 &1n

&21 J22 G2n
A=

!
am3 J,n2 amn

Clearly a column vector is a special case of a matrix, namely, a matrix of order, say,
m X 1, and a row vector is a matrix of order 1 X n. The m X n matrix may be regarded

as an ordered collection of v-element column vectors or as an ordered collection of n-
element row vectors. Multiplication of a matrix by a scalar means that each element
in the matrix is multiplied by the scalar. The addition of twO matrices of the snme
order, as with vectors, is achieved by adding corresponding elements.

The transpose of A is denoted byA'. The Erst row of A becomes the hrst column
of the transpose, the second row of A becomes the second column of the transpose,
and so on. The desnition might equally well have been stated in terms of the first
column of A becoming the lirst row of A ', and so on. As an example

x
,

- jjjj
A symmetric matrix salbs

x ,
= x. <........... .....w..

that is, aij = aji for i # j
where aij ik the element in A at the intersection of the th row and/h column. This
property can only hold for square matrices, m = n), since otherwise A and A' are
n0t even of the same order. An example of a symmetric matrix is

j
..j

4
A = - 1 0 3 = A '

4 3 2
From the desnition of a transpose it follows that repetition of te o

'

>

turns the original matrix. lt also follows directly that '

(y CL...B)
'

= A..k+ B '

(x 6)
.,>-

--
*><-

that isuthe transpose of a sum is the sum of the transposes.

A.2.1 Matrix Multiplication

Matrix multiplication is achieved by remated applications of vector multiplication.
If A is of Order m X n and B is of order n X p, thep a putrix = AB pf order m X p
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can be found. The typical element cij of C is the inner product of the fth row of A
and the/h colllmn of #, tat is,

n

cij =

'/--)

aikbkj i = 1,2, . . . , mk (A.7)
k= l

These inner products only exist if A has the same number of columns as B has rows.
Thus the order in which matrices enter the product is of vital importance. When
p # m the inner products of rows of B and columns of 4 do not exist, and SA is not
desned. 'I'he following exnmple illustrates a case where both pyoduct matrices exist
(# = m)1

xa - g) 43qjtj61jj
- g((lj)j+.y2,((0,)j+043((lj)j

=g46jl61j
l 6 1 :!

sx - () 1 ga 4j

l 1

1((6,)j+..4.2,tlj)j
+043tlj)jj2

1(1) + 6(2) 1(2) + 6(0) 1(3) + 644)
= 0(1) + 1(2) 0(2) + 1(0) 043) + 1(4)

1(1) + 142) 1(2) + 1(0) 1(3) # 1j4)

. .)

= 2 0 4
3 2 7

A.2.2 The Transpose of a Pnzuct

Let the prt<uct A# tx denoe by

where aj indicates the/h row of 4, and bi the th column of B. Thus

cji = ajbi j = 1, . . . , m; i = 1, . . . , p
denotes the yth element in C. Transposition of C means that the

.jth

element in C
becpmes the j-jth elemnt in C'. Denoting this element by ci'j gives

. g cr =

oj
= ajbi1/
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Refening to the definition of vector multiplication in Eq. (A.4), we qe- elut ajbi =

bl ThusI J
*

cJ.j= bj = inner productof the fth row of S'and the ythcolumn of A'

andso, from the dehnition of matrix multiplication,

c'--=.B (A#)' = B'A ' (A.8)

The transpose of a product is the product of the transposes in reverse order. This nlle
extends directly to any number of conformable matrices. Thus,

(ABCI'= C'BA' (A.9)

The associative law of addition holds for matrices; that is,

(A + #) + C = A + CB+ C) (A.10)

This result is obvious since matrix addition merely involves adding corresponding
elements, and it does not matter in what order the additions are performed.

We state, without proof, the associative law of multiplication, which is

AB)c = ACBQ (A. 1l)

A.2.3 Some Important Square Matrices

The unit o!r -dentity matrix of order n X n is
. 'e

1 0 0
0 1 0

In =
. . .

@ * :

0 0 0

with ones down the principal diagonal and zeros everywhere else. This matrix plays
a role similar to that of unity in scalar algebra. Premultiplying an n-vector, y, by
I leaves the vector unchanged, that is, Iy = y. Transposing this last result gives
y'I = y', that is, postmultiplying a row vector by I leaves the row vector unchanged.
For a matrix A of order m X n it follows tat

ImA = AIn = A

0
0

1

Pre- or postmultiplication by I leaves the matrix unchanged. There is usually no
----'

to indicate the order of the identity matrix explicitly as it will be obvious from tle
context. The identity matrix may be entered or suppressed at wtll' in m-en'. -.1*1-

plication. For instance,

. m g
..y

m My
r.where M = I - #.

A diagonal matrix is like the identity matrix in that all oF-diagonal terms are
zero, but now the terms on the principal diagonal are scalar eiements, of which at
least one is nonzero. The diagonal matrix may lx written
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0
:2

0

0
0

n
or,more compactly. A = diag (1 A.2' . ' al. Examples are

2 0 00 and 0
-4

00
0 0 5

A special case of a diagonal matrix occurs when a11the 's

are equal. This is termed
a scnlnr mntn-x and may be written

0 0
0 0

= M = Ik

0 0

A scalar multiplier may be placed before or after the matrix it multiplies.
Another important square matrix is an idempotent matrix. If A is idempotent,

ht en
2 .

.43

= . . .A=4

that is. multiplying A by itself, however many times, simply reproduces the original
matrix. An example Of a symmetric idempotent matrix is

1 - 2 11
A =

j
-2

4
-2

1 -2 1

as may be veritied by multiplication.
A very useful transformation matrix is

1 'A = I - -(ff )
n

where i is a column vector of n ones. The product ii' is a matrix of order n X n,
ln w lc every element is one. Given a colllmn vector pf n obseryatipns on a vari-
able F .

and so

1 18' ,/r--1
1 F Y-2

=

1( ii'- ?b'---

rl - f'
ra - FAy =

< *

ik - lV
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ne matrix thus transforms raw data into deviatn-pjp.f . lf the data series has zero

mean, it is unaffected by the transformation. Finally we note that Ai = 0.
Another important matrix, though nt necessarily square, is te null matrix 0

whose every element is zero. Obvious relations are
A + 0 = A and Ao = 0

Similarly we may encounter null ro column vectors.
' t ro ert of a s uare

' '

ce which is the sum of the
elementson the principal diagonal; that is,

j trtxl = y-'qujj
,1 i
?

If the matrix A is of order m X n and B is of order n ?(m then A# and SA are both
square matrices, and

tr(A#) = tr(#A)

Repeated application gives

t(ABCj = t(CABj = trtsfAl (A. 12)
N

provided the products txist as square matrices.

A.2.4 Partitioned Matrices

A matrix may be partitioned into a set of submatrices by indicating subgroups of

rows and/or columns. For example,

xu
(a,j (A.13)

where

Ac1 = (-3 (A.14)

The dashed lines indicate the pmitioning. yielding the four submatrices dehned in
Eq. (A.l4). The previous rules for te addition and multiplication of matrices ap-
p1y directly to partitioned matrices proj'ided l/le submatrices are aIl ofappropmte

dimensions. For instance, if A and B are both written in Imrtitioned fonn ms

then

x =
jxA11 A 12 and s =

#ll #l2

21 A22 #zl Bu

4 + #11 Ala + B3zA + B = 11
A21 + #z1 A22 + #22

provided A and B are of the same overall order (dimension)and each pair Aq, ## is
Of the same order. As an exnmple of the multiplication of partitioned matrices,

X 12 = j
-

l1
0J 4zc - 5
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411 41z
s s11 12AB = 4z1 Acc
s szl zzA31 A32

A11#11+ A12#21 411#12 + 412#22

= Az1#11 + A22#z1 Azl#lz + 422#22
A3l#11 + A32#z1 A31#12 + A32#zz

For the multiplication to be possible and for these equations to hold, the number of
columns in A must equal the number of rows in #, and the same pmitioning must
be applied to the columnq of A s to the rows of #.

A.2.5 Matrix Dilerentiation

As seen in Chapter 3, OLS requires the determination of a vector b to minimize the
residual sum of squares,

e e = y y
- 2: Xy + b X A

The first term on the right-hand side does not involve b, whereas the second term is
linear in b since X'y is a k-element column vector of known numbers, and the third
term is a symmetric quadratic form in b. To differentiate a linear function, write it
as

fbj = a'b = tzll + azbz + ' ' . + akbk = b'a

where the J's nre given constants. We may partially differentiate fb) with respect
to each of the bi. ne resultant partial derivatives are arranged as a column vector,

J1

oa'b) ob'aj /2
= =

.
= J

ob d :

ak

(A. 15)

These derivatives might muallywell have been arranged as a row vector. The impor-
tant requirement is consistency of treatment so that vectors and matrices of deriva-
tives are of appropriate order for further manipulation. For the linear term in e'e it
follows directly that

0lb'X'y) ,

= k'y

which is a k-element vector.
The general quadratic form in b may be written fbj = b'Ab. where the matrix

A of known constants may be taken as symmetric. As a simple illustration consider

Jl1 Jl2 J13 bk

./'() = hl bz :31 J12 an J23 bz
J13 J23 J33 b

l + a bl + assbl + gaqzbLbz + zujghjlu+ 2az5bz%=
Jllhl 22 2 3
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ne vector of pnrtial derivatives is then

of
p!7l 2(J11>1 + J12:2 + 513:3)

ofb) p./
= = 24/12/71+ anbz + (723:3) = Mob p!u

atujaj)j+ agjy + uaajy)
Jy
0bs

This rsult obviously holds for a symmetric quadratk form of any order; that is,
ob'xbl

= M
ob --

for symmetric A. Applying this result to the OLS case gives
ob 'x'xb)

,

= 2(# X)b
J

whichij g k-element column vector.

A.2.6 Solution of Equations

The OLS coefhcient vector, b, is the solution of X'X)b = #'y. We need to estab-
lish the conditions under which a unique solution vector exists. Consider the set of
equations

A: = c (A.17)

where A is a square, but not necessarily symmetric, matrix of order k X k, and b
and c are k-element column vectors. The elements of A and c are known and b is to
be determined. The simplest case occurs when k = 2. The equations may then be
written

bk J1 + bz az =

c

where the ai i = 1,2) are the z-elementcolumn vectors inA. If the type of situation
illustrated in Fig. A. 1 exists, it follows directly that there is a unique linear combi-
nation of the ai that gives the c vector. However, if the situation picture in Fig.
A.2 obtains, where one column vector is simply a scalar multiple of the other. say,
az = ll, then any linear combination of the two vectors can only preuce another
multiple of J1. Should the c vector also 1ie on the ray through JI . Eq. (A. l 7) will
have an insnity of solutions, whereas if c lies elsewhere there will lx no solution.
The difference between i) a unique solution and (iij no solution or an innity of so-
lutions is that in the hrst case the column vectors are Iinearly indemndent, and in
the second case they are linearly dependent. If the only solution to lll + /.2/2 = 0
is l = 2 = 0, the vectors are said to le Iinelly indemndent; ptherwije they ar
linearly dependent.
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The extension of this dehnition to higher dimensions is as follows. If the only
solution to

llj + 2az + ' ' ' + m = 0

is l = 2 = ' . ' = k = 0, the k-element ai vectors are linearly independent. Any
k-element vector can then be expressed as a unique linear combination of these vec-
tors, and so Eq. (A. 17) has a unique solution vector, b. This set of linearly indepen-
dent vectors serves as a basis for the k-dimensional vector space, which contains all
k-element vectors with mal elements. The vector space is denoted by Ek, the symbol
for Euclidean space of dimension k. The sum of any two vectors in the space also lies
in the space. the multiple of any vector in the space is also in the space, and distance
in the space is mesured as in Eq. (A.5). A basis is not unique. Any set of k linearly
indemndent vectors will do. The basis vectors are said to span the space. A useful
basis is the set of unit vectors. In E3 the unit vectors are

el
- gjjez - jyjo - gpjj

so that any vector c' = (cl cz c31 may be expressed as c = cjel + c2e2 + oes.
'The angle e Ytween any two vectors a and b of the sme order is dehned by

a'b
cOS 0 =

a'a SW
(A.18)

When 0 = A. cos 0 = 0, and so a'b = 0. The two vectors intersect at a right
angle, the inner preuct is zero, and the vectors are said to be orthogonal. Clearly
the unit vectors are mutually orthogonal, and thus constitute an orthogonal basis for
the space.

A.2.7 The Inverse Matrix

A related approach to iul solution of Eq. (A.17) is via the inverse matrix. In scalar
algebra the relation ab = l gives b = J-1. In matrix algebra the question arises
whether a similar tym of relation exists. Specifically, if 4 is a square matrix, does
there exist another square matrix, #, such that AB = I lf the columns of A are
linearly independent, the answer is yes. Letting b denote the hrst column of B gives
the equation

A:1 = ej (A. 19)

where e1' = (1 0 0 . ' ' 0). Given linear independence of the columns of A.
1 is uniquely determined. By the same argument each column of B is uniquely

determiped, and a matdx B exists, satisfying

A# = I (A.20)

We state without proof the result that if the columns of the square matrix A are
linearly independent, then so are the rows. Thus a sirnilar argument shows that *
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square patrix C exists such that

CA = I (A.2l )
for each row of C is uniquely determined as the coefhcients of a linear combination
of the rows of A. Putting Eqs. (A.20) and (A.21) together gives

C = CI = CAB = IB = B

Thus, if the k columns (androws) of A are linearly independent, a unique square
matrix of order k exists, called the inverse of A'' and denoted by A-1 wit the
property

AA-1 = 4-1x = I (A.22)

Premultiplying Eq. (A.17) by A-1 gives b = A-1c, which expresses the solution
vector in terms of the known data. A matrix that has an inverse is said to be nonsin-
gulpr. A matrix tbnt has no inverse is singular.

A.2.8 The Rank of a Matrix

The rank of a matrix is defined as the maximum number of linearly independent
columns (orrows) in the matrix. We will use the notation p(4) to indicate the rank of
A. For any matrix the maximum number of linearly independent columns is always
the same as the maximum number of linearly independent rows, so rank is a unique,
unnmbiguous number. The rank of an m )( n matrix mgst obviously satisfy

Rank < nlint-, n4 (A.23)

When the rank equals m (< n) the matrix is said to have full row rank and when
the rank is n (< m4 the matrix has full column rank. If al1the columns (rows)of a
square matrix are linearly independent, the matrix is said to have full rimk.

EXAMPLE. Consider

1 2 3 4
A = 1 0 1 1

g a 4 5

The rank cannot be greater than three. Inspection, however, shows that the rows o%y
the relation, row 1 + row 2 - row 3 = zero vector. The rank therefore must l>eless than
three. No row is a scalar multiple of another row. so the row rank of the matrix is two.
Turning to the columns. we see there are four Nssible sets of three vectors. but in Im =

are the three columns linearly indeyndent. ne relations Ytween tcm are

col l = col 3 - col 2

col 1 = col 4 - 1.5 col 2

col 1 = 3 col 3 - 2 col 4

col 2 = 2 col 4 - 2 col 3

No column is a scalar multiple of any other column, so the colunm rnnk of the matrix is
two, as is the row rank.
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Returning to the inverse matrix, we need to see more explicitly how such ma-
trices are constructed and detennine their properties. F0r a square matrix of order
two,

J 11 fl l 2A=
&21 &22

1 azz
-(z12

a4l- 1 xA = (
511J22 - /12&21

-821

&11

Multiplication consrms that AA- 1 = A- IA = 1. Since an inverse, if it exists, is
unique. one can sometimes hazard a guess at an inverse and check by multiplication
to see if it works. ne common divisor in A- 1 is a function of all the elements in A
and is known as the determinant of A. It is a scalar quantity and denoted by det A or,
alternatively. LA?. Sometimes one needs to take the absolute value of a detenninant.
This is written tdet Al. ne determinant of the second-order matrix may be written

hl = J11t722 - 412J21 = X.tlltzlzp (X25)
'p

The summation term gives the sum of all possible products of the elements of A,
taken two at a time. with the first subscript in natural order 1, 2 and a, p indicating
a1lpossible mnnutationsof 1, 2 for the second subscript, each product term being
afhxed with a Nsitive (negative)sign as the number of inversions of the natural order
in the second subscript is even (odd).There are only two possible permutations of
1, 2, namely l . 2 itself and 2, 1. The latter permutation has only one inversion of

' the natural onW, since 2 comes ahead of 1, which gives the explicit expression in
Eq. (A.25).

ne matrix in A
- l in Eq. (A.24) is a rearrangement of the elements of A. lt

is known as the adjugate or adjoint matrix, written (adjA). lt is produced by the
following two rules:

1. For each elemenl in .4. strike out the row and column containing that element and
write down kiu! remnining element prehxed with a positive or negative sign in the
padern

.
r 1. .

!('
..

,:;

, r.,.. . + .

- +

&22 -J21
This gives the matrix

- a l 2 a l l

2. Transpose the latter matrix to get

&22
-512

adjA =

-J21 Jll

Multiplication then gives

(J1lJ22 - Jl2J21)
AtadjA) = (adjAB =

0 0
-lc-2l)1

- LBI)Ijxt'l)l
(tzi1J22 -

and so
1x-1 m - adjx
hl

(A.26)
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Turning to the 3 X 3 case, we have

141- 77 akamaqy
a,p,y

= J11522/33 + 512&23/31 + &13/216132 - (711/23/32 - &12/21&33 - /13&22/31

(A.:'y)

The rules given for the determination of the adjoint matrix in the second-order case
need modiscation for the third- and higher-order cases. Striking out the row and
column containing, say, tzll , leaves the 2 X 2 submatrix, ,

J22 J23
J32 J33

rather than a scalar element. In fact, we replace Jll with the determinant of this
submatrix. The amended rules are these:

1. Replace aij by (- Lli-.iMij where Mij is the determinant of the 2 X 2 submatrix
obtained when row i and column j are deleted from A . Mij is termed a minor,
and the signed minor is a cofactor, Cij, that is

i-vju (A :g)Cij = (- 1) i.i .

'l'he sign of Mij does not change if i + j is an even number and does change if
that sum is odd.

2. Transpose this matrix of cofactors to obtain the adjoint matrix and divide each
element by /1 to produce the inverse matrix,

C1l C21 C3l
1 1 1

4 - = (adjA) = cj2 Cn c?z;1l ;i) (7 (rza (ya?13

lAI 0 0
AtadjA) = (adjAlA = hlz = 0 /1 0

0 0 hl

(A.29)

lt follows from Eq. (A.29) that

(A.30)

This shows that there are various ways of expressing the detenninant other than
the general defition in Eq. (A.27). Equating the top left element in the matlices

on the left and right of Eq. (A.30) gives

/1 = Jllcll + /126712 + ,13(713 (A-3l)

whichdesnes /1 as a linear combination of the elements in the hrst row. each
elementbeing multiplied by its cofactor. To illustrate this result. collect terms in
Eq. (A.27) by the elements in the srstrow of .Ato obtain

/1 = J11(J22J33 - J23J32) + 512(-/21433 + 523531 ) + /13(.421/32 - Jz2J3I '
(x3a)

One may easily check that the terms in parentheses in Eq. 4.4.32) are tle cofactors
in Eq. (A.31). It is clear from Eq. (A.30) that the determinant may * expressed
as a linear combination of the elements in any row (or column), N:'id the
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elements are multiplied by the corresponding cofactors. Note, however, that if the
elements of any row (orcolumn) are multiplied by the cofactors of a dterent row
(or column), the result is zero. Expansions in terms of alien cofactors vanish
identically.

E X A M P L E O F A N I N V E R S E M AT R I X .

1 3 4
A = 1 2 1

2 4 5

The matrix of minors is

6 3 0
- 1 - 3 - 2
- 5 - : - 1

Signing the minors and transposing gives the adjoint matrix

6 1 - 5
adjA = - 3 - 3 3

0 2 - 1

/1 - 1(6) + 3(-3) + 4(0) =
-3

and so the inverse is

-2 - 1 1I
3 3

4-1 = 1 1 - 1
0 - ; 1

3 3

For the nth-order cse the rules for obtaining the inverse are essentially those
already state.d for the third-order case. The determinant is

hj = a jatu, . . .

attv (A.33)
,p , . . ., v

Altematively, the expansion in terms of the th row of 4 is

/1 = Jflcl + aizca + ' ' - + aincin i = 1,2, . . . , n (A.34)

or, in terms of the/h column of A,

/1 = atjcj + aljhj + ' ' ' + anjcnj
./

= 1,2, . . . , n (A.35)

The cofactors are now the signed minors of matrices of order n
- 1, and the inverse

matrixis

t711 (721
1 (712 (722

- 1A =

C1a C1n

Gl
Cnz

%n

(A.36)
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A.2.9 Some Properties of Determinants

i) J/'J matrix B isformedfrom A by adding a multiple ofone mw (or column)
to another mw (or column), the determinant is unchanged. Supmse the th
row of B is dehned as the sum of the th row of A and a multiple of the jth
row of A; that is,

bik = aik + ajk

Expanding in terms of the th row,

#1 = >'''(J
k + ajklck = X aikcik = /1I 4

k k

where the cofactors of the t.hrow are obviously the same for each matrix. The
result then follows since expansions in tenns of alien cofactors vanish.

i trc mw. (columns)ofA are linearly dependent, IAI- 0, and tf/cyare
linearly independent, /1 '#' 0. If row , say, can be expressed as a linear com-
bination of certain other rows, the rows of 4 are linearly dependent. Subtract-
ing that linear combination from row i is simply a repeated application of
Property (), and so will leave the determinant unchanged. However, it pro-
duces a matrix with a row of zeros. Since each term in the determinantal ex-
pansion contains one element from any specific row, the determinant is zero.
If the rows (columns)of A are linearly independent, there is no way to pro-
duce a zero row (column)and so /1 # 0. Thus, nonsingular matrices have
nonzero determinants and singular matrices have zero determinants.

iii) The determinant of a triangular matrix is equal to the product of the di-
agonal elements. A lower triangular matrix has zeros everywhere Mbovethe
diagonal, as in

a 1I 0 0 0
a21 an 0 0

A = J31 &32 &33 0

Jrll &rl2 an Jnrl

Expanding in terms Of the elements in the hrst row gives the determinant s
the product of Jll and the determinant of the matrix of order n

- 1 obtained
by deleting the flrst row and column of A. Proceeding in this fashion gives

hl - /11,224,33 ' ' '

ann

An upper triangular matrix has zeros everywhere below the diagonal and the

sam result obviously holds. Two special cases of this promny follow di-
rectly: -

The determinant of a diagonal matrix is the prtvhlct of el- diagonal ele-
ments.

The determinant of the unit (identity)matrix is one.
(fv) Multiplying any mw (column)of a rnulrix by a constant multiplies the de-

terminant by the same constant. Multlying a rrltzlri.x'oforder n by a constant
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multiplies the determinant by f/ltzl constant raisedto the nthpower This result
follows from the determinantal expansion where each term is the product of
n elements, one and only one from each row and column of the matrix.

(v) The determinant ofthe product (7./*/'w* square matrices is the product ofthe
determinants.

1A#1 - hl ' I#I
A useful corollary is

1/-1( = -

/1

A.2.10 Pro-rties of Inverse Matrices

We now state. mostly without proof, some of the main properties of inverse matrices.

ij Fe inverse ofthe inverse reproduces the original matrix.
- 1 x - 1

(A *

)
*

= X
From the dehnition of an inverse, (A-1)(A-1)-1 = 1. Premultiplying by A
gives the result.

iij Fe inverse 5./-1/1e transpose equals the transpose of the inverse.
r - 1 zj.- 1 p(A ) = ( )

T in AA- 1 = I ives (A- 1)'A' = I Postmultiplication by (A ')- 1ransms g g .

yields the result.
ii The inverse ofan upper (lower)triangular matrix is also an upper (lower)

triangular plulrx. We illustrate this result for a lower triangular 3 X 3 matrix:

a 11 0 0
A = tu1 an 0

J31 J32 J33

By insmction one can < that three cofactors are zero, namely,

0 0
c . j0 0

c z = -

J11 0C21 = -

31 3
J32 J33 au 0 J21 0

C11 0 01- l = - c c ()Thus, 4 la 22h l c cpa cx13

(iv) The ihverse of a partitioned matrix rrlt?y also be expressed in partitioned
form. lf

A1l A12A= A2l A22

where41I and4a2 are square nonsingular matrices, then

#1l -#l1A 12Az-21-1 =A
- 1 - l + x- lx sjjx jzxyzl-Az2 A21#11 Aa2 zz 21

(A.37)
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where #ll = (AIl - A 12Aa-z1A21)-1 or, alternatively, , k'...

!; :,.
'7

'Lf 1'l-

A-1 + 4-lA #2zA2IA-l -A-l4jalxx-1 = 11 11 12 11 jl (A a8)-#22X2lA
-1 11 #22

'

where B2z = (422- A21A-111A12)-1. The correctness of these results may be
checked by multiplying out. These formulas are frequently used. The Erst
form, Eq. (A.37), is the simpler for expressions involving the srstrow of
the inverse. Conversely, the second form, Eq. (A.38), is more convenient for
expressions involving the second row.

A vel'y important special case of these results occurs when a data matrix is par-
titioned as X = (A'1 121. Then

,
-:')-:-1

-';.Y2XX= TJA'I Xqxh
Stbstitution in the preceding formulae gives

- 1 - 1
#l1 = lavA'l - -VA%(aVaY2)#J-YII

with Mz = I - xhxqxzl-xq
= (.YJ>2Ar1)-l (A.39)

(A.40)

A similar substitution, or simply interchanging the 1, 2 subscripts, gives

#22 = (XlM1A%) (A.41)

with Mj = I - #14.Y;.Y1)-1#) (A.42)
The Mi are symmetric idempotent matrices. Premultiplication of any vector by Mi
gives the residuals from the regression of that vector on Xi. Thus MZXL gives the
matrix of residuals when each of the variables in A-1is regressed on #2, and so forth.
The OLS equations fory on X in partitioned form are

- 1bk .
.Y:#1 .Y).:-2 A'ky

bz -YJ#I Xqukh .Y9,y

Taking the first row, we have

-1 - (A-kM2.Y1)-l#)Ar2(ArA%)-lj Xl.#bj = g(A-kMzaY1)
xy

=
(X;M2A'1)-1X;MJ-#

Similarly, bz = (#;MlA'a)-l#JMjy

(A.43)

(A.44)
These results provide an alternative look at OLS regression. Regressing y and .Y1on
Xz yields a vector of residuals.Mcy. and a matrix of residuals. -4f:'I

. Regressing the
former on the latter gives the bL cfcient vector in Fm. (A.43). There is a similar
interpretation for the bz vector in Eq. (A.t4).

A.2.11 More on Rank and the Solution of Equations

Considerthe homogeneou.s eqpations

A = 0 (A.45)
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The elements of A are known constants, and b is an unknown solution vector. Clearly
if A is square and nonsingular, the only solution is the zero vector, b = A-10 = 0.
A nonzero solution requires A to be singular. As an illustration, consider

tzll:l + akzbz = 0

521d?1+ azzbz = 0

These equations give
J12 J22

bt = - bz !71 = - bz
J11 J21

For a nonzero solution we must have
J12 J22

=

J1l J21

that is, the detenninant of 4 must be zero. A is then a singular matrix with rank of

one. One row (column) is a multiple of the other row (column).The solution vector
is a ray through the origin.

Now consider a rectangular system,

ujjhj + ajzbz + uja/u = ()
J21@71 + anbz + azqb = 0

The rank of A is at most two. If it is two, then A will have at least two linearly
independent columns. Suppose that the hrst two columns are linearly independent.
The equations then solve for :1 and bz in terms of %, say, bk = l b, :2 = 2:3.

The solution vector may be written

,
- jgcslj- jlj)j.

The scalar b is arbitrary. nus a1l solution vectors lie on a ray through the origin.
lf the rank of A is one. then one row must be a multiple of the other. The equations

then solve for, say. bk s a Iinear function of bz and b5. which are lbiealy. Writing
this as /71 = 2b2 + 3:?, the solution vector is

.

:

. .

bk 2 3

b = bz = 1 bz + 0 bs
:3 0 1

A1l solution vectors thus lie in a two-dimensional subspace of E3.
The set of solutions to Eq. (A.45) constitutes a vector space called the nullspace

of 4. The dimension of this nullspace (thenumber of linearly independent vectors
spanning the subspace) is called the nullity. All three exnmples satisfy the equation.

Number of columns in A = rank of A + nullity (A.46)

This equation holds generally. Let 4 be of order m X n with rank r. Thus there is at
least one set of r linearly independent rows and at least one set of r linearly indepen-
dent columns. lf necessaly rows and columns may be interchanged so that the first
rrows and the srstr columns are linearly independent. PartitionA by the first rrows
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andcolunms as in
A11 A12
A21 A22

where A1I is a square nonsingular matrix of order r, and A12 is of order r x (a - r).
Dropping the last m

-

r rows from Eq. (A.45) leaves
b l(X11 A 121
,

= 0 (A.47)
2

where bk contains r elements and b; the remaining n
-

r elements. This is a st of r
linearly independent equations in n V r unknowns. Solving for bk gives

-1x /? (A 4g)bk =
-411

12 2 .

The bz subvector is arbitrary or ree'' in the sense that the n
-

r elements can be
specised at will. For any such specification the subvector bL is determined by Eq.
(A.48). The general solution vector to Eq. (A.47) is thus

bj -A-14j2
b = = 11 bz (A.49)b2 In-r

But any solution to Eq. (A.47) is also a solution to Eq. (A.45) since the rows discarded
from Eq. (A.45) to reach Eq. (A.47) can a11be expressed as linear combinations of
the r independent rows in Eq. (A.47). Hence any solution that holds for the included
rows also holds for the discarded rows. Thus Eq. (A.49) dehnes the general solution
vector for Eq. (A.45). lf b is a solution, ten clearly M is also a solution for arbitrary

. lf bi and bj are distinct solutions then hibi + hjbj is also a solution. Thus the so-
lutions to Eq. (A.45) constitute a vector space, the nullspace of 4. The dimension of
the nullspace is determined from Eq. (A.49). The n

-

r columns of the matrix in Eq.
(A.49) are linearly independent since the columns of the submatrix In-r are neces-
sarily independent. Thus, the dimension of the nullspace is n

-

r, which proves the
relation in Eq. (A.46). One important application of this result occurs in the discus-
sion of the identification of simultaneous equation models, namely, that if the rank of
A is one less than the number of columns, the solution space is simply a ray through
the origin.

Result (A.46) also yields simple proofs of some important theorems on the ranks
of various matrices. In Chapter 3 we saw that a crucial matrix in the determination
of the OLS vector is X'X where X is the n X k data matrix. lt is assumed that n > k.
Suppose p(A3 = r. The nullspace of X tep has dimepsipn k -

r. If@ deno'- ey
vector in this nullspace,

Xm = 0

Premultiplying by X' gives X'Xm = 0

Thus, m also lies in the nullspace of X'X. Next let & l>eany v- 1 '
Mlhpace

of X'X so that
X'Xs = ()

Premultiplying by s', we lind

s'X'Xs = (A )'(%) = 0
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Thus Xs is a vector with zero length and so must be the null vector; tat is,

Xs = 0

Thus, s lies in the nullspace of X. Consequently, X and X'X have the same nullspace
and hence the same nullity, k - r). They also have the same number of columns (k),
and so by Eq. (A.46) have the snme rank r = k - k - r). Thus

p(#) = pX'X) (A.50)

When Arhas linearly indemndent columns, its rank is k. Then (X'X) has rank k and so
is nonsingular with inverse (7'A3-1 guaranteeing the uniqueness of the OLS vector.

F'

Transposing a matrix does not change its rnnk; that is, p(#) = p(#'). Applying
E (A.50) givesq.

P(AW') = P(#')

The general result is then

P(X) = p(#'X) = p(X#') (A.51)

Notice that XX' is a square matrix of order n (> k), so that ven if X has full column
rank, XX' is still singular.

Another important theorem on rank may be stated as follows. lf A is a matrix
of order m X ,1 with rank r, and P and Qare square nonsingular matrices of order m
and n. resmctively, then

p(#A) = p(AQ)= PCPAQ,= p(A) (A.52)

that is, premultiplication and/or postmultiplication of A by nonsingular matrices

yields a matrix u'ith the same rank as A. This result may be established by the same
methods as used for Eq. (A.51). Finally we state without proof a theorem for the
general case of the multiplication of one rectangular matrix by another conformable
rectnngular mntrix. Let A be m X n and B be n X s. Then

PCAB, < minEptA), p(#)) (A.53)

that is, the rank of the productis less than or equal to the smaller of the ranks of the
constituent mntrices. Again. a similar metod of proof applies as in the previous two

.
'''''

. .
. ., . '''' '''. . , .,

theorems.
. .

'..
.

'

.

A.2.12 Eigenvalues and Eigenv-na

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors occur in the solution of a special set of equations.
Consider the set of tirst-orderdifference equations that appears in the discussion of
VARS in Chapter 9, namely, ,

xt = Axf-l (A.54)

where xt is a k X 1 vector of observations on a set of .r variables at time /, and W is

a k )( k matrix of known numbers. By analogy with the treatment of the univariate

case in Chapter7 we postulate a solution vector fOr the multivariate case as

xt = $tc (A.55)
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where . is an unknown scalar and r is an unknown k X 1 vector. If Eq. (A.55) is to
be a solution for Eq. (A.54), substitution in Eq. (A.54) should give equality of the
two sides. Making the substitution and dividing through by W-1 gives

r = xr
or, (A - Mlc = 0 (A.56)

The c vector thus lies in the nullspace of the matrixA - M. If this matrix is nonsingu-
lar, the only solution to Eq. (A.56) is the trivial x = 0. A nontrivial solution requires
the matrix to be singular or, in other words, to have a zero determinant, which gives

@ - Al1 = 0 (A.57)

nis condition gives the characteristic equation of the matrixA. lt is a polynomial
of degree k in the unknown , which can be solved for the k roots. These A's are the
eigenvalues of A. They are also known as Iatent roots or charaeteristic roots. Each
ki may be substituted back in Eq. (A.56) and the corresponding c vector obtained.
The c vectors are known as the eigenvectors of A. They are also known as latent
vectors or characteristic vectors. Assembling a11k jolutions produces te matn'x
equation -

f1 C2 ck = lcj crz kck

l 0
: () 2

Ck . .

: 0 0

0
0

k
which is written more compactly as

AC = CA (A.58)

where C is the square matrix of eigenvectors and A is the diagonal matrix of eigen-
values. lf we assume for the moment that C is nonsipgular, it follows that

. ' ... . -1xc = A (A.59)C
and te matrix of eigenvectors serves to diagonalize the A matrix.

EXAMPLE. As a simple illustration consider

1.3
-0.

1A=
0.8 0.4

The characteristic equation (A.57) is then

1.3 -

-0.

1
= (1.3 - )(0.4- ) + i0.8 0.4 - -

= :2 - l.7 + 0.6

= ( - l.2: - 0.5)

= 0
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The eigenvalues are l = 1.2 and 12 = 0.5. Substituting the hrst eigenvalue in Eq.
(A.56) gives

(x
- loc, - g0o..)

--()0..)j

jcc))j- got,j
Thus, cl l = c2l . The eigenvector is determined up to a scale factor, and is any nonzero
multipleof ck = (1 11.Similarly, one can see that substituting the second eigenvalue in
Eq. (A.56) gives 0.8c12 = 0. 1c22.The second eigenvector is thus any nonzero multiple

qf tt = (1 81.ne matrix of eigenvectors may be written

1 1 1 8
c = with c-1 =

l 8 - 1

and it is easy to check that

C- IAf' = g-t
- 1j1gj'3:

-0,*41

1g1j)1- g()''20 1.
. 0.5

which illustrates the diagonalization of A. The reader should check that any other arbi-

trary normalization of the eigenvectors leaves the eigenvalues unchanged.

A.2.13 Properties of Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

ln the promrties to follow, A is a k X k matrix of real elements and rank k, A is a
diagonal matrix of k eigenvalues, not necessarily al1distinct, and C is a k X s (J % k)
matrix, whose columns are the eigenvectors of A. Some properties apply generally
to any real square matrix. Others depend on whether the matrix is symmetric or not.
For such results we use (J) to refer to the nonsymmetric case and bj to refer to the
symmetric case. Son- results are stated without proof. For others an outline of a
proof is provided.
1(J). Fe eigenb'alues of a nonsymmetric matrix may be real or complex.
1(18. The eigenvalues ofa symmetric matrix are all real.

As an illustration. the matrixA. shown below, has characteristic equation 2 + 1 = 0.

- l and B h2R eigenvalues : f'.giving = ti, whem i = k ,

x
- gl

--(1

. - g-)
--(1

2(J). lfall k eigenvalues are distinct, C will twe k linearly independent columns
J?lWso, asjust shown,

C-IAC = A or 4 = CAC-I (A.*)

The method of proof may be sketched for the k = 2 case. Assume the contrary result
that is, that the two eigenvectors are linearly dependent, so that one may write

hlcl + bzcz = 0

for some scalars bj and bg, of which at least one is nonzero. Premultiply this line
combination by A to Obtain

#1Ac1 + bzAcz = (#1A1)c1+ (!?22)c2= 0
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Multiplyipg the lizeF copbination by l gives

(hjjpj + (jujpz = ()

Subtracting from te previous equation, we 5nd

(2 - A1)#2r2 = 0

The eigenvalues are different by assumption, and c2, being an eigenvector, is not the
null vector. Thus, bz = 0. Sirnilarly, it may be shown that bk = 0, and so a contradic-
tion is forced. Thus distinct eigenvalues generate linearly independent eigenvectors.

lb). The proof in 24t7)did not involve the symmetry of A or the lack of it. Thus
the diagonalization in Eq. (A.60) applies equally well to symmetric matrices.
However, whenx is symmetric, the eigenvectors are notjust linearly indepen-
dent; they are also pairwise orthogonal.

Consider the first two eigenvectors as in

4r = e and Ac2 = zcz1 1 1

Premultiplying the lirst equation by 6 and the second by c'j gives

c'Ac = lccl and c'Acz = 2c'c2
2 1 1 1

Transposing the second equation gives ca'Acl = zca'c1, provided A is symmetric.
Thus .

9 %.

c
'

c 1 = zcz'c I1 2

Since the eigenvalues are distinct, c2'rl = 0. This result holds for any pair of eigen-
.vectors and so they are pairwise orthogonal when A is symmetric. It is also cus-

tomary in this case to normalize the eigenvectors to have unit length, jjfl = 1, for
i = 1,2, . . . , k. Let Q denote the matrix whose columns are these nonnalized or-
thogonal eigenvtors. Then

Q'Q = I (A.6l)
'

From the desnition and uniqueness of the inverse matrix it follows that

,
-1

x 6c)Q = Q ( .

The matrix Q is called an orthogonal matrix, that is, a matrix such tat its nvere.
is simply its transpose. It follows directly from (A.62) that

QQ' = I (A.63)

that is, although Q was constructed as a matrix with orthogonal colllmnm. ils -

vectors are also orthogonal. An orthogonal matrix is thus dened by

Q'Q = QQ' = I (A.G)

For symmetric matrices the diagonalization may lx wriuen

Q'A: = A or A = Q.&Q' (A.65)

3(J). When the eigenvalues are not aII distinct lere are rx/ly/ewer than k lin-
early azfpentfenl eigenvectors. : .

' 7
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As an example, consider

g
.g

X =

0.5 1

The eigenvalues are j = 12 = 2, that is, a single root with multiplicity two. Sub-
stitution in Eq. (A.56) gives

1 - 2 cl 1 0
=

g.5
.)

czj ()

This yieldsjust a single eigenvector, cl
'

= (2 l1. The diagonalization in Eq. (A.60)
is then impossible. However, it is possible to get close to diagonalization in th form
of a Jordan matrix. ln this example the Jordan matrix is .

2 1J =

0 2

lt is seen to be upper triangular with the (repeated)eigenvalue displayed on the
principal diagonal and the number l above the principal diagonal. There exists a
nonsingular matrix # such that

P-LAP = J or 4 = #J#-l (A 66)
To find the P matrix in this example, rewrite Eq. (A.66) as AP = #J; that is,

A #1 #2 = #1 #2 ()
= EA#l #1 + A#21

Thus, 4pj = 4)1
A#2 = #1 + *2

The first equation shows that #1 is the eigenvector r1, which has already been ob-
tained. Substituting = 2 and #1

'
= (2 11 gives pg' = 4 1). The # matrix is

then
2 4P =

1 1
where each column has been normalized by setting the second element at 1. Some
arithmetic shows that these matrices satisfy Eq. (A.66).

In the general case where A has . (% k) independent eigenvectors, the Jordan
matrix is block diagonal

J .

jJl

1Js
Each block relates to a single eigenvalue and the associated eigenvector. If an eigen-
value has multiplicity m, the corresponding block has that eigenvalue repeated m
times on the principal diagonal and a series of ls on the diagonal above the principal
diagonal. A1lother elements are zero. lf the eigenvalue is distinct,the block reduces
to a scalar showing the eigenvalue. For example, if k = 4 and there are just two
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eigenvalues,one with multiplicity three, the Jordan matrix is

l 1 0 0

J = g-l1
goj=

0, (1Al
y

()0

--a () () () a
When one or more roots are repeated, a nonsingular matrix P can always be found
to satisfy Eq. (A.66). The equations in (A.66) are perfectly general and not just ap-
plicable to the k = 2 case. lf A is a diagonal matrix of order k containing a11the
eigenvalues, including repeats, one may easily see that

tr(A) = tr(J) and lAI= lJl (A.67)

3b). When 4 is symmetric, the same result, Eq. (A.65), holdsfor repeated eigen-
values asfor distinct eigenvalues.

The reason is that a root with multiplicity m has m orthogonal vectors associated with
it1 As an illustration consider the matrix

1 0 0
A = 0 1 0

0 0 2

(2 - ) = 0, with eigenvalues l = 2 = 1The characteristic equation is (1 - A)
and 3 = 2. For 3, (A - Mjc = 0 gives

-1 0 0 c13
0 - 1 0 cz3

= 0
0 0 0 c33

The first two elements in c3 are thus zero, and the third element is arbitrary. So the
eigenvector is any nonzero multiple of e; = (0 0 1). ne multiple eigenvalge

jg VeS

0 0 0
0 0 0 e = 0
0 0 1

The third element in c must be zero, but the other two elements are arbitrary. Denot-
ing the arbitrary scalars by hl and bz, we may write

bt 1 0
bz = b3 0 + bl 1
0 0 0

The eigenvalue with multiplicity 2 thus yields two orthogonal eigenvectors, el and

e2. It is also seen that a11three eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal. The diagonal-
ization in Eq. (A.65) thus holds for al1 real symmetric matrices, whether or not the
eigenvalues are distinct.

lF'or a proof see G. Hadley, LinearAlgebra, Addison-Wesley, 1961, 243-245.
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4. The sum ofall the eigenvalues is equal to the trace ofA.

From Eq. (A.59) we may write

tr(A) = tr(C-14C) = tr(Afr-1) = tr(A) (A.68)

The same method of proof works directly for symmetric matrices in Eq. (A.65), and
also for Eq. (A.66) since we saw in Eq. (A.67) that t.J) = tr(A).

The product ofthe eigenvalues is equal to the determinant ofA.

Yrompromrty (>')of detenninants,

lA1= 1C-14CI= iC-1lhIIc1= hl (A.69)

ne same method of proof works for the other two cases in Eqs. (A.65) and (A.66),
noting that lAl = /l, as shown in Eq. (A.67).

6. The rank ofA is equal to the number ofnonzero eigenvalues.

It was established in Eq. (A.52) that premultiplication and/or postmultiplication of
a matrix by nonsingular matrices leaves the rank of the matrix unchanged. Thus, in
the first two diagonalizations, Eqs. (A.59) and (A.65),

(X) = P(A) (X.70)
( p

The rank of A is the order of the largest nonvanishing determinant that can be fonned
from its diagonal elements. This is simply equal to the number of nonvanishing
eigenvalues. It also follows that the rank of J is equal to the rnnk of A, and so the
result holds for a1lthree cases.

7. The eigenvalues of H = I - A are the complements ofthe eigenvalues ofA, but
the eigenb'ectors ofthe lwt? matrices are the same.

An eigenvalue and mssociatedeigenvector forA are given by

Ar = c

Subtracting each side from c gives

<
- Ac = c

-

c
that is, J - A# = (1 - #
which establishes the result.

z8. The eigenvalues ofA are the squares ofthe eigenvalues ofA, but the eigenvec-

tors ofboth matrices are the same.

Premultiplying Ae = r by A gives

z 2A c = Ac = c (A.72)

which establishes the result.

(A.71)

9. The eigenvalues /./4-1
are the reciprocals ofthe eigenvalues ofx, but the eigen-

vectorsofboth matrices are the same.
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FromAe = r, we write

- 1
c = A e

1
iving A-1e = cV I

10. Each eigenvalue ofan idempotent matrix is either zero or one.

From Eq. (A.72)

When A is idempotent,
Thus, '

and since any eigenvector e is not the null vector,

Or

x2 = 2r
c

2 = xr = rA c
( - 1)/ = 0

(A.73)

11. The rank ofan idempotent matrix is equal to its trace.

p(A) = p(A)
= number Of nonzero eigenvalues

= tr(A)
= trt4l

The lirst step comes from Eq. (A.70), the secon'd from property 6, the third from
property 10, and the last from Eq. (A.68).

A.2.14 QuadraticForms and Positive Denite Matrices

A simple example of a quadratic form was given in the treatment of vector differen-
tiation earlier in this appendix. In this section A denotes a real symmetric matrix of
order k X k. A quadratic fonn is delined as

q = b'Ab

where q is a scalar and b is a nonnull k X 1 vector. The quadratic form and matrix

are said to be Bsitive dehnite if q is strictly msitivefor any nonzero b. ne form
and matrix are positive semideNnite if q is nonnegative. nere is an intimate link
between the nature of the quadratic form and the eigenvalues of A.

1. A necessary and suscient conditionfor 1/1e real Jyrnznelrfc matr A to be pos-
itive dehnite is that all the eigenvalues ofA be positive. To prove the necessary
condition, assume b'Ab > 0. For any eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector,
Ae = lc. Premultiplying by c' gives

e'Ac = *'c =

sincethe eigenvectors can be given unit length. Positive dehniteness thus implies
positiveeigenvalues. To prove suciency, assume a1leigenvalues to be positive.
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From Eq. (A.65),

A = CAC'

where C is an orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors. For any nonnull vector b,

b'Ab = b'C&C'b
= d'M

= y'-qidt?

where d = C'b. Because C is nonsingular, the d vector is nonnull. Thus b'Ab >

0, which proves the result.
2. IIA is symmetric andpositive dejnite, a nonsingular matrix P can befound such

//=44 = PP'. When al1eigenvalues are positive, A may be factored into

A = A1/2Al/2

where x1/2 . 1p = cAl/2A1/2cp = (rA1/2)(cA1/2 l

Then X = CAC j
1/2which gives the result with # = CA .

3. IJ'A is positib'e dehnite and B is s X k with pB) = k, then B'AB is positive
dehnite. For any nonnull vector #

#'(#'A#)# = Bdl'ABd)

ne vector#d is a Iinear combination of the columns Of B and cannot be null since
the columns of B are linearly independent. SettingA = I gives B'B as a positive
delinite matrix. In least-squares analysis the data matrix X is conventionally of or-
der n X k with rank k. nus X'X. the matrix of sums of squares and cross products,
is positive dehnite. Dividing by n gives the sample variance-covariance matrix,

which is thus positive desnite. nis result also holds for population or theoretical
variance-covariance matrices provided there is no linear dependence between the
variables.

.
J '.!..

..;

1.., it
. :.

. . .. . .

j'
r
.' .

2 E '
.



APPENDIX B

Statistics

It is assumed that the reader has had at least an elementary course in statistics, cov-
ering the basic principles of estimation and hypothesis testing. The purpose of this
appendix is to highlight some of the more important theoretical results and, in par-
ticular, to provide a matrix treatment of relevant concepts and theorems.

B.1
MNDOM VARIARLEjAND PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

We begin with the univariate ase. A random variable has a designated set of possible
values and associated probabilities. A discrete random variable X consists of a set
of possible values x1,

.n,

. . . , xk and associated nonnegative fractions (probabilities)
#l, #2, . . . , # Such that

..
. ; . k

. jPi
f=1

'I'he two most important features of the probability distribution are the mean and
variance.The mean, or expected value, is usually denoted by g and is dehned as

k
Jt = E (X) = Y-lxipi (B.1)

i = 1

which is just a weighted average of the .'t7 values, the weights being te resmctive
probabilities. E is the expectation operator, and it may also be applied to various
functions of X. For example, F(AQ) indicates the expected value of X2. The mssible
values of Xl are xl,

, . . ., , which occur with probabilities #I, pz, . . . , pk. nusl

V5
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The variance, usually indicated by tr2, is the expected squared deviation about fe

meabt.Thus

2 = Fg(x - Jz)2j (B.2)G

Evaluating this from first principles, we have

FEIX - p,)21 = Xtxj- gllpi

- y- x?,pi - 2p. :- xipi + p.2 :7 pi
2

= y-r
.x?,

pi
- (y-xipi)

EXl) - (A'(#))2=

This result may also be obtained by first expanding the squared term in Eq. (B.2)
and then applying the expectation operator to each term in turn. Thus

2 2 2'(.Y - p,) 1 = E(X - ly,X + g )
= Exll - zgExl + E(gl)

2 - gs(x)j2= s(x )
since Egl) indicates the expectation Of a constant, which is simply the constant.

When the random variable is continuous, the discrete probabilities are replaced
by a continuous probability density function (pdf), usually denoted by pxj or
fx). The pdf has the properties that

fx) > 0 for all x

fxq dx = 1

and fx) dx = probltz < x < 471
tl

This probability is shown in Fig. B.1. The mean and variance are dehned as before,
but integrals now replace summation signs. Thus

#' = J-Yfxsdx (B.3)

(B.4)and

B.2
THE UNIVARIATE NORMAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

The pdf for the univariate normal distribution ij

1 l 2fxb = exp
-

2 (.<- Jz)
2. 'G

(B.5)
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li.'
11ttj,.-l)kp.)iF,ql

)yk;ti.

0 a b x FIGURE B.1

This desnes a two-parameter family of distributions, the parameters being the mean
g and the variance tz'2. The bell-shaped curve reaches its maximum at a7 = p, and
is symmetrical around that point. A special member of the family is the standard
normal distribution, which has zero mean and unit variance. An area under any
specihc normal distributionmay be expressed as an equivalent area under the stan-
dard distribution by dehning

A -

#,
C =

fr

Clearly F(z) = 0 and vartzl = 1, so that

Then

where zi = xi
- gllo'. The areas under the standard normal distribution are tabu-

lated in Appendix D.
e

1 exp (-VZ2jfz) -

. 2,/.
12 rC2

Jxjfxjdx = jr,fdz

(B.6)

B.3
BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS

We are often interested in thejoint variation of a pair of random vnn'nbles. Let the
variables X, i' have a bivariate pdf denoted by fx, y4. Then

fx, A') V 0 for all x, y

./4x,ytdxdy = l

d b

and fx, y) JIJA' = probltz < x < b. c < y < #)
C J

Given the jointdensity, a marginal density is obtained for each variable by inte-
grating over the range of the other variable. nus

X

,
Marginal pdf for X = fx, y) dy = fx) (B.7)
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and

A conditional density for F, given X, is dehned as

fx, )')
fy lx) =

fxj
andsimilarly, a conditional pdf for X, given F, is defmed ws

fx, )')
fx I)') =

fys

- fx, ysdx - fybMarginal pdf for r = j.. (B.8)

(B.9)

(B.10)

Two variables are said to be statistically independent, or independently distributed,
if the marginal and conditional densities are the same. ln tls cyse the jointdensity
can be written a.s the product of the marginal densities,

fx, X = /(X ' /(.'.?) (B. 11)

Returning to the general bivariate distribution, we may obtain the mean and variance
for each variable from the marginal densities. Thus,

P'x = E (X)

= jj xytx, yldxdy

j jx fy Ix) fx) dxdy

-JxgJty i
xldyjytxldx

= Jx fxj dx

The term in brackets in the fourth line is the sum of the conditional F probabilities
and is eqllpl to pne for any X. By the snme method

2 = varlx) = (x - gxllfxjdxG

and similarly for the mean and variance of F.
A new stKsti in the bivariate case is the covariance. lt is dehned as

and measures the linear association between the two variables. A related concept is
the correlation coefhcient, p = o'xylaxo'y. For independently distributed variables

thecovariance ij zero becauseEq. (B.11) gives

covtx,F) = J(x - gxlfx)
dxjy

- gyqfyqdy = 0
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t

ln general the converse of this proposition is not true; that is, a zero covariance does
not necessarily imply independence. An important exception, however, exists in the
case of normally distributed variables. Here a zero covariance does imply indepen-
dence. The bivariate normal density was introduced in Eq. (1.13)of Chapter 1. There
we saw tat if the correlation p is zero, the jointdensity factors into the product of
two marginal, normal densities.

B.4
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE NORMAL, F, t,
AND F DISTRIBUTIONS

Let z - N, 1) be a standard normal variable. lf n values z1,z2, . . . , zn are drawn at
random from this distribution, squared, and summed, the resultant statistic is said to

zhave a
' distribution with n degrees of freedom:

2 2 ... 2 . 2(zj + .,:2 + + zn4 ' (n)
The precise mathematical form of the vk'l distribution need not concern us here. The
important point is that it constitutes a one-parameter family of distributions. The
parameter is conventionally labeled the degrees offreedom of the distlibution.
The mean and variance of the distribution are given by

F(z2(a)J = n and vargvtrllq = ln (B. 12)

The t distribution is defined in terms of a standard normal variable and an inde-
endentF variable. LetP

z
- Np, 1) and y - xln)

where c and y are independently distributed. Then

zT'af = -

x/-y
(B. 13)

has Student's t distribution with n degrees of freedom. The f distribution, like that of
x1, is a one-parameter family. lt is symmetrical about zero and tends asymptotically
to the standard normal distribution. Its critical values are given in Appendix D.

The F distribution is dehned in terms of two independent xl variables. Let yl
and y2 be independently distributed xl variables with nj and n2 degrees of freedomm
respectively. Then the statistic

yllnk
y2ln2

(B. l4)

has the F distribution with (aj, n1) degrees of freedom. Critical val'- Ar- taG4*---'

in Appendix D. In using the table note carefully that rlj refers to * grees of
freedom of the variable in the numerator and n? to the variable in '- ntminator.

lf the expression for t in Eq. (B.13) is squaredv tl r-llt -y * writlen

2/lp 2
.

'n-'

=

yIn
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wherez2, being the square of a standard normal variable, has the F(1)distribution.
Thus tln) = F(1, n); that is, the square of a t variable with n degrees of freedom is

anF variable with (1,n) degrees of freedom. lt also follows from Eq. (B.12) that

2(n) xlnj 2X l d var = -E - an
n n n

This variance goes to zzro with increasing n, and so
pn)

plim = 1

lt also follows that the distribution of nl . F(nl, n1) goes asymptotially to 7(nJ) gj
n2 goes to inhnity.

B.5
EXPECTATIONS IN BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS

We have already had an example of this process in the foregoing development of gx.
More genemlly, let gx, y) be some well-dehned scalar function of te two variables.
Then

'E#(.x,y)1 = jJgx, y) fx, yjdxdy

= JJgx, y) fy lxjdy fxjdx

The term in brackets is the expected value of gx, y) in the conditional distribution
fy I

.v).

Let this conditional epectation be denoted by F.Ix. Each conditional ex-
pectation is thus a function of .x only, and they are then averaged over the marginal

a7distribution. an omration denoted by Ex. The process mightjust as well have been
snrte.a wit tiuA alternative decomposition of the jointdensity. Thus

E I#(.K, A')1 = 'xEf.Ia.#(.f,y)1 = FyEf.1y'(.,
,')1

(B.15)

This result is often useful in evaluating complicated functions. To obtain an uncon-
ditional expectation one may take expectations conditional on one of te variables
and then take expectations ove that vmiable. The process is referred to as the Iaw
of iterated expectations.

B.6
MULTIVARIATE DENSITIES

Univariate and bivariate densities are simple cases of multivariate densities. ln the
general case we let x denote a vector of random variables .Yl,Xz, . . . , Xk. Now the
same letter is used for all variables and the subscripts distinguish the variables. An
observation at sample point t gives the k-vector # = (.;r1, .x'2, xkfl. Each
variable has an expected value

p'i = E (X) = 1,2, . . . , k
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Collecting these expected values in a vector #. gives

f(Xl) Jt1
E (X2) #,2

#. = Exj =
.

=
.

E xk) Jzk

The application of the operator E to a vector means that E is applied to each element
in the vector. The variance of Xi, by desnition, is

2vartml = Efxi - gi) 1
and the covariance between Xi and Xj is

covxi, Xj) = Exi - gi)(Xj - y,j4

lf we form the vector @ - #.) and then define the matrix

txj - p,I)

Elx - glx - #,)') = E g(.L- Jt1)

xk - gk)

Ex - Jz1)2l
EX2 - ,.2)71 - >1)

=

:

Exk - Jzk)(m - p,1)

ECXL - /.:1)72 - Jz2)
Exz - gz)l

E
Exk - g-b - p,2)

E (-Yl - gkjxk - #k)
E-kh - gzjxk - Ia'kj

ds(?r--

Jz
,)2

k

we see that the elements of this matrix are the variances and covariances of the X
variables, the variances beimg displayed on the principal diagonal and the covari-
ances in the off-diagonal positions. ne matrix is known as a valiance-covariance
matrix, or more simply as a variance matrix or covariance matrix. We will usually
refer to it as a variance matrix and denote it by

vartxl = E g@- glx - /1,)'1 = I (B.16)

The variance matrix is clearly symmetric. To examine the conditions under which it
ispositive desnite or not, desne a scalar random variable F as a linea!-combination
f the Xs that isO , ,

.# = @ - #,)'r

where c is any arbitrary nonnull column vector with k elements. Squanng' IX)tIZ si*-q
and tnking expectations gives

E r2 = Ekc'x - plx - #,)'cj( )

= e'Fgtx - glx - gj'c

= c'c

There are two useful points to notice about this development. First. (2 -

# )'c is a
scalar, and so its square may be found by multiplying it by its transmse. Second,
whenever we take the expectation of a matrix pruct. the exmctation omrator may
be moved to the right past any vectors or matrices consisting only of constants. but
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it must be stopped in front of any expression involving random variables. Since F is

a salar random variable, F(F2) % 0. Thus

r'Nr > 0

andX is positive semidetinite. The quadratic form would only take on the zero value
if the X deviations were linearly dependent. Thus, in the absence of linear depen-
dence between the random variables the variance matrix is positive definite.

B.7
MULTIVARIATE NORMAL pdf

The random variables have some multivariate pdf, written .J(x)= fxk, Xz, . . . ,

Xk). The most important multivariate pdf is the multivariate nonnal. It is defined in
terms of its mean vector #, and its variance matrix X.The equation is

1 1 , .j s jg;fxj =

1/a exp
- jtx - #,) Z @ - #.) ( .

l=lkll 1:l
A compact shorthand statement of Eq. (B.17) is

x
- Nm, 1)

to be read t4the variables in x are distributed according to the multivariate normal

lawwith mean vector #. and variance matrix :.'' A useful exercise for the reader

is to check that substitution of l and 2 for k gives the univariate and bivariate pdf 's

alreadynoticed. Each variable in x has a marginal distribution that is univariate

normal,that is, Xi - Ngi, tz'?,) for i = 1, . . . , k, where tr?, is the fth element on the
principaldiagonal of :.

An important special case of-Eq. (B.17) occurs when a11of the Xs have the same
varianceG2 and are a11pairwise uncorrelated.l Then

zI = tr I
1iving 111= lk and :- 1 = Ig 2G

The multivariate lf then simplihes to

'am exp L-a)
c (x - v'l'x -

.)1

.f(x)-

zyr.)k 1 1 (B.18)
= J-J exp

-

z xi - gill

2* 2G
i = I 0-

= .f(X1) .J(X2) ' ' ' /(Xk)

so that the multivaliate density is the product of the marginal densities, that is, the Xs
are distributed independently of one another. This result is extremely important. Zero
correlations between normally distributed variables imply statistical independence.
The result does not necessarily hold for variables that are not normally distributed.

l'rhe assumption of a common variance is only mnde fcr simplicity. All tat is required for the result %
that the variance matrix be diagonal.
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A more general case of this property may be derived as follows. Suppose that Z
is block diagonal with te form

Z11 0: = (B.19)() yx
whereI11 is square and nonsingular of crder r and ;22 is square and nonsingu-
lar of order k - r). The form of Eq. (B.19) means that each and every variable
in the set Xt, Xz, . . . , Xr is uncorrelated with each and every variable in the set
Xr+L, Xr-vz,. . . , Xk. If we apply a similar partitioning to x and #, and use the result
thatin Eq. (B.19) 1:I = 1:11I1:221,substitution in Eq. (B.17) gives

=
1

exp g-.jltzj- sjlrz-jjltxj- sjljfx) 1,c(2=)r/21:11) (s.2o
x

1
exp g-jl(xa - gzl'sz-z3xz -

Julj

(2.)(k-rv2Izazl''2

thatis, y(x) - y(x1)fxz)
The multivariate density for all k variables is the product of two separate multivari-
ate densities, one for te Erst r variables, and the other for the remaining k - r)
variables.

B.8
DISTRIBUTIONS OF QUADMTIC FORMS

Suppose

x - Nn, 1)
that is, the k variables in x have independent (standard)normal distributions, each
with zero mean and unit variance. The sum of squares x'x is a particularly simple
exmple qf a quadratic form with matrix 1. From the dehnition of the V variable,

'x - Vk) x :
.x

supposenow that x - Nq tpzzl

The variables are still indemndent and have zero means. but each X has to be divided
by t.z' to yield a variable with unit variance. nus

Xl X2 #2--1 +
--l

+ . . . +
.-..1.

,-- F()2 g.2 .2tr
l ,

xx
- 7(k)which may be written

or x'lll-lx - Vk) (B.21)

The expression in Eq. (B.21) shows that the matrix of the quadratic form is the in-
verseof the variance matrix.

'
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Suppose now that

x
- 1(0, :) (B.22)

whereN is a positive desnite matrix. The variables are still normally distributed
withzero means, but they are no longer independently distributed. The equivalent
expressionto Eq. (B.21) would be

t - 1
x X x - F(k) (B.23)

This result is in fact true, but the proof is no longer direct since the Xs are correlated.
The trick is to transform the Xs into n, which will be independently distributed
standard normal variables. As shown in Appendix A, a positive definite matrix Z
can be factorized as N = PP' where # is a nonsingular k X k matrix. nus

I = (# ) P and P sP ) = I (B.24)

De:ne a k-elementy vector as
-)

y = P x
The Fs are multivariate normal since they are linear combinations of the Xs. Clearly,
E = 0 and')

var/l = E t#-1xx'(#-1)'j
= z.-1:(J:-1),

:zI

The Fs are independent, standard normal variables, and so

' - 2(k)
yy

? / - 1 l - 1 ? - l
'

However, y y = x CP ) P x = x : x

and so x'Z-1# - Vk)
which is the result anticipated in Eq. (B.23).

Finally consider the quadratic fonn x'Ax where x - 1(0, 14andA is a symmet-
ric, idempotent matrix of mnk r % . lf we denot the orthogonal matrix of eigen-
VCCtWS Y QnZCZ

Q'4 Q = A = gto()j (8.25)

that is, A will have r ones mld k - r) zeros on the principal diagonal. Deline

y = Q'x x =

Then E(y) = 0 and vartyl= E(yy')

= EQ'xx'Q)

= Q'IQ
= I

The Fs are thus independent, standard normal variables. By using Eq. (B.25), the
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quadraticform may now be expressed as
x'M = y'pdA

2 + r2 + . . . + r2= Fj 2 r

andso x'Ax - F(r) y

The general result is this:

1fx ''-' N(0, a.11) andA is symmetric idempotent ofrank r,

1 ,

xxx - F(r)
This result can be used to derive the distribution of the residual sum of squares

(RSS) in the linear regression model. It was shown in (3.17)that

M h re M = I - XX'X4-3X'e = y w e

M is symmetric idempotent and MX = 0. Thus

Therefore,

The assumption that u - N(0, a1I) then gives
!

e e 2

a
-

x (r)
J

where r is the rank of M. From the result in Appendix A that the rank of a symmetric
idempetent matrix is equal to its trace, we have

M) = trgz - xx'xl-kx'jp
= n

- tr gtx'm-ltxpmj
= n

- k
/

ee
andso, nally, .pj- - fn - kj

e = My = Mxp + u) = Mu
' l l ' '

e e = u Mu
.

:

which is the result stated in Eq. (3.37).

B.9
INDEPENDENCE OF QUADRATIC FORMS

Suppose x - N(0, r21) and we have two quadratic forms x'Ax and x'Bx, where A
and B are symmetric idempotent matrices. We seek the condition for the two fonns
to be independently distributed. Because the matrices are symmetric idempotent,

x'Ax = (Ax)'(Ax) and x'Bx = Bx)'(Bx)

If each ()f the variables in the vector A.r has zero correlation with each variable in
Bx, these variables will be distributed independently of one anoter, and hence any

'E.y
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function of the one set of variables, such as x'Ax, will be distributed independently
of any function of the other set, such as x'Bx. The covaljances between the vgiables
in Ax and those in Bx are given by

Fl(Ax)(#x)'J= EAxx'B4 = CIAB

These covariances (andhence the correlations) are a1lzero if and only if

4# = 0 (B.26)

Since both matrices are symmetric, the condition may be stated equivalently as
WA = 0. Thus. lw?tpquadratic formsin normal variables with symmetric idempo-
tent matrices will be distribyted independently #'the product of the matrices is the
null matr.

B.10
INDEPENDENCE OF A QUADRATIC FORM
AND A LINEAR FUNCTION

Assume x - Nn, cV). Let x/AX be a quadratic form with A a symmetric idem-
potent matrix of order k, and let L. be an r-element vector, each element being a
linear combination of the .Ys. Thus L is of order r X k, and we note that it need not
be square nor symmetric. If the variables in Ax and u are to have zero covariances,

irewe requ

E A.x 'L') = JIAL' = 0( x
giving the condition LA = 0 (B.27)

This result may be used to prove the independence of the coefhcient vector and the
residual sum of squares in the linear regression model. From Eq. (3.23),b - # =

X'X)-lX'u. giving the matrix of the linear form as Z = (X'X)-1X' The matrix of
the quadratic form is A = M. It follows simply that Eq. (B.27) is satisEed and the
independence is established.
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